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Well, we’ve had to look at ourselves, we have had to look at our history: actually we 
have had to define that history because it was never defined by North American 
historians. 
Antonia Castañeda Shular, Seattle, 1974 
 
 
“El mismo enemigo ha querido mutilar, y si posible, hacer desaparecer nuestras culturas, 
tan parecidas una a la otra, y sin embargo, tanto el Chicano como el Boricua hemos 
podido salvar nuestra idenitidad cultural…” 
Rafael Cancel Miranda, Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary, 1972 
 

“Prison is a backyard form of colonialism” 
 raúlrsalinas 
 
 
“Nuestra América” 
José Martí 
 
 
Por la reunificación de los Pueblos Libres de América en su Lucha el Socialismo. 
Partido de los Pobres Unido de América (PPUA) 
 
 
“Somos uno porque América es una.” 
Centro Libre de Expresión Teatral Artística (CLETA) 
 
 
Exploitation and oppression transcend national boundaries and so the success of our 
resistance will be largely dependent upon our ability to forge strong ties with struggling 
peoples across the globe. As Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Indians and exploited 
whites, we have a special responsibility to our brothers and sisters in Mexico. The 
Mexican people have always been locked together with us – often even more drastically 
than we – in an orbit of oppression created and sustained by U.S. imperialistic circles 
Angela Y. Davis, on the occasion of the Corpus Christi Massacre, June 10, 1971 
 
 
There are two things that exists 
In every hood and ghetto in the world: 
Struggle and Dreams. 
Dead Prez (Sticman and M-1) 
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Introduction 

Activists, artists, journalists, and intellectuals in the United States, from the 1950s to the 

present, have supported national liberation movements in Latin America, Africa, and 

Asia, arguing that anti-colonial struggles abroad were related to human and civil rights 

struggles in the United States. Particular political solidarity formations also existed within 

minority communities during and after the McCarthy period, which organized around 

anti-imperialist and anti-racist politics, that in turn had important influences on civil 

rights struggles, including the establishment of links between the Left politics of the 

1930s and their “resurgence” in the 1960s and 70s.  

“From Below and to the Left”1 builds on these foundations by tracing multi-racial 

and transnational connections among people and organizations in the United States, and 

between the United States and Latin America, during the 1970s. Uncovering these 

connections that linked the Third World “within” to the Third World “without” across the 

Américas reconfigures the narrative of what happened to social movements in the 1970s, 

and helps us re-imagine the Chicano movement through the lens of an anti-capitalist 

politics.2  

 This project bridges the local, national, and international terrains of political 

struggle by tracing the lives of activists and organizations in the United States and Latin 

                                                 
1 This title is taken from the “Other Campaign” of the Zapatistas in Chiapas, Mexico. In the summer of 2005, the 
Ejercito Zapatista Liberación Nacional (EZLN) released the Sixth Declaration of the Lacandon Jungle. This document 
outlined new direction for Zapatistas politics and called for a series of meetings with civil society to determine how to 
move forward on the ideas outlined in the 6th Declaration. The idea for the “Other Campaign” emerged from these 
meetings. The goal is to unit the struggles of communities across Mexico and Mexicans living in the United States who 
identify as “from below and two the left”: non-electoral, non-partisan, anti-capitalist grassroots struggles. That is the 
spirit in which I have used this title.  
2 Pedro Cabán, “The New Synthesis of Latin American and Latino Studies,” in Frank Bonilla, et al. Borderless 
Borders: U.S. Latinos, Latin Americans, and the Paradox of Interdependence (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1998), 202. In this article, Cabán refers specifically to the formation of Ethnic Studies -- in relation to Latin American 
Studies -- as being part of the social science area studies tradition).  
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America who defined their politics in relation to the Third World. It interrogates four 

inter-related themes: 1) the prison rebellions in the United States, 2) third world political 

activity in major U.S. urban centers, 3) guerrilla theatre on both sides of the U.S-Mexican 

(and by extension Latin American) international border, and 4) social movement 

connections between Texas and Mexico. Beginning with Third World political 

formations inside two of the most notorious and brutal prisons in the United States, 

Leavenworth in Kansas and Marion in Illinois, it then moves on to the political 

movements of Third World peoples in two major U.S. urban areas both situated at a 

crossroads of international exchange: Seattle and San Antonio. From these urban 

crossroads in the North, we then travel to Mexico City for a gathering of radical artists 

and revolutionaries who meet up for an anti-imperialist theatre festival. Finally, 

exchanges between Chicano activists in Texas and Mexico eventually take us across the 

Atlantic to Europe.3 A shared critique of U.S. foreign and domestic policies, as well as 

the counter-hegemonic projects, practices and ideas that circulated through these anti-

imperial political and cultural networks, linked these social movements “from below and 

to the left.” 

This dissertation explores connections across, underneath, and outside the 

political, economic, and cultural construction of the nation state, and the hemispheric 

construction of the Americas with the United States as the primary political, economic 

                                                 
3 I want to be clear that I am not proposing a progressive narrative in the sense that politics in the Midwest was less 
developed that Seattle, San Antonio or Mexico. Nor is this a comparative history in terms of drawing certain 
conclusions about the “success” and mistakes of movements. This is a critical history that explores the conditions 
within which Third World political formations emerged, the strategies of self-organization and/or autonomy in relation 
to strategies deployed to engage the state in negotiations, and the ways that struggles circulated through people and 
organizations. 
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and cultural power. Silenced, hidden, and hiding between these histories are 

transnational, diasporic, and AmerIndian connections that call into question the 

relationship between nationalism and internationalism, the local and the global, identity 

and politics, civil and human rights, and sovereignty, self-determination and state 

formation. These intertwined perspectives simultaneously step back to interrogate the 

larger international connections while focusing on local manifestations of national issues 

refracted through a hemispheric lens. These actors shared a political language that was an 

intermingling of cultural nationalism, anti-imperialism, and third world internationalism, 

that constructed -- and were constructed by -- decolonial imaginaries in the Américas.4 

The organizations, people and political efforts of the women and men in these 

pages created a common political language that facilitated the circulation of ideas and 

projects that served as a foundation for shared anti-capitalist struggles during the post-

Vietnam Cold War.5 It is in the 1970s, a decade characterized by a shift in the policies of 

the crisis-ridden political economy of the Keynesian welfare state in response to these 

very struggles, that we should locate the elements of what is currently referred to as anti-

globalization movements. 
                                                 
4 For Emma Perez, the decolonial imaginary is “a rupturing space, the alternative to that which is written in history. I 
think the decolonial imaginary is that time lag between the colonial and post colonial, that interstitial space where 
differential politics and social dilemmas are negotiated.” Emma Perez, The Decolonial Imaginary: Writing Chicanas 
into History. (Indiana University Press, Indiana: 1999.), 6. I will return to this issue in the Chapter one. This line of 
thinking and analysis is also inspired by M Jacqui Alexander and Chandra Talpade Mohanty, eds.Feminist 
Geneologies, Colonial Legacies, Democratic Futures (New York: Routledge, 1997); Maylei Blackwell, “Geographies 
of Difference: Mapping Multiple Feminist Insurgencies and Transnational Public Cultures in the Americas,” Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of California: Santa Cruz, 2000. Also see Mohanty, Feminism without Borders, and Robin 
Kelley, “’This Battlefield Called Life’: Black Feminist Dreams,” in Robin R.G. Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black 
Radical Imagination (Massachusetts: Beacon, 2002); and the larger corpus of work of Walter Mignolo. 
5 I will define my use of imperialism in the literature review section. See Peter L. Hahn and Mary Ann Heiss, eds., 
Empire and Revolution: The United States and the Third World since 1945 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 
2001); Penny M. Von Eschen, Race Against Empire: Black Americans and Anticolonialism, 1937-1957 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1997). On the Chicano/a Third World Left, see Elizabeth Martinez, “A View from Nuevo Mexico: 
Recollections of the Movimiento Left,” Monthly Review vol. 54 no. 3 (July-August 2002), 79-86; and Jorge Mariscal, 
“Left Turns in the Chicano Movement,” Monthly Review vol. 54 no. 3 (July-August 2002), 59-68.  
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My primary focus is on localized strategies for grassroots mobilizations rooted in 

working class cultural practices, multi-ethnic solidarities, and transnational political 

formations that were comprised of Chicano, Black, Asian, Puerto Rican, Mexican, 

American Indian, and white activists and artists. I emphasize the local elements involved 

in the political alliances, coalitions, and solidarity efforts across geopolitical borders and 

different political perspectives. My intent is to expand our understanding of how people 

struggled to build anti-racist and anti-capitalist movements in the 1970s by examining the 

multiple coalitions, solidarity and other international elements of the Chicano movement 

specifically, as well as how they related to other social movements. I argue against the 

characterization of the 1970s as simply a time of “loss, limits, and failure”6 because it 

does not take into account the struggles of people of color, struggles for women’s rights, 

gay rights, immigrants rights, and related labor rights. I propose a re-periodization against 

a dramatic declension.  

My view is that the momentum of the 1960s civil rights and anti-war movement 

did indeed shift after 1968 as the state increased repressive measures, while 

simultaneously abandoning the social-welfare state just at the moment when historically 

marginalized communities were demanding and receiving (limited) civil, social and 

economic rights. In addition, internal political, organizational and strategic differences 

and processes of change and reorganization also played a role in the shifting successes of 

social movements. Therefore, while not in full retreat during the 1970s, elements of 
                                                 
6 Beth Bailey and David Farber, “Introduction,” in America in the 70s, eds. Beth Bailey and David Farber (University 
Press of Kansas: Kansas, 2004), 4. The literature on anti-globalization is too numerous to list, but two important 
anthologies are Globalize Liberation: How to Uproot the System and Build a Better World, ed. David Solnit (San 
Francisco: City Lights Books, 2004) and The Battle of Seattle: The New Challenge to Capitalist Globalization, eds. 
Eddie Yuen, George Katsiaficas, and Daniel Burton Rose (New York: Soft Skull Press, 2001). 
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social movements who had not staked all -- or any -- expectations on the state, continued 

a process of political recomposition, and came to encompass an overlapping set of 

struggles that formed an anti-colonial Third World left in the Américas that must be 

understood as prefiguring current anti-capitalist struggles.7 I will uncover important 

formative connections across the U.S. and between the U.S. and Mexico, as well as 

demonstrate how these connections reflected common experiences and organizational 

formations, parallel ideologies and shared strategies.  These combined efforts 

demonstrate the political astuteness of the activists who understood that their local or 

regional grassroots anti-capitalist struggles for civil, human and economic rights were 

also part of larger organized struggles across the globe.  The actions and analysis of these 

activists, combined with the political strategies of internal Third World alliances and 

international solidarity, formed a set of counter-hegemonic knowledges and practices that 

were part of a historical theorization of colonial relations based on the daily experience of 

the violence within which those relations are grounded. As Ramon Grosfoguel writes,  

“subjects that are inside the empire as part of a long colonial history that included racial 

slavery such as African Americans, Native Americans, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Pacific 

Islanders, Filipinos, Chinese Americans, etc., ” represent “Colonial/racial subjects of 

                                                 
7 Jason Ferreira introduces the analytical term “ Third Worldism” in his brilliant investigation into the radical 
imagination of antisystemic activists in the Bay area, “All Power to the People: A Comparative History of ‘Third 
World’ Radicalism in San Francisco, 1968-1974 (Ph.D. Dissertation, 2003). I will return to this in chapter 1. For an 
important study of Third World politics in Southern California, with implications for other geographic areas, see Laura 
Pulido, Brown, Black, Yellow and Left: The Making of the Third World Left in Los Angeles, 1968-1974 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2006). Pulido’s book, previously synthesized in the 2002 essay, “Race, Class, and 
Political Activism: Black, Chicana/o, and Japanese-American Leftists in Southern California, 1968-1978,” Antipode, 
Vol 34, Issue 4, pp.762-28, appeared as I was finishing this dissertation. Also see Vijay Prashad, Darker Nations: The 
Rise and Fall of the Third World (New York: New Press, forthcoming). 
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empire”.8 These decolonizing political formations and projects enrich the analysis of self-

activity and a collective struggle as central elements in the process of recreating more 

humane social relations, as well as uncovering the specific policies, ideologies, and 

effects of U.S. imperialism.  

By 1968, a growing number of activists primarily, but not exclusively, people of 

color, that were frustrated with the limited gains of liberal civil rights laws and what 

many argued were reformist elements within various social movements, embraced a 

tendency with a longer history than the 1960s - Third World politics. They engaged 

international terrains of struggle like human rights, self-determination, and anti-U.S. 

imperialism, while emphasizing structural socioeconomic elements of racism rooted in 

histories of conquest and colonialization linked by everyday experiences of exploitation 

and violence. These were not separate movements.  Therefore, one goal is to tease-out the 

international impulses within a Chicano political history that has been (mis)defined as 

simply “narrowly nationalist.”9 This is not to replicate the thesis that the peaceful early 

                                                 
8 Ramón Grosgofuel, in an attempt to complicate the narrative of immigration that has dominated the literature of intra-
American and international relations, offers a typology of transnational migrants: 1) colonial/racial subjects of empire; 
2) colonial immigrants; and 3) immigrants. See Ramón Grosfoguel, Colonial Subjects: Puerto Ricans in a Global 
Perspective (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003); quote is from Ramón Grosfoguel, Nelson Maldonado-
Torres, and José Saldivar, Latino/as and the ‘Euro-American Menace: The Decolonization of the U.S. Empire in the 
Twenty-First Century,” in Ramón Grosfoguel, Nelson Maldonado-Torres, and José Saldivar, eds., Latinos in the 
World-System: Decolonization Struggles in the 21st Century U.S. Empire (Boulder: Paradigm Publishers, 2005), 8. This 
articulation of the diversity of transnational migrants is an expansion of the Aníbal Quijano’s writings on “coloniality 
of power” that Walter Mignolo has also used to theorize another set of colonial subjectivities and local knowledges. 
See Aníbal Quijano, “Coloniality of Power, Ethnicentrism, and Latin America,” Nepantla vol. 1, no. 3: 533-580 and 
“La colonialidad del poder y la experiencia cultural latinoamericana,” in Roberto Briceño-León and Heinz r. Sonntag, 
eds., Pueblo, época y desarrollo: la sociología de América Latina (Caracas: Nueva Sociedad, 1998), 139-155.  I want 
to be clear that footnote is not my definitive statement on the relationship of world-systems analysis and Chicano/a 
history. Instead, as an analytical tool, the complication of simple narratives with new language must be historicized. 
That is, how did people give meaning to their own actions? And what were those meanings? 
9 For an important study into the international elements of the Chicano Movements, see Jorge Mariscal, Brown-Eyed 
Children of the Sun: Lessons from the Chicano Movement, 1965-1975 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 
2005). Mariscal not only emphasizes international elements within the politics of three of the figures who have received 
the most focus – César Chavez, Reies Lopez Tijerina and Rodolfo González, but also uncovers a larger set of networks, 
best understood within their local contexts, between political activists in the U.S. and within Latin America.  
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civil rights movement of the 1960s turned into the revolutionary ethnic power 

movements, but to complicate that liberal, progressive narrative by emphasizing that 

there has always existed an internationalist tendency within U.S. social movements 

across the 20th century from which activist would draw inspiration. The Cuban 

Revolution, the election of Salvador Allende (and his overthrow by Agusto Pinochet), 

and finally the revolutions in Central America, were significant struggles in the Américas 

that inspired activists in the U.S. to work in their own communities as well to support 

these movements in other capacities. 

The movements whose stories are narrated in “From Below and to the Left” are 

part of a larger history of struggles, rejuvenated in the 1930s, over how society would be 

organized politically, economically and socially. The civil rights, anti-war, women, gay 

liberation, and Black, Brown, Yellow, and Red Power movements overlapped at the 

local, national and international level.  In the context of open repression against activists 

and larger geopolitical Cold War politics in Latin America, Africa and Asia, the 

movements in the United States expanded their international connections during the 

1970s. Inspired by the anti-colonial and national liberation efforts in Algeria, Cuba, and 

Vietnam, as well as the struggles for the sovereignty of American Indians, many political 

and cultural organizations in the United States articulated a politics situated in what they 

understood as a shared experience in U.S. imperialism.10  

                                                 
10 Amy Kaplan, “’Left Alone with America’: The Absence of Empire in the Study of American Culture,” in Amy 
Kaplan and Donald E. Pease, eds., Cultures of United States Imperialism (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994), 11; 
and Amy Kaplan, The Anarchy of Empire in the Making of U.S. Culture (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002).  
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Vijay Prashad, professor of international studies at Trinity College, describes the 

context of the 1960s and 1970s: “U.S. Imperialism was like a poison. Apart from the 

napalm, the United States used its arsenal of finance capital to undermine the sovereignty 

of the nations of the Third World.” The activists who found common cause in the shared 

experience of U.S. imperialism circulated their ideas, struggles and analysis in the form 

of broad coalitions, alliances and political fronts. Prashad continues, emphasizing the 

racial and class dimensions of civil and human rights struggles: “while some activists [in 

the U.S.] in the late 1960s took the position that the most oppressed must lead the 

movement, most of those among the oppressed, as a prelude to a united front, created 

organizations under the banner of the Third World.”11 This dissertation makes use of 

Prashad’s observations to frame the discussion of the history of international politics of a 

Chicano/a Third World Left in relation to the response of capital to social movements, 

and the response of social movements to the beginnings of neoliberal globalization. 

In recovering the histories of an international Left I am also engaging the 

provocative and still relevant challenge that Amy Kaplan made to the study of U.S. 

History over ten years ago. In Cultures of United States Imperialism, she points to 

absences in research on U.S. history, blind spots that contribute to the continued denial of 

U.S. imperialism: “the absence of culture from the history of U.S. imperialism; the 

absence of empire from the study of American culture; and the absence of the United 

States from postcolonial study of imperialism.”12 By focusing on the coalitions between 

                                                 
11 Vijay Prashad, Everybody was Kung Fu Fighting: Afro-Asian Connection and the Myth of Cultural Purity (Beacon 
Press: Massachusetts, 2001), 131,135.  
12 Amy Kaplan and Donald E. Pease, eds., Cultures of United States Imperialism (Durham: Duke University Press, 
1994), 11.  
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people of color in the United States  - that looked to different Third World countries for 

inspiration and historical background  - as organized within local settings, a unique 

perspective on the relationship between U.S. domestic and foreign policy helps make 

clear the national and international political elements of race and empire against which 

people resisted in order to create different social relationships and a different society. 

The social movements examined in this dissertation included in their analysis a 

diverse array of economic, political and cultural critiques. They linked domestic and 

foreign policy as interwoven components of U.S. imperialism. The global dimensions of 

the critique emanating from inside the “belly of the beast” that led to international 

solidarity abroad and domestic alliances in the U.S. not only included an analysis of 

economic relationships, but a larger history of conquest and exploitation. The point here 

then is not to prove that the United States has been an imperialist power, but to give voice 

to an analysis of U.S. hegemony influenced by Third World political thought that 

continues to have an influence and resonance today. The specific localized focus of each 

chapter highlights the relationship between local struggles for economic and social justice 

and the “collective subject” formation implicit in an anti-imperialist perspective. In other 

words, mutual fertilizations across social movements within geographic areas – 

community, city, or region – were the common denominators in the social production of 

anti-imperialist knowledge and struggles that circulated across political and geopolitical 

borders. I want to emphasize that my work is only a sample of what is possible and of the 
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research that will be necessary to trace the connections of the larger Third World 

struggles in the United States and their links to movements across the hemisphere.  

I want to be clear that in using the term decolonizing, it is in relation to an 

economic system of exploitation that these activists located as U.S. imperialism, and a 

political construction of the nation or cultural nationalism founded in a bounded set of 

ideas that sometimes excluded more than included. Yet in the attempt to organize around 

the multiple ways that struggles were related across racial, cultural and geopolitical 

borders, with a particular emphasis on class solidarity, these movements replicated many 

of the very systems of oppression they were struggling against. Emma Pérez has recently 

emphasized the need to recapture the transnational analytical scope first employed by the 

internal colonial model. She writes, “Despite geo-political borders, those of us who study 

Chicanas and Chicanos face historiographic dilemmas regarding the placement of people 

who, although Mexican or mixed Native American by birth, entered a unique double bind 

as a diasporic yet colonized race in the nineteenth-century Unites States.”13 Third World 

political formations were not monolithic in any ideological or organizational sense. They 

were part and parcel of the larger terrain of radical social movements that simultaneously 

navigated the political terrain of the Left, engaged with the everyday politics of 

organizational and personal relations between each other, and often replicated many of 

the same unequal relations of power along lines of gender and sexuality.  

But social movements are made up of people with infinitely diverse experiences 

and identities (even if not explicitly articulated). Recent studies that have focused on 

                                                 
13 Emma Perez, The Decolonial Imaginary: Rewriting Chicanas into History. (Indiana University Press: Indiana, 1999), 
xviii. I will return to this in Chapter 1. 
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revolutionary and radical Third World political formations in the U.S. have done so 

through the lens of gender, and to a lesser extent, sexuality.14 These studies have not only 

unraveled the contradictions between a radical political discourse and the everyday 

relations between social actors, but also provided insight into how political organizations 

attempted to worked through these differences and how they sometimes could not. 

Furthermore, even though issues of gender and sexuality were often downplayed as 

peripheral to an anti-capitalist movement (a scenario also replicated by movement 

historians), contestations around the politics of gender formed a central component of 

Third World formations. Of course this is not a new revelation for social movements (or 

historians), but it does remind us that we cannot romanticize social movements even 

(especially) if they are radical or revolutionary, nor can we ignore tensions within social 

movements, and struggles around gender, sexuality, violence and power.15  

With the exception of the chapter on Leavenworth prison, this is not a set of 

“organizational” histories or histories of organizations. I am tracing a set of practices that 

are informed by ideas of self-determination, anti-imperialism, and Third World solidarity. 

                                                 
14 For brilliant study of Third World politics in Southern California, with an emphasis on race, gender and class 
relations see Laura Pulido, Brown, Black, Yellow and Left: The Making of the Third World Left in Los Angeles, 1968-
1974 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006). On women and gender in CASA, see Marisela Rodríguez 
Chávez, “Living and Breathing the Movement: Women in El Centro de Accion Social Autonomo, 1975-1978,” 
Master’s Thesis, Arizona State University, 1997; on gender and nationalism in the Chicano movement, and gender, 
nationalism and the Brown Berets see, Dionne Espinoza, “Pedagogies of Nationalism and Gender: Cultural Resistance 
in Selected Representational Practice of Chicana/o Movement Activists, 1967-1972,” Ph.D. diss., Cornell University, 
1996, and “Revolutionary Sisters,” Aztlán 26 (Spring 2001): 17-58. On gender, women and the Black Panther Party, 
see Tracye Matthews, “’No One Ever Asks, What a Man’s Role in the Revolution Is’: Gender and the Politics of the 
Black Panther Party,” and “’The Most Qualified Person to Handle the Job’: Black Panther Party Women, 1966-1982, 
both in Black Panther Party Reconsidered, ed. Jones, Charles E. (Baltimore Maryland: Black Classic, 1998), 267-304, 
305-336. 
15 I offer Robin Kelley’s thoughts on the “awful things” done in the name of democracy and liberation: “And some of 
the most radical movements I write about…all left us stimulating and even visionary sketches of what the future could 
be, but they have also been complicit in acts of violence and oppression, through either their actions or their silence. No 
one’s hands are completely clean.” Robin D. G Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination 
(Massachusetts: Beacon, 2002), ix. 
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Therefore, the historical questions pursued in this dissertation do not examine intra-group 

or intra-personal relations, nor how they related to ideas of Third World liberation. They 

do not interrogate relations of power between people, particularly concerning the politics 

of gender and gender politics or the role of women and men in relation to power and 

decision making, but rather the relations of power between social movements and the 

state -- the two not being mutually exclusive.  That said, while neither gender nor 

sexuality are employed as primary categories of analysis that I am applying in this study, 

nevertheless these experienced are not ignored, nor am I arguing that they are not present 

in these histories. While I will not be taking every opportunity to lead the discussion 

down those paths, nevertheless I will call attention to gender and sexuality in particular 

ways when to ignore it would be to actually take away from or miss key moments of 

analysis.16  

 

Organization 

Beginning with a brief literature review, Chapter 1 contextualizes the specific 

interventions of this dissertation in U.S. and Mexican historiography, Borderlands 

History, Comparative Ethnic Studies, and Latin American Studies, as well as clarifying 

certain terms. The remainder of the study is organized into three sections comprised of 

nine chapters and a conclusion. The sections correspond to different formations of U.S. 

Third World activists. Section 1 and Section 2 examine multi-ethnic political formations 

                                                 
16 Many thanks to Antonia Castañeda and Toni Nelson Herrera for helping me think through these ideas and recognize 
the level of research and analysis necessary to engage with these historical experiences. 
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and coalitions of Chicanos, American Indians, Blacks, Asian Americans, and radical 

Euro Americans. Section 3 focuses on Chicano/a Mexican/Latin American connections.  

The chapters are essentially a map-in-the-making or architectural blueprint that 

locates the coordinates of Third World political radicalism. Unlike a roadmap that 

identifies and traces already known routes, the chapters offer the perspective of the mole 

and the bird. They simultaneously uncover the “underground” channels of 

communication and political connections in prisons, anti-imperialist artists from across 

the hemisphere, on occupied land transformed into new working class neighborhoods, or 

concerning revolutionary formations against U.S. imperialism.  When viewed from 

above, these movements take us across North America - through Mexico, Canada, Puerto 

Rico, Indian Country, and the United States.  We travel from the Midwestern and 

transpacific northwestern United States (Kansas, Illinois, and Washington State), central 

Texas (San Antonio), central Mexico (Mexico City, and the states of Morelos and 

Oaxaca), and back again to the United States by way of the “European Committee in 

Solidarity with the Chicano People.”  The people and organizations that formed links 

across this mapped area spanned the continent, and even included Latin American 

activists exiled in Europe. 

The narrative structure linking all the chapters includes four basic lines of inquiry: 

First, I uncover the connections between people and organizations that identified with a 

Third World political perspective. Second, I examine how political projects were created 

as part of the struggle to create connections that allowed for cross-fertilizations of 

political ideas. Third, I trace the resistance of political actors to the structures and 
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mechanisms of state control as specifically outlined in each respective chapter. Finally, I 

analyze how the state responded to the connections between social movements that 

organized across racial and geopolitical borders. 

Section 1, titled “The Prison Rebellion Years,” examines political organizing and 

legal strategies by Third World political activists17 against regimes of control, behavior 

modification techniques, and conditions of incarceration in the U.S. Federal Prison 

system from 1970-72, the height of the prison rebellion years, in Leavenworth, Kansas 

and Marion, Illinois, the two of the most notorious cages in the country. Coalitions made 

up of American Indians, Chicanos, African Americans, whites, and Puerto Ricans 

transformed Leavenworth into a space for revolutionary study, the prison factories of 

Marion and Leavenworth into picket lines, and the international courts into political 

arenas. In all cases, they challenged prison conditions and their status of civil death. The 

activity was in large part a response to the experiments on prisoners with low-intensity 

physical and psychological torture as a means to control politicized prisoners in the late 

1950s and early 1970s.18  

                                                 
17 I use the words “political activists” in order to emphasize that they were not only engaged with issues inside the 
walls – conditions, rehabilitation programs, parole boards, access to the press and library, etc., but were also organizing 
on issues that were happening outside the walls, like ethnic studies, the “national question”, foreign policy, and other 
political and cultural concerns. One only has to look at the writings that emerged during this time period – whether in 
anthologies, prison journals or editorial pieces – for a glimpse into the diverse political terrain behind the walls. - These 
political activists came to their consciousness from different perspectives: some were political prisoners or prisoners of 
war, as in the case of the jailed Black Panthers or the Puerto Rican Independentistas; others were incarcerated for social 
crimes and came to their political consciousness through interaction with other politicized prisoners. Again, see Joy 
James, Imprisoned Intellectuals: America’s Political Prisoners Write on Life, Liberation and Rebellion and Can’t Jail 
the Spirit. I return to the issue of political prisoners, prisoners of war and social prisoners in Chapter 2. 
18 Schein, Edgar H., “Man Against Man: Brainwashing,” Journal of Social Psychology (Vol. 8 No. 1) 1962, 90-103; 
“Breaking Men’s Minds: Behavior Control and Human Experimentation at the Federal Prison in Marion, Illinois,” 
jointly published pamphlet by the National Committee to Support the Marion Brothers and the Task Force on Behavior 
Control and Human Experimentation of the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Oppression, 1977; undated 
pamphlet, raulrsalinas  Personal [this tells the readers are still in his possession]Archives, Austin, Texas.; and Dylan 
Rodriguez, “’Social Truth’ and Imprisoned Radical Intellectuals,” Social Justice Vol. 30, No.2 (2003): 66-80. 
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Chapter 2 sets the stage by introducing key themes within the literature on prisons 

in the U.S., as well as offering a historical overview of “scientific” prison control tactics 

like behavior modification, isolation and psychological and physical punishment. Chapter 

3 investigates the cross-ethnic organizing connections between Leavenworth and a larger 

support network – lawyers, teachers, activists and family members that provided key 

resources and time to the struggles of the prison rebellion years. It also introduces 

connections and disconnections between the larger Chicano Movement and issues of 

prisoner’s rights organizing. I emphasize the relationship between Chicano activists and 

the Puerto Rican Independence fighters.  Also, I propose that a matrix of Third World 

political influences formed an ideological and strategic analysis of prison conditions.  

This analysis provided a foundation for struggle that influenced the subsequent 

organizing campaigns against torture, behavior modification and indefinite isolation that 

would lead to important 8th Amendment legal precedents at Marion prison. 

Chapter 4 continues the examination of inmate rebellions with a focus on the 

organized resistance against the mind control programs, low intensity torture, and the 

long-term isolation of the Control Unit (CU) at Marion Penitentiary. It examines the 

political efforts of the Political Prisoners Liberation Front that successfully organized 

work stoppages, filed an international brief on human rights to the United Nations, and 

exposed the low-intensity torture techniques of the CU.19 I central focus is on the political 

                                                 
19 Throughout the 1970’s, these special units in federal penitentiaries continued to house political prisoners across the 
country. See Mike Ryan, “Solitude as Counterinsurgency: The U.S. Isolation Model of Political Incarceration,” in 
Ward Churchill and J.J. Vander Wall eds., Cages of Steel: The Politics of Imprisonment in the United States 
(Washington D.C.: Maisonnueve Press, 1992), 83-109. These techniques have since been normalized within the federal 
and state systems with the proliferation of the “supermax” prisons. On supermax prisons, see Angela Y. Davis, “From 
the Convict Lease System to the Super-Max Prison,” in States of Confinement: Policing, Detention, and Prisons, ed. 
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formations and legal strategies – developed in concert with movement lawyers – linking 

these actions with the clandestine and aboveground political education circles, ethnic 

studies classes, and multiracial third world coalitions established at institutions through 

out the country in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The relationship between collective 

education and organized action during the prison rebellion years highlights the point that 

political transformation emerged from an analysis of power grounded in experience and 

experimented with through struggle. This, in turn, was directly linked to the organized 

campaigns against behavior modification, torture, and the CU. Prisoners challenged their 

own juridical “state of exception”, the mechanisms and ideologies of control, as well as 

definitions of education, rights, and freedom.20   

Section 2, “The Pacific Northwest”, shifts the geographical focus of the study.  Its 

two chapters follow prisoners released from Leavenworth and Marion into communities 

where they continued to participate in multi-ethnic, transnational connections that 

spanned the prison walls. They did this in local movements for social justice. Chapter 5 

examines coalition and Third World politics in Seattle, Washington. The Third World 

political culture in Seattle included coalitions between and among --Chicano/a, American 

Indian, African American, and Filipino activists who in 1972 occupied an abandoned 
                                                                                                                                                 
Joy James (New York: Pagrave, 2000).  In referring to the legality of Supermax prisons, Davis writes “Generally, the 
overall constitutionality of these [supermax] programs remains unclear. As larger numbers of inmates with a greater 
diversity of characteristics, backgrounds, and behaviors are incarcerated in these facilities, the likelihood of legal 
challenge is increased.” Also see, Chase Riveland, “Supermax Prisons: Overview and General Considerations.” 
(Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Corrections, U.S. Department of Justice, January 1999), 4. 
20 For a discussion of historical “states of exception”, specifically the Jewish Holocaust, see Giorgio Agamben, Means 
without Ends: Notes on Politics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000); Tomas Hammar, Democracy and 
the Nation State: Aliens, Denizens, and Citizens in a World of International Migration, (Brookfield, Vt.: Gower, 1990); 
Hannah Arendt, “We Refugees,” Menorah Journal, no.1 (1943); Barbra Harlow, “Sites of Struggle: Immigration, 
Deportation, Prison, and Exile,” in Criticism in the Borderlands: Studies in Chicano Literature, Culture, and Ideology, 
edited by Hector Calderón and José David Saldívar, 149-166. (Duke University Press: Durham, 1991); and Ward 
Churchill, Perversions of Justice: Indigenous Peoples and Angloamerican Law (San Francisco: City Lights Books, 
2002). 
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school on Beacon Hill and established El Centro de la Raza. As a result, Seattle emerged 

as a center for Third World multiethnic organizing with close ties to the American Indian 

Movement, as well as international ties to the Philippines, Chile, Cuba, and Puerto Rico. 

In addition to uncovering the story of how Beacon Hill was transformed into El Centro de 

la Raza, this chapter examines the processes by which political activists negotiated with 

local, state and federal governmental entities, and the relationship between political 

autonomy and claims on constitutional and/or human rights. One of the many 

organizations that had their offices at the Centro was the Third World Coalition (TWC) 

of the American Friends Service Committee, Pacific Northwest Chapter. Chapter 6 

examines the emergence of this national coalition and the influence that Seattle-based 

Third World activists had on redefining the relationship between local and international 

struggles within a progressive organization like the AFSC.  

Section 3, “Un Continente, Una Lucha” (One Continent, One Struggle) directs 

our attention to central Mexico and central Texas. Chapter 7 begins with a discussion of 

the political terrain in Latin America and Mexico in the late 1960s and early 1970s, with 

a particular focus on U.S.-Latin American relations and the use of anti-communist 

language to justify the repression of political activists. It then presents an overview of 

Latin American popular theatre, with a particular focus on the founding of Los 

Mascarones, one of the most well known political theatre groups, and the establishment 

of the Centro de Libre de Expresión Artistica y Teatral (The Center of the Free 

Expression of Art and Theatre -CLETA) as a federation that brought together different 

elements of the political and artistic communities in Mexico City in 1973.   
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Building on this foundation, Chapter 8 examines the Quinto Festival de Teatro 

Chicano/Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano de Teatro, which took place in Mexico City 

during July of 1974. It emphasizes that coalitions and solidarity are formed through 

struggle and convergence. That is, the planned coming together of theatre groups from 

across the entire continent offers the opportunity to understand the intermingling of the 

local, national and international as understood through the discussions and political 

encounters that took place in the midst of a two-week meeting that brought together more 

than 700 actors and artists from throughout the Americas for public cultural and political 

performances, dialogues and exchange in Mexico City and Tajín, Veracruz. Theatre was 

only one of the important artistic mediums.  Music, graphic arts, and poetry were also 

central to communicating the struggles and dreams of the social movements. These 

activists used their experience, imaginations, and art to interrogate what they identified as 

instruments of economic, political and cultural domination in order to expose the 

relationships of colonial domination. They were not “just” artists that were part of a 

movement, but also artists with anti-colonial politics. They were also revolutionaries that 

understood communication and expression as a central organizing strategy capable of 

translating struggles across borders and creating new social relationships between and 

among people, and against the capitalist state. The political discussions among teatristas 

offers important insights into the different perspectives on politics, gender, colonialism, 

reform, art, identity, community and change. These perspectives, when examined in the 

intensity of a heated discussion and/or theatrical performances, reveal the diversity of a 
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radical left in the Américas that included Chicanos/as and other Latinos/as living in the 

United States.21  

For the government of Mexico, these connections posed a serious threat. Mexican 

President Luis Echeverria was so concerned with the connections between social 

movements in Mexico and Chicanos and African American connections that brought it up 

during a meeting with Richard Nixon in 1972. As a result, various Mexican intelligence 

agencies, including the military and the Dirección Federal de Seguridad (DFS) followed 

the participants from the moment they arrived in the country throughout the entire two-

week festival.22  The 1974 gathering points to the important relationship between politics 

                                                 
21 For a first hand biographical discussion of U.S. Latino/as and Latin American culture and politics in La Mision, San 
Francisco in the 1970s, see Alejandro Murguía, The Medicine of Memory: A Mexica Clan in California, especially 
chapter six, “Tropi(lo)calidad: Macondo in La Mission” (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2002). 
22 For government infiltration and terror in Mexico and U.S.-Mexico information sharing, see Raúl Jardón, El 
Espionaje contra el Movimiento Estudiantil: Los documentos de la Dirección Federal de Seguridad y las agencies de 
inteligencia estadounidense en 1968 (Mexico City: Editorial ITACA, 2003); Sergio Aguayo Quezada, La Charola: 
Una Historia de los Servicions de inteligencia en México (Mexico City: Grijalbo 2002) and 1968: Los Archivos de la 
Violencia (Mexico City: Grijalbo, 1999); Julio Scherer García and Carlos Monsiváis, Los Patriotas: de Tlatelolco a la 
Guerra Sucia, (Mexico City: Aguilar, 2004) and Parte de Guerra II: Los Rostros del 68 (Mexico City: Aguilar, 2002); 
Manuel Buendia, La CIA en México (Mexico City: Oceano, 1983); and the research conducted by the “Mexico Project” 
– directed by Kate Doyle -  at the National Archives in Washington. For a discussion of coordinated efforts at the 
disruption, infiltration and assassination of social movements in Central and South America, see Dinges, John. The 
Condor Years: How Pinochet and His Allies Brought Terrorism to Three Continents (New York: The New Press, 
2004); Torture in Brazil: A Shocking Report on the Pervasive Use of Torture by Brazilian Military Governments, 1964-
1979, secretly prepared by the Archdiocese of Sao Paulo, trans. Jaime Wright, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1998); Marquerite Feitlowitz, A Lexicon of Terror: Argentina and the Legacies of Torture (Oxford University Press, 
1998); Richard H. Immerman, La CIA in Guatemala: The Foreign Policy of Intervention (Austin: University of Texas, 
1982); and, for a discussion of “domestic intervention” in the US, see Ross Gelbspan, Break-ins, Death Threats and the 
FBI: The Covert War Against the Central American Movement (Boston: South End Press, 1991). For a first hand 
account of torture in Algeria in the 1950s against militants of the National Liberation Front and ordinary citizens, see 
Paul Aussaresses, The Battle of the Casbah: Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in Algeria, 1955-1957I, translated by 
Robert L Miller (Enigma, 2002). In January 2005, evidence emerged of “Condor-like” coordination of security forces 
in Colombia and Venezuela, sanctioned by the Unites States, where Colombian military forces worked with 
“converted” Venezuelan military personnel to kidnap Colombian political activist Rodrigo Granda on Venezuelan soil. 
See James Petras, “The Rodrigo Granda Affair: The Kidnapping of a Revolutionary,” Counterpunch; available online 
at http://www.counterpunch.org/petras01152005.html ; Internet; accessed on 18 January 2005. In a post-911 world, 
memory fades or is played down and these types of international paramilitary formations are argued as necessary evils 
to fight the ever-illusive terrorist network. 
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and culture.23 Public performances transformed art into a tool for cultural, political and 

economic decolonization.  Moreover, theatre symbolized the struggle against U.S. 

imperialism, as well as the relationship between history and culture. Finally, the festival 

offers a Latin American leftist critique of the Chicano movement, suggesting a dynamic 

relationship with transformative potential.24 

Chapter 9 shifts gears as it moves between Mexico and Texas.  It begins with a 

discussion of radical Third World political formations in San Antonio. Though much has 

been written about San Antonio in the historiography of the Chicano/a movement, no one 

has emphasized the influences of Mexican social movements.  This study corrects this 

problem with an brief introduction into Chicano-Mexican relations that contextualizes the 

discussion of the Centro Cultural Ruben Salazar, TU-CASA (the San Antonio “chapter” 

of the Centro Acción Social Autonoma - CASA), and the political trajectory of Mario 

Cantú, ex-Leavenworth prisoner and San Antonio activist. The chapter then shifts to 

Mexico to examine the “anatomy” of a land occupation in Cuernavaca, Morelos, on 

private property that belonged to the governor’s son. Previously named Villa de las 

Flores, the new inhabitants, primarily landless farmers and rural/urban migrants, renamed 

the land Colonia Ruben Jaramillo in March of 1973, in memory of the slain campesino 

leader of the same name, who was a revered figure of the poor in Morelos and Mexico. 

                                                 
23 On the former see Raúl Álvarez Garín, La Estela de Tlatelolco: Una Reconstrucción histórica del Movimiento 
estudiantil del 68 (Mexico City: ITACA, 2002), and the latter, Eric Zolov, Refried Elvis: The Rise of the Mexican 
CounterCulture (University of California Press, 1999). 
24 See Alicia Muñoz Cortes, “The Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, A Political Prisoner,” Master’s 
Thesis (San José State University, 1999), for commentary by Argentine-based activists on the Chicano Movement. 
Also see Arturo Santamaría Gómez, La Política entre México y Aztlán (Culiacán: Universidad Autónoma de Sinaloa 
1994); and La izquierda Mexicana y los trabajadores indocumentados (Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa: Sinaloa, 
1988). 
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The Colonia became “Mexico’s first socialist commune.”25 Florencio “El Güero” 

Medreros Medrano organized this and other land occupations in rural areas in Oaxaca, 

Puebla and Guerrero in the mid-1970s.26 The movement received support from students 

in Mexico City and activists from San Antonio and other parts of Aztlan. After the 

military occupied La Colonia Ruben Jaramillo in September 1973, many leaders went 

underground at the same time that the transnational Partido Proletario Unido de América 

(the United Proletariat Party of America - PPUA) emerged. Founded by the underground 

Jaramillistas and activists from San Antonio and Mercedes, Texas, the PPUA was a rural 

movement of campesinos with support in Guerrero, Morelos, Veracruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, 

and Mexico City. The PPUA was one of more than 30 other rural and urban guerrilla 

organizations in operation during the 1960s and 1970s.  The PPUA had a special 

ideological and strategic affiliation with the armed rural movements led by Genaro 

Vásquez and Lucio Cabañas in Guerrero, as well as urban formations in Guadalajara, 

Monterrey, and Mexico City. The PPUA participated in revolutionary expropriations and 

land occupations between 1974 and 1978. It was in this context that former Leavenworth 

prisoner, CORA member, and teacher at the Colegio Jacinto Treviño in Mercedes, Texas, 

Ramon Raúl Chacon was arrested, tortured and imprisoned in October of 1975, accused 

                                                 
25 Medrano quoted in Elena Poniatowska, “La Colonia Ruben Jaramillo,” in Fuerte es el Silencio (Era: Mexico City, 
1980), 199. 
26 A Jaramillista (follower of Ruben Jaramillo. the last living general from Emilio Zapata’s army, assassinated by order 
of the President in 1962), El Güero had studied in China, and traveled throughout California and Texas. He was a self-
identified as a Maoist aligned with the Albanian party.  On the largest single urban land invasion in Mexico and Latin 
America, see Fernando Díaz Enciso y Poblador@s fundador@s, Las mil y una historias del pedregal de Santo 
Domingo, (Mexico City: La Jornada, 2002). For a discussion of the occupation of urban space, see Lucio Kowarick, 
Social Struggles and the City: The Case of Sao Paulo (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1994) and Rob Kaufman, 
The Politics of Land Reform in Chile, 1950-1970: Public Policy, Political Institutions, and Social Change (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1972). 
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of providing material support for Mexican revolutionaries and inciting rebellion. The 

association with Chicano groups in Texas with La Colonia Ruben Jaramillo and the 

PPUA underscores my major thesis: the dialectical relationships between social struggles 

across the international geopolitical divide. Finally, the chapter ends by returning to 

Central Texas by way of the European Committee in Solidarity with the Chicano People 

established in Italy, Spain, England, France and Germany in the late 1970s by political 

exiles from Mexico and the United States.  

 The conclusion ties together the various threads of Third World political 

formations examined throughout to emphasize the multiple connections that existed 

during the 1970s. It reflects on themes introduced in chapter 1 to offer a blueprint-for-

continuity of international solidarity through the Central American solidarity movement, 

the anti-apartheid struggles, the anti-NAFTA coalitions, and the Zapatista uprising in 

Chiapas, Mexico in 1994.  

The lives presented here are not isolated portraits but part of a wider political 

terrain that reflects some of the issues fought over and contested during the 1970’s: 

economic and human rights, access to land and resources, freedom of the press and 

expression, and anti-colonial struggles. At a time when U.S. ideological propaganda was 

equating democracy with development and modernity, movements that organized during 

the Cold War in Latin America “fashion[ed] a commonsensical understanding of 
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democracy not as a procedural constitutionalism but as the felt experience on individual 

sovereignty and social solidarity.”27  

Taken together, the chapters emphasize how throughout the 1970s social 

movements identified with Third World struggles for self-determination, civil, and 

human rights while exposing and condemning what they interpreted as the social, 

economic, and legal contradictions of U.S. foreign and domestic policy. This was a shift 

and expansion of political goals characterizing a variety of social movements across the 

terrain of U.S. politics in the 1960s that had been looking to international law and 

cultivating transnational connections. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the state 

structures from which social movements were demanding rights completed a cycle that 

began around 1954 and retreated on the contract of a “social-wage” that for the past 40 

plus years since the New Deal had disproportionately benefited the white U.S. 

population.28 These shifting domestic economic, political, and social policies were 

directly related to the increased penetration of U.S. interests in the Third World. These 

movements were part of a cultural and political resistance to a U.S. Americanization of 

the Américas. Their struggles were local manifestations of global struggles that 

contributed to the domestic and foreign crisis of law and order and capitalism, further 

                                                 
27 Greg Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre: Latin America in the Cold War, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2004)[the first reference always means that it is the source for the quote.  This means that you don’t have to say it], 4.  
Also see See Stephen G. Rabe, The Most Dangerous Area in the World: John F. Kennedy Confronts Communist 
Revolution in Latin America, (Chapel Hill: University of north Carolina Press, 1999). For a critique of development 
theory and its ideological function, see Gustavo Esteva, “Development,” and Harry Cleaver, “Socialism”, both in The 
Development Dictionary: A Guide to Knowledge as Power, Wolfgang Sachs, ed. (London: Zed Books, 1992). 
28 Vijay Prashad, “Second-Hand Dreams,” Social Analysis Social Analysis, Volume 49, Issue 2, (Summer 2005), 191–
198. 
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challenging U.S. political and economic hegemony on the continent by forcing capital to 

compose new strategies of exploitation.29  

Without downplaying the devastation of state violence and de-industrialization, 

nor arguing that there wasn’t a significant shift in the political terrain (like the left politics 

of the 1940s), nor internal differences, this research helps us rethink the dramatic 

declension of social movements as there continued to be a vibrant Third World left 

during the 1970s that influenced political struggles and developed an analysis of global 

capital that circulated across borders and time. By tracing the politics of human rights, 

anti-imperialism, and cross border organizing through the 1970s, the cycle of struggle 

and political recomposition of social movements is extended well into the latter years of 

the 1970s.30 However, by 1979 there were important shifts in the geopolitical 

environment with the Iran hostage crisis, the victory of the Sandinistas, and the 

consolidation of a neoliberal, anti-communist right with the election of Ronald Reagan to 

the presidency.31  

When interpreting the impact that social movements had on the everyday lives of 

people struggling for dignity and justice, George Lipsitz emphasizes that defeat and 

victory are not mutually exclusive, that “failure can be useful”, and that “they [Paris 

                                                 
29 Mario Montano, “Notes on the International Crisis,” Zerowork 1 (1975), reprinted in Midnight Oil: Work, Energy, 
War: 1973-1992 (New York, Midnight Notes Collective: Autonomedia, 1992), 115-142; and Antonio Negri, “Marx on 
the Cycle and on Crisis,” in Revolution Retrieved: Selected Writings on Marx, Keynes, Capitalist Crisis and New Social 
Subjects, 1967-83 (Red Notes, London: 1988), 47-90; Harry Cleaver, “The Inversion of Class Perspective in Marxian 
Theory: From Valorization to Self-Valorization,” in Open Marxism: Theory and Practice Vol. II, eds. Werner 
Bonefeld, Richard Gunn and Kosmas Psychopedis, (London: Pluto Press, 1992), 106-144. 
30 Robin D.G. Kelley makes this point in “Looking Extremely Backward: Why the Enlightenment Will Only Lead Us 
into the Dark,” in Yo’ Mama’s Disfunktional!: Fighting the Culture Wars in Urban America (Beacon, Boston: 1997), 
103-124. On this point also see Eric Lott, The Making and Unmaking of Whiteness.  
31 See Greg Grandin, Empire’s Workshop: Latin America, the United States and the Rise of the New Imperialism (New 
York: Metropolitan Books, 2006). 
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Commune and U.S. Civil Rights movements] represent radical kinds of oppositional 

thought and action. One need not imagine how these two insurgencies might have 

succeeded in taking state power to understand how they helped shape a prefigurative 

counter hegemony with enduring historical and ideological import.”32 In a similar vein, 

historian Robin D.G. Kelley reminds us of the importance of redefining how we narrate 

and measure the “success” of social movements, a redefinition that brings up questions 

about the relationship between change and reform, between revolution and the violence 

of the state, between transformation and change: “Unfortunately, too often our standards 

for evaluating social movements pivot around whether or not they ‘succeeded’ in 

realizing their visions rather than on the merits of the visions themselves. By such a 

measure, virtually every radical movement failed because the basic power relations they 

sought to change remained pretty much intact. And yet it is precisely these alternate 

visions and dreams that inspire new generations to struggle for change.”33 The structures 

of economic and political power that “remained intact” did so after having been exposed 

and weakened, inevitably recomposing into new terrains for struggle and contestation of 

power, legitimacy and democracy; terrains that current social movements continue to 

struggle and dream on.  

“From Below and to the Left” has only touched the surface of polycultural34 

international connections that were widespread between organizations and people. These 

and other struggles formed a Third World in the Américas whose dreams and 

                                                 
32 George Lipsitz, American Studies in a Moment of Danger (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 275. 
33 Robin D. G Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination (Massachusetts: Beacon, 2002), ix. 
34 See chapter 1 for a discussion of polyculturalism. 
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imaginations for a different world crossed geopolitical borders. Stated another way, the 

intention of this dissertation is to re-suggest Third World connections and Chicano 

internationalism, or as Cedric Robinson states more eloquently in his magisterial work 

Black Marxism: The Making of the Black Radical Tradition: “as a scholar it was never 

my purpose to exhaust the subject, only to suggest that it was there.”35 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
35 Cedric Robinson, Black Marxism: The Making of the Black Radical Tradition (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2000), xxxii. 
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Chapter 1 

Locating Decolonial Imaginaries in the Américas and/or 

Experimental Civil Rights Struggles 

 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter introduces the overall theoretical framework with further elaborations of 

particular interventions (or relevant clarifications) to follow throughout the dissertation. It 

specifically links organized struggle to subjugated or decolonizing knowledges that 

uncover, to in turn help remake, unequal relations of power, as well as projects for a 

“world that fits many worlds.”36 It highlights important political and cultural formations 

that research looking at one ethnic group or social movement, until very recently, had 

only given either passing reference or simply overlooked. It brings close the “distances 

between” political movements. A shared anti-systemic critique - that was anti-racist, anti-

capitalist, and (sometimes) anti-sexist - led to an exchange of ideas and practices across 

ethnic lines and geopolitical borders. These activists were part of a larger 20th century 

history of internationally circulated struggles within/across the “Darker Nations”37 of the 

Third World, and for this study, the Américas. This is not to imply that these 

organizations and activists did not create links with Europe, Asia, and Africa as the 

conceptualization of Third World politics had U.S., continental, and international 

                                                 
36 “Un Mundo en donde Quepan Muchos Mundos,” is one of the political slogans and political beliefs of the Zapatista 
Army of National Liberation, an indigenous army that rose-up in rebellion against the Mexican government in 1994.  
37 Vijay Prashad, Darker Nations: The Rise and Fall of the Third World (New York: New Press, forthcoming). 
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influences that circulated across the globe through networks of struggle. Focusing on 

multi-ethnic and transnational links also alters the timeline of social movement activity 

that has generally marked 1968 as the nadir of the power and influence of these organized 

struggles that was subsequently followed by a rapid declension.38 

This dissertation highlights social movement activity that continued in the context 

of economic crisis, the increased momentum of “law and order” politics, anti-immigrant 

organizing, a “New American Right”, and the recomposition of global capital.39 In doing 

so, it emphasizes activists that practiced a transnational or internationalist politics -- 

though from different countries or ethnic/racial identities, and often organizing in 

different terrains and within diverse contexts -- were united in their focus on the role of 

U.S. imperialism abroad. In addition, these activists understood that foreign and domestic 

policies overlapped in their effects on minority populations living in the United States, 

including American Indians. These activists and organizations were just as much a part of 

anti-colonial, third world liberation struggles, as they were integral to labor, prison, 

student, women’s, indigenous, and anti-racist movements in the United States. Their 

emphasis was on the implications that state violence and U.S. cultural imperialism, US 

Cold War political and economic policy, as well as overt political and military 

interventions had for possible collaboration and interactions among social actors in Latin 

America and the United States.40  

                                                 
38 For a discussion of the historiography of civil rights movements within which this dissertation is set, see fn. 36. 
39 Lisa McGirr, Suburban Warriors: The Origins of the New American Right (Princeton University Press: New Jersey, 
2001). 
40 Greg Grandin makes a similar point about struggles over the meaning of democracy and freedom during the Cold 
War years in Latin America by a Left inspired by Cuba, Algeria, and Vietnam. See, Greg Grandin, The Last Colonial 
Massacre: Latin America in the Cold War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004). For an important intervention 
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I want to be perfectly clear: the primary focus is on elements of the Chicano 

movement that identified U.S. imperialism as the shared experience that linked the 

struggle for civil and human rights of racial and ethnic minorities in the U.S. with anti-

colonial and anti-capitalist movements across the globe. As a result, African American, 

Puerto Rican, Filipino, American Indian, and other ethnic minorities that shared this 

perspective, U.S. Third World activists. Stated another way, sharing similar experiences, 

some elements of the U.S. minority populations identified as Third World activists and 

therefore sought out allies with movements in the Third World, while at the same time 

strengthening and reworking networks that built on already existing relationships within 

the imperial metropole of the United States.  

We cannot romanticize social movements, revolution, or radical politics, nor can 

alliances and coalitions be assumed to naturally or “obviously” occur, or exist without 

their own contradictions. The very idea of radical transformation, whether political, 

economic or personal, is (sadly) not easily dreamt or imagined, and can be made 

inaccessible by power in the blink of an eye. Alliances and coalitions, solidarity and 

connections, were not characteristics of only radical, transnational politics, they were part 

and parcel of all organized social movements. 

People and organizations that shared a political perspective on power, 

transformation, and change, cultivated alliances and coalitions, as well as various forms 

of solidarity politics. Like all social movements there were differences. For example, the 

strategies and tactics by which these changes were brought about, the role of women and 

                                                                                                                                                 
in defining a radical international solidarity, see Huey P. Newton, “Intercommunalism: February 1971,” David Hilliard 
and Donald Weise, eds.  The Huey P. Newton Reader (New York, Seven Stories Press, 2002): 295.  
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men in the movement, issues of sexuality and leadership, the means to raise funds, or the 

level of interaction with the state, generated agreements and disagreements, encuentros 

and desencuentros.41 Persons and organizations did not always agree on an analysis, 

strategy, or sometimes even the need to come together and form alliances.  

Mistakes were made and the state was ruthless. People across the Américas were 

kidnapped, tortured, and killed by state security apparatuses for their involvement in 

cultural and political movements. At the same time, as the above cited quote from 

historian Robin D.G. Kelley reminds us, the des-encuentros were often as frequent as the 

alliances and coalitions, the imagined socialisms were often as violent and contradictory 

as the homophobia, sexism, and competition that permeated the movement.42 The belief 

that a revolutionary consciousness and formation could radically change the systems of 

government was prevalent, powerful, and palpable across the Américas and globe. 

Governments knew this to be true. They responded to the crisis of control by suspending 

juridical norms and instituting a “permanent state of exception” from the rule of law to 

pursue, arrest, assassinate, incarcerate, and permanently isolate movement activists and 

destroy social movements.43 At the same time, the shortcomings of ordinary people, men 

and women, but primarily men, and the inability or lack of will to confront gender 

violence, sexism, and homophobia were equally prevalent and devastating. All these 

forms of oppressions existed in all social movements, and we must rigorously and 

                                                 
41 Literally, encounters and dis-encounters. 
42 Robin D.G. Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination (Boston: Beacon Press, 2002). 
43 Giorgio Agamben, States of Exception (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005); Achille Mbembe, 
“Necropolitics,” Public Culture 15:1 (2003): 39. 
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honestly assess their impact, tell the stories of injustice, and be honest in our rendering of 

events. 

Given the complexity of a study that focuses on connections, a study that engages 

with a number of thematic, theoretical, and nation-state historiographies, this chapter 

outlines the various interventions. 

 

Primary Interventions 

I want to emphasize that in constructing a theoretical framework to this wide-

range “traveling” dissertation, I am not simply applying or fitting a theory to reality, but 

combining the excavated subaltern border knowledges that emerge from, and are 

articulated through, collective struggles for social justice in order to reflect on the relation 

between theory and practice, analysis and strategy, history and change, and finally, power 

and resistance. I emphasize that an anti-colonial methodology and analysis influenced the 

ideas and practices that moved through people and organizations. The point of departure 

is U.S. based activists that identified with a Third World anti-colonial left. I locate 5 

chapters in the continental United States, 2 chapters in Mexico, and 1 chapter that moves 

between Texas and Mexico. This bi-national format emphasizes the shared experience of 

capitalist imperialism, while weaving together struggles across borders. As a result, there 

are a number of primary arguments and related sub-arguments.  

Because the primary emphasis is on connections between social movements, at a 

theoretical level this implies an engagement with the connections between literatures 

within the disciplinary bounds of history, as well as area studies and ethnic studies. 
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Second, this study is aimed at recovering “decolonial imaginaries.” As postcolonial 

studies, third world feminists, and others have emphasized, imperial/colonial 

relationships are constructed along lines of gender, race, class and nation. As Perez 

explains, these axis are also the possible spaces in which to trace decolonial imaginaries 

in all its expansive “plateaus and horizons”. This is to emphasize a positionality and 

perspective on theory and strategy that gives us all a new vision of a radical humanism, a 

humanism that the activists in these pages were dreaming and enacting, a humanism that 

is not limited by enlightenment ideas of the individual and property rights, but one that 

returns people and their imaginations to the narrative of history.44 It engages and “moves 

through” a variety of literatures. First, it internationalizes the historiography of the United 

States and Chicano/a history. It uncovers Chicano/a – Mexican political connections 

during the 1970s. Then it expands the literature on comparative Ethnic Studies and 

transnational social movements. Finally, each chapter engages with a series of thematic 

literatures like incarceration studies, theatre and cultural politics, and political violence. 

The larger historical questions of the dissertation include: What happened to the post 

WWII civil rights, national liberation and anti-imperialist movements in the U.S. by the 

1970s? How have social movements that developed a geopolitical perspective on 

organizing redefined the discursive and everyday meaning of solidarity, as well as the 

idea and claim for citizenship, human rights and economic justice? How did these 

movements understand the relationship between local, national and international issues? 

How do these movements help scholars and activists interrogate neoliberal economic 

                                                 
44 Perez, Ibid. 
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policies and forms of governance as having their beginnings in the attempts during the 

1970s to contain these very social movements? How can we understand international 

issues like sovereignty, human rights, and self-determination through localized struggles? 

What happens to the answers to the above question when the role of COINTELPRO in 

the U.S. and the Dirty War in Mexico, as well as other forms of state violence and 

technologies of control, are taken into consideration? 

All these diverse interventions come together as this dissertation historicizes the 

current theorization within post-colonial studies on the relationship between U.S. 

Latino/a studies, Latin American studies and Latin American-based Pensamiento 

Crítico.45 As Walter Mignolo explains,  

Ethnic Studies, Latino/a studies in the United States or philosophy of liberation, 
and the pedagogy of dependency theory or internal colonialism in critical social 
thoughts in Latin America have brought to light the epistemic colonial difference. 
And that is not a small victory under the present circumstances and the colonial 
structure of power…[and share a] “common epistemic, ethical, and political 
ground.46  
 

I want to emphasize that this is not an elite telling of a self-serving history. Instead, it 

links international struggles through localized organizing efforts at a grassroots level. On 

another level, it is a comparative history of inter-related case studies. But, instead of 

                                                 
45 For an ever so brief sampling of the literature on Latin American Studies, U.S. imperialism and the culture, see 
Gilbert M. Joseph, Catherine C. Legrand, and Ricardo D. Salvatore, editors, Close Encounters of Empire: Writing the 
Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998); Amy Kaplan and Donald 
E. Pease, editors, Cultures of United States Imperialism, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994). Also see Huey P. 
Newton, “Who Makes U.S. Foreign Policy?: 1974”, in The Huey P. Newton Reader, eds. David Hilliard and Donald 
Weise (New York, Seven Stories Press, 2002), 295. For a discussion of U.S.- Puerto Rican relations, see Andrés Torres 
and José E. Velázques, eds, The Puerto Rican Movement: Voices from the Diaspora (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1998) and Amy Kaplan, The Anarchy of Empire in the Making of U.S. Culture (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2002). For a discussion of the cultural and political influences of Latin America on the Mission District in San 
Francisco, see  Alejandro Murguía, The Medicine of Memory: A Mexica Clan in California, especially chapter six, 
“Tropi(lo)calidad: Macondo in La Mission.” (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2002).  
46 Walter D. Mignolo, “Capitalism and Geopolitics of Knowledge: Latin American Social Thought  and Laitino/a 
American Studies,” in Critical Latin American and Latino Studies, edited by Juan Poblete (University of Minnesota 
Press: Minneapolis, 2003), 48,53. 
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comparing and contrasting differences and similarities, it focuses on connections and 

interactions, tracing what Bill V. Mullen has recently termed “transnational 

correspondence”47 between the “third world within” and the “third world without.” These 

U.S. based Third World political formations challenged capitalist power at local, 

national, and international levels, while emphasizing the creation of polycultural48, 

multiracial/ethnic alliances as a remedy to the totalizing impact of global capitalism and 

nationalism – whether political or cultural or both. 

Finally, this is an interdisciplinary “historical” inquiry. Separating the historical 

from interdisciplinary is not to imply that history stands outside of, or is so intricate to 

other disciplinary endeavors as to merit its own subject position, but to emphasize the 

rigorous investigation into the serpentine connections across time and space.49 With 

critical engagement in the literatures on Cultural Studies, Chicano History, Ethnic Studies 

and Latin American Studies, as well as the nation-state historiographies of the U.S. and 

Mexico, this project follows these actors across the circuits of struggle that parallel, in a 

double bind, the circuits of theory that also run through this investigation. But first I want 

to be clear about two issues: 1) how I am using the certain terms: imperialism, liberal, 
                                                 
47 Mullen is referring to international Afro-Asian connections in three areas: “military strategizing, including guerilla 
tactics; the role of writers and publishing in building international solidarity; and the critical relationship between 
politics and culture.” See Bill V. Mullen, Afro-Orientalism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 76. I 
not only employ “transnational correspondence” in the three areas that Mullen specifies, but in a more general sense of 
a sustained “dialogue” and communication across, through, and under the boundaries that limit the possibilities of 
human justice for all (however that may be defined) attained through experiences of struggle, interaction, conviviality, 
disagreement, and transformation. 
48 Building on Robin Kelley’s introduction of the analytical tool polyculturalism, Vijay Prashad explains that “unlike 
multiculturalism, [Polyculturalism] assumes that people live coherent lives that are made up of a host of lineages – the 
task of the historian is not to carve out the lineages but to make sense of how people live culturally dynamic lives. 
Polyculturalism is a ferocious embrace with the political world of culture…” Everybody was Kung-Fu Fighting: Afro-
Asian Connection and the Myth of Cultural Purity (Massachussetts: Beacon, 2001), xii. 
49 At the same time, historical is also employed with trepidation, hence the quotes, recognizing the very colonizing 
possibilities of the discipline itself in how it organizes knowledge, the hierarchies of relevance and authority given to 
certain sources, the locations of theory, the identity of the author, as well as the competition between (politically) 
historical perspective. 
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radical, and revolutionary, the Américas, and the Third World; and 2) the historiography 

of the 1960s. 

 

Imperialism 

Because the focus is on activists that had concluded that U.S. imperialism was the 

cause of hemispheric and national inequalities -- both in the United States and through 

Latin America and the world – I emphasize the ways in which these actors understood 

this economic and political ideology. In otherwords, how everyday experiences were 

refracted through the lens of different political and economic analysis. That said, it is 

important to differentiate between straightforward, formal, established, and 

institutionalized set of imperial relations through direct political, economic, and legal 

control of colonies and protectorates, and a more informal imperialism that relied on 

collaborating capitalist class of national elites, “markets” and trade agreements, 

diplomacy and cultural exports, and military strategies to induce coercion and 

cooperation.50 The activists in the pages drew from elements of both perspectives, as they 

understood U.S. imperialism as a complicated set of formal and informal capitalist 

relationships at a variety of cultural, political, and economic levels. Of course, the two 

“forms” of imperialism as defined by Knight are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, they 

share many characteristics – primarily the organized resistance against them. This 

research builds on political and economic models to complicate the dialectical narrative 

of dominance and resistance in order to unpack the intersections of social and political 

                                                 
50 See Alan Knight, “Empire, Hegemony and Globalization in the Americas,” NACLA Report on the Americas, vol. 39 
no. 2 (September/October 2005): 8-11. 
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relations, culture and power, and international solidarity to emphasize alternative ways of 

understanding the different dimensions of imperialism, nationalism, and development, as 

well as organized resistance to U.S. hegemony.51 I am interested in how these particular 

activists articulated an anti-imperialist politics, and how that articulation was related to 

political strategies like alliances and coalitions, as well as shared political projects.52  

 

Liberal, Radical, and Revolutionary 

 When referring to liberal, radical, and revolutionary politics, I am talking about 

political ideology, as well as the different types of challenges posed to the status quo be 

each. Within the Chicano movement, and across the political terrain of social movements, 

these determinations – and the relationship to analysis, strategy and change – became 

marking points in a set of ideological struggles. It is important to map out the relationship 

between theory and experience, and how different experiences of the same theoretical 

                                                 
51 Recently Antonio Negro and Michael Hardt have co-authored a pair of books and a slew of essays theorizing the 
difference between a formal imperialism – U.S. or otherwise – and Empire. In turn, a number of books, articles, and 
special journal issues quickly emerged that extended the debate – too numerous to list here. Their work is the most well 
known of a larger political discussion by activists and intellectuals about the nature of capitalism after the energy crisis 
of the 1970s, the crisis that social movements caused for capitalist power. To a certain extent, my research was spurred 
by a political need to historicize their theoretical propositions. That said, I am not directly writing to prove or disprove 
their conclusions; instead, because the 1970s was a time of radical decomposition and recomposition of social 
movements and capital alike, this research is an attempt to uncover “evidence” that speaks to the complexity of the 
decade. Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000); and Multitude: War 
and Democracy in the Age of Empire (New York: The Penguin Press, 2004). For a discussion/critique, see Gopal 
Balakrishnan and Stanley Aronowitz, Debating Empire (New Left Review Debates) (London: Verso, 2003), and Jodi 
Dean and Paul Passavant, Empires New Clothes: Reading Hardt and Negri (New York: Routledge, 2003). For a 
critique of Hardt and Negri from Argentina, see Atilio A. Boron, Imperio Imperialismo (Una lectura crítica de Michael 
Hardt and Antonio Negri) (Mexico City: Editorial Itaca, 2003). For an autonomist perspective on the autonomists Hardt 
and Negri, see John Holloway, Change the World Without Taking Power: The Meaning of Revolution Today (London: 
Pluto Press, 2002), especially chapter 9.  For an alternative perspective on multitudes, see Paolo Virno, A Grammar of 
the Multitude (Los Angeles and New York: Semiotext(e), 2004). 
52 I should say that in my own historical perspective, in the Américas, beginning with the Monroe Doctrine, the 
Mexican American war, annexation and subsequent violations of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, to the “Roosevelt 
Corollary”, and various military interventions, combined with economic, cultural and political hegemony, particularly 
after 1950, the exercise of control over the continent is approached as a “birth right” by political and economic elites in 
the United States. 
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influences led to different ends, as well as how different political influences led to similar 

ends. For this dissertation, I use a working definition of ideology put forth by Joy James 

in Representations of Black Feminist Politics. Ideology is the understanding of the 

relationship between, and attitudes toward, institutional economic and political power, 

that is, state institutions, corporations, economic conditions, and the social relations 

created in between and mediated by these same institutions and social processes. 

According to James,  

Black feminists that accept the political legitimacy of corporate-state institutional 
and police power but posit the need for humanistic reform are considered 
liberal…that view oppression as stemming from capitalism, neocolonialism, and 
the corporate state are generally understood to be radical…and those that 
explicitly challenge state and corporate domination and critique the privilege 
status of bourgeois elites among the ‘left’, those that do so by connecting political 
theory for radical transformation with political acts to abolish corporate-state and 
elite dominance are revolutionary.53  

 

Emphasizing complexity, overlapping influences, and the changing historical contexts of 

progressive positions, James writes: “in the blurred political spectrum of progressives that 

broadly include liberal, radical, and revolutionary politics and their overlap, all of these 

camps change character or shape-shift to varying degrees with the political context and 

eras.”54 That is, from the perspective of empire and the structures of economic and 

political power, the existence of revolutionary politics makes radical politics more 

acceptable to the liberals; the existence of radical politics makes liberal politics more 

acceptable to centrists, and so it goes. As an organizing framework, liberal, radical, and 

revolutionary were three points on a political spectrum within a conceptualization of 

                                                 
53 Joy James, Shadowboxing: Representations of Black Feminist Politics (New York: Palgrave, 1999), 79. 
54 Ibid 
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Third World politics, through which this dissertation is mapped. What is important is that 

when assessing the impact that social movements on political cultures we must be more 

creative in finding lessons, admitting errors in political decisions, and applying categories 

that enhance rather than limit our understanding of the past. 

 

Américas  

The Spanish term Américas is employed to emphasize a non-U.S. centered 

hemispheric based diasporic political imagination that, invoking alternate 

conceptualizations of the hemisphere, works to counter the appropriation of the continent 

by the United States. It also highlights the elements of collectively shared experiences 

articulated in the alternative imaginings of the hemisphere from which these activists 

conceptualized their political strategies and collective identities. Invoking a Spanish 

speaking continental identity, implied in the very idea of the de-centered “U.S. 

Americas”, poses its own problems if used uncritically. As a linguistic identifier that also 

doubles as a geographic determinant, i.e. Spanish speaking Latinos/as and Latin America, 

it erases the diverse indigenous cosmologies and experiences, the African Diaspora, and 

most recently, the Asia Diaspora in the Americas.55 The idea of the Américas (and Latin 

America) has its own history.56 That said, the Américas is invoked as a conceptual tool 

that geographically maps the political terrains through which these struggles moved, and 

is meant to include Indigenous, African and Asian peoples; that is, non-European and 
                                                 
55 Tony Affigne and Pei-Te Lien, “Peoples of Asian Descent in the Americas: Theoretical Implications of Race and 
Politics,” in Amerasia, Vol 28 No. 2 (2002).  
56 On the history of the idea of Latin America, and alternative imaginings of the continent from Afro Caribbean, 
Indigeous, and Latino/a perspectives, from which this dissertation heavily relies, see Walter D. Mignolo, The Idea of 
Latin America (Blackwell: Oxford, 2005). 
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non-U.S. based perspectives toward the hemisphere. Of course, that is not to exclude 

white Euro-American activists or the New Left as this dissertation is about collaboration 

and connections based on a shared set of political ideas and practices that were not (only) 

against U.S. policies, but also aligned with international Third World struggles. In other 

words, by focusing on a political conception of the geographic area of the Americas that 

is explicitly non-U.S. and non-English based,57 this study de-centers “U.S. America”. It 

also remaps a continental perspective of political organizing, emphasizing the Latin 

American and Afro-Caribbean Diaspora within the United States, as well as 

transcontinental indigenous connections.  

This de-centering of “U.S. America,” when combined with an analysis of a 

hemispheric hegemonic project directed from the centers of political and economic power 

in the United States that sought to expand the sphere of free market capitalism, also 

implies that the connections between different struggles do not stop at the geopolitical 

borders between nations. Therefore, expanding “border relations” beyond geopolitical 

borders was a key element of the political movements in this study.  Stated yet another 

way, these actors understood that the expansion of U.S. political, economic, and cultural 

domination across geopolitical borders implied that anti-imperial struggles must also 

transcend those same geopolitical boundaries. All that said, U.S. imperialism is 

essentially background contextualization - important, but not the central focus of this 
                                                 
57 The issue of language in relation to a cultural and political identity is especially salient with regard to the Chicano/a, 
Puerto Rican, and other Latino/a communities in the United States. Given the diverse experiences and different 
generations, not all persons speak Spanish. While some are mono-lingual English speakers, others are mono-lingual in 
their indigenous language. I do not deal with this issue farther than recognizing the necessity of historical clarity. 
Research into the “languages of struggle” - as related to communication between U.S. based Chicano/a organizations 
and social movement in Latin America for example – is a field that promises to produce interesting and necessary 
studies. 
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project. The primary concern of this study are peoples’ movements for social justice 

based on a shared identity of struggle and the radical idea that a new different world is 

possible, one not dominated solely by U.S influence – defined in a myriad of ways 

depending on the specific historical context. 

 

Third World 

The term Third World denotes a particular political consciousness linking race 

and capitalism in the context of the national and international implications of a Cold War 

fought to control territory and ideological influences across the geography of the globe. 

Like imperialism, the protagonists of this dissertation used this term in their own 

particular ways, but generally, it is meant to emphasize minority political activists that as 

as result of an anti-imperialist analysis identified as colonized peoples within the United 

States, and therefore located their struggles as part of Third World politics. This political 

consciousness and perspective united activists across borders of all types. This is not to 

romanticize international solidarity, or to ignore tensions within specific ethnic or 

nationally based movements, but to bring the dreams, imaginations and struggles of 

people with a continental and global vision that was grounded in the local to the center of 

the analysis. It is important to trace the origins and use of the term Third World in order 

to then expand on how it is employed in this dissertation.  

In their brilliant book The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners, and 

the Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic, Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, 

uncover far-flung networks of an international working class that was made up of 
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“multiethnic rebels” that circulated their struggles around the Atlantic world in the 17th 

Century.58 Another important international movement was the 19th Century campaign to 

abolish the slave trade. There were significant efforts throughout the early 20th century as 

well. They include, for example, Marcus Garvey’s back to Africa Movement, Afro-

Cuban connections in the 1930s, coordinated protests by an African American and Asian 

left against Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia in 1938, support for the national liberation 

struggles in India and Pakistan in 1947, and later in Algeria in 1954. International Afro-

Asian alliances are best represented by the 1955 Bandung Conference of Asian, African 

and Arab nations where the term Third World was invented and given political 

meaning.59 In fact, it was out of these international gatherings and exchanges that the idea 

of a political Third World was forged. According to Thomas Borstelmann, the term 

“Third World” emerged out of the Bandung Conference held in Bandung, Indonesia in 

1955, and referred to un-aligned Nations who were primarily non-European constituting 

an Afro-Asian alliance.60 Five newly independent Asian countries called the conference: 

                                                 
58 Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners and the Hidden 
History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000). 
59 Frank A. Guridy, “From Solidarity to Cross-Fertilization: Afro-Cuban/African American Interaction during the 
1930s and 1940s,” Radical History Review Issue 87 (Fall 2003): 19-48. For more on Afro-Asian connections, see Vijay 
Prashad, Everybody was Kung Fu Fighting: Afro-Asian Connection and the Myth of Cultural Purity (Beacon Press: 
Massachusetts, 2001). Penny Von Eschen’s Race Against Empire: Black Americans and Anticolonialism (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Pres, 1999). On the Bandung Conference and the term Third World as a political identity and 
ideology see Cary Fraser, “An American Dilemna: Race and Realpolitik in the American Response to the Bandung 
Conference, 1955,” in Window in Freedom: Race, Civil Rights, and Foeriegn Affairs, 1945-1988 (Chapel Hill and 
London, University of North Carolina Press: 2003), 115-140; Manning Marable ed. The Legacy of Bandung: Black 
Internationalism and the Politics of the Third World (Souls Special Issue: Center of Contemporary Black History. 
Columbia University, forthcoming); Carlos Romulo, The Meaning of Bandung (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1956); A Appadorai. The Bandung Conference (New Delhi: Indian Council of World Affairs, 1955); 
and Thomas Borstelmann, The Cold War and the Color Line: American Race Relations in the Global Arena 
(Cambridge and London, Harvard University Press, 2001). For an extended discussion on the influence of Bandung, 
see the “Forum” in Radical History Review 95 (Spring 2006). 
60 The Cold War and the Color Line, 274, note 4. 
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Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan; and brought together leaders and activists 

from the Middle East, Asia, Africa, Europe, and the United States.  

The Bandung Conference was the first step in institutionalizing the nonaligned 
movement that increasingly influenced international relations after 1950, and in 
popularizing the notion of the Third World” that transcended the major alliance 
systems. The Afro-Asian Conference launched an era of growing antiracist 
assertiveness by people of color. Asians and Africans frequently focused on the 
ideologies of white supremacy that girded segregation in the United States, 
apartheid in South Africa, and European colonial rule in Africa, Asia, and the 
Caribbean.61 
 

 Egypt and Tunisia had recently gained their independence while the Algerian war had 

begun only a year earlier. By the time Algeria won its independence after a violent eight 

year war, Cuba had gone through a revolution, and the beginning of the Chilean political 

move to the left that would result in the election of Socialist Salvador Allende was on its 

way. A significant aspect of this conference for our discussion is the non-aligned 

countries’ articulation of a strategic alliance against white supremacy that mirrored that 

of African American, Mexican American and Asian American Civil Rights organizations 

that (re) emerged in the wake of WWII as returning veterans challenged the contradictory 

logic of Jim Crow and Democracy in the United States. The divisions – first, second, and 

third world, referring to the capitalist, Communist and the “non-aligned” or “developing” 

areas in which this Cold War played out, find another origin in Mao Tse-Tung’s analysis. 

Mao came to have a significantly influential role in the theoretical explorations that many 

Third World activists in the Americas and the United States.62  

                                                 
61 Cary Fraser, “An American Dilemna: Race and Realpolitik in the American Response to the Bandung Conference, 
1955,” 118. 
62 The influence of Mao on the Black Panther Party, both politically and theoretically is one example of this 
phenomenon. Also see Max Elbaum, Revolution in the Air: Sixties Radicals turn to Lenin, Mao and Che (London: 
Verso, 2002); and Vijay Prashad, Everybody Was Kung-Fu Fighting and Darker Nations, op. cit. 
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In 2003, Jason Ferreira completed an extensive study political formations 

comprised of activists that identified as Third World activists in the Bay area in the 

1970s. He offers the term “Third Worldist” in order to better explain the multiracial, anti-

capitalist, anti-racist organizing characteristic of many places throughout the U.S.63 

“Third Worldist” represents an important intervention with which this work engages. 

Ferreira focuses on activists that 

Embraced a Third World perspective that linked development of a capitalist 
world-system to the concurrent and related development of a racial world-system. 
Third Worldism, while never a monolithic entity espousing a coherent ideology or 
unified political platform, was nonetheless, theoretically-informed by an anti-
imperialist, anti-colonial framework, and did advance a unique praxis, in the sense 
of Gramsci’s dialectical unity of practice, reflection and action. It embodies a 
‘conception of the world,’ containing both a critique and a vision, an ensemble of 
tactic and strategies reflecting the ebb and flow of struggle.64  

 

Within the Chicano movement specifically, but the larger terrain of social movements in 

general, this hemispheric and international ‘conception of the world’ often clashed with 

reform elements that saw community organizing as a means to the end of electoral 

politics -- challenging as electoral politics was to the power of status quo politicians and 

localized elements of discrimination and economic marginalization. In the Américas, this 

remapping was particularly evident after the Cuban Revolution, and gained momentum in 

the 1970s with the election of Salvador Allende as president of Chile, and the emerging 

revolutionary movements in Central America.  

                                                 
63 Ferreira proposes that the diverse population of the Bay area makes it an exceptional area to investigate these 
connections. This is without a doubt true; but what makes these transnational political formations historically 
significant is that they were found in many cities and spaces (like prisons). Jason Ferreira, “All Power to the People: A 
Comparative History of ‘Third World’ Radicalism in San Francisco, 1968-1974 (Ph.D. Dissertation, 2003). 
64 Ferreira, “All Power to the People,” 28. 
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I present this discussion to emphasize a particular construction of transnational 

politics in the Américas where global and U.S. based Third World politics were 

synonymous with anti-Americanism and anti-imperialism.65 I also want to emphasize the 

particular centering of the U.S. as a hemispheric/global power, while identifying 

particular localized experiences of these “global designs” marked throughout the 

hemisphere.66  

Finally, before the colonial project of the 16th century, the continent and the globe 

were inhabited by civilizations of indigenous communities. George Manuel offers the 

Fourth World as an organizing principle that recognizes “the existence of yet another 

world, a world composed of a plethora of indigenous peoples, several thousand of us, 

each of whom constitutes a nation in our own right.”67 He proposes that “the Fourth 

world is the name given to indigenous peoples descended from a country’s aboriginal 

population and who today are completely or partly deprived of their own territory and its 

riches…The people to whom we refer are the Indians of North and South America, the 

Inuit (Eskimos), the Sami people [of northern Scandinavia], the Australian aborigines, as 

well as the various indigenous populations of Africa, Asia and Oceania.” 68 In terms of 

the Americas, we can think of the continent as a “host world” reflecting the indigenous 

                                                 
65 Andrew Ross and Kristin Ross, Anti-Americanism (New York: New York University Press, 2004). 
66 It is beyond the scope of this dissertation (at this point) to enter into the debate around the usefulness of world 
systems theory as articulated by the work of Immanuel Wallerstein – though I do outline its emergence in the 
historiography. A recent anthology, that appeared as I was finishing the dissertation, engages with this very issue. See 
Ramón Grosfoguel, Nelson Maldonado-Torres and José David Saldívar, eds. Latin@s in the World-System: 
Decolonization Struggles in the 21st Century U.S. Empire (Boulder: Paradigm Publishers, 2006). 
67 Ward Churchill, “The New Face of Liberation: Indigenous Rebellion, Repression, and the Reality of the Fourth 
World,” in Acts of Rebellion: The Ward Churchill Reader (New York: Routledge, 2003): 264. 
68 George Mandel and Michel Posluns, The Fourth World: An Indian Reality (New York: Free Press, 1974), quoted in 
Ibid. 
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conception of the modern/colonial mapping of the hemisphere.69 As nation’s, the rights of 

peoples who inhabit “host worlds”, in terms of sovereignty, self-determination, freedom 

of movement, cultural dignity, and other rights normally associated with the nation-state, 

are international issues.  

It is important to point out that in relation to indigenous people, and across the 

spectrum of minority groups, the term Third World and an anti-colonial political 

perspective was not accepted by all political organizations on the Left. In fact, these 

stories are as much about struggles defined as anti-colonial and Third Worldist as it is 

about their relation to reformist elements of the larger political terrain of minority 

organizations within the U.S. With regards to American Indians -- even as the language 

and perspective of an anti-colonial Third World positionality were embraced at a strategic 

and tactical level -- many understood their relationship to the U.S. Constitution and 

government not as citizen-subjects struggling for civil rights, but as nations that entered 

into treaty agreements with the U.S. nation-state and therefore had international rights in 

terms of sovereignty, self-determination, and autonomous governance.70  

 

1968 and Global Revolution 
                                                 
69 Winona Duke coined the term “Host World” in “Natural to Synthetic and Back again,” preface to Ward Churchill, 
Marxism and Native Americans (Boston: South End Press, 1983). 
70 See Vine Deloria, Jr. Behind the Trail of Broken Treaties: An Indian Declaration of Independence (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1974); Ward Churchill, Perversions of Justice: Indigenous Peoples and Angloamerican Law 
(San Francisco: City Lights Books, 2002); and Andrea Smith, Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian 
Genocide  (Boston: South End Press, 2005), especially 177-192. In the early 1970s, the idea of a Fourth World was 
introduced: “The 4th world is the name given to indigenous peoples descended from a country’s aboriginal population 
and who today are completely or partly deprived of their own territory and its riches…The people to whom we refer are 
the Indians of North and South America, the Inuit (Eskimos), the Sami people [of northern Scandinavia], the Australian 
aborigines, as well as the various indigenous populations of Africa, Asia and Oceania.” See see Geroge Mandel and 
Michel Posluns, The Fourth World: An Indian Reality (New York: Free Press, 1974), quoted in Ward Churchill, “The 
New Face of Liberation: Indigenous Rebellion, Repression, and the Reality of the Fourth World,” in Acts of Rebellion: 
The Ward Churchill Reader (New York: Routledge, 2003). 
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Across the globe, 1968 is considered a watershed moment in politics, a shift that 

marked the beginning of the end of the Keynesian Welfare state as populations across the 

globe challenged the structures of economic and political power in local, national and 

international arenas.71 Contradictory political forces escalated the economic crisis of the 

late 1960s and early 1970s. On the one hand, an increase in state sponsored or sanctioned 

violence limited or closed off spaces and avenues of political participation while 

criminalizing political activists; and on the other, organizing efforts and struggles that 

circulated through local, national and international networks escalated in intensity. 

 In Czechoslovakia, France, the United States, Mexico, Vietnam, Italy, Spain, 

Pakistan, Poland, Yugoslavia, and elsewhere, social movements and anti-colonial 

struggles emerged and coalesced. From 1950 through the 1960s, social movements grew, 

expanded ,and converged. Taken together these social movements were comprised of 

persons and organizations that demanded human and civil rights, access to economic, 

medical, and educational resources, as well freedom and dignity. At the same time, there 

was also a push to establish autonomous projects, based on ideas of collective organizing 

and self-determination. Finally, there were the national liberation movements that wanted 

to destroy the colonial relations and build new nations governed by the working class and 

previously exploited national or ethnic “minorities” that were often numerical majorities. 

These were global characteristics of social movements, yet all of these tendencies existed 
                                                 
71 See George Katsiaficas, The Imagination of the New Left: A Global Analysis of 1968 (Boston: South End Press, 
1987); Van Gosse, Rethinking the New Left: An Interpretive History (New York: Palgrave, 2005); Jeremi Suri, Power 
and Protest: Global Revolution and the Rise of Détente (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Mario Montano, 
“Notes on the International Crisis,” Zerowork 1 (1975), reprinted in Midnight Oil: Work, Energy, War: 1973-1992, 
(New York, Midnight Notes Collective: Autonomedia, 1992), 115-142; Antonio Negri, “Marx on the Cycle and on 
Crisis,” in Revolution Retrieved: Selected Writings on Marx, Keynes, Capitalist Crisis and New Social Subjects, 1967-
83 (Red Notes, London: 1988), 47-90 
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and overlapped in the United States. That is, liberal, radical and revolutionary politics co-

mingled during the 1970s. But perhaps most profoundly, many of these struggles, 

regardless of the political ideology, echoed a global demand for dignity and respect - as 

women and ethnic minorities, as workers, students, and people against war, as mothers 

and fathers, as people, as humans. Recently, Angela Y. Davis refers to the strategies 

employed during the late 1960s and early 1970s as “experimental modes of civil rights 

organizing.”72 In the conclusion, I will make some preliminary comments how my 

research relates to Davis’s characterizations. 

During the late 1960’s and early 1970s, the United States experienced a series of 

political and economic crisis. The “guns and butter” policies of LBJ were essentially 

continued during the Nixon administration until inflation and unemployment eventually 

led to stagflation. The 1960s ended with the pre-meditated murders of Fred Hampton and 

Mark Clark; both were members of the Philadelphia chapter of the Black Panther Party 

and the FBI, local police authorities, and infiltrators orchestrated their murder on 

December 4, 1969.73 The 1970’s began with the invasion of Cambodia and the massacre 

at Kent State, and continued with an ever more disastrous war in Vietnam, the Watergate 
                                                 
72 Angela Y. Davis, Abolition Democracy: Beyond Empire, Prisons, and Torture (New York: Seven Stories Press, 
2006), 131 
73 William O’Neal faced charges of car theft and impersonating a federal officer and accepted being an informant for 
the Philadelphia police department by infiltrating the BPP from the beginning. He was Director of Security and Fred 
Hampton’s body guard. O’Neals detailed drawing of Hampton’s apartment, the timing of the “raid” (around 2am), and 
the involvement of federal, state and local authorities is one of the most clear examples of a coordinated political 
assassination against a leader of a social movement. See Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, Agents of Repression: 
The FBI’s Secret was Against the Black Panther Party and the American Indian Movement, (Boston: South End Press, 
1988), 64-77. On the international reach of the BPP, see Kathleen Cleaver, “Back to Africa: The Evolution of the 
International Section of the Black Panther Party (1969-1970),” in Jones, ed., Black Panther Party Reconsidered 
(Baltimore: Blacks Classic Press, 1998), 211-254; and Michael L. Clemons and Charles E. Jones, “Global Solidarity: 
The Black Panther Party in the International Arena,” 20-39; John T. McCartney, “The Influences of the Black Panther 
Party (USA) on the Vanguard Party of the Bahamas, 1972-1987,” 156-163; Ruth Reitan, “Cuba, the Black Panther 
Party, and the U.S. Black Movement in the 1960s: Issues of Security,” 164-174; all in Kathleen Cleaver and George 
Katsiaficas, eds., Liberation, Imagination, and the Black Panther Party: A New Look at the Panthers and their Legacy 
(New York: Routledge, 2001). 
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scandal, the energy crisis, unemployment and stagflation, and a further militarization of 

law enforcement and incarceration. Such was the state of social reality that “Americans 

during the 1970’s commonly described their world and their future in a language of loss, 

limits, and failure.”74  

It must be emphasized that there is no simple “1960s” narrative.  Periodization, 

thematic issues, analytical perspectives, and other theoretical questions continue to 

characterize and challenge the historiography of this time period. This is a healthy 

environment for a historical approach that weaves together struggles. As all social 

histories are about the experiences of people, the connections between people, 

organizations, and institutions, and the power relationships within which their lives exist, 

it is important to keep in mind that local, regional, national and international contexts 

critically shaped coalition politics. In the U.S., the literature on the “1960s” has 

bequeathed some epistemological and thematic barriers to recognizing the importance of 

these alliances.  

The teaching of the 1960s as a “decade” inclusive to itself, and not as a cycle of 

struggles that began in the 1940s and continued in its anti-communist form until 1989, is 

the first challenge. The division of the decade of the 1960s into a Civil Rights struggle 

that “escalated” into the Black, Red, Yellow and Brown power movements presents 

another set of analytical and historiograpahical challenges as they complicate histories of 

progression. Finally, presenting U.S. social movement histories of Asian, African 

American, American Indian, and Chicano/a as separate and only nationally based, 

                                                 
74 Beth Bailey and David Farber, “Introduction,” in Beth Bailey and David Farber, eds. America in the 70s, (University 
Press of Kansas: Kansas, 2004), 4. 
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presents a third challenge. Alliances, coalitions and solidarity across racial, cultural and 

class lines, as well as geopolitical borders and geographic spaces, has always been a 

characteristic of movements for social justice.75 This dissertation recovers some of those 

connections.  

Generally, social movements in the U.S. during the 1950’s and 60’s have been 

presented as a progressive “radicalization” of strategies and tactics -- from the “non-

violent” sit-ins and marches of the civil rights movement(s) to the intensified claims for 

radical change; from the Southern Christina Leadership Conference (SCLC) to the 

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) to the Black Panthers; from 

LULAC to La Raza Unida Party to the Chicano Liberation Front; or from SDS to the 

Weather Underground. Yet these dichotomies are both limiting and ahistorical, and do 

not take into consideration the state sanctioned violence against political activists, or the 

links between organizations. 76 

What has come to be called the New Left was vast in its political dimensions and 

included the anti-war, ethnic-Power, women, queer, and some left liberal influences.77 

The ideological struggles that played out between organizations that focused on civil 

rights, anti-imperialism, cultural nationalism, human rights, labor unions, or a 

combination of these, was not simply about strategies and tactics. In the final analysis, 

their differences - understood across a political spectrum - were about the economic and 

                                                 
75 For a most brilliant study of 17th and 18th Century, trans-Atlantic, multiracial, working class alliances and solidarities, 
see Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners and the Hidden 
History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000).  
76 Robin Kelley, Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists During the Great Depression (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1990); Timothy B. Tyson, Radio Free Dixie: Robert F. Williams and the Roots of Black Power 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). 
77 Van Gosse, Ibid. 
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political reasons understood as the causes for inequality, exploitation, and state violence. 

In other words, these different perspectives underscore the complex and intricate “whys” 

and “hows” of economic and political power, oppression and repression, control and 

resistance that influenced decisions, strategies and tactics. Yet as the anti-war movement 

slowed and the white participation in social movements waned, what is apparent is that 

the issues and make-up of social justice organizing in the 1970s changed. 

 

What happened in 1970s?” Crisis and Capitalist Planning 

The 1970s are characterized as a time when the cycle of social movements that 

had begun in the post WWII period declined.78 The year varies, but by the mid-70s the 

social movements that had challenged the economic and political status quo during the 

1950s and 1960s looked different and did not generate the large-scale mobilizations 

characteristic of earlier times. Yet the large-scale demonstrations and mobilizations, and 

the emergence of a generation that imagined new ways of resisting the imposition of 

cultural and economic imperialism, racism, and violence -- while also creating 

alternatives based on values of equality, dignity and struggle -- had only existed because 

of day-to-day organizing and the continuity of struggles from previous generations. 

When mapping the trajectories of labor, civil rights, anti-colonial, women’s, and 

other collective movements that formed international links, many scholars in the U.S. 

have characterized the 1970s as a time when the momentum, level of participation, and 

                                                 
78 Yet even this construction is dictated by a Cold War calendar. If we zoom out even farther, the origins of the 1950s 
can obviously be traced to the labor organizing, early feminisms, and social movements during the 1930s, that is, at the 
very beginning of the Keynesian period. 
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impact of popular movements for social justice, human rights, and basic dignity began to 

shift. In fact, some scholars of U.S. History have even claimed that these movements 

fractured the American Left by focusing on “identity” issues that displaced class as a 

category of analysis, therefore allowing for the increased power and attraction of the 

political right.79 Others have argued that the results of these movements were concretely 

felt and transformed into policy and therefore the reason and need to struggle no longer 

existed.80 

The early 1970s did not signal a simple waning of the movement. It was a time of 

shifting terrains and strategies goals, always understood within the context of increased 

state violence and a recomposition of capitalist power. The struggle for economic and 

political equality in fact intensified. For example, Third World feminists, indigenous 

rights organizing, the international environmental movement, struggles over human 

rights, and revolutionary anti-colonial rebellions focused on organizing multi-ethnic and 

transnational coalitions as a necessary strategic shift in a changing economic and political 

climate. In their own manner, they linked the local through the national and global. This 

type of political work, the everyday politics of organizing that allowed for the creation of 

alternative projects, coalitions, and alliances, is essentially a history of changing social 

relations, which in turn can be understood as changing relations of power. 

                                                 
79 For an analysis that emphasizes the waning of white liberal political activism in the 1970s, particularly after it was 
clear the war in Vietnam would end, and the shortsighted, often bitter critique of white (primarily) male activists about 
the impact that people of color organizing had during the 1970s, see Robin D.G. Kelley, “Looking Extremely 
Backward: Why the Enlightenment Will Only Lead Us into the Dark,” in Yo’ Mama’s Disfunktional!: Fighting the 
Culture Wars in Urban America (Beacon, Boston: 1997), 103-124. It is also important to note that the academic 
trajectory of Ethnic Studies, cultural studies, and subaltern history in terms of themes, categories of analysis, and a 
focus on culture and power occurred in the late, late 1960’s and 1970’s. 
80 See the recent anthology, Beth Bailey and David Farber eds. America in the 70s (University Press of Kansas: Kansas, 
2004). 
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 This perspective on the crisis of U.S. imperialism expands on a Marxian 

dialectical understanding of capitalist planners at a national and international level 

strategically inducing crisis to continually recompose relations of production to maximize 

profit and exploitation. This perspective assumes crises are inevitable and easily fixed 

with tinkering. Yet, this dissertation understands crisis from the perspective of the 

working class. As the Midnight Notes Collective and others have demonstrated, after the 

cycle of struggles culminating with the years 1968-1974, capitalist planners began to 

remake relations of production in light of the social movements that had thrown the 

previous Keynesisn system into turmoil.1 The power of organized social movements must 

be understood as the cause for political and economic crisis, in the sense that crisis of the 

status quo reveals the possibility of social movements to enact radical revolutionary 

change.81 In other words, capitalist crisis is a goal for anti-capitalist movements. To be 

clear, I take this historical position not out of an ideological grounding or proposition, but 

because the very people whose stories are told in these pages understood economics, 

history, crisis, struggle, and resistance in this manner. This is not to force the past into a 

strict dialectical materialism, or ignore other types of challenges to power, but to allow 

history to dialogue with itself through the perspectives of those who lived the times, 

                                                 
81 Don Durito reminds us (the Beetle philosopher who appears in the communiqués of Subcomandante Marcos of the 
EZLN), despite these specific policy initiatives of the neoliberal economic model, “Neoliberalism is not a theory to 
confront or explain the crisis. It is the crisis itself made theory and economic doctrine! That is, ‘neoliberalism’ hasn’t 
the least coherence; it has no plans or historical perspective. In the end, pure theoretical shit.” See Subcomandante 
Marcos, “Durito II: Neoliberalism seen from the Lacandon Jungle,” in Conversations with Don Durito, ed. Acción 
Zapatista Collective (Brooklyn: Autonomedia, 2006). First published in La Jornada March 17, 1995, translator 
Unknown. As a reactionary approach characterized by the violent and un-democratic nature of economic policy 
initiatives and their implementation, Neoliberalism only reveals the managing class’s inability to contain the “scream of 
refusal” and “scream of power” of oppressed persons all over the world. See John Holloway, “From Scream of Refusal 
to Scream of Power: The Centrality of Work,” Emancipating Marx: Open Marxism Vol. 3, ed. Werner Bonefeld, 
Richard Gunn, John Holloway and Komas Psychopedis, (London: Pluto Press, 1995), 155-181 and John Holloway, 
Change the World without Taking Power: The Meaning of Revolution Today  (London: Pluto Press, 2002). 
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while simultaneously giving meaning to these events within larger historical, national, 

disciplinary and political contexts. Nor is this simply an economic interpretation of 

political agency, but a political interpretation of struggle and resistance. Multiple 

dialogues slice through, and/or disrupt the flows, discourses, and effects of power that are 

imbedded between states and political subjects.82 This is particularly significant for 

political formations during the 1970s, as their movements received the brunt of state 

repression in the midst of political, social and economic crisis. 

 

Mexico and Latin America 

Social movements in Mexico and the United States suffered heavy casualties and 

losses because of government repression and assassinations. The actions employed in the 

United States, Mexico, and across Latin America were part of the counter-insurgency 

strategies developed by the U.S. Military and Intelligence institutions that in turn trained 

military and intelligence organizations throughout Latin America.83 Mexico was 

complicit in this counter-revolutionary network, especially when President Luis 

Echeverría (1970-1976) joined in the anti-communism crusade and claimed that leaders 

                                                 
82 For discussion of economic crisis and political agency, see Antonio Negri, “John M. Keynes and the Capitalist 
Theory of the State in 1929, “ and  “Marx on the Cycle and on Crisis,” in Revolution Retrieved: Selected Writings on 
Marx, Keynes, Capitalist Crisis and New Social Subjects, 1967-83, (Red Notes, London: 1988), 47-90; Harry Cleaver, 
“The Inversion of Class Perspective in Marxian Theory: From Valorization to Self-Valorization,” in Open Marxism: 
Theory and Practice Vol. II, eds. Werner Bonefeld, Richard Gunn and Kosmas Psychopedis, (London: Pluto Press, 
1992), 106-144; and Midnight Notes Collective. Midnight Oil: Work, Energy, War 1973-1992, ed. Midnight Notes 
Collective, 317-320. (Brooklyn: Autonomedia,1992). For a discussion of reading documents generated by the state, see 
Ranajit Guha, “The Prose of Counter-Insurgency,” in Selected Subaltern Studies, ed. Ranajit Guha and Gayatri 
Chakravorty Spivak (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 45-88. 
83 I return to this discussion in chapter 7. 
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such as Fidel Castro and Salvador Allende posed hemispheric threats to the U.S. as a foil 

to offer himself as the ideal ally for the U.S. political and business interests.84  

To understand the course of social movements in the United States and Mexico, 

particularly those that cultivated national and international alliances, requires a 

recognition of the ideology and function of government surveillance, disruption, 

infiltration, incarceration, and terror. This approach is necessitated, according to Latin 

American Historian Greg Grandin, by the fact that “counterrevolutionary terror was 

inextricably tied to empire.”85 “At the same time as the United States was promoting 

modernization,” Grandin continues, “it was also invigorating Latin American militaries 

and centralized intelligence agencies in an effort to counter real and perceived insurgent 

                                                 
84 For a discussion of CIA torture techniques, U.S. foreign policy and global counter-insurgency techniques, see: Alfred 
McCoy, A Question of Torture (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2005).  For a discussion of coordinated efforts at the 
disruption, infiltration and assassination of social movements in Central and South Ameerica, see: John Dinges, The 
Condor Years: How Pinochet and His Allies Brought Terrorism to Three Continents (New York: The New Press, 
2004); Joan Dassin, ed., Torture in Brazil: A Shocking Report on the Pervasive Use of Torture by Brazilian Military 
Governments, 1964-1979, Secretly Prepared by the Archdiocese of São Paolo, trans. Jaime Wright (Austin: University 
of Texas Press, 1998); Marquerite Feitlowitz, A Lexicon of Terror: Argentina and the Legacies of Torture (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1998); Richard H. Immerman, La CIA in Guatemala: The Foreign Policy of Intervention 
(Austin: University of Texas, 1982).  The following address the topics of “domestic intervention” in the United States 
and the School of the Ameericas, the infamous U.S.-run counter-insurgency training center: Ross Gelbspan, Break-ins, 
Death Threats and the FBI: The Covert War Against the Central American Movement (Boston: South End Press, 
1991): Lesley Gill, The School of the Ameerica: Military Training and Political Violence in the AM,UNCerica 
(Durham: Duke University Press: Durham, 2004); David Lauderback, “The School of the Americas: Mission and 
Policy During the Cold War,” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 2004. Lauderback makes the 
important argument that the CIA attaché to the U.S. Embassy is where researchers should look for complicity in 
training military and security forces. For a first-hand account of torture in Algeria in the 1950s against militants of the 
National Liberation Front and ordinary citizens, see Paul Aussaresses, The Battle of the Casbah: Terrorism and 
Counter-Terrorism in Algeria, 1955-1957, translated by Robert L Miller (New York: Enigma, 2002). In January 2005, 
evidence emerged of “Condor-like” coordination of security forces in Colombia and Venezuela, sanctioned by the 
Unites States, where Colombian military forces worked with “converted” Venezuelan military personnel to kidnap 
Colombian political activist Rodrigo Granda on Venezuelan soil. See James Petras, “The Rodrigo Granda Affair: The 
Kidnapping of a Revolutionary,” Counterpunch; available online at http://www.counterpunch.org/petras01152005.html 
; Internet; accessed on 18 January 2005. In a post-911 world, memory fades or is played down and these types of 
international paramilitary formations are argued as necessary evils to fight the ever-illusive terrorist network. 
85 Charles Payne emphasizes the importance of state (sanctioned and tolerated) violence when trying to understand the 
challenges faced by social movements by beginning his monumental work on the Civil Rights Movement in 
Mississippi with a first chapter that focuses on racial terror. See I’ve Got the Light of Freedom: The Organizing 
Tradition and the Mississippi Freedom Struggle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). Quote is from 
Grandin, 188. 
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threats.”86 If the first strategy of Machiavellian governance is to divide and conquer, then, 

as is emphasized by the actions of these activists, the most basic strategy of resistance 

and freedom was to create links to disrupt flows of power, links that in turn created 

counter-politics, new forms of resistance, and (possibly) new relations of power. 

In Mexico, repression reached significant heights on October 2, 1968, when 

Mexican military and para-military forces massacred hundreds of protesters at the Plaza 

of Three Cultures Tlatelolco, a central district in Mexico City, on October 2, 1968.87 This 

was followed the equally violent massacre of Corpus Christi on June 10, 1971, 

perpetrated by the paramilitary group Los Halcones that received training in the U.S. The 

1970s continued with the state-sanctioned “dirty war” against students, campesino 

movements, and other social actors.88  

The repressive events in Mexico were the beginning of a profound political crisis 

in the Mexican corporatist state. As Latin American historian Greg Grandin explains,  

The state’s increasingly beefed up and increasingly ideological repressive 
capacity greatly restricted the already cramped space for political negotiation, 
fueling the passing of Latin America’s old left, led by socialist, nationalist, or 
otherwise reformist parties with working-class and at times peasant based of 

                                                 
86 Grandin, 10. The research on U.S. interventions in Latin America has focused on Central and South America (see 
footnote 32). The “Mexico Project” at the National Security Archive that for the past 5 years has been uncovering these 
links between U.S. and Mexican intelligence agencies and elite military forces is an important contribution to this 
expanding base of knowledge. 
87 Raúl Álvarez Garín, La Estela de Tlatelolco: Una Reconstrucción histórica del Movimiento estudiantil del 68 
(Mexico City: ITACA, 2002). 
88 For a journalistic perspective on the massacre of June 10, 1971 written at the time see, Gerardo medina Valdes, 
Operación 10 de Junio (Mexico City: Editorial Jus, 1972). For a written perspective of one of the halcones see, 
Antonio Solis Mimendi Jueves de Corpus Sangriento: Revelaciónes de un Halcon (Mexico City, n.p. 1975). Recently 
researchers have given more attention to government infiltration and terror in Mexico and U.S.-Mexico information-
sharing.  These include: Raúl Jardón, El Espionaje contra el Movimiento Estudiantil: Los documentos de la Dirección 
Federal de Seguridad y las agencies de inteligencia estadounidense en 1968 (México: Editorial ITACA, 2003); Sergio 
Aguayo Quezada, La Charola: Una Historia de los Servicions de inteligencia en México (México: Grijalbo 2002) and 
1968: Los Archivos de la Violencia (México: Grijalbo, 1999); Julio Scherer García and Carlos Monsiváis, Los 
Patriotas: de Tlatelolco a la Guerra Sucia (México: Aguilar, 2004) and Parte de Guerra II: Los Rostros del 68 
(México: Aguilar, 2002); Manuel Buendia, La CIA en México (México: Oceano, 1983); and the research conducted by 
the “Mexico Project” – directed by Kate Doyle -  at the National Archives in Washington.  
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support, and the development of a more insurgent new left inspired by Cuba, 
Algeria, and Vietnam, and rooted in agrarian, and in many cases indigenous, 
countryside.89 
 

The Mexican state specifically (but across Latin America generally) engaged with social 

actors on two fronts: with state sponsored terror that devastated social movements and 

stifled political organizing, and with the political rhetoric, specifically la aperatura 

democrática (democratic opening) of president Luis Echeverría (1970-1976), that was 

ostensibly aimed at reincorporating the left and expanding the corporatist Mexican 

state.90 Promises of land distribution, the appointment of former opposition leaders to 

university and government posts, the promotion of a “nationalistic” economic policy, and 

the use of a pro-Third World left political rhetoric characterized the “democratic 

opening”.91 

The social movement of the 1960s and 1970s may have grown in large part as a 

response to the repressive measures in Mexico and the United States.  However, they also 

drew from a history of social action. In Mexico, the literature on social movements of the 

1960s and 1970s, in both English and Spanish, has generally focused on student 

movements, the “counterculture”, and state repression. Recently, the rural and urban 

based “land occupations, guerrilla movements, indigenous rights struggles, and student 

                                                 
89 Greg Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre: Latin America and the Cold War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2004), 11.  
90 Kevin J. Middlebrook, The Paradox of Revolution: Labor, the State, and Authoritarianism in Mexico (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University, 1995). 
91 Carlos Tello, La Pólitica Económica en México, 1970-1976 (Mexico City: Siglo XXI, 1979). Though it is beyond the 
scope of this chapter, the politics of la apertura democrática represented on the one hand a reconfiguration of the 
corporatist regime of the PRI by expanding the patronage system to include new social subjects. Taken together, the 
targets of incoporation (interpolation in Gramscian terms) - from students, women, indigenous communities, 
campesinos, and young professionals - represent the subjects of what would become  a form of neoliberal multicultural 
governance. 
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organizing of the 1970s has received new attention.92 For example, the student movement 

of the late 1960s expressed a vivid political memory when they demanded the release of 

political prisoners, specifically Demetrio Vallejo and Valentín Ocampo who were part of 

the railroad workers organizing campaigns of the 1950s.93 Their escalating demands, 

however, were mostly based on ongoing experiences.  In the early 1960s, both medical 

students and teachers organized for better pay and improved working conditions. In 

Madera, Chihuahua, however, the use of military forces to undermine social movement 

led radicalized activists to take militant action.  In 1965, a small guerrilla organization 

attacked the military barracks in the area.94  These were part of the origins of the student 

movement of 1968 and the subsequent popular movements of the 1970s. 

 

Chicanos and Mexico in the 1970s: Some Preliminary Comments 

According to the Mexican researcher Arturo Santa Maria Gómez, the first visit 

between Chicano/a students and high functionaries of the Mexican government took 

place in the months after October 1968. Though Echeverria was questioned about the 

Tlatelolco massacre, the record is unclear on his response.95 Then, before the 1970 

presidential elections, a group of approximately 200 Chicano/a students, that included 

members of MEChA, visited Mexico City. The delegation was organized by the lawyer 

Frank Ortiz, and like previous delegations, the students “se relacionó con los comités de 

                                                 
92 I will return to this issue in Chapter 9. 
93 See Garin, Ibid., especially 139-166. 
94 Marco Bellingeri, Del Agrarismo a la Guerra de los pobres (Mexico City: Casa Juan Pablos, 2003), 69-103; and El 
Asalto al cuartel d Madera: Testimonio de un sobreviviente (Mexico City: Centro de derechos humanos Yaxkin, 2002). 
95 Interview with Antonio Rodríguez, Arturo Santamaría Gómez, 15 October 1990, Los Angeles, California, quoted in 
La Política entre México y Aztlan, 38. 
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lucha de la UNAM, y particularmente con el de la. Facultad de Derecho. Las asambleas 

de los universitarios mexicanos y las visitas a ejidos y colonias populares fueron para los 

jóvenes chicanos un ‘gran aprendizaje político’”96 This process of learning reflected 

experiences that the gente de teatro would have in 1974. One of the students on this trip 

was Antonio Rodríguez, who would go on to join CASA in Los Angeles, and be one of 

the people involved in the shift of the national immigrants rights organization, Centro de 

Acción Social Autónoma (CASA) toward a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist position. 

Rodríguez would make important connections with José Jaques Medina and Carlos 

Arango, who at the time were law students and had participated in the student rebellions 

in 1968. Both would end up in Los Angeles in the mid 1970s working on immigrant’s 

rights issues, as well as fighting their own deportation back to Mexico. 

This was a different set of experiences and alliances with Mexico than those 

pushed by José Angel Gutierrez (JAG) of La Raza Unida Party, who seemed to have a 

romanticized (though he would argue pragmatic) view of Mexico in relation to Chicanos. 

According to JAG, for Chicanos, contact with the world began with Echeverría, who also 

raised the reputation of Chicanos in Mexico. “The rich and upper-middle-class Mexican 

doesn’t think of us at all. To members of these social classes, Chicanos are an 

embarrassment because we don’t speak Spanish, don’t know Mexican history, and often, 

are poor imitations of gringos.”97 In an interview published in 1975, Gutiérrez explained,  

We have also achieved, and this is probably the most important issue (publicly 
declared by the President of Mexico) that Mexico has finally recognized that 

                                                 
96 Arturo Santamaria Gómez, La Política entre México y Aztlan (Culiacan: Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa, 1994), 
38-39. Gómez is culling his narrative from an interview with Antonio Rodriquez, later of CASA. 
97 Gutiérrez, The Making of a Chicano Militant, 237. 
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Chicanos form an internal colony of the United States and that they are part of the 
Third World. This has been publicized and Echeverria admitted that Chicanos 
exists and that we are oppressed.…Chicanos should not look toward Wall Street 
or Washington to find their destiny. Our destiny is in the south with a pueblo like 
ours. We are a family without borders, we are a family without orphans. I’ll 
remind you in case you’re forgotten that we are not sons of the Immaculate 
Conception or the statue of Liberty. We are sons of Mexicanos.98  
 

For Gutiérrez, the 2,000 books donated to the library in Cristal City by the Mexican 

government, the statue of Benito Juarez, and the 50 Becas de Aztlan (scholarships for 

Chicanos to study in Mexico), were part of a larger “Chicano foreign policy” that implied 

direct engagement with governments. However, it was also part of Gutiérrez’s 

conceptualization of Chicano power and nation building.99  “I knew we had to have a 

foreign policy. We could not have pretended to be an alternative political party if also we 

did not have an alternative foreign policy.”100 But by entering into “diplomatic” 

discussions with Echeverria, there wasn’t much difference between LRUP’s relationship 

with Echeverría and Nixon’s in the sense that both had to do with power- the former 

within the U.S. electoral system and the Chicano movement (as Gutiérrez’s memoirs 

reveal, seven meetings with the president was a badge of honor), and the latter within 

hemispheric geopolitics. As I discuss on pgs. 366-373, in private talks with Nixon, 

Echeverría explained how Chicanos in San Antonio supporting social movements in 

Mexico were also linked up with Angela Y. Davis, and that these types of multiracial and 

                                                 
98 Caracol, (November 75), San Antonio, Texas, 6. 
99 Gutiérrez, 180-183. 
100 Gutiérrez interview, quoted in Armando Navarro, La Raza Unida Party: A Chicano Challenge to the U.S. Two Party 
Dictatorship (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2000), 255. 
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transnational connections were a serious threat to the national security of the United 

States.101 

Diplomacy and reciprocity, though a successful formula for exacting support from 

Echeverría, created limitations as to what could be brought up for discussion. For 

Gutiérrez, broaching the touchy subject of government repression limited the possible 

concessions that could be gained from Echeverria: “I didn’t see my dialogue with the 

Mexican president in that limited sense [accountability for state repression]. We needed 

resources from wherever we could get them and we needed to be legitimized by the 

leaders at the highest levels of our other mother country.”102 Echeverría had a similar 

view of Chicanos: they were political expedient and a desire for power directed his 

strategic alliances. According to Santamaria Gómez,  

Echeverría Alvarez instrumentó una política con dos flancos hacia la comunidad 
chicanomexicana: uno que apuntaba a constuir una relación estable con el 
movimiento chicano y otro que buscaba atender a la creceiente colonia de 
mexicanos en los Estados Unidos y la enorme red de problemas binacionales que 
tal hecho provocaba. Ambas lineas distinguibles entre sí y diferente en su 
naturaleza júridica se tocaba, sin embargo, en los frentes de interés y acividad del 
movimiento chicano.”103   
 

In other words, the process of creating political alliances implied responsibility for the 

political decisions of each party involved. Because Echeverría’s hands were stained with 

the blood of two massacres and an escalating dirty war again political activists and 

                                                 
101 June 15, 1972, 10:31 AM - 12:10 pm, Conversation No. 735-1, Cassette Nos. 2246-2248, Oval Office, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C.  The audio of this and other conversations have been archived 
at http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB95/ 
102 Gutiérrez, 224. 
103 Echeverría Alvarez developed a two flank political strategy toward the Chicano/Mexicano community: one with the 
goal of maintaining stable relastions with the Chicano Movement and the other that attended to the growing colony of 
Mexicans in the United States and the enormous network of binational problems that that would provoke. Both lines 
were distinguished from the other and different in their juridical nature, but nevertheless they were directed a the 
political activisty and interests of the Chicano movement.”Arturo Santamaria Gómez, La Política entre México y 
Aztlan (Culiacan: Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa, 1994), 57. 
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ordinary citizens who were part of social movements, the decision to engage in 

“diplomatic” relations with the Mexican government by elements of the Chicano (social) 

Movement seemed contradictory at best.104 

Though JAG argued that a relationship with the Mexican government would help 

legitimize LRUP specifically, and Chicanos in general, it is difficult to assess the impact 

or influence of this relationship beyond the scholarships, library books, and other 

financial resources (with many promises never delivered). What remain clear are 

Echeverría’s intentions, as revealed by his discussion with Nixon. At the very least in 

Echeverría’s mind when he was reporting back to Nixon about Chicanos linked with 

Angela Davis and the American Indian Movement, he wasn’t talking about JAG. 

Whereas the students that traveled to Mexico in the late 60 and early 70s challenged 

Echeverría on government repression of social activists, the record does not indicate that 

Gutiérrez ever broached the subject in his seven meetings with Echeverria. In fact, the 

record demonstrates behavior that was quite the opposite. Gutiérrez lobbied the Mexican 

government for resources. Rather than include the Mexican government in a critique of 

U.S-Mexican relations in the same manner that the U.S. government was implicated in 

the exploitation of Third World peoples within the United States, Gutiérrez embraced a 

leader who was responsible for wide-spread human rights violations at a time when other 

elements of the Chicano movement in Texas were protesting the torture of two Chicanos 

– for political motives -- while in the custody of Mexican intelligence agents. According 
                                                 
104 When assessing these political decisions about solidarity, we cannot be side tracked by language that makes 
reference to “pragmatism” and “practicality” with regards to achieving political goals, which is what JAG was arguing. 
In the end, justice has been closing in on Echeverría in the past few years (see “Mexico Project” by Kate Doyle, p. 453, 
fn 5). Given the recent torture scandals, support for a regime that condoned that type of treatment against its own 
citizens must be put to the test of history, pragmatic or not. 
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to JAG, those Chicanos that criticized the relationship with Echeverría “needed to see 

beyond the massacre of students.”105 For Gutíerrez, “Echeverría made Chicanos 

respectable in Mexico and made them part of the international posture of Mexico to 

include us as part of the third world peoples.”106 Connecting directly with social 

movements in Mexico, rather than aligning with a government that was involved in a 

dirty war against social actors, was an alternative way of determining Chicano 

respectability vis-à-vis Mexico. 

 

Why These Chicano/a Histories? 

In this project, I bring the dreams, imaginations, and struggles of people with a 

continental and global vision that was grounded in the local to the center of the analysis. 

These histories existed side by side the reformist -- which doesn’t preclude radical -- 

narrative taught in universities and colleges throughout the country. Histories of La Raza 

Unida Party, the United Farm Worker and the League of United Latin American Citizens 

(LULAC), struggles around education and health care, labor rights, fair voting laws and 

against discrimination, have provided a foundation for a curriculum that continues to be a 

rigorous and necessary intellectual and political project. Perhaps most significantly, 

Chicana intellectuals who have combined a class, gender, and race analysis, using the 

analytical tools that emerged from everyday struggles with power, have not only 

challenged the patriarchal narratives and brought a whole host of historical actors to life, 

but have been more successful than men to incorporate the insights of these powerful 

                                                 
105 Gutíerrez, 235. 
106 Ibid. 
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tools of analysis into the continuing struggle against sexism, racism, and economic 

exploitation. Yet, the analysis of gender, oppression and relations of power within social 

movements have only recently received more attention.107 And only recently have books 

been published on less mainstream electoral and civil rights themes like Chicanos/as and 

anti-Vietnam war politics, the Crusade for Justice, and elements of the Chicano Left.108  

Given the nature of networks, the specific people and organizations herein, as 

well as the chosen geographic locations of this project, the coordinates of these struggles 

could have just as easily included Colorado, New Mexico, Nicaragua and New York, 

Philadelphia, Chicago and/or Cuba, California, and Chile for example. In fact, these 

locations were indeed part of the networks highlighted in this project, and reference is 

made to these connections. Yet for the sake of organization and space, I chose the topics 

and geographic locations because of the unique experiences of prison activists, Third 

World urban political formations, anti-imperialist artists and organizers, armed self 

defense units, and finally, as political prisoners tortured in a dirty war to maintain 

capitalist hegemony.  Their experiences were directly related to an anti-imperialist 

critique from which these activists drew inspiration -- particular concerning issues of 

human rights, autonomy and self-determination. These are not arbitrary groupings but, as 
                                                 
107 For brilliant study of Third World politics in Southern California, with an emphasis on race, gender and class 
relations see Laura Pulido, Brown, Black, Yellow and Left: The Making of the Third World Left in Los Angeles, 1968-
1974 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006). On women and gender in the Black Panther Party, see Tracye 
Matthews, “’No One Ever Asks, What a Man’s Role in the Revolution Is’: Gender and the Politics of the Black Panther 
Party,” and “’The Most Qualified Person to Handle the Job’: Black Panther Party Women, 1966-1982, both in Black 
Panther Party Reconsidered, ed. Jones, Charles E. (Baltimore Maryland: Black Classic, 1998), 267-304, 305-336.   
108 On Chicanos and Vietnam see Lorena Oropeza, ¡Raza Si! ¡Guerra No!: Chicano Protest and Patriotism during the 
Vietnam Era (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005). On the Crusade for Justice, see Ernesto B. Vigil.  The 
Crusade for Justice: Chicano Militancy and the Governments War on Dissent (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1999) is the most thoroughly researched and well-documented study to date. He successfully weaves personal 
interviews with declassified documents and court records to narrate the struggle for social justice in Colorado, while 
touching on the relationship between the Chicano Movement and the American Indian Movement; also see Mariscal, 
Ibid. 
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mentioned, these stories are a multi-level map-in-the-making, a hypertext that will 

continue to chart the encounters between radical struggles for social justice. It begins in 

the prisons because the very idea and possibility of creating transnational links while 

incarcerated sets the stage for the uniquely situated characteristics of the connections 

traced throughout this study. The knowledges that emerged from these struggles were and 

continue to be explosive. It was from these social movements that the categories that 

center on class, race, nation, and gender as the relational poles of analysis that unraveled 

the threads of power emerged.  

Recently, transnationalism has seen a vogue in its application, not only in terms of 

social movements, migration, communication, and cultural studies, but also in most 

academic disciplines. Transnationalism has become a highly debated geographic and 

heuristic term among Latin American, Borderlands, and some U.S. historians, reflecting 

questions over history, geopolitical perspectives, culture, cosmology, language and 

governance. The primary issue concerning the vogue of transnationalism is that it has 

existed far longer than its recent popularity might indicate. It follows an entire century of 

non-national histories and analytical perspectives by U.S. based intellectuals and activists 

from African, Asian, and Mexican origin.  
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Chicano/a History and the Third World 

I want to emphasize that though I examine Chicanas and Chicanos during the 

Chicano Movement109 in relation to radical Black, Asian, American Indian and Mexican 

social movements, these histories are simultaneously grounded in a Chicano/a experience 

with its own particular characteristics and historical perspectives.110  Locating a 

Chicana/o Third World Left within the context of a larger multiracial U.S. Third World 

Left, and the post WWII history of U.S. based movements looking to international 

arenas, links them to the international component of anti-colonial/revolutionary, non-

aligned movements from Latin America, Asia and Africa.  

In relation to Chicano/as and Mexicans, I am not writing a history of immigrant 

experiences that cross a nation-state boundary. Instead, one that emphasizes the 

limitations that interpreting the Mexican immigrant experience in the United States “as 

only immigrant erases a whole other history, the history of diaspora, of a people whose 

land has also shifted beneath them.”111 Juan Gómez Quiñones’s study of the Partido 

                                                 
109 I do not want to give the impression that by using the masculine ‘Chicano’ Movement I am not recognizing a 
Chicana Movement (at all or as separate), the participation of women, or the necessity of examining relations of 
gender, class and nation; but to maintain historical accuracy, I choose the terminology of the time. Depending on the 
specific reference I will use Chicano or Chicana/o.  
110 Though I examine radical left ideas and organizations, radical and politically left are not synonymous. Some 
elements of the Brown Berets, though overall a radical organization in that they challenged the racial structures of 
economic and social power, also contained anti-communist elements. In addition to the aforementioned discussion of 
radical, I understand radical in two ways: first, in relation to challenging particular relationships of power – at a 
particular moment and geographic location, i.e., contingent  - that include the possibility of rupture or crisis within the 
political, economic or social status quo. In other words, historicizing radical in relation to conservative, reactionary, or 
reformist. And second, as returning to the root, the essential form. In relation to democracy, C. Douglas Lummis, 
argues that radical is a modifier – that unlike social, liberal, people’s –intensifies: “radical democracy means 
democracy in its essential form, democracy at its root, quite precisely the thing itself…democracy is a critique of 
centralized power of every sort – charismatic, bureaucratic, class, military, corporate, party, union, technocratic.” As a 
result, it is subversive. See Douglas Lummis, Radical Democracy (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), 25. I want 
to point out that this idea of radical democracy is linked to the radical humanism of Black and Third World Feminists. 
See Chandra Palpade Mohanty, Feminism without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2003).  
111 My emphasis. Perez, Decolonial Imaginary, xix. For a critique of Gutierrez’s “Third Space” essay, as well as the 
entire volume of the Journal of American History in which it appears, and that interprets Chicano/a history from a 
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Liberal Mexicano and Ricardo Flores Magón reflects how the political impulses of the 

Chicano movement influenced historical production.112 With a bilingual title  

(Sembradores) but written entirely in English, it reveals the relevance given to the 

transnational imaginary and struggles that Magon and other exiled revolutionaries had for 

the Chicano/a movement. Part of Gómez Quiñones’s analysis rested on the construction 

of the internal colonial model. It is here where the link between Chicano/a history and 

Pensamiento Crítico demonstrates considerable overlap. 

Internal colonialism was a Marxist based critique of class relations within a 

nation-state that was centered on an analysis of racism and exploitation forming a basis 

for a shared political consciousness across borders of shared cultural oppression and 

histories of resistance.113 Ramón Grosfoguel explains, “The struggle between 

modernization and the dependentista theories was a struggle between two geocultural 

locations.” He goes on to explain the geopolitics of knowledge identifying that the 

locus of enunciation of modernization theorists was North American. The Cold 
War was a constitutive part of the formation of the modernization theory. The 
ahistorical bias of the theory was an attempt to produce a universal theory from 
the experience and ideology of the core of the world economy. On the other had, 
the dependentistas developed a theory from the loci of enunciation of the Latin 
American periphery. The attempt was not to universalize but to produce a 
particular theory for this region of the world.”114  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
hemispheric economic perspective, see Gilbert G. Gonzalez and Raul A. Fernandez, A Century of Chicano History: 
Empires, Nations and Migrations (New York: Routledge, 2003). 
112 Juan Gómez Quiñones, Sembradores: Ricardo Flores Magon y El Partido Liberal Mexicano: A Eulogy and 
Critique, Monograph No5 ( Chicano Studies Center Publications, University of California, Los Angeles, 1973). 
113 Robert Blauner, “Internal Colonialism and Ghetto Revolt,” Social Problems 16 (Spring1969): 393-408; Tomás 
Almaguer, “Toward the Study of Chicano Colonialism,” Aztlan 2 (Spring 1971): 137-142; and “Ideological Distortions 
in Recent Chicano Historiography: The Internal Colonial Model and Chicano Historical Interpretation,” Aztlan 18 
(Spring 1987): 7-28. 
114 Ramón Grosfoguel, “Developmentalism, Modernity, and Dependency Theory in Latin America,” Nepantla: Views 
from the South 1:2, (2000): 359. 
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Perhaps the most well known proponents of dependency theory were Theotonio Don 

Santos, Velso Furtado, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, Ernesto Laclau, and André Gunther 

Frank. Frank’s “The Development of Underdevelopment” was particularly influential 

with activists identified with the “third world within.” The internal colonial model 

employed by Stokeley Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton,115 Robert Blauner, and Juan 

Gómez Quiñones, for example, was developed in direct dialogue with Frank. However, 

Latin American based scholars critiqued Frank, pointing out that the implications of his 

theory reinscribed unequal colonial relations that only ensured continued exploitation 

from core countries. Embedded in this critique is the notion that  

the nation-state, although still an important institution of historical capitalism, is a 
limited space for radical political and social transformations….Social struggles 
below and above the nation-state are strategic spaces of political intervention that 
are frequently ignored when the focus of the movements privileges the nation-
state. The social movements’ local and global connections are crucial for effective 
political intervention.”116  

 

Though the movements in this dissertation did locate the nation state as one center of 

power from which they demanded concessions, they also combined national alliances 

with international solidarity, therefore collapsing the distance between struggles through 

a shared Third World anti-imperialist political perspective.  

At a basic level, developmentalist discourse offered a recipe about how to become 

like the West. There emerges an important paradox here:  

By privileging national development and the control of the nation-state, they 
[dependentistas] reproduced the illusion that development occurs through rational 

                                                 
115 Stokeley Carmichael (Kwame Ture), and Charles V. Hamilton, Black Power, the Politics of Liberation (New York: 
Vintage Edition, 1992). 
116 Grosfoguel, Ibid., 363. 
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organization and planning at the level of the nation-state. This emphasis 
contributed to overlooking alternative and more strategic antisystemic political 
interventions below (local) and above (global) the nation-state. Moreover, 
dependentistas underestimated the coloniality of power in Latin America. This 
obscured the ongoing existence of the region’s racial/ethnic hierarchies that have 
a long colonial history. Leftists movements influenced by the dependentista 
paradigm reproduced white Creole domination when in control of the nation-state. 
Thus there can be no radical project in the region without decolonizing power 
relations.117  
 

For the purposes of this project, a paradigm that reproduces domination when a particular 

ethnic group gains political power after being violently marginalized from politics and 

society is directly related to the fact that Chicano/a histories have largely focused on 

reformist, third party or mainstream politics. This approach to historical inquiry 

invariable reproduces linear narratives of assimilation and compromise. It can also 

produce male-centered nationalist perspectives that silence or marginalize women, youth, 

lesbians, gays, and transgendered warriors,118 while simultaneously sidelining the 

international elements that were also part of these movements. I use sideline to 

characterize the international elements, and silence and marginalized to refer to women, 

young people and gay and lesbians, because within the sidelined international elements, 

were these same marginalized members of Chicano/a communities.  

The theories of these nation-centered dependendistas, in both the U.S. and Latin 

America, had at their center a critique of the over-arching influence of the United States 

in economic, political, military, and cultural arenas. Though not corresponding in the 

exact manner as in Latin America, different perspectives on U.S. intervention in Latin 

                                                 
117 Ibid., 372. 
118 Leslie Feinberg, Transgender Warriors: Making History from Joan of Arc to Dennis Rodman (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1996). 
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America, the role of the communist party in the liberation struggles of people of color in 

the U.S. and against mainstream U.S. assimilation and economic “development’ models, 

generated similar debates in the United States.  

The trajectory of Chicano History during the late 1980s began to finally include 

(and not without a whole lot of struggle) the “/a” in both the inclusion of women and the 

impact that an analysis of gender had on the “establishing” narrative. In the process many 

of the early conceptualizations were jettisoned (some rightly so). Emma Pérez has 

recently emphasized the need to recapture the transnational analytical scope first 

employed by the internal colonial model. She writes, “Despite geo-political borders, 

those of us who study Chicanas and Chicanos face historiographic dilemmas regarding 

the placement of people who, although Mexican or mixed Native American by birth, 

entered a unique double bind as a diasporic yet colonized race in the nineteenth-century 

Unites States.”119 Mignolo also marks this double-bind: “The establishment of area 

studies placed Latin America in a double bind in relation to the United States. On the one 

hand, there was the common history of colonialism and nation building; on the other 

hand, the differential history of Europe (e.g. Catholics and Protestants; Anglos and 

Latins; the North and the South) was being reproduced in the former colonies. The 

emergence of the Latino population in the U.S. and of Latino/a scholarship is embedded 

in this double bind.”120 As a result, Perez “argues for a the emergence of a Chicano/a 

historical imagination that constructs a specific consciousness as reflected in the 

                                                 
119 Emma Perez, The Decolonial Imaginary: Rewriting Chicanas into History. (Indiana University Press: Indiana, 
1999), xviii.  
120 Mignolo, Op. Cit. 36, 
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published works since the 1970s, when Chicano/a history began to be conceptualized and 

theorized, particularly by historian Juan Gómez Quiñones.”121  

As mentioned above, Mignolo argues that there is an epistemic link between U.S. 

based Latino/a studies, Latin American Studies and Pensamiento Crítico. Part of this link 

is the internal colonial models relationship to development and dependency theory. The 

double bind metaphor works well with this study. The new understanding of geopolitical 

power – as lived experience and collective experience that crosses borders emerged from 

the political practices and ideas of these transnational networks. Tracing the origins of 

radical ideas and theories to the movements from which they materialize offers the 

unique opportunity to compare words and actions, analysis and praxis. At the same time, 

by mapping a genealogy of “border thinking and thinkers,”122 a more profound and 

amplified understanding of the diverse political perspectives among social movements is 

the point of retelling the histories of collective struggle for progressive change.  

Recently, John Hart traces these economic and political relationships to the mid 

and late 19th century in Empire and Revolution: The Americans in Mexico since the Civil 

War. Gilbert G. Gonzalez and Raul A. Fernandez, in A Century of Chicano History: 

Empires, Nations, and Migration, examine the history of Mexicans in the U.S. from the 

perspective of economic expansion into Mexico and the affects on migration, labor 

markets and transnational issue and concerns about national security, economic markets, 

                                                 
121 Perez, op. cit. 
122 Walter Mignolo, Local Histories/Global Designs: Coloniality, Subaltern Knowledges, and Border Thinking (New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
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and transnational links between social movements.123 This dissertation attempts to engage 

with these provocative theses by focusing on organizations that had an explicit 

internationalist perspective, that engaged with issue of immigrant policy and rights, 

human rights, and political prisoners, while also cultivating alliances based on a political 

will, a shared economic analysis, as well as cultural affinities that were directed related to 

international or transnational imaginations and organizing efforts. 

As with any political movement, within the Chicano/a movement in the 1970s, 

there was a tension between political strategies, organizations and people who identified 

as liberal, radical or revolutionary. But what is important to emphasize is that some 

elements within the Chicano movement embraced the ideas of Third World 

internationalists in general. During the 1970s, these political perspectives competed with 

mainstream organizations that considered themselves progressive like LULAC, La Raza 

Unida Party and others. In not dealing with LULAC, La Raza Unida, or the UFW directly 

(though their perspective and opinions on radical left politics are part of the process of 

giving meaning to, and at times marginalizing, these histories from the larger narrative) 

my intent is to get a better appreciation of these connections across the U.S. and the 

hemisphere. At the same time, the profound influence of the prisoner’s rights and 

immigrants rights organizing, guerrilla theatre, urban coalition politics, and Third World 

alliances, particularly within “Greater Mexico” and the Américas, is readily visible in the 

anti-globalization struggles of the late 1990s and early 21st century. 

                                                 
123 John Mason Hart, Empire and Revolution: The Americans in Mexico since the Civil War (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2002); Gilbert G. Gonzalez and Raul A. Fernandez, A Century of Chicano History: Empires, Nations, 
and Migration (New York: Routledge, 2003). 
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One important work published in Spanish is La Política entre México y Aztlán: 

Relaciónes Chicano Mexixanas del 68 a Chiapas 94 by Arturo Santamaría Gómez. 

Gómez compares the emergence of the Chicano Movement with the student movement in 

Mexico: “Los primeros esfuerzos visibles y productivos para agremiar a los trabajadores 

indocumentados que emprendieron los activistas chicanos coincidieron con los 

movimientos estudiantiles, campesinos y obreros posteriors al 68 mexicano que en su 

conjunto propiciaron una atmósfera para el acercamiento de los dos Méxicos [author’s 

emphasis].”124 This work surveys Chicano/Mexicano relations across some 150 years, 

delving into a topic that has been little discussed or researched, yet of hemispheric 

importance. My research builds on what Santamaria Gómez has begun by fleshing out the 

intricacies of what I refer to as political and cultural formations and coalitions – theatre 

troupes, immigrants rights organizations, revolutionary campesino movements, and 

prisoners rights groups.  

 

Jose Marti’s Nuestra América: A Longer Trajectory 

In the early part of the 20th Century, socialists, the Industrial Workers of the 

World (Wobblies), the Liberal Mexican Party, and other labor and political formations 

established international links that would characterized the context in which activists and 

journalists like Sara Estela Ramírez, the Idar family of Laredo, and Emma Tenayuca in 

                                                 
124 “The first visible and productive attempts by Chicano activists to unionize undocumented workers coincided with 
the student, farmer and labor movements in a post-68 Mexico that created the atmosphere for a coming together of 
“Los dos Méxicos.” Arturo Santamaria Gómez, La Política entre México y Aztlán: Relaciónes Chicano Mexixanas del 
68 a Chiapas 94 (Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa and California State University, Los Angeles: 1994), 95. 
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San Antonio, Texas engaged with radical politics.125 With connections dating back to the 

1930s, the New York based Puerto Rican Nationalist Party worked closely with 

independence movement on the island, while in the Southwest, El Congreso Nacional del 

Pueblo de Habla Español, a radical populist front group, was linked with labor unions in 

Mexico and the Communist Party USA. Together these connections formed an 

international Left before the beginning of the cold war, marking a radical genealogy of 

anti-imperial politics that transcended borders. 

An emphasis on international solidarity, anti-imperialism, self-determination and 

human rights - specifically economic and social rights - were characteristics of this 

particular sector of the political left at mid-century in the United States. Then, during the 

McCarthy years, as had happened in 1919 with the Palmer Raids, these organizations 

were red-baited, their members accused of supporting communism and many were 

imprisoned. Many labor, human, and civil rights organizations were targeted as possible 

communist fronts. As a result, labor, cultural and community-based organizations that 

emphasized international links and demands for economic and social rights were 

criminalized and persecuted, thus further shrinking the political space for dissent.126 This 

does not mean that these links ceased to exists but that the political consequences of 

engaging with international solidarity and inter-racial organizing forced organizations to 

alter their strategies. Some abandoned a critique of U.S. foreign policy as it jeopardized a 
                                                 
125 Emilio Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University, 1993) and 
“Chicano Socialist Labor Activity in Texas, 1900-1920.” Aztlán 6 (Summer, 1975): 221-36; Jose E. Limon. “El Primer 
Congreso Mexicanista de 1911: A Precursor to Contemporary Chicanismo.” Aztlán 5 (Spring-Fall, 1974): 85-117. The 
research of University of Texas doctoral candidate Lilia Raquel Rosas into turn of the Century (20th) San Antonio 
politics, particularly the role of women and feminists will be a major contribution to the historiography of Chicano/as 
in Texas, transnational politics and early 20th Century relations of gender and sexuality.  
126 Edwin P. Hoyt, The Palmer Raids, 1919-20: An Attempt to Suppress Dissent (New York: Seabury Press, 1969); and 
Victor Navasky, Naming Names (New York: Viking Press, 1980). 
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civil rights agenda on the home front, while others changed strategies and vehicles to 

continue organizing for radical change.127  

Whereas Cold War military battles were primarily fought in the countries of the 

Third World, its ideological battles were fought through media and communication, and 

within the minds of the people in the United States as well as the Third World. In Asia, 

the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America, U.S. foreign policy focused on containing 

the spread of communism through direct political and military interventions. In Latin 

American specifically, the United States sought to maintain a politico-economic interstate 

regime,128 one built on a century of interventionism in the spirit of the Monroe Doctrine. 

Whether it was the establishment of strategic military bases, proxy military combat or 

direct engagement, access to economic markets and resources, trade possibilities, or 

fronts for wars of counter-insurgency, the United States maintained its influence and 

presence as a world power redefining the national security boundaries of the United 

States as extending across the entire globe. The resurgence of revolutionary movements 

in Latin America and the tri-continental gathering of over 100 revolutionary 

organizations in Cuba in 1966 that led to the formation of the Organization in Solidarity 

                                                 
127 For the case of the NAACP and the Cold War, see Carol Anderson, Eyes Off of the Prize” The United Nations and 
the African American Struggle for Human Rights, 1944-1955 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003). Also 
see, Mary L. Dudziak, Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the Image of American Democracy (New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 2002); Robin Kelley, Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists During the Great Depression (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1990); and Timothy B. Tyson, Radio Free Dixie: Robert F. Williams and the 
Roots of Black Power (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). Even patriotic organizations of WWII 
veterans had to be aware of red-baiting when fighting for desegregation, as evidenced in the comment by Dr. Hector P. 
Garcia, concerning the American G.I. Forum and LULAC during the 1940’s and 50’s in South Texas, “we had to be 
very careful and stay within the Constitutional boundaries – we had to play the game wisely and not get caught up in 
McCarthyism.” Quoted in Dave Ferman, “The Lessons Hard-Learned,” Corpus Christi Caller Times Special 
Supplement, “Hispanic Heritage,” 29 December 1988. 
128 Cecilia Menjívar and Néstor Rodríguez, “State Terror in the U.S.-Latin American Interstate Regime,” in Cecilia 
Menjívar and Néstor Rodríguez, eds. When States Kill: Latin America, the U.S., and Technologies of Terror (Austin: 
University of Texas, 2005). This anthology provides country-specific case studies within a regional framework that 
gives breadth and depth to an important element of U.S. Latin American relations. 
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with the People of Asia, Africa and Latin America (OSPAAL), marked important 

moments in the making of a third world-based international anti-United States Left. 

As we pass through the first decade of the 21st Century, anti-globalization 

struggles are linking the local and the global and bringing together indigenous peoples 

with students, unions, immigrants rights groups, anti-prison activists, anarchists, 

environmentalists, and other political actors. Sharing an analysis of U.S. foreign 

economic and political policy as a central influence in the problems across the globe, 

these movements have their own histories, trajectories and genealogies, their own 

antecedents, dreams, struggles and shortcomings. I hope to contribute to the discoveries 

of these histories.   

This analysis moves or is in constant motion across, through, under, above -- and 

like the radical imaginations presented here -- beyond the contemporary boundaries of 

political possibilities. At a moment when social movements across the globe offer radical 

imaginations of alternatives to neoliberal globalization -- from the Zapatistas in Mexico, 

“recuperated” workers cooperatives in Argentina (“empresas recuperadas”), and the 

ALBA (Bolivarian Alternative of the Americas) between Central, South and Caribbean 

nations -- they must be recognized part of larger histories of circulating struggles across 

borders (national, political, and personal) that identified U.S. imperialism as a central 

cause for civil unrest, economic inequality, and the cultural colonization. 
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A Note on Archives 

I must make a note on archives and interviews. This is a subaltern history “from 

way, way below.” Therefore, and foremost, in addition to combing through archives held 

in special collections at formal academic or government institutions, it has been a process 

of seeking out and recovering archives, testimonies, and other forms of memory. 

Testimonies – as opposed to oral interviews – represent a form of remembering and 

reconstructing the past grounded in non-linear conceptualizations of history. In other 

words, not everyone remembers the past in a chronological and linear manner  (except 

perhaps for professional historians trained to map continuities and change). Perspective is 

everything. The relationship between the testimonios of people involved in these 

struggles, the “way” they tell their stories, and the stories themselves, is beyond the scope 

of this dissertation. At the same time, testimonios and other forms of situated subaltern 

knowledges that challenge hegemonic narratives must be defended, particularly in light 

of the recent investigation and report on the scholarship of Professor Ward Churchill.129 

Largely, my research begins with the stories shared with me as testimonios versus (only) 

the formal interviewing process.130 The process of sitting and conversing, reviewing the 

archives in dialogue with the people whose stories are told in this dissertation, and then 

recording their memories has had an impact on the way I have told this story. Though it is 

impossible to recapture the cadence, emotion, and rhythm of recorded interviews, I have 
                                                 
129 Beginning in 2005, Ward Churchill, professor of Ethnic Studies at Colorado University has come under attack for an 
essay he wrote in the aftermath of 9-11. This was used as a reason to challenge the validity of his scholarly production 
and historical findings, specifically the historicity of oral histories. Regardless of the outcome, the attacks against 
Churchill represent a challenge to the right to free speech, as well as alternative constructions of “memory”. In the 
spring of 2006 a committee was convened to investigate accusations of plagiarism and other academic “crimes,” A 
PDF copy of the report on Ward Churchill’s scholarship is available at 
http://www.colorado.edu/news/reports/churchill/download/WardChurchillReport.pdf.  
130 That said, all conversations and testimonios, with a few exceptions, were recorded. 
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tried to preserve these traits by balancing longer quotations with analysis that refrains 

from disrupting the flow of a thought or story.  In other words, there is a balance between 

the telling of the stories through the words of the protagonists themselves and my 

responsibility as the narrator to include signposts directing the reader to the relevant 

interventions of this dissertation. Often times I will include in the footnotes the names of 

certain participants above and beyond the immediate story being told, specifically 

concerning the sections on state repression. Naming the victims of prison torture and 

capitalist dirty wars is a historical necessity. Unless otherwise indicated, all translations 

are my own. Some quotations are in mixed-Spanish and English. For primary sources, I 

have conserved the grammar and the use of accent marks of the documents themselves. 

Preserving the bi-lingual, bi-cultural code switching is part of decolonial methodology. 

Often times, the archives I consulted were in the back of dusty closets, locked 

away in damp storage units, or under “pyramids” in central Mexico, all saved by the 

participants themselves.131 Other sets of documents were “protected” under the tight 

security of the Center for Intelligence and National Security (Centro de Inteligencia y 

Seguridad Nacional - CISEN), the equivalent of the Mexican CIA, at the National 

Archives in Mexico City, housed in the infamous ex-federal penitentiary Lecumberri, 

known as the Black Palace. In 2002, the Mexican Government's Intelligence Agency, 

CISEN, de-classified and made public the archives of the Secretary of National Defense. 

These archives include extensive, detailed documentation of the Guerra Sucia (Dirty 

War) against political organizations in Mexico during the 1960s and 1970s. Access to 

                                                 
131 The archives of Los Mascarones are kept inside one of four pyramids (constructed during the 1980s) that make up 
the University Nahuatl in Ocotopec, Morelos, Mexico. 
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open documents is not the same as accessing those same documents. Apart from the 

initial registration as a researcher, the cameras, revisions, multiple forms in triplicate, and 

what felt like continual low-intensity surveillance by the custodians of these documents 

(who did not work for the archive, but the CISEN!), you are in an notorious ex-prison. It 

was as if to actually engage with, touch, and listen to the documents, one had to pass 

through the same regimen of barriers, the same custodians that detained relatives and 

friends from engaging with, touching, listening to their imprisoned relatives who once 

occupied those cells, small cells that are now home to the memory of the government’s 

participation in the violent, torturous, murderous incarceration of democracy, struggle 

and justice. 

There is both an irony and a danger is using government intelligence documents. 

On the one hand, they provide evidence of government surveillance through a day-to-day 

record of events, happenings, and other meetings; on the other hand, as state intelligence 

documents, their very existence implies careful scrutiny using the insights of Ranajit 

Guha’s essay “The Prose of Counter-Insurgency.132 The intelligence apparatuses of the 

Mexican state compiled copious amounts of information, yet were less concerned with 

any sort of systematic interpretation. Intelligence on subversives did not need to be 

substantiated or full proof, if there was the remote possibility that a person or 

organization was a threat to the political system, you would be eliminated, silenced, or at 

the very least, threatened with elimination. 

                                                 
132 Ranajit Guha, “The Prose of Counter-Insurgency,” in Selected Subaltern Studies, Ranajit Guha and Gayatri 
Chakravorty Spivak, eds. (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 45-88. 
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Whereas academic credentials got me into the national security archives in 

Mexico, access to personal documents and archives was only granted because of having 

been involved in similar political projects in the present. This brings up a whole 

constellation of issues in terms of the role of historians in respecting -- and when able -- 

helping to organize community archives. Given the current post-911 political climate, I 

have made difficult decisions about what to write, whom to write about, what to say, and, 

especially what not to say. Some sources requested anonymity. The recovery of these 

tangible (papers, recordings) truths has been accompanied by the willingness of some of 

the participants to revisit and analyze these times and to speak about outlawed political 

activities.  In addition to these sources, oral histories, and published and unpublished 

memoirs, U.S. Federal and international court documents, English, and Spanish 

Language newspapers were also consulted. 

Historians make decisions about topics, questions, what to focus on, emphasize, 

excavate, and give meaning to, what is relevant and what is not. As historian Mark Poster 

writes, “Historical ‘explanations’ inscribe reason into the past in a manner that both 

controls it and introduces into it an instrumentality that mirrors that of the prevailing state 

and economic system. This effect of a certain form of representational discourse…applies 

even to those types of historical writing, such as historical materialism, that wish to be 

understood as critical or revolutionary.”133  

This project employs a mimetic approach to understanding multiracial and 

transnational connections, and understands that they are in direct relation to the theories 

                                                 
133 Mark Poster, Cultural History and Postmodernity: Disciplinary Readings and Challenges (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1997), 7 
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of historical change that emerged during the same time. Social movements that dissected 

power relations along lines of class, gender, race, and nation gave us insight into the 

relationship between class, gender, race, nation, and resistance, and the new worlds 

possible through sustained collective organizing and action. 

Moving across geographic regions and through the politics and art of radical, 

sometimes armed, social movements in Mexico and the United States, the following 

chapters are essentially about the dreams and struggles for a different world. They are 

also about land, space, and occupation, about governance, technologies of control, and 

political repression.  They tell of “crossings”, of radical political organizing, of strategies 

and tactics that open-up cultural and political terrains and languages, retaking and 

redefining public commons through street theatre, ethnic studies classes and prisons 

strikes, and land occupations.  

These movements employed strategies of “refusal” and political inventiveness 

that opened up spaces and opportunities to create the world in a different image. Tracing 

the histories of these movements offers opportunities to understand the long 

internationalist reach of national liberation struggles, human rights, and the attendant 

radicalization of social movements in the United States.  The organizational linkages that 

resulted from the circularity of struggles also reveal state forms of governance and 

repressions that attempted to disrupt the multi-ethnic, transnational political formations. 
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Chapter 2 

The Third World Within (the Walls): 

Prison Rebellion Years 

 
The degree of civilization in society can be judged by entering its prisons.” 

Fyodor Dostoevsky 
 

“Prison is a backyard form of colonialism” 

 raúlrsalinas134 
 

Introduction 

By starting within the confines of the federal incarceration regime in the United States, 

this study emphasizes that anti-imperialist and anti-racist Third World political 

formations were more commonplace within the walls than current historiography would 

suggest. Beginning inside the prisons also adds complexity to anti-colonial political 

formations in the United States. Moreover, the following three Chapters underscore that 

the conditions of incarceration and the relationship between technologies of control, like 

the larger political terrain of law and order politics during the late 1960s and early 1970s, 

generated Third World political formations. Common concerns led to multi-ethnic 

linkages between prisoners and their supporters outside the walls that allowed for the 

“local” to be part of the larger political world.  

                                                 
134 Letter from Salinas to Michael Deutsch, September 16, 1972, Box 6 Folder 20 Raúl Salinas Papers, Department of 
Special Collections, Stanford University, Stanford California (hereafter cited as RSP, SCSU). Throughout this 
documents I will use raúlrsalinas instead of Raúl R. Salinas, or as specifically written. Inspired by e.e. cummings, since 
he began writing poetry in 1969, he has used the small case letters. raúlrsalinas email communication with author, 10 
June 2006. 
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This Chapter addresses the decades leading up to the prison rebellion years, terminology 

on political activists in prison, the concepts of race and incarceration, and the subject of 

20th century penology. Prisons are treated as sites of political governance that are 

designed to create certain types of subjects.  The strategies of incarceration and 

technologies of control became the terrains on which the struggles over the contested 

meanings of freedom, dignity, and respect were fought. The prison rebellions that took 

place in the late 1960s and into the 1970s, were not only part of the larger social 

movements circulating across the country and globe, they constituted an important 

element of anti-colonial struggles that in turn created a revolutionary praxis, and politics 

of dignity and freedom, a political positioning grounded in the everyday experiences of 

violent technologies of state control. The continuities of racialized punishment, suffering, 

and death within the prison regime highlight that incarceration and violence are historical 

legacies of colonialism and slavery. Therefore, the institution of the modern 20th century 

U.S. prison is founded on colonial power relationships. Punishment, incarceration, and 

death are mechanisms for domestic control of racialized citizens and non-citizens, as well 

as geopolitical strategies of control. As a result, they are foundational to modern state 

power. 

 In order to emphasize the importance of these organized struggles to ideas of 

freedom and justice outside the walls, as well as to highlight the centrality of the prison 

regime as a colonial institution related to slavery, the convict-lease system, and Jim Crow 

laws, an introduction to 20th century penology is necessary. 
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Federal Prison System 

For the first 100 years of existence, the United States did not establish a federal 

prison system. The most important demarcation between freedom and un-freedom was 

between slave and free, black (brown, red) and white; and between men and women.  

Social crimes were local matters. Persons that were convicted of federal crimes were 

housed in local, county, or state facilities that were “rented” by the federal government. 

In the final two decades of the 19th century, the tensions between the growing number of 

federal prisoners, along with pressures against use of primarily black prison contract 

labor and the limitations on the Attorney General that had limited power to control 

imprisonments, fueled arguments in favor of creating a federal prison system.135  

In 1891, the first steps were taken toward the creation of a federal system when 

the so-called “Three Prison Act” was passed. It established the purchase and creation of 

“three sites, two of which shale be located as follows: one north, the other south of the 

thirty-ninth degree of the north latitude and east of the Rocky Mountains, the third site to 

be located west of the Rocky Mountains.”136 Thus established, it marked the first time 

that the federal government committed to creating a system that would house, monitor, 

and control federal prisoners. The first of the three prisons to be built, completed six 

years after the passing of the “Three Prison Act”, was the Federal Penitentiary at 

Leavenworth, Kansas; the second was built in Atlanta, Georgia; and the third was 

                                                 
135 Paul W. Keve. Prisons and the American Conscience: A History of U.S. Federal Corrections (Southern Illinois 
University Press, Carbondale: 1991), 29-30. 
136 United States Statutes at Large, 26 Stat. 839, Public Law PL 51-529, 3 March 1891, quoted in Ibid., 30. 
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McNeill, Island, Washington. 137 Apparently, Leavenworth was chosen as the sight 

because there already existed a prison that could be conveniently and easily taken over.  

Leavenworth, Kansas was originally the sight of a military base established in the 

1827 to support military escorts accompanying westward migrations to the Sante Fe Trail 

or the Missouri River. Named after General Henry Leavenworth it was a “major army 

base” in 1875 when it was turned into a military prison.138 In 1894, the military conceded 

that it could no longer maintain the facility and could do without it. The following year 

the Department of Justice assumed control and jurisdiction, and instituted the United 

States Federal Penitentiary, a move that marked “the beginning of a symbiotic 

relationship between civilian prisons and military reservations, one that would persist and 

be important to both until the present time.139 Yet, it was quickly realized that the site was 

entirely inadequate, unsafe, and overcrowded.  

On June 10, 1886, the U.S. Congress authorized the construction of a new 1,200 - 

person institution to be built by convict labor on the military property. For two and a half 

decades convicts walked the two and a half miles from the army stockade at Fort 

Leavenworth, slowly constructing through labor-intensive methods their own space of 

imprisonment. They “worked twelve hours straight with only a short break for 

                                                 
137 According to Paul W. Keve, “to be strictly correct, there was on earlier penitentiary. Now virtually forgotten, it was 
built beside the Anaconstia River in Washington, D.C.” With 150 cells for men and 64 for women, it was completed in 
1831 and authorized by Congress as a national prison, op cit. p. 36. Also see William Crawford, Report on the 
Penitentiaries of the United States (London: House of Commons, 1834), 101-3; and Stephen Dalsheim, The United 
States Penitentiray for the District of Columbia, 1926-1862 (Washington, D.C.: Records of Columbia Historical 
Society, 1959, vols. 1953-56). For a history of McNeil Island, see Paul W. Keve The McNeil Century: The Life and 
Times of an Island Prison (Nelson Hall: Chicago, 1984). 
138 See John W. Partin, ed., A Brief History of Fort Leavenworth 1827-1983 (Fr. Leavenworth, Kans.: U.S. Army 
Command and General Staff College, 1983). 
139 With this research I demonstrate that it was a “symbiotic relationship” also in the sense of the mechanisms of 
governance, control, and the strategic creation of certain subjectivities.  
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lunch…Discipline was crushing. Anyone disobeying an order was forced to ‘carry the 

baby,’ a form of punishment in which prisoners were chained for months to a twenty five 

pound ball which they had to lift in order to walk.” 140 

The buildings were designed and constructed by the St. Louis architect firm of 

Eames and Young, who insisted that the project be as “impressive as other national 

institutions.” This meant that form came before function; yet function was still the 

purpose. Essentially, the architects “patterned Leavenworth after the majestic United 

States Capitol building in Washington, D.C., with its two cell houses replicating the 

chambers of the Senate and House of Representatives and its rotunda serving as a smaller 

version of the Capitol dome.”  This design reflected the “boundless optimism that even 

the worst criminals could be rehabilitated in so authoritative and exalted an 

environment.”141 From its inception, rehabilitation was inscribed in the very architecture 

of the prison, thus anticipating how the walls and the programs were part of a 

necropolitical strategy of control.142 In 1903, when Cecil Clay was appointed the general 

agent for Leavenworth, he reported to the Attorney General after visiting the site “that the 

Leavenworth building had too much fine marble work in the corridors. Clay considered 

the building too elegant for criminals…”143 Finally, on February 1, 1906, Leavenworth 

                                                 
140 Earley, Pete. The Hot House: Life Inside Leavenworth Prison (Bantam Books: New York, 1992), 29. 
141 Ibid., 31. 
142 Necropower is different, but related to biopower in the sense that the focus is on the threat and act of killing that 
takes into account non-Western constructions of logic and subjectivity, as well as the link that race connects between a 
society and death; not simply the power over life. I will return to this in chapter two. See Achille Mbembe, 
“Necropolitics,” Public Culture 15 (2003): 12. 
143 Keve, op. Cit. 41. 
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opened its doors to the first occupant: John Grindstone, a Native American, was the first 

person to be incarcerated at Leavenworth Federal Prison.144 

In 1907, the position of superintendent of prisons was created within the 

Department of Justice. First held by Robert V. Ladow, his selection established a pattern 

of the political nature of the appointed position. Then, by the late 1920, with 

overcrowding becoming an unavoidable problem, coupled with increased transportation 

costs, and a public awareness on the rise, James V. Bennett, an agent of the Bureau of 

Efficiency, published a report that would be a turning point in the development of the 

federal penitentiary system. Bennett described what he had witnessed: “within prisons, 

men are routinely strung up by the thumbs, handcuffed to high bars, kept for weeks in 

solitary confinement on bread and water, are whipped, paddled, and spanked, spread-

eagled in the hot sun, locked up in sweat boxes, confined in tiny spaces where they can 

neither lie not sit nor stand.”145 

His extensive investigation would lead to the establishment of the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons in 1930, created in Bennett’s eyes to rehabilitate rather than simply 

incarcerate. The first director was Sanford Bates, former commissioner of the 

Massachusetts correction facilities.146 Along with the new bureaucracy, Congress 

authorized funding for expanding facilities, building four new prisons, including a new 

penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania and a prison hospital in Springfield, Missouri 

(the first superintendents were psychiatrists), as well as several regional camps and jails. 

                                                 
144 Ibid. 29. 
145 James Van Benschoten Bennett, I Chose Prison (New York: Random House, 1970). 
146 Keve. 96.  
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Breaking Men’s Minds: The Rebirth of Rehabilitation 

Bennett, the Director of the Bureau of Prisons from 1937 to 1964, was the main 

architect of the mid 20th century rehabilitative prison in the U.S. In addition to the funds 

he lobbied from Congress for vocational and educational classes, he put prisoners to work 

for low wages by creating what would evolve into the model for the prison industrial-

complex – UNICOR. He expanded the system of incarceration/rehabilitation to include 

medical programs for drug offenders, facilities for the mentally ill, juvenile centers for 

those under the age of twenty-two, and acquired the provision of medical and psychiatric 

care by the U.S. Public Health Service. Bennett had always believed that the causes for 

committing crimes could be “cured” through a medical model of rehabilitation.147  

It is necessary to trace the logic behind supposedly scientific approaches to rehabilitation 

and control, to medicine as the administrator of life, in order to understand what activists 

challenged in terms of the ideology of incarceration, as well as of its everyday 

manifestations in the strategies employed to dominate the mind and bodies 

of inmates. 

Prisons are products of reform; and incarceration is just one form of punishment. Reform 

characterized the nineteenth century emergence of the penitentiary - as well as mid-

twentieth century “enlightened” penology.  Both operated under the assumption that 

incarceration could rehabilitate inmates if prisons offered a combination of discipline, 

                                                 
147 For an overview of special treatment programs and strategies, see Paul W. Keve, Imaginative Programming in 
Probation and Parole (University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 1967). 
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order and the right incentives. Since the nineteenth century, the rehabilitative impulse has 

rarely disappeared, but often competes with other social and political urges, such as the 

will to punish harshly. During the 1950s, rehabilitation came to the fore once again. In 

prison systems across the nation authorities offered education classes, “citizenship 

models”, counseling and other programs like bibliotherapy  - where expanded libraries 

were the “hospitals of the mind.”148 

James V. Bennett, the Director of the Bureau of Prisons from 1937 to 1964, was among 

the main architects of the mid twentieth century rehabilitative prison in the United States. 

In addition to the funds he lobbied from Congress for vocational and educational classes, 

he put prisoners to work for low wages by creating what would evolve into UNICOR. 

Further, Bennett restructured incarceration to include medical programs for drug 

offenders, facilities for the mentally ill, juvenile centers for those under the age of 

twenty-two, and he acquired the provision of medical and psychiatric care by the U.S. 

Public Health Service. 

 

Bibliotherapy and Study 

Herman Spector, criminologist, San Quentin librarian, and eventually librarian director 

for the entire California Department of Corrections, championed the rehabilitative 

approach known as bibliotherapy. Bibliotherapy brought together the most recent 

techniques in psychology in conjunction with the use of the prison library. According to 

                                                 
 
148 Herman Spector, quoted in Eric Cummins, The Rise and Fall of California’s Radical Prison Movement (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1994), 26; also see Maurice Floch, “Correctional Treatment and the Library.” Wilson 
Library Bulletin 26 (1952). 
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Spector, libraries were “hospital[s] of the mind”149 that could bridge bibliotherapy with 

group counseling, “the Prison Library can make a decisive contribution by tying up with 

the group therapy efforts…The library…can help to realize the ideal of group therapists 

in that it can surround the inmate with a perpetual intellectual atmosphere of the type 

which is necessary to bring about a definite change in his behavior patterns.”150 From the 

perspective of some prison administrators, education was the intellectual element to 

behavior rehabilitation, a necessary compliment if it was focused on moral and ethical 

issues (the Bible was the book of choice by most rehabilitation advocates). From the 

perspective of the students, pursuing institutionalized educational opportunities led to 

realizing the contradiction between rehabilitation and freedom – the former did not 

necessarily lead to the latter as parole boards continued to deny the possibility of change 

for inmates who had participated in institutionalized programs. 

Bennett had always believed that the causes for committing crimes could be “cured” 

through a medical model of rehabilitation.151 But in the early 1960s bibliotherapy and 

other psychologically based rehabilitations programs fell out of favor.  Prison authorities 

augmented their reliance on science with more controversial techniques: brainwashing, 

sensory deprivation, medication, and prolonged isolation. As Robison prophetically wrote 

in the early 60s, “What you are likely to see now is the end of the liberal treatment era – 

the notion that you can make convicts into converts of the dominant culture ‘religion,’ the 

                                                 
149 Herman Spector, “Public Library Aspects of the Prison Library,” 11-12, quoted in Cummins, 26. 
150 Maurice Floch, “Correctional Treatment and the Library.” Wilson Library Buletin 26 (Feb. 1952): 454. 
151 Paul W. Keve, Imaginative Programming in Probation and Parole (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1967). These policies were the last remnants of the New Deal progressivism predicated on the expert knowledge of 
professionally trained, “scientific” experts. These remnants would be transformed into cold war techniques for 
containing dissent and the spread of communism. See California Prison, Parole and Probation System, The California 
Prison, Parole and Probation System, A Special Report to the Assembly (Sacramento, CA: n.d.), 45. 
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missionary fervor – that’s being replaced with ‘behavior modification’ experiments. The 

latest reasoning is that it’s costly and inappropriate…; instead, we’ll focus on their 

deviant behavior and force them to shape up.”152 As opposed to this shift being (only) 

about money, its important to focus on the word ‘inappropriate.” Throughout the next 30 

years, the belief that inmates cannot be cured must be understood in relation to race and 

class.  

 At the same time, there were two formidable forces from the left struggling 

against the decrepit conditions and racial violence inside prisons. Black Muslims and 

writ-writers – also known as jailhouse lawyers – helped propel this shift. Organized, 

studious, and persistent in their attack on the penal and legal systems, these activists 

battled against the contradictory moral, economic and political logics of the prison 

regime. Demanding access to the press through the courts, freedom of religion, and due 

process, inter-racial groups of prisoners also organized to desegregate the prisons and 

went on strike in favor of improved conditions.153  

Writ-writing became a central activity among inmates challenging their 

conditions, particularly around issues of health care conditions, media access, state 

violence, long term isolation, and access to legal materials as well as communication with 

civil society. In the Texas System, particularly the parchment and work farms in East 

                                                 
152 Robison, Ibid. 
153 Though this essay doesn’t allow for a telling of these events in detail, we must acknowledge that the prison rebellion 
years posed a continuum of struggles waged to desegregate, humanize, and possibly abolish incarceration institutions in 
ways that were linked to numerous social and anticolonial movements dating at least from the 1940s.  Bayard Rustin 
wrote descriptions and personal reflections on prison desegregation movements during the period of the Cold War. See, 
John D’Emilio, Lost Prophet: The Life and Times of Bayard Rustin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 72-
92; and Interview with Rafael Cancel Miranda by Martín Koppel, with Rollande Girard and Jacob Perasso, “We Came 
Out of Prison Standing, Not on Our Knees,” in Puerto Rico Independence is a necessity On the Fight Against U.S. 
Colonial Rule, (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1998), 28-9. 
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Texas, the direct descendents of the convict-lease system of the greater South, Fred Cruz, 

and the recently deceased David Ruiz (November 12, 2005) were probably the two most 

well known and successful writ-writers.  Despite their importance, little has been written 

about them. According to Steve Martin, a former Texas Department of Corrections 

lawyer, “[Cruz was considered probably the most dangerous agitator in the entire Texas 

prison system.”154 Fellow inmate Floyd Patterson remembers Cruz in a similar fashion: 

“A lot of people respected Fred because he suffered so much for what he did. Now that’s 

a boy that suffered for what he did. He put it on the line.”155  

As was the case across the country, there was very little law and order within the 

Texas prison system. Former religious leaders ran many of them.  This explains why 

Texas prisons were known as Pastors Prisons. Conditions were brutal; guards were 

openly racist; there was little or no access to health care; prisoners were essentially slaves 

of the state, beaten at will; and most importantly, Texas was the model of how to run 

prisons that was replicated throughout the country. Responsible for helping hundreds of 

inmates learn to research case law, file appeals and make legal arguments against a 

corrupt and discriminatory prison system, the writ writers were targeted, harassed, 

transferred and physically attacked by prison administrators because of their support of 

prisoner’s rights. Their combined legal work, and the public advocacy of supporters like 

Frances Jalet Cruz, the “mother of the Texas prison reform movement” (who was tried 

for being a “revolutionary” by a Texas court), Charlie and Pauline Sullivan, and others, 

                                                 
154 Susanne Mason,  A Texas Correction, (Austin, Tx., 2003), documentary film. 
155 Ibid. 
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led to landmark case law Ruiz v. Estelle. Filed in 1972, the case took eight years to get to 

trial with the trial lasting nearly a year – and resulted in the landmark decision in 1980. 

Presiding judge William Wayne Morris wrote: “It is impossible for a written opinion to 

convey the pernicious conditions and the pain and degradation which ordinary inmates 

suffer within the TDC [Texas Department of Corrections] prisons walls.”156 The trial 

began in Houston in 1979, and an agreement was reached the following year in the 

longest and most comprehensive lawsuit every successfully filed on a prison system, 

bringing the Texas system under federal jurisdiction for more than twenty years, and 

mandating sweeping court ordered changes, essentially ending torture in the Texas prison 

system.157 It was under these conditions that men like Cruz and Ruiz organized.  

Another key challenge grew from the political right, demanding an end to 

“mollycoddling” prisoners and calling for harsher punishment, characteristic of the 1964 

Goldwater presidential campaign and Richard Nixon’s War on Crime.158  

As inmates challenged the legal basis for long-term incarceration, these new techniques 

of hands-on behavior modification responded to the need for increased control. Dr Edgar 

Schein, an associate professor of psychology at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, helped design the “medical models” approach to behavior modification. 

                                                 
156 Quoted in “Poets and Prisoners.” Texas Observer, December 2, 2005, 3. The case ended in 2002 after 22 years of 
federal oversight of Texas prisons. Conditions have changed little since the case was first filed in 1972. 
157 Email by Charlie and Pauline Sullivan on the death of David Ruiz, Tuesday, November 15, 2005, forwarded to the 
writer by University of Texas doctoral student in English Virginia Raymond. Judith Filler, fellow comrade and activist 
writes about Ruiz, “[he] touched so many of us prisoners, activists, friends and comrades. He reached people he was 
never able to meet in person. David will live on forever in the hearts of the men and women locked up in Texas, the 
writ writers, the organizers, the oppressed…When the people re-write our history books, David Ruiz will then be 
included and given his rightful place in working class history as a leader, organizer, writ writer and fighter for the 
oppressed. ¡David Ruiz, Presente!” Judith Filler email circulated in the days following Ruiz’s death, “David Ruiz Lives 
in Our Hearts and in Our History,” Wednesday, November 16, 2005. 
158 See David Garland, The Culture of Control: Crime and Social Order in Contemporary Society (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2001).  
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Schein’s research focused on brainwashing in “totalitarian regimes”, primarily China.159 

In 1953, Schein interviewed recently released U.S. POWs to understand better the 

Korean brainwashing experience. For Schein, brainwashing techniques used by North 

Korean and Chinese communists against U.S. soldiers in Korean POW camps offered a 

solution to the problems of control and rehabilitation within the U.S. federal prison 

system. In April 1961 Schein presented a paper entitled, “Man Against Man: 

Brainwashing,” to the staff and senior administrators of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons at the 

meeting of U.S. Wardens and Social Scientists.160 Schein argued, “In order to provoke 

marked changed of behavior and/or attitude, it is necessary to weaken, undermine or 

remove the supports to the old patterns of behavior and the old attitudes.” These 

techniques included: isolation to break or weaken emotional ties; segregation of leaders 

and use of cooperative prisoners in their place; prohibition of group activities not in line 

with the brainwashing objectives; spying on prisoners and reporting back private 

material; tricking men into writing statements that are then shown to other inmates; 

exploiting informers and opportunists; disorganization of all group standards among 

prisoners; and seventeen other suggestions. The appropriation of techniques from 

Communist-bloc prison camps at the height of anti-communism, reveals the 

contradictions of behavior modification: the justification for cruel and inhumane 

                                                 
159 Edgar Schein, Coercive Persuasion (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1961); Brainwashing, (Cambridge, 
MA: Center for International Studies, MIT, 1960); “The Chinese indoctrination program for prisoners of war,” 
Psychiatry 19 (1956): 149-72; and “Brainwashing and totalitarianization in modern society,” World Politics 11 (1959): 
430-41. For an in depth analysis of Schein’s work in relation to the use of these techniques in West Germany see, Mike 
Ryan, “Solitude as Counterinsurgency: The U.S. Isolation Model of Political Incarceration,” in Ward Churchill and J.J. 
Vander Wall eds., Cages of Steel: The Politics of Imprisonment in the United States (Washington D.C.:Maisonnueve 
Press, 1992), 83-109. 
160 The overall theme of the Symposium was “The Power to Change Behavior,” with divisions into four panels: “Man 
Alone: Sensory Deprivation and Behavioral Change”; Man in his Social Environment: Social Structure and Behavioral 
Change”; “Man’s Adaptive Processes: Cultural Influences on Behavioral Change”; and “Man Against Man.” 
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punishment against a specific group of inmates to control them, and make society safe. 

Yet, for Schein and his receptive audience, the ends clearly justified the means. 161 

The chairman of the symposium, Dr. Bertram S. Brown of the National Institute of 

Mental Health, responded warmly to Schein’s presentation.  He encouraged prison 

administrators that upon returning to their respective institutions, they should experiment 

with these new techniques on the Black Muslim inmate populations: “What I am trying to 

say is that we are a group that can do a lot of experimenting and research…do things 

perhaps on your own – undertake a little experiment of what you can do with Muslims. 

There is a lot of research to do. Do it as individuals. Do it as groups and let us know the 

results.”162 

Schein designed these programs with Dr. Groder - the Marion psychiatrist who would 

later serve as Director of the Center for Correctional Research at Butner, North 

Carolina.163 As a result of Groder’s leadership, and in the wake of the 1962 meeting, 

Marion became an experiment conducted by the Center for the Study of Crime, 

Delinquency, and Corrections at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.164 

The behavior modification techniques at Marion consisted of four primary techniques: 

brainwashing, Skinnerian operant conditioning, sensory deprivation, and (overdosed) 

                                                 
161 Schein was aware of the political perils of employing “communist” techniques at the height of the Cold War; yet he 
justified human experimentation on un-knowing subjects – clearly in violation of the Nuremburg Codes: “I am trying to 
show that the Chinese methods are not so mysterious, not so different, not so awful, once we separate the awfulness of 
the communist ideology and look simply at the methods of influence used.” Schein,  “Man Against Man,” 97. 
162 Schein, “Summary,” 103. “Summary of Discussion,” The Power to Change Behavior Symposium 8:2 (1962): 99. 
163 Jake McCarthy,“The Latest in Prisons,” St Louis Post-Dispatch, 21 May 1972. 
164 Jan Susler, “Marion Prisoners Rights Project, statement to the Judiciary Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, 
Oversight Hearing before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice, June 26, 
1985,” Hearing into the Marion Lockdown (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), 91. 
164 “Breaking Men’s Minds,” 3. 
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chemical or drug therapy.165 One of the programs designed by Schein and Groder at the 

Federal Medical Facility for Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri, was the Special 

Treatment and Rehabilitation Training (START), which was an incentive-based 

“treatment” designed around “privileges, responsibilities, and opportunities.” Schein and 

Groder stipulated that in order “To be eligible for the program you must have spent 

considerable time in segregation for one reason or another. This is a miserable existence 

and the Federal Government is the first to recognize this situation… We have also been 

given the responsibility to establish a program in which you can still live by your 

principles and beliefs, but learn to express them in a manner more acceptable to society 

than you have in the past.”166 Yet inmate Eddie Sanchez’s description casts the actual 

experience of START in a different light: “[T]hey put [inmates] in the hole and they 

chained them, completely nude. So then the following day they give them a pair of shorts, 

and then the next day they give them a pencil, but no paper, and each day you progress, 

and if your behavior is not keeping with what they want it to be, then you start back from 

nothing. The reward punishment trip is what START was about.”167 START was just one 

form of physical and psychological torture that would be experimented with in the early 

1970s. All these techniques shared the common strategy that by playing on weaknesses or 

supposed faults, prisoners were broken down (or broke themselves down) and then were 

                                                 
165  Ibid., 3. 
166 See, “Medical Center for Federal Prisoners START Program,” Oversight Hearing before the Subcommittee on 
Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice, June 26, 1985 Hearing into the Marion Lockdown 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986): 241. 
167 After several negative court rulings, the START program was “quietly cancelled” in February 1974. 
Correspondence between prison administrators and members of Congress revealed the level of concern (early on) 
regarding the viability of such controversial programs as well as their financial cost, see the letters compiled in 
Individual Rights and the Federal Role in Behavior Modification. For all their controversy, the cancellation of START 
and other similar programs marked the declining belief that any prisoner could be rehabilitated. 
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given a new self-image. This was a process that essentially amounted to pacification 

through therapy (including primal scream therapy, and programs to “cure” 

homosexuality).  

Other approaches included Schein’s “character invalidation” techniques like Synanon 

Attack Therapy or “Game Sessions” and Encounter group sensitivity sessions or 

“Marathons.” In the former, members of the group accused people of lying, insincerity, 

or being weak, and then barrage him with insults, cussing and other instigations until the 

person admits to the accusation and apologizes for forcing the group to such extremes. 

The latter were “all-night versions” of Game Sessions, with the addition of an outside 

observer being “trained” in these techniques, and the culmination of the session with “the 

group then shows its compassion by hugging him and telling him that they love him.”168 

When these therapeutic sessions failed to convince inmate activists to comply, START 

had its own stormtroopers, agent provocateurs, and infiltrating snitches: known by critical 

inmates as “Groder’s Gorillas,” these inmates willingly participated in these programs 

“doing the Man’s work” by trying to convince other inmates to join START through 

force and coercion.169 

From the perspective of the prison administration there were two competing views: some 

prison administrators who believed that psychology and other behavioral sciences could 

                                                 
168 Breaking Men’s Minds, 13. 
169 “The PPLF’s [Political Prisoners Liberation Front] Manifest in Federal Prison,” Undated, Box 6, Folder 30, RSP, 
SUSC. It is important to consider how the “human sciences” depend on and promote finding the “non-human,” the de-
humanized edge of human tolerance, in order to experiment and understand human nature and social behavior; and how 
science, race and nation are intimately linked.  Breaking men down to the most basic, animalistic qualities, pitting them 
against each other, creating hierarchies of behavior and privilege, to then re-build them as productive and engaged 
members of society, all without their knowledge, challenges the very basis of the Nuremberg Codes, Article 6 of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners. 
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“cure” deviants, and that education was the intellectual component to rehabilitation - 

successful when focused on moral, ethical, and Christian religious issues. Others - 

notably wardens and prison guards - viewed these attempts at psychological rehabilitation 

with a degree of skepticism, insisting instead that rehabilitation could not overcome 

criminality as it was an inherent, permanent disease. For the skeptics, control, discipline 

and fear remained vital methods to contain criminal influences and prevent challenges to 

what they perceived as public safety. From the mid-1960s to the early 1970s, penal 

governance included a functional mix of these two competing, yet quite complementary, 

approaches to maintaining control: attempting to secure obedience in life by threatening 

an ongoing death. Coinciding with the “law and order” politics of the early 1970s and a 

massive economic recession, a shift occurred, away from scientific “rehab” and behavior 

modification programs to long-term isolation and low-intensity torture.170 

It is important to step back for a moment and consider the implications of experimenting 

with techniques used on prisoners of war on unknowing incarcerated Black Muslims by 

revisiting fragments of the Nuremburg Codes.  

“…the protagonists of the practice of human experimentation justify their views 
on the basis that such experiments yield results for the good of society that are 
unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All agree, however, that certain 
basic principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral, ethical, and legal 
concepts. [first principle] states “…voluntary consent of the human subject is 
absolutely essential. This means that the person involved should have legal 
capacity to give consent; should be situated as to be able to exercise free power of 
choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, 
overreaching or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have 

                                                 
 
170 Long term isolation, torture and death were also common to the governance of the prison regime throughout the 
twentieth century. Yet these techniques were formally institutionalized in the late-twentieth century with the 
proliferation of long-term isolation units. Authorities construct their logic as a necessary evil, a preventative measure, 
to “ensure” public safety.   
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sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter 
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened 
decision….Before the acceptance of an affirmative decision be the experimental 
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of 
the experiment…” 

 

If state of federal prisons had been held accountable to the tenets of the Nuremburg 

Codes during the 1960s and 1970s, they would have failed. In preventative punishment 

the ends justify the means. Whereas the ultimate objective of these strategies was to 

dehumanize, to break down the inmate mentally and physically; in a process akin to 

“breaking slaves”, the indoctrination of the military, the violent forced assimilation of 

young boys and girls relocated in Indian Schools far away from home, or constant and 

unforgiving heterosexual social programming, inmates were guinea pigs for a most 

insidious control strategy for punishment and civil death.  

Techniques of behavior modification, brainwashing and isolation represented an 

institution returning to its roots. As Eric Cummins writes about San Quentin,  

By the end of the decade the prison’s feted [San Quentin] Adjustment Center, that 
quiet oasis where it was promised the most difficult prisoners would get intensive 
psychiatric counseling, had been transformed from a symbol of reform-age 
progress into a cruel new dungeon filled with radical Muslims and other political 
‘troublemakers.’ In this prison-within-a-prison inmates received far fewer 
treatment programs, not more. The AC came to represent the failure of treatment, 
not its glorious future…Such was the final harvest of rehabilitation.171 

 
The final harvest of rehabilitation was the resistance against the Control Unit at Marion 

by a cadre of Third World alliances. Drawing on their experiences they developed an 

analysis of the relationship between their conditions of incarceration and anti-colonial 

movements that came to be known as the prison rebellion years. 
                                                 
171 Cummins, 92. 
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Prison Rebellion Years 

At the time of the prison rebellion years, Nixon came to power behind his “law 

and order” political ideology and strategy for governance. The roots of these policies can 

traced to the juvenile delinquency “crisis” of the 1950s which was a result of state 

abandonment of the urban poor as support was diverted to the now ethnically “white” 

suburbs of post WWII America, and the Barry Goldwater presidential campaign of 1964. 

The resulting policies countered the important gains made by prisoners and their 

supporters during the 1960s. On the legal front, the Supreme Court, “from 1963 

on…handed down a series of decisions which conservatives, like congressman Gerald 

Ford, said would cause the breakdown of law and order.”172 The guarantee of public 

defense, the right to have a lawyer present during questioning, and the Miranda rights 

case that required police to inform a suspect about their rights, were rights gained through 

the courts. Emphasizing threats to personal and national security, Nixon linked the civil 

rights and anti-war protests to urban riots and the failure of the Great Society – and by 

extension – liberalism. His strategy was designed to criminalize dissent while expanding 

policing and infiltration of social movements and increasing the scope and power of 

grand juries.173 Political control rested on the “power to defend the nation against 

enemies foreign and domestic. And so the contemporary US crime problem was born. 

The disorder that became ‘crime’ had particular urban and racial qualities and the 

collective characteristics of activists (whose relative visibility as enemies was an inverse 
                                                 
 
172 “Johnson’s crime message,” New Republic, January 18, 1967, quoted in Christian Parenti, Lockdown American: 
Police and Prisons in the Age of Crisis (London: Verso, 1999), 5. 
173 See Margaret Ratner and Michael Ratner, “The Grand Jury: A Tool to Repress and Jail Activists,” in States of 
Confinement: Policing, Detention, and Prisons, ed. Joy James (New York: Palgrave, 2000), 277-286. 
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function of their structural lack of power) defined the face of the individual criminal.”174 

The Omnibus Crime and Safe Streets Act increased for the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration (LEAA) that channeled federal monies for local law enforcement, 

intelligence units, and tactical squads – in essence, continuing the federal COINTELPRO 

at local levels. A publicity campaign that conflated race and urban criminality was 

combined with the tactical use of criminal, judicial and prison systems as the primary 

strategies of social and political control of racial minorities and progressive, liberal and 

revolutionary ideas. Though the Omnibus Bill was passed during the Johnson 

Administration, it was Nixon who would take full advantage of the new rules and monies 

for security. As H.R. Haldeman, Nixon’s chief of staff, wrote in his diary, “[Nixon] 

emphasized that you have to face the fact that the whole problem is really the blacks. The 

key is to devise a system that recognizes this while not appearing to.”175 

Prison rebellions in the United States burned through the 1970s, particularly following 

the murder of Soledad Brother George Jackson in California’s San Quentin on August 7, 

1971. Prison activists in Attica, Leavenworth, McNeil Island and Terre Haute formed 

clandestine study groups and ethnic studies classes, organized direct actions like labor 

strikes, and utilized so-called strategies of fire – setting ablaze whatever was at hand to 

burn it [prison] down, something akin to practices in ghetto uprisings across the nation.  

Guard brutality, arbitrary detentions in “the hole,” inadequate health care, 

racially-biased indeterminate sentences, and the illegal blocking of prisoner access to 

                                                 
174 Ruth Gilmore Wilson, “Globalisation and U.S. Prison Growth: from Military Keynesianism to post-Keynesian 
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legal materials and the pres, all provoked prisoners to organize for change between 1966 

and 1975. The cycle of struggle (as understood within the larger national and 

international currents of social movement) emerged strongest in the early 1970s, 

particularly between 1971 and 1974, when the legal challenges to the prison regime 

reached their apex. This does not mean that resistance to inhumane punishment ceased; 

rather, that the response from politicians, the courts, and administrators moved away 

from treatment and rehabilitation toward more insidious and inhuman treatment and 

isolation. Prison issues comprised a core of social justice organizing behind the walls and 

in the outside world. 

One of the first attempts to establish educational classes that focused on minority 

communities and histories, predating the Ethnic Studies movement a half-decade later, 

was in 1963-64 at the San Quentin Education Department. With large enrollment 

numbers and titles like “Minorities in the American Culture” and “Afro-American 

Culture”, political urgency transformed the population of these classes from 

predominantly black students to include Native Americans, Hindus, Hispanics and some 

whites.176 Similar initiatives were begun at McNeil Island, Attica and Leavenworth. 

Activists at McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary in Washington formed the organization 

Mexican American Self Help (MASH) and initiated a “Mexican American History and 

Culture Class.” A member of the MASH Outside Steering Committee, “El Profe” 

Cenobio Macias explained that the class contributed to a process of change that also 

required action: “Reading and putting our thoughts together is good but it is only a step to 

                                                 
 
176 Cummins, The Rise and Fall, 76. 
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externalizing what we believe. The oral reports and panels [in class] have helped us to 

organize even more, and enable us to advocate and vindicate our stance when questioned. 

The visitors to our class from the University of Washington and the nearby community 

have also presented us with other information that either verified what we already 

believed, quested [sic] us on what we thought to be fact, or make us think and change our 

previous convictions.”177 MASH participants also celebrated cultural events, engaged in 

legal work and corresponded with other cultural and political organizations throughout 

the system. 

During the 1960s, everyday resistances including radical educational projects, the 

work of writ-writers, clandestine self-defense classes and organized strikes were linked to 

the legal arena by briefs written and filed by jailhouse lawyers and disseminated to the 

public by supporters on the outside. These efforts challenged the technologies of control 

and coercion, and were political struggles against the logic and function of incarceration 

as means to destroy the civil and political lives of America’s subordinated populations. 

Increasing numbers of prison riots – from five in 1967 to forty-eight in 1972 – revealed 

the circulation and proliferation of prison struggles.178 Solidarity efforts emerged at local, 

national and international levels; in support of imprisoned activists (political prisoners) 

and prison activists.  

Activists’ organized educational classes, both clandestine and sanctioned, focused 

on minority histories (similar to those institutionalized in university systems and high 
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schools throughout the country in the late 1960s and 1970s). These gatherings functioned 

as counter-hegemonic, “unauthorized” intellectual and political spaces179 where inmates 

collectively analyzed their own conditions of incarceration as a foundation to make 

political demands and carry out political actions. These underground political formations 

called for unity across the same racial lines that the regime used to divide inmates:  

Some of us cons don’t seem to know which side we’re on. We’re obsessed with 
nearsighted disputes on race, ideology, group identity and so on. We expend our 
energies despising and distrusting each other. Don’t be so critical of the other 
races. All of this is helping the California Department of Corrections. We permit 
them to keep us at each other’s throats. But a handful of us are calling for unity. 
This is for a purpose. We want to crush the empire that has been built upon our 
suffering.180 
 

Segregation, as the power to divide, is an old form of social control. At the time, Jim 

Crow was the law of the land – even in the north. Maintaining racial divides and 

animosities was central to the logic of the regime. To crush the “empire,” the shared 

experiences of suffering transformed those racial differences into points of unity and 

were the key to challenging the mechanisms of control.181 

Throughout geographically dispersed state and federal penitentiaries, multi-racial 

coalitions of political activists engaged with issues like the war in Vietnam, third world 

struggles, Native American sovereignty and civil and human rights. David Johnson, who, 
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with George Jackson, W.L. Nolen, and James Carr, organized “ethnic awareness classes,” 

offered this perspective: “The prison was our battleground, battlefield. It wasn’t in 

isolation with what was taking place outside because as people start to raise their voice 

about civil rights violations and human rights violations, then brothers inside through 

civil litigation, protests, strikes…fought to gain their civil rights and human rights.”182 

These activists circulated messages of resistance across political and cultural borders, 

and, when released, across international boundaries as well. 

The most well-narrated struggles and mobilizations of the prison rebellion years 

are the 1971 Attica Rebellion in New York, and subsequent massacre by the state police 

on the order of then Governor of New York, Nelson Rockefeller, and the case of the 

Soledad Brothers – George Jackson, Fleeta Drumgo, and John Cluchette in California.183 

As Jackson, field marshal for the Black Panther Party and one of the Soledad Brothers 

explained,  

The sheer numbers of the prisoner class and the terms of their existence make 
them a mighty reservoir of revolutionary potential…Only the prison movement 
has shown any promise across the ideological, racial and cultural barricades that 
have blocked the natural coalition of left-wing forces at all time in the past. So 
this movement must be used to provide an example for the partisans engaged at 
other levels of the struggle.184 

 
Of course, multi-racial coalitions existed within/across social movements, but 

Jackson’s argument can partly be explained through a shared commonality within the 
                                                 
 
182 Quoted in Prisons on Fire: George Jackson, Attica & Black Liberation (Oakland: AK Press, 2002). 
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prison existence. The shared racial discrimination, economic marginalization, and violent 

police state on the outside world became all the more real with regard to energizing 

resistance in the carceral setting. George Jackson had identified prison inmates as “a 

mighty reservoir of revolutionary potential…” that, if properly mobilized across racial 

lines, could lead third world movements in the United States.185 Raul Salinas offers a 

similar perspective on coalitions and the circulation of resistance across borders, and 

specifically the influence of Brother George:  

I was in Leavenworth in ’72 when we had like 3 sit down strikes. We were in the 
hole at Leavenworth and other people were in the hole throughout the country for 
different strikes. After the Attica and the San Quentin tragedies, prisoners were 
saying who knew when they’re going to shoot us down around the country, the 
mood of the prisons, you know [was] very much inspired by Brother George 
Jackson and some of the other prison fighters.186 
 

For Salinas, the movement on the inside was directly linked to movements on the 

outside, “And though it began as an ethnic studies class, if you will, we were also very 

much connected to the movement outside, so that was informing our work and our 

development. But it began on a very cultural level and then took on the more nationalistic 

characteristics.187 

 The fire of these multiracial rebellions swept through the southwest as well. At 

Florence State Prison in Arizona, striking inmates issued their “curriculum for reform” 

that declared, “This is a unified movement of all convicts for reform of present 

conditions. There has been a unified decision reached by the majority of all convicts to 
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elect a convict counsel. As such, there are committees now representing all of the Black 

Brothers, White Brothers, Brown Brothers, and Red Brothers.”188 

 

Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined the primary characteristics of the prison regime during 

the 20th century, with a particular focus on the development of scientific approaches to 

rehabilitation and incarceration. These approaches defined the mid-century approach to 

penology. It has also introduced the terrain of prison politics within which the organizing 

efforts writ writers, black Muslims, and other prison activists. These politicized inmates 

understood the diverse processes associated with transformation and conscientization. For 

members of the Political Prisoners Liberation Front at Marion, urgency was tempered 

with patience; transformation was respected as both collective and individual: 

It must be understood, kept in mind, that trying to shape and organize the people 
around our assumptions is wrong. Each individual has his understanding, his 
ideas, his way, his degree of commitment, and his values; and these are his truths 
for however long they last. Day after day, week after week, year after year, we 
deal out negative judgments about the people, not recognizing, or forgetting, that 
individual persons are involving themselves in important issues. Even if the 
involvement is not in concrete action it is involvement with an idea, and ideas are 
based on values.189 
 

They recognized that collective action has a greater impact than individual resistance 

(though not dismissing the latter), “Experience has proved to us that attacking those 

conditions individually are rarely successful, but united action has been, and can be, 

successful. If men are really concerned about conditions and unity it would sees 
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strategically correct to determine the conditions in this Marion society around which the 

majority of its population is willing to unite.”190 Their efforts turn the logic of 

rehabilitation on its head, demanding that relevant classes like history and culture replace 

“educational” initiatives like bibliotherapy, while organizing clandestine study groups. 

These alternative counter hegemonic spaces would in turn provide a foundation to 

escalate the struggles against the incarceration regime during the prison rebellion years. 

While activists organized strikes and exposed conditions to the media, writ-

writers churned out Habeas Corpus petitions, and worked together with prison 

researchers and general population to compile and report the specific calibrations and 

incidents of violence and violations of human and civil rights. Prison administrators were 

not going to give up power that easily. Having successfully kept public scrutiny of their 

practices to a minimum, the reports compiled between 1968 and 1972 reveal that they 

were not only concerned, but well aware of the threat that support from outside the walls, 

when combined with multiracial organizing, posed to their control. In a memorandum 

titled “Power to the People,” and specifically referring to the Bay Area prison 

institutions, W.L. Park, a clinical psychologist and associate warden of San Quentin, 

observed the influence of outside supporters on inmate organizing, as they demonstrated, 

perhaps for the first time in American penal history, that outsiders could conspire with 

prisoners to cripple the normal operations of the prison. The age-old dissatisfactions of 

the convict were translated into a well-planned and sophisticated attack on state laws and 

policies, the operations of the paroling agency, the limitations on legal rights of parolees, 
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the indeterminate sentence, and other issues far removed from the usual minor food 

grievances.”191  

Park also suggested that administrators become familiar with radical and 

revolutionary thought, as it might be “useful in understanding the thinking of inmate 

leaders.”192 The title of the next section of the report gets at the heart of the matter. In 

“Social Movements Impinging Upon Prison Management,” Park observed,  

racial and ethnic consciousness, under rallying cries of ‘Black Power’ or ‘Viva la 
Raza,’ Black and Mexican-Americans seek dignity, self respect, a fair share of the 
economy and political power…practically all the participants are more aggressive 
and less patient than in the old Civil Rights Movement…Administrators of the 
penal units near urban and academic centers should review their disturbance plans 
with the participation of outside demonstrators in mind.”193  
 

Park’s observation that prisoners were organizing within their own cultural or racial 

groups, and that administrators should be familiar with the politics of revolution, sets the 

stage for an in-depth investigation into the organizing efforts of Third World prison 

activists, and their supporters, at Leavenworth and Mario Federal Penitentiaries.  
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193 Quoted in Ibid., 237. 
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Chapter 3: 
 

Third World Political Formations in Leavenworth:  

Self-Determination and “Backyard Colonialism”  

 
 

“El mismo enemigo ha querido mutilar, y si posible, hacer desaparecer nuestras culturas, tan parecidas una a la otra, y 
sin embargo, tanto el Chicano como el Boricua hemos podido salvar nuestra idenitidad cultural, nuestra 

personalidad…” 
Rafael Cancel Miranda, Puerto Rican Independence Fighter 

 
C.O.R.A. is a conglomeration of minds that have fortunately seen behind the decayed veil of respectable law and order 

that is applied to the public...C.O.R.A. is that which has seen that assimilation is synonymous with extinction. That 
assimilation is but death on the installment plan, has been proven by the treatment that has been afforded to us, but 

most of all C.O.R.A. has endured the so-called assimilation that has been transmitted through blows, and has on 
occasion killed us.” 

Joe Rubio, Chicanos Organizados Rebeldes de Aztlán 
 
 
Introduction 

We now turn to Leavenworth prison and the cross-ethnic organizing connections between 

Chicano, Puerto Rican, American Indian, African American and European American 

inmates, connections that existed throughout the country at state and federal institutions. 

This chapter investigates these connections among the larger support network – lawyers, 

teachers, activists and family members that provided key resources and time to the 

struggles of the prison rebellion years, as well as connections and disconnections between 

the larger Chicano Movement and issues of prisoner’s rights organizing. I propose that a 

mix of Third World political influences formed an ideological and strategic analysis of 

prison conditions that provided a foundation for struggle that would directly influence the 

organizing campaigns against torture, behavior modification and indefinite isolation that 

would lead to important 8th Amendment legal precedents at Marion prison (Chapter 4). In 
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keeping with the format of this dissertation, it specifically examines how alternative 

projects, alliances and solidarity were created through connections built in struggle and 

resistance against the jail machine, and how prison officials responded by first 

transferring these political activists to Marion Prison, and then at Marion, isolating them 

in “dog kennel” cells that by the 1980s would be the model for the entire U.S. prison 

system. 

 

 Third World Leavenworth 

Between February and October of 1970, inmates who had been reading 

revolutionary materials and meeting clandestinely to discuss their own experiences, 

organized a series of political projects: an ethnic studies class - “Cultural History of the 

Southwest”; a politico-cultural newspaper Aztlan194 that was circulated throughout the 

country; and the political cadre Chicanos Organizados Rebeldes de Aztlan (C.O.R.A.)195 

that would play a central role in the political alliances and organized strikes taking place 

at Leavenworth during these years. These inter-related projects formed a strategy, 

devised in practical struggle, to engage the state on multiple fronts. The class provided a 

structured space to learn about and engage with struggles outside the walls and across 

borders while simultaneously interrogating the technologies of control and violence that 

they were subjected to daily. The newspaper was an outlet for ideas exploring notions of 

                                                 
194 When referring to the newspaper, I will use the italicized Aztlan. When referring to the idea of a Chicano homeland 
in the southwest, I will not use italics. 
195 The name C.O.R.A. - Chicanos Organizados Rebeldes de Aztlan the name was suggested by Beto Gudino. To avoid 
unwanted attention from prison officials, Chicanos Organizados Raza de Aztlan was chosen as the above ground name 
of this “unauthorized political and intellectual site”. Cora is also an abbreviation of corazón (heart). See raúlrsalinas, 
“On the History of C.O.R.A and Aztlan,” March 1972, reprinted in Louis Mendoza ed.,‘My Weapon is the Pen: 
raúlrsalinas and The Jail Machine (Austin, University of Texas Press, 2006). 
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change, culture, rehabilitation, identity and dignity, and served as a medium to inform 

inmates about social movements, and provide a gallery for artists (painters, poets, 

cartoonists) whose talents rivaled any outside the walls. C.O.R.A was the arena where the 

analysis and learning could be applied to developing strategies to resist “civil death” and 

intolerable conditions, guard-on-inmate violence, and access to the courts. As Jose Rubio, 

a Chicano inmate from Brownsville, Texas explains, C.O.R.A. organized against “death 

on the installment plan.”196  

The anti-systemic perspectives of Leavenworth prisoners was a mix of the 

transnational anti-imperialism of Ricardo Flores Magón, a Mexican Revolutionary and 

political prisoner who organized Mexican workers throughout the southwest, connected 

with the radical U.S. left, and died in 1924 while a prisoner in Leavenworth197; the Puerto 

Rican Independence fighters, prisoners of a Colonial war fought since 1898; the 

liberation struggle of the Black Panthers, the Republik of New Afrika, and the Black 

Muslims; and the American Indian half-millennial struggle for their sovereignty as 

nations. For Chicano prisoners, this multi “spirited” ideology was a particular 

manifestation of the internal colonial model, cultural nationalism, and international 
                                                 
196 Jose Rubio, “Essay on C.O.R.A,” (March 22, 1972): 2-3, Box 8, Folder 7, RSP, SCSU. 
197 For an anthology of writings in compiled from the PLM newspaper Regeneración, see Armando Bartra, ed., 
Regenración, 1900-1918: La Corriente Más Radical de la Revolución Mexicana de 1910 a través de su Periódico de 
Combate, (Mexico: Era, 1977). For Magón’s writings translated into English, see Chaz Bufe and Mitchell Cowen 
Verter, eds., Dreams of Freedom: A Ricardo Flores Magón Reader (San Francisco: AK Press, 2006). On Magón’s 
trials in the United States, see Colin M. MacLachlan, Anarchism and the Mexican Revolution: The Political Trials of 
Ricardo Flores Magón in the United States (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991). There are also a variety of 
historical texts, including Salvador Hernández Padilla, El Magónismo: Historia de una Pasión Libertaria, 1900-1912 
(Mexico: Era, 1999); Juan Gómez Quiñones, Sembradores: Ricardo Flores Magón y El Partido Liberal Mexicano: A 
Eulogy and Critique (Monograph No.5, Chicano Studies Center Publications, University of California, Los Angeles, 
1973); David Poole, ed., Land and Liberty: Anarchist Influences in the Mexican Revolution, Ricardo Flores Magón 
(Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1977); Rubén Trejo, Magónismo: utopia y revolución, 1910-1013 (Mexico City: Cultura 
Libre, 2005); John M. Hart, Anarchism and the Mexican Working Class, 1960-1931 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1987); Thomas C. Langham, Border Trials: Ricardo Flores Magón and the Mexican Liberals (El Paso: University of 
Texas El Paso, Monograph #65). For a biography in English, see Ward S. Albro, Always a Rebel: Ricardo Flores 
Magón and the Mexican Revolution (Ft. Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1992). 
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solidarity, three of many political perspectives that existed during the Chicano 

movement. As raúlrsalinas observes, the prison was “a ‘backyard’ form of 

colonialism.”198  

To understand how I am using transnational correspondence from behind the 

walls I want to invoke the previously theorized prison as a “nation” – with its own laws, 

borders, citizen-subjects, forms of governance, police, judicial and punishment systems, 

and economic policy; this “nation” is part of a large social, political and economic 

order.199 So in one sense, prison rebellions were against the specific conditions of 

incarceration, experienced through localized institutions and across the bodies of 

prisoners, and the economic exploitation of the prison based industries; yet in another, 

broader sense, they were rebellions against the national ideology of U.S. hegemony, and 

the place of prisoners within an hierarchy of who deserves to have their human and civil 

rights recognized and protected. These movements, particularly the influence of political 

prisoners on the general population, paralleled prison organizing in countries like Algeria 

in the 1950s, and Mexico and Ireland in the 1960s and 1970s.200 

                                                 
198 Letter from Raúl Salinas to Michael Deutsch, 16 September 1972, Salinas Papers, Box 6 Folder 20, RSP, SCSU.  
199 Tara Herivel and Paul Write, eds. Prison Nation: The Warehousing of America’s Poor (New York: Routledge, 
2003). 
200 For studies and memoirs on the Algerian and torture, see Alistair Horne, The Savage War of Peace (France: Pan 
Books, 2002); Henri Alleg La Question (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1961); and Mohammed Harbi, 1954, la guerre 
commence en Algerie (Paris Éditions Complexe, 1999). On prisoners in Mexico’s notorious prison the Black Palace, 
see Juis Jorge Peña M. Lecumberri-68: Huelga de Hambre por la Libertad (Mexico City: Offset Caya, 1998). For a 
brilliant article on gender, prison and social movements, see Lessie Jo Frazier and Deborah Cohen, “Defining the Space 
of Mexico ’68: Heroic Masculinity in the Prison and ‘Women” in the Streets,” Hispanic American Historical Review 
83:4 (2003). On prisons and the IRA, see Davis Barisford, Ten Men Dead: The Story of the 1981 Irish Hunger Strike 
(New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1997) and Tim Pat Coogan, On the Blanket: The Inside Story of the IRA 
Prionsers’ “Dirty” Protest (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002). For a breathtaking and politically honest 
biography of Bobby Sands, see Denis O’Hearn, Nothing But an Unfinished Song: Bobby Sands, the Irish Hunger 
Striker who Ignited  a Generation (New York: Nation Books, 2006). 
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Leavenworth, the Big Top, was a federal prison, housing inmates from across the 

country; in addition to Mafia dons - indicted and sentenced through the RICO Act, the 

Bid Top also housed political prisoners and activists - also convicted under the RICO 

statutes. The world of the prison reflected and refracted the prison of the world. When 

talking about politicized prisoners, the transformation and process of conscientización 

must be emphasized.201 The political formations throughout the prison systems (state and 

federal) made possible these transformations. When politicized prisoners were transferred 

from across the nation to Marion in 1972, from these Third World political formations 

emerged a particular set of political practices, beliefs and strategies that converge against 

the prison regime in the very institution that represented the “end of the line” of the 

federal prison system. 

In the early 1970s, the status quo of the prison nation in the U.S. was being 

challenged. Organized demands for changes were being met, but reform was not enough; 

the consciousness of prisoners was changing. In an editorial for the “official” 

Leavenworth prison journal New Era, raúlrsalinas provides in important insight into the 

daily conditions at Leavenworth, and the “new prisoner” who inhabited the cells:  

Insofar as loss of freedom is concerned we must admit, that with the coming of 
the technological age, some changes have occurred-slow though they may have 
been in arriving. But not enough. We feel that more changes are necessary and 
should, therefore, be forthcoming. The prevailing atmosphere of Leavenworth, 
which both keeper and kept seem to be hung up in, is one of a distinct stagnating 
and de-humanizing nature. The archaic and passé concepts of notoriety which this 
massive cage has wallowed in and enjoyed for so long, have become a myth. 
Leavenworth today is witnessing the arrival of a new type of prisoner; one who 
isn't haunted by the specter of his prodigal predecessors of days gone by. One 
who doesn't scurry into the gloomy caverns of idleness and self-defeat at the mere 

                                                 
201 I am invoking the Brazilian education theorist of pedagogy Paolo Freire. 
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fact that he has arrived at a prison which has the reputation of being the most 
infamous of all, in this country.202  
 
New Era had maintained a 53-year existence, until 1968, when it was 

discontinued for two years. It was founded with the goal of “bridging the gap between 

prisoners and free society…[striving] to inform the outside world in regards to convicts 

problems, their endeavors toward social adjustment and productivity. By advocating 

peace and equality, it sought to help in a minor way to lesson indifferences and 

biases.”203 Shortly after the reinitiated publication of New Era, Chicanos and American 

Indian inmates would begin publishing their own journal that would test the boundaries 

of “social adjustment and productivity” and  “peace and equality.” 

 

Pedagogies of Dissent 

The demand for expanded educational opportunities inside the walls occurred side-by-

side the high school and university students, professors and communities in that were also 

walking out, going on strike and demanding increased access to and well as change 

within the education system. In their own ways, each group was demanding significant 

changes in utility of learning, the use of education, and the meaning of change. Demands 

for expanded curriculums that included the histories of minority communities, an increase 

the number of teachers and professors of color, and the usefulness of education in order 

                                                 
202 Born in San Antonio and raised in Austin, Texas, by 1968 Raúl had spent time in Soledad in California, and 
Huntsville state prison in Texas for low-level drug offenses; he had begun to write poetry and jazz articles for the 
prison newspaper, The Echo. Transferred to Leavenworth in 1968, he was involved in the underground contraband 
trade when he and other Chicano inmates came into contact with the Independentistas and other politicized prisoners.  
Raúl R. Salinas, “New Era, Now Era,” New Era (Leavenworth, Fall 1970): 4, Box 7, Folder 8, RSP, SCSU. 
203 Ibid. 
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to solve societal problems were some of the shared goals of university prisoners and 

prison students. The link between education and political action was at the forefront of 

these reforms as strikes, demands, autonomous classes, and use of the press was central 

to achieving change inside the walls of both institutions. In addition, in a similar fashion 

that prison conditions were reflective of social conditions outside the walls, the struggle 

for educational justice was seen in both arenas in relation to other issues that affected 

minority communities: state violence, racism, lack of sustainable economic opportunities, 

and the institutionalized silencing of cultural differences as a form of social control.  

Activists and intellectuals in the university and prison challenged what was 

considered knowledge and learning, as well the utility of that knowledge and learning. 

Who did research or experimentation serve?  Why was research undertaken?  Who 

conducted the research? Who benefited? Who was allowed to attend the university and 

under what basis was that decision determined? These activists/students/inmates 

challenged the meaning of the learning while linking knowledge, action and social 

justice. The idea was to debunk the belief in “objective” knowledge, construct a more 

inclusive historical narrative, and reclaim subjugated voices, while connecting the 

production of knowledge in the academy to issues outside of that privileged space.  

The origins of Chicano studies, African American studies, Native American 

studies, and Asian American studies can be traced to the social movements of the late 

1950s to the early 1970s. They essentially represent the incursion of popular movements 

into the academy; and by definition were oppositional. In 1968, high school blowouts 

occurred in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Houston, Rio Hondo, Crystal City and San 
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Antonio.  They occurred parallel to the Third World student strikes at San Francisco State 

University and the University of California – Berkeley in 1969, where Latino, Black, 

Asian, Native American and white students who had been organizing against the war in 

Vietnam and local police brutality turned their efforts toward transforming the process, 

focus and utility of institutionalized education. Elsewhere, like the University of Texas at 

Austin, Black and Chicano students also demanded that their histories and experiences be 

included in the curriculum at the university level.204  

Like the organizing and struggles that occurred at San Francisco State College and the 

University of California, Berkeley with the Third World Liberation Front, or the 

convergence in Santa Barbara by Chicano students and faculty, or the meetings at the 

Chuck wagon Bar in Austin Texas that led to the creation of the Center for Mexican 

America Studies, students and community activists across the country began to demand 

changes in hiring, curriculum and the responsibility of educational institutions to solve 

problems of the community; in other words, demanding and making certain that the 

institution served the communities that make it up its student body, these activists were 

demanding “educational self determination.”205 These university/community based 

movements were linked up with organizing campaigns at the high school and middle 

                                                 
204 For a discussion of these movement in the Bay Area, see Jason Ferreira, “All Power to the People: A Comparative 
History of ‘Third World’ Radicalism in San Francisco, 1968-1974 (Ph.D. Diss., University of California, 2003); Stacey 
Anne Cook, “Power and Resistance: Berkeley’s Third World Liberation Front Strikes,” (Ph.D. Diss., The University of 
San Francisco, 2002); also see Color-lines to Borderlands: The Matrix of American Ethnic Studies, ed. Johnnella E. 
Butler, (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 2001); Critical Latin American and Latino Studies, edited by Juan 
Poblete. (University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 2003); Bob Wing, “Educate to Liberate!: Multiculturalism and 
the Struggle for Ethnic Studies,” Colorlines (Summer 1999): 15; and José E. Limón, “The Expressive Culture of a 
Chicano student group at the University of Texas at Austin, 1967-1975,” (Ph.D. Diss., Austin, University of Texas, 
1978). 
205 This was the goal of the Third World Liberation Front. 
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school level in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Crystal City, San Antonio, and other urban 

and rural areas.  

 Social movements with liberal, radical, and revolutionary goals influenced the 

emergence of ethnic studies.206 Under the banner of Third World peoples these 

intellectual-politico movements drew on the influences of the social sciences and liberal 

thought as well as the intellectual heritage of radical, often revolutionary, political 

engagement with anti-colonial, anti-capitalist struggles across the globe. These different 

influences have always been the variables in the contested meanings given to Ethnic 

Studies. From the internationalist elements of the Black diaspora, to the Latin American 

dependency theorists’ influence on Chicano/a studies and the anti-colonial struggle of 

Puerto Rico, the trans-pacific connections within the Asian American communities, and 

the Indigenous communities of the Americas, third world thought influenced the 

trajectory of U.S. social movements as they influenced higher education.207 According to 

Walter D. Mignolo, professor of Literature and Cultural Anthropology at Duke 

University, “Ethnic Studies, Latino/a studies in the United States or philosophy of 

liberation, and the pedagogy of dependency theory or internal colonialism in critical 

social thoughts in Latin America have brought to light the epistemic colonial 

difference… As a result, they share a “common epistemic, ethical, and political 

                                                 
206 See Chapter 1, 34-36, for a discussion of liberal, radical and revolutionary. 
207 See Mignolo, Walter D. “Capitalism and Geopolitics of Knowledge: Latin American Social Thought  and Laitino/a 
American Studies,” in Juan Poblete, ed. Critical Latin American and Latino Studies (University of Minnesota Press: 
Minneapolis, 2003); Robin D.G. Kelley, “But a Local Phase of a World Problem”: Black History’s Global Vision, 
1883-1950,” Journal of American History (December 1999), 1045-2077 and Yo’ mama’s Disfuncktional: Fighting the 
Culture Wars in Urban America (Beacon, Boston: 1997); Maria Josefina Saldaña Portillo, The Revolutionary 
Imagination of the Americas and the Age of Development (Durham: Duke University, 2003).  
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ground.”208 Introducing the political mobilizations for “educational self determination” 

through ethnic studies departments and Third World Colleges within public education 

(secondary and post-secondary) is to emphasize the parallel process of liberation on many 

fronts. In recovering these efforts to develop and enact the pedagogies of resistance or 

pedagogies of dissent I locate a site of revolutionary, anti-colonial Third World thought 

that is developed inside the confines of a federal penitentiary.  

 

The Possibilities for Collective Learning 

 The influences that converged within the Ethnic Studies movement in the late 

1960s and 1970s ranged from cultural nationalism, international solidarity, and diaporic 

trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific identities, to the contributions of the Civil Rights, anti-

war, women’s and queer rights movements. Some of these influences also informed the 

emergence of Cultural and Ethnic Studies curriculums inside the prison walls, 

particularly the politics of cultural nationalism, anti-colonialism and radical Muslim 

organizations. As mentioned earlier, state and federal inmates continued to take control of 

their own education by forming clandestine study groups and “above ground” cultural 

studies courses.  

One of the first attempts to establish educational classes that focusing on minority 

communities and histories, predating the Ethnic Studies movement a half decade later, 

was in 1963-64 at the San Quentin Education Department. With large enrollment 

numbers and titles like “Minorities in the American Culture” and “Afro-American 

                                                 
208 Mignolo, 48, 53.  
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Culture”, political urgency transformed the population of these classes from 

predominantly black students to include Native Americans, Hindus, Hispanics and some 

whites.209 Similar initiatives were begun at McNeil Island, Attica and Leavenworth. At 

McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary in Washington activists formed the organization 

Mexican American Self Help (MASH) and initiated a “Mexican American History and 

Culture Class." A member of the MASH Outside Steering Committee, “El Profe” 

Cenobio Macias explains that the class was part of a process of change that also required 

action:  

Reading and putting our thoughts together is good but it is only a step to 
externalizing what we believe. The oral reports and panels [in class] have helped 
us to organize even more, and enable us to advocate and vindicate our stance 
when questioned. The visitors to our class from the University of Washington and 
the nearby community have also presented us with other information that either 
verified what we already believed, quested [sic] us on what we thought to be fact, 
or make us think and change our previous convictions.210  

 

They also celebrated cultural events, engage in legal work and corresponded with other 

cultural and political organizations throughout the system. Attica Brother, Donald Noble 

explains a similar process in New York:  

We felt that people should come together and get a better understanding of the 
conditions here, what was being did to them by the administration. So behind this 
we would hold meetings in the yard, you know we would hold ‘open house’ and 
who ever wanted to come and listen to our political ideology they were welcome, 
we didn’t bar anyone. This was frowned on by the institution, they would break it 
up. In order to reach everyone, we had to get along with different factions 
here…to become one solid movement.”211   

 
                                                 
209 Cummins, 76. 
210 Cenobio Macias, “Notes on the Mexican American History and Culture Class,” La Palabra El Alambre, Journal of 
the Mexican American Self Help, McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary Vol. 3 Ed. 4  (18 January 1971): 6, Folder 9, Box 
7, RSP, SCSU. 
211 Quoted from “Prisons on Fire: George Jackson, Attica & Black Liberation,” audio CD, (Oakland: AK Press, 2002). 
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Cultural History of the Southwest, C.O.R.A. and Aztlan 

At the Big Top, Leavenworth, the political formations were also multiracial: 

Chicanos, Puerto Riqueños – specifically the Puerto Rican Independentistas, Black 

Muslims, members of the Black Liberation Army, the Republik of New Afrika, and 

Native American activists, and radical whites began to work together. Between February 

and October of 1970, inmates who had been reading revolutionary materials and meeting 

clandestinely to discuss their own experiences organized a series of projects: an ethnic 

studies class - “Cultural History of the Southwest”; a politico-cultural Miranda Aztlan 

that was circulated throughout the country; and the organization Chicanos Organizados 

Rebeldes de Aztlan (C.O.R.A.)212 that would play a central role in the political alliances 

and organized strikes taking place at Leavenworth during these years. These inter-related 

projects formed what I call a strategy-in-struggle in order to engage the state on multiple 

fronts. The class provided a structured space to learn about and engage with struggles 

outside the walls and across borders while simultaneously interrogating the technologies 

of control and violence that they were subjected to daily. The newspaper was an outlet for 

ideas exploring notions of change, culture, rehabilitation, identity and dignity; a medium 

to inform inmates about social movements; and a gallery for artists (painters, poets, 

cartoonists) whose talents rivaled any outside the walls. C.O.R.A was the arena where the 

analysis and learning could be applied to developing strategies to resist “civil death” and 

                                                 
212 Cora is also an abbreviation of corazón (heart). See raúlrsalinas, “On the History of C.O.R.A and Aztlan,” March 
1972, reprinted in My Weapon. 
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intolerable conditions, guard-on-inmate violence, prison rape and access to the court. As 

Jose Rubio, a Chicano inmate from Brownsville, Texas explains, C.O.R.A. organized 

against “death on the installment plan.”213  

Similar to other prisons throughout the country, the inmates at Leavenworth had 

begun to read, organizing study groups that read the works of Marx and Engels, Che, 

Chairman Mao, Franz Fanon, Malcom X, Ricardo Flores Magón, and later, George 

Jackson. The presence and influence of the Puerto Rican Independentistas – Rafael 

Cancel Miranda, Oscar Collazo, Irving Flores, and Andres Figueroa Cordero- added an 

anti-colonial analysis of the Americas to the mix.  

The Puerto Rican Independence movement emerged in the middle of the 19th 

Century under the physician and abolitionist, Dr. Ramon Emeterio Betanes. By the turn 

of the century, after the Spanish American War or Roosevelt’s “splendid little war”, the 

former Spanish territories were ceded to the United States; and so began the U.S. 

experiment with a mix of formal and informal structures of imperialism. In a similar 

manner that Betanes was influenced by his living in New York, Pedro Albizu Campos’s 

time in the Northeast, particularly Boston, and his interactions with members of the IRA 

while studying at Harvard, influenced his anti-imperialist, pro-Independence politics. 

Long time president of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico, founded in 1922, Albizu 

Campos would inspire the next generation of independence fighters.214  Oscar Collazo 

                                                 
 
213 Jose Rubio, 2. 
214 The literature on Puerto Rico and the Independence movement is vast. For a sampling, see Carlos Pabón, Nación 
Postmortem: Ensayos sobre los tiempos de insoportable ambigüedad (Puerto Rico: Ediciones Callejón, 2002); Pedro 
A. Caban, Constructing a Colonial People: Puerto Rico and the United States, 1898-1932 (Colorado: Westview Press, 
2000); Jose Trias Monge, Puerto Rico: The Trials of the Oldest Colony in the World (New Haven: Yale University 
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was one of these students, and on November 1, 1950, he and Griselio Torresola carried 

out an armed attack on the Blair House - Truman’s residence. Torresola was killed and 

Collazo was sentenced to the death penalty for the attempted assassination and the death 

of a secret service agent. This action was taken in solidarity just a few days after the 

Nationalist Party led an armed rebellion on the island. Truman commuted this sentence in 

1952 to life in prison. Four years later, Rafael Cancel Miranda, Irving Flores, and Andres 

Figueroa Cordero, were convicted for an armed attack on the U.S. Congress on March 4, 

1954 that was led by Lolita Lebron.215 This was done in response to the U.S.’s successful 

campaign to have Puerto Rico taken off the United Nation’s list of post-WWII territories 

that were not independent; because of Puerto Rico’s inclusion on the list, the U.S. was 

required to report to the United Nations about Puerto Rico. Now the U.S. government 

was arguing that Puerto Rico was a commonwealth and no longer a colony (though the 

U.S. never accepted this designation). These Independence fighters carried out these 

armed maneuvers in the United States as part of a fight against U.S. colonialism in Puerto 

Rico. As Cancel explained, we “decided to carry out a demonstration that would draw 

attention to the truth about Puerto Rico, that would tell the world that there were Puerto 

Ricans who were willing to die for our independence and that the U.S. government was 

fooling the United Nations and the world – including my people – with this so-called 

                                                                                                                                                 
Press, 1999); and Harold J. Lindin, History of Puerto Rican Independence Movements vol. 1-2, (Waterfront Press, 
1988, 1991). 
215 See Roberto P. Rodríguez-Morazzani, “Political Cultures of the Puerto Rican Left in the United States,” and Jan 
Susler, “Unreconstructed Revolutionaries: Today’s Puerto Rican Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War,” in Torres, 
Andrés and José E. Velázques, eds. The Puerto Rican Movement: Voices from the Diaspora (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1998), 25-47; 144-154. 
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commonwealth.”216 Five congressman were wounded from the shots fired from the 

spectator’s gallery. Miranda, Cordera and Flores were each sentenced to seventy-five 

years, and split up. Cordero was sent to Atlanta; Miranda to Alcatraz; and Flores directly 

to Leavenworth, where he joined Collazo. Lebron, the actual leader of the group, was 

sentenced to 50 years and incarcerated in Alderson, West Virginia.217 

These actions were part of the larger trajectory of 20th century independence 

organizing on the Island and New York that can be traced through Cancel Miranda’s life. 

Miranda’s father had been president of the Nationalist Party in Mayagüez, and his father 

was a friend and comrade-in-arms with Albizu. When Miranda was six, his parents 

survived a police attack on a Nationalist Party meeting in 1937; this would mark the 

beginning of his resistance to U.S. colonial rule. A few days after the massacre, he 

refused to pledge allegiance to the U.S. flag and was sent home. His education was 

geared toward understanding the brutal realities of U.S. colonial rule, and as a result he 

and his friends organized nationalist youth committee, produced a radio program and 

published a small newspaper. Later, in 1948, the year that the State of Israel was 

established and the U.S. Declaration in Human Rights was adopted, Miranda would be 

jailed for refusing to be drafted into the Korean War. Sentenced to prison in Tallahassee, 

Florida, Miranda experienced first hand the Jim Crow south; he would cross the color-

line and pay the price: “for some reason they put me in the dormitories for whites. In the 

dining hall, Blacks and whites were supposed to eat in different sections, but I would go 

                                                 
216 Rafael Cancel Miranda, “We came out of prison standing, not on our knees,” interview by Martín Koppel, Rollande 
Girard and Jacob Perasso, in Puerto Rico Independence is a necessity On the Fight Against U.S. Colonial Rule (New 
York: Pathfinder Press, 1998), 30. 
217 Ibid. 
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eat with the Black prisoners whenever I wanted to. There were Puerto Ricans who, 

because they were a little darker-skinned that me, were put in the dormitories for Blacks. 

One prison guard, by the name of Haynes, uses a racist term against one of us who was 

darker-skinned. I told him my thoughts, ‘When you do that to me, I’m going to do 

something to you.’”218 Cancel eventually punched Haynes and lost 5 months of good 

time. This experience is significant in that it reveals the tenuous racial demarcations 

between black and white, and the challenge to prison control that crossing the color line 

implied. He returned to the island after being released, but 10 days later was forced to 

leave to Cuba for fear of being re-arrested. In Cuba, he worked as a construction worker 

building the tunnel under the Almendares River until he was arrested and deported by 

orders of Fulgencia Batista, a puppet U.S. leader who had come to power through a 

military coup in March of 1952. Their anti-colonial and pro-Independence stance 

essentially meant that they did not recognize the jurisdiction of the U.S. court system and 

instead, demanded that they be tried in an international court as prisoners of war.219  

It was these initial encounters with the writings of revolutionary thinkers, as well 

as revolutionary fighters, that brought about the transformation of prisoners to political 

activists. Salinas explained, “So we began to make demands and all the while studying 

and learning, passing books back and forth, which were, at the time, contraband, so 

people got them in and then we passed them around at the risk of getting busted. Just like 

other people passed out playboys or rented playboys, we exchanged books.”220  

                                                 
218 Ibid. 
219 Ibid. 
220 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Texas, 16 June 2004. 
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In comparison to a traditional university/academic model where the professor is 

the person who decides on the topics to be discussed and lectures accordingly, the 

“Ethnic Studies” classes and other political formations organized behind prison walls 

reversed the flow of intellectual exchanges. Inmates throughout the system came together 

to collectively facilitate their own educational and political processes of transformation 

and conscientización.221 By beginning classes and meetings with a discussion of current 

events in the prison, correspondence and grievances, these educational spaces were 

redefined and transformed into an opportune space for political strategizing; this in turn 

gave a sense of urgency and utility to the discussions by placing them within the context 

of an analysis of power and strategies for change.222 Mexican inmate Milton Segoviano 

captures this process of change in an essay titled, “Awareness”: “Until now, I was 

ignorant of the hardships that my people have suffered and are suffering. I now have 

opened my eyes and for this reason my heart cries out. We Mexicans are involved in a 

search for identity. Because of this internal division our minds are being polluted, our 

souls are being annihilated and are rights are restricted. So long as this loss of memory 

remains undisturbed, so will pollution, annihilation and restriction.”223 Though these 

activists were beginning to theorize a coalition approach to organizing based on a culture 

of resistance, they identified first, and foremost as Chicanos.  

 

                                                 
221 Consciousness raising. 
222 This “curriculum” is culled from the meeting notes and journal articles pertaining to McNeil Island, Leavenworth 
and San Quentin reviewed for this essay. A more in depth study of the “pedagogies of dissent” can be found in Alan 
Eladio Gómez, “Pedagogies of Dissent and Third World Politics: Chicano-Puerto Rican Prison Connections at 
Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary,” paper presented at the Latin American Studies Association 2006 International 
Conference, San Juan, Puerto Rico. 
223 Milton Segoviano, “Awareness,” Aztlan Número 2, Año 1, (Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary, June 1970), 2. 
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Cultural History of the Southwest 

In response to inmate organizing, “In the early part of 1970, the prison 

administration of Leavenworth saw the need and importance of instituting Ethnic Studies 

to the education department of the benefit of the diverse ethnic groups of this 

penitentiary.”224 Meeting with a consistent 25-30 students, the course was taught by 

Francisco Ruiz of Penn Valley Community College in Kansas City. In all, it lasted for 

two years and marked an important set of political experiences that would provide the 

foundation for future political organizing inside the walls.225 A typical Friday Cultural 

Studies class began with “Committee business and reports (correspondences, newspapers, 

grievances, etc.), then, one of our members is selected as main speaker for the evening. 

He is selected from the general membership and asked a week in advance to talk on 

whatever is relevant to the Chicano cause.” This format allowed for individual 

participants to research a topic to be discussed that week, practice public speaking skills, 

and facilitate the participation of the maximum number of students in political 

“organizational learning.”226 Salinas explains the pedagogy:  

Aqui se puede aventar el camarada, a segun su nivel [Here is when a comrade can 
get down, according to his ability]—politics, education, revolucion, whatever. 
Just so it is pertinent to the Chicano cause. Despues se introducen los visitates de 
la libre—carnales militantes, Chavista luchugueros, tios tacos, professors, y 
estudiantes. Aveces hay peliculas del calibre de “huelga en Delano” y “Yo Soy 

                                                 
224 Raúl R. Salinas, “On the History of C.O.R.A and Aztlan,” essay written in early March 1972, in My Weapon is my 
Pen.  
225 In the mid 1970s, though the date is unclear, Chicano inmates continued to meet within the classroom space, and 
receive visitors from the outside, but the details of this educational project are unclear. Dr. Emilio Zamora, as part of 
his political work, visited Leavenworth prison in the late 1970s and shared this insight with me. 
226 See Charles Payne, I’ve Got the Light of Freedom: The Organizing Tradition and the Mississippi Freedom Struggle 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).  According to George Lipsitz, “Social movements also produce a kind 
of organizational learning within movement activity that transforms people themselves, opening up new horizons for 
participants in the process of collective struggle.” See George Lipsitz, American Studies in a Moment of Danger 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 288. 
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Jaoquin”.  Al final, el profe nos da una hora de lecturas en la lengua castellano, y 
historia de los mayas/aztecas y literatura mejicana.  Por medio de papiro estamos 
en contacto den todos las pintas de Aztlan, safando el animal aqul te platique! De 
all, nichis, carnal!  [Afterwards the freeworld visitors are introduced—militant 
brothers Chavez Union organizers, uncle toms, professors, and students.  
Sometimes there are movies like “Strike in Delano” and “I am Joaquin.”  
Finally, the professor gives us an hour of lessons in Spanish, and history of the 
Mayas/Aztecs and Mexican Literature.  Through the paper we are in contact with 
all the prisons of Aztlan, excluding “that beast” I told you about before.  From 
that place, zip, brother! ] But you know that out front, no?  Naranjas!227 
 

Not every class participant was a political activist; but what must be emphasized is the 

collective redefining of this educational space to give meaning to the shared experiences 

of the adverse prison conditions; this created a certain type of community formation or 

organizational learning. 

One of the visiting speakers in the spring of 1970 was Carlos Lona, who had 

attended the National Youth Conference organized by the Crusade for Justice in Denver, 

Colorado, the previous April 1969.228 This was one of the most important conferences for 

the Chicano Movement, bringing together young people and activists from across the 

country to meet, discuss and plan strategies and approaches for progressive social change. 

Taking place after the Crusade for Justice’s participation in the Poor People’s Campaign, 

and one week after city-wide student protests in Denver, the conference was a landmark 

gathering for the Chicano movement, bringing together Puerto Rican, Black, and white 

activists from across the country and continent, and producing the Plan Espiritual de 

Aztlan. Poetry, political discussions, music, the gathering was more than just a meeting of 

students and the proclamation of reclaiming Aztlan, like many of the social movement 

                                                 
227 raúlrsalinas to Sr. José Angel Aguirre, 21 June 1971, Box 3, Folder 2, RSP, SCSU. 
228 Ramón Yzaguirre, “Cultura del Sudoeste,” Aztlan Año 1, No. 2, (26 de Julio de 1970): 5. 
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gatherings during this time, folks from different ethnic groups and geographic contexts 

shared experiences and created coalitions, alliances and solidarity movements across 

borders – cultural, political and geographic.229 Lona shared his personal experiences of 

the Denver conference with the students at Leavenworth, leaving a lasting impression: 

“Pues, su entusiasmo y madurez politico social caló hondo en nuestros pensamientos. Y 

por muchos días después nos decíamos: ‘Ese carnalito sabe hacia donde va.’”230  

Other guests during the spring and summer of 1970 included the Psychiatrist Dr. 

Raúl Huet, and Louis Slaughter of the Black Light of Kansas, an organization that 

published “Butter and Boop.” Fluent in Spanish, Slaughter explained the struggles of the 

black community and  

Dejó la impression de que está enriquecido de ideas progresistas y avanzadas en 
cuanto a la lucha de la honorable Raza Negra. Y de que es su convicción que para 
que los luchadores no se conviertean en focus aislados en indispensable que se 
eduque política y socialmente a las masas de nuestras respectivas razas. Y así 
poder contra con sus fuerzas en la lucha por los derechos de todos.”231  
 

As inmates were creating coalitions and alliances behind the walls, these visitors were 

bringing direct news and experiences of similar alliances that were taking shape outside, 

as well as national and international events.  

From behind the walls, these activists directly supported the Chicano Moratorium 

against the Vietnam War, protested death of journalist Ruben Salazar, declared solidarity 

                                                 
229 Vigil, Ernesto B. The Crusade for Justice: Chicano Militancy and the Governments War on Dissent (Madison, 
University of Wisconsin Press: 1999); Juan Gómez Quiñones, Chicano Politics: Reality and Promise, 1940-1990 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990). 
230 “Well, his political-social enthusiasm and maturity penetrated deep in our thoughts. For many days after we said to 
ourselves, this little brother knows where he is headed.” Ramón Yzaguirre, “Cultura del Sudoeste,” Aztlan Año 1, No. 
2, (26 de Julio de 1970): 5. 
231 “He left the impression that the honorable struggle of the Black Race is being enriched by progressive and advanced 
ideas. And that his conviction is that social activist are not converted in isolated arenas it is indispensable that the 
masses of our races are politically and socially educated.” Ibid. 
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the Mexican land movements – particularly after Reies Lopez Tijerina has sentenced to 

the Big Top, mourned the murder of George Jackson, and fully engaged with the larger 

political terrain in the country. They learned about the Black Panthers, the Chicano 

Furniture Manufacturers Strike in Austin, the Poor People’s March in Washington, the 

Medical Association for Human Rights (that focused on improving medical conditions 

for prisoners), as well as local struggles by students and community members. 

Organizations like “el Chicano Youth Coalition” and “El Centro Chicano” organized 

against discriminatory treatment and to change the conditions of poverty for Chicanos 

and Mexicanos living in Kansas City232 During the two years that the class existed, 

Leavenworth also hosted theatre groups like Los Mascarones from Mexico, the musical 

group El Chicano, and other artists who shared their songs, work and stories.233 Later, 

Mario Cantú sent a vinyl recording of Los Mascarones, and C.O.R.A would make them 

available to the entire prison population: “Los discos de los Mascarones...¡que barbaros! 

[The albums from the Mascarones…solid stuff!]  They are (in our estimation) the best 

thing that could have happened to the United States, to Texas, to La Raza, and to the 

Pintos Chicanos of Leavenworth Penitentiary. On xmas eve, about five carnales sat in the 

bare room of the Ed. Dept. and listened to the Mascarones' full message. They have been 

taped and played on the joint radio.”234  The exchange of experiences with activists 

outside the walls added to their understanding of social movements that also came from 

                                                 
232 “Cultura de Sudoeste,” Aztlan Año 1, Número 4, (26 de Julio de 1971): 2; and, “Cultura de Sudoeste,” (Año 2, 
Número 1), 21 de Febrero de 1972, signed by “La gente d’este Canton.”  
233 Raúlrsalinas, interview with author, audio recording, 16 June 2004; raúlrsalinas, “Music for the Masses,” Aztlan 
No.1 Año 2 (21 de Febrero de 1972): 1-2.  
234 Raúl Salinas to Mario Cantú Jr., circa early January 1972, Box 4, Folder 58, Salinas Papers. Translation by Ben 
Olguín. 
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reading about the conference and other events in the journals and newspapers that CORA 

subscribed to and were their educational texts.  

The geographic and ideological spectrum of their reading material was vast, a 

transnational political perspective that echoed the national liberation struggles, cultural 

nationalisms and revolutionary organizing that was happening outside the walls. In 

addition to the texts cited above, they subscribed to and/or maintained correspondence 

with members of the Chicano Press Association like: Tecolote (San Francisco), La Voz de 

Aztlan (St. Mary’s College), Echo (Austin), Portavoz (San Antonio El Gallo (Denver), La 

Raza and Con Safos (Los Angeles), Lado (Chicago), Chicano Federation (San Diego), 

Ya Mero (McAllen, Texas) El Grito del Norte (Española, Nuevo Mexico), and Papel 

Chicano (Houston), As well as international newspapers like ¿Por Qúe? (Mexico) and 

Claridad (Puerto Rico); and other political publications like The Guardian, P’alante, The 

Black Panther, and The Militant.235 

Some of these materials, particularly those focusing on social movements in 

Mexico and Latin America, were sent by a Leavenworth ex-prisoner from San Antonio, 

Texas, Mario Cantú. Correspondence between Salinas and Cantú emphasized the 

importance of consistent and timely support from outside the walls as well as the 

“internationalist” politics that formed part of the curriculum for collective study: “Nos 

movio de establecer [una] embajada Chicana en el Terre. Why not one in Chile? O el la 

isla del barbudo? Argelia? Quiero que sepas que nos quedamos malias despues de haber 

leido los magacines [sic] ¿Por que? Estamos al corriente de los sucesos en las sierras de 

                                                 
235 See Aztlan Año 1, No. 3, (9 de Marzo, 1971): 4; “Cultura de Sudoeste,” Aztlan Año 1, Número 4  (26 de Julio de 
1971): 7; and Ernesto B. Vigil, The Crusade for Justice, 355. 
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Guerrero y la tragedia fatal del compañero Genaro Vasquez. El material que mandaste 

sobre el, fue utilizado para un “lecture” en nuestra clase cultural.”236  Through these 

materials that arrived from outside the prison walls, inmates were exposed to political 

ideas and organizations that were struggling for civil and human rights. Upon release, 

many of these activists would search out organization to bring these ideas to life. 

Cantú’s post-Leavenworth life attests to the Third World influences at 

Leavenworth – Muslims, Puerto Rican Independentistas, and Native American activists. 

Upon his release, Cantú returned to Texas after his release in 1970 to run the family 

restaurant that was known in San Antonio for being the first establishment to serve 

African Americans.237 Mario’s Restaurant was a center of political action in San Antonio, 

from mainstream politicians to revolutionary leaders to government agents gathered at 

Cantú’s place. Cantú became active in local, national and international struggles. During 

the course of the 1970s, he worked with Angela Davis, the American Indian Movement, 

the Crusade for Justice (Denver), the Brown Berets, Centro Acción Social Autónoma 

(CASA), and La Raza Unida Party. On family land in San Antonio he established the 

park Ruben Salazar that served as cultural center, meeting space and training area. It also 

functioned as an international destination for the radical left traveling between the US, 

Latin America, and “Indian Country”. Cantú also supported land occupations and 

                                                 
236 Raúl Salinas to Mario Cantú Jr., 28 February 1972, Box 4, Folder 58, Salinas Papers. “You inspired us to establish 
an embassy at El Terre [Terra Haute, Indiana]. Why not one in Chile? Or on the island of the bearded one? Algeria? I 
want you to know that we were devastated to read the magazines ¿Por que? We now know what happened in the 
sierras of Guerrero, Mexico and the fatal tragedy of compañero Genaro Vasquez. The materials that you sent about him 
were used for a lecture in our cultural class.” Genaro Vasquez, a teacher in rural Guerrero was forced into hiding after 
the state government in Guerrero fired on a peaceful protest for education reform. He formed the Civic Association  of 
National Revolution (Asociación Civica Reveolucionaria Nacional – ACNR had died in a fatal car accident on 
February 2, 1972.  
237 Dick Reavis, “Taste for Trouble,” Texas Monthly, 1982. 
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revolutionary groups in Mexico occupying urban land like the Colonia Ruben Jaramillo 

and the Albanian affiliated Maoist Partido Popular Unido de America (People’s Party 

United for America - PPUA). When Cantú encountered legal challenges to his defense of 

immigrants’ political rights in Mexico, respected movement lawyer William Kunstler 

provided legal assistance.238 Salinas was responsible for linking Chacon up with Cantú, a 

relationship that would take all three men to central Mexico in support of the Partido 

Proletario Unida de America (PPUA), an important, yet little known chapter in the 

transnational revolutionary history of Chicano and Mexicano activists: “Otro carnal que 

está para salir pronto, se ha ido para el “hospi” in Ft. Worth.  Se llama Ramón Chacón y 

quisiera que le mandaras unas cuantas lineas.  El sabe de tu correspondencia con 

nosotros, oyó los discos, leyo los materiales, etc.  Es uno de los camaradas quien mas nos 

endoctrino en lo de la politica y pensamiento progresivo.”239   

 

Aztlán 

By May of 1970, this core groups of students “se expresaba la necesidad para una 

‘voz’ and began to produce the politico-cultural newspaper, Aztlán: “with rare exception, 

the material for this paper is [was] strictly Chicano convict work…In this manner we try 

to stress the importance of originality and the nurturing of unknown hidden talents in the 

arts, poetry, journalism, publications work and public speaking. Emphasis is placed on 

                                                 
238 See Chapter six.  
239 Letter to Mario Cantú Jr.” February 29, 1972, reprinted in My Pen is My Weapon. Another brother who is about to 
get out soon has gone to the “hospi” in Ft. Worth.  His name is Ramon Chacon and I would like for you to send him a 
few lines.  He knows of your correspondence with us, heard the records, read the materials, etc.  He is one of the 
brothers who taught us the most about politics and progressive thought.  Translation by Ben Olguín. 
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higher education as one solution to ‘the’ problem.”240 As mentioned, New Era had 

recently resumed publication with Salinas as the editor, so the creation of Aztlan was not 

difficult. 

An unsigned editorial in the first edition of Aztlan de Leavenworth, published on 

Cinco de Mayo, 1970, links the Chicanos through a form of Mexican nationalism that 

was part of an oppositional identity in the United States:  

At the National Chicano Youth Liberation Conference held in Denver in March of 
this year, it was decided that (among other things), indeed, the Southwestern 
states would henceforth be recognized as the nation of Aztlan. The Chicano 
convicts of Leavenworth number approximately 400. By no mere coincidence, the 
greatest percentage of us come from the aforementioned [Aztlan] area. It is with 
this spirit of our ancestors deeply rooted within us and a pride in our home states 
that we consider ourselves, behind prison walls, try representatives of Aztlan. A 
miniature nation is, perhaps, more appropriate. Therefore, in good faith and for a 
true cause, we feel justified in having chosen Aztlan as the title for our newspaper. 
Like everything else that has gone into making the existence of this newspaper 
possible, the selection of the title was a group effort…The goals of our newspaper 
are twofold: to Destroy and Rebuild. To destroy the myth of the worthless 
Chicano; the misconception of his non-productivity; the prejudice that exists, for 
lack of understanding, in the minds of many; the inferior feelings which we may, 
or may not, be possessed by. To rebuild the image of ourselves in the eyes of 
others; the dignity to face the world as Chicanos and Men; the sense of pride in 
who we are. And finally, to establish communication among ourselves and with 
our people, wherever they may be. We can accomplish these goals because: 
SOMOS AZTLAN!241 

 

Salinas worked in the Education Department, had access to the printing press, and was 

central in finding resources to print and mail copies of Aztlan de Leavenworth to libraries, 

universities and movement newspapers: “So the editorial office was in the education 

                                                 
240 raúlrsalinas, “Repaso,” Aztlán, (Año 2, Número 1), 13.; and “On the History of C.O.R.A and Aztlan,”  March 1972, 
reprinted in ‘My Weapon is the Pen. 
241 Aztlan de Leavenworth, Número Uno, Año Uno, 5 de Mayo de 1970. According to Salinas, as the editor he was the 
primariy author of this. The journals produced across the country during this time require  dissertation(s) all their own, 
as the quality of production and range of topics discussed traverse local, national and international borders. 
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department. And then, the print shop was there. So we had the run of the place.”242 On 

certain days, Muslim inmates transformed the classrooms in the education center into a 

training area to practice self-defense and discuss the issues of freedom of religion and 

human rights. According to Salinas, this interaction – both formal and informal - was key 

for the Chicanos learning about discipline, self-defense and the struggle of Muslims and 

the Black Liberation movements.  

The collective published five editions of Aztlán from May 1970 to February 1972. 

Salinas was the elected editor. The newspaper featured poetry, essays, editorials, and 

reproductions of oil paintings, pen-and-inks, and watercolor canvases. It also debuted the 

poetry of raúlrsalinas, Juan Reyes and Abel Aldrete (San Antonio), Alberto Mares and 

Daniel Montoya (Denver), Antonio Flores (Mexico), as well as works by the 

Independentistas Andres Figueroa Cordero and Rafael Cancel Miranda. raúlrsalinas’s 

“Un Trip Through the Mind Jail” (eventually published as part of a chapbook of the same 

title and in numerous anthologies) and other early poems saw first publication in Aztlan. 

These different forms of expression focused on issues of identity and exploitation, 

economic conditions of poverty, Anglo society and the violence against Mexicans. 

Written from a perspective of imprisoned Third World people, many of the essays 

commented on the larger terrain of national and international politics. In an essay by 

Alfredo Arellanes titled “American: 2nd Class?”, he first offers a class critique of 

inequality. Then he moves on to emphasize the importance of knowing your own history 

                                                 
242 raúlrsalinas, interview with author, Austin, Tx., 4 June 2004. “[At one point] an escape that was gonna take place, 
planned by Irish prisoners. According to Rafael Cancel Miranda, the Independentistas were going to take part until the 
plan fell apart, see Rafael Cancel Miranda, Sembrando Patria y Verdades (Cuarto Ideario: Puerto Rico, 1998), 185-87. 
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and cultural heritage as a Chicano, in all its diversity, and for Anglo America to realize 

that the U.S. is made up of different experiences. He then links poverty to the high 

incarceration rates of Blacks, Mexicans and poor whites. Addressing white America on 

the Chicano Revolution’s relationship to larger struggles, he begins: 

It has become increasingly clear that too many Anglos are unable or unwilling to 
understand what the Chicano Revolution is all about. First, ours is a part of, and 
coincidental to, the great social upheaval the United States is currently 
undergoing. In the simplest terms, our complaint is a tiredness of second-class 
citizenship. Second-class citizenship is not easy to understand when one has not 
experienced it; hence, all Anglos cannot be faulted for their inability to 
understand the Chicanos’ problems…Equal protection is being denied to 
Chicanos in schools, employment, military affairs, voting, politics, police stations 
and the courts. All Chicanos are not faced with these denials all the time; but too 
many of us are for it to be mere coincidence. 

 

He then goes on to pose a series of questions, simultaneously posed by other Chicano 

organizations that challenged the assumption that “the American Dream is for everyone 

When our members total approximately five percent of the national population, 
why do we account for 18 percent of the casualties in Vietnam? With numbers 
sufficient to have twenty representatives in Congress, why do we only have four? 
Why such disproportionate numbers in the state and federal prisons of 
Aztlan?…Who sliced this pie? And when the next one is sliced, why cant 
Chicanos have an effective hand in it?…In dealing with Chicanos, can you ever 
disregard their different ethnic and cultural backgrounds and treat them as you do 
all others? And at the same time, is it too much to ask that, in being part of the 
American society, we also be permitted to retain and take pleasure and pride in 
our inherited culture of Mexico and the Southwest? 
  

What appears to be nascent cultural nationalism – and to be sure, this was at the heart of 

the transformation of these inmates, there is also a turn toward an intuition about the 

necessity of coalition politics: “As already mentioned, many of the Chicano complaints 

are not peculiar to us alone. In addition to other racial and ethnic minorities, there are 
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poor whites [my emphasis], students, and the young. There are more groups, with more 

slogans, banners, philosophies and ideologies that the average person (or pinto) can keep 

track of. What is wrong with the system? Is its hypocritical denial of ‘equal protection’ to 

so many of its citizens causing it to crack? Must it destroy itself?” Finally, Arellanes ends 

on a hopeful note that centers ex-convicts in a larger struggle to improve society: “A 

long-term pinto second-classer would hope that there is somewhere for him to return and 

attempt to attain full citizenship for himself and his brothers…of helping reshape our 

society to that which was originally intended: Equality and Justice for all.”243 Other 

essays, with titles like “¿Importa Saber Quiénes Somos?”; “The Decade of Awakening”; 

“Solidaridad”; “Are we Ready?”; “Life and Desire”; “Para Mi Raza”; ¿Qué has hecho tu 

por la Raza?;  “Resistance”; “El Carnalismo”: and “El Futuro es Nuestro”, revealed the 

exploration of these activist intellectuals concerning their own political identities while 

engaging with struggles on various fronts. 

In addition to the regular updates on the Cultural Studies class and a section of 

Deportes (sports), essays touched on topics from identity and politics, to social 

movements and political events outside the walls.  It was not only the Chicano movement 

that featured prominently in the writings published in Aztlan. Poetry, like this piece by 

Puerto Rican Independentista Andres Figueroa Cordero that honored Mexican labor 

organizers and political prisoners Demetrio Vallejo, Valentin O’Campa, and David 

Alfredo Siqueiros, and linked the Mexican struggle to Puerto Rico. 

                                                 
243 Alfredo Arellanes, “American: 2nd Class?” Aztlan Número 3 Año 1, (Leavenworth Penitentiary, March 9, 1971), 3. 
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!Patria!244 

!Oh tu patria, viviendo en este mundo tiranizado! 
!Que tus hermanos de carne y hueso, a ti te han traicionado! 
 
!Eres un punto fijo! Para quemar tus hermanos 
y esos parasitos hijo son los que te traicionaban! 
 
!Por ser una de las tres, eres mi patria amada,  
por lo mucho que te quiero, en las rajas me encontraba! 
 
Demitrio Vallejo y compa [Valentin O’Campa], saben lo que yo pensaba, 
Por ser hemanos tan fijos de la patria mexicana! 
 
David Alfaro Siqueiros es hijo de la misma rama 
Que con vida ha pagado, como yo, por la Borincana! 
 
!no los puedo olvidar, por tener tanto valor de querer su libertad, 
por la patria Mexicana, yo tambien tengo que dar! 
 
II 
 
!Por mi maestro divino, con alma liberal, 
Siempre yo lo recuerdo como algo muy especial 
El caballero Luis Suarez grande y muy puro y liberal! 
 
!Aquellos grandes patriotas que me han hecho recordar 
Pasando, pasando unos dias duros por querer libertad! 
 
!Borinquen se enciende en llamas, por ese mismo ideal, 
para la patria que lucha por demandar su libertad.245 
 
 Or, consider this poem by the anti-imperialist Rafael Cancel Miranda dedicated to 

Pedro Albizu Campos and Ernesto “Che” Guevara, published in Aztlan on the 

anniversary of the assault on Moncada, Cuba that began the Cuban revolution, July 26, 

1971. 
                                                 
244 Though in Spanish the first exclamation point or interrogatory sign is upside down, it appears that given the 
limitations of typewriters, this format was not followed. It is important to note that accent marks in Spanish were added 
by hand. Since publication in Aztlan, this revolutionary poem has never been republished. 
245 Aztlan Número 1 Año 2, (Leavenworth Penitentiary, February 21, 1972), 3. 
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“El Rey y El Prisionero 
(A Don Pedro y Che) 
 
“Ha llegado el Rey ¡arrodillaos! 
Sí, tú también, Prisionero, 
Que tu suerte está en sus manos¡” 
 
“¡Ah! ¿NO quieres arrodillarte? 
 ¡Pobre de ti, Prisionero! 
¡El Rey no perdona los arrogantes!” 
 
“Mira, mira a tu alrededor,  
míranos a todos sumisos y postrados, 
¡y aprende tú la leción!” 
 
Y mientras miraba el Prisionero, 
 Entró el Rey a la corte, 
Y todos guradaron silencio…. 
 
 
“Tú Prisionero”, difo el Rey, 

“¿Que haces aún de pie? 
¡Dobla las rodillas y te perdonaré!” 
 
Sonrió levemente el Prisionero, 
Irguió la cabeza y dijo: 
“¡Incline usted las rodillas primero!” 
 
“Insolente!” gritaron las soldados, 
“con la vida pagarás lo que has dicho!” 
Pero el Rey les dijo: “¡Callaos!” 
 
Y bajando del trono de su corte, 
Se acercó sigiloso al Prisionero, 
Y le dijo: “¡Eres hombre!” 
 
“No te perdonaré, ya que perdón no pides, 
y con la vida pagarás tu orgullo, 
pero te respeto ¡porque eres libre!” 
 
Volvió a sonreir el Prisionero, 
Y con la voz serena del que no pide, 
Dijo: “¡a vivir de rodillas, morir prefiero!” 
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“Estoy ante ti por defender mi pueble, 
y ni perdones ni piedad suplico, 
¡sólo reclamo derechos!” 
 
“Me matarás ¡bien que lo sé! 
Pero en otros entrará mi espíritu, 
¡y ane esos otros temblarán tus pies!” 
 
Y tembló el Rey, tembló lleno de miedo, 
Porque en la voz de aquél ser. 
¡Había un poder más fuerte que su reino! 
 
Pues era la voz de los que rompen cadenas, 
De los que tumban imperios y tiranos, 
De los que vencen….aunque mueran!246 
 

Though not the place for literary criticism, what is apparent from the published poems 

was that the artistic expression was fused with politics. Both Figueroa and Miranda use 

the form of a poem to honor fallen revolutionaries as well as proclaim that the empire 

will fall, that Puerto Rico will gain its independence, and that there will be sacrifices, but 

in the end, victory. 

In addition to revolutionary poetry, it featured original artwork from painters like 

Manuel Aguilera, Tomás Torres, José D. Marín, Jesse Hernandez, Lolo Guerra, Nando 

Castillo, Jesus Sanchez, and Ruben Estrella.  Estrella - a portrait artist - would achieve 

local and national recognition for his work. Born in San Antonio, Texas on August 5, 

1944, he was a consistent contributor to Aztlan as well as Drumbeat - the Journal of 

North American Indian Culture Group. He participated in the Raza Art Festival in 

Houston, Texas, and won Honorable Mention and First Place in the Leavenworth 

                                                 
246 Aztlan Número 2 Año 1 (Leavenworth, 26 de Julio de 1970), 4. On the same page of the journal is a drawing of a 
banner that says, “20% EN VIETNAM…12% EN LA PINTA…” 
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Religious Art Show and First Place in the Penal Press Art Contest sponsored by the 

Southern Illinois University’s School of Journalism, 1971 and 1972 respectively. His 

work was also featured on television in Kansas, graced the cover of a Sunny and the 

Sunliner’s album “Young, Gifted and Brown,” as well as the cover of Leavenworth’s 

New Era and the newspaper of the Native American organization Drumbeat.247 For 

Ruben, art was the medium to both understand and express his political transformation 

and his identity. One of his pieces that received recognition beyond the walls “was a 

remarkably sensuous study of Ché Guevara in four moods…, the splendid use of umbers, 

ocher, and deep greens strategically placed (two faces of the late guerilla fighter in full 

light, one in partial light and shadow, and the fourth one in complete shadow) indicates 

he had learned his few lessons well.”248 After reading about the police riot that followed 

the Chicano Moratorium march on August 29, 1970, Ruben “express[ed] his anger on 

canvas. His finished product was a fiery, brilliant red-yellow-orange abstract 

impressionistic piece entitled ‘Whittier Blvd.—1970.’ It vaguely depicts the area going 

up in flames, with some helmeted, heavily equipped figures engaged in violent activity, 

while other figures are sprawled throughout the entire breadth of the canvas. There is an 

intense feeling of burning heat and the mood created is one of extreme agitation. Viewing 

the impressionistic shambles of the shops and stores on fire, is to catch a glimpse of the 

                                                 
247 T.J. Craven, “About Our Cover,” Drumbeat (Vol. 1 No. 3, Fall 1972), 3, Box 7, Folder 9, RSP, SCSU; and 
raúlrsalinas, “Portrait of an Artist,” article from Entrelineas, Penn Valley Community College, Kansas City, MO.  (Vol. 
1, no. 5-6, pp.3-5) Box 1, Fólder 13, RSP, SCSU. 
248 Salinas, “Portrait of an Artist.” 
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artist’s incendiary personality.249 Art was also a medium to better understand his identity 

as a Chicano,  

to Estrella the term “Chicano” is simply himself. Like most people of his ilk (the 
lower-class worker) the term has ever been a part of him…. And contrary to what 
sociologists and educators may say, the artist never suffered from the proverbial 
cliché “identity crisis.” He knows he is Chicano; always has been….And whether 
he is creating thematic “ethnic” canvasses or interpreting life from an artistic 
plateau, his Chicano soul forever bares itself. His art can be defined as protest art, 
if any definition is necessary. For his palette screams a deplorable socio-political 
condition.250  

 
Here salinas not only pays homage to a talented artist, but emphasized that Estrella’s 

artistic talents emerged from his everyday experiences with racism in Texas and the 

process of political transformation that they were all experiencing. At the same time, it 

demonstrates that the experiences Rubio had before arriving at Leavenworth were also a 

reservoir from which he drew in order to give meaning to his experience behind bars. In 

other words it was not only the experience of incarceration that gave meaning to their 

political transformations, but the experiences of a “forced passage” from freedom to 

incarceration and the daily experience of the “backyard colonialism” of the plantation.251 

                                                 
249 Ibid.3 
250 Ibid. 
251 In terms of the racial characteristics of conquest, punishment and death, and experience of incarceration, in prisons 
and society, Joy James and Dylan Rodriquez have offered two perspectives that mark a series of important questions 
about historical comparisons between different institutions of captivity. For James, the plantation-turned “penal culture 
inverts conventional reality to link the presence of torture and abuse to the law abiding civic body, ‘civil’ and ‘civilized 
state.’” Rodriquez extends the “historical analogy” between the plantation and the prison, as it “is neither appropriate or 
sufficient.” He proposes “forced passages” as processes of dehumanization that in the movement from freedom to un-
freedom that characterize the prison regime is more akin to the Middle Passage. He argues that the identity of 
politicized prisoner or prison intellectuals is formed in the movement from freedom to unfreedom, not only in the 
conditions encountered in the prison itself. Part of Rodríguez’s argument rests on the function of torture. After its use – 
in various forms - to “break” politicized prisoners 30 years ago, the common function of torture has become “intrinsic 
to the biopolitical technology of torture itself; that is, in plain terms, the isolation and semi-permanent immobilization 
of human beings.” See Joy James, The New Abolitionists: (Neo) Slave Narratives and Contemporary Prison Writings, 
ed. Joy James, (State University of New York Press: New York, 2005),xxxi; and Dylan Rodríguez, Forced Passages: 
Imprisoned Radical Intellectuals and the U.S. Prison Regime (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006). 
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In addition to soliciting contributions to the newspaper, laying out the editions, 

and printing and distributing the copies, the editors also shared their experiences 

developing Aztlan with Native American inmates as they produce the newspaper 

Drumbeat. This exchange of ideas and experiences further emphasizes the alliances and 

cooperation that characterized the prison rebellion years.  

 

Chicanos Organizados Rebeldes de Aztlan 

By October of 1970, the Cultural Studies class and the newspaper Aztlan provided 

vehicles through which these activists were analyzing their own realities. This led to a 

formalization of the political energy that had been stimulated through an exploration of 

historical and contemporary political issues through the founding of C.O.R.A  

CORA was disciplined political cadre, a study group, as well as a political 

formation capable of organizing direct actions; a formation that reflected an analysis in 

motion, actively organizing and creating spaces and possibilities for inmates to come 

together and forge a collective subject. The founding language and influences of the 

organization reflect cultural and political transformations happening in other Chicano/a-

Mexicano/a communities throughout the country. The bilingual manifesto begins: “We, 

the ‘Chicano’ temporarily confined in the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth, 

Kansas, conscious of the fact that knowledge, freedom, equality, justice and dignity are 

the legitimate aspirations of all the ‘Chicano’ peoples in the Western Hemisphere hereby, 

for the attainment of our own common goals and objectives adapt ‘En [sic] Plan 

Espiritual de Aztlan’ as our Constitution and Charter.” Membership was specified to 
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include “all ‘Latinos’ in the Western Hemisphere (in general) and the ‘Chicano’ 

inhabitants and civilizers of the Northern Land of Aztlan (specifically).”252 CORA linked 

the national with the hemispheric, imagining an Americas of ‘Latinos’ as related to 

Chicanos who located their own historical legacy in line with some elements of the 

Chicano movement’s that looked to an indigenous past.253 The by-laws are extensive; 

including the various positions, methods of elections, rights of members, term limits, 

duties of all officers, articles on recalling officers and a structure in place to immediately 

respond to the transfer or release of an officer and how there are to be replaced. The 

objectives of the organization were straightforward, focusing not only on the expectations 

within the context of the prison regime, but in preparing themselves to contribute to 

solving the problems of society as a whole:  

“(Section 1) Determined, that we must strive to promote better understanding by 
our members on all matters pertaining to our common goals by working with the 
concerned personnel of Leavenworth that have an understanding of the goals and 
aspirations of the member of this group.  
 
(Section II) Aware that we must obtain information from the government and 
State agencies pertaining to training and education useful for better employment.  
 
(Section III) Convinced that we must establish and maintain regular 
communication with outside groups and individuals for assistance in job 
placement for ‘Chicano’ discharges and parolees.  
 
(Section IV) Convinced that we must acquire all available material pertaining to 
our cultural, historical and social Chicano studies.  
 

                                                 
252 C.O.R.A. By-Laws, Leavenworth, Kansas, January 1972, 1-2, Box 8, Folder 7, RSP, SPCU. Though the actual 
founding of the organization occurred in October of 1970, the copy of the Constitution, Charter and By-Laws in the 
Salinas archives is dated January 1972. 
253 It is important to point out that the Chicanindio political perspective that developed in the 1970s was fundamentally 
different that harkening back to an indigenous past that only recognize the Aztec elements of indigenous histories.  
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(Section V) Aware that we must invite visitors to meet with our group to lecture 
and discuss matters pertinent to our aspirations.  
 
(Section VI) Inspired by our cultural and historical backgrounds to reinforce our 
common bond of purpose.  
 
(Section VII) Resolved to better our education and improve ourselves socially. By 
so doing we hope to become an asset to all people and our respective community.  
 
(Section VIII) Dedicated toward fulfilling our objectives so as to gain knowledge 
pertinent to the betterment of our people which in turn can only be accomplished 
by a better understanding of our problems.254 
 

This was a call to engage in political struggle not only within the walls, but make 

direct connections with social movements outside. The process of self-education about 

prison policies, legal matters and history and culture that was taking place in the Cultural 

History course had a new space within which to percolate. In addition, they had a clear 

understanding of the relationship between understanding social reality in order to change 

it.  

In an essay written on March 22, 1972, Joe Rubio explains the significance of 

C.O.R.A.: “In administrative terminology we are a set of numbers. In social terms we are 

public enemies, and in sociological jargon we are those committing the necessary evils 

thereby allowing the social structure to maintain its fragile cohesiveness….We don’t 

deny being any label that you wish to apply to us, but we do affirm that behind each label 

beats a heart.” He then goes on to critique sociological categories as forms of legal 

assassination as central to the prison regime:  

“It is said that certain moral entrepreneurs have even excluded us from being 
human because we are prisoners, as if it were in their power to do so. All the 

                                                 
254 C.O.R.A. By-Laws, 13-14. 
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mentioned definitions are but disguises flying the banner of different vested 
interests covering the most elucidating academic studies, including repressive law 
and order…C.O.R.A. is a conglomeration of minds that have fortunately seen 
behind the decayed veil of respectable law and order that is applied to the 
public...C.O.R.A. is that which has seen that assimilation is synonymous with 
extinction. That assimilation is but death on the installment plan, has been proven 
by the treatment that has been afforded to us, but most of all C.O.R.A. has 
endured the so-called assimilation that has been transmitted through blows, and 
has on occasion killed us.”255  

 

For Rubio, learning about power implied understanding the way the state and 

intellectuals defined the relationship between violence, prison and society; a society 

decaying as a result of its own arrogance and self-justification.  He also links behavioral 

and cultural assimilation to civil and cultural death, critiquing the linear, progressive 

narrative of the American Dream as elusive for non-whites, where violent racial 

discrimination and class exploitation were instead the norm: “…think about the treatment 

Chicanos have been afforded in Texas, from El Paso to the Gulf; from the Valley of 

Tears [South Texas Winter Garden] to the Red River. Wait but one second and reflect, 

whose conditions are what your government calls progress. How do they measure 

progress? In terms of conformity they don’t ask themselves, nor to they care how many 

droplets of Chicano sweat it has taken to produce that bale of cotton."256 Localizing the 

discourse of development and progress in order to expose its contradictions, he concludes 

with an indictment of western civilization, while affirming the political and cultural 

possibilities of a unity based on shared experiences of repression: “This is C.O.R.A., the 

apprehension that the structure which passes for western civilization is a wormy 

                                                 
255 Emphasis added. Jose Rubio, “Essay on C.O.R.A,” March 22, 1972, 2-3, Box 8, Folder 7, RSP, SCSU. 
256 Ibid. 
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(maggoty) mass, dominated by repressions that have taken centuries to calibrate.”257 

Linking the labor of Chicano/a workers in South Texas to the deception of American 

Democracy and opportunity, as part of a larger critique of the global impact of western 

civilization, Rubio locates the experiences of Chicanos/as – in prison, working in the 

fields, throughout society - as being based, in part, on a shared economic experience of 

exploitation and memories of violence; at the same time, these shared experiences form 

the foundation for collective struggle. For Rubio, the place of Chicanos in a global 

economy, understood through localized experiences of the impact of racism and 

economic exploitation, reflect a sense of the international in the local, a Third World 

perspective emerging from experiences in a U.S Federal penitentiary. Rubio offers his 

own version of “prison was a backyard form of colonialism.” 

 CORA meetings were conducted in a similar manner to the Cultural History 

course. For example, on March 17, 1972, at 6:15pm, Sgt.-of-Arms Romancillo Lozano 

called the meeting to order. Then, the Chairman Meme Duran introduces the new 

arrivals: Chavarria (Nuevo Leon); Reyes (Chile); Valdez (Chihuahua); Sammy Chavez 

(Alburque) who “ya se va”258; and Lupio Reyes who had just been released from the hole 

(el pozo). After some general announcements, Tone Briones from Laredo, Tejas 

moderated the remainder of the meeting. After the correspondence secretary Borrado 

Porter read the weeks mail and any articles of interest from newspapers received, the 

recording secretary, Jose Rubio, read the previous weeks minutes. This initial “meeting 

business” was followed by the inside and outside presentation/discussion. Ruben Estrella, 

                                                 
257 Ibid. 
258 About to leave. 
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the publicity chairman announced that there were some specific artistic decisions about 

free expression that should be discussed in front of everyone. On the one hand the 

publicity committee admitted that many of the suggestions for the artistic section of 

Aztlan were outdated; there was also a feeling of not wanting to be seen as “separatists”. 

It is unclear from the documents if the discussion about “separatists” refers to cultural 

nationalism or a particular dynamic within the publicity committee concerning its 

direction. In the case of the former, it would demonstrate how they might have been 

aware of the conservative threat of a uncritical cultural nationalism, or that perhaps all of 

the submissions were by Chicanos; in the case of the latter, it could simply mean that 

they did not want to exclude anyone from participation. 

It is at this time that professor Francisco Ruiz and graduate student Carlos Lona 

arrived with outside guests: Peter Singleman, Allen Ressler (ACLU), and Manny Fierro 

(gubernatorial candidate). Again, similar to the Cultural History class, one of the 

members made a presentation on a predetermined topic: George Santiago spoke about La 

Nueva Guardia – “Mente nueva es de lo que se trata.”259 Emphasizing the necessity of 

organizing while understanding that there are short, medium and long term goals to any 

campaign, Santiago was direct: “Aqui se trata de prepararse para la confrontación.”260 

Then the vice-chairman Eduardo Castro gave a presentation on discipline: “la gente 

(administracion) esta entiende nomas organizacion, disciplina, y inteligencia”; it is 

necessary to balance intelligence with feeling; the best example of discipline, 

                                                 
259 “The New Guard – a new mind is what it is about.” C.O.R.A General Meeting Minutes, March 17, 1972, 1, Box 8 
Folder 7, RSP, SCSU. 
260 It is about preparing yourself for confrontation. Ibid. 
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organization and intelligence are the members of C.O.R.A; and finally, “Revolucion 

quire decir cambios, no romanticismo.” It is at this point that Ruben Estrella responded to 

Castro’s position of revolution and romanticism.261 Then, the third speaker, “Tapon” 

Salinas (raúlrsalinas) spoke. He began by dedicating the meeting to Sammy Chavez who 

was scheduled to be released the following week. After reading six poems (In 

Memoriam/Riche; Los Caudillos; News From San Quentin; The Dope-Fiend (Justifiable 

Homicide); Enorme Transformación – fruto de nopal-espina; and Ciego/Sordo/Mudo.), 

‘Tapon’ introduced the group to the struggle of the Tupamaros de Uruguay. 

 After a short break, the meeting reconvened and Allen Ressler from the ACLU 

gave a presentation of prisoners’ rights and how you could go about challenging the 

conditions of incarceration. According to Ressler, “freedom of movement is the only 

express right taken upon conviction – legally”; and that it is necessary to exhaust all 

administrative rights before taking the prison to court. These would be important lessons 

that many of these inmates would take to Marion; Ressler would also play a role in the 

organizing at Marion (next chapter) assisting in smuggling documents out of isolation 

and calling press conferences on the outside.262 The last speaker was Manny Fierro, 

LRUP candidate for governor263 who shared his reasons for running for office: “Mi 

coraje, lo quiero usar para que nuestra gente se levanta; la injusticia no puede con la 

unidad bien organizada.”264 At 8:45 the meeting was adjourned. 

                                                 
261 Unfortunately, the documents give no indication of Estrella’s response. 
262 Author conversation with Raúl Salinas, Austin, Tx, 9 December 2005. 
263 He was presumably a candidate in Kansas, but the record is not clear. 
264 My anger/frustration, I want to use it so that our people will rise up; there can be no injustice if there exists well 
organized unity. C.O.R.A General Meeting Minutes, 2.  
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The organization of the meeting was disciplined, planned-out and a threat to the 

control of the prison regime. Beginning with an update about news from the outside, and 

then the weekly correspondence, “Tapon” laid out some poetry, some of which would 

soon make him well respected poet, and then internationalized the discussion by sharing 

information about revolutionary social movements in Peru. Finally, the ACLU provided 

some survival knowledge on how to engage with the state, while the relationship 

established through CORA would prove to be crucial to taking the battles in the prison 

over conditions and treatment to the legal arena.  

LRUP was one of the most successful political formations during the Chicano 

movement. Organizing in the Southwest and the Midwest, they not only fielded 

candidates and registered voters, but for many people, LRUP was their introduction into 

political awareness. LRUP also produced an entire generation of grassroots organizers 

who not only expanded the possibilities of electoral participation, but theorized about 

political power, minority rights, local struggles and the relationship between education 

and political power. Of course, strategies to organize Mexican Americans were not new; 

nor did the LRUP leaders invent a new model, but they did use local kowledges and base 

communities to ground their support and wage a struggle against the de facto Jim Crow 

of Texas, the Southwest, and the Midwest.  

While CORA members benefited from this engagement with outside political 

actors, there were sophisticated organizers and political theorist inside the walls. We will 

discuss the role of the Puerto Rican Independence fighters below, but first, one of the 

most influential political theorists at Leavenworth was Ramon Raúl Chacon. Chacon was 
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born in Delany, deep in South Texas, on January 5, 1942. His father was Manuel Chacon 

Aguilar and his mother, Concepción Armenta de Chacon. After graduating from high 

school, he worked at various local jobs. In 1967 he was arrested and sentenced to 66 

months for trafficking a controlled substance.265  Chacon helped organized the ethnic 

studies classes and subsequent labor strikes. Chacon was the theoretician, whose 

influence, combined with the Independentistas, took the process of political 

transformation further by offering a new imagination of the continent through the 

writings of Flores Magón, and further globalizing the Chicano vision. According to 

Salinas, “that’s how we got to…Wretched of the Earth by Franz Fanon. Where he got it 

from, I don’t know. Who his peers or his mentors were, in there or out, before he 

appeared into our midst…I guess we never bothered to ask. And so, you know from 

Fanon to Amilcar Cabral – the struggle in Guinea Bissau; seriously looking at Mao and 

what was going on down there; Vietnam…”266 Little more is known about Chacon’s 

background, “Well, that’s part of the mystery. That’s part of the mystery of my mentor. 

He just happened to come onto the scene. There he was, and there we were, doing time, 

from Tejas, in the Federal Penitentiary at Leavenworth. I’m not even sure if I remember 

what he was doing time for. But he showed up on the scene and became part of the group 

of Chicanos that were organizing…[CORA] under the rubric of a cultural history 

class.”267 

                                                 
265 Security Report, “Estado de Nuevo Leon,” Folder 19-36, L-3, DFS, Archivo General de la Nación. The specifics of 
Chacon’s life come to us by way of the documents of the Mexican Intelligence services and the Secretary of the 
Interior. It is unclear from the documents under what circumstances certain information was given. I will return to this 
issue below. 
266 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Tx., 16 June 2004. 
267 Ibid. 
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Chacon was a self-identified Magónista, inspired by the Mexican Anarchist 

whose actions, ideas, and writings gave meaning the Mexican Revolution of 1910. 

Ricardo Flores Magón, along with his brother had been serving time in Leavenworth for 

being involved in foreign politics on U.S. soil. On November 1924, Ricardo died from 

health complications long ignored by prison officials. Ricardo, his brother and other 

sympathizers were the first targets of bi-national government cooperation in 

counterintelligence programs. The Mexican government worked closely with U.S. 

authorities and the Furlong private security and detective agency (Pinkertons) to pursue, 

arrest, and eventually incarcerate Magónistas. Magón’s political legacy was an important 

inspiration for inmates in the “hothouse”. Even early on in the century, transnational 

surveillance attached itself to punishment and death.  Theirs was a politics of 

revolutionary nationalism, internationalism and anarchism, part of the genealogy of 

radical transnational, third world struggles in the Americas. For salinas and others, 

Chacon’s influence was crucial: “And it’s beautiful thinking right now that a Chicano 

from El Valle, from the orange picking area of Texas was a brother that was bringing us 

these writings that were so new and so refreshing to us that we were absorbed in it. So 

this gave us more ammunition, it showed us how to respond more than react. How to 

develop and articulate our grievances. How to stand up and begin to develop 

discipline…I want to be in good shape, of good mind because this is the enemy and I 

have to be in top shape.”268 Adopting a warlike pose in order to be able to live, these 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
268 raúlsalinas, “Notas: Memorias of Sorts,” unpublished manuscript, p. 55; and Vigil, Ernesto B. The Crusade for 
Justice: Chicano Militancy and the Governments War on Dissent (Madison, University of Wisconsin Press: 1999), 355. 
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activists transformed themselves into very antithesis of the goals of the penal regime. Yet 

even as he participated in CORA and the Cultural Studies class, Chacon kept to himself, 

“he always traveled by himself. He moved by himself, he moved alone. He didn’t have a 

gang or tribe, no posse, no crew. He worked in little cells kind of…[like] The foco 

theory…”269 The influence of the foco theory as an organizing strategy developed by 

Ernesto “Che” Guevara and Regis Debray linked these prison activists to other political 

cadre’s who were experimenting with strategies inspired by third world 

revolutionaries.270 

Chacon’s post-Leavenworth experiences also reflected these third world political 

influences. Released in 1971, he met up with Cantú, “moved politically” throughout the 

South and Northwest. He eventually taught classes at El Colegio Jacinto Treviño in South 

Texas – the radical Chicano education project founded by Narciso Alemán and former 

Leavenworth activist and contributor to Aztlan, Ramon Tijerina. Later, he ended up in 

southern Mexico where he would organize with campesino leaders of the Partido 

Proletario Unido de America (PPUA). In 1976, while Chacon was in a Mexican jail 

accused of gun running and inciting rebellion in support of the Partido Proletario Unido 

de América, Cantú described as 

Raised among the poor and suffered the consequences: racism, exploitation and 
 oppression that are common…to the national minorities in the U.S. He traveled 
 the way of migration, unemployment, and prison…He was instrumental, while in 

                                                 
269 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Tx., 14 June 2004.  
270 Regis Debray, Revolution in the Revolution: Armed Struggle and Political Struggle in Latin America (New York: 
Greenwood Press Reprint, 1980); Che’s Guerrilla War (New York: Penguin, 1976); Ernesto Guevara, Guerrilla 
Warfare Authorized Edition (New York: Ocean Press, 2006). 
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 prison, in the formation of a newspaper, political and cultural group discussions 
 by and for the prisoners…”271 
 

Like Magón, he was the target of bi-national surveillance; he was arrested, tortured and 

imprisoned in 1977 in Monterrey, Mexico, accused of illegally aiding social movements 

in central Mexico.272 

The Politics of Rape 
A male prison is a hyper masculine space. The violent nature of the institution itself, and 

the effects on the minds and body of the incarcerated, amplified an environment hyper-

masculinity. One of the first issues that Chicano prisoners engaged with was standing up 

against the rape of new and/or weaker prisoners.273 Whereas on the outside men don’t 

often organize around the issue of rape, in prison, in a single sex environment, where 

male on male violence is heightened, this becomes a crucial issue. Rape is about power. 

The inmates who took a stand against prison rape, located the abuse of weaker or less 

experienced – and therefore less connected – inmates as a replication of the power of the 

institution over the inmates. They argued that instead of taking advantage of each other, 

they should organize against the jail machine. The complex society within Leavenworth 

was based on respect. There were different ways to gain and lose respect. Power and 

control within the prison society was wielded in a variety of ways: controlling 

contraband, having close ties with the screws, reputation, but most importantly, through 

                                                 
271 Mario Cantú, “Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, Tx., 3, and Box 2, Folder 13 MCP, BLAC; “PPUA Calls 
Press Conference in the U.S.,” English reprint of press release, Bracero: Organo de la Liga Flores Magon, vol.1 no.1 
(1976), 3, Box 4, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. 
272 Security Report,“Estado de Nuevo Leon,” Folder 19-36, L-3, DFS, Archivo General de la Nación (hereafter AGN). 
273 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Texas, 16 June 2004. Other than the brief section in this 
interview where salinas refers to this issue, I have not been able to locate any other discussion of anti-rape politics 
during this time. 
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struggle and sometimes violence. Salinas explained that their success was based on 

recruitment. In other words, they would offer “protection” to abused or new inmates, but 

not in the same manner offered by other social formations within the prison that were 

based primarily on race.  

Members of CORA were respected by other inmates as being “stand-up” because of the 

political experiences that these inmates were going through, and the disciplined study. 

Other inmates respected their political stance, though not necessarily supported all their 

projects and actions. This complicates the narrative of hyper masculinity in the sense that 

the stance against rape was first and foremost hyper masculine because they had to 

defend their defense with their own bodies and reputation. This meant possible violence.  

The stance was political, not only because it was taken by men in a male prison against 

male on male rape, but also because it highlights the possibilities of challenging the 

effects of oppression grounded in power imbalances but played out on the actual bodies 

of raped men. At the same time the language, iconography, and symbols of the Chicano 

movement in general were also hyper masculine. But the question of a primarily 

“masculine” political ideology as it played out in a same-sex space in the attempt to 

protect men from rape, offers new perspective and circumstances that can broaden our 

understanding of the relationship between violence, sex and power. More research will 

have to be conducted in order to draw conclusions about what meaning these inmates 

gave to their actions, as well as how other inmates might have understood the anti-rape 

politics of these inmates. 
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From Cultural Nationalism to U.S. Imperialism: The Chicano-Puerto Riqueña 
Connection 
 

The influence of the Independentistas in terms of an international anti-colonial 

political perspective, as well as on language and culture, was an important component in 

the development of a political consciousness among the Chicano inmates. raúlrsalinas 

notes this influence when first arriving at Leavenworth: “Up to this time [July 67], I had 

only read about the Puerto Rican struggle as a part of American news, in the pages of the 

equally American institutions – such as Life and Time magazines. Nor for that matter had 

I given any thought that they would be in Leavenworth and that I would some day make 

their acquaintance. The Puerto Rican patriot [Oscar Collazo] had been pointed out by 

other non-political peers of mine. We spoke of them as mythical figures, in hushed tones. 

Careful not to be caught observing them. We knew they were important personages, but 

not why, or for what specific reasons.”274 But that distance would soon be bridged as both 

Oscar Collazo and Cancel Miranda would be central to the organizing taking place, the 

former assuming the role of Spanish teacher, and the latter writing poetry, participating in 

sessions about political strategy and representing striking inmates in negotiation with 

prison authorities.275 Again, according to salinas, the class brought people together, and 

soon the Puerto Rican Independentistas began to attend. They facilitated the desire of the 

Chicano inmates to improve their Spanish,  

So Don Oscar Collazo…the maestro, was the one who would give us classes in 
Spanish; but he would use political phrases and sentences…and so we immersed 
ourselves in Puerto Rican history and united our struggle…you know, joined our 
struggles as one, very publicly and we began to work together in there. And so 

                                                 
274 raúlsalinas, “Notas: Memorias of Sorts,” unpublished manuscript, p. 55.  
275 Rafael Cancel Miranda, Sembrando Patria y Verdades (Cuarto Ideario: Puerto Rico, 1998), 185-87. 
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through that connection and the Black Muslims that were coming in, and the 
Republik of New Afrika, and the Black Liberation Army people we began to 
talk.”276  
 

As a result, Chicanos improved their verbal, written, and reading skills in Spanish, while 

the very content of their curriculum materials was politically charged.277 This served to 

sharpen and internationalize their analysis, while providing them with the political 

weapon of bilingualism. At the same time, this Third World analysis led these activists to 

seek out coalitions across racial differences. This is not to say that cultural nationalism 

was not a main, if not the main characteristic of these Chicano activists; but, that their 

political development began from first understanding their particular experiences of 

oppression, personal explorations that were enhanced and influenced through interaction 

with other Third World peoples, allowing for shared experiences to be transformed into a 

political analysis that indicted U.S. racism and economic capitalism as central forces 

against which they were struggling. Cancel Miranda commented on these connections 

and outlines how he was affected. It is worth quoting at length, as it is an important 

declarations of Chicano/Puerto Rican solidarity:  

Entonces empezo la lucha de los chicanos ¡y me di lleno de esta lucha! 
Recuerdo un 16 de Septiembre, fecha de la independencia Mexicana, que 
paralizamos la prision, Fundmaos el periodico Aztlan….También recuerdo 
que en Leavenworth hubo una huelga grande. Se paralizo la industria de la 
carcel. Encalabozaron a muchos. Al finalizar la huelga, toda la poblacion 
penal (negros, blancos, indios, hispanos) piden unicamente que los 

                                                 
276 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording Austin, Tx., 16 June 2004. 
277 On literacy as political pedagogy, see Paolo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, trans. Myra Bergman Ramos, 30th 
Anniversary Edition (New York: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2000). During the 1970s at the Long 
Kesh prison, IRA prisoners of war studied Gaelic as both a process of recovery and resistance. When they spoke in 
Gaelic, the guards could not understand. Soon position papers were being written in Gaelic and it sparked a revival 
outside of the walls. See Denis O’Hearn, Nothing But an Unfinished Song: Bobby Sands, the Irish Hunger Striker who 
Ignited a Generation (New York: Nation Books, 2006).  
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represente ante los carceleros para sacar de los calabozos a los 
castigados.278 
 

Miranda’s recollection of these political mobilizations reveals the Third World political 

identity that emerged through shared experiences of struggle. Though Collazo advised 

Miranda not to get involved, the activists who had organized the strike called upon his 

experience to represent their demands. In the end, he was against trying to negotiate 

because in calling off the strike, Miranda felt that they had given up their only bargaining 

chip. Two months later, when an even larger strike took place, Miranda was immediately 

put in solitary accused of having organized the strike.279 The Third World solidarity 

between Chicanos and Puerto Rican was not lost on the administration as they 

incarcerated Miranda under the assumption that he was behind the strike. 

It is not off the mark to talk about an anti-war movement within the prison system 

in the sense that an anti-colonial analysis led many of these activists to better understand 

the implications of U.S. foreign policy. When Salinas tells Cantú about establishing a 

Chicano Embassy in Algeria, he is tapping into a global idea of circulating struggles, 

bringing the ideas and analysis, if not tactics – in terms of strikes and international arenas 

like the United Nations – of anti-colonial movements into the prison walls. As Louis 

Mendoza writes in the introduction to Salinas’s prison letters, “Within  

                                                 
278 “So the struggle of the Chicanos began and I was all for it. I remember on September 16, Mexican Independence 
day, we shut down the prison. We founded the newspaper Aztlan. I also remember there was a big strike at 
Leavenworth. The entire prison industry was shut down and many were put in solitary. When the strike was over, the 
entire population (blacks, whites, Indians, Hispanos) asked that I be the one to represent them and try to negotiate the 
freedom of those put in solitary.” Rafael Cancel Miranda, Sembrando Patria y Verdades (Cuarto Ideario: Puerto Rico, 
1998), 185-87 
279 Ibid. 
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the multiracial alliance of fellow prisoners, unification did not mean that they failed to 

recognize the importance of validating and “recovering” group culture and history.  

Rather, Latinos, Blacks, Native Americans, and whites sought to understand the 

specificity of violence.”280 

In a similar manner that the politics, culture, nationalism and internationalism co-

mingled in the civil rights, anti-war, women and anti-colonial struggles, the prison 

became a site of political exchanges, connections and strategic alliances. As we will see 

in the next chapter, the Chicano-Puerto Rican connections would be an important 

relationship that would lead to the eventual freedom of the Independentistas.  

Alberto Mares was another Chicano prisoner who credits the influence of the 

Puerto Rican freedom fighters in his own political formation. In a press conference 

statement about his prison experience given in the late 1970s, Mares wrote,  

It was in prison that I asked why there were so many Chicanos, so many blacks, 
so many minorities and poor people in prison. In prison I was fortunate to learn 
that the prison only reflected society in general and I understand that my being in 
prison was the end result of a process that discriminates against the poor, 
working-class minorities because of the economy, the government and society in 
general is structured to benefit the rich at the expense of the poor. In prison I 
came to understand that society’s conditions can be changed by people. I 
dedicated my life to being active in seeking that change.”281  
 

Compare this to raúlrsalinas narration of a similar understanding, 

 

                                                 
280 Louis Mendoza, “raúlrsalinas and the Poetics of Human Transformation,” Introduction to My Weapon is the Pen: 
raúlrsalinas and The Jail Machine, ed. Louis Mendoza (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006). 
281 Quoted in Vigil, Ernesto B. The Crusade for Justice, 356. After his release from Marion, and serving a stint in a 
minimum security prison in Canon City, Colorado for a 1966 robbery charge, Mares joined the Crusade for Justice, 
teaching history at the Escuela Tlatelolco, serving as chairperson for the Raza Association of Media Advocates and 
program director for the Colorado Recreation and Boxing Coaches Association, as a committee member of the Denver 
Chicano Liberation Defense Committee, and was a founder of the Colorado Prisoners Rights Organization. His post-
incarceration activities earned him the FBI designation of “Subversive Matter.” 
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I was imprisoned during the sixties at the height of the anti-war movement, at the 
height of the Cuban Revolution, Viet Nam, the student movements, the black 
movement, all of these forces were plaguing society. There was a lot of unrest by 
the Anglo youth of the society that enabled the rest of us ... I attribute a lot even to 
the anti-war and the hippie movement, which enabled at least laws to relax, to 
expose things on a higher level.  I began to define myself within a political space 
and that was very strengthening.282   

 
The political space by necessity had to include all races, cultures because “you couldn’t 

afford to make those distinctions.” The combination of multi-racial and international 

coalitions behind bars locates the prison experience as a incubator of a Third World 

political analysis directly liked to political strategies, and global anti-colonial movements.  

This next quote offers an in depth self-critical account of raúlrsalinas political 

transformation. It too is worth providing the entire citation uninterrupted: 

I arrived at Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary in 1967.  Again, Vietnam, Cuba, I 
happened to come to a penitentiary where some of the most brilliant minds that 
I’ve ever met came together.  The Puerto Rican independence fighters who had 
tried to address the question of colonization in Puerto Rico and had fired into the 
ceiling of the U.S. Congress in 1954 were there, as was their compañero who had 
been in the assault attempt of Harry Truman at Blair house in 1950. Here was a 
linguist in command of seven languages, a man, Don Oscar Collazo, who taught 
me acentuación [accent marks] in Spanish, where the accents  go.  He would give 
classes in Spanish to Chicanos.  But las frases [phrases] or the sentences were all 
from Pedro Albizo Campos for example. We knew Zapata.  Then after the Cuban 
Revolution, we knew about Che Guevara and we knew about Ho Chi Minh 
because these are things that are coming into the prison.  Smuggled, I might add.  
But then here we know about Pedro Albizo Campos, a Puerto Rican patriot.  We 
begin to interact with all of the brothers from the Black Liberation Army who had 
been in Atlanta, Georgia, in Attica, in Terre Haute, Indiana, who came there and 
began to engage us in Swahili.  They were learning their languages.  So we were 
in the hole.  By then we're active and so my teacher who is a Chicano from Rio 
Grande Valley, from McAllen [Chacón], [who placed] in my hand the first copy 
of Wretched of the Earth by Frantz Fanon, which I absorbed and grabbed. And by 
this time these books were our salvation.283 
 

                                                 
282 “Una Platica con Raúl Salinas,” interview by Ben Olguín and Louis Mendoza, Stanford University, 5 May 1994. 
283 Ibid. 
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These experiences took place in the span of two short years and brimming with political 

dynamism. As the Chicanos were improving their Spanish, members of the Black 

Liberation Army were studying Swahili, while the American Indian brothers were 

recovering their own religious and cultural ceremonies. They flipped the logic of 

“bibliotherapy” by making the reading relevant to their own development as social and 

political beings. The point is to emphasize that the prison as a front of anti-colonial 

struggle, internal in two ways – to the nation and the empire. This Third World political 

perspective would “fly out like a dragon”284 when Salinas, Chacon, and Tijerina are 

released, influencing their political ideas, practices and decisions. 

 Activity, transformation and learning characterized the years 1970-72 at 

Leavenworth prison.  This was the height of the prison rebellions across the country. 

These activists had an understanding of the relation of their own struggles as being part 

of something bigger. An editorial by Salinas that recaps the first year of Aztlan provides a 

unique insight on this relationship. Again, due to the specific prison vernacular mixed 

with Chicano caló, and infused with some intricately coded language, is worth quoting at 

length. 

Well, we made it through this first year without losing all of our marbles: 1972 is 
THE year for many brothers and sisters in the slams. Much happened with the 
PEOPLE in 1971; both good and bad. Especially, in the final hours. 
 
Tragedy occurred in the prison camps. Penal Reform became a fashionable, but 
empty term. Particularly was it favored by politicians. Attica brought everything 
out front. The existence of the bastilles was personified.  A tender warrior fell in 
Q. 
 

                                                 
284 “When the prison gates open, the real dragon will fly out.” Ho Chi Minh 
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Chan's axe unleashed. Jack Venable's guitar was stilled. Latest news front the 
Coast, saddening. Alfonso "E1 Pache!' Alvarez, is no more. Before his death, this 
dedicated brother from Flats/Los, had made some gigantic strides; a magnificent 
transformation. He was wholly totally involved; committed to the betterment of 
La Raza and all the common people. Most of us didn't know him personally, but 
we felt his spirit, nonetheless. There had been some correspondence between us 
and La Raza. Por Los Pintos, an organization he helped to establish. Que Aguite! 
Compa had his thoughts recorded, other Boricua’s not as fortunate. Talamantez & 
Pinell vegetate in H section, Reies ever struggling. Second level of socio-political 
awareness is some spooky. John S. basks in the sun, PUN needs the SUN. Ericka 
is breathing fresh air, sister A.Y. D., cannot. Do YOU know the way to San Jose? 
Under the "Circus Tent" the pornzines got star bill. On the other hand, Tania, A/2 
Sun, Chicano Manifesto, Vladimir Nikolai L., and Brother G.J.'s kites were not 
featured due to uptight delay, temporary internment, and plain old paranoic 
screwtiny. Ex-alumnus Ramon Tijerina taking care of business: Teatro de Aztlan 
troupe member, co-editor-"Piramide del Sol"and something-or-other in the Art, 
Dept. at  Jacinto Trevino College at Mercedes TX. In Seattle, Rene has arrived. In 
Austin, Alma Gonzales continues her struggle for La Raza Unida Party and for 
the people--with a fierce dedication. In San Anto, el Mario coming through, loud 
and clear. There is much work to be done, yet. Madness reigns in the ZOO ... and 
elsewhere, also.  INSANITY MAY BE JUST AROUND THE CORNER!285 

 
This wasn’t just an update about ex-CORA members working with projects on the 

outside or a “shout out” to other activists struggling in their own right like Hugo Pinell 

(quoted above), Luis Talamantez - a Chicano Soledad Brother, and Angela Davis, who 

was soon to be put on trial. By honoring George Jackson’s influence on their own 

political development, this “update” reads was a political treatise, a historical overview, 

and an eerie forshadowing of what was to come. 

 

Transnational Correspondence 

 It wasn’t only through former inmates and visits to the Cultural History of the 

Southwest class by a host of activists, artists, and intellectuals that these prison activists 
                                                 
285 raúlrsalinas, “Editor’s Notes,” Aztlan de Leavenworth, 1972. 
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received information and communicated with a broader swath of social movements. 

Written correspondence through letters allowed inmates to establish links throughout the 

nation and continent. Recently, researcher Bill Mullen has coined the term “transnational 

correspondence” to refer to the exchange of “military strategizing, including guerilla 

tactics; the role of writers and publishing in building international solidarity; and the 

critical relationship between politics and culture.”286 I introduce this phrase not only in 

relation to the three areas that Mullen specifies, but in a more general sense of a sustained 

“dialogue” and communication across, through, and under the geopolitical and spatial 

boundaries that try to limit the possibilities of human justice that are attained through 

experiences of struggle, interaction, conviviality, disagreement, and transformation. 

 raúlrsalinas has figured prominently in this narrative. In fact, it is absolutely 

necessary to insert the recognition of his contribution to writing this history into the 

historical narrative itself (rather than a footnote or appendix article). He has maintained a 

vast archive of social movement activity that spans time, subjects, organizations, and 

international borders. His prison letters, from which some of this narrative has been 

culled, will be published by the time this dissertation is completed. They chronicle a level 

and breadth of correspondence that should dispel any doubt (that might be in the minds of 

pessimists) that these activists were dedicated to radical and revolutionary political 

change.  

In addition to correspondence with family and legal advisers, Salinas initiated and 

maintained contact with academics, political leaders, journal editors, prisoners’ rights 

                                                 
286 Bill V. Mullen, Afro-Orientalism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 76. 
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organizations, and congressmen. He did this not only on behalf of himself, but for CORA 

members and, at Marion, on behalf of the Political Prisoners Liberation Front, and the 

Federal Prisoners for Freedom of Expression Committee of the Federal Prisoners’ 

Coalition Intra-National.287 

In addition to receiving journals, newspapers and magazines from cities and 

organizations from across the Chicano movement, the newspaper Aztlan circulated 

throughout these same movement circuits, providing an insight into the prison movement. 

Take for example the editorial/update from the February 21, 1972 edition of Aztlan 

quoted above, part coded message and part historical reflections. These “Editors Notes” 

(raúlrsalinas was still editor) were in the last issue of Aztlan that was published. Over the 

course of each volume as the use of vibrant colors expanded and quality of paper 

increased, so too did the political perspective of the articles. Soon after publication 

ceased, a strike occurred that resulted in the transfer of many of these activists to Marion 

Penitentiary in Illinois. Yet as will be traced in the following chapters, this historical 

overview is a prophetic blueprint for Salinas’s post-incarceration political activism. Upon 

release, Salinas relocates to Seattle, and with the help of Antonio Castañeda, Tomas 

Ybarra-Frausto, Joseph Sommers and others, enrolls in the University of Washington and 

immediately gets involved with the struggle to establish El Centro de la Raza and 

                                                 
287 Many of the friendships and political connections he continues to have today were first cultivated while in 
Leavenworth, and later in Marion; and many of these friends would come to play important roles in his post-
incarceration political activities, as well as become known political and culture activists in their own right.  From 
Antonia Castañeda, Tomas Ybarra-Frausto and Joseph Sommers at Stanford University and the University of 
Washington, to Alma Canales and Jose Angel Gutierrez from La Raza Unida Party in Texas, to Drs. Americo Paredes 
and José Limón at the University of Texas at Austin, the Salinas letters will prove to be an invaluable set of historical 
documents chronicling the evolution of a writer, organizer and political activist, as well as a unique perspective on the 
relationship between the Chicano movement and pintos, Chicanos and American Indians, and international politics. 
Academic writings engaging with Salinas’s life have largely focused on his poetry; his political life generally presented 
as the context for his writing.  
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solidarity with the American Indian Movement (Chapter 5). He later travels back to 

Texas to work with Mario Cantú, Tijerina and Chacon (Chapter 9). 

 On behalf of the newspaper Aztlan de Levenworth, Salinas as editor and the 

correspondence secretary, Borrado Porter, maintained a running correspondence with 

movement publications, and kept the group up to date with the social movement outside 

the walls. For example, when the newspaper Papel Chicano from Houston was going 

through an editorial change, the brothers inside commented on the changes, particularly 

in light of the abrupt end to the letters they were receiving from editorialist Pedro 

Vasquez. Wondering what had happened, they inquired: “Desde Julio pa nunca recibimos 

correspondencia de por alla. Casi al mismo tiempo el format de su periodico cambio en 

tono y contenido. Estamos en duda de que si la desaparecida de nuestro carnalito y el 

abrupt change in editorial policy estan relacionado con el mismo problema.”288 Doing 

time means figuring out ways for that time to pass, to distract (at detract) the mind and 

body from the physical and emotional space of incarceration. Though it is beyond the 

scope of this chapter, it is important to emphasize the relationship between the close 

readings of movement activities and intimate knowledge of events outside the wall, and 

the well articulated, political critique that emerged from inside the walls. In other words, 

with time on their hands they studied the social and political realities on the “outside” and 

were able to compare them to their own experiences. This was a powerful process as they 

were engaging with social movements on the outside not at some peripheral level, but as 
                                                 
288 From July till now we haven’t received correspondence from “over there.” At around the same time, the format and 
tone of your newspaper changed. We are wondering if the departure of our little brother [Vasquez] and the abrupt 
change in the editorial policy are related to the same problem. Letter to Papel Chicano, October 26, 1971. A copy of 
this letter was included in an early draft of My Weapon is My Pen, but did not make the final copy. The quoted draft is 
in the author’s possession. The original letter is kept in the RSP, SCSU. 
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a central part of a radical social agenda. I am not just talking about the solidarity groups 

that had emerged in the wake of the Attica massacre, but the effect of the knowledge that 

imprisoned activists developed on social movements on the outside. The two examples 

that follow give insight into this process of exchanging Third World knowledges through 

“transnational correspondence.” 

 

 

Salinas and Porter also initiated correspondence with professors at the University 

of Texas at Austin, the city of Salinas’s youth. In a letter to Americo Paredes, the director 

of the Center for Mexican American Studies,289 they first thank CMAS for the newsletter, 

El Chisme, which allowed them to follow events at UT, and then inquired about why so 

few professors have responded to the Chicano prisoner issue.  

…when we first came into existence as a journalistic-artistic-literary voice for the 
Chicano recluses [captives] of Leavenworth, we sent it out to various prominent 
(and some not so prominent) Chicanos-Latinos throughout Aztlan. Being a native 
Austinite, I [sic] sent copies to several persons in the area. With the exception of 
yourself and Jorge Lara-Braud, we have received no acknowledgment to date. To 
George I. Sanchez, because we felt he might be interested in those social outcasts 
whom he has written so graphically about; some of these who now happen to be 
here; studying sociology, educational psych. & the liberal arts. Could it be that the 
view from Scenic Dr. towards the Highland Lakes/LBJ country obscures his 
vision of those “wretched of the earth”, whose study helps him publish rather than 
perish? To Jacinto Quirarte for what may have been accomplished between him 
and some of our primitive, naturally talented artists. Unfortunately, we did not 
prove exciting subjects. Even Leo Nieto responded, if only by the grace of god! 

                                                 
289 The Mexican American Studies program had been founded the year before, after two years of organized struggle by 
Chicanos and African American students. By the fall of 1971, when this exchange takes place, there were 14 courses in 
Mexican American studies and 15 in Afro-American studies, Chicano students then protested the closing of the 
Mexican American Studies program, which had caused its first director, Americo Paredes to resign in protest. Chicano 
students organized and presented demand to the UT administration that included the establishment of a degree program 
in both Mexican American and African American studies, a new director for the Mexican American studies program 
that was approved by Chicano/a students and faculty, that UT reinstate the provisional admission programs that had 
allowed many minorities access to the university, and that more faculty of color be hired.  
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The reason why you are catching all this ill-wind is because you have responded.  
No, but really, we’ve had some terrible experiences with MEXICAN-
AMERICAN educators. Especially the ones who have solicited us. Then, when 
we reply somewhat within their intellectual realms and question their dedication, 
it seems to turn them off. As if we destroy their image of what Pintos are. We 
aren’t trying to be brusque, but the mere fact that we are Pintos doesn’t give these 
people license to come in with their erudite asses and try to woo us out what is 
supposedly “de moda” [“in style”]. They must realize that LIBERATION is the 
key word in this new hour.290 

 

Always making connections, he goes on to request contact information for Austin’s 

Mexican American Youth Organization (MAYO), Teatro Chicano, and a bookstore that 

could provide them with Paredes’s book With a Pistol in His Hand, along with other 

materials. He ends by asking if U.T., the “bastion of arch-conservatism” offered any 

financial support for Pintos; and what percentage of the Chicano students at UT are from 

East Austin?291 

Paredes is quick to respond, communicating that the newspaper Aztlan was made 

available to students in the Center for Mexican American Studies reading room, and 

explaining that Jose Limón will send a letter explaining all the options for Pintos who 

wish to attend UT. He then responds to Salinas and Porter’s critiques about Chicano 

intellectuals, “It is good to know that Jorge Lara-Braud has been in touch with you. In my 

opinion he is a good and sincere man. Some of the others you mention are good and 

sincere men in their own way, I suppose, but men exist within many varieties of "mind 

                                                 
290 Raúl Salinas to Américo Paredes (circa early December 1971) Box 5, Folder 23, RSP, SCSU. 
 
291 Ibid. For residents of East Austin (the city is divided east/west by Interstate 35 that essentially functions as a border 
between white Austin and Black and Brown Austin), the famous UT tower visible from all sides was referred to as the 
milk bottle, and loomed large in the view of Mexicans living on the east side; though many of these young students 
would never make it to the university to study. Salinas had spent his youth in Austin, and the question came from his 
direct experience.  
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jails," to quote from a well-known poem. I was amused by the well-aimed descriptions of 

some individuals you did not name in your letter; I think I recognized them all. I agree 

with you that ‘studying’ the Chicano ‘esta de moda.’ And there is little we can expect 

from the faddists.” He then goes on to praise ‘Un Trip Through the Mind Jail as “one of 

the best poems to come out of the movement.” He ends with “Saludos a todos los 

Chicanos en Leavenworth C.O.R.A. We admire your dedication.”292 Paredes’s letter 

arrived together with Limón’s, who also praises Salinas’s efforts, letting him know that 

his poem, “Un Trip Through the Mind Jail,” was being used in the English 342 course, 

Life and Literature of the Southwest: The Chicano Experience. According to Limón, “In 

my opinion it is the closest thing we have to a authentic Chicano epic poem surpassing 

(by far) Corky’s poem which has never really impressed me that much.” Limón then goes 

on to explain that of the 1000 Chicano students on campus – primarily from San Antonio 

and South Texas, 25 are from Austin, and the financial options and cultural and 

educational opportunities available, “If any of the guys in Leavenworth want to try any of 

this, have them write me.  I’ll be happy to work with them on an individual basis.  UT 

does continue to be a bastion of conservatism, but I think you will find una buena casa 

aqui.  We have a good Chicano student body, an active M.A.Y.O. group, a sound, 

stimulating Chicano Studies program and a lot of plans for the future including further 

co-operation con los pintos de Leavenworth.  Let’s stay in close touch.”293 Limón 

                                                 
292 Letter from Americo Paredes to Raúl Salinas and Enrique Porter, 6 December 1971, Box 5, Folder 23, in My 
Weapon is My Pen. 
293 Letter from Jose Limón to Raúl Salinas, 7 December 1971, Box 4, Folder 54, in My Pen is My Weapon. 
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included contact information for Alma Canales, facilitating the connection between 

Salinas and the soon to be La Raza Unida Party candidate for Lt. Governor of Texas. 

It was not only through letters and newspapers that these activists were able to 

communicate. They also corresponded with political and cultural actors in Mexico, some 

of whom had performed at Leavenworth like the band El Chicano, Teatro Chicano from 

the Colegio Jacinto Treviño, and others. For example, Los Mascarones, a radical theatre 

troupe from Mexico City who was a major influence on the Chicano, Mexican, and Latin 

American theatre movements, particularly the founding of TENAZ (Teatro Nacional de 

Aztlan) and CLETA in Mexico (Cento de Libre Expresión Teatral e Artística), performed 

at Leavenworth in 1971.294  

But perhaps most interesting is the relationship developed between the pintos at 

Leavenworth and the Mexican artist RIUS. No letters or scribbles notes passed between 

the pintos and RIUS. Instead, by way of Mario Cantú, original RIUS cartoons were sent 

directly to Leavenworth. Since the 1970s Eduardo del Río, aka RIUS, had become one of 

Mexico’s foremost illustrator and world renowned cartoonist, publishing over 100 titles. 

At that time RIUS had published more that 15 illustrated books on themes like 

vegetarianism, socialism, religion, feminism, sex, death, philosophy, literature, art, and 

other issues. Using a cartoon strip approach to discussing complex cultural and political 

themes, RIUS was/is best known for his series Los Agachados, published from 1968-81, 

featuring characters from a working class urban neighborhood in Mexico City who 

comment, with biting irony and wit, on contemporary issues. (Unfortunately, I have yet 

                                                 
294 Discussed in Chapter 7. 
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been unable to locate a copy of the original RIUS that was sent to Leavenworth.) In 1968, 

he published a series of cartoons critiquing then president Gustavo Diaz Ordaz, who had 

been partly responsible, along with Secretary of State and future president Lius 

Echeverria Alvarez, for the massacre on October 2, 1968 at Tlatelolco. He was 

imprisoned and almost executed.295 

RIUS was anxious for response from the Chicano pintos. Cantú communicated 

this to C.O.R.A. members.296 Instead of responding in written form, they returned the 

artistic gesture - at the same time honoring the Maestro RIUS - by producing their own 

Chicano Pinto prison-version of Los Agachados – “Los Amachados”, The strip was 

included in the last published version of Aztlan on February 21, 1972. Drawn by Carlos 

Becerra, the first board is of three pintos sitting and discussing the cartoons: 

Pinto 1: “¿Ese Carnal se avento el RIUS con este de Bolivia, Simon que si? ¿Ya lo 
Wachaste?” 
 
Pinto 2: “Chale, todavia no, porque estoy entrao con el de La Chorcha, pero hay te llevo.” 
Pinto 3: “Cortenela vatos a poco ya se creén muy superpintos!” 
 

The second board reproduces three of the caricatures of Los Agachados discussing the 

Pintos: 

Young Boy: “¡Jíjole Boturini Los Agachados ya llegaron a Leavenworth. Solo falta que 
los güeros nos achaquen que andamos alborotando gente!” 
 
The Dog: “¡Ni en broma digas eso que yo pa’ los estamos sumidos ni a patadas manito!” 
La Mama: “¡Ay dios estos andan leéndo periódicos de la prision! 
 

Board Three begins with one the pintos talking to the young boy:  

                                                 
295 Alberto Domingo, “Rius y la historieta,” Siempre, 26, March 1998, 80. 
296 raúlrsalinas, interview with author, Austin, Texas, 27 August 2005. 
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“La movida es que el pinto se esta preparando pa’ ir a luchar por la raza en la libre.” 
Young Boy: “Bien decia el comandante de America… ‘no podemos permanecer 
indiferentes frente a lo que occurred en cualquier parte del mundo…” 
El Papa: “¡Alli los tiene a los super gachos!” 
La Mama: “Bien dice el dicho…dios los hace y dios los junta. 
El Perro: ¡…y ustedes los amachados! 
 

This exchange is significant in that the prison caló is mixed with the urban language of 

Los Agachados, that art was used as a means of correspondence, and that the RIUS/Pinto 

connection was made through Mario Cantú and the Mascarones. In 1974 RIUS would 

again engage with the Chicano movement directly through his art, producing the program 

for the Quinto Festival Chicano/Primer Encuentro LatinoAmericano held in Mexico City 

during 1974 (chapter 8).  

 Transnational correspondence was not only about the literal exchange of ideas or 

practices through the written word, be it a letter, a journal, a press release, a report 

addressed to the United Nations, or political advice. The relationships among Third 

World peoples implied a crossing of geopolitical borders, even (especially) when those 

borders exist in the confines of a prison. The organizing efforts of Oscar Collazo, Rafael 

Cancel Miranda, Irving Flores, and Andres Figueroa Cordero were an extension of their 

struggle for independence. They brought experiences of struggles of self-determination, 

an anti-imperial analysis, and an autonomous culture that has existed and flourished in 

the shadow of U.S. cultural imperialism. In a letter from Salinas to Antonia Castañeda, 

Cancel send a note congratulating Castañeda on the recent publication of, connecting the 

histories of Chicanos/as and Boricuas:  

Bueno, hermana, pues mi compa Raúl me pregunta que porqué no le escribo unas 
letras a usted y yo me digo:  bueno ¿y por que? Soy Rafael, hijo de la Patria 
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borincana de La Raza. Leí y comprendí “Literature Chicana: Texto y Contexto.”  
Y le digo que quisiera que mi pueblo la leyera, pues leyéndola no solo se realiza 
la situación del Chicano y los porqués de esa situación, y sí que también la 
situación del Puertorriqueño y los porqués de su situación. Nuestras vidas corren 
casi paralelos y quizás por éso, mientras mejor nos conocemos, más cercas nos 
sentimos unos de los otros.  El mismo enemigo ha querido mutilar, y si posible, 
hacer desaparecer nuestras culturas, tan parecidas una a la otra, y sin embargo, 
tanto el Chicano como el Boricua hemos podido salvar nuestra idenitidad cultural, 
nuestra personalidad, y “Literatura Chicana:  Texto y Contexto,” es una prueba de 
ello! [my emphasis]297 
 

These types of exchanges, between Boricuas, Chicanos, African Americans, and other 

Latinas were part of movement building in Philadelphia, Chicago, New York, Texas and 

southern and northern California. For example, throughout the 1970s, the Centros de 

Acción Autonoma, Hermandad General de Trabajadores (CASA-HGT), the Centro de la 

Raza in Seattle, and the Crusade for Justice would establish strong relationships with the 

Puerto Rican Socialist Party and other groups that supported Puerto Rican 

independence.298 But since the 1950s, Cancel, Flores and Figueroa “had languished in 

federal penitentiaries.”299 The organized movement for their freedom began in 1970 when 

independence groups came together for national conference. The primary mover behind 

                                                 
297 Well, sister, my comrade Raúl asks me why don’t I write you a few lines and I tell myself:  well, why not?  I am 
Rafael, son of the Borinquen land de La Raza.  I read and understood “Chicano Literature:  Text  and Context.” [Texto 
Y Contexto was edited by Antonia Castaneda Shular, Prof. Joseph Sommers & Prof. Tomas Ybarra, all of the U. of 
Washington-Seattle, and featured Salinas’s poem “Un Trip Through the Mind Jail.”]And I tell you that I wish my 
people world read it, since by reading it one not only understands the Chicano situation and the whys of that situation, 
but also the Puerto Rican situation and the whys of their situation.  Our lives run almost parallel and perhaps because of 
this, as we get to know each other better, the closer we will feel to one another.  The same enemy has sought to 
mutilate, and if possible, annihilate our cultures, so similar to each other, and nonetheless, both the Chicano and 
the Boricua both have been able to preserve our cultural identity, our personality, and “Chicano Literature:  Text 
and Context,” is proof of this! The Cancel text is written “within” the letter. Letter from Raúl Salinas to Antonia 
Castañeda, 23 Octubre 1972, Box 4, Folder 19, RSP, SCSU. 
298 Victor M. Rodriguez, “Boricuas, African Americans, and Chicanos in the ‘Far West’: Notes on the Puerto Rican 
Pro-Independence Movement in California, 1960s-1980s,” in Latino Social Movements: Historical and Theoretical 
Perspectives, ed. Rodolfo D. Torres and George Katsiaficas (New York: Routledge, 1997), 79-110. 
299 Andrés Torres, “Political Radicalism in the Diaspora – The Puerto Rican Experience,” in The Puerto Rican 
Movement: Voices from the Diaspora, ed. Andrés Torres and José E. Velázquez (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1998), 10. 
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the gathering was El Comité.300 At this gathering it was agreed that the freedom of the 

Independence fighters would be given top priority. According to former Puerto Rican 

Socialist Party (PSP) and professor at University of Massachusetts – Boston, “From then 

on, the campaign became a central issue – for the first time something that everyone 

could agree on, beyond differences in strategy and tactics, beyond disputes over what 

ideology or ‘line’ to pursue in the question of independence.”301 The Independentistas 

brought the Puerto Rican left together in a similar way that they brought Chicano and 

other Latino inmates together in a disciplined, studious and active political cadre. Yet, the 

links between the Independentistas and support groups were limited. The distribution of 

Aztlán to libraries, movement journals, cultural arts and political organizations, and as 

will be told in the next chapter, the media coverage surrounding the mobilizations at 

Marion in the summer and fall of 1972, would lead Puerto Rican independence groups to 

contact CORA and raúlrsalinas. On October 26, 1972, Azalia Torres, the coordinator of 

the Frénte Unido Pro Defensa Presos Políticos wrote a letter to the Freedom of 

Expression Committee in an attempt to establish contact with Rafael, lost after his 

transfer and subsequent isolation in the Control Unit at Marion. “We read an article in El 

Grito del Norte regarding Rafael Miranda and the others at the Prison in Marion and we 

came across your name….Because we feel the Nationalist prisoners play a very important 

role in our liberation struggle, we have made them our priority. We have established a 

sub-committee to deal with this issue alone. We have already initiated communication 

                                                 
300 By 1975 it was El Comité - MINP (Movimiento Izquierdista Nacional Puertoriqueña), the Puerto Rican Nationalist 
Left Movement. 
301 Andrés Torres, Ibid. 
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with Rafael and he and the other Nationalists have assured us of cooperation on their part. 

I would appreciate it very much if you gave us information as to the circumstances 

leading up to his confinement. Apparently, he has not been able to do so directly.”302 

Salinas responds on November 7th, thanking Azalia for the letter: “my ‘compa’ [Cancel] 

was here to share the joy with me…Our Feelings are mutual, regarding the significance 

of the Nacionalistas, in the Puerto Rican struggle for liberation. We have managed to 

express these sentiments as strongly as we do for the Chicano peoples of the Southwest. I 

have many time felt that not enough priority has been given to the patriotas.”303 He then 

begins to recount the days leading up to the lockdown, but the letter abruptly ends. As a 

result of this exchange, communication between the Nacionalistas and the independence 

movement was strengthened. As we will see in the following chapter, the support of the 

People’s Law Office, particularly lawyers Michael Deutsch and Mara Seigel, in defense 

of prisoners segregated in isolation units, would mark the beginning of a relationship 

between radical lawyers and the independence movement that would result in their 

sentences were unconditionally commuted and were release in September 1979.304  

 As a result of all these influences, exchanges, and connections, the world of the 

pintos engaged with an international vision of struggle,  

Y la orientación que se está llevando acabo, too much! Cuba y Chile ya no son 
localidades geográficas que uno ve en mapas. Ahora ya se sabe que es posible 
llegar allá, si eso se desea. Se habla de los campos de entrenamiento por los 
desiertos del Amman, Jordán y en las provincias de Korea al norte. Sobre todo 
ésto, sigue la batalla propia. Yo, personalmente, no me considero terrorista, quizas 
ni guerrillero, porque, let’s face it, we haven’t even fought yet. Me considero 

                                                 
302 Letter from Torres to Salinas, 26 October 1972. Copy in author’s possession. 
303 Ibid. 
304 As a result of his terminal cancer, Andres Cordero had been released in 1978.  
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capaz de hacer un sin número de actos que sean necesarios para el bienestar del 
pueblo o en defensa propia. Pero mi arma es la pluma, arma que empiezo a 
conocer un poco más cada día. Mi labor (a según la veo en mis ratos locos), es la 
enseñanza de los niños; la propaganda por nuestra gente. Estoy rete-ansioso de 
salir a dar de mí lo todo, como nunca la ha hecho.305  

 
For Cancel Miranda, the same prison that for Chicanos functioned as a set of experiences 

they linked to a colonial model of governacnce and criminalization of people of color, 

also meant liberation from a colonized mind. Reflecting on the seductive power of U.S. 

culture when presented through a historical narrative of benevolent Manifest Destiny, 

Miranda explains the irony of prison and decolonization: “Even the most radical among 

us [activists] is somewhat colonized; you cant help it. I was saved by my twenty-eight 

years in prison – I’ve been colonized for twenty-eight fewer years than others.”306 For 

Miranda, the political activity against segregation and inhume prison conditions and 

treatment that resulted in multi-ethnic alliances, kept him fighting and alive: “…I was 

never really imprisoned. I never felt defeated. I kept fighting inside prison and always 

had the hope of getting out – one way or another. When you resign yourself to the idea 

that you’re not going to get out, that is when you become a convict. The prison becoms 

your world. But none of us resigned ourselves.”307 

                                                 
305 That’s how it is these days, everyone studying; concentrating on liberating (literally) all prisoners and captives of 
the world.  And the development that we are undergoing, too much!  Cuba and Chile are no longer mere geographic 
locations that one sees on maps.  Now we know that it is possible to get there, if this is what we wish.  There is talk 
about the training camps in the deserts of Amman, Jordan, and in the provinces of North Korea.  Amid all this, our 
personal struggles continue.  I, personally, do not consider myself a terrorist, perhaps not even a guerrilla because, let’s 
face it, we haven’t even fought yet.  I consider myself capable of committing any number of acts necessary for the 
well-being of the people or in self defense.  But my weapon is the pen, a weapon I am getting to know better each 
passing day.  My task (as I see it in my crazy moments) is the education of youth; advocacy for our people.  I am super-
anxious to get out and give it my all, like I never have done.” Letter to Professor Joseph Somners, 4 November 1971, in 
My Weapon is My Pen. Translation by Ben Olguín. 
306 Rafael Cancel Miranda, “Puerto Rico Independence is a necessity,” interview in Puerto Rico Independence is a 
necessity On the Fight Against U.S. Colonial Rule (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1998), 12. 
307 Ibid. 34. 
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 In the midst of these radical ideas and the daily violence of the prison, the 

correspondence was also at times personal. For example, in October 71, Lourdes Garcia, 

a student of sociology in Kansas involved with Latino and international student 

organizations, sent a letter and poem to Salinas inquiring about what could be done to 

support the ‘Latinos’ of Leavenworth. The letter was the first one that Salinas received 

from a female in two years, and it full of ‘vibraciones del mundo libre’, he responds with 

excitement, and then immediately requests political materials: “…sí tenemos un clase 

informal, que viene siendo una extensión del grupo, muy interesante. Se trata de la 

política económica con énfasis en el Tercer Mundo. Si por alguna casualidad tienes 

información de este tema, te agradecería la compartiéras conmigo.” He then opens up, 

“con tu inspiración he podido robarles otro día a mis carceleros. No dejes de mandar tus 

rayitos de luz y viento libres, de vez en cuando.”308 The letter was written both in 

adoration and for the possibility of political exchange. As Ernest Che Guevara said, “all 

revolutionaries are motivated by feeling of love.” 

  

From Back yard Colonialism to Front yard Revolution 
The Cultural Studies class, when combined with the politico-cultural newspaper 

Aztlan and the political cadre C.O.R.A, provided a counter-hegemonic space from which 

inmates collectively analyzed the conditions of their confinements, explored new political 

ideas, and came into contact with activists engaged with progressive struggles outside the 

walls. But this was not just an intellectual exercise; these inmates acted on their analysis. 

                                                 
308 Letter from Raúl Salinas to Lourdes Garcia, circa October 1971. Same citation definition as above. 
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The very demand for “self determination” with regard to education was a political tactic. 

According to Alberto Mares, C.O.R.A was responsible for “the increase in Chicano 

enrollment in the prison education department, higher pay for Chicanos employed in the 

prison factory, access to vocational training programs, the hiring of Spanish speaking 

staff, twice weekly servings of Mexican food, and the recognition of Cinco de Mayo and 

September 16 [Mexican Independence day] as holidays for the prisoners.”309 With a 

space from which they could organize, their analysis led them to employ the tried and 

true strategy of the labor strike. By April of 1972, the inmates at Leavenworth had 

already organized five major work stoppages in prison.310 A strike in March of 1972 

would lead to the transfer of many Leavenworth activists to Marion prison; in fact, across 

the nation, 1972 was the high water mark of organized rebellions, with 48 total strikes.311 

It must be emphasized that these mobilizations mark the origins of the anti-Prison 

Industrial Complex movement. At the same time the analysis of prisons influenced by the 

colonial status of Puerto Rico, helps us conceptualize the prison as nation metaphor, a 

nation with its own laws, social relations, manifestations of racism, classism and 

homophobia, a criminal justice system with police and prison courts, and an internal 

market economy that exports products as part of a larger cycle of production and goods. 

In a letter to People’s Law Office activist Michael Deutsch, Salinas lays out a theoretical 

                                                 
309 Vigil, Ernesto B., The Crusade for Justice, 356. 
310 Mares writes that there were 5 strikes, while Salinas puts that the number was 3. Mares refers to the strikes 
organized by C.O.R.A., but does not mention 1972 specifically; where Salinas specifically refers to 3 strikes in 1972; 
the actual number is probably 5 total, with three actually taking place in 1972. On Mares, see ibid. 
311 Bert Useem and Peter Kimball, States of Siege: U.S. Prison Riots 1971 – 1986 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1991), 18. 
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analysis that anticipates the Prison Industrial Complex, and links the federal prison 

system to a global capitalist exploitation:  

Speaking of colonial states, prison – in a certain sense – operates under a 
‘backyard’ form of colonialism. We are the workers who make the prison 
function. Our labor force is exploited; the fruits of our labor exported, and we do 
not share in the profits. Factory workers earn slave wages, while Federal Prison 
Industries rake in billions…yearly. Still, we have no voice in the decision-making 
of policies which govern our lives. If the laborer lays down his tools, the machine 
stops, production is halted, and reactionary measures are then ruthlessly 
imposed.312  
 

The authorities could not control the political momentum created by activists across the 

nations: Attica, San Quentin, McNeil Island, Soledad, Terra Haute, and many other 

prisons experienced an increase in political mobilizations. The control of the prison 

regime was in crisis. 

 

The Transfer: “INSANITY MAY JUST BE AROUND THE CORNER” 

To combat rising radicalism within prisons across the United States, authorities 

transferred prison activists from around the country to Marion. The exit from 

Leavenworth was quite violent and worth describing in order to emphasize the type of 

prisoner targeted for transfer. These scenes of rebellion and selective transfer of “leaders” 

was replicated across the country in Terra Haute, McNeil Island, Atlanta, and Vacaville. 

The strike that finally led to the mass transfers from Leavenworth to Marion — there had 

already been three in 1972 — occurred on March 31, 1972, when a multiethnic coalition  

 

                                                 
312 Letter from Raúl Salinas to Michael Deutsch, 16 September 1972, Box 6 Folder 20, RSA. 
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shut down the brush and clothing industries.313 This resulted in a seven-day lockdown of 

the entire prison. The supposed leaders were locked in solitary confinement, where they 

then proceeded to flood the place by jamming the plumbing system. As raúlrsalinas 

reflected, “Once they locked us down we put out the word that we would take them 

on.”314 “So we got popped and formed that alliance. And once we had that alliance tight, 

we shut it down.” The inmates, setting their mattresses and any other flammable item on 

fire, threw them into the main hall, starting a fire that “burned the building down.”315 

In response, as per prison policy, the authorities fired gas containers into the 

cellblock. The first casualty was independentista Andres Figueroa Codero, who 

immediately became ill and started hemorrhaging: “People were carrying him on their 

shoulders, we were banging on the walls, the more we banged, the more gas they shoot . . 

. and they take him out . . . . We were just fighting, from shutting down the factory and 

then resisting the lockdown, resisting the hole, we were just fighting for survival and we 

were resisting. It was an open rebellion. We were fighting back with whatever we had, 

which was nothing.”316 Seven other inmates were hospitalized, including Bobby 

Anderson. Jay Lewis was also hospitalized, traumatized with a nervous breakdown after 

the beating. Previous organizing experiences led to key strategic decision during the 

strike: “we realized, we were starting to learn…at first it was still kind of like street 

mentality; we are all going down, everybody. ‘Where is so-and-so?  
                                                 
313 Alberto Mares estimates the number at five, while raúlrsalinas writes that the number was three. Mares refers to the 
strikes organized by CORA, but does not mention 1972 specifically, whereas raúlrsalinas specifically refers to three 
strikes in 1972. The actual number is probably a total of five, with three actually taking place in 1972. See Ernesto B. 
Vigil, The Crusade for Justice: Chicano Militancy and the Government’s War on Dissent (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1999), 356. 
314 “Una plática con raúl salinas,” interview by Ben Olguín and Louis Mendoza, Stanford University, 5 May 1994. 
315 raúlrsalinas, interview with author, Austin, Texas, 4 June 2004. 
316 raúlrsalinas, interview with author, Austin, Texas, 27 August 2005. 
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They are not here. They must have snitched or copped out or something.’ Later we began 

to realize that somebody has got to negotiate, somebody has got to be there to receive a 

visit on Saturday to send out a message with their ladies to go the newspaper…so they 

voted to let me [Salinas] stay out.”317 Salinas attempted to contact members of the media, 

the lawyer Allen Ressler, as well as other supporters. When negotiations were no longer 

an option due to an obstinate and unmoving prison administration, Salinas opted to go to 

the hole, as “that is where my family is at.”  

Nine days after the strike, on April 8, 1972, 64 inmates were transferred out of 

Leavenworth.318 A few were left at the Medical Facility at Springfield, Illinois, while the 

majority were sent to Marion. These two passages capture the emotion of their arrival… 

That was the most beautiful show of solidarity, when they took two chains 
of buses out, 64 prisoners…and everybody was saying, ‘Well, wherever 
we go, wherever we go, we’re already in it, we’re in an Army.’ Yeah, and 
it just jelled right there that we’re just not ordinary criminals – they’re 
carrying us out of the joint because we were becoming effective, we were 
making some noise and people were listening. ‘OK, take care man,’ you 
know, Black, White, Chicano, Indian, everybody man, and shit, them pigs 
couldn’t deal with it…”319 These activists had changed, there “was a 
certain feeling that we were a different group of individuals that 
somehow…we almost felt victorious and we dropped people off in 
Springfield and it was somewhat a tearful exchange of goodbye’s and 
farewell’s. And that feeling of camaraderie, that feeling that we were a 
group of individuals isolated because of our political awakening and our 
desire to stand. And the closer we got to Marion, the more we felt like we 
were the prison rebellion movement. We were part of the other rebellions. 
And so we get to Marion and people know us, people know why we are 
coming…we were treated like the liberating army.”320 
  

                                                 
317 Letter from raúlrsalinas to Michael Deutsch, 16 September 1972, Salinas Papers, Box 6, Folder 20, RSP, SUSC. 
318 McCarthy, “View Inside.” 
319 Letter from raúlrsalinas to Michael Deutsch, 16 September 1972, Salinas Papers, Box 6, Folder 20, RSP, SUSC. 
320 raúlrsalinas, interview with author, audio recording, Austin, Tx., 27August 2005; raúlsalinas, interview with author, 
audio recording, Austin, Tx., 4 June 2004. 
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There was a good feeling in the joint. All the brother’s with whom we’d 
shared fighting spirits, showed up to greet us. It felt like we were (we 
were!) at the end of a grueling battle, coming into the prison concentration 
camp. Clenched fist began appearing through the bars in solidarity salutes. 
Suddenly the bars closed electronically behind us, ahead of us, and to the 
sides of us…Now, we were coming into the big granddaddy zoo. The last 
stop on the prison shuttle express.321  
 

Upon arrival in Marion all the transferred inmates are immediately taken to the hole.322  

 

Conclusion 

 This chapter examined the everyday politics of organizing for dignity inside 

Leavenworth prison by focusing on the building of Third World political alliances 

through education class, work strikes, letter writing, and literary projects all infused with 

a radical pedagogy of revolution and dissent. In keeping with the overall goal of this 

dissertation, it traced the emerging political connections between Chicanos, Puerto 

Ricans, American Indians, African Americans and Euro-American allies that formed a 

Third World politics inside the prison system that was intimately linked to movements 

outside the walls. They came together to collectively analyze the conditions of 

confinement and, through different projects and mobilizations, rebel against the 

monotony of “doing time” while creating alternative subjectivities that challenged the 

very logic of the prison regime. The anti-colonial struggles of the Puerto Rican 

Independence fighters introduced to the cultural nationalism of pintos Chicanos an 

international element that located U.S. economic exploitation and racism as central to the 

                                                 
321 Loose sheet in Raúlrsalinas personal archives, undated. 
322 raúlrsalinas, “Prisons and the Press: An Overview,” paper submitted for a Spring 1973 Communications Course at 
the University of Washington, Seattle, 4 June 1973. Copy in author’s possession. 
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exploitation of Third World peoples. Through their interaction with American Indians, 

and their own knowledge of cultural history augmented by their research, Chicanos began 

to investigate their own indigenous roots, primarily in Mexico and in relation to the 

Aztecs. The struggles of African Americans against slavery and Jim Crow resonated with 

Chicanos from the Southwest as they experienced Mexican Jim Crow and the violence of 

white society. Chicanos like Ramon Raúl Chacon, Mario Cantú, raúlrsalinas, and Alberto 

Mares were deeply influenced by their interaction with the rebels and revolutionaries in 

Leavenworth. They would take these influences with them as they were transferred to 

other prisons or as they re-incorporate themselves into society upon release. 

Their experiences were similar the political transformations that were going on in 

Chicano communities across the country. And though the metaphor is repeated often, 

understanding how prisons and the prison regime were their own societies, with 

particular laws, expectations, and unequal relations of power, these activists came 

together to change the conditions of their everyday lives.  

Prison was meant to create civil death, but through collective struggle, activist 

prisoners created a new form of civil life, a way to resist punishment and death by 

affirming life through the process of political transformation, collective activity, and 

alliances beyond the prison walls. In both institutionally sanctioned and clandestine study 

groups, prisoners organized to demand recognition of their right to have rights; only then 

could they demand protection. Using the prison’s rehabilitative logic and programs, these 

inmates strove to snatch back their political lives from the machinery of punishment and 

death. Prisoners seized institutionalized educational opportunities to interrogate and 
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challenge the contradiction between ideologies of rehabilitation and the actual practices 

of political and educational freedom. Reading and writing did not simply occur to occupy 

time, but to liberate. Yet participation in institutional education did not necessarily result 

in release; parole boards continued to deny freedom to inmates who had participated in 

institutionalized programs, and not all participants undertook radical politics. Activists’ 

organized educational classes, both clandestine and sanctioned, focused on minority 

histories (similar to those institutionalized in university systems and high schools 

throughout the country in the late 1960s and 1970s). These gatherings functioned as 

counterhegemonic, “unauthorized” intellectual and political spaces in which inmates 

collectively analyzed their own conditions of incarceration as a foundation to make 

political demands and carry out political actions.323 

The next chapter continues the story political demands and political actions by 

following the transferred inmates to Marion, where they meet up with activists from 

across the country who had also been transferred for their political organizing in their 

respective prisons. It continues with the theme of Third World alliances by focusing on 

the organizing efforts to expose, resist and change the oppressive conditions and control 

techniques that were part of the behavior modification programs throughout the country. 

Marion was a penal experiment in the sense that it was their that the psychiatrists used the 

inmates as guinea pigs in their scientific experiments of sensory deprivation, low 

intensity-torture and long term isolation.

                                                 
323 Joy James, ed., Imprisoned Intellectuals: America’s Political Prisoners Write on Life, Liberation, and Rebellion 
(Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2003), 4. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Marion Federal Penitentiary: 

Resisting Living Death 

 
“Proceeding, then, from the fact that there is more than one understanding, more than one idea, more than one way of 
doing, more than one degree of commitment, more than one interpretation of values---the challenge becomes ONE of 

bringing the many “I’s” together into a single "WE". 
Political Prisoner Liberation Front, Marion 

 
The purpose of the Marion control unit is to control  

revolutionary attitudes in the prison system  
and in the society at large.  

Former Marion warden Ralph Aron. 
 

 

Introduction 

This chapter continues the discussion of anti-colonial Third World political formations 

“behind the walls” by examining the origins of behavior modification and the Control 

Unit (CU) in the United States, and the CU’s relationship to radical political struggles, by 

focusing on the contradictions inherent in the dialectic of prison rebellions and 

repression. I locate the CU in the context of the military origins of the medicalization of 

prison administration, while emphasizing the torture-logic underlying behavior 

modification as directly related to the suppression of Black Muslim prison activists and 

the emergence of the prison rebellion years. 

The chapter is divided into three sections.  The first introduces the origins of 

Marion after the closing of Alcatraz. Section two traces the origins of organized struggle 

and legal strategies at Marion to the clandestine and “above ground” political education 

circles, Ethnic Studies classes, and multi-racial third world coalitions established at 

institutions throughout country in the late 1960s and early 1970s.  The last section 
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focuses on these experiences, ideas and practices that produced an analysis of the prison 

regime that activists and lawyers translated into political campaigns and legal defenses.  

 

“Rumored Death” 

  Marion was “the end of the line”, a dumping ground, the last stop for anybody 

who resisted the system or who saw something wrong within the prison and dared to 

struggle against it. Marion was rumored death, according to Eddie Griffin, Marion activist: 

“Whatever existed behind the walls of Marion generated apprehension of a legal form of 

assassination.”324 During April of 1972, The Federal Bureau of Prison transferred some 

100 federal prisoners from various facilities across the country to Marion. Whereas 

transferring prisoners was normal disciplinary and administrative policy, these prisoners 

were specifically chosen for transfer because of their political organizing and activist work 

in Attica, Leavenworth, McNeil Island, Terre Haute, Soledad, Atlanta and other prisons. 

Identified as leaders or “problem inmates,” prison authorities contended that by isolating 

them in the same institution and employing a series of behavior modification techniques, 

and physical and psychological torture, they could control dissent.   They were mistaken. 

The summer and fall of 1972 marked a series of mobilizations, political rebellions and 

lawsuits by a multiracial group of prison activists at Marion Federal penitentiary in 

Illinois. 

                                                 
324 Eddie Griffin, quoted in, Breaking Men’s Minds, 16, quoted in Breaking Men’s Minds: Behavior Control and 
Human Experimentation at the Federal Prison in Marion (Illinois: National Committee to Support the Marion Brothers 
and the Task Force on Behavior Control and Human Experimentation of the National Alliance Against Racist and 
Political Oppression, 1977), 2, 14. 
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A cadre of third world activists from the Black Liberation Army, the Republic of New 

Africa, Muslims, Puerto Rican Independentistas, Chicanos, American Indians and Whites 

came together in Marion to challenge the use of behavior modification  - or “psychic billy 

clubs.”  Their repressive measures formed the logic of incarceration as a form of 

permanent civil death. According to Salinas, the other inmates received this multi-racial 

group of activists “like a liberating army…the more we developed and joined hands 

across color lines, the more we became a threat. The intense political awakening across 

the prisons of America during the 1960s had triggered the repression which in turned 

gave rise to what is called the Prison Rebellion Years.325 

The prisoners noticed “something weird” about the rehabilitative programs. 

Designed to “cure” deviants, the behavior modification programs at Marion functioned to 

control and forcefully change inmate behavior, beliefs and thoughts. Prison authorities 

implemented techniques that included brainwashing, the use of snitches and rumors, 

pornography, sensory deprivation, arbitrary beatings and sanctions, and complete 

physical, emotional and intellectual isolation. The intent, as one prisoner described it, was 

to “legally assassinate” the rebellious, including writ-writers, black Muslims and 

suspected militants. Each technique muddled commonplace distinctions between what 

constituted punishment, rehabilitation, and torture.326 Each specific institutionalized 

                                                 
 
325 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, Austin, Texas, June 4, 2004. “Una plática con raúl salinas,” interview by Ben 
Olguín and Louis Mendoza, Stanford University, California, May 5, 1994. 
 
326 In a post-Abu Ghraib world, where the U.S. military and intelligence apparatus hase engaged in systematic torture – 
using almost the exact same techniques described here, but also including murder - it is important to understand that the 
legal interpretations of the differences between cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment on the one hand and torture on 
the other, is both subject to political pressure, and part of historical struggles over the meanings of freedom, humanity 
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technique of violence enabled the other, rendering classification of what constituted 

punishment and what constituted torture, irrelevant. As Angela Davis explains,  

we tend to think of torture as an aberrant event. Torture is extraordinary and 
 can be clearly distinguished from other regimes of punishment. But if we 
 consider the various forms of violence link to the practice of imprisonment - 
 circuits of violence linked to one another – then we begin to see that the 
 extraordinary has some connection with the ordinary.327 

 
As part of an organized struggle to defend their dignity and maintain the creative 

momentum for political organizing, and in response to repressive techniques, activists 

compiled a report on prison conditions for the United Nations, and organized a third 

world political cadre out of the Student Union - a political space set-up by activists within 

the prison library. They also linked up with the American Civil Liberties Union, the 

NAACP, the People’s Law Office and the local University law school in order to bring 

the struggle into the legal arena. Responding to the brutal beating of a Chicano inmate by 

a guard, they (re)organized as the Political Prisoner’s Liberation Front (PPLF). They 

were subsequently gassed and beaten, their legal materials confiscated and their hygiene 

and exposure to chemical riot control techniques ignored for three days. Authorities 

isolated them in the H & I Segregation unit, some in steel “boxcars”. This approach to 

isolation eventually became the Control Unit (CU), an extreme form of solitary 

                                                                                                                                                 
and dignity. That said, within human rights law and the Geneva Conventions, a distinction is made between “cruel and 
inhumane punishment” and “torture” – long term, consistent psychological or physical pain. Of course any 
definition/differentiation between torture and/or cruel and inhuman punishment is highly political. The techniques 
designed and implemented by Schein, Groder, et.al, were more sever than cruel and inhuman punishment; yet when 
combined with the physical violence and psychological warfare of white guards, racism, and an already highly charged 
environment, the spectrum of torturous behavior begins to blur, with all techniques geared toward the same goals: 
pacification, control and conformity. This chapter positions the experiments in the 1960s and early 1970s on a spectrum 
with the events in Afghanistan, Iraq, Guantanamo and other so-called black sites. See H. Bruce Franklin, “The 
American Prison and the Normalization of Torture,” Torture, American Style: Publication #3 of Historians Against the 
War, haw.yachana.org/resources/torture/brucefranklin.html, accessed November 21, 2005. 
327 Angela Y. Davis, Abolition Democracy (New York: Seven Stories Press, 2005), 62. 
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confinement, a space beyond the law. Like the transfer of prisoners, isolation was not a 

new policy; but according to former Marion warden Ralph Aron, the purpose of the 

control unit was “to control revolutionary attitudes in the prison system and in the society 

at large.”328  Dr. Martin Groder first instituted the CU as a strategy for behavior 

modification in 1968 as the “last legal weapon in the federal prison system.”329 

The prison was/is a formation of state terror, the CU a calculated, surgically 

precise technique for torture-sustaining-life and living death, a tool of political repression 

that represented a new category of spatial and juridical incarceration, - a “state of 

exception” from the rule of prison law, within an already existing “state of exception” 

from the rule of civil law – specifically established for activist prisoners to break their 

organization within the prison and to stop communication with the outside world. The 

CU, and its more recent progeny, Special Housing Units (SHU), collapsed the legal and 

physical space between life and politics - and between punishment and death.330 

Introduced during a “state of emergency” (the lockdown in response to the strike over 

Lopez’s beating by Hilliard), the CU emerged as a weapon, a “death-world”, a “dead 

zone”331marking a particular moment of political repression that recenters punishment 

and death as strategic component of state power “subjugating life to the power of 

death”.332 Incarceration by definition implies a form of civil death, the deprivation of 

freedom as punishment. The arbitrary application of administrative segregation by prison 

                                                 
328 Testimony at the 1975 Bono v. Saxbe trial. 
329 Griffin, quoted in, Breaking Men’s Minds, 16. 
330 Achille Mbembe, “Necropolitics,” Public Culture 15:1 (2003): 39. 
331 Joy James ed., The New Abolitionists: (Neo) Slave Narratives and Contemporary Prison Writings (State University 
of New York Press: New York, 2005), xxxi. 
332 Achille Mbembe, “Necropolitics,” Public Culture 15:1 (2003): 39. 
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authorities (guards and administrators), when combined with the political use of behavior 

modification and the CU to silence dissent, extended civil death toward the horizon of 

punishment that categorized isolation and inhumane treatment as preventative detention, 

in turn, not only justifying the violation of basic human rights, but simultaneously 

anesthetizing the public to the horrors of incarceration. 333  The CU and the “silent 

implications of Behavior Modification speak their sharpest and clearest ultimatum: 

CONFORM OR DIE.”334 The very existence of political activists within the walls 

challenge the logic of empire; resistance was unacceptable; the colonial ‘other’ was to be 

buried alive, permanently isolated from human contact, sentenced to the punishment of 

living death.335 

 

Before Marion there was Alcatraz 

Perhaps the most notorious prison in the United States is the Federal facility on 

Alcatraz Island. Maybe because of its “isolation” as an island, yet clearly within view 

from the surrounding bay; maybe the cold, sometimes rugged barbed wire seas; or maybe 

it was the accounts of the inmates and their escape attempts sensationalized by books and 

movies; whatever the case, Alcatraz, particularly after the occupation by Native 

American activists in 1969, some six years after its closing, was the most well-known. 

                                                 
333 Essentially the thinking here draws from the premise that we learn more about freedom by studying resistance to 
slavery, oppression, and other forms of human violence, than the defense of any written constitution guaranteeing the 
right of freedom. 
334 Griffin, 18.  
335 For us outside the walls, accepting living tombs as part of modern democracy, their death slowly eliminates the 
possibility of imagining humanity inside the walls. 
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 Alcatraz was built during the first “law and order” political movement of the 

twentieth century. Although it was built during the progressive period of the New Deal, 

an accompanying conservative, reactionary political will dictated the building of “prisons 

of last resort”. Initially established as a fort, by 1859 it was equipped with troops and 

powerful artillery that was strategically situated just inside the entrance to San Francisco 

bay. No confrontation ever took place. During and after the Civil War, the number of 

military prisoners grew and Alcatraz was slowly transformed into disciplinary barracks, a 

process secured with the construction of the permanent cellblock that was completed in 

1912.336 The Federal Bureau of Prisons took custody of Alcatraz Island from the U.S. 

War department by 1933.  

The establishment of Alcatraz was one of the first collaborative efforts between 

Sanford Bates - who continued as the director of the Federal Prison Bureau after the 

Hoover administration, and Homer S. Cummings, Roosevelt’s appointment for Attorney 

General.337 According to Paul Keve, during this time of prohibition, crime, particularly 

organized crime, was “threatening” public space.  Stories about Al Capone, John 

Dillinger, kidnappings and ambushes captured the public’s attention and justified the 

establishment of more prisons.338 Referring to Alcatraz, Cummings comments, “Here 

may be isolated the criminals of the vicious and irredeemable type so that their evil 

influence may not be extended to other prisoners who are disposed to rehabilitate 

                                                 
336 Keve, 175. 
337 Keve., 173; also see James P. Delgado, Alcatraz Island: The Story Behind the Scenery (Las Vegas: K.C. 
Publications, Inc., 1985). 
338 Ibid. 
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themselves.”339 The first inmates under the watch of Alcatraz’s first warden, James A. 

Johnston, were thirty-two military prisoners; then, a month later, the first “vicious” 

criminals arrived from McNeil Island on August 11, 1934. According to Keve, “the 

bureau decided that no newly committed federal prisoners would be received directly at 

Alcatraz, and none would be released from there. Prisoners for Alcatraz would be 

selected from those already in other federal prisons, and later, before release, they would 

be transferred again to other prisons.”340 

The scholarship of Ethan Blue makes a convincing argument about the role and 

function of New Deal prisons from a different perspective. In Blue’s important study he 

examines prison labor laws, the organization of space, the distribution of labor and the 

use of violence to flesh out the “multifaceted forms of social conflict animating every 

level of punishment to demonstrate how the state attempted to reproduce, and thus 

guarantee social hierarchies in the midst of economic crisis.”341 Placing the prison reform 

of the 1930s within New Deal politics, these “prisons of last resort” were actually 

“depression–era prisons – as a last resort of state control – [that] produced social 

inequality even within the egalitarian vision that the New Deal era promised [my 

emphasis].” So instead of being a last resort for “solving” the problem on crime, one 

                                                 
339 Carl Brent Swisher, Selected Papers of Homer Cummings (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1939), 36.  
340 Keve, 177. 
341 Ethan Van Blue, “Hard time in the New Deal: Racial Formation and The Cultures of Punishment in Texas and 
California in the 1930s” (Ph.D. diss., University of Texas at Austin, 2004), 9. 
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could actually argue that the claim for the “need” for prisons by federal authorities 

created the belief that the need existed..342 

By the 1950s, Alcatraz’s utility and philosophy toward incarceration - that was 

based on physical punishment, isolation and consistently oppressive conditions - was 

expanded through a new wave of reform movements that included the behavioral science 

models of rehabilitation. Administrators, historians, and prison activists alike have 

narrated the construction of Marion Federal penitentiary as a replacement for Alcatraz. 

And yes, inmates who had previously been housed at Alcatraz were (eventually) 

transferred to Marion, like Puerto Rican Independence fighter Rafael Cancel Miranda (by 

way of Leavenworth). Yet the replacement was only in the sense of housing similarly 

defined prisoners: high-risk, instigators, escape prone, the “worst of the worst”. 

According to Marion’s first associate warden Michael Kolinchak giving a speech to the 

Marion Lions Club “The U.S. Penitentiary at Marion never was intended as a substitute 

for Alcatraz.”343 In fact, it wasn’t until the end of the decade that former Alcatraz 

prisoners began to be transferred to Marion from intermediary prisons.344  

According to warden Picket, Marion was purposely built near Southern Illinois 

University (SIU) in order to add educational enrichment to the correctional facilities 

                                                 
342 Christian Parenti, Lockdown America: Police and Prisons in the Age of Crisis,(Verso, London: 1999), especially 
chapter one, “Nixon’s Splendid Little War: Social Crisis and Containment,” and chapter two, “From Crisis to 
Rollback.” 
343 Cathy A. Monroe, “Evolution of the Nation’s Most Secure Prison,” The Southern Illinoisan, March, 1985.  
344 See the Testimony of David A. Ward, Chairman, Department of Sociology, University of Minnesota, to the 
Oversight Hearing before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the 
Committee on the Judiciary House of Representatives, Ninety-Ninth Congress, First Session on Marion Penitentiary, 
No. 26, June 26, 1985. U.S. Government Printing Office: Washington D.C., 1986, 3. 
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programming.345 Marion was equipped with a miniature golf course, handball courts, a 

pair of baseball diamonds, a gym and music lounge.346 It also had a ‘therapeutic 

community,’ that the warden described as “the only successful program I’ve seen in 

changing the minds of the traditional sociopath prisoner. It actually turns them around in 

the prime of their criminal careers…This is a geometric program, when members of the 

therapeutic community are transferred to lower-security institutions, they become 

instructors themselves.”  In other words, Marion was not only designed to transform 

inmate behavior, the techniques had applicability outside the walls as “outsiders” visited 

to Marion from surrounding communities. Marion was constructed with two spacious and 

modern commercial plants. Its metal furniture factory produced desks and other items for 

sale to government offices, and 123 inmates work for wages. Its printing plant, which 

produced government documents and other items for sale to federal agencies, employed 

48 inmates. The guards carried neither guns nor clubs and each tier guard had a card for 

each prisoner in his section upon which he made notations about the prisoner’s progress 

for use in parole hearings and other evaluations. Or so the public face of Marion went. 

The approach to incarceration at Marion was diametrically opposed to the 

strategies and tactics employed at Alcatraz. The U.S. Bureau of Prisons had begun to 

conceive of Marion’s construction in 1950; and long before the decision was made to 

close Alcatraz, the planning for Marion had begun in 1955. According to the testimony of 

David A. Ward, Chairman, Department of Sociology, University of Minnesota, before a 

                                                 
345 Robert Stanford, “Modern Prison with Old Grievances at Marion,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Wednesday, November 
1, 1972. Approximately 100 inmates were enrolled in courses through SIU and Logan Junior College. 
346 Jake McCarthy, “The latest in Prisons,” St Louis Post-Dispatch, Sunday, May 21, 1972. 
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congressional hearing in 1986, “when Alcatraz closed in 1963, it was in part due to the 

expense of maintaining an island prison, but also due to the fact that in the early 1960’s 

penal policymakers eschewed concepts such as incapacitation and deterrence in favor of 

the rehabilitation philosophy.”347 Marion would “be a place where prisoners would be 

exposed to the wholesome atmosphere in preparation for their eventual release,”348 

whereas Alcatraz’s represented an “outdated” penal philosophy.349 

By the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, “Marion was an experiment.”  The 

rehabilitation programs that were developed at the Center for the Study of Crime, 

Delinquency, and Corrections at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale transformed 

Marion into a laboratory free from legal and moral consequences.350 The these behavioral 

modification experiments constituted the culmination of the shift from punishing the 

body to punishing the mind, that is, the “punishment of the soul” that Foucault elaborates 

on as being one of his central theoretical interventions in Discipline and Punishment.351 

This did not mean that physical punishment ceased, rather that psychological punishment 

served to amplify the effects of physical threats and violence. 

But there was a contradiction in the logic of rehabilitation in that it assumed long-

term custody and rehabilitation were compatible: “the notions of prisoner’s reform by 
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definition required his release.” In writing about the California prison system, Eric 

Cummins makes this important observation, “California prisoners, who were the first to 

grasp the seriousness of this ideological contradiction, would soon use proof of their own 

rehabilitation to dispute the need for their continued custody.”352 According to Cummins, 

the behavior modification approach “was an institution returning to its roots.” The CIA 

was also very interested in these techniques. From the late 50s until the present, they, 

along with the military, have funded massive scientific research into sensory deprivation, 

self-inflicted pain, and other forms of psychological torture and mind control. The roots 

of prison torture and state torture are the same.353  

 
Marion and Necropolitics 

 
The Chicano, Puerto Rican, Native American, African American and White 

activists coming from Leavenworth arrived at the same time as other activists from other 

prisons.  These included writ-writers Lanier “Red” Ramer and Mike Cassidy from 

McNeil Island, African American soldiers like Charles Warren from Atlanta, Akinsiju 

Ola [Ed Johnson] from New Orleans [editor of Black Pride, the Black prisoner’s 

newspaper], and Imari Obadele, president of the Republik of New Africa.  They joined 

Chicanos like Alberto Mares, Raul Salinas, Eddie Sanchez, and George Sing Louie.354 

The activists shared the common bond of having taken a stand against the 

“empire” by resisting the “jail machine” in different prisons across the country. Warden 
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George W. Pickett, in a December 1, 1971 statement before the Select Subcommittee on 

Crime, U.S. House of Representatives, characterized inmates housed in the special units 

as “felons difficult to control and manage,” transferred from other prisons because of 

their aggressive behavior.355 They would soon come face to face with the worst system of 

control and coercion that the prison regime had to offer. Marion’s notoriety was already 

discussed throughout the system. In 1972 for example, at Terra Haute Federal Prison, 

according to  . . ., 

it was not uncommon…to hear young prisoners unfold myths about an 
 ‘underground prison’ called Marion, where those who entered would never see 
 the sun again…No one really knew for sure because up until then, no prisoner 
 returned to Terra Haute from Marion. Real or unreal, a dread grew around the 
 myths. Whatever existed behind the walls of Marion generated apprehension of a 
 legal form of assassination.356  

 

There were 432 white prisoners and 175 black prisoners in Marion in 1972. The prisons 

total capacity was 607 prisoners.357 The activists that were transferred in March were 

immediately put in a different kind of hole.  Salinas expressed the shock,   

But this hole was weird, man – individual cells, your light is on all night,  they 
 bring books to read, sheets, they even brought us malts. When they let us out, they 
 took us before the disciplinary committee and they said, ‘Well, like here you 
 don’t have to go around…dissenting, because here you can let your hair grow a 
 little longer, you can wear a mustache, your shirttail out, you can go eat whatever 
 hour on Sunday, you can get up late, there’s a golf course, and there’s a very good 
 group to get into, in fact we suggest…358  

 
Salinas saw the mixed messages coupled with privilege and incentive-based 

programs as “very contradictory, therefore very suspicious to those of us who had already 

                                                 
355 Salinas, “Prisons and the Press.” 
356 Griffin, quoted in “Breaking Men’s Minds,” 14-2. 
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dealt with medical system, with the parole laws…” Once you got beyond the façade, 

there was electronic surveillance equipment, modern chemotherapy and psychotherapy 

experiments, “and a variety of sickening and ridiculous pacification programs such as 

stag films, free popcorn, and porno mags delivered to one’s door on a monthly basis.”359  

Behavior modification was the catchall for whole range of psychological and 

physical mechanisms of coercion. As McCoy pointed out, the psychological techniques 

scarred deeper, and those scars remained wounds for a longer period. Within the federal 

prison system, four primary techniques were used: brainwashing, Skinnerian operant 

conditioning, sensory deprivation, and (overdosed) chemical or drug therapy.360 The 

Special Treatment And Rehabilitation Training (START), which as an incentive-based 

“treatment” designed around “privileges, responsibilities, and opportunities, was one of 

the programs designed by Dr. Edgar Schein and Dr. Martin Groder at the Federal Medical 

Facility for Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri. 

To be eligible for the program you must have spent considerable time in 
 segregation for one reason or another. This is a miserable existence and the 
 Federal Government is the first to recognize this situation… We have also been 
 given the responsibility to establish a program in which you can still live by your 
 principles and beliefs, but learn to express them in a manner more acceptable to 
 society than you have in the past.361 

 
The experience of Eddie Sanchez sheds a different light on this benign 

description:   

… they put them in the hole and they chained them, completely nude. So then the 
 following day they give them a pair of shorts, and then the next day they give 
                                                 
359 raúlrsalinas, interview with the author, audio recording, Austin, Tx., 27 August 2005. 
360 “Breaking Men’s Minds,” 3. 
361 See, “Medical Center for Federal Prisoners START Program,” Oversight Hearing before the Subcommittee on 
Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice, June 26, 1985 Hearing into the Marion Lockdown 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986): 241. 
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 them a pencil, but no paper, and each day you progress, and if your behavior is 
 not keeping with what they want it to be, then you start back from nothing. The 
 reward punishment trip is what START was about.362 

 

 START was just one form of physical and psychological torture used in the early 1970s. The 

techniques played on weaknesses or faults among the prisoners.  When they were broken 

down (or broke themselves down) they were given a new image of themselves.  The 

process amounted to domestication or as Joe Rubio named it: “death on the installment 

plan.”363 The idea behind the self-help/improvement programs, according to Raúl 

Salinas, was that  

if they had a certain behavior, like if they were snitches, they were going to go to 
 that group because they needed help, you know, the pressure was too much, if 
 they were homosexuals who considered homosexuality a problem to them, or a 
 hang up, well they were put in there and given the third degree.  Like somebody 
 would just humiliate you, call you a snitch and a rat and a punk…and then they 
 had primal attack therapy, and the primal scream, they’d hit pillows, and yell “I’m 
 a snitch” or “I don’t want to be a punk,” shit like that, you know.364 

 
Other approaches included Dr. Scheins “character invalidation” techniques like 

Synanon Attack Therapy or “Game Sessions” and Encounter group sensitivity sessions or 

“Marathons.” In the former, members of the group accuse another person of lying, 

insincerity, or being weak, and then barrage him with insults, cussing and other 

instigations until the person admits to the accusation and apologizes for forcing the group 

to such extremes. The latter are “all night versions” or Game Sessions, with the addition 

                                                 
362 After several negative court rulings, the START program was “quietly cancelled” in February 1974. 
Correspondence between prison administrators and members of Congress revealed the level of concern (early on) 
regarding the viability of such controversial programs as well as their financial cost.  See the letters compiled in 
Individual Rights and the Federal Role in Behavior Modification. The cancellation of START and other similar 
programs marked the declining belief that any prisoner could be rehabilitated. 
363 My emphasis. See Jose Rubio, “Essay on C.O.R.A,” March 22, 1972, 2-3, Salinas Papers, Box 8, Folder 7. 
364 raulsalinas, “Resisting MIND FUCK, in Sunfighter (n.p., 1974), 4. 
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of an outside observer being “trained” in these techniques, and the culmination of the 

session when “the group then shows its compassion by hugging him and telling him that 

they love him.”365 Other approaches included Schein’s “character invalidation” 

techniques like Synanon Attack Therapy or “Game Sessions” and Encounter group 

sensitivity sessions or “Marathons.” In the former, members of the group accused people 

of lying, insincerity, or being weak, and then barrage him with insults, cussing and other 

instigations until the person admits to the accusation and apologizes for forcing the group 

to such extremes. The latter were “all-night versions” of Game Sessions, with the 

addition of an outside observer being “trained” in these techniques, and the culmination 

of the session with “the group then shows its compassion by hugging him and telling him 

that they love him.”366 When these therapeutic sessions failed to convince inmate 

activists to comply, START had its own stormtroopers, agent provocateurs, and 

infiltrating snitches known by critical inmates as “Groder’s Gorillas.”  These inmates 

willingly participated in these programs “doing the Man’s work” by trying to convince 

other inmates to join START through force and coercion.367 

It is important to consider how the “human sciences” depend on and promote 

finding the “non-human,” the de-humanized edge of human tolerance, in order to 

experiment and understand human nature and social behavior; and how science, race and 

nation are intimately linked.  Breaking men down to the most basic, animalistic qualities, 

pitting them against each other, creating hierarchies of behavior and privilege, to then re-
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build them as productive and engaged members of society, all without their knowledge, 

challenges the very basis of the Nuremberg Codes, Article 6 of the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights, and the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 

Prisoners. 

Criminal justice minded psychologists were not the only ones interested in 

behavior modification; nor was Schein the only researcher to become an expert on 

Chinese brainwashing techniques. From 1953 to 1964, the CIA ran a research program 

into behavior modification called Project MKULTRA.  The project had 149 sub-projects; 

and through affiliations with 144 institutions - including 44 colleges and universities (and 

affiliated medical centers), 15 research foundations, 12 hospitals and clinics, and 3 penal 

institutions – operatives did research on hypnosis, the effects of psychoactive drugs on 

interrogation, sleep research, research on sonic-induced brain concussions, polygraph 

research, motivational and group therapy, and brainwashing.368  

These strategies of infiltrators, false written statements, disorganization, 

segregation of leaders, snitches, provocateurs, and other psychological operations against 

radical and revolutionary ideas constituted a prison form of the FBI’s COINTELPRO. As 

prisons were their own society, officials employed these techniques to squash political 

opposition. As former political prisoner Geronimo Pratt explains, referring to his own 

investigations into prison control programs,  
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there are constant lies and manipulations. Just think of COINTELPRO on a 
 microcosmic scale. In fact, we found in some of the files the existence of an 
 operation called PRISAC [Prison Activist] program; it is directed against prison 
 activists and ranges over spreading false rumors, falsely labeling you, taking your 
 letters, poison-pen letters. It is a constant state of warfare.369 

 
In a letter to his attorney, Salinas explained the conditions,  

 
Here’s what’s HAPNIN’:  experiments are being conducted at Marion Federal 

 Prison, employing Americanised-Chinese Communist Brain-Washing techniques.  
 Perhaps it sounds like a whole lotta’ paranoia, but I can assure you it’s for real!370 

 
Salinas later reflected,  

 
At first it was going to be called the National Detention and Behavior 
Modification Research Center, and they had contracted governors throughout the 
country to send their ‘unmanageable’ state prisoners, plus all the political activists 
in the federal system, but it was aimed also at the time at getting all the Angela 
Davises, Dan Berrigans, the people who hadn’t been to prison but were political 
activists, and we said, like, they’re not going to stop there, because BF Skinner is 
saying. ‘We are going to take it to the schools.’ And we said, hey, they’re going to 
do behavior modification on welfare recipients, they’re going to change their 
behavior so that women don’t have kids….that is what the prisoners were saying 
at this point. It will eventually lead to modifying the behavior of political activists 
throughout the country, it’s a calculated move across the country. The prisoners 
were just saying that it was coming down on them first for obvious reasons…371 

 
Salinas not only recognized the insidious nature of these programs while in the midst of 

struggle, but upon reflection, located them as techniques that have now become accepted, 

and within public school systems, have been implemented with a certain blind faith and 

naïve enthusiasm. 
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The Theory of Action 
 

The inmates, according to Salinas,  “started moving, checking things out…” as 

there was “all this talent on the grounds.” Relative to other institutions, the environment 

at Marion was loose and casual. Some inmates explained that conditions and treatment 

were not that bad. An inmate advisory committee represented the START program’s 

participants, giving the appearance of a participatory environment.  In addition, books 

were readily available, but only certain subjects – all non-political. As a result of the 

different strategies to “break” prisoners into submission or compliance, according to 

Salinas, “a lot of us decided we couldn’t get violent over anything…  [W]e were being 

careful and we were trying to convince the other brothers to create that [political] 

awareness.”372 

As Salinas explained, “everybody was taking college courses, getting carbon 

paper [for legal documents], hustling for legal work, and all that,” and in order to lobby 

for political education materials, newspapers and books “that made a difference”, a group 

was formed around the Student Union/Law Library inside the prison library. It evolved 

into the Federal Prisoners for Freedom of Expression Committee (FPFEC). One of 

several committees within the larger Federal Prisoners’ Coalition Intra-National, the 

FPFEC was  

a close-knit, unsanctioned/unofficial group, which is recognized by some 
 prisoners and no officials.  The group and its various committees are composed of 
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 members who are concerned, responsible individuals seeking constructive change 
 within the nation’s prisons with not too much success!373 

 

Operating throughout the system, the FPFEC was a key organizing vehicle that 

worked to link political organizing with legal strategies in the court system. At around the 

same time the administration instituted an inmate council to provide an avenue to 

communicate the daily problems and concerns of the inmate population. The activists 

would use it to challenge the system, taking advantage of the fact that the representative 

could move freely through the cellblocks.374 Then, the prison officials began to show 

porno films. Salinas explained, “that’s how loose they were getting. Playboy was in. 

Danish nude books were in, cock stories, in order to deviate the prisoners from the 

political material, you know.”375 When the second film was to be shown a groups of 

prisoners began to protest, and they “really started talking to the brothers and educating 

them, so they [prison administration] began to come down on us.”376 

 
United Nations Report  

For almost three months the transferred activists refused to participate in the 

“behavior mod” programs, all the while observing and researching the situation. During 

this time, a Congressional Subcommittee had been convened to investigate the use of 

behavior modification, and other psychological experiments within the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons. Using this opening in the public policy debate, the FPFEC took action on June 1, 
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1972.  They sent a letter to U.S. Representative Robert W. Kastenmeier (Wisconsin), the 

Chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee No. 3, outlining that not all 

the voices concerning prison conditions had been heard.377 The Coalition invited the 

Subcommittee to Marion: 

we are herewith petitioning this Subcommittee for the opportunity to speak on 
 behalf of ourselves as federal prisoners and on behalf of others similarly situated 
 around the nation. We are requesting a day of this Subcommittee’s time in which 
 to present our views, attendant statements, and exemplary articles regarding 
 general conditions prisoners uniformly dissent from; and, as well, to have heard 
 some of our recommendations for change.378 

 
 Contrasting the operating standard in the federal prison system with United 

Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Offenders, they included a 

proposed agenda that touched on their main issues: repressive, arbitrary and retaliatory 

control methods; censorship of mail and outside communication; “subverting or refusing 

to implement public laws”; inconformity to Constitutional requirements for treatment; 

“post-judicial de facto re-sentencing”: and a critique of the function of the prison 

Ombudsman.379  

The petition concluded with nine requests to the committee that addressed a series 

of issues concerning the logistics of an actual hearing, notification of the hearing, who 

would participate, anonymity, protection from reprisals, the broadcast of a recording of 

the proceedings through the intra-institutional radio channel on the evening of the 

hearing, as well as a subcommittee aide to insure that the recording is played, and that 

this aide “retain it in his possession, and make certain that it is not duplicated by the 
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administration during the playing of its contents.”380 The presentation of the petition to 

the Subcommittee was handled by U.S Congressman Ron V. Dellums. One of Dellum’s 

congressional aides was Chris Ramer, the wife of one of the author’s of the petitions, 

Lanier “Red” Ramer.381 In addition to the outside assistance for this petition and report 

from Congressman Dellum and the American Civil Liberties Union, support was also 

provided by the People’s Law Office, the Center for Constitutional Rights, the NAACP 

Legal Defense Attorneys, the Legal Aid and Defender Society of greater Kansas City, 

Missouri, and the Southern Illinois Legal Assistance for Prisoners Project - an initiative 

of the Southern Illinois Law School.382 Salinas and others also sent letters to lawyers, 

journalists, prison activists, and movement newspapers across the country requesting that 

they hold a press conference concerning the petition.383 Though the petition and letters 

were sent to a number of people within the Chicano Movement, the depth of the response 

is not clear. Allen Ressler, attorney for the Appeals and Law Reform Unit of the Legal 

Aid and Defender Society of Greater Kansas City, Missouri, did have some success 

getting press coverage, “I appeared on the CBS affiliated station in Kansas City 

concerning the United Nation's statement. The station gave me ample time to explain the 

allegations in the statement. None of the other television stations responded to our request 
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for coverage. However, I think the CBS coverage was good. I forwarded a copy of the 

statement to all the brothers at Leavenworth and am forwarding a copy to Genie 

Plamondon of the Michigan Committee for Prisoners’ Rights and the Rainbow People’s 

Party/White Panthers, and to Manuel Cermeno.”384 

On July 4, 1972, in an attempt to draw attention to conditions in the prison 

system, the Freedom of Expression Committee of the FPFEC sent a report sent to the 

United Nations Economic and Social Council on behalf of all imprisoned people in the 

United States. To insure First Amendment rights, and to “combat retaliatory measures 

directed against spokesmen,” inmates, prison lawyers, journalists, poets, artists, 

organizers, and articulate spokesmen from the Federal Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois, 

formed the Coalition “without the consent of the prison officials.”385 

 The Report, which they also sent to the Chicano Movement newspaper El Grito 

del Norte in New Mexico, the Committee for Prisoner Humanity & Justice, and the 

Michigan Committee for Prisoners’ Rights, among other organizations, compiled the 

research results by Schein and others on brainwashing, sensory deprivation, 

psychological torture, electro-shock, lobotomies, overmedication, and physical assaults. 

These were ostensibly used in state and federal prisons to isolate and punish individuals It 

highlighted the negative implications of the construction of the Behavioral Research 

Center in Butner, North Carolina that had been built with $14 million dollars of LEAA 
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funds.386 Dr. John Black, coordinator of mental health services at Marion did not “dignify 

the charges with a reply,” and dismissed the report as “ridiculous.”387 

In an attempt to contact “all of the Press in the United States”, the FPFEC 

initiated a massive letter writing campaign.388 

 
 Dear Sir: 

 My name is ________, and I am a federal prisoner at Marion Federal 
 Prison in Illinois. The Washington Post recently attempted to enter Lewisburg 
 Federal Prison and Danbury Facility to interview prisoners and was denied 
 access. A lawsuit followed and was filed against Norman Carlson in his capacity 
 as Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. On or about April 7, 1972, a 
 federal district court judge in Washington D.C., ordered the Director to revise his 
 regulations within 30 days to allow direct and confidential access to prisoners on 
 an individual basis.  
  Here at marion we know that bureaucratic attempts will be made to avoid 
 full and free implementation of the forthcoming press-access regulation during 
 periods of normalcy, and plead security and danger to avoid press access during 
 times of internal disorder. There will also be attempts made to promote tokenistic 
 interviews with ‘domesticated’ prisoners who will laud prison administrators 
 while refusing to speak to basic inequities and inhumanities that affect prisoners 
 everywhere in the federal prison system. 
  We see it to be our responsibility to meet earnest press representatives 
 half-way by volunteering to speak out on behalf of all prisoners to the best of our 
 capacity. 
  Therefore, if you choose to test the press-access court success in this area 
 by attempting entry to Marion Prison, I hereby indicate willingness to meet with 
 you; waive any imagined right to privacy (which doesn’t exist here, anyway), and 
 promise to speak only of what is true as I see it. 
  You will, no doubt, have a letter of this sort required of you by prison 
 administrators as an admission pass. Please feel free to so use it. 
  It is our feeling that only an enlightened and thoroughly informed 
 community can and will resolve social evils our prison system are presently 
 compounding.  
  
 Yours for a better world, 
                                                 
386 Sandra Holter, “Prisoners Active in Airing Gripes,” Southern Illinoisan,, September 14, 1972; Jesica Mitford, “The 
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 Sincerely, 
 
 P.S. Should you desire to send a member of your staff, please acknowledge receipt 
 of this letter giving name of reporter. 
 
 
Jake McCarthy and a Press Snow Job 

 The letter writing campaigns resulted in a crisis regarding the right of inmates to 

correspond with the outside world.  This occurred in 1972 and it involved a journalist 

named Jake McCarthy who had written an article based on interviews with Marion 

officials.  When the inmates read his article, they contacted him to clarify some of the key 

omissions, exaggerations, and outright lies he had been fed by the administration. When 

McCarthy asked to meet with them the prison officials balked. On February 1972, a 

precedent-setting court ruling had allowed prisoners to write uncensored letters to 

representatives of the press.389 Michael J. Cassidy and George Sing Louie joined suit with 

reporter Jessica Mitford in U.S. District Court in East St. Louis to establish the right of 

specific prisoners to be interviewed by the media. Yet reporters were still not allowed to 

interview federal prisoners individually; a restriction contested by the lawsuit. In an 

extensive article on Marion by Robert Stanford, titled “Modern Prison with Old 

Grievances at Marion”, he explains how control over the mail not violated the rights of 

prisoners to correspond freely, but limited the public’s understanding of prison 

conditions, which in turn affected how prison’s were defined as necessary institutions in 

society and explains how corruption was an inevitable outcome of impunity. 
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Prison employees must be made to recognize the public’s absolute right to be 
fully informed on the conditions prevailing in all penal institutions. Prisoners have 
long attempted to accomplish this end. Over a Period of many years, prison 
newspapers (and magazines) have made bitter and often heated protests to prison 
authorities about being prevented from speaking of what is true about prison life, 
in their own terms and pulling no punches. Their [inmate’s] chief reason for 
asserting that this is necessary, stems from the common realization that pressures 
for change can never come from an unknowing and uncaring public. “It seems 
self-evident that whenever a governmental agency is permitted to hide its 
activities, the apparatus for that concealment becomes, in time, a defense 
mechanism used by the agency to hide its mistakes and failures. If there is to be a 
free flow of information to the public regarding prisons, there need to be 
concerned newsmen prepared to struggle in obtaining said information; there need 
to be concerned prisoners ready to provide the information whenever the 
opportunity arises, in a responsible and presentable manner; that their be a press 
free from government rule so that it can produce the necessary concerned 
journalists for the future.” 390  

 
Jake McCarthy visited Marion in May of 72 at the invitation of inmate Ronald 

Bowman who wanted to discuss “basic inequities and inhumanities.” Denied permission 

to speak with Bowman, McCarthy was given a tour by associate warden Charles Fenton. 

Fenton was a 42 year old crew-cut Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the University of 

Maryland who conducted the prison tour because Warden G.W. Pickett was out of town. 

Before he joined the Federal Bureau of Prisons in 1954 as a career officer, Fenton served 

in the Air Force for six years and was an instructor in Mathematics. Among other 

assignments, he has been a caseworker at Lewisburg, Pa., casework supervisor at El 

Reno, Oklahoma, and chief of classification at Terre Haute, Ind. He came to Marion in 

1970.391 Fenton took McCarthy the factory and explained how the guards were unarmed 

so that they could concentrate on their primary goal of monitoring prisoners’ behavior for 

accurate reports at parole hearings. He essentially presented an antiseptic prison that was 
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more interested in rehabilitation as an alternative to long term incarceration. For Fenton, 

the problem with penal reform  

is that we really don’t have a single penal system. There are more than 200 
 systems in the U.S. Independent systems have no central direction or agreed upon 
 standards.” [Marion was different], “The traditional way to handle severe control 
 problems in prison was to lock them up. Here at Marion, we try to do it with a 
 program. In addition to the other programs, we are also getting excellent results 
 from our counseling and religious activities. It’s a lot better than locking men up 
 at 4:30 everyday.392 
 

Fenton’s ideas were based in an open acceptance of institutions: “Military people are 

institutionalized. So are university people, hospital people, prison workers and prisoners. 

That we usually have in prison are professional prisoners. I’m institutionalized myself. 

When I think of retiring, I think of teaching in a university.” Finally, Fenton also claims 

added that activists were a “disservice to inmates. Its no service to the inmate to become 

controversial inside, and his best hope when he is released is to melt back into the 

community without notoriety.” 393 When understood in light of behavior modification 

techniques, particularly for politicized prisoners and political prisoners, this statement 

revealed the logic of the prison regime behind the psychological strategies of control.  

Six weeks later, on July 5, 1972, Jake McCarthy penned a second article, “Marion 

Prison Revisited.”  It was prompted by the “couple of pounds of correspondence this 

newspaper (St. Louis Post Dispatch) has lately received from inside the ‘joint’.”394 One 

of the letters was from Tyrus W. Setliff, Retired, U.S. Govt., who stated “you were given 
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a beautiful snow job.”395  Setliff was a “vigorous looking man in his upper 50s who took 

a disability retirement for asthma last November after 30 years of government service.” 

He served in the U.S. security and intelligence services for 21 years that included a stint 

as deputy provost marshal for the Navy, eventually receiving citations from the Army and 

the Navy for his intelligence capabilities. In 1963, he transferred to the Bureau of Prisons 

in order to return in his hometown of Marion.  He filled the post of chief administrative 

officer of prison industries until his retirement in 1971. 

McCarthy paraphrased Setliff,  

you have to spend a lot of time inside the joint to distinguish between 
 Establishment efforts at reform (to avoid criticism,” Setliff says) and the subtle 
 but devastating administrative techniques that rob prisoners of their 
 manhood…Everybody in the service, from the director of the bureau on down 
 perpetuates his own weaknesses through subordinates whom they select 
 themselves. They cover up for each other.396 

 
 Wetliff then shared with McCarthy correspondences between Associate warden Fenton  

and Dr. William Lyle, a psychologist at Marion who held the rank of Navy captain in the 

U.S. Public Health Service.  Lyle reportedly expressed concern about abusive prison 

guards at both Terra Haute and Marion, while Fenton cautioned him to not make waves 

as it would get him no where. Setliff added that  officials “abuse their authority by 

intimidation of inmates. The inmates don’t trust the staff. You think a policy has been 

negotiated but all of a sudden somebody says, ‘There’s a new policy. I just made it.’397  

Setliff continued with a scathing indictment,  
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  What’s wrong is that officials can keep a man in prison almost forever, by just 
 administrative ruling. They can even get him killed, even inadvertently, just by 
 stopping him in a corridor and creating the impression that he is a rat. When there 
 is a rumor about impending trouble, they can accuse inmates without bothering to 
 check it out. They can take him off his job or take away his good time or ruin his 
 chances for parole, just on the basis of rumor.398 
 

Partly on the basis of Setliff’s observations, McCarthy characterized the treatment of 

inmates in terms of ‘psychic’ oppression rather than (only) physical.399 Alluding to the 

spiritual and intellectual – that is the process of consciousness and recognition  - that is 

distorted and disrupted through punishments like those used in the control units, 

McCarthy stated, “although physical conditions at Marion are updated and rehabilitation 

programs seem to be progressive, what can’t be felt are the invisible pressures and 

repressive psychological techniques to which inmates say they are subjected.”400 It is in 

this juxtaposition of seemingly progressive rehabilitation programs on the one hand, and 

pressures and psychological techniques on the other, that the particular perspectives of 

prison officials and inmates can be seen in stark clarity - the former based on both desired 

expectations of control and the need to provide a public face and justification for these 

programs while the latter emerging from everyday experiences of incarceration.  

As mentioned earlier, the idea of the prison as its own society, or nation, if you 

will, also has its own particular “interior” justice system, with its own police and courts. 

Seldom talked about, this internal court system that had free reign over extending (often 
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in the most heinously arbitrary manner) the terms of incarceration handed down by the 

sentencing judge or jury. A McCarthy explained,  

 This lack of any semblance of fairness or due process in administrative hearings 
 are known as ‘invisible courts, which actually determine how long a man must 
 remain in prison. The sentencing judge in some cases controls as little as 2 
 percent of a man’s sentence. After that, reports by officials influence his chances 
 for parole.401 
 
Perhaps most significant about McCarthy’ revelation that there were numerous inmate 

organizations at Marion, that is, “considerable intellectual foment…a “Prisoner’s law 

commune, a publication called ‘Black Pride, and a chapter of the Jaycees, were the 

established connections that would come to serve these activists sooner than they perhaps 

realized at the time. 402 

 

A Prison Beyond the Law 

 After having been at Marion only ninety days, activists had already organized on 

several fronts. Then, on July 15, 1972, a Chicano inmate named Jesse Lopez, the first 

person to ever escape from Marion (he was quickly captured).  Lopez had a violent run-in 

with prison guard Donald Hilliard which sent him to the prison’s hospital. Witnesses 

testified that the guard’s racist and derogatory comments provoked Lopez.403 A multi-

racial coalition organized a strike on July 17 in response to the beating. They demanded 

Hilliard – who carried an illegal blackjack – be fired. They also closed the prison 
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industries, burned cellblocks and provoked a week-long lockdown.404 Lopez, identified 

by activists as a “Chicano rebel who happened to be in prison,” became the catalyst for a 

series of events that would lead to the creation of the Political Prisoners Liberation Front, 

the lockdown in the Control Unit, and a series of legal actions. Two days later, the cadre 

of activists issued a call to action:  

The convicts of this institution of Marion prison have in the past experienced 
many difficulties which were resolved by a collective effort.  And this 
collectivism is being called upon for still another serious problem confronting us 
today that must be resolved by whatever means necessary… it is often necessary 
to remind each other that we’re all prisoners and as such, we should be obligated 
to insure each others health welfare and life, in this institution.  And in addition 
this could have been you or me that was attacked.  So it is important that all of us 
realize that we should voice a unanimous protest against such brutal and arbitrary 
treatment, brought upon us prisoners by the warden and his staff:  now before it is 
too late!! Therefore, to deal with our immediate problem, we: the concerned 
prisoners ask every prisoner to cooperate in a general work stoppage, if Jesse 
Lopez is not released by 12:00 o’clock today (7-17-72), and if assurance of the 
prosecution of the officer in question (Hillard), is not forthcoming. 
 
We ask all concerned prisoners not to let themselves forget those prisoners who 
will be locked up as a result of their participation in this peaceful demonstration 
of protest!!!!405 
 

Political organizing prior to the strike was instrumental in preparing the inmates, both 

politically and psychologically. They gave meaning to the strike by emphasizing an 

already successful collective “we” founded on a common experience of state violence 

and the responsibility to “insure each other’s welfare and life.”  They gave the institution 

an ultimatum, “By Any Means Necessary.” But neither demand – Lopez’ release nor 

Hilliard’s dismissal – was met. 
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The first work stoppage was organized for July 17. Two hundred men who 

normally worked in prison industries (a metal furniture plant and printing plant) stayed in 

their cells, joining about 70 who worked in kitchens and food service and about 15 who 

worked in the hospital.406 Prior to the strike, the furniture factory had been producing an 

average of 60 desks and 100 tables a day, all of them destined for government offices. 

According to prison officials, between July and August, the time when the inmates 

initiated the strike, profits dropped $10,000 from $36,000 in July to $26,000 in August.407 

Withholding work within the prison industry was a political strategy that attacked the 

economic component of the prison as a site of (limited) capital accumulation and of 

disciplining the labor force in the larger labor market.  

The administration immediately disbanded the inmate council. During the first 

days of the strike guards passed out ballots for inmates to vote on whether or not they 

would return to work. By July 23, a number of inmates - beginning with Vernon 

Thogmartin- were transferred to Segregation Units I & H. Stripped of all beds, sinks and 

other infrastructure, the CU was carved out of these units. “Red” Ramer had been chosen 

to stay out of the incidents so as to be the contact with the press, as well as to utilize his 

contacts in Congressmen Dellum’s office. His other task was to smuggle out the 

questionnaire that the Coalition had authored to be used by legal teams when prisoners 

were being locked up.408 The initial lock up began on the 17th and lasted eight days. On 

the morning and afternoon of July 24, when the work alarmed sounded, about 150 
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prisoners again refused to work. By 6:00 pm the raids had begun. Salinas described the 

conditions in the Segregation Unit:  

11:00 p.m. Arrived at cell #9, on C-Range. Cell has been stripped of all vestiges 
 of habitation, i.e. mirror, writing table, and medicine cabinet. All that remains is a 
 commode/sink combo, bunk mattress. By 1:00 a.m., all 18 cells have been filled. 
 There are (coincidentally) 6 Blacks, 6 Anglos, and 6 Chicanos. All were held 
 incommunicado, not allowed to write. Denied writing materials, tobacco and 
 personal hygiene/cleaning supplies. These items are re-issued, always, upon being 
 placed in the H-Block segregation unit.409 

 
 Before the strike, the number of inmates in solitary confinement was around 40. 

By July 26, more than one hundred men who favored the strike were locked up in “the 

hole.”410 By the time the raids were over, a total of 72 men were confined in I-Block and 

78 in H-Block segregation unit, primarily the Chicano, Puerto Rican, African American, 

American Indian and white activists.411 

There were two types of cells in solitary, both counting with a steel bed and a 

course, one-inch plastic mattress, a toilet and a lavatory. While most cells in solitary have 

bars that allow light and air to enter from the entrance, “ten [cells] have partitions and 

doors outside the bars and are shut off from the areaway except for two small windows. 

They are darker and more depressing.” These are known as the boxcars or kennels. For 

23-1/2 hours inmates are isolated from human interaction. The effects of the control unit 

are devastating as one survivor recounts: after a few days, “there is no longer 

intercommunication between sense organs and the brain. The nervous system has carried 

so many pain impulses to the brain until the brain refuses to accept any more signals. 
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Feelings become indistinct, emotions unpredictable. The monotony makes thought hard 

to separate and capsulate…Essentially, the content of a man’s mind is the only means of 

defense in terms of his sanity.”412 Compare this characterization to the situation at San 

Quentin’s Adjustment Center [AC] at the beginning of the 1970s: “that quiet oasis where 

it was promised the most difficult prisoners would get intensive psychiatric counseling, 

had been transformed from a symbol of reform-age progress into a cruel new dungeon 

filled with radical Muslims and other political ‘troublemakers.’ In this prison-within-a-

prison inmates received far fewer treatment programs, not more. The AC came to 

represent the failure of treatment, not its glorious future…such was the final harvest of 

rehabilitation.”413 According to Congressman Ralph Metcalfe (D- Ill.), “The control unit 

treatment program is long-term punishment under the guise of what is, in fact, pseudo 

scientific experimentation.”414 

But the effects are not limited to the psychological or physiological.  Because the 

control unit was specifically used to “silence prison critics…silence religious 

leaders…[and] silence economic and philosophical dissidents,” it played a centrally 

important role in the development and eventual acceptance of similar strategies to control 

political dissention.415 It is important to stress that when it came to organized rebellions, 

the prison was an equal opportunity incarcerator, locking up white, black, Indian, and 

Chicano activists in the control unit with impunity. This did not mean that the prison 

regime did not recognize race as an organizing principle to divide and control inmates, 
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and that white supremacy did not loom large in the limited ideological commonsense of 

guards, administrators, and inmates, but that the arbitrary violence of the state toward all 

prisoners on the one hand, and the very specter of racial uprisings and cross racial 

alliances on the other, helped to eliminate any notion of racial solidarity between guards 

and poor incarcerated whites.  

On the third day of the strike, the disciplinary committee started calling everyone 

the read the charges against them. The charges ranged from instigating and agitating to 

inflammatory remarks and congregating in groups, and some were charged with being 

leaders, you know, leader of the black prisoners, or leaders of the Chicanos, or leaders of 

the white radicals, and then a blanket charge was filed on everybody for rattling the bars 

and banging the bunks when we’d seen the guys going to work.416 Eventually, the 

Medical Technical Assistants 

came around, always with real shitty attitudes, and started bringing around 
tranquilizing drugs, librium and valium, and they would dispense them freely to 
anyone who said they couldn’t stand it, nerves and after a while brothers would 
start breaking down and demanding that Librium and shits, and the MTA’s would 
come and rush more Librium and valium. But most of us weren’t going for it. We 
saw how that shit rendered you helpless, and let them dominate over you. Inside, 
the brothers were discussing the drugs and how they were opening attorney-client 
mail. Some of the dudes were aggressive dudes, maybe waiting for a letter from 
home, and they’d become violent, want to kick the dude’s ass. Well, these are the 
dudes they’d shoot with thorazine to subdue them and for three days we couldn’t 
talk to them, and in that three day period psychiatrists would come and start 
talking to them, ‘you’re not going to make it in here man…you’re doing a life 
sentence, you’re too violent… your not going to make it in here, but the START 
program in Springfield is not what you may think it is, but you’re eligible and you 
can make it there, but we’re not going to put you on it unless you ask us to…and, 
you know…you won’t get another chance to get out of the hole.’417 
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Until August 16, communication with the outside was cut off. The MTAs made 

their rounds and the activists were moving, organizing and writing. Then, on August 17, 

after a heat wave had made conditions more unbearable, a fire “broke out” in H Unit. 

Prisoners were forced to flush their heads in the toilets in order to breath; this option was 

soon eliminated as prison administration cut off the electricity and water while no attempt 

was made to put out the blaze. After the fire, approximately 40 guards entered H unit 

equipped with helmets and clubs and removed all personal possessions including 

clothing, legal papers, medications, glasses and mattresses from everyone.  The materials 

gathered were thrown against a wall in the recreation area and left there.  The inmates 

were forced to strip and suffered from smoke inhalation.418 

The violence continued on August 18, when Assistant Warden Fenton and 

Captain Buzzard, armed with an axe handle and sawed off baseball bat, entered H Unit of 

Segregation, accompanied by about 20 correctional officers with riot sticks and wearing 

gas masks. Handcuffed and forced to remove their clothing, all the inmates in the A, B, 

C, and D sections of H unit were tear gassed by a portable gas fogger.  After the fumes 

cleared, all the cells were again stripped of all personal possessions and, again, medical 

treatment was not given. The inmates could not clean themselves of the teargas as the 

water and electricity were again turned off.  For three days the men were left naked while 

guards refused to remove garbage for an entire week. They continued to be denied access 

to the mail and legal representative as the People’s Law Office Attorney Arnold M. 

Jochums was denied access on multiple occasions. It wasn’t until August 22 that Jochums 
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was able to meet with someone - in this case Dillard Morrison - and the news about the 

beating, strike, lockdown, fire and tear-gassing began to circulate in the media. On 

August 23 and 24 they were allowed to wash the gas off their bodies.419 The prison 

administration then forced all the prisoners to participate in the CARE (Control and 

Rehabilitation Effort) program also established in 1968 as a technique of behavior 

modification.420 

  
Political Prisoners Liberation Front (PPLF) 

Sometime in August, in the midst of these confrontations, the Political Prisoners 

Liberation Front (PPLF) emerged as the organizing engine behind the strike. The multi-

racial organization worked on the legal strategy that would result in the Adams v. Carlson 

lawsuit. With a stated presence through political networks at Leavenworth, Atlanta, 

McNeil, Danbury, Springfield and Marion, the PPLF offered “social responsibility as a 

basis to organize against the divide and conquer model of the administration: 

Proceeding, then, from the fact that there is more than one understanding, more 
 than one idea, more than one way of doing, more than one degree of commitment, 
 more than one interpretation of values---the challenge becomes ONE of bringing 
 the many “I’s” together into a single "WE". What is meant by Social 
 Responsibility? When the individual is responsible to and for the society, when 
 the society is responsible to and for the individual; to be held accountable and 
 capable---is Social Responsibility.421 
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For the PPLF leadership, the collective "We" and then the enemy had to be clearly 

defined.  The PPLF waged its campaign through the acceptance of nine values: unity, 

freedom, justice, equality, opportunity, knowledge, happiness, dignity and peace. 

The activists understood that transformation and conscientization did not involve 

a uniform process. Urgency was tempered with patience and transformation was 

respected as a collective and individual experience:  

It must be understood, kept in mind, that trying to shape and organize the people 
 around our assumptions is wrong. Each individual has his understanding, his 
 ideas, his way, his degree of commitment, and his values; and these are his truths 
 for however long they last. Day after day, week after week, year after year, we 
 deal out negative judgments about the people, not recognizing, or forgetting, that 
 individual persons are involving themselves in important issues. Even if the 
 involvement is not in concrete action it is involvement with an idea, and ideas are 
 based on values.422  

 

The activists recognized that collective action had a greater impact than individual 

resistance: 

Experience has proved to us that attacking those conditions individually are rarely 
 successful, but united action has been, and can be, successful. If men are really 
 concerned about conditions and unity it would sees strategically correct to 
 determine the conditions in this Marion society around which the majority of its 
 population is willing to unite.423 

 
 Salinas also articulated this process:  

Political change is really not forced or induced – once you get started, you are 
your own impetus, your own motivator, and you seek out those people who are 
into changing things. The only reward is that you’re doing some work for the 
people, and that you’re trying to bring about some change for human beings in 
cages all over the world, and so you’re not going to be rewarded and punished, 
that’s the difference. There’s no coercion to gain political awareness, there’s an 
invitation and an introduction, but definitely not any coercion or jive or bullshit. 
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You don’t have to bullshit a person to help them develop politically, man, in fact, 
you have to be more truthful, and there’s not the deviousness or the ill-intent to 
change people, which is what they do….Like I wanted to deal with the causes for 
me going to prison, but I wanted to deal with them, you know, in the prisoner’s 
way, not in the Man’s way, because I’ve always been against the Man regardless 
of why I went to prison.424 

 
Warning against the COINTELPRO inside the prison, the PPLF offered advice on 

remaining alert and united:  

  You must never regard these enemies lightly. If you do not now raise and 
 understand the problem in this way, we shall commit the gravest of mistakes. 
 Among us are those who daily do the Man’s work and the most dangerous of all, 
 are “groder’s gorillas” and their sympathizers…the PPLF must establish total 
 commitment and protect each other from the “countercheck or Reactionary” 
 syndromes, etc. (counterrevolutionaries.) We must devise small cells of men and 
 work alone most of the time; we must be exceedingly careful not to be penetrated 
 by the Man’s man.425 
 
Understanding the process of dehumanization and reprogramming as a war for the minds 

of prisoners, the PPLF explained that “The pigs take them hostage, place them in the hole 

knowing that the counter-rebels will barter for their return to lives of “eating crow.” This 

must stop. We must be willing to be sacrificed.”426 The struggle was larger than the 

immediate demands, it was beyond reform and it was part of larger circulating cause.  

 The more immediate issues, however, dictated the forms of resistance.  As 

emphasized, correspondence was a primary circuit through which information was 

shared. During segregation, and after they were finally given access to (short stubby) 

pencils, these activists wrote scores of letters to journalists, academics, prison activists, 

social workers, and other movement allies. An exchange between Salinas and Mario G. 
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Obledo, the head of the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund 

(MALDEF), is particularly revealing about the different perspectives on prison reform, 

the role of professional social workers or other “service” providers in bringing justice to 

the state and federal prison systems, and the response of Latino organizations to 

prisoners’ rights. Obledo had invited Salinas to the National Conference on the 

Administration of Justice and the Mexican-American. Salinas responded on September 

29, 1972 after more that two months in segregation with a scathing analysis of power and 

oppression that also addressed the support of Chicano organizations and prisoners’ rights 

and the absence of a pinto voice at the conference itself. He also expressed doubts about 

MALDEF’s intent: 

Due to our limited sources of information, we are not cognizant to the extent of 
MALDEF’s activities.  We do know it has been involved with the civil rights 
cases, but not in Pinto rights actions.  There was a group from the Bay Area which 
was attempting a couple of years ago, to file a class action suit against prisons, 
regarding Chicano Press publications.  Was this your firm and was it ever 
accomplished?  The problem still exists in federal prisons. 
 
In the past, when situations have arisen within our confines, the groups which 
always lend their assistance and/or support, have been the NAACP & ACLU.  
The general consensus is that, were MALDEF to do likewise, it would strengthen 
what most times are legitimate causes. 
 
Though your agenda was considered a tentative one, we noticed a grave omission 
of Pinto speakers, panel discussion on prisoner’s rights, and sessions on narcotics 
drugs.  We sincerely hope that your agenda was amended to this effect, before the 
Conference goes underway.  In fact, the only mention of (ex) Pintos was in the 
Statement of Purpose staff section, under the heading of Rehabilitation.427 
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Salinas also drew from his experiences at Leavenworth with Chicano prison guards (who 

were more brutal than the white guards) to underscore that increased representation did 

not adequately address the problems:  

the problem is not solved by, merely the “Chicanoization” of the law.  This does 
not in itself constitute progress, nor will it guarantee positive change. From 
experience, we can say that the few Mexican-Americans now in judicial and law 
enforcement positions, resort to extremes in carrying out their duties.  Their 
concern seems more in appearing impartial in the eyes of their masters, thean they 
are in the application of justice.  The Mex [sic] or Spanish judge metes out a 
stiffer sentence to the tecato, who supports his habit by serving as middleman in 
nickel ‘n dime drug transactions, than he does to the international narcotics 
courier, usually of a different ethnic origin.  The attorney hired by a low-income 
family to represent some relative, will take their meager savings in return for a 
cop-out.  The guard is, by far, the worst of the lot.  He actually thinks he is 
supposed to harass only those of  his own racial kind.  Before any effective 
policies can be instituted, this camouflage has to be done away with.  We feel it 
would be detrimental to Pintos, simply because it is a carbon copy of the typical, 
middle-class American mentality.  The same mentality which believes that the 
best means of dealing with prisoners is to lock them up and throw the key 
away.428 

 
Salinas’ critique was common in the African American and Asian American 

communities: identity and politics were not always directly linked. Class, racial, gender, 

sexual orientation, citizenship, and other differences challenged the assumption that 

cultural nationalism (or simply affinity) trumped these larger relations of power. Salinas 

ends with hopeful words for Obledo, and an analysis that anticipated the critique of the 

Prison Industrial Complex. It is revolutionary in the way that it imaginined radical change 

in relation to the way that professionals benefit from the continued existence of poverty, 

and with regards to human dignity as being directly related to human rights:  

Because of these subtle ploys, empty promises and lip service paid to the lower 
socioeconomic minority groups, we are hoping that the Chicano Institute on Law 
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and Justice fares better in its quest.  Prisons are big business and, as such, an 
interest of the ruling class.  As in all their endeavors, the rulers of society must 
depend on poor masses of working people to keep these businesses functioning.  
Consequently, to dispense with the concept of prisons as an American enterprise, 
will require more than moderate penological reforms.  This will necessitate drastic 
measures toward effectual change.  We will continue in our struggle to educate 
our convicted peers, study, and inform the public of prison conditions and the 
ineffectiveness of existing archaic methods of correction; until we can awaken 
prison administrators to the hard fact that as human beings, we are prepared to 
suffer whatever consequences, in securing human rights.429 
 

Obledo did not reply, although Manuel F. Alvarado, the Conference Coordinator, wrote 

Salinas a brief note430 

 I really don’t know quite how to answer your letter because even though I 
 sympathize and understand thoroughly our problems of La Raza in and outside of 
 the prisons, we as brothers are going to have to get ourselves together to be able 
 to help one another. We are working hard for this National Institute on Law and 
 Justice because we feel that the Institute can give us the tools we need to correct 
 the existing inequities.431 
 
In the end, the relationship with MALDEF did not materialize, though the conference 

went forward. In fact, the emerging mainstream civil rights organizations like MALDEF, 

along with traditional organizations like LULAC, engaged the issue strictly on a policy 

level. While at the local level, organizations and radical lawyers were key in helping 

defend the civil and human rights of inmates. 

Though Salinas’s correspondence with Texas based Chicano activists revealed a 

limited engagement with issues of incarceration by organizations like LRUP or 

MALDEF, Chicano movement activity in Kansas, Colorado (Crusade for Justice), New 

Mexico (EL Grito), California (MEChA Berkeley with Vacaville) and Washington State 
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(MASH at McNeil Island with support from the local Mexicano and American Indian 

communities), with regards to pintos, points to a history of sustained interaction and 

support. Many of these prison activists joined up with the local elements of political 

movements upon release, some founding prison support groups, or joining with already 

existing effort.  

Leading up to the July 4th publication of the U.S. Report and subsequent press 

conference, and later, while the inmates were in lockdown in the control unit, Salinas and 

others wrote a flurry of letters to supporters outside the walls. Some were to previously 

established contacts within the Chicano Press Association (CPA), professors, activists, 

and prison rights support groups across the country. But as stated above, apart from the 

immediate local communities within which prisons existed, there was not a national 

Chicano organization that supported prisoners’ rights beyond declarations. Neither 

LULAC, MALDEF nor La Raza Unida pushed platforms supporting the rights of 

Chicano pintos. Salinas wanted to know why. In a letter to José Angel Gutíerrez, he poses 

the questions:  

I’d like to know if it’s possible that you can provide me with information 
 regarding the Raza Unida Conference held at El Paso.  Whatever is available will 
 be appreciated:  transcripts of panel discussions, informational literature, names 
 and addresses of participants, and proposals. I am muchly [sic] interested in 
 whether a position was taken concerning penal reform & prisoners rights.  This 
 area has, in the past, been grossly neglected by Raza groups.  Whenever some 
 situation breaks out in prison, the Chicano must seek assistance from Black or 
 Gavacho Civil Liberties groups.  Which, in a way, is good viewed from a Third 
 World perspective, the solidarity is necessary.  However, the support is sorely 
 needed for a more concentrated pressure toward constructive change.”432  
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Not only does Salinas communicate that in his view the Chicano movement has neglected 

incarcerated Chicanos, but offers an insight into the political consciousness that had 

developed in terms of Third World solidarity.  

The question of coalitions would be one that LRUP activists throughout the 

country would have to take a position on throughout the 1970s: would they align with the 

Progressive Labor Party or the Socialists Workers Party? Would they support social 

movements in Mexico? How would electoral politics allow for and limit possibilities for 

coalitions? Of course there did not exist one LRUP position; nor should there have been, 

given the geographical and political differences within the national movements.  Salinas’s 

use of the term Third World has a particular resonance within LRUP politics, particularly 

concerning the (previously existing) differences between California, Colorado and Texas 

delegations of LRUP activists that had “escalated into a full-fledged war [between 

Gutierrez and Rodolfo Corky Gonzalez] over the issue of who was to be RUP’s national 

chair”433 at the National Convention in El Paso that Salinas referred to in the letter. Corky 

was “defeated”; but tragic was the murder of Crusade for Justice member Richard Falcon 

by a George Wallace American Independent Party member and white gas station 

attendant Perry Bunson after an argument over the use of the water hose to cool down 

Falcon’s overheated radiator.434 The differences between Corky and Jose Angel have 

been reviewed elsewhere but at a basic level, Gutierrez relied on electoral politics and 

“was a strong believer that RUP should be a party that would challenge whenever 
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possible both major political parties. He envisioned a party that would run its own 

candidates and employ a balance of power strategy whenever needed.”435 Whereas 

Corky, and by extension the Crusade’s “idea was a partido that educated and politicized 

the Mexicano masses by engaging in issues, direct action, and lastly, elections.”436 For 

Salinas and the cadre of Third World activists inside Leavenworth and Marion, their 

politics gravitated toward the Crusade’s position. 

The platform developed at the 1972 conference included positions of the 

distribution of wealth, a guaranteed annual income, bilingual/bicultural education, 

independence for Puerto Rico, the immediate withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam, 

and free health care; there was no mention of prisoners rights. Gutierrez’s admits as much 

in his response to Salinas dated September 29, 1972, “tan pronto como tengamos los 

documentos de la convencion en orden te los mando. No creo que los pintos recibieron 

mucha atención.”437 As with any letter dealing with pinto issues, Salinas “put it on the 

route as ‘peoples mail.” In Salinas’s long response, after reviewing how Chicano inmates 

had been receiving information about LRUP, particularly how “the press tried to blow the 

issue regarding different philosophies between you [Gutierrez] and Corky,” he asks again 

if Gutierrez is aware if MALDEF – or any other Chicano organization had been looking 

into the issue of priosners’ loss of voting rights.438 Gutierrez responds on October 26, 

1972, as the president of the board of education for the Crystal City Independent School 

District, “In your recent letter two questions were raised:  1) voting rights for Pintos. Our 
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partido is on that one - suits are coming after November 7; 2) "the difference of 

philosophies between you and Corky." Hermano, there is no "difference of philosophy" 

only difference in style.  Corky is more of a thinker, ideologue, poet, and idealist.  Su 

servidor es un organizador y me aviento ‘pa eso, carnal.  Por eso le gané al Corky en El 

Paso.”439 Gutierrez was probably not aware of the impact differentiating between 

“pragmatism” and the idealism of a poltical dreamer had for activists politicized in the 

prions where Ricardo Flores Magon was incarcerated and eventually died. In a letter 

Magon penned to Nicalas Bernal shortly before his death in November 22, 1922, Magon 

suggested “Here lies a dreamer” as the epigraph for his gravestone. In addition, for 

people isolated behind bars, idealism, theorizing, and dreaming were central characterics 

of a political philosophy absolutely necessary for surviving the ravages of the prison 

regime and imagining a different world after living with the daily brutality of the state 

that was part of the electoral system that Gutierrez had so much faith in. For the 

incarcerated dreams are an important vehicle, a power to transcend the space of prison 

and the time of incarceration, a subjunctive future, a possibility of a tomorrow.  

This supposed difference that Jose Angel Gutierrez makes betweeen 

“pragmatism” and “dreaming” did little to help unite people from different parts of the 

political terrain. This is not to reify the differences between two of the four “Chicano 

horseman”, or to judge JAG, but to be honest about the contradictions within the Chicano 

movement in general and LRUP in particular, as well as make the point that being a 

“pragmatist” or a “dreamer” were not mutually exclusive. As Magon wrote shortly before 
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his death: “While practical men and women may laugh at dreamers, they are the ‘true 

dymanic force that pushes the world forward,’” seeding the struggle for future 

generations.440 

 

The People’s Law Office, Adams v. Carlson and a Congressional Response 

Support groups outside the walls played a central role in publicizing the lockdown 

and providing legal advice and support. For instance, in early September, the Frente 

Unido por Defensa Presos Politicos Puertoriqueños of New York sent a petition to the 

administration and Cancel Miranda signed by 400 persons demanding his release.441 

Moreover, on September 11, 1972 the People’s Law Office (PLO) in Carbondale filed a 

class-action lawsuit, Adams v. Carlson, in Federal.  With this assistance, inmates claimed 

the Eighth Amendment protection against cruel and unusual punishment and challenged 

the  denial of access to courts, procedural standard for prisoners placed in solitary 

confinement, and Constitutional rights of freedom of religion and speech in the mails.442 

Because this research is about connections, it is important to tell the story about 

how Deutsch and the PLO got involved. Deutsch had been visited by a young man, 
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asking for support for his brother and other inmates that had been in placed in isolation in 

retaliation for participating in a work stoppage; the request changed his life. “I agreed to 

go see him [Dillard ‘Red’ Morrison], and that’s how I got involved with Marion, I met 

him and a lot of other prisoners, a lot of political guys; there was the work stoppage, the 

lock-up… and that is when I got involved in the lawsuit.”443 Morrison was active in the 

Black Culture Society where Deutsch was invited to attend one of their meetings, get to 

know the guys, and eventually represent them in a federal lawsuit against warden 

Norman Carlson. The suit was filed on behalf of the 140 prisoners in segregated 

confinement. The lawyers for the plaintiffs were Michael Deutsch and Arnold Jochums 

of the PLO. The defendants were Norman Carlson, director of the US Bureau of Prisons, 

G.W. Pickett, warden at Marion, Charles Fenton, associate warden, and Earl I. Buzard, 

captain of the guards. The lawyer for the defendants was assistant U.S. attorney Frederick 

Hess. 

Although Micheal Duetsch and his colleagues contribute much to the struggle, he 

credited the prison conditions and astute inmates who led the struggle:  

“ I certainly met some incredible people…like Rafael [Cancel Miranda], Raul 
[Salinas], Alberto Mares, there was a guy Akinsiju Ola [Ed Johnson]…so I 
learned that there are some incredible humane and intelligent and committed 
people behind bars, and that there are always going to be such people because 
they are the people that speak out and work for change and ultimately get in 
trouble with the government who is opposed to changed…if you side with those 
people you become an enemy of the government as well. They make it very 
difficult for you to get in. I was accused, in the context of that struggle, I was 
accused of bringing gunpowder into the prison. They tried to bar me from the 
prison and ultimately make me sit behind a glass partition and try to use it as a 
basis to keep us out from visiting. Over the course of my work, I have been 
accused (falsely I might add) of various different things: fomenting work strikes, 
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conspiring to bring contraband in or contraband out, all these things are just a way 
to kind of intimidate people who are trying to help people who are in struggle.444  
 

Miranda explains how he remembers the links being made: “I was locked up in 

the Control Unit after the big strike in Marion…There was this Afro-American, Ed 

Johnson, or Akinsiyu…who knew the People’s Law Office…[and] was from the group 

called the Republic of New Africa, and was in prison for his political ideas. Akinsiyu 

wrote the young lawyer, Michael Deutsch, and asked him to visit us…he said there was a 

Puerto Rican locked up with him who could tell him the truth about what was 

happening.”445 

Adams v. Carlson followed a similar case filed in California district court in 

March of the same year. Inmates at Folsom charged that they had been confined in long-

term isolation as a result of their political beliefs and the alliances that they had created. 

Though prison officials denied the accusations, the minutes of an October 11-12, 1973 

meeting of wardens and administrators, director Raymond Procunier “asked the problem 

be kept in perspective, comparing it to the Muslim situation ten years ago. The director 

suggested that the leaders of the various groups be removed from the general population 

of the institutions and locked up.”446 Again, the Muslim community became the reference 

by which prison resistance was remembered and measured. The same year in Texas, the 

Ruiz v. Estelle case was filed. 
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Social movements and activists have always needed legal allies. Lawyers and 

clerks, as well as law students and intrepid dedicated researchers, have always been part 

of social movements. Individuals who wanted to work “for the movement –with the 

movement – as lawyers” founded the People’s Law Office. Ted Stein brought the idea to 

Dennis Cunningham when they were working together in the Chicago Legal Defense 

Committee, formed to help with the protests at the ’68 Democratic Convention, and the 

cases that came out of it. A week later when the smoke cleared and arrests had been 

made, they were sitting in a downtown room with 300 misdemeanor cases, wondering 

what to do.” 447 This would mark the beginning of one of the important legal defense 

projects to emerge from the social movement activity of the 1960s and 1970s. The PLO 

would represent the Black Panthers, SDS, the Puerto Rican Independence fighters, and 

prisoners in Attica, Marion, and the Dwight Institution for women. The PLO worked 

“with people and their movement for justice and liberation.” The People’s Law Office 

had established an office in the spring of 1971 in Carbondale, Illinois in order to provide 

legal representation for the Carbondale chapter of the Black Panther Party who had been 

involved in a shootout with local police.448 This was only a little over a year after the 

Chicago Police department headed by Edward Hanrahan, in close cooperation with the 

FBI and FBI informant William O’Neal (who was head of security for the Chicago Black 

                                                 
447 The founding members were: Francis ‘Skip’ Andrew, Dennis Cunningham, Norrie Davis, Seva DuBuar, Jeffrey 
Haas, Mariha Kuechmann, Ray McClain, Don Stand, Ted Stein, and Flint Taylor. “A History of the People’s Law 
Office, The Beginning Years (1968-1970), Thirtieth Anniversary Celebration Program of the People’s Law Office, 
November 13, 1999, inside cover, 2. 
448 “Attica, Marion and Other Prison Work,” Thirtieth Anniversary Celebration Program of the People’s Law Office, 
November 13, 1999, 6. The police began shooting inside the house and there was some shots fired back beginning 
about 4-4:30 in the morning. And ultimately it was the pressure of the community that forced the police to stop 
shooting; finally, these neighbors went in to bring out the Panthers safely. Charged with 5 counts of attempted murder, 
they were acquitted by a jury trial of all counts; this was a major feat in Southern Illinois. Phone interview with 
Michael Deutsch, Austin, Tx., 5 December 2005. 
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Panther Party), conducted a predawn raid on a “Panther pad” that left Fred Hampton and 

Mark Clark dead, while four other Panthers were wounded.  Flint and Haas joined 

Michael Deutsch, who had left a clerking position with Otto Kerner in the Seventh 

Circuit Court after about a year “to get involved with the struggle for human rights”449; 

there were soon joined by Steven White; and received key assitance from Patircia 

Handlin and Arnie Jochums.450 

The response from the prison administration at Marion was immediate. According 

to journalist Robert Sanford, in response to the participation of three additional inmates in 

the lawsuit, a corrections officer threatened “physical harm to some inmates unless the 

suit was withdrawn and unless inmates told Arnold Jochums, a lawyer from the People’s 

Law Office, to stay away from the prison.”451 Consequently, the suit petitioned for an 

immediate injunction to prevent further assaults on the men and to compel the institution 

to return the men’s clothing, legal papers and correspondence.  Monetary damages in the 

amount of $50,000 were claimed for the physical and mental damage suffered by the 

plaintiffs as a result of their confinement and inhuman treatment. The hearing began on 

Monday October 23, 1972. On Tuesday, October 24, Judge Forman denied the 

emergency restraining order and on Friday, October 27, denied a motion by the prison 

asking that the suit be dismissed.452 This left the question of constitutionality open for 

litigation. Also on October 17, 1972, a lawyer was finally allowed to visit some of the 

prisoners. Arnie Jochums was surprised when  

                                                 
449 Deutsch interview. 
450 Attica, Marion and Other Prison Work, 6. 
451 Sanford, “Modern Prison.” 
452 Sandra Holter, “Prison Officials Testify: Discuss charges in inmates’ suit,” Southern Illinoisan, 5 November 1972. 
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he was escorted to a small visiting room where he was told all his future visits 
 would take place. The style of the visits consisted of two sides, one for the lawyer, 
 one for the prisoner. The two sides are separated by a full glass partition and 
 communication is done via monitored telephones. This set-up was in complete 
 violation of attorney-client privileges. Our two lawyers representing the prisoners 
 are the only lawyers in the country forced to visit clients via monitored telephones 
 and this is the only federal prison in the country to have this whole set-up. After 
 requesting to see Eddie Adams, the attorney was bewildered at seeing Eddie being 
 dragged down the hall by two guards. he was in such bad shape, he had no control 
 over his body. His left eye was completely closed and his right eye half closed, 
 vision and stability were poor, but strength and togetherness were strong.”453 

 
The trial began on November 2, 1972.  Associate warden Fenton testified that 

when he arrived at the prison in the early morning hours of August 18, there was noise 

and the breaking of light fixtures, followed by fires in C-Unit; it was then that the cells 

were stripped. According to Fenton, prisoners threatened those who were doing the 

searching. Fenton’s account of the events was both problematic and simplified. The 

decisions and reasoning of guards and prison officials is difficult to question, much less 

disprove.  Also, any engagement initiated by a prisoner could be reasoned by the guard as 

a threat, especially under the kind of chaotic conditions that occurred. 

Nine inmates also testified on the first day of the trial in support of an injunction 

plea. Adams, who had been a negotiator for the inmates during the work stoppage, 

explained how he was beaten in his cell by six guards after he refused to submit to being 

handcuffed. A journalist reported on the testimony of one inmate:  

I’m sort of paranoid. I told them I would come out like a man, naked, but I 
 wouldn’t put on handcuffs. Then the lieutenant squirted tear gas on my face and 
 they jumped all over me. Adams, who sat in a wheel chair, and wore leg irons, 
 said he had suffered a number of sudden blackouts since the October 15 incident. 

                                                 
453 “Marion Strike Journals” 
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 He said he still bore a number of bruises on his body and he showed them to 
 judge Foremen in his chambers.454 

 
Also testifying were experts in behavioral psychology. Psychiatrist Dr. Bernard 

Rubin explains the contradictory logic that elicits violence as a surrogate for control. 

[the Control Unit] could only do harm for a variety of reasons. One is that the 
 setting in its organization demands and dehumanized and shapes behavior which 
 is contrary to that that is professed to be the purpose of the program, that is, it 
 seems to me that it shapes behavior toward violence by accentuating the 
 frustration, rage and helplessness and that the violence is either directed inwardly 
 or outwardly.”455  

 
The journalist Robert Stanford added his own critique:  

Prison employees must be made to recognize the public’s absolute right to be  
fully informed on the conditions prevailing in all penal institiutions. Prisoners 
have long attempted to accomplish this end. Over a Period of many years, prison 
newspapers (and magazines) have made bitter and often heated protests to prison 
authorities about being prevented from speaking of what is true about prison life, 
in their own terms and pulling no punches. Their [inmate’s] chief reason for 
asserting that this is necessary, stems from the common realization that pressures 
for change can never come from an unknowing and uncaring public…It seems 
self-evident that whenever a governmental agency is permitted to hide its 
activities, the apparatus for that concealment becomes, in time, a defense 
mechanism used by the agency to hide its mistakes and failures. If there is to be a 
free flow of information to the public regarding prisons, there need to be 
concerned newsmen prepared to struggle in obtaining said information; there need 
to be concerned prisoners ready to provide the information whenever the 
opportunity arises, in a responsible and presentable manner; that their be a press 
free from government rule so that it can produce the necessary concerned 
journalists for the future.456 

 
The case was finally won on appeal in 1974, on the grounds that indefinite isolation 

violated the Eighth Amendment.  As a result, the 149 men who had spent eighteen 

months in the hole, from July 1972 until September 1973, were released from solitary. 
                                                 
454 Sanford, “Convict Tells US Court 6 Marion Guards Beat Him,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Wednesday, November 3, 
1972. 
455 Testimony in Adams v. Carlson, 488 F.2d 619 (7th Cir. 1973). 
456 Robert Stanford, “Modern Prison with Old Grievances at Marion,” St. Louis Post-dispatch, Wednesday, November 
1, 1972. 
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The Adams v. Carlson decision prompted the Marion authorities to convert the 

segregation units into Control Units. The PLO responded to this development by filing a 

second suit in 1975, Bono v Saxbe, which “challenged that unit, and which became 

another piece of protracted litigation as the Bureau of Prisons developed their draconian 

maxi-penology and offered it as a brazen defense to their unconstitutional conduct.”457 

Contrary to the earlier ruling, the 1978 decision favored the Bureau of Prisons. Though 

the court ordered the sensory deprivation boxcar or kennel cells closed, according to 

Eddie Griffin, they “justified the use of the control unit with one of the oldest, most 

repressive legal doctrines – the doctrine of preventive detention.”458 Preventative 

detention and indefinite incarceration became “a form of [a] legal concentration camp to 

isolate and contain the rebellious and the political militant.”459  

Adams v. Carlson was a defining case in the rebellion years. It resulted in the 

immediate release of prisoners held in isolation for 18 months. The verdict withstood 

Carlson’s last minute affidavit arguing that their release would cause havoc and threaten 

control. The court disagreed with this conclusion - thus showing the court’s willingness 

to uphold the law and to reject the prison officials’ exaggerated use of security threats. 

On the juridical plane, the case established an important precedent in constitutional law. 

According to Deutsch,  

It was very important in the sense that it was the first time that a federal court of 
 appeals found that you could have an 8th amendment claim, a cruel and unusual 

                                                 
457 Deutsch, “Attica, Marion and Other Prison Work,” 6. 
458 Breaking Men’s Minds, 1.  The use of the CU brought drastic consequences for inmates. Between 1972 and 1978 
nine persons died in the control unit by their own hand.  Another inmate named Hiller Hayes suffered a heart attack 
shortly after being released from isolation. 
459 Mitford, Kind and Unusual Punishment: The Prison Business, 188.  
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 punishment claim, based upon the disproportionality of the punishment you 
 received in prison…That was quite an extraordinary opinion.460 

 

Deutsch also recognized the political significance of the case:   

This was a very far reaching case. Because of the people who were involved in 
 that; the political conscience of a lot of the brothers that had been involved in the 
 work stoppage and maintained their solidarity all those months, it kind of showed 
 that people working together, joined together, fighting together[,] can make a 
 difference. Because I don’t think it was the legal work that made a difference, but 
 it was also the political work: all these guys that were writing, organizing their 
 constituencies, so there was a lot of awareness of this case.461 

 
The case was clearly a watershed in the prison movement. A before and after case that 

marked a victory for the very recognition that prisoners did indeed have rights, and that 

those rights are based on constitutional guarantees. It also demonstrated the power than 

political alliances within the walls between Third World peoples, as well as with activists 

on the outside. Finally, it emphasizes the importance of experience being the basis for 

new knowledges and resistances, and for the possibilities of collective struggles for 

justice. 

For Deutsch, Adams v. Carlson was in many respects 

an end point of a movement of prisoner rights and reform and even militancy. 
 You can really trace a prison incarceration explosion almost from that point. For 
 like 50 years, from 1920 to 1970, the incarceration rate was constant, it didn’t go 
 up, it remains the same; we incarcerate more, we changed the drug laws and death 
 penalty laws, three strikes, mandatory minimums…a lot of the militancy and 
 radicalism that was afoot in the late 60s and early 70s; and even a lot of the 
 prisoners rights cases that were emerging, pretty much began to go the other way 
 by the mid 70s. And by the 80s, it was just war on prisoners and the 
 rehabilitation.462 

 

                                                 
460 Phone interview with Michael Deutsch, Austin, Tx., 5 December 2005. 
461 Deutsch interview. 
462 Ibid. 
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Beginning in 1972, with the institutionalization of the control unit against politicized 

prisoners, the contradictory (and always precarious) relationship between mid-century 

rehabilitation models and incarceration was finally ruptured. This does not mean that 

rehabilitative programs ceased to exist, but that both the belief in rehabilitation and 

rehabilitation programs themselves had less currency once a “permanent” state of 

exception was normalized as a category for defining certain groups of people and for 

containing and controlling certain types of behavior. Once inmates could be legally 

defined as lacking political rights under emergency conditions, the possibility for 

rehabilitation had no reference from which to define or measure change, a dehumanizing 

event that ruptured the link between existence and rights, life and dignity, and a direct 

response to the political action, collective educational projects and extramural support of 

the prison rebellion years. 

 

The Necropolitics of Life 

According to Marion activist Griffin, the Control Unit and the “silent implications 

of Behavior Modification speak their sharpest and clearest ultimatum: CONFORM OR 

DIE.”463 The stakes at Marion were clear: “the control unit is the ‘end of the line’ in the 

federal prison system. Since there is no place lower throughout society, it is the end of the 

line for society also. Just as the threat of imprisonment controls society, so is Marion the 

control mechanism for the prison systems; ultimately, the long term control unit controls 

                                                 
463 Griffin, Breaking Men’s Minds, 18. 
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Marion.”464 Confinement in the Control Unit was defined as administrative segregation. 

As opposed to disciplinary segregation that had set timetables for punishments, 

administrative segregation was not considered punishment, but an administrative 

response to an “abnormal” or unexpected situation that had the consequence of 

transforming the administration – guards and warden alike – into police, judge, jury and, 

at times, executioner. The CU came to function as a site where terror and a state of 

exception were permanently welded in the absolute domination of mental, spatial and 

physical occupation.465 

State sanctioned terror is designed to kill the spirit, the will to resist and the will 

struggle. These approaches to controlling dissent marked an important shift in the 

“juridical existence” of inmates who were segregated into an indefinite “state of 

exception” from the protection of law. The CU was the culmination of the state’s need for 

political control in the prison system. The spaces of detention and incarceration that were 

born, not out of ordinary law but under a state of martial law within penal institutions, 

revealing the state of exception “to constitute the fundamental structure of the legal 

system itself.”466 Administrative segregation - where the punishment of permanent 

isolation did not even register as punishment - revealed the contradiction, and at the same 

time surgical precision, of living death as an essential form of social control. Throughout 

the 1970s and 1980s, more control unit-type strategies were erected as federal 

                                                 
464 Cunningham and Susler, “A Public Report.” 
465 Mbembe, “Necropolitics,” 28. 
466 The temporary-to-permanent shift in the suspension of the rule of law as constituted by the CU and similarly 
designed spaces, established a permanent civil death, non-citizenship and non-existence for subordinated populations 
under law. See Agamben, Means, ii. 
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penitentiaries continued to house political activists and political prisoners.467 This led to 

the normalization of the political logic and function of these units within the federal and 

state systems with the proliferation of the Super-max prisons.468 These techniques, 

initially experimented with on Muslim inmates, and later used en masse upon political 

activists, became the model for the entire prison regime, as all prisoners by definition 

were a threat to social order and national, as well as personal, security. 

Prisoners inhabit “dead zones” that are juridically and spatially related to “the 

immigration detention center, the military camp, the police station, [and] the foreign 

prisoner in Cuba or Iraq or Afghanistan…[as] all are manifestations of institutional and 

rational and irrational violence; all are anti-democratic.”469 The essence of sovereignty is 

the power over life and death; and the Nazi death camps, because they stand “outside of 

life and death”, have come to represent the ultimate manifestation of modern totalitarian 

power: a permanent the state of exception. The power to decide on a state of exception is 

the very definition of sovereignty; this can be enacted as martial law, a state of siege, or a 

state of emergency. It is a tool both embedded in, and in contradiction with, the juridical 

logic and applicability of a given legal charter as constitutional rights are suspended in 

order to protect the constitutional rule of law. This tension/contradiction is at the 

intersection of law and politics, an ambiguous border zone, “a no-man’s-land between 

                                                 
467 See James, Imprisoned Intellectuals; Dr. Richard Korn, “Excerpts from A Report on the Effects of Confinement in 
the Lexington High Security Unit” and “Fay Dowker and Glenn Good, “From Alcatraz to Marion to Florence: Control 
Unit Prisons in the United States,” both in Cages of Steel, 123-127. 
468 Breaking Men’s Minds, 1.  The use of the CU brought drastic consequences for inmates. Between 1972 and 1978 
nine persons died in the control unit by their own hand.  Another inmate named Hiller Hayes suffered a heart attack 
shortly after being released from isolation. 
469 Joy James, The New Abolitionists: (Neo) Slave Narratives and Contemporary Prison Writings, ed. Joy James, (State 
University of New York Press: New York, 2005),xxxi. 
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public law and political fact, the juridical order and life.”470 It is the authority to allow life 

or impose death, embodied biopower. 

The prison was/is a formation of state terror, the CU a calculated, surgically 

precise technique for torture-sustaining-life and living death, a tool of political repression 

that represented a new category of spatial and juridical incarceration, a “state of 

exception” established for activist prisoners. Linking science, politics and death, the 

political use of the CU as a site of living death - a “prison beyond the law” (as Joseph 

Marguilies has characterized the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay), marked a shift 

in the use of Behavior Modification and the end of the possibility of rehabilitation as even 

possible for any inmate. The CU, and its modern progeny, the Special Housing Units 

(SHU), (literally) embody a collapse of the legal and physical space between life and 

politics - and between punishment and death. Initially introduced during a “state of 

emergency” (lockdown), the CU was a weapon, a “death-world”, “a dead zone,” “a death 

row for the living” 471 that marked a particular moment of political repression that 

recentered punishment and death as strategic components of state power. The CU 

“subjugat[ed] life to the power of death”.472 The CU and the “silent implications of 

Behavior Modification speak their sharpest and clearest ultimatum: CONFORM OR 

DIE.”473 The very existence of political activists within the walls challenge the logic of 

                                                 
470 State of Exception, Op. Cit. 1. 
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empire; resistance was unacceptable; the colonial ‘other’ was to be buried alive, 

permanently isolated from human contact, sentenced to the punishment of living death.474 

 In “Necropolitics”, Achille Mbembe engages these issues, arguing that the death 

camp is the metaphor for modern power and not an aberration, but like the prison regime, 

forms the very foundations of society, modernity and life. He also questions the current 

political utility of biopower as an analytical tool capable of comprehending current 

economies of power given its assumption of reason as the basis for Modernity and certain 

normative political subjectivities and readings of the “politics of sovereignty” that equate 

autonomy with freedom, and assume all people are equally recognized as full subjects 

under the law.  Instead we should “look to other foundational categories that are less 

abstract and more tactile, such as life and death.”475  

 For prisoners in the Control Unit - who first struggled to be recognized as living, 

existing, subjects with rights – to then risk death for that new life, essentially snatched 

life from the jaws of death, rejecting the breaking of their minds, while reclaiming 

sovereignty over their minds and bodies. Reclaiming sovereignty, life, meant a “refusal to 

accept the limits of fear that death would have the subject respect,”476 while denying the 

state their sovereign right to kill. 477 

 

Conclusion 

                                                 
474 For us outside the walls, accepting living tombs as part of modern democracy, their death slowly eliminates the 
possibility of imagining humanity inside the walls. 
475 Ibid. The repressive techniques, and the resistances to their implementation mark a particular moment in the 
operational, political, and legal connections between the state apparatus of the 20th century prison regime, the control 
unit, and black sites or “prisons beyond the law”, like Abu Grhaib and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
476 Mbembe summarizing Georges Bataille, 16. 
477 Letter from Salinas to Michael Deutsch, September 16, 1972, Box 6 Folder 20.  
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 This chapter has examined the relationship between a Third World political 

identity and the collective organizing efforts against the technologies of control and 

punishment implemented to quell political dissent. The Bureau of Prisons miscalculated, 

thinking that transferring political leaders within the system to a centralized location 

would be a way of quelling dissent. It was beyond the parameters of this chapter to 

examine whether or not this worked at a national level, but it was clear that at Marion, the 

organizing escalated rather than diminished. This was particularly significant in that 

Marion was the experimental unit for the federal system to implement new control 

techniques. The anti-oppression, pro-dignity Third World perspective that brought people 

together also impacted the terrains on which these activists fought. To defend themselves 

they looked to the local, national and international levels. Allies from the People’s Law 

Office in Carbondale were key in arguing the juridical aspects of their illegal 

incarceration in the isolation units, while drumming up solidarity support through their 

own networks. Through the Federal Prisoners’ Coalition Intra-National and the Political 

Prisoners Liberation Front, they lobbied Congress and attempted to involved the United 

Nations in their efforts to resist the behavior modification programs and violent treatment 

at Marion. 

There are several important issues to emphasize in reference to multi-racial, 

transnational coalitions, Third World political movements, and the Chicano Movement. 

The mobilizations at prisons throughout the country during the prison rebellion years 

were linked to social movements outside the walls, and across geopolitical borders, 

internationalizing the prison rebellion years in two ways: coalitions between colonial 
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peoples and the claims made on international law through the mechanism of the United 

Nations. This latter political strategy placed these activists within a long line of social 

movements who linked local and national demands for justice to the international arena.  

By forming multiracial coalitions, these activists challenged the use of racial 

divisions as a technology and strategy of control. The political influences from which 

these activists drew inspiration and analysis that led to particular “practices and ideas” 

that emerge from an analysis centered on a Third World perspective of hemispheric and 

international relations. The politics of the Black Liberation movement, American Indian, 

and Chicano movements, come into contact with the anti-colonial perspective of the 

Puerto Rican Independence fighters and white inmates willing to cross the color line. 

This mix of knowledges and practices that emerged from struggles against the prison 

regime and were translated into strategies for resistance, legal briefs, and international 

reports, represent of form a border thinking that was part of a larger decolonial imaginary 

in the Americas. These movement were not only Third World in their constituencies, 

analysis and strategies, but in the fact that they came together against a specifically 

defined enemy; as well as in favor of a new ways of resisting incarceration, and 

redefining freedom and change.  

At the same time, connections with lawyers, journalists, academics and other 

supporters outside the walls was also a central reason for the strength of the campaigns 

and mobilizations. W.L. Parks, warden at San Quentin, knew as much when he observed 

in a 1968 memorandum, “All Power to the People,” that the influence of outside 

supporters on inmate organizing, as “they demonstrated, perhaps for the first time in 
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American penal history, that outsiders could conspire with prisoners to cripple the normal 

operations of the prison. The age-old dissatisfactions of the convict were translated into a 

well-planned and sophisticated attack on state laws and policies, the operations of the 

paroling agency, the limitations on legal rights of parolees, the indeterminate sentence, 

and other issues far removed from the usual minor food grievances.”478 The Political 

Prisoners Liberation Front, the Federal Prisoners for Freedom of Expression Committee, 

and the Federal Priosoners’ Coalition Intra-National developed strategic connections with 

the People’s Law office, ACLU, NAACP, Rainbow People’s Party, Teatro Puerto Rico, 

and the United Front in Support of Puerto Rican Political Prisoners (Frente Unido Pro 

Defensa Presos Politicos Puertorriqueños) focusing on the Puerto Rican Political 

Prisoners).479. As Salinas had pointed out in his letters, prisoners’ rights activism was not 

always on the radar screen of the Chicano movement at a national level. It was usually 

local universities and community based groups that supported inmates through 

educational programs and in terms of providing legal advice, books and post-

incarceration programs. The journals and newspapers from a variety of political 

perspectives that reached prisoners from the outside were devoured in formal and 

informal learning spaces; they provided an important outlet for some news about prisons 

conditions and actions, as well as letters.  

                                                 
478 Mitford, 236-7. 
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Yet the participation of Chicanos and Puerto Ricans during the prison rebellion 

years was profound, and not only because people of color were a majority of those behind 

bars. They formed organizations as vehicles for collective struggle through strikes, self-

defense against guard brutality, and shaped the legal strategies of writ-writers and outside 

lawyers. Luis Talamantez organized with George Jackson, and was a teacher, poet and 

prison lawyer. The Attica Rebellion was carried out by a coalition of Puerto Rican, Black 

and white inmates. As mentioned, David Ruiz and Fred Cruz challenged the prison 

regime in Texas; their dedication as writ-writers meant risking (and often receiving) 

violent beatings and long-term isolation, yet their work resulted in Ruiz v. Estelle, a 

comprehensive indictment of the Texas prison system mandated federal oversight (that 

finally ended in 2002). So yes, we can say with definitive certainty that there was a 

vibrant and successful Chicano Prison Movement. This movement was part of other local 

manifestations of a national and international Chicano/a movement. At the same time that 

Chicano and Puerto Rican prison activists engaged with national and international issues, 

and their local manifestations, the national Chicano and Mexican American organizations 

were not that intimately involved with prison issues. 

 

The analysis, strategies, and tactics of activist prisoners during the prison 

rebellion years are an invaluable and seldom acknowledged ideological and political 

struggle. They unmasked the mechanisms and strategies of state power that reinforced the 

function of prisons as institutions experimenting with technologies of discipline, control, 

and death, “not as an insular apparatus somewhere on the edge of the American everyday, 
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but rather as an epochal regime that is integral to the very fabric of a historical social 

ordering.”480 To talk about freedom inside an institution designed for “legal 

assassination” is not to romanticize resistance. It is instead to take seriously the demand 

for the “right to exist”, and the “right to resist politically”, as being central 

conceptualizations of constitutional law.481  

These struggles were also anti-colonial struggles as Third World people came 

together to transform the prison into a front of human freedom. As Marion warden Aron 

stated in the quote that introduces this chapter, the Control Unit was designed to control 

revolutionary attitudes in the prison and in society at large. The Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, 

Black, American Indians, and Euro Americans that organized to resist living death, were 

resisting the most rabid and insidious form of imperialism, the one taken for granted in 

the neglected backyard of democracy. 

Historicizing necropolitical structures of domination, Achilles Mbembe proposes 

that in the institution of slavery, which made people into “things”, shadows, best 

represent the perfect figure of the slave, as slavery is one of the first forms of 

“biopolitical experimentation…[and] the very structure of the plantation system and its 

aftermath manifests the emblematic and paradoxical figure of the state of exception.”482 

He proposes three conditions of loss that come to represent this form of death, and can be 

used as a comparative guide for other forms of death: “loss of home, loss of rights over 
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his or her body, and loss of political status. This triple loss is identical with absolute 

domination, natal alienation, and social death (expulsion from humanity altogether).”483 

At the same time, the other “paradoxical element” of the plantation system as-state-of-

exception that has relevance for our discussion, is that the slaves maintained “alternate 

perspectives toward time, work, and self…[and is] able to draw almost any object, 

instrument, language or gesture into a performance and then stylize it.” I want to offer 

that the creativity of the prison rebellion years – the educational classes, writ-writers, 

strikes, coalitions and legal battles  - invoke this history of alternate, inventive, and 

ultimately, revolutionary instruments of resistance. 

The “alternate perspectives” that emerged from political efforts to resist living 

death and developed within the political milieu of Third World politics within the walls 

during the prison rebellion years, continued to have as they were circulated through 

inmates like Salinas, Chacon and Cantú after they released. The legacy of the prison 

rebellion years reflected the connections that characterized the struggles in prisons across 

the country: they transcended borders through the movement of people and ideas that 

were forged in struggle. 

Salinas is released on November 20, 1972 and relocates to Seattle, Washington. 

The transformation that he and others experience during the prison rebellion years would 

take them across them Americas to “strengthen and enrich the movement against 

oppressive forces. Though Salinas received offers from California, Texas, and New 

Mexico to join the movement in those respective states, with connections established 
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through correspondence, Raul Salinas took his nascent Third World politics to Seattle, 

Washington, where he would join in the two- week old occupation of the abandoned 

Beacon Hill School by a coalition of Third World peoples led by Chicano/a activists. 

Chacon, upon release returned to South Texas and joined former C.O.R.A. member 

Ramon Tijerina in the Chicano educational project Colegio Jacinto Trevino.  

 There were still over 30 people in the hole, and the intense political organizing 

known as the prison rebellion years met with even greater force as administrations – who 

were never very supportive of rehabilitation to begin with. Between 1970-72, during the 

intense years of the prison rebellion organizing, inmates were also being released. Ramon 

Chacon was released from Leavenworth in March of 72, right before the strike that led to 

the mass transfers to Marion. Salinas was key in introducing Chacon and Ramon Tijerina 

to former pintos, like Mario Cantu, that continued their activity outside the walls.  After 

Tijerina was release, he returned to south Texas and worked to establish El Colegio 

Jacinto Treviño; Chacon would soon join him there as a student and teacher. Like all 

political work, trust is a key ingredient in to build a movement.  

The early 1970s was still a dangerous time in terms of government repression. 

Many activists across the country used personal relationships and networks to vouch for 

someone’s authenticity. Salinas wrote to Cantu, requesting guidance for Chacon, “Otro 

carnal que está para salir pronto, se ha ido para el “hospi” in Ft. Worth.  Se llama Ramón 

Chacón y quisiera que le mandaras unas cuantas lineas.  El sabe de tu correspondencia 

con nosotros, oyó los discos, leyo los materiales, etc.  Es uno de los camaradas quien mas 
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nos endoctrino en lo de la politica y pensamiento progresivo.”484 Similar correspondence 

would bring Salinas to the Pacific Northwest. 

 

Post Data: Solidarity can also mean exile 

On December 29, 1970, five friends and relatives came together in Palo Alto, 

California to celebrate each other and the New Year. From Seattle, Oakland, Lubbock 

and Los Angeles, Maria Elda Cisneros Mendoza, Antonia Castañeda Shular, Tish 

Somners, Joseph Sumners, and Tomás Ybarra-Frausto shared food, music and poetry, 

around a warm fire. They decided to scribble a note to the poet who was the author of one 

of the poems, Raul R. Salinas. Each of the five wrote a short note on a single sheet of 

paper: 

 Querido Hermano  
  There is a small group of Chicanos sitting around a fire in Palo Alto, 
 California on this night.  We have come together from various parts of the 
 country.  Lubbock, Texas; Seattle, Wash, and Los Angeles.  We sang (off-key) for 
 about an hour, ate a delicious meal de frijoles, arroz, tortillas y chile.  Afterwards 
 one of the more perceptive members of our group read us a beautiful mocking 
 poem, written by you.  We’ve decided to write and tell you how much we enjoyed 
 your poem – words are inadequate all I can say is –  ¡Te aventaste! 
 María Elda Cisneros de Mendoza 
 
 Hermano –  
  Su poema nos llevó al lugar donde vivimos y crecimos.  A mí me volvió a 
 un campo de labor donde los señores siempre daban discursos el 16 de septiembre 
 y el cinco de Mayo.  Gracias por haber expresado tan claramente y con tanta 
 sensibilidad y entendimiento lo que sentimos.485 
 Antonia Castañeda Shular 
 
 Dear Brother –  
                                                 
484 Raúl Salinas to Mario Cantu, Jr., 29 February 1972, RSPC. 
485 Your poem took us back to the place where we lived and grew.  It returned me to a labor camp where the men 
always gave speeches on September 16th and the 5th of May.  Thank you for having expressed our feelings so clearly 
and with so much wisdom and understanding. 
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  We read your poem tonight and were very much inspired.  I don’t know 
 the scene myself but you made it real to me.  I hope you keep on writing more –  
 Thank you, 
 Tish Sommers 
 
 Querido Hermano Salinas, 
  El grupo de chicanos a que se refiere María Elda incluye a un par de 
 “fellow travelers.”  Los recuerdan y las sensaciones que figuran en la superfice 
 del poema que acaban de escuchar; creo que significan más para nuestros amigos 
 Chicanos  que para nosotros nos indentifiquen en el significado esencial debajo de 
 la superficie; creo que su poema es una expresíon artística de unas experiencias 
 que, si no las hemos vivido explícitamente, las podemos sin embargo entender.  Y 
 al entender nos sentimos armados e impulsados a luchar para que no se repitan. 
 Gracias, y que le vaya bien.486 
 Joseph Sommers 
 
 Carnal 

 Se me enchina el cuerpo cada vez que leo tus poems / out of my skull with 
 the pulsating emotion / los rastras de imagenes de nuestra sociedad / you sing con 
 el cora abierta que me toca ..you speak la verdad de las verdades (the history of 
 nuestra gente) outside (and inside the walls)  Erasing all those circles that contain 
 us / You bring y sembras semillas de liberacíon en muchas mentes jovenes that 
 are in barrios and campos are beginning to move. 

 Con todos mis poros abiertos I read your message and cannot contain the 
 joy/alegría deseperacíon en la esperanza. 
 If it would be possible/I would like to get your pinto publication and maybe get 
 on your mailing list. 

 Con sus palabras como lluvia lenta o tempestad de calavera sonientes, con 
 tus ideas me bañas de sentimients/recuerdo la amargura y el amor de nuestra 
 lucha. Venceremos porque recordamos pero aun podemos empezar/ because our 
 hatred is but love misplaced because la causa is just and because it is time for us 
 to make history or time will make history of us.487 

                                                 
486 The group of Chicanos to whom Maria Elda refers includes a pair of “fellow travelers.”  The memories and  feelings 
that appear in the surface of the poem that we have just heard, I believe that they signify more for our Chicano friends 
than for us who identify the essential significance beneath the surface; I believe that your poem is an artistic expression 
of certain experiences that, if we have not personally experienced, we can nonetheless comprehend.  And by 
understanding we feel capable and compelled to fight so that they are not repeated. Thanks, and all the best. Translation 
Luis Mendoza. 
487 My body trembles every time that I read your poems / out of my skull with the pulsating emotion / the traces of 
images from our society / you sing with an open heart that touches me. . . you speak the truth of truths (the history of 
our people) outside (and inside the walls).  Erasing all those circles that contain us / You bring and nurture seeds of 
liberation in many young minds that are in barrios and fields and are beginning to move.With all my senses heightened 
I read your message and cannot contain the joy/happiness and desperate hope. If it would be possible/I would like to 
get your pinto publication and maybe get on your mailing list. With your words like a soothing rain or a tempest of 
smiling skulls, with your ideas you shower me with feelings/I remember the bitterness and the love of our struggle.  We 
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 Hasta la victoria siempre, 
 Tomás Ybarra – Frausto 

 

These short notes from academics, activists, and cultural workers would change 

Raul’s life forever. These individuals would help with Raul’s release, his enrollment at 

the University of Washington, and his political work with the Third World communities 

of the Seattle area. This initial correspondence would mark the beginning of life-long 

personal and political relationships between Salinas, Castañeda, Ybarra-Frausto, 

Somners, and Cisneros de Mendoza. Salinas could not return to Texas for two reasons: he 

had pending un-served time and there wasn’t any guarantee that he wouldn’t be arrested; 

and his family was in central Texas, and sometimes the joy of freedom is the punishment 

of lost family. Salinas decided to so to Seattle in a self-imposed exile.488 

When he left Marion, and upon arrival in Seattle, Salinas penned a letter to Alberto 

Mares, who also upon being released returned to his home town of Denver, Colorado, 

where he joined the Crusade for Justice, and worked to support prisoners’ rights and 

Third World struggles. It is worth quoting in its entirety as it captures the process of 

transformation that links the prison experience to the political experience outside the 

walls. 

 November 26, 1972 
 
 My Brother Alberto: 
  Today, when they are most needed, words—which are my daily tools—
 fail me in attempting to express my feelings toward you, with some semblance of 
 relevancy. 
                                                                                                                                                 
shall triumph because we remember, we can still begin/because our hatred is but love misplaced because la causa is 
just and because it is time for us to make history or time will make history of us. 
488 raúlrsalinas, interview by author, Austin, Texas, June 4, 2004. 
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  Perhaps there is more significance in these silent moments than we can 
 ever hope to realize. 
  For 3 years we have studied & learned together. We argued and 
 conversed. We disagreed and thought alike. All for the mutual benefit of our 
 cause. At times we were lax in our duties, other times we contributed our share, 
 whole heartedly. We made mistakes and overcame them. We were—above all—
 sincere & dedicated in our struggle. 
  In leaving prison, I do so with my manhood intact. Though I am free, so 
 long as there are loyal brothers in prison, I am not free. I leave my spirit here with 
 you—and the rest of the brothers. May it linger forever with the men who refuse 
 to be broken. 
  Thank you for your understanding, I shall never forget it. Your faith in 
 me, I shall not betray. 
  Stay strong my Beautiful Brown Brother. i [sic] remain in service to the 
 prisoners, in the struggle of the oppressed. 
 
Con Amor Revolucionario,    “A Revolutionary must  
Tu Hermano      always be patient, calm, 
raúlrsalinas—“Tapon”    and vigilant.” 
       Nguyen Ali Quoc (Ho Chi Minh) 
 
 
Leaving with “his manhood” intact, that is surviving the both the hyper-masculinity of 

punishment and incarceration, as well as the concomitant emasculation of state violence, 

this letter reflects a series of personal and political changes that raúl had experienced as 

an individual, and with others. Struggles to change their own conditions and their own 

ways of thinking were what had brought them together behind the walls.  

The relationship between collective education and organized action during the 

Prison Rebellion Years highlights that political transformation emerged from an analysis 

of power grounded in experience and experimented with through struggle, this, in turn, 

was directly linked to organized campaigns against behavior modification, torture, and 

the Control Unit. Most importantly, these organizing efforts, and the support received 

from people on the outside, reinforce that alliances between Third World people were 
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conscious political strategies to resist the imposition of control techniques designed to 

stifle dissent, “break” the prisoners, and force them to conform. 

The connections among prison activists and between prison activists and 

movement lawyers are placed front and center in this analysis. The techniques that 

culminated in the CU have their spatial and juridical origins in the necropolitics of 

racialized punishment and social control. Designed as a breathing coffin, the CU was/is a 

space of permanent living death. Beyond the protection of the law, inhabiting a violent 

juridical inexistence, these inmates, through their collective resistance, exposed the 

behavior modification programs and isolation as a metaphor of control for the rest of 

society.489 These approaches to controlling dissent marked an important shift in the 

“juridical existence” of inmates who now found themselves in a new yet familiar “state of 

exception” from the protection of law, from even the possibility of civil life. The 

temporary-to-permanent shift in the suspension of the rule of law as constituted by the 

CU and similarly designed spaces, established a permanent civil death, non-citizenship, 

and non-existence that according to Giorgio Agamben, “is revealed…to constitute the 

fundamental structure of the legal system itself.”490 At the heart of the discussion about 

incarceration in general, and behavior modification and torture specifically, is the 

relationship between punishment and death, between law and freedom, and the question 

                                                 
 
489 The control unit was a space of non-existence. A “more complete” civil death imposed for political reasons. Given 
their treatment, and the nature of their resistance, the detainees of 1972 may perhaps be considered as precursors to our 
present day “enemy combatants”. For a discussion of enemy combatant as a political designation, see: Rachel 
Meeropol, ed., America’s Disappeared: Secret Imprisonment, Detainees, and the ‘War on Terror (New York: Seven 
Stories Press, 2005).  
490 Agamben, Means, ii. 
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of the right to exist – legally and physically.491 It is in resisting these conditions that we 

also find the basis for political alliances. 

Upon release, salinas would immediately immerse himself in the organizing of 

Third World communities in Seattle, in the same manner that Chacon would be in Texas, 

and Mares in Colorado.492 The next chapter takes us to Seattle and the occupation of 

Beacon Hill Elementary school by an alliance of Chicanos, Blacks, Asians, American 

Indians, and Euro-American (to use the language of the time) allies to establish the 

community center El Centro de la Raza. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
491 Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Chairman of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, “Preface,” in Individual Rights and the 
Federal Role in Behavior Modification (Washington: U.S. Government Report, 1974). 
492 On Mares’s post-Leavenworth political activities, see Vigil, Crusade for Justice, Ibid. 
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Chapter 5 

Third World Pacific Northwest 

 El Centro de la Raza 
 

When the prison gates open, the real dragon will fly out. 
Ho Chi Minh 

 
Well, we’ve had to look at ourselves, we have had to look at our history: actually we have had to define that history 

because it never was defined by North American historians. 
Antonia Castañeda Shular, 1974 

 
Our headquarters was at El Centro de La Raza and pulled in the Polynesians and Filipinos — everybody started coming 

together on the [basis of] Third World unity. We had a domestic as well as an international program. We started doing 
international solidarity in support of people working for Africa, Latin America, and for various parts of Asian liberation 
struggles. Then, after Nixon started cutting historic programs to people of color that we had won as part of the struggles 
of the '60s, we said, we need to use this unity we've forged to identify sources from which we can get funds, rather than 

just relying on federal anti-poverty money. 
Larry Gossett 

Black Student Union 
 

What a lot of activists didn't understand, and still may not, is that a political program or political ideology is not the 
most important thing. We learn by getting to know each other. We discussed everything — liberation movements in 

Africa, in Latin America, Black Panthers, American Indian Movement. We were developing new people and it finally 
sank in that we're not going to bring change very quickly. We're not going to change the whole equation of imperialism 

and capitalism and the deformities of the economy. 
Roberto Maestas, 

El Centro de la Raza 
 

The Third World is in ferment and we are part of that struggle now being waged on every continent on this earth. 
Sooner or later, like others, we must grapple with the long-term questions about the kind of society that we want and 

how we are going to get it. On one level, that is what we are doing now, but it will no doubt accelerate in ways that we 
don’t yet know about. And as the song says, ‘Keep your eye on the prize. And hold on, hold on…’” 

Ed Nakawatase, Third World Coalition 
 
 
 

 
Introduction 

The following two chapters focus on the inter-ethnic social movements in Seattle, partly 

in relation to the Chicano prison struggles.  The mutually influential relationship across 

the walls provided a natural direction towards another important aspect of third world 

political organizing in the United States during the 1960s and 1970s.  Some of the prison 

activists who settled in Seattle after their release also recognized the organizational and 
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ideological linkage and they sought to reinforce it.  This continuing connection provides 

the material basis for incorporating Seattle into this study.  Inter-ethnic organizing in 

Seattle, however, also represented an advanced form of struggle that was made evident 

by the willingness of its activists to see their cause in broad terms.  This broad view 

incorporated the cause of the prison activists as well as a third world perspective on 

global issues, one that was also evident at Marion during the prison rebellion years. 

Chapter 4 focuses on El Centro de la Raza (El Centro), a community center 

established as a result of the occupation of Beacon Hill Elementary school. It narrates the 

relationship between Third World peoples in Seattle that established El Centro, the 

negotiation process with state and federal officials over the right to that space - and 

secondarily the negotiation process over funding, and finally, the diverse terrain of 

Chicano based organizations.  Chapter 5 focuses on the founding of Third World 

Coalition of the American Friends Service Committee (TWC), with special emphasis on 

how the experiences of Third World peoples in Seattle affected the larger organization of 

the TWC and by extension, the AFSC. 

The social movement history in Seattle and surrounding areas is diverse, 

revolutionary, and has played a major role in political change, not just in the Pacific 

Northwest area, but also across the continent and across the Pacific to the Philippines. 

Yet, Seattle does not register on the radar of national civil rights movement.  What little 

is written about the civil rights movement portrays different racial and ethnic groups 

operating independently. But that's not what really happened. Radically multi-racial, 
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active well past the 1960s, with important legacies for Seattle's neighborhoods, its 

workplaces, and its politics: Seattle's civil rights history is nationally unique…”493 

Upon release from Marion, raúlrsalinas entered this political milieu. Released on 

November 28, 1972, in the midst of the lawsuit, while at Leavenworth he had been 

corresponding with Antonia Castañeda Shular, Tomás Ybarra Frausto, and Joseph 

Sommer’s who were at the University of Washington and working with prisoners 

incarcerated at McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary. He accepted their invitation to 

relocate to Seattle upon release because he couldn’t return to Texas on account of an 

unexpired 15-year term, and because their work in prisons combined with the recent take-

over of Beacon Hill, would provide an opportunity for him to continue his political 

development. He enrolled at University of Washington, and involves himself with local 

organizing efforts. Essentially, he went from the control unit to the University of 

Washington, and picked up where he had left of in Leavenworth and Marion.  He was 

both a student and an instructor teaching a course on Chicano Literature in the university. 

He became the president of the board of directors for El Centro, an organizer of 

prisoner’s rights with the Mexican American Self Help organization (M.A.S.H.), a 

Chicano prison group, and the primary mover for El Centro’s prisoner’s rights coalition. 

Working with Cruz Gutierrez, former news editor for the “Street Talk” Project in New 

York City, salinas helped edit the newspaper Calavera, which received “technical 

assistance from other newspapers in the area such as the Asian Family Affair, and from 

                                                 
493 “Soldier On, Roberto Maestas, Larry Gossett, & Bob Santos on a Democratic Future,” interview by Trevor Griffey, 
n.d. [journal-online] available at 
http://www.realchangenews.org/pastissuesupgrade/2003_08_07/features/soldier_on.html; Internet; accessed on 12 
December 2005. 
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the School of Communications at UW.”494 Ever resourceful, he was a founding member 

of the Third World Coalition and utilized the resources of the AFSC to connect struggles 

in the Pacific Northwest with activist in Texas and Mexico. 

 

Urban Land Occupations: Beacon Hill Elementary School 

On October 11, 1972, a group of Chicano activists, supported by members and 

organizations of the Black, American Indian Movement, Filipino-American, and Anglo 

American communities, joined to occupy an abandoned school on Beacon Hill. Many of 

the Chicano activists were students and teachers at the English and Adult Basic Language 

Program at the Duwamish branch of the South Seattle Community College. Budget cuts 

and tensions over curriculum materials used by the English as a Second Language (ESL) 

teachers forced the students and program administrators to look for an alternative 

location. A struggle ensued with city government and the local school district over the 

title to the building.  The activists took over the city council meeting and the mayor’s 

office demanding ownership and access to Model Cities and other state monies to 

establish a multi-service community center based on the principles of self-determination. 

This solidarity for the local community and the larger third world communities of Seattle 

was the main reason the six-month occupation would lead to the founding of El Centro. 

According to Maestas, “The movement was very strong, and I'm convinced that if it 

                                                 
494 “La Calavera…Proposal for a newspaper aimed at the Chicano Spanish-Speaking population of Seattle,” undated, 2 
loose sheets, RSPA. 
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hadn't been for that multiracial cooperation, we would have never won. They would have 

worn us out, pushed us out.”495 

During the negotiations with the city, El Centro supported the Wounded Knee 

stand off against the aggression of the Federal government, established a day care center 

named after José Martí, a health clinic and supported exiled Chilean activists fleeing the 

Pinochet regime. The Seattle activists understood that services and advocacy had to be 

coupled with political education and organizing.  The struggle was not about advocacy 

for government policies or (only) resources to redress poverty and inequality, but about 

dignity and self-determination, about changing relationships of power between 

communities and government institutions by changing the political and economic system. 

In Seattle, as ethnic groups worked through internal political and organizational 

challenges as well as their specific projects, they recognized a need to combine forces 

and bring together the progressive politics of the Puget Sound area. Social movements 

were learning, experimenting, regrouping and expanding the possibilities for political 

organizing. In the spring of 1971, members of the staff of the American Friends Service 

Committee (AFSC) founded the TWC, a multiracial project, at the Communications 

Relations Roundup at Estes Park, Colorado.  They had been influenced by Third World 

Marxist ideas, and subsequently reached out through their regional offices to create a 

national coalition.496 As Tyree Scott had already been involved with the committee, he 

                                                 
495 “Soldier On,” Griffey interview. 
496 “Minutes,” Third World Coalition Annual Meeting, Montezuma, New Mexico, September 10-15, 1974, 2, RSPA. 
The work of AFSC owes much to the Quaker church, its parent organization.  Across the country, and across the 
decades, the Quaker philosophy of social justice, reverence for non-violence, and consensus building has been a central 
catalyst and organization sustaining progressive social movements across the globe. A thorough study of the influence 
of consensus models, popular education, as well as the story of their organizing history remains to be told. 
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was key to recruiting like-minded activists from the Seattle area. The diverse support 

from organizations across Seattle and the Yakima valley that led to the establishment of 

El Centro represented a Third World politics of solidarity.  However, an organization like 

the TWC had not been created.  Once the TWC was created, like-minded activists began 

to work together consistently and effectively. Activists associated with El Centro were 

central in the formation and expansion of the TWC. 

El Centro and TWC activists led unique anti-globalization campaigns on the basis 

of multi-ethnic solidarity.  They targeted institutions of international capitalism and the 

impact of U.S. foreign intervention in Latin America. By claiming autonomy and self-

determination as the basis for political empowerment and making demands for federal 

and state monies, the Seattle struggles provide insight into the relationship between civil 

rights, national sovereignty and self-determination. The TWC was also a political vehicle 

that activists used to both create anew and strengthen national and international networks 

of Third World activists across political, cultural, and geopolitical borders.  

 In a similar manner to the political formations that emerged in Leavenworth and 

Marion that were grounded in everyday experiences of exploitation, violence, and the 

consistent violation of rights, by African American, Chicano, Puerto Rican, American 

Indian, and White prisoners, activists in Seattle drew on their local experiences in 

organizing within their respective communities to develop a political analysis that was 

directly linked to their political projects. Specifically, raúlrsalinas, whose was released a 

month after the take-over that would lead to the founding of El Centro, would bring these 

prison experiences to Seattle. In other words, these were not separate movements, but in 
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fact were part and parcel of each other. Out of a sense of necessity, and an impulse 

toward strategic alliances, minority groups came together. These organizing efforts and 

political projects were the processes from which the idea of a Third World politics 

emerged.  

 
Third World Seattle 
 

Before moving to the take over of Beacon Hill School and the establishment of El 

Centro, it is important to provide the political backdrop against which these movements 

should be understood. Seattle was like many other major urban areas in the late 1960s. 

People were organizing for change and revolution was in the air – as were the helicopters 

of the Red Squad units spying on activists. Seattle Mayor Wes Uhlman, elected in 1969, 

inherited a city in the midst a change. On the one hand, formidable social movements 

were challenging class and racial discrimination, demanding human and civil rights for 

workers, minorities, and women. On the other hand, Boeing, one of Seattle’s major 

industries, was downsizing, a scandal had broken in the police department, and the city 

had witnessed 18 bombings in the last seven months of 1969.497 In addition to protest, 

marches, labor strikes, land occupation and other mass mobilizations, there were various 

armed underground revolutionary groups operating in the Northwest during 1970s, like 

the Seattle George Jackson Brigade.498 Though multi-ethnic social movements existed 

throughout the United States, Seattle was unique because of its geographical location and 

the “uncomfortable coexistence” that existed between the white and non-white “citizenry 
                                                 
497 Kurt Schaefer, “Seattle Black Panther Party: 1968-1970,” available from 
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/Panthers1_schaefer.htm; Internet; accessed 16 December 2005. 
498 On the George Jackson Brigade, see “The Power of the People is the Force of Life,” Political Statement of the 
George Jackson Brigade (Canada: Abraham Guillen Press, 2000), first published 1997. 
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that was more tolerant than those found in numerous other large cities in the country.499 

Building on his argument, the politics of other minorities groups in Seattle, like Chicanos, 

Asian Americans and American Indians, embraced a Third World radicalism founded in 

the idea of coalition because 1) of the fact that individually the Black, Indian, Chicano 

and Asian communities were small and together they posed a formidable political power; 

and 2) the “uncomfortable coexistence” that was predicated on a white-Black binary 

opened a space for coalition politics to be effective.  

The meeting of the land and the ocean brought many things to the port city of 

Seattle.  Commerce arrived from the East by railroad and from the West by shipping 

networks.  People, culture and politics were also part of these transcontinental and 

transpacific networks.  A large Asian population from the Pacific Rim countries reflected 

these trends. The Yakima Valley also drew migrants from Mexico, California and Texas, 

migrants who were part of a migratory circuit that began in Texas and moved north 

towards the agricultural industry in the Midwest and Great Lakes region500 and through 

the Southwest, up through California and eventually to Idaho and Washington. The post 

WWII migration of African Americans to the west, on the other hand, led to the 

formation of an urban community that was significant political force in the area, 

particularly when aligned with other ethnic minorities. These characteristics made 

Seattle, and the larger Puget Sound area, a center for Third World multiethnic organizing 

with international ties to Asia, Latin America, Africa and the Caribbean. It produced such 
                                                 
499 Kurt Schaefer, Ibid. 
500 Dennis Nodín Valdés, Al Norte: Agricultural Workers in the Great Lakes Region, 1917-1970 (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 1991) and Barrios Norteños: St. Paul and Midwestern Mexican Communities in the Twentieth Century 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000). 
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organizations as the Black Panthers and the majority Black United Construction Workers 

Association, to the American Indian Movement, the United Farm Workers, the Alaska 

Cannery Workers, the Katipunan ng Mga Demokratikong (KDP) and the Seattle 

Liberation Coalition. In other words, Seattle was an important “port” in the international 

circulation of progressive social movements.  

The University of Washington (UW) added to the mix. The university 

organizations included the Students for a Democratic Society, the Black Student Union, 

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, United Mexican American Students (then 

MEChA), and the Black Panther Party.  Many of these organizations came together 

around specific issues like diversity in admissions and curriculum, opposition to the war 

in Vietnam, and civil rights. University administrators, program directors, and provost 

Teresa Shepro were also supportive of social movements in the Puget Sound area. UW 

Professors like Joseph Sommers and students like Antonia Castañeda, Elda Mendoza and 

Tomás Ibarra Frausto served as important catalysts in various cultural and political 

movements. 

The American Indian movement was one of the most important causes in the 

region.  In the early 1960s, American Indian fishing rights struggles in the Seattle-

Tacoma regions first brought Third World activists together. They demanded that their 

land based rights and salmon fishing rights be restored and they, with support of the 

Seattle Third World community defended their nets from armed racists, sports fisherman 

and government agents at Frank’s Landing. In 1970, the United Indian of All Tribes 

Foundation was created as a vehicle to make claims to Fort Lawton Military base that had 
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recently been declared surplus land. In March of that year, the Colville Confederated 

Tribes led an invasion and occupation of the base. In response, the UIATF received a 99-

year renewable lease with the city of Seattle for the land; on which they built the 

Daybreak Star Indian Cultural Center. American Indian struggles in Seattle-Tacoma and 

of Nisqually/Puyallup peoples were part of the larger national American Indian 

Movement across the country.501  

In May of 1968 a group of Black Student Union (BSU) members from Garfield 

High School and UW attended the second annual west coast BSU Conference in San 

Francisco and the funeral of Bobby Hutton who had been murdered by Oakland Police 

officers. After the funeral, they introduced themselves to Huey Newton and Bobby Seale, 

asking that Seattle be chartered as a chapter of the Party. The following week Seale 

visited Seattle, gave his “blessing” for the chapter, and named 18 year-old Aaron Dixon 

as party captain.502 Soon thereafter, Black Panther chapters were formed in Portland and 

Eugene, Oregon and Tacoma Washington.  The Black activists from Seattle also 

established a Bussing Program to Prison, Free Breakfast Program, a Liberation School, 

Legal Aid Program and a people’s medical clinic that pioneered sickle cell anemia testing 

                                                 
501 Though beyond the scope of this Chapter, and regrettable not addressed, are the Chicano-Indian relations. For 
example, in addition to the support for the fishing rights struggle at Frank’s Landing, direct support for the American 
Indian Movement (AIM) that was in a stand-off with agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigations at Wounded Knee 
came from El Centro. For example, Estella “Chata” Maestas was the only Chicana to carry provisions through the FBI 
roadblocks and surveillance to the members of AIM at Wounded Knee. Hand written notes from a conversation with 
Estella Maestas, Austin, Tx., August 2004. In addition, raúlrsalinas would be a central figure in the Chicano-Indio 
connections, living on the…, a founder of the Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, an organizer of the Chicano-Indio 
Unity Caravan in 1975, and a delegate to Geneva representing the International Treaty Council.  
502 Schaefer, Ibid.  This group included Anthony Ware, Karen Jones, Gary Owens, Larry Gossett, and Aaron and Elmer 
Dixon. Two chapters of Aaron Dixon’s autobiography are available in PDF format at 
http://www.itsabouttimebpp.com/Chapter_History/pdf/Seattle/Seattle_Chapter_History_1.pdf; also see Aaron Dixon, 
recorded interview by Janet Jones, Trevor Griffey, and Alex Morrow on May 2 and July 13, 2005, online at 
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/aaron_dixon.htm. Dixon’s parents, who had been involved in the communist party in 
Seattle and Chicago, were his primary influence. 
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and genetic counseling.503 The Seattle Panthers established a free breakfast program for 

school children, legal aid and medical clinics, pest control services, and a prison 

visitation program that included bus travel to and from the facility. As was the case 

across the country and world, they were also a main catalyst for the Third World 

solidarity efforts in the Puget Sound area.504 

In addition to the Black Student Union that organized at the university, and the 

BPP, Seattle also witnessed the emergence of militant crew of Black construction 

workers that established the United Construction Workers’ Association and later the 

Southwest Workers Association in other parts of the country. In 1969, Walter Hundley, 

the local director of the Model Cities anti-poverty program helped organize local black 

contractors as the Central Contractors Association in order to gain access to federal 

construction contracts. Discrimination against minorities was a common in Seattle as any 

other place in the U.S. From 1966 to 1969, CORE, the Urban League, the NAACP and 

the Catholic Archdiocese Project Equality lobbied for fair contract bidding. According to 

the Washington State Board Against Discrimination, in the 15 building trade unions that 

represented over 29,000 workers, there were only 7 non-white apprentices.505 In August 

and September of 1969, Tyree Scott, the leader of the Central Contractors Association, 

organized citywide protests, using direct action and legal strategies to shut down every 

                                                 
503 Named the Carolyn Downs Medical Clinic, it is still in existence today. 
504 Kathleen Cleaver, “Back to Africa: The Evolution of the International Section of the Black Panther Party (1969-
1970).” In Jones, ed., Black Panther Party Reconsidered, 211-254; and Michael L. Clemons and Charles E. Jones, 
“Global Solidarity: The Black Panther Party in the International Arena,” 20-39; John T. McCartney, “The Influences of 
the Black Panther Party (USA) on the Vanguard Party of the Bahamas, 1972-1987,” 156-163; Ruth Reitan, “Cuba, the 
Black Panther Party, and the U.S. Black Movement in the 1960s: Issues of Security,” 164-174. All in Kathleen Cleaver 
and George Katsiaficas, eds., Liberation, Imagination, and the Black Panther Party: A New Look at the Panthers and 
their Legacy (New York: Routledge, 2001). 
505 Trevor Griffey, “United Construction Workers Association,” available from 
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/ucwa.htm; Internet; accessed 4 December 2005. 
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major federally funded construction site in Seattle. According to historian Trevor Griffey, 

“the most dramatic actions included running a bulldozer into a large open pit at UW and 

marching over a hundred protestors onto the flight apron of Sea-Tac airport to halt air 

traffic.”506 As a result of disagreement over strategies and tactics the CCA contractors 

and workers split. In early 1970, “Tyree Scott, despite having worked as a contractor, left 

the CCA at the invitation of the Seattle Branch of the American Friends Service 

Committee (AFSC) to found the United Construction Workers Association.”507 At the 

time, there were only 10 black in the mechanical trades: six electricians, two sheet metal 

operators, two ironworkers and zero plumbers. 508 Also, in 1973 the UCWA established 

an organizing campaign in Oakland, California, and with a federal grant from the EEOC, 

it created the Southwest Workers Federation, headquartered in Little Rock, Arkansas.  

Scott, along with organizers Todd Hawkins and Charles McFadden, attempted organizing 

minority construction workers in eight cities across the South and Southwest, including 

Little Rock and Pine Bluff, Arkansas; Monroe and Shreveport, Louisiana; Oklahoma City 

and Tulsa, Oklahoma; and Austin, Tyler, and Waco, Texas.509  

 Tyree Scott’s perspective was initially as a Black contractor and construction 

worker. But according to Griffey, “rather than organizing only African American 

workers, fighting a class struggle without attention to issues of race, or working to reform 

American society in exclusion from other countries, Scott increasingly came to see his 

                                                 
506 Ibid. 
507 Ibid. 
508 Letter from Tyree Scott to Stanley Wise, April 4, 1974, RSPA. 
509 Ibid. 
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and the UCWA’s activism as part of a global, grassroots, movement of “Third World” 

peoples against racism and imperialism.”510 

In 1973, with the guidance and support of the UCWA, young Filipino activists 

founded the Alaskan Cannery Workers Association (ACWA) under the leadership of 

Michael Woo. Filipino workers had a long history of organizing for labor rights and 

worker dignity dating back to the beginning of the twentieth Century, causing one 

historian to identify Seattle and the Transpacific West as a “colonial metropolis” for 

Filipino/as in the United States.511 The ACWA built on this culture of resistance by 

organizing the ILWU’s Local 37, the Filipino Alaskeros Union or Cannery workers union 

in the Salmon industry. Other organizations like the Filipino Youth Association, the 

Asian Coalition for Equality, the Asian American Student Coalition at UW, and the 

Oriental Student Union at Seattle Central Community College made up the radical Asian 

activist community. In February 1971, this latter group led a six-hour takeover of the 

central offices, called for “Yellow Power”, and demanded the hiring of Asian American 

faculty and the creation of Asian American history courses. In 1972, three OSU members 

founded the “monthly publication Asian Family Affair…which quickly shifted from 

being the voice of Seattle’s Asian American student activists to being one of Seattle’s 

first and most important voices for Asian American unity, African American solidarity, 

and the preservation of Seattle’s International District.”512  

                                                 
510 Trevor Griffey, “United Construction Workers Association.” 
511 Dorothy B. Fujita-Rony, American Workers, Colonial Power: Philippine Seattle and the Transpacific West, 1919-
1941 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003). 
512 Jeremy Simer, “La Raza Comes to Campus: The New Chicano Contingent and the Grape Boycott at the University 
of Washington, 1968-69,” Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project, available online at 
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/la_raza2.htm; Internet; accessed 15 December 2005. 
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  When the Beacon Hill school takeover occurred Asian residents in the 

immediate downtown neighborhood, known as Chinatown/International District were in 

the midst of a struggle against continued gentrification that was accompanying the 

building of the Kingdome.  

While the UCWA was the most visible and militant labor organization in the area, 

the United Farm Worker Organizing Committee (UFWOC) had begun to organize in the 

Yakima Valley in 1966.513 Through the cultural and political networks, and the efforts of 

UFWOC organizer and Methodist minister Dale Van Pelt, university based Chicanos 

(who had migrated from Texas, Colorado and California to the agricultural fields of the 

northwest) got involved in these organizing and boycott mobilizations through their 

United Mexican American Student (UMAS) organization. 

 
The Yakima Valley and Chicano Seattle 

 
Though the take over of Beacon Hill school was a defining moment in the urban 

Chicano movement in the Northwest The Chicano movement in Seattle has its roots in 

the farm worker struggles of the Yakima Valley. The UFWA began initiated organizing 

campaigns in 1966.514 Yet the roots of these struggles actually begins in the 1930s in the 

sugar beet fields of Colorado, where Mexican workers who were members of the 

Industrial Workers of the World were advocating union organizing were run out of town 

to remerge leading a strike at the Congdon Orchards near Yakima City. Business and 

agricultural elites, with the full support of local law enforcement agencies, persecuted and 
                                                 
513 Ibid. 
514 Bruce Johansen and Roberto Maestas, El Pueblo: The Gallegos Family’s American Journey, 16-3-1980 (New York: 
Monthly Review Press, 1983), 121; and Jeremy Simer, Ibid. 
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eventually eliminated union organizing in the Yakima Valley, ensuring hyper-

exploitative conditions for migrant families until 1965 and the UFWA campaigns. 

Farmers refused to improve working conditions even after the state enacted a series of 

health and safety codes for the farm labor camps that were characterized by dirt floors, an 

absence of adequate cooking facilities, plumbing, and other basic living conditions. 

Families were had no choice but to drink ground water that contained high levels of 

nitrates filtered from fertilizer and other chemicals used by the corporate farms. The new 

codes required that owners provide concrete floors, showers, cooking facilities, running 

water, and flushing toilets. Instead of upgrading the camps, many growers opted to close 

them. Combined with increased mechanization of agricultural these long time migrant 

and established families in the Yakima valley were forced to search for opportunities 

elsewhere. Many chose to travel west on I-90 toward the coast. By 1970 there were 

15,000 Latinos living in the King County and Seattle area.515  

The Chicano/a student population at the UW was made up of children of migrant 

families.  These ties led to an organized campaign to boycott grape on campus and have 

them removed from the campus restaurants, a campaign that brought together Chicano/a 

students with members of the Black Student Union, the BPP, SDS, SNCC and other 

student and community organizations.516    

The first minority coalition emerged around four men that would maintain a high 

level of political activism throughout the 1970s. They became known as the gang of four: 

                                                 
515 Bruce Johansen and Roberto Maestas, Ibid, 125-6. 
516 See Simer, Ibid. 
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Larry Gossett, Bernie Whitebear, Bob Santos, and Roberto Maestas. 517 Santos explained 

the multi-racial alliances that emerged: 

Back in the late 1960s, there was this building called the St. Peter Claver Center. It 
was a former church in the Central Area at 17th at Jefferson and then the 
archdiocese bought the building and opened it up as a community center. I was the 
director of a tutoring agency for kids and other folks in the Central Area. But there 
was a little auditorium in the church. And Father MacIntyre the pastor of 
Immaculate Conception Church…was assigned to manage the St. Peter Claver 
Center. Since I had the largest agency there, he said "Bob, you take care of the 
auditorium and rent it out." So I used to let it out free to groups that couldn't pay. 
And Maestas and some of his folks started meeting there with United Farm Worker 
organization staff people who came up from Delano, California. The Central Area 
Civil Rights Committee met there. Bernie Whitebear met there with young Indians 
who were planning their takeover of Fort Lawton. Tyree Scott started meeting there 
at 6 o'clock in the morning and from there they would go on site and close down 
jobs. Because our communities were so small, we needed a visible presence. So 
young Asian activists, not very many, Latino/Chicano activists, African American 
and Native American — we would all meet separately and together at St. Peter 
Claver and join each other for our marches and testimony for City Council 
hearings. We started seeing a lot of each other at these events.518 

 
Santos notes an important factor - the size of each individual minority community - to be 

considered when examining why activists from different cultural and racial backgrounds 

came together in a variety of alliances, coalitions and other forms of solidarity. 

 For Larry Gossett, Father MacIntyre was a revolutionary priest.519 Maestas also 

mentions the inspiration of the African American and Asian American communities, 

locating the organizing out of St. Peter Claver as a catalyst to struggles against racial 

discrimination in the Seattle school system against Chicanos and African Americans and 
                                                 
517 The Gang of Four was a term that emerged in the 1980s to describe these activists, but its origin is in post-Mao 
China and the rule of Madame Mao and here close advisors. “Not until the early '80s did they start referring to us as the 
Gang of Four. And it was more meant affectionately. But it was a reflection of the term popularized in China.” See 
interview with Larry Gossett, available at http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/gossett.htm; Internet; accessed 28 
November 2005. This collective moniker, though originally used to characterize the staunch rule of Madame Mao and 
her associates, is imbued with a hyper-masculine element of exclusion and vanguard.  
518 Interview with Bob Santos, available at http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/santos.htm; Internet; accessed 5 
November 2005. 
519 Gossett interview. 
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the formation of Third World coalitions:  

 Providence would have it, the Indios do their thing around the same time…one of 
 the oldest anti-poverty programs in the nation was Central Area Motivation 
 Program – Larry Gossett and some of those folks have a bit of an infrastructure. 
 They know how to manipulate the system some. The International District is 
 getting severe pressure with all the gentrification and displacement and Bob Santos 
 emerges as a person who is articulate… we are all trying to do the same thing, 
 trying to rescue our communities from misery and wretchedness and despair, lets 
 see what we can learn from each other…So St. Peter Claver was a significant 
 catalyst, but another significant catalyst was — I was a high school teacher at 
 Franklin. And [Gossett] and some of the young students at the university and at 
 Franklin were getting trashed by the white racist administration.”520  
 

 Gossett was a member of the Black Student Union and when “two girls were kicked 

out for wearing their hair natural, and [the principal] sent home a note saying they can't 

come back until they look ladylike, meaning straightening their hair so they look White,” 

he was part of a group that took over the principles office demanding they be allowed to 

return to school.521 It was also an occasion to include demands for a culturally diverse 

curriculum that included the relevant histories of non-whites. These mobilizing efforts 

inspired Maestas, “My political consciousness is rooted in New Mexico where I was born 

and raised and we lost the land and so on. But in terms of the civil rights movement 

manifesting itself right before my eyes, it was because of Larry and E.J.”522   

 In 1972, Chicanos formed the largest minority group in the State of Washington, 

and the second in Seattle. Though the Yakima valley is the area generally associated with 

Chicanos, 80% of the Chicano population lived in urban areas. In the Seattle/Tacoma 

area, there were 30,000 Spanish surnames. Their average annual income in 1972 was 
                                                 
520 Interview with Roberto Maestas, Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project, available at 
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/maestas.htm; Internet; accessed 5 November 2005. 
521 Ibid. 
522 Ibid. 
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$2,300.523 Although the community was large, it had no geographic barrio, making the 

delivery of services and resources an issue. Many of these in need of services were recent 

migrant from the fields of the Yakima Valley, “After years in the fields, excluded from 

education and job training, living day-to-day on the ragged edge of starvation, many out-

of-work migrants arrived in the cities in need of health and medical aid, as well as 

financial assistance. The increase in Washington’s urban Chicano population had 

occurred so rapidly that local governments were caught flat-footed.”524 One state 

response was the creation of the Washington State Commission on Mexican American 

Affairs, headed by Keo Capastany.  Another was Active Mexicanos, a community 

organization that acted primarily as a referral agency for jobs, housing and health care.525 

The SER Program - Service, Employment, Redevelopment, funded through Department 

of Labor, opened its Seattle, in June of 1971 with 5 programs: AAE Adult advanced 

education (GED); subcontract with community college and vocational schools to provide 

training; SER staff development; new jobs creation and placement; and paid on the job 

training.526The English and Adult Basic Language Program at the Duwamish branch of 

the South Seattle Community College was the most influential program in the occupation 

of Beacon Hill.  Maestas served as the director the ESL program beginning in 1970. He 

would invite community activists like Bob Whitebear, Tyree Scott, Larry Gossett, 

representatives of the American Indian community, anti-war protestors and other Anglo 

American activists to speak. As a result, an awareness of local issues of discrimination 

                                                 
523 Bruce Johansen, “Chicanos were following slogan, ‘power to the people’,” Seattle Times, 22 October 1972. 
524 Johanesen and Maestas, Ibid., 126. 
525 “Chicanos in Seattle Video,” (hereafter cited as CSV). 
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and inequality was grounded in an inter-ethnic, Third World perspective based on shared 

experiences of oppression. Bringing together representatives for diverse minority 

communities in the Seattle area, “these poor farm workers or Chicano homeless or jobless 

or single women were all getting a sense of ‘We Latinos are not alone.’”527 This is why 

the ESL classes were such a vital project. Like the educational projects during the prison 

rebellion years, these classes were not only about learning English, but also learning 

English through a political curriculum that focused on the spoken word, coalition 

building and self-determination. Two specific concerns of the South Seattle Community 

College Administration was a rule against speaking Spanish during the lunch break,  and 

the specific “no hanging posters of Ceasar Chavez in the ESL classroom” rule.528 Then 

during 1972, funding for the ESL class was cut. From the perspective of the 

administration, both the curriculum for the classes and the politics of Maestas seemed to 

have played a role in justifying the cuts.  

The organizations that provided services to the minority community in Seattle did 

not share political beliefs or understood social problems in the same way. For example, in 

August of 1971, Active Mexicanos wrote a letter to Gil Basan, chairman of the ESL 

Board of South Seattle Community College, criticizing the curriculum materials that were  

used in the Chicano ESL classes taught by Maestas. Maestas subsequently reported “one 

Joe Romero, who identified himself as Chairman of the Active Mexicanos, blatantly 

accused me and my staff members of ‘branding people like cattle’ in the program, and 
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‘playing hanky panky’ with the people.”529 As for the concerns about curriculum, 

Maestas refers to the approved proposal that included units on Politics and Government; 

a Background for Spanish Speaking People, the Southwest-the Northwest; Chicanos; 

Latin America; Social Science; and finally, a unit on Natural Sciences. The Active 

Mexicanos appeared to disagree politically with the content of the curriculum. 

Specifically, the films “Huelga,” “Decision at Delano,” “Salt of the Earth,” and Matter of 

Conscience.” Maestas explains the pedagogical importance of including history and 

current events, “this type of group activity [is] one means of setting all trainees together 

in one area once a week, to discuss the films openly, to sing songs, to make general 

announcements and to receive feed back on other aspects of the program. Instructors do 

follow-up discussion in the individual classes with the primary purpose of inspiring 

conversational usage in English touching on major and minor themes with the trainees 

doing the articulating and the teacher doing the linguistic and grammatical corrections.” 

530  

The ESL classes were initially funded with money for a Latino Antipoverty 

program administered by the Southside Community College. According to Maestas, the 

Chicano ESL program involved “people with progressive sentiments.” Part of the 

curriculum included taking the students “to demonstrations so they could see the real 

living language of it.”531  According to Maestas, the idea was to “use racism against 

blacks as curriculum; blacks speak English but cant get job. ESL was to teach English, 

                                                 
529 Letter from Roberto Maestas to ESL Board Chairman Gil Basan and ESL Board Members, 27 August 1971, El 
Centro de La Raza Folder, RSPA. 
530 Letter from Roberto Maestas to Gil Basan, 26 August 1971. RSPA. 
531 Recorded interview, Roberto Maestas, CSV. 
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but are you gonna get a job? Gotta see if there are jobs there for you all. You have to deal 

with discrimination.”532 The staff also invited local activists like Ivory Scott, Milt 

Jefferson, Tyree Scott, Bob Santos, and Al Bridges from Nasqually Indian Nation who 

were fighting for their treaty rights. According to Maestas, “These visitors, “Inject[ed] 

into the classes a reality, what we had learned, what we knew about the environment we 

were in.”533 

The relationship between the Chicano ESL program and the institution became 

strained beginning in May of 1972 when first name and position Smith docked Maestas’s 

pay for an unauthorized two-hour absence. Maestas was attending a Chicano meeting on 

the Central Campus of the community college. Soon thereafter, Smith notified Maestas 

about “reported problems concerning the whereabouts of the mini-buses during out-of-

school hours,” asking for his “enforcement” of the regulations regarding use of College 

equipment. Including a discussion of the differences among Chicano organizations is 

done in order to emphasis the diverse elements within the movement, particularly in 

relations to Chicanos with an international politics. 

 
Black, Brown, Yellow and Red: Foundational Third World Coalitions 
 

 A little over a week later, the UCWA held a demonstration at the Central Seattle 

Community College (SCC) in favor of increased minority representation in the building 

trades. This demonstration was part of larger series of mobilizations and work stoppages 

throughout the summer and fall of 1972, when the UCWA successfully shut down 
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construction sits across the Puget Sound area, including the University of Washington, 

Seattle University, the bridge to the gold coast (during morning and afternoon rush hour), 

and a bold and daring demonstration at the Seattle Airport, when union members and 

their supporters walked out onto the runway and shut the airport down. Multiple arrests 

occurred, among them were Samuel Cárdenas and Lupe Martinez, both instructors for the 

Chicano ESL class. Cárdenas was also Supervisor of the Chicano Student Division at 

University of Washington.  This led to pressure a College official on Maestas to rein his 

people in.  He did not comply 534  

 By the fall semester of 1972, after a tense summer with the SCC administration, 

and the citywide protests by the UCWA, Chicanos felt the need to take matters into their 

own hands in large part because of the continued lack of adequate educational, health and 

employment services. A group of local activists that included Roberto Maestas, Elda 

Mendoza, Juan Bocanegra, and Theresa Shepro, Vice Provost at UW, among others, had 

been petitioning the Seattle Independent School District for use of a building. Larry 

Gossett, Bob Santos and Tyree Scott joined them in their formal “bureaucratic” petition 

for a building or other adequate space to provide a centralized place for community 

services with “a certain degree of autonomy.”535 With little success, they instead 

encountered “frustration after frustration after frustration”536 as the “school district 

                                                 
534 Though Benson makes no indication at to the specific “implications”, it appears that he sees participation in civil 
rights activities as unacceptable behavior. The record is unclear, but Benson’s concerns could have been about 
administrative liability, but without comparative evidence, we can only deduct that for Benson, the concern over 
“implications” were not the shared by Maestas. Paul O. Benson to Roberto Maestas, 28 August 1972, RSPA.  
535 Roberto Maeastas, CSV. 
536 Ibid. 
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managed to lose the request in the bureaucratic shuffle for several months”.537 Other 

groups like Active Mexicanos had also been trying to get funding for job training and 

referral programs since 1970.  

The response from city and federal agencies varied from outright denial to the 

position that there were other minority groups making claims on state money, and that 

there should be no “special” groups should benefit over others instead, people should use 

the already existing facilities as opposed to making ethnic based demands.538  

 

The Occupation of Beacon Hill School  

In light of the lack of support from city and federal official, activists decided to 

take matters into their own hands. They looked around the community and decided to set 

up their own center at Beacon Hill elementary school. Beacon Hill elementary school, 

located at 2524 16th Avenue had been boarded up during the 1970-71 school year after a 

new elementary school was opened nearby. So on October 11, 1972, after having waited 

for a response to their proposal to the Seattle School District, and with winter 

approaching, patience ran out. Chicanos had had enough “mañana.” After requesting the 

keys to Beacon Hill School from the school district’s office in order to inspect the 

building, the group of Chicanos/as decided to occupy the school. According to Maestas 

and Johansen, 

                                                 
537 Johansen and Maestas, 127. 
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The morning of October 11, 1972 dawned foggy and chilly…a small delegation 
of [about 50] Chicanos waited at the front door of the old school as the building 
was opened. Entering the sixty year old wood framed building [they] stared down 
a cavernous hall, dark and dusty, cold and musty, decaying after several years of 
neglect, prey to rodents and vandals. Outside a crowd formed: Chicanos and 
blacks, Asians, whites, and American Indians, many residents of the surrounding 
low-income neighborhoods. The growing group surged into the building and, 
according to a prearranged plan, sat down in the hallway. ‘What are you doing?’ 
the security guard who had opened the door said. ‘We’ll move when we get a 
lease,’ the occupiers said.”539  

 
By October, it was cold in Seattle. There was no electricity, water, furnace, 

radiator or bathroom. They approximately 50 or 60 activists slept on the floors of the 

classrooms. The attendants at the nearby gas station allowed the occupiers access to the 

bathroom facilities. The following day, when the group awoke, the headlines in the 

Seattle Post-Intelligencer proclaimed, “Chicano School Take-Over Spurs City to 

Action.”540 The occupiers hoisted a red, green, yellow and white flag with a three-faced 

figure in the center above the main entrance to the school. The figure “symbolized 

Chicano ancestry – the face on the left was Spanish, the one on the right Native 

American. The face in the center was Chicano – the contemporary combination of the 

two.”541  

After meetings between the occupiers and city officials, Ed Wood, the legal 

adviser to Seattle Mayor Wes Uhlman, told them that the Seattle School district would 

make available an old wooden framed school at 2524 16th Avenue. Other offers were 

made but the Chicanos insisted on Beacon Hill. The Seattle School District clarified that 

the school could be leased to the city or sold to a “community-type group”, but not given 

                                                 
539 Johansen and Maestas, 128. 
540 “Chicano School Take-over Spurs City to Action,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Thursday, 12 October 1972. 
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to the group of Chicano leaders - though no official city proposal to the school district 

had yet been given. Bocanegra was clear in his presentation to city representatives: 

“We’re here to force action by the federal and city government. We want to focus 

attention on the needs of the Chicanos in Seattle and the Puget Sound area.”542 Maestas 

clarified that though the majority of the organizers were Chicanos and Chicanas, the 

center would centralize educational, health and legal services for low-income of all ethnic 

backgrounds.  

The local Model City director Walter Hundley “attended the meeting and invited 

the Chicanos to submit a proposal on making the school into a multi service center for 

Mexican-Americans. He said citizen groups in the Model City neighborhood would have 

to review the proposal before the federal fund could be sought.”543 He also suggested a 

study about the feasibility of Beacon Hill itself. To this, a frustrated Capastany relied, 

“Do you know what would have happened if Isabella had asked Columbus for a 

feasibility study.”544 Councilperson Miller reported that since the night before he learned 

that a fire station, along with the above mentioned elementary school about 25 blocks 

south, were also available for a proposed “Chicano center.” Miller promised to support 

the establishment of this initiative: “I can pledge and I can commit – and I think other 

members of the council share my commitment – to work for the Chicano Ethnic 

Center.”545 Miller did mention possible barriers: expense to reinstate basic services, and 

other renovation costs, as an initial barrier to agreeing to fund the center; also, he 
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indirectly admits to a lack of commitment to minority needs, conceding that while the 

problems were not new, change would not come overnight: “Unfortunately, the problems 

that have led to this have been in existence for years but we still cant come up with 

solutions by tomorrow.”546 But the Chicanos had made a decision that they wanted 

Beacon Hill; and Miller’s pledge would prove to be predicated on the city’s vision, not 

the plans of the community. But if such a broad response was immediately forthcoming, 

why was it necessary to take such a drastic step of direction action.  

 Keo Capastany was clear: “We’ll stay here until we have solutions in black and 

white.”547 For Ed Wood, and some council members, the issue was money; would the 

city be fiscally responsible for the operation of the center? “If it [center] can be self-

supporting, I don’t think the city cares one way or the other. If you are looking to the city 

for funds, then we will have something to say.”548 He then suggested that the group 

request funds from Model Cities, reminding the Chicanos that the process takes time. To 

this, after consulting in Spanish with a group of supporters, Santiago Suarez, one of the 

first 60 people who spent the first night responded, “Your verbal commitment is not 

enough to make these people want to leave. We’re talking about human needs, not 

economic expenditures by the city.”549 The entire meeting was bi-lingual; “several young 

Chicanos…translated sentences from Spanish to English as a woman wrote them on the 

backboard.”550  Finally, Dr. Forbes Bottomly, the Seattle School Superintendent, agreed 
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to send a team to inspect and appraise the costs for refurbishing the facility. He also made 

a counter offer of the second floor of Maple Elementary [the first floor housed an 

alternative school], some 25 blocks away, “on a stop-gap basis for the ethnic cultural 

center the Chicanos seek.”551 Bottomly made this decision in a closed door meeting with 

Maestas and Bocanegra, repeating his offer made on the 12th to “turn” the school over to 

the city for the token fee of $1.00. 

According to the activists occupying Beacon Hill, the intention was to create a 

community center that would be run autonomously. From the perspective of city 

government, as long as the center could be fiscally self-sustaining, the city would have no 

problem “allowing” it to exist. These opposing perspectives each contained their own set 

of related complexities. What did fiscal responsibility entail? With funding, what level 

and type of oversight was to exist? How did the city and the organizers understand 

oversight in relation to self-determination? Did autonomy and self-determination pertain 

to internal decision making as well as defining the parameters and content of the 

relationship to the state not based on institutional “oversight”? For these community 

activists, autonomy and self-determination existed in practice - it was the act of, the 

attempt to, the creation of - something different, necessary, sustainable, and community 

based.  

Taking the perspective that in order to understand the meaning of autonomy, self-

determination, and sovereignty (a theme I return to below), the actions and projects of 

living and thinking as a sovereign peoples must be understood next to the meanings that 

                                                 
551 Hilda Bryant, “Bottomly Will Appraise School for Possible Use by Chicanos,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Friday, 13 
October 1972. 
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words gave to these actions. In other words, many had learned about the value of 

autonomy and self-determination through struggle, and their struggle gave meaning to 

their actions, in the same way that defining these guiding political principles gave 

meaning to their struggles. Taking money from the state (federal, state, county, city) for 

the purposes of organizing community projects, and then critiquing the role of the state in 

relation to economic policy (not in favor of the poor or minorities or women), had 

revealed contradictions that could only be resolved through autonomous action. 

 Like the prison activists who fought for their rights through education, collective 

organizing, and legal strategies, the activists who occupied Beacon Hill on Columbus 

Day created the meaning of autonomy and self-determination through their actions, not 

through a elaborate theory: their theory was action. Shepro explained the urgency and the 

reasons for direct action:  

The point that was being made was that Chicanos were here, they had serious 
needs, that the city, that the regional federal offices, that the state and the school 
district were not addressing that need. And this was the point that we sought to 
make in a totally non-violent way. Many times minorities feel that one has to get 
into a conflict situation – and I would describe this as a conflict situation because 
people were made uncomfortable; or perhaps I should say that the city and the 
school district and others were made uncomfortable by our “illegal” occupation of 
Beacon Hill. Even though it was non-violent. Again, I guess the reason that one 
feels that you have to move to a crisis situation is because oftentimes that is the 
only thing that gets any results. And this was very much the case here; the results 
were not forthcoming immediately or anything else. But it definitely expedited the 
whole matter to the point where we had meeting with the city council and the 
school district…552 

 
The city responded in reaction to the protest and not out of a benevolent 

recognition of the rights of Chicanos. Miller admits that a problem existed, yet doesn’t 

                                                 
552 Interview with Theresa Shepro, CSV. 
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seem to grasp that telling the Chicanos to wait and have patience in response to the 

occupation is the same attitude that has historically characterized the conscious 

marginalization by city planners, if not conscious neglect, of the needs of this community 

in the first place. Hundley told the Chicanos that Beacon Hill might not be feasible, 

dismissing the possibility that the organizers had already researched the possibilities of 

the school’s structure, location and possible limitations. As sincere as the counter 

proposals may have been, the fact that it took a large-scale occupation to force the city to 

respond underscores this fact.  Domingo Neostefredes, director of the Active Mexicanos 

Center explained that because Model Cities had ignored the demands for resources the 

occupation was necessary, as it “is the only way to get your attention. It is a crisis-type 

[my emphasis] action. We need action now. Next month is too far away.”553 The calls for 

“action now” were both out of frustration, and as a challenge to the city officials that 

good faith negotiation was now tempered with the reality that it took a community protest 

to get the city to respond to demands for the recognition of basic civil rights.  Still, 

Hundley insisted that the group consider coming up with a proposal – though the next 

deadline was the following week. 

   
Buying and Selling Rights 

Then estimates for restoration and maintenance were immediately forthcoming. 

Seattle school officials then announced that it would cost approximately $18,000 to 

renovate the Beacon Hill structure, repairing the heating, plumbing and some fixtures in 

order to get it up to safety code. Ken Keeler, chief inspector for the school district 
                                                 
553 Hilda Bryant, “Bottomly Will Appraise School for Possible Use by Chicanos,” Ibid. 
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explained that the money would provide basic services, but admitted that the funds would 

“make no palace of it.”554 Again, the main sticking point was where the $18,000 would 

come from. The school district had agreed to the $1 sale to the city, but Bottomly’s office 

proposed that the building first be leased to the Chicanos with a possible future option to 

buy. Teresa Jimenez, representing Alianza, a coalition of Chicano groups, had inquired 

about the market price for the Beacon Hill school facility and reported that the asking 

price for the school was $250,000, and the total for the structure and the city block it 

occupies was $385,000.555  

 By the 14th, the Seattle PI was reporting that six city councilmen has signed a 

resolution instructing the mayor and corporation counsel to lease the school from the 

Seattle School District, for $1 a year “for possible use as a Chicano Center.”556 Written 

by John Miller, the resolution was initially signed by Bruce Chapman, Tim Hill, Sam 

Smith, George Cooley and Wayne Larkin. But, after conferring with fellow council 

member Jeanette Williams, Larkin and Cooley withdrew their support. The three, along 

with Councilwoman Phyllis Lamphere, took the position that the resolution implied that 

the city would be assuming responsibility for renovation costs and for providing funds for 

the health, education, and legal services that would be provided.557 Sam Smith countered 

the business logic of expenditures and budgets, exposing a class contradiction imbedded 

in the “bottom line” analysis, with a reminder of the issues at hand - human dignity: 

“That doesn’t frighten me at all. When you come to human needs there’s always some 
                                                 
554 Bruce Johansen, “$18,000 to renovate Chicano school site,” The Seattle Times, October 13, 1972. 
555 Ibid. 
556 Hilda Bryant, “6 Councilmen Back Use of School for Chicanos,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Saturday, 14 October 
1972. 
557 Sam R. Sperry, “Chicanos begin renovating school,” Seattle Times, Tuesday, 17 October 1972. 
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cost. You (the Council) spend $275,000 for parking lots (the park and ride lot near 

Northgate) or $175 million for a high-level bridge to West Seattle.”558 According to 

journalist Sam Perry, the last remark was directed toward Lamphere, a resident of West 

Seattle. The resolution was a middle ground of sorts, and specifically did not promise the 

school be made available to the organizers, only that the city commits “to take possession 

of it while funding to make it operable is found or an acceptable alternate site is made 

available to the Chicanos.”559 And at least publicly, the Chicano organizers were not 

“wedded” to the Beacon Hill site, though their expedient renovation with the help of the 

entire community demonstrated the commitment to making the project happened 

regardless of state recognition, funding or support.  

The coalition that Jimenez was part of not only included community based service 

and advocacy groups, but academics and medical professionals from the UW. Provost 

Theresa Shepro was a vocal public supporter who also helped write the grant to the 

Model Cities Program. Robert W. Day, professor, medical doctor and Chairman of the 

School of Public Health and Community Medicine & the Department of Health Services 

at the UW, was also a strong supporter of the Beacon Hill project. In a letter to Mayor 

Wesley Uhlman, Day begins by acknowledging the dedication of the minority 

organizations that have devoted themselves to improving health, educational, and social 

situations for the community. He then emphasizes that the “development of adequate 

physical resources through the development of this school building, now vacant, into a 

                                                 
558 Ibid. 
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multi-service center…has…the highest priority.” Day then explained the important 

opportunities for improved society (all around) through good public health services, 

access for Chicanos to careers in health, and the urgent necessity of equalizing access and 

resources:  

My own personal experiences with the health group [Clinica de la Raza] suggests 
very strongly that this group wished the opportunity for self-improvement of the 
Chicano population in this important area. It would seem that tangible 
encouragement of this objective of accomplishment is very much in keeping with 
the goals of our society. Certain vast differentials exist in the health status of the 
Chicano population when compared with the average indices values for the 
United States. Correcting the situation is imperative. It can only be done by 
making opportunities available to Chicanos for careers in the health field, for the 
development of programs targeted at areas of greatest need, and through these 
other devices that will come about with better coordination and strengthen effort 
as would be provided through the multi-purpose center, as proposed.560 

 

For Day, the Center offered possibilities beyond those providing of badly needed basic 

health services. The project was a central component for making possible long-term 

change through university/community collaboration, educational opportunities, and 

increased participation by all community members. For Day, it was about what was 

possible, not the limits to the possible. 

 

 The Politics of Doing: Autonomy, Self-Determination, and Sweat 

With the initial terms of the stand off set, the multi-ethnic coalition of students, 

community activists and local professionals hunkered down for the everyday work of 

carving out, creating, and bringing to fruition their ideas for a community center. From 

the first night, the organizers had begun to clean up. The Beacon Hill project would go 
                                                 
560 Letter from Robert W. Day, M.D. to Mayor Wesley Uhlman, 16 October 1972. RSPA. 
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forward with or without the support and recognition of the state. This is key to 

understanding the meaning of self-determination within a framework of civil rights. On 

the one hand, Chicanos were demanding that their rights as citizens and active members 

of the body politic be recognized and honored. At the same time, they were not waiting 

for official recognition or permission. Beacon Hill would be renovated with “Chicano 

skills” as it represented the possibility for “an explosion of creativity from the Chicano 

people.”561 

At the same time that Beacon Hill had become a rallying point for minority 

communities in Seattle, UW MEChA, like other individual organizations, maintained its 

own political focus: “people must remember that they have an obligation not only to be 

aware of the occupation of Beacon Hill elementary but also to maintain their obligations 

to Raza on campus in the E.O.P office, MEChA and the E.C.C.” Characteristic of a larger 

question concerning university/community relations throughout the country, the students 

asked an important question: “Are we so crisis-oriented that toda la gente [everybody] 

must drop whatever they are doing to show their support? Chale Ese! Let us remember 

what we have gained through our struggles on campus and in the community and 

maintain them.”562  Then, in a message directed at those activists occupying Beacon Hill 

and their supporters, the MEChA members again brought up other important political 

issues regarding critiques and alliances: “Not all our gente may dig what is happening but 

don’t cut them down if you receive negative feedback. All points both positive and 

                                                 
561 Maestas quoted in Hilda Bryant, “6 Councilmen Back Use of School for Chicanos,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 
Saturday, 14 October 1972. 
562 “Life Comes to Beacon Hill,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Tuesday, 17 October 1972. The record (so far) is silent as 
to the specifics of the critique. 
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negative should be considered and communicated to all. We can all work together if we 

can respect each others’ opinions.”563  

By naming the Beacon Hill occupation a “crisis-oriented” strategy, and imploring 

students to not forget the gains on the university campus itself, MEChistAs on the UW 

campus, failed to recognize that the very successes they were asking not be forgotten 

were part of the culture of resistance in Seattle that led to the strategic, planned, 

occupation and transformation of Beacon Hill into El Centro de la Raza.564 The 

occupation shifted the balance of power, giving Chicanos some leverage while forcing 

the city into a state of crisis - the opposite of the student analysis.  

The words of caution from the Chicano university students notwithstanding, 

widespread support for the occupation demonstrated the widespread agreement of the 

progressive community.  Also, the direct and indirect political pressure implied in the 

language used in the supportive letters and public speeches posited the conversion of 

Beacon Hill as a foregone conclusion, a conclusion that a “progressive” city council 

could not ignore. Yet the questions they posed were of particular significance, as they 

would determine the course of the next year of organizing. 

Other local Chicano organizations like La Alianza, whose representative Miriam 

Griego publicly supported the occupation, and the Washington Chicano Education 

Association, headed by Reymundo Marin, aligned themselves with the community 
                                                 
563 Ibid. 
564 Now, the question of reactive (or reactionary) versus proactive, is both strategic and tactical; at its heart is the 
question of organizational readiness, community formation and the possibilities for sustained mobilization, struggle and 
creativity.  Is a community or organization ready to and/or actively engaging in collective, creative change? Are 
political platforms developed against certain economic, political, social, and/or cultural oppressions, or in favor of 
creating a new set of social circumstances, realities, projects, societies? The answer depends on a whole series of 
complex temporal, geographic, political, and other conjunctural variables; but that does not make the question less 
important. 
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activists. Marin, in letters to Mr. Liem Tuai of the Seattle City Council, encouraged the 

city’s continued cooperation with the Chicanos at Beacon Hill: “the City of Seattle 

should be proud of having such a progressive city council.”565 In a letter to Mayor Wes 

Uhlman, Marin writes, “The Washington Chicano Education Association would like to 

commend you on your personal commitment in support for the conversion of the Beacon 

Hill Elementary School into a community based multi-service center. For a long time the 

Chicano community had been in critical need of a community multi-service center where 

our problems in all levels of social needs could be channeled. It is through the City of 

Seattle’s efforts that this need has become a reality.”566 

The “explosion of creativity from the Chicano people” began with long days of 

cleaning and nights of laughter, music and planning. As mentioned, the building had been 

closed since March of 1971. In the preceding 18 months some 1,000 windows had been 

broken out, their remnants mixed with the random debris scattered through out the 

sprawling two-story building. While upstairs classrooms were cleaned and deemed off 

limits, four rooms were modified into the comedor (dining room), sala de clases 

(classroom), dormitorio (dormitory), and the Chicano Health Clinic.567 In addition, 

community members donated supplies like a telephone, desk, typewriter, and other 

essentials.568 Scribbled on one of the chalkboards was the phrase “Nobody has a right to 

the superfluous when somebody else lacks the necessary”; on a nearby wall was a poster 

of famed Cuban freedom fighter Ernesto “Che” Guevara  - a poster that the media and 
                                                 
565 Letter from Reymundo Marin to Liem Tuai, 23 October 1972, RSPA. 
566 Letter from Reymundo Marin to Mayor Wes Uhlman, 23 October 1972, RSPA. 
567 Bruce Johansen, “City to lease school to Chicanos: Chicanos begin renovating school,” Seattle Times, Tuesday, 17 
October 1972. 
568 David Medley, “Centro de La Raza,” In Touch, January 1973. 
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city officials use later to vilify the Chicanos. There were other slogans like Fuera de 

Vietnam (Out of Vietnam), and Trabajo o ingreso (Jobs or income); and a poem written 

on the chalkboard of one of the second story classrooms: 

And she was black 
And she always wore black 
And she had big black legs 
Black hair and black eyes 
She would sit in the black café 
Thinking black thoughts,  

listening, 
Then I noticed a young white  
 Girl throw away 
A brand-new jar of suntan lotion  
 And sighed: 
Why try?569 
 

 Though it is beyond the scope of this essay, Black consciousness in a place 

occupied by Mexicans begs for explanation.   

The Health clinic was opened daily and two doctors volunteered: one “gringo”, 

the other Chicano. About half a dozen portable heaters were donated by “our black, 

Indian, and Filipino brothers,” explained Alfonso Simiano to Seattle Post Intelligencer 

reporter Hilda Bryant. Simiano, 24, had been released from the army in June of 72 and 

had made his way to Seattle from California via the Yakima Valley. Enrolled in the ESL 

course, when the class relocated to Beacon Hill he became involved in the occupation. 

Other ESL students who joined the struggle were Gracela Vasquez, 56, Grace Grospe, 44 

and mother of nine children, Isidrio Gonzalez, 33, father of five children, and Marco 

Solis, 18. In addition to attending classes for up to six hours daily, they were part of the 
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foundational cadre of supporters who were not only benefited by the services, but were 

transformed through the establishment of El Centro.570  

On October 25th, the Parks and Public Ground’s committee, a committee of the 

City Council, approved leasing the Beacon Hill facility to the Chicano organizers by a 

final vote of 3-1. Councilman Tim Hill had tried to block the vote by requesting that the 

Chicanos currently occupying the premise vacate immediately, but his proposal was 

deadlocked, with Hill and Lamphere voting for the forced removal and Bruce Chapman 

and John Miller in opposition. Juan Bocanegra spoke up, reporting that the Chicanos had 

already incorporated as El Centro de la Raza in order to legally operate the service center, 

and a city demand to vacate “Is an insult to us if you think we would allow accident of 

injuries to occur (leading to damage suites fro which the city would be liable) and 

jeopardize our goals.”571 

While the everyday workings of the center were being established, and as the 

negotiations with the City and the School district continued, arriving at what appeared to 

be an agreeable plan, Shepro and a team of activists worked on the grant proposal for 

Model Cities. On the Model Cities side, there were mixed signals in terms of support and 

the terms of that support. First, in a letter from Walter Hubbard, Chairman of the 

Combined Advisory Council, Model City Neighborhoods, to the Seattle City Council, he 

reported, “The [Council] of Model Cities Neighborhoods, voted at their meeting on 

Wednesday night, October 25, to support the goals and actions of the Chicano ad hoc 
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committee that is presently occupying the old Beacon Hill Elementary School.”572 Yet 

according to Walter Hundley, director of the Seattle Model City Program, “support[ing] 

the goals and actions” did not imply automatic funding. In a memorandum dated October 

30, five days after the Council meeting, to “All Those Concerned”, Hundley clarifies 

SMCP’s position, providing very specific guidelines and clarifications that, in a sense, 

challenge the Chicanos to “prove” the rational and necessity of their project. After 

making clear that the memo is in response to the “variety of interpretations as to the 

position of the SMCP funding for a Chicano Multi-Service Center,” Hundley reminds of 

the urgency of an immediate proposal as the Fourth Year Planned Variation Plan was in 

the process of revision. He then explains that the money for a new project would mean 

re-budgeting the federal grant, essentially implying that the decision was a zero-sum 

game: “task force and advisory councils will have to accompany any endorsements of the 

proposal with recommendations as to which other proposed programs should be reduced 

or eliminated to provide for Chicano Center funding.” Before spelling out the specific 

issues the Chicano proposal would have to address, Hundley reiterates that the proposal 

must be “a sound, programmatic proposal” with specific logistical descriptions and 

“rationales” for their necessity, as “we cannot responsible entertain a proposal for 

developing a facility merely for the sake of having a facility.” It is not clear if Hundley 

had the same specific guidelines for all proposals. Not to be too hard on Hundley, but for 

the city government it was a matter of function – services, numbers, deliverable – in 
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order for the Great Society to measure its success; for people of color in the United 

States, where de facto and de jure segregation ensured (often violently) that difference 

was the basis for social (geographic, economic, political) segregation as well as self-

determined separation, having a geographic space with a physical building that combined 

services, advocacy, and community organizing, did not depend on the first to be 

successful at the second and third. Then, Hundley spells out his concerns one by one:  

In this connection, the proposal would have to address, for example 1) the 
relationship between any proposed health services and the existing Chicano Clinic 
in the S.E. Model Neighborhood; 2) the relationship between any proposed legal 
services and the existing Legal Service Program in the S.E. Model Neighborhood 
(which includes multi-Lingual Program staff); the relationship between general 
general provision of assistance and the existing SMCP Multi-Service Center in 
the S.E. Model Neighborhood (which incidently [sic] has instituted a monthly 
newsletter in five languages); and 4) the inclusion in the proposal of programs of 
other Chicano groups and organizations who may not be represented in the group 
occupying the school, but who are also requesting SMCP assistance. 

 
In contrast to Walter Hubbard, Chairman of the Combined Advisory Council, Model City 

Neighborhoods, who reported that the Council supported the “goals and actions” of the 

Chicanos leaders, Hundley is less optimistic. 

At this point in time, no firm commitment has been made by the SMCP to fund a 
Chicano Multi-Service Center. Pursuant to the above procedures we have 
committed ourselves to examine such a proposal, simply, was we would any other 
proposal. In short, possible funding is all that exists and it we think it would be 
less than fair to imply or allow those involved to assume any more. 

 
Finally, in what can be seen as a direct statement that the SMCP will not allow itself to be 

pressured by “other Chicano groups and organizations” into accepting the proposal 

through group pressure, Hundly cautions “all those concerned”: “Lastly, and in the same 

vein, we would caution all parties concerned against compounding contingencies – taking 

step 4 on the basis of only possibilities for positive action at steps 1,2 and 3. I hope the 
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above reiteration will help confirm the position of the SMCP – and help avoid inflation of 

expectations – while you conduct you deliberations.”573 

Essentially forcing the Chicanos to demonstrate how their proposal is not 

redundant with already existing programs, Hundley’s memo, thorough as it is specific, is 

also bureaucratic, uninviting and pessimistic. It is an interesting and revealing document, 

giving insight into the politics of civil rights, federal funding and ethnic communities. 

Hundley’s memorandum can be read in various ways. First off, the tone makes the clarity 

and thoroughness patronizing – as if “incidently” [sic] reminding the Chicanos, “we 

already have these services” and then warning against “inflated expectations”. From a 

fiscal perspective, Model City in Seattle had a particular budget allotting money to Model 

City programs; the memo could be a set of guidelines for the grant writers so that the 

proposal could be expedited. But the request for resources was not to establish a Model 

City program per se, but to use Model City monies for educational, health, and legal 

services – the very programs Model City provided. The Chicanos were making claims on 

federal money to create a center – now the Centro de la Raza no doubt – outside of the 

sphere of direct oversight, money that would have to be found in already prioritized 

budget. It is here that another aspect of the state/autonomy dichotomy reveals itself as 

concerned primarily and foremost with governance and control, where a Great Society 

program like Model City was grounded in a particular understanding of the role of the 

state and citizen in the social pact. Claims for equal access to “social money” (state 

programs) were based on civil rights, citizenship, and a shared legal identity. Claims for 
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self-determination also had to do with control over decisions and allocation of resources, 

social organizing, and community priorities.574 

 
People’s City Council 

Ten days after the City Council failed to approve a lease agreement suitable to the 

Chicano community (making the Model City proposal a moot point, if for the moment), a 

group of some 150 Chicanos and other members of the Third World community in 

Seattle took over the chambers in protest, convening “the People’s City Council.” Before 

the occupation, the City Council had decided in a 5-4 vote on a lease-option rather that an 

outright lease on the building.575 The meeting began with a proposal that the city lease the 

building and commit money from the emergency fund to pay for the renovation and 

insurance that the City Building Department had estimated would cost $72,000. Then, 

before the council took a vote on the proposal, the lease-option was proposed: the city 

would avoid the renovation and insurance costs all together, responsible only for working 

out the details of (some future) sub-lease to the Chicanos. Other concerns like upkeep, 

money for programs, operation and maintenance would be “worked out in the interim, if 

possible.”576 This was hardly an assuring set of events. The council’s decision amounted 

to refusing the generous offer of the school district to essentially give the school over to 

                                                 
574 Sam Sperry, “150 Chicanos protest delay of building lease,” The Seattle Times, Saturday, 11 November 1972. As 
mentioned above, in 1969, Walter Hundley, helped organize the Central Contractors Association in order to gain access 
to federal construction contracts. Black construction workers who had initially joined the CCA behind the leadership of 
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workers. This was apparent in 1970 when the UCWA was formed, and in the memo to “All Those Concerned.” When 
the Housing Task force in the Southeast Branch Neighborhood met the following week, they voted against funding the 
proposal that the Chicano groups had quickly submitted. 
575 Voting for the lease-option were Liem Tuai, Jeanette Williams, George Cooley, Wayne Larkin and Tim Hill; Smith, 
Phyllis Lamphere, John Miller and Bruce Chapman voted against it. 
576 Sam R. Sperry, “Chicanos begin renovating school,” The Seattle Times, Tuesday, 17 October 1972. 
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the city and through the city, the community. At this point the crowd of some 150 

supporters had heard enough. The council was forced into recess and the People’s 

Council convened.577  

During the meeting of the People’s City Council representatives from various 

community organizations spoke about the importance of Beacon Hill for the Chicano 

community and the minority communities in general. Larry Gossett, a member of the 

Black Student Union and the Black Panther Party spoke in solidarity. Bob Santos, Teresa 

Shepro, Antonia Castañeda, and other community and student leaders shared the council 

seats. Then the People’s City Council voted unanimously to approve the lease. After 

about 30 minutes, the People’s Council ended the first ever Third World city council 

meeting.578 

The political environment favored the protesters.  Seattle was in the midst of an 

economic crisis. There was unrest in all quarters of the population.  This strengthened the 

bargaining power of civil rights movements. Labor struggles, Black, Brown, Red and 

Yellow power movements, anti-gentrification protests, farm workers organizing, student 

unrest, were all linked. After the People’s Council, the pace of organizing at El Centro 

quickened. ESL classes and a nominal Health Clinic had been established, but there were 

still little, if any, monies for renovations. There were potential, local knowledges, skills, 

                                                 
577 The fight at City Council was happening as other communities were waging their own struggles.  The UCWA, for 
instane, was maintaining a steady campaign against discriminatory federal contracts by shutting down construction 
projects across the Seattle area. Asian families in the Beacon Hill area were fighting against development interests that 
were displacing families by changing the tax base and forcing families to leave. As a result, the People’s Council did 
not just include Chicanos and Chicanas, but a multi-ethnic contingent of Third World persons who had been organizing 
their own struggles along side the Chicano activists who had established El Centro. 
578 Larry McCarten, “Chicanos Take Over City Council’s Chairs,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Saturday, 11 November 
1972. 
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and labor. The progressive Seattle community came together to make Beacon Hill a 

reality.  

Despite, or in spite of, the council’s decision the project was going to continue 

forward.579 The same evening of the People’s Council, 100 dollars was collected to buy 

electrical equipment. Maestas announced that “white technicians” were donating their 

services to refurbish the school, while simultaneously providing “on the job training” to 

young Chicanos. These technicians joined Black and Chicano repairman contacted 

through the UCWA and the CCA.580 The different types of social movements had found a 

place where they could interact, hold meetings, and essentially work toward stronger ties 

of community formation.  

The following week, the Citizen’s Advisory Committee of the S.E. Branch and 

the All City Citizen’s Advisory Committee for the Model City Program reversed the 

decision that Hundley had previously announced, making the center a highest priority. 

Hundley “reluctantly” agreed to the “nudge” by these two policy-setting groups to 

respond to the Chicano application for $75,000, out of the emergency Model City 

Fund.581 

An editorial in the Seattle Times expressed full support for the Chicanos activists. 

After first making the observation that the Seattle Chicano community was different from 

other urban areas, and that a lack of a barrio made it more difficult to press for anti-

poverty monies, the newspaper observed that the “peaceful” occupation merited the 
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support of the Seattle community. The editorial then challenged the justification for 

denying government help,  

They [council] didn’t hesitate last year to spend $300,000 of Model City funds to 
buy one central area building outright, and to spend an additional $360,000 to 
refurbish it. Yet when a group of Chicano citizens asks for $75,000, which they 
intend to repay, the City Council is unresponsive. How can the City Council 
justify turning down such valid requests on one hand and approve on the other, 
such frivolous expenditures as $387,000 to increase seating at the Seattle Center 
Coliseum?582  
 

Then, on November 28th, the Council reversed its initial lease-option decision; 

instead, based on a recent attorney general’s decision on the subject, the city concluded 

that the Chicanos could negotiate a lease directly with the school board. This change did 

not constitute support for the proposal. In fact, in a sense, the new decision essentially 

sent the message that the council wanted to take itself out of the equation entirely. Gary 

Little, general council for the Seattle School District No. 1 explained, “the lease problem 

has been solved – but the money problem still is with us, and it’s always been the bigger 

one,” and that the district will “look toward” the city for at least $50,000. According to 

Little, a monthly leasing fee of about $1500 dollars (that would come from a non-

Chicano source) would be a reasonable price that would cover operational costs.583  

Finally, on Tuesday, December 26, 1972, the city council agreed to give $131,400 

dollars to El Centro de la Raza. A crowd of about 100 Chicanos cheered after the 

decision was voted on 5-0, with four members absent. Chapman, Miller, Hill, Lamphere, 

and Smith, the members that had supported the idea from the on-set, approved the 
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measure in the absence – obviously a protest strategy – of the council members who had 

been against the project because of the expenditure of city monies. Wes Uhlman was on 

vacation, and his absence worried Maestas, who in turn asked Hundley, who attended the 

meeting representing both Model City and the absent mayor, if there was a possibility of 

a veto. Hundley responded, “We negotiated in good faith, didn’t we? If there are still 

differences, we’ll work them out, even if we have to closet ourselves in a room until its 

done.”584 Of the $131,400, more than half or $87,000, would come from the city-wide 

community improvements project of Model City’s Planned Variations Program’s fourth-

year action plan. Yet the source of the remaining $44,400 had yet to be determined. 

Miller proposed that the source could be determined after the Chicano’s work program 

received approval, Chapman proposed using revenue sharing monies but a source was not 

indicated. Finally, Lamphere wanted assurance that the remaining money would not have 

to come from the city general revenue fund.585 

At a celebration dinner at La Hacienda Café, a block away from Beacon Hill 

School, Maestas, joined by Larry Gossett, Estela Ortega, and Juan Hernandez, explained 

that “direct confrontation at a higher level” would have been necessary if the council 

would have voted differently: “Some key members of the City Council knew the situation 

was very volatile.” 586 Maestas, along with Bocanegra and Juan Hernandez had been on a 

15-day liquids-only diet, and threatened a hunger strike if the council did not support 

their request. Even though funding had finally been approved, it didn’t change the fact 
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that the community was thwarted, side-stepped, and ignored at ever turn, Maestas 

explained: “[the council] made us jump through a lot of hoops not asked of other groups 

requesting funding, [and] had no business telling us about the administrative details of the 

program once it was funded.”587 For both the city and the community activists, 

governance, oversight and compliance were the central issues in terms of state 

governance and self-determination. For the time being, in addition to the ESL and 

political education classes, the Health Clinic, and legal aid from the National Lawyers 

Guild (who were themselves taking Spanish classes), the Centro received requests for 

space from student recruiting programs, Legal Services, job programs, and drug 

information programs.588 The Centro was important not only because of the centralized 

access to programs, it went beyond a “minority” Model City approach (that was too 

radical for Hundley and other city council members who were against any separate 

centers outside the sphere of Model City) to include advocacy and community 

organizing, alliance building and solidarity. The Centro provided a vehicle to engage with 

institutional and systemic problems by creating an alternative to state-run service 

agencies. In an interview in late 72, Maestas posed this rhetorical question, “But why do 

we need a center? Why do we need to provide special services to people in the wealthiest 

country in the world? We have to begin to deal with the illness instead of treating the 

symptoms. Why does it have to be that beautiful, talented, creative people have to be 

field hands with no sense of self worth? Things don’t have to be that way. It is not a 
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natural evolution that people have to be oppressed.”589 Challenging the assumption that 

the American Dream is about individual success and not collective justice, Maestas stated 

emphatically, “[those] of us who have pulled ourselves up by the bootstraps” are no 

longer going to be content being “contributing members of society. It no longer means 

that we are going to use our education to say, ‘If I can do it, why can’t you?’ We are 

ready to sacrifice our lives to change that, to give others a chance at life.”590  

Christmas and New Year at El Centro was cold. By April of 73, the parties would 

have to “closet ourselves in a room until its done.” But until then, the Chicanos and their 

supporters would continue to work on the Centro and expand the “politics of solidarity” 

in Seattle to include the Central American country Nicaragua, devastated in the aftermath 

of a December earthquake. The focus was collecting resources, clothing, food and money 

to send to Nicaragua; aid that would be all the more necessary as (it would be later 

discovered) Somoza’s dictatorship diverted the international relief aid to personal coffers. 

This would begin a decade long engagement with the Third World, from Nicaragua, 

Chile and Mexico, to Cuba, El Salvador and the Indigenous Americas.  

Finally, on March 19, 1973, the Seattle City Council approved a lease by which 

the city would obtain the school building from the Seattle School District and then 

sublease it for the establishment of El Centro de la Raza. It was settled with a close a 5-4 

vote.591 The March 19th decision was preceded by a 3-2 vote by the Finance Committee 

on the previous Thursday March 15th.  That same day, the Council rejected (5-0) a 
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proposal by the Seattle Gypsy community for city funding for a multi-service center. 

Williams suggested that she would support having the Gypsies share the Beacon Hill 

building, but not a separate center. Then George Cooley (committee chair), in support of 

Williams, “took issue with the five members of the council approving funds for the 

Chicanos center. They [Williams and Cooley] said the five must answer the Gypsies on 

why that ethnic group is being denied a center.” Chapman defended their decision based 

on the percentage of the population Chicanos represented in relation to the Gypsy 

community. To which Ephraim Stevens, one of the community members who had made 

the proposal, replied, “saying no to one group while giving to another is unconstitutional, 

incriminating and prejudicial.”592 Cooley’s staked out a position opposite the Gypsie and 

the Chicanos, speaking out against separate centers for any group; and instead insisting 

that existing Model City programs should the vehicle through which new programs are 

established – if necessary. Then, in a surprising turn of events, on March 29th, Mayor 

Uhlman denied all the lease agreements, stipulating that the Chicanos must first meet a 

series of requirements before he would approve the leases, essentially overrode the 

decisions of the Financial Committee and City Council on the 15th and the 19th 

respectively. Uhlman outlined his position in a letter to the City Council of the City of 

Seattle, pointing out that he was only signing Council Bill 93674 that authorizes 

“execution of leases with the Seattle School District and El Centro de la Raza for 
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operation of the Old Beacon Hill School as a bilingual multi-service center…. [But] In 

accordance with the analysis and recommendation of the Office of Management and 

Budget, I will not execute either of these leases until I am satisfied that the following 

matters have been clarified by El Centro de la Raza:  

1. Assurance of an approved grant contract with HEW to assist in the 
maintenance and operation of the center. 

 
2. Written commitment from service agencies that plan to locate at the center 

and some assurance of their financial capability to pay rent. 
 

3. More definitive remodeling plans so that both fiscal and building code 
implications can be evaluated.593 

 

Here Uhlman is claiming that the federal OMB has recommended these clarifications. On 

the one hand, this can be interpreted as procedural bureaucratic safeguards or fiscal 

accountability; but be that as it may, and even given the fact that there were only three 

new stipulations, the memo had the effect and/or gave the appearance of a lack of real 

interest in making the establishment of El Centro (from the perspective of the city) a 

priority. Uhlman’s “clarifications” are riddled with subtle racists and class assumptions 

about the solvency of people of color communities, which is essentially questioning the 

“assurance” that they will actually pay. Uhlman concludes by offering space at the Model 

City Southeast Community Service Center during the interim. It was an offer ignored by 

the El Centro community. 

The continued reticence and foot-dragging on the part of the Mayor and some 

council members with regards to city funds led to the decision by the Chicanos and their 
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supporters to occupy the Mayor’s office. This did not happen immediately after the 

Ulhman memo. It was not until Thursday, April 5th and the occupation lasted over five 

hours. After extended meetings with the Mayor’s assistant, and later the Mayor, 18 

persons were arrested for violation of the state criminal trespass law.594 The occupation 

had initially begun about 1:30pm when some 50 Chicanos, and Indian, Black and white 

supporters, took over the reception area, explaining that they would not leave until 

Uhlman signed the leases, they accused Uhlman of stalling. In fact, it had been almost six 

months since the initial occupation and promises by the city government. At first Uhlman 

refused to meet with the group. Instead, he sent Robert Gogerty, his administrative 

assistant, out to meet with the Chicanos. This only added insult to an already tense 

situation. At the 5 o’clock hour approach, Uhlman still refused to negotiate. Then 

Gogerty reappeared, accompanied by Walter Hundley. Hundley reiterated the Mayor’s 

position, claiming that he had communicated these conditions to Gloria Rivera, the 

Centro’s director. The group was not satisfied and again demanded to see the Mayor. He 

finally agreed to meet with a committee of five representatives and a meeting took place 

in the Historical Room that lasted about 40 minutes. Gloria Rivera, Larry Gossett, Luis 

Salinas, Raul Anaya, and Roberto Maestas described the struggle to establish funding 

sources, insisted that assurances had already been attained concerning solvency and 

payment, and pointed out that remodeling plans were already on file with the Building 

Department. This was not enough for Uhlman. Though accepting the first two points, he 
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Moran, Jo Ann Turner, Mark C. Molina, Graciela I. Grospe, Gloria Rivera, and Susan K. James. Cited in Sam R. 
Sperry, “18 arrests end Chicano sit-in,” Seattle Times, Friday, 6 April 1973. 
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stood firm, insisting that a letter be procured from H.E.W. committing the $100,000 

sought in the grant. Uhlman had to have been aware of the bureaucratic procedures for 

resource allotment and grant proposals. When combined with the extravagant and 

seemingly frivolous spending of Model City money to renovate and purchase buildings 

and build parking lots, the reticence and lack of a will to compromise on the part of 

Hundley and Uhlman - though appearing to be basic bureaucratic regulation - gave the 

impression that (some) city officials didn’t see the needs of Chicanos as a priority. 

According to Times reporter Sam Sperry, “The meeting was calm, buy each side stood 

firm. The mayor said he has accepted the advice of the budget office not to sign the leases 

until first-year funding is assured. Uhlman said that while the council acted irresponsibly 

in raising the hopes of the Chicanos [Uhlman was on vacation when the Dec. 26th vote 

took place], he could not act irresponsibly.”595 To Maestas and others, the Mayor’s 

position amounted to a “doublecross” by the city.596 

Uhlman ended the meeting at 6pm and the Chicano contingent returned to the 

reception room to report back to the larger group. When Maestas and others announced 

that they were not going to leave - essentially calling for an occupation of the building - 

some supporters decided to leave. The police were called and Capt. Alton Terry first 

warned the group that they were breaking the law, then after the 3-minute ultimatum, his 

team moved in to make the 18 arrests.  

Whereas Uhlman and Hundley insisted that the center could not be established 

until there were financial assurances, they were essentially challenging the Chicanos to 
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“show they have $131,000, or a way of getting it, or no signatures on the leases.”597 Not 

all Council Members shared this perspective. John Miller commented that the Mayor’s 

position was “mystifying” as it was possible that up to $47,000 of the $87,000 Model 

City money could be used for 1st year operation costs. He also cited the revised 

remodeling proposal submitted by Carlos Young, the architect chosen by the Centro to 

design the renovations. According to Young’s proposal, that budgeted volunteer labor 

and materials (from the community of supporters), the renovations would only cost 

$40,000, almost 40% less than the original quote of $67,000.  Miller argued, “That 

should be enough to get consolidation of the agencies in the center and paying rent to El 

Centro.  I am mystified as to why the mayor can say this is irresponsible.”598 

Uhlman’s dismissal of obvious community buy-in and support, evidenced not 

only by the daily support for the operation of the center, but by the budgeted $27,000 

donation from community resources like materials and labor, makes Miller’s confusion 

all the more relevant. Why were Uhlman, et. al., so adamantly against separate service 

centers? 

Here Uhlman sites the budget committee for his legal argument, and blames the 

“irresponsible” City Council for creating false hopes. Separate groups did not deserve 

support – according to Uhlman, Williams, Cooley and Hundley, while the needs of 

citizens who chose to use the already existing Model City programs were worth 

supporting. It is here that notions of citizenship and imagined or shared communities are 

important to keep in mind. As long as citizens of Seattle did not make claims on federal 
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monies as part of an ethnic (“separate”) minority group, and chose instead the identity of 

(poor) American citizen, support would be forthcoming. If, instead, they chose to assert 

their ethnic identity in relation to the larger minority and non-minority community, they 

would have to meet additional, special requirements. During the course of the 1970s, and 

gaining full momentum in the 1980s, the subtle “color blind” racism evident in the 

language and attitudes of some city officials – which is the passive, “civilized” version of 

Jim Crow violence and institutional discrimination – will become a common response to 

claims on state funds, legal protections, and equal treatment by minorities and immigrant 

communities, and characterizes a shift to the right that gained momentum in the 1970s. 

Sperry, who had been covering the story since the initial occupation, identified 

three “slim” opportunities for solving the current impasse. First, use money from the 

city’s general or emergency fund, though Councilwoman Lamphere had previously 

established she would not support a proposal of this nature. Second, appropriate money 

from the “uncommitted general revenue sharing account, down from its original $16.3 

million to $2.1 million.”  This number really gives an indication as to the depths of the 

fiscal crisis Seattle was experiencing in the early 1970s and the context within which the 

council had approved previous capital improvement projects. But Sperry was cautious, 

“If a council majority did that [appropriate money], Uhlman might veto their action since 

it was the same majority that cut his supplemental budget requests and instead approved 

money for housing rehabilitations, historic preservation and two cultural centers, one for 

Indians and one for Orientals.”599 That veto would essentially kill any possible alliance 
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between councilpersons. The third option was a federal grant approval by H.E.W. But as 

Sperry accurately assessed, the national “new-federalism” responsible for increased cuts 

in social spending, might be a federal barrier to expanding the existing fledgling projects 

at Beacon Hill. Sperry ended with a resonating question – but still (only) from the 

perspective of the state: “Is the Chicano center dead?”600 

This last minute change would vindicate Maestas’s question to Hundley 

concerning negotiating in good faith, and the emptiness of Hundley’s institutional 

response. Not exactly locking himself in a closet, Uhlman would eventually have his staff 

sit down with representative from the Chicano community to “work out a realistic 

package of program with specific funds available to operate them.” The final agreement 

was an allotment of a “portion of the original $87,000 grant.”601  After more that seven 

months of wrangling, broken promises, stammering, and bureaucratic double-speak, the 

Mayor finally had his staff sit down to come up with an agreement.  

Though in late 1972 and early 1973, the Beacon Hill occupation was center stage, 

the Centro only represented one place in the larger discussion on the direction of Third 

World politics in Seattle. The terrain included SER, Active Mexicanos, and 

representatives from Chicano programs at UW, the G.I. Forum, the Human Rights 

Commission, LULAC, and others. This is evident in the discussion that was triggered by 

a letter issued on April 13, 1973, by the board members of the ESL program – many 

representing the above mentioned organizations –calling for “the factionalism of the past 
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to be set aside.”602 Though the letter was not addressed to El Centro directly, the 

salutation is “Estimados Hermanos”, and the tone and content of the letter indicates the 

message was to the activists associated with the occupation of Beacon Hill. The letter 

begins by recognizing that a small number of Chicanos had carried the “brunt of that 

effort” that was successful in getting the “City government to respond to the long-

neglected needs of the Chicano community in this area.” The letter then turns cautious, 

“However, we of the E.S.L. Board feel that those few concerned Chicanos have too long 

carried the heavy load which rightfully belongs to the entire Chicano and Spanish-

Speaking community of the Puget Sound area. In light of the new developments between 

the Centro Board and Mayor Uhlman, we feel that it is extremely important that everyone 

concerned should share in solving these common problems that face us.”603 The members 

of the ESL board was not only saying that they did not agree with the current state of 

affairs, or that the “few concerned Chicanos” were burdened with too much 

responsibility.  They were calling on “all concerned community oriented groups, 

programs and interested persons  [to] make a vital effort at basic inter-communication,” 

suggesting that the Centro was hindering, rather than advancing community participation. 

Although monetary support had yet to be approved, those occupying Beacon Hill 

had formed El Centro and this carried certain implications about decision-making. At 

state was the relationship that El Centro was to forge with the City Council and the 
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impact that this would have on the general issue of funding for social services in the city. 

This explains the call for solidarity and shared leadership:  

This Centro is intended to belong to the entire Raza community, not representing 
 one faction. At the present time, only a few have been carrying the load that in 
 truth belongs to the entire community. The Centro can still be a reality for all. The 
 time and effort already expended will not be wasted if we can all act 
 together. 604 

 
 The letter called for a meeting “for the purpose of discussing these issues that are 

vitally important.”605The letter must be read in the context of already existing tensions 

between the Chicano organizations in the area. The letter praised the existing efforts, 

while offering a backhanded critique that factionalism (on the part of El Centro) as the 

common threat. The persons who signed the letter were primarily representatives from 

university or other institutionally based organizations.  The ones associated with El 

Centro, on the other hand, were Latino, Black, Asian, and American Indian grassroots 

activists who believed that the letter writers largely represented Latino professionals. The 

critics of El Centro were not all Latino professionals.  They included city officials who 

believed that a radical organization that forged alliances with other minorities and 

American Indians was a threat.  It was a threat to governance and oversight, as 

governance is based on control of space, resources, access to justice and equality. In 

addition to a radical Third World politics, the community members were proving that 

they could build their own center, with their own resources, labor, sweat and dedication. 

This was another threat.  
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Such perceived threats justified a larger reaction in 1973 when the FBI escalated 

its war against the American Indian Movement, and to a lesser extent, the Chicano 

Movement,606 a war of misinformation, infiltrations, surveillance, agent provocateurs, 

and outright assassinations that had been perfected in the years 1969-1972 against the 

Black Panther Party and the Black Liberation Army.  An association with one of these 

groups, the Black Panthers, and their Black Panther Survival programs may have focused 

official concern on Seattle.  Local groups like the Young Lords, the American Indian 

Movement, the Brown Berets, the Red Guards, I Wor Kuen, and other community-based 

organizations replicated the public programs with health, food and clothing services. 607 

El Centro had already begun some of this work during the occupation, and with the 

money the city had promised them planned to expand and strengthen their “community 

survival” programs to include a People’s Kitchen. The ideological and organizational 

association with the Black Panthers may offer added explanation for the reaction of the 

city officials, some Chicano professionals, and the federal authorities to the work of El 

Centro.  

 The national repressive activities headed by COINTELPRO and the Joint 

Terrorism Task Force (JTTF), official programs that sought to destabilize minority social 

movements throughout the country, can also explain the growing differences and 

eventual divisions within the Third World alliances forged during the Beacon Hill 
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occupation.  The government’s attempt to disrupt political activity may have contributed 

to the permanent rifts as well as shifts in political strategy evident in Seattle.608  

This shift in politics became evident among El Centro activists when they began 

to align themselves more closely with other national and international movement.  This 

was evident in the Progressive People’s Communiqués that were being written, printed 

and distributed by El Centro. The first communiqué, issued on April 6, 1973, addressed 

the FBI murder of Frank Clearwater at Wounded Knee.  According to the public 

statement,   

Clearwater died a true revolutionary fighting for his rights. His last deathbed 
request was that he be buried at Wounded Knee. The Indians are intending to 
carry out this request by taking the casket into Wounded-Knee through the 
government blockade. These people are in grave danger of their lives, and 
attention should be focused on Wounded Knee.609 
 
The second communiqué addressed the Farm worker’s struggle as well as the 

request by Marshall Terry of McCann-Erickson Advertising Company for El Centro to 

participate in a commercial in Spanish “Chicano Style” for Rainier Beer.  The request 

gave the activists of El Centro the opportunity to present their views in stark terms:  

Because of Rainier’s complicity with the Mondavi Grape interests and its 
complete neglect of bettering the oppressive situation of farmworkers, it is not to 
our advantage to comply with such a request. We cannot compromise our 
principles nor our position concerning the struggle of Chicanos while Rainier 
Beer totally disregards the exploitation of farm workers.610 

 
These two communiqués offer an insight into the issues that El Centro was addressing 

locally and nationally.  
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The State and Self-Determination 

The occupation of Beacon Hill was a response to a need.  Community-based 

persons came together to solve critical social problems they were facing.  Moreover, they 

wished to create a center that catered to the needs of poor people, not only Chicanos, but 

Samoans, Filipinos, American Indians, poor whites, African American. Soon after the 

occupation the activists began the task of building El Centro.  Within two months the 

community organizers had received a pledge of $137,000 and “liberated” $87,000 to 

renovate the school.  Although it took another four months for the lease to be approved, 

and another 18 months before the promised $44,000 was made available, El Centro 

continued operating. Self-determination did not depend on state recognition.  This was 

evident in the renovation work.  

As had been the case during the UCWA pickets and protests during the previous 

summer, activists and community people associated with El Centro continued to support 

local campaigns and mobilizations, particularly the continued struggles of the UFW 

against growers and the Teamsters union.  Although the relationship between the UFW, 

the ESL classes, and other activist communities in Seattle predated the founding of El 

Centro, it was reinforced after 1973. The AFSC had been working in the Yakima Valley 

since the mid-1960s, while UW students supported the struggle by organizing a 

successful boycott in the dining halls on the university campus. During the summer of 

1973, activists organized many protests against the Teamsters and the Safeway grocery 

store chain.  On Thursday, June 28, for instance, some 150 UFW supporters, including 
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Chata Maestas, Roberto Maestas and Raul Flores from El Centro, organized a protest at 

the Teamster headquarters to protest the “physical violence against UFW members by 

Teamster-hired ‘thugs’ in California’s grape fields.”611 The fight between the Teamsters 

and the UFW was a nationwide debacle; in Seattle the UFW movement revealed the 

strength of the Third World coalitions.  Much of their support was channeled through El 

Centro. In addition to the local Chicano community, supporters included the Black 

Panthers, the Broadway Neighborhood Council, UW students and professors, and 

clergymen and clergywomen.612  

The mobilization that occurred around the killing of a UFW supporter showed the 

extent of cooperation among Third World activists. The action took place one day after 

an 18-year old UFW supporter was shot at a ranch near Delano in Kern County. 

Supporters came from different quarters, including the Black Panthers, the UCWA, the 

Quaker AFSC, university students and professors, and the downtown Asian community 

Neighborhood associations.  

By early 1974, El Centro was further expanding its activities beyond ESL classes, 

job training workshops, family counseling and employment advisement and economic 

development.  It had become a meeting place for the Third World Coalition of the 

American Friends Service Committee, the Farah Strike Committee, the UFW and other 

community and labor organizations. These organizations would print their materials at El 
                                                 
611 Bruce Johansen, “U.F.W. supporters here protest Calif. Violence,” The Seattle Times, Friday, 29 June 1973. Black 
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even some rank and file teamsters were in attendance; Mary Franklin, a local member accused the Teamsters of 
“making backroom deals with growers,” emphasizing that the actions of the Teamster leadership have simply ignored 
“rand and file democracy.”  
612 “200 Picket at Safeway Store,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Friday, 3 August 1973. 
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Centro, hold press conferences, and organize rallies in support of their specific 

campaigns. El Centro continued to support the American Indian Movement, holding a 

press conference and rally on March 1 in commemoration of the one-year anniversary of 

the Indian Declaration of Independence at Wounded Knee. The center also inaugurated a 

bookstore with literature on Third World struggles.  It was called “Centro Third World 

Book Store and later changed to Resistencia Bookstore.613  

El Centro had 10 programs by early 1974: 1) ESL; 2) Active Samoans and 

Tongans; 3) Comprehensive MANPOWER office; 4) Centro Day Care Center with 32 

children; 5) People’s Law office (AFSC); 6) Washington State Prisoners’ Labor Union; 

7) Centro Third World Book Store; 8) Centro Graphics Project; and 9) Minority Coalition 

Youth Program of Support.614 Students, many of them Chicanos, also worked at El 

Centro four days a week, helping on various projects, fundraising and “fieldwork needed 

to keep the building going.”615 Finally, on “every other week on Thursday or Friday 

nights,” the UCWA, El Centro, and the ACWA presented “Third World Movie House,” 

with the idea of providing “an alternative to high cost, low quality movies in theatres and 

stereotyped repetitive T.V. shows.”616  

The films were representative of the direction that El Centro, and the larger 

minority activist community in Seattle had taken. On March 6 and 7, the presentations 

                                                 
613 Resistencia Bookstore continues to exist in Austin. Raúlrsalinas who was one of the original founders, continues to 
direct it.  When raul left Seattle in 1980 and returned to Austin, he opened Resistencia Books on East 6th Street. 
614 Cruz Ramirez and Gilberto Rivera were the staff paralegals. Funded initially came from AFSC’s Emergency Fund, 
but after October of 1974, the project was included as a line item in the AFSC budget that included funds for rent. El 
Centro community report titled, “Urgent,” 27 May 1972; and “Support El Centro de la Raza,” loose sheet, undated. 
RSPA. 
615 “Chicano center offers family counseling, employment advice, other services,” University of Washington Daily, 
March 5, 1974.[capitalize the first letter in each word in the title, throughout] 
616 Flyer, “Third World Movie House, undated, copy in author’s possession. 
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were “When the People Awake”, “the Story of the Chilean people’s attempted transition 

to socialism during the three years of Salvador Allende’s ‘Popular Unity’ government”; 

and Part 1 of “Hour of the Furnaces,” an in-depth, political documentary about liberation 

struggles in Latin America. Part 2 was shown on March 20 and 21, and part 3 on April 3 

and 4. The series ended with “Finally Got the News,” produced by the League of 

Revolutionary Black Workers, that focused on the organizing struggles of revolutionary 

Black workers, and their “view and response to the racism and dangerous conditions in 

Detroit’s auto factories.”617 Discussions were held on the relevance of the films to the 

local struggles.  

Despite the decisions to support El Centro, they were still waiting for the city to 

comply with its promise of a $44,000 disbursement. Frustrated with the City Council’s 

inaction, El Centro supporters “jammed” the con June 6, 1974 requesting that the 

allocated funds be released.  

Again, some members voiced concern over expenditures, particularly the failure 

to obtain liability and fires insurance. They also cited the recent public criticisms by 

Cooney and other Mexican American leaders as points of concern. Maestas explained 

that he did not know why insurance had not been purchased. Some 30 people, including 

Bernard Salazar, the associate director of the Seattle Model City program, gathered in 

support. Salazar admitted that he was “impressed” by the progress, but did not go as far 

as to press the council to meet the request.618 Maestas also explained that part of the 

                                                 
617 Ibid. On the League of Revolutionary Black Workers see Dan Georgakas and Marvin Surkin, Detroit: I Do Mind 
Dying: A Study in Urban Revolution (Boston: South End Press, 1998). 
618 Sam R. Sperry, “Chicanos demand funds for center from city,” Seattle Times, June 7, 1974; and Louise Parry, “El 
Centro de la Raza plea,” People’s World, 29 June 1974. 
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reason for the tension with SER and Active Mexicanos was because after signing 

agreements to house their programs in Beacon Hill, they had backed off. This was 

coupled with the City’s promise to these two organizations concerning space, “without 

consulting Centro about location as was formally agreed upon.”619 Finally, according to 

Maestas, the fact that the Centro was trying to serve the entire community and not just 

Chicanos, the pressure from the city to already have everything in order was unrealistic 

after having only 6 months with a working facility.620 On June 20th, the City Council 

finally approved the expenditure to be allocated from a Model Cities grant, but the 

tensions between community organizations and their leaders continued. 

As was mentioned above, there were different opinions within the Chicano 

community as to the needs that should be addressed, and the manner in which this should 

occur. The meeting described below is probably one of hundreds that have taken place 

between community and ethnic-group based organizations in the history of social 

movements. It is significant because it not only provides insight into the diverse political 

spectrum within the Chicano/Mexican American community, but it represents the 

attempts by activists from across the political terrain to come together to work through 

their differences. 

On July 11, 1974, at a community meeting held at Seattle Central Community 

(SCC) College representatives of LULAC, SCC, the UW Office of Minority Affairs, 

Active Mexicanos and El Centro came together to continue the discussion begun the 

week before about the relationships between Chicano organizations:  “It was suggested 

                                                 
619 Centro community report titled, “Urgent,” 27 May 1972, RSPA. 
620 Ibid. 
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that perhaps the differences between the agencies do not lay with the directors or the staff 

alone but with the philosophies behind each program and the direction that each agency 

was taking.”621 Everyone agreed that communication, first-hand knowledge of each 

other’s programs, and the day to day operating cultures of each organizations were issues 

that could be addressed by rotating visits to programs and, “since the board is usually 

responsible for setting policies it was suggested that in order to become acquainted with 

each other’s program, we should have a representative from one board sitting in on a 

board meeting of another program.”622 These were important suggestions but they also 

beg one obvious question: If the SER and Active Mexicanos had existed pre-Centro, and 

all three organizations were involved in the initial occupation and campaign for the title 

to the building and funding, why had they not visited to learn “from the inside what each 

agency was doing and how they are reaching the people”?  

About halfway through the meeting, it was remarked that the “biggest problems” 

were among three agencies, Centro de la Raza, SER, and Active Mexicanos, and that 

disagreements were often overblown by rumors or the media, causing increased 

misunderstanding and mistrust. “It was suggested that if an agency does not want to 

                                                 
621 Meeting Notes, Community Meeting, Seattle Central Community College, 11 July 1974. Copy in author’s 
possession. These meeting notes, though revelatory, do not specifically indicate who said what; they are merely an 
overview of what was discussed. And like all meeting minutes (and other documents chronicling meetings between 
people/organizations working out differences), emotions, the tone of voice, and the (possible) intensity of remarks is 
not documented. The attendees represented SCCC (Rodrigo Barron and Martha Gonzalez); LULAC ( Lindsy Ingram 
and Griselda Ruiz Thomas; Active Mexicanos (Sixto Gallardo Jr.);  UW office of Minority Affairs (Raul Anaya); El 
Centro (Raúlrsalinas, Roberto Gallegos, and Cruz Ramirez. Absent (they must have attended the first meeting to be 
designates as absent) were Ramón Ramirez from MEChA and representatives from SER. 
622 Ibid., 2 
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consolidate it should refrain from doing so but not to form an alliance with either the 

media or the government in order to attack the other agency.”623  

The Centro was the youngest organization, combining service and advocacy with 

political education and community organizing; its foundation was the ESL classes and the 

Third World coalitions. SER and Active Mexicanos were strictly service-oriented 

programs that were part of the larger War on Poverty national institutions. To a certain 

extent, the differences between SER, Active Mexicanos and El Centro was generational; 

but that was secondary to politics. SER and Active Mexicanos represented the 

professional class that navigated the language of federal grants and liberal politics that 

both provided them a job and badly needed services for the community. Their ability to 

garner funds from state and federal governments was key to expanding educational, 

health, and employment opportunities to the Chicano community. El Centro also saw the 

need to secure federal funding, and therefore engaged with the liberal state, but while the 

actual provision of services was the same – in the sense that the all three organizations 

created legal, educational and health programs, the content of administering these 

programs was different. This is the key to understanding the tensions – that at times led to 

physical confrontations between activists.  

In fact, at the heart of the July 11th meeting was a confrontation between two 

community leaders and the eminent legal procedures related to the assault charges filed 

by Thomas Sandoval against Roberto Maestas.624 The entire group was concerned with 

the possible negative media spin if the personal differences between community leaders 

                                                 
623 Ibid., 1 
624 Ibid., 2. 
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was made public, while at the same time admitting that these types of issues were not 

new: “When there is a complaint that will affect the functioning of all the people in an 

organization and the community, then it should not longer be a matter of personal 

feelings and the whole staff of such and organization should address itself to the 

problem.”625 In other words, as a community leader, you were responsible not only to the 

organization you worked for/with, but the larger community from which one comes – in 

this case, the Chicano and progressive communities. It was then pointed out that “It is a 

well known fact that we are not properly represented in the penal system and for a long 

time we have tried to fight its injustices and that no one has the right to subject one of 

own [sic] people to the very structure that has murdered and oppressed our people. We 

should all try to avoid and prevent any of us from going before a racist system to be 

judged by it, especially if it is a leader of the community.”626 Again, the terms of 

engagement and interaction with state institutions were a central issue for these 

community organizations. Because the state was identified as part of the problem of 

economic, political, and penal oppression, seeking remedy for a personal, individual 

wrong by “subject[ing] one of our own people” to its injustice, was not something 

“community law” could accept. The initial suggestion to discuss the possible 

repercussions only among board members from the affected organizations was followed 

by the additional proposal that organization and community members attend the meeting 

in order to avoid miscommunication. Given that arraignment was only three weeks 

coming, there was a sense of urgency among the group so they decided to convene a 

                                                 
625 Ibid. 
626 “Meeting,” Seattle Central Community College, 15 July 1974, 2, RSPA. 
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community meeting to discuss these issue in public on Tuesday July 16th and agreed that 

three mediators would be invited to insure a smooth discussion. Tomás Ybarra Frausto 

from the University of Washington, Juan Jose Sanchez, the supervisor of the Equal 

Opportunity Program at UW, and Ricardo Aguirre, a community representative were 

invited and agreed to be mediators.  A day prior to the “Junta General”, as it would be 

called, a second planning meeting was held on Monday July 15th to finalize the specific 

logistics and goals. The questions and concerns revealed just how aware these 

community leaders were about how delicate a gathering, public no doubt, this meeting 

would be. In addition to those who had attended the previous meetings, Rene Bocanegra 

and Michelle Ruelas from Active Mexicanos, and Melina O’Rosco from El Centro, 

joined the invited mediators. After the mediators introduced themselves, it was revealed 

that though Tomas Sandoval had been informed of the previous meetings of the “ad-hoc 

committee’ and the up-coming meeting, Roberto Maestas had no knowledge and was to 

drop the charges was met with rejection, with Sandoval answering that his grievance 

should be respected. He then relented, agreeing that maybe court was not the best 

solution that that “it should be handled by ourselves in the community.” Careful to not set 

up an accusatory or divided meeting from the beginning, “At this point is was pointed out 

that the meeting should not be a jury to judge an individual or an organization but to 

work out the problems now existing in the community and affecting us all.”627 It was then 

finalized that the two boards – Active Mexicanos and El Centro – would be “debating” 

and that the meeting was open to observers and other community organizations. For those 

                                                 
627 “Meeting,” Seattle Central Community College, 15 July 1974, 2, RSPA. 
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at the meeting is was apparent that the mediators would play the most important role, yet 

“no one is outside of the struggle, so as to be called to mediate between the people who 

are in struggle. There is not anyone that is neutral, there are those who disagree as to the 

ways of approaching the same goal but we are all in the struggle…”628  

Taking place at El Centro, the introductory statement was clear: “Esta junta [this 

meeting] is not to serve as a jury to validate or invalidate the actions of any individual or 

group. Rather it seeks to promote an open discussion of issues of mutual concern to the 

entire Chicano community. As well as to disseminate information.”629 The Junta General 

also had three goals and objectives: 1) “Dismissal of legal actions against director of El 

Centro de la Raza. 2) Concern for unity among all Chicano groups (overlap between 

individuals and community). 3) Development of a structure to facilitate on-going 

communications and co-operation among the various Chicano agencies.”630 The meeting 

began with each side alternating in their opening remarks; each speaker was allotted 10 

minutes. The initial remarks were followed by alternate responses, question, clarifications 

and comments. After a 5-minute break the meeting reconvened to a new set of alternating 

discussions, and the meeting concluding with remarks by one representative of each staff 

or board.  

Community accountability sessions were not new. Sometimes they did indeed 

take the form of a trial, as social justice movements in their desire to create different 

types of social relations, while also cognizant of the way that the state and the media 

                                                 
628 Ibid, 2. 
629 “Junta General,” Agenda dated 16 July 1974, RSPA. 
630 Ibid.  
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could misconstrue or blow out of proportion, developed internal means of holding leaders 

responsible to the communities they were part of/worked for. Besides, these were 

characteristics of organizational dynamics that are part and parcel of society as a whole. 

What is important in this discussion of the intra-relationships among “Chicano service 

organizations” is the manner that the community went about holding each other 

accountable, emphasizing that disagreements were expected, it was the way that they 

were solved or confronted that was important.   

Though there were calls for unity between 1972-1974, particularly for the sake of 

not losing out on revenue-sharing funding opportunities,631 the differences between these 

“Chicano service organizations” were based on different political analysis, strategy and 

organizing culture, and therefore included a class element. I am not going to pursue 

further a dissecting of the specifics of the intra-Chicano politics in Seattle; instead, the 

intention is to reemphasize, yet again, the complex relationship between politics and 

identity, culture and alliances, as well as power and ambition. That said, on one level the 

problem was communication; it was also a result of different political goals, and the 

                                                 
631 “Minority Coalition for an Equitable Revenue Sharing System,” Press Release, 23 July 1973. The document 
contains no indication of who the author(s) might have been, yet the language suggests it came from El Centro; it reads, 
“Almost daily the hypocrisy of the establishment become more evident as educated minorities force institutions to 
reveal their true nature. For longer than we care to remember, we have been told to become educated and participate in 
the political processes to better our lot. We have done that here, but our basic needs are still ignored, which is evident 
by the council’s refusal to allocate an equitable share of general revenue sharing funds to the proposals we have 
outlined as absolutely critical, in terms of the human development of the poor citizenry of Seattle…It is now obvious 
that the promises were empty and that revenue sharing is a farce. It is an outrage to note that local politicians are 
carrying out the vicious policy against minorities that was drawn up by the Watergate participants. It is important for 
those in power here to understand that we are a permanent part of this community and that we will continue to do all in 
our power to shape those decisions that affect our lives.” 
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parameters of how people and organizations defined change. Finally, personalities – 

primarily men – clashed and were also reasons for discord.632 

 
Prisoners’ Rights and International Solidarity 

 
The activists associated with El Centro reached out to the prisons to construct one 

of their most significant relationships with movements outside Seattle.  They had linked 

up with other local movements as well as with causes involving farm workers, Native 

Americans and marginalized groups throughout Latin America and in the process had 

elaborated a Third World political identity.  Their relationship with inmate activists also 

broadened their network and reinforced their Third World politics, however, it stands out 

among the others because of its similarity to the support work that was happening at 

Leavenworth and Marion, as well as the fact that in the Southwest, where the traditional 

narrative of Chicano history has focused, did not engage at the same level with issues of 

prisoner’s rights. 

El Centro’s relationship with prison activists must be understood in the context of 

support for prisoner’s rights in the Seattle area - specifically the support of the Mexican 

American Self Help organization (MASH) at McNeil Island penitentiary and raúlrsalinas. 

In addition to writing the People’s Communiques, Salinas helped to organize a Prisoner’s 

Right’s Support group that operated out of El Centro.  The support group organized the 

first conference on prisoners rights ever convened by ex-prisoners. [Prisoner’s rights 

support networks already existing in the Seattle area before Salinas arrived. Their 

                                                 
632 Though this question is important, for this chapter and in the larger picture, phycho-history or sociological studies of 
group and gender dynamics require a much deeper level of investigation. 
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relationship was with inmates at the nearby McNeil Island Federal Institution. University 

of Washington students, MEChistAs, family members and other concerned people 

supported the prison organization, the Mexican American Self Help (MASH).633 Paul 

Locklear and Mark Cook, both former Walla Walla inmates, and Salinas, organized the 

conference. The conference workshops addressed numerous issues, including 

compensation for crime victims, community based rehabilitation, problems of ethnic and 

women prisoners, legal rights, the mental and medical care of prisoners, the success of 

halfway houses, prisoner re-entry into society, and the rights of sexual minorities.634 

Locklear explained the need for this type of conference that educates ex-prisoners and 

advocates, while providing a vehicle to organize for change: “[In Walla Walla] they 

didn’t tell me one damned thing about society. I would have stuck somebody up when I 

got out, if I didn’t have some money in my pocket. But the prisons want to stay in 

business. They don’t seem to realize that people get lost when they get out. And that’s 

what we’re concerned with here – getting people back into the community where they 

can work, be with their families, and readjust.”635 Donald Horowitz, a former assistant 

Attorney General who attended the conference confirmed? The importance of these types 

of gathering while emphasizing that the discussion and solutions were on par with what 

being proposed in other parts of the state and country:  

                                                 
633 MASH, like CORA in Leavenworth, lobbied for history courses and the right to have cultural celebrations.  The 
executive committee had 11 members: Ramiro Samaniego, President; Tony Cordova, Vice-president; Gabby 
Hernandez, Secretary; Armando Vargas, Cor. Secretary; Pablo Acuña, Orientation; Wally Taylor, Programs; Clyde 
Gutierrez, Membership; Tony Campos, Publicity; Clyde Salazar, Pre-Release; Raymundo Cota, Sgt.-At-Arms; Pete 
Silvas-Sloss, Editor (El Alambre). The MASH outside steering committee consisted of Cenobio Macias, Rick Rico, 
Miguel Anaya, Joe Ruis, Mike Sambrano, and Antonio Martinez. La Palabra: El Alambre Derecho de M.A.S.H., 
Volume 3, Ed. 4, January 29, 1971, McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary, Box 7 Folder 1, RSA. 
634 Joel Connelly, “Odd Van Out: Parking Job Irks Ex-cons,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 12 August 1973. 
635 Ibid. 
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We’ve heard here what a lot of people have been saying down in Olympia [state 
 capital]. The recommendations have hardly been startling. People here have 
 agreed that maximum-security facilities should be in existence for a few 
 incorrigible offenders, and that re-entry into society is the best solution for other 
 people.636  

 

The first day of the conference revealed what the Seattle police department 

thought of the activities at El Centro. An 18-wheeler tractor-trailer from the Southern 

Steel Company had parked in front of El Centro. The driver appeared to have made an 

honest mistake. Yet the trailer was full of detention equipment intended for the Prisoner’s 

Rights Conference organized by the American Correctional Association’s National 

Congress at the Seattle Center. The side of the truck advertised in large bold lettering the 

contents of the trailer: “Detention Equipment.” Locklear charged that the Seattle Police 

Department (SPD) had directed the driver to El Centro instead of the Convention Center 

to “frighten people away,” it represented an “overt act of intimidation.”  Lt. J.B. Greer 

admitted that an patrol car had been dispatched to Beacon Hill after the driver of the 

tractor trailer had called for directions to the Seattle Center, while a representative of 

Southern Steel Company who was at the scene but refused to be named, corroborated 

Locklear’s and Cook’s suspicions, “I think the police knew what was going on.”637 

 Finally, El Centro politics also connected with international causes.  One of the 

most visible ones involved refugees fleeing General Augusto Pinochet’s dictatorship in 

Chile. Pinochet assumed power on September 11, 1973 after a military coup had deposed 

                                                 
636 Ibid. 
637 Ibid. 
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and assassinated the democratically elected president Salvador Allende.638  El Centro 

activists responded immediately with protests and demonstrations.  They had previously 

joined with other Third World activists in expressing support for Allende and his socialist 

administration. Throughout 1973, there were protests directed against International 

Telephone and Telegraph, headquartered in Seattle, for its open support of the anti-

Allende opposition and the calls for his overthrow. This was one of the earliest protests in 

the United States against the dictatorship in Chile.639 

 

Conclusion 

The Beacon Hill occupation must first be viewed from different perspectives.  

First, it must be seen as an organizing project by persons from different ethnic 

backgrounds seeking to meet their community’s needs.  Second, the occupation must 

analyzed in relation to political engagement with the state (city, school board, federal 

institutions).  Lastly, the different political perspectives within the Chicano community 

need to be emphasized. Of course neither approach was exclusive to any group, but there 

was certainly differences.  The differences within the Latino/Chicano community in 

Seattle, as was the case in urban and rural areas across the United States, were certainly 

palpable. These differences were the essence of political dialogues, change and struggle. 

The occupation of Beacon Hill and the attendant community support is an 

example of a strategic alliance between the organizers and participants of the English as a 

                                                 
638 Though this is obviously an important element of Third World solidarity, the scope of this chapter does not allow 
for a fuller investigation into these relationships. 
639 They were followed by of widespread protest activity in support groups of Central American revolutions and anti-
apartheid struggles in the 1980s.   
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Second Language classes, University of Washington students and faculty, United Farm 

Workers Association, the United Construction Workers Association, Active Mexicanos, 

SER (Service, Employment, Redevelopment), and the American Friends Service 

Committee. The alliance with specific goal of securing the lease for the building, and 

resources for renovation and operating expenses in order to provide much needed 

services to the minority communities in Seattle. What made the occupation an alliance 

was the shared foundation – though always contested, discussed, sometimes challenged - 

that self-determination was related to, but not determined by, state acknowledgement and 

funding. As the months wore on, part of the alliance began to breakdown around these 

very issues, while another set of alliances took hold.  

 Different political perspectives emerged in the Seattle Chicano community.  The 

accompanying disputes evident in the case of the Beacon Hill occupation were over 

resources; but this does not mean that resources were the central cause for political 

disagreements. The larger issue was one that every social movement or political 

community has faced: the relationship between politics and identity, experience and 

analysis, and finally, analysis and strategy. Simply put, a particular ethnic or cultural 

identity did not have an a priori relationship with a specific political position. In other 

words, being of Mexican descent did not automatically imply one shared, uncomplicated 

set of political beliefs.640 Nor did it automatically imply solidarity with other oppressed 

groups as natural and a “given” if you will. Solidarity and alliances, long-term coalitions, 

                                                 
640 See George Lipsitz, American Studies in a Moment of Danger (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 
especially 271-291. 
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and sustained political movements were built through struggle and trust; and that implies 

time.  

One way to understand the diversity of experiences and political identities is 

along different axis of power, and a variety of experiences. In other words, agreement on 

political issues was not predicated on a shared cultural or ethnic identity. Sometimes 

Chicano community activists had more in common with Black community activists than 

with Chicano professionals or business owners, so class is one important signifier. 

Chicanas, on the other hand, might form an alliance with Asian women, seeing their 

political perspectives more respected than in male dominated Chicanos spaces. Yet this 

does not mean that it’s either separate or together, but a contingent, sometimes strategic, 

and always shifting, set of political contexts and alliances. The different political 

positions among Latino organizations like SER, Active Mexicanos, and El Centro must 

be understood within the complex interplay of politics, culture, and identity.  

The emphasis has been on the Third World coalitions led by Chicano and Chicana 

activists to establish a multi-service community center to serve all marginalized 

communities. Men dominated public politics, yet the reality -- a truth common to most 

social movements -- was that women were central to creating coalition and struggle. 

Estela “Chata” Ortega, Elda Mendoza and Antonia Castañeda not only brought female 

leadership to the struggle, but also were key in making links with university groups, 

community organizations, and other women’s groups, as well as challenging sexism and 

homophobia.641 In fact, much of the fighting between organizations was between the 

                                                 
641 Antonia Castañeda, discussion with author, handwritten notes, Austin, Tx.,  
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male leaders. There were a number of physical confrontations that the community as a 

whole was forced to deal with – the fight between Roberto Meaestas and Thomas 

Sandoval for example. In fact, the relationship between hyper masculine behavior and 

political mobilizations must be taken into consideration when determining why certain 

political formations were primarily male. At the same time, the differences that escalated 

to violence were at their core differences over political analysis, strategies and decisions.  

In addition to the intra-Latino politics among different groups, and the different 

perspectives among El Centro staff and members, I have tried to demonstrate how the 

center navigated the politics of state recognition and funding while claiming a position of 

self-determination and community autonomy. Going beyond providing services and 

advocacy, El Centro pursued a mix of a coalitional model that centered local multiethnic 

efforts in Seattle with the Chicano community as prominently as transnational efforts. 

These international and multi-ethnic elements, reflective of the cultural nationalism of the 

Chicano movement, resulted in a strategic mix of cultural pride and a shared of 

experience of oppression with other Third World peoples. 

These efforts occurred within the larger Chicano movement that was taking place 

throughout the country. Antonia Castañeda, who was active at the University of 

Washington and in organizing around prisoners’ rights with the Mexican American Self 

Help (MASH) prisoner’s organization at McNeil Island, explained the Beacon Hill 

occupation as part of a legacy of struggle and self-determination: 

[The] Chicano movement, well, it isn’t a movement that started in the 60s, it isn’t 
a movement that’s bent on destroying gringos. It is people responding to their 
needs and people taking direct action towards meeting their needs. Its people who 
have tried for a number of years, for decades if you will, to respond to those same 
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needs in different ways but they haven’t been recognized. As a matter of fact, they 
have been totally ignored. They have been stereotyped, they have been told they 
are passive, that they are docile, that they are non aggressive, that there are non-
goal oriented. But people were responding to their needs in the ways that they 
knew. And now all of a sudden we hear there is a Chicano Movement; people 
have never been static. People have continuously been moving, people have 
continuously tried to affect their destinies; its now that it is being done a maybe a 
little different way.642 

 
Castañeda’s comments characterize the widespread sentiment through the country as 

minority communities took their lives and neighborhoods into their own hands, affirming 

their heritage, their identity, their origins, as well as the right to claim rights. 

 Coalitions and alliances are built through struggle and over time. Solidarity can 

also be long term, but the day-to-day relationships that emerged from everyday 

organizing, living, working, and struggling together, and making collective decisions, 

disagreeing and moving on, were the basis for more long term collaborations. The next 

chapter turns to one of these long-term collaborations that was built on these initial 

attempts at Third World solidarity: the formation of the Third World Coalition of the 

American Friends Service Committee. 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
642 Interview with Antonia Castañeda, CSV. 
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Chapter 6 

Solidarity Politics and the Politics of Solidarity: 

The Third World Coalition of the AFSC 

 

We had a domestic as well as an international program. We started doing international solidarity in support of people 
working for Africa, Latin America, and for various parts of Asian liberation struggles. 

Larry Gossett, Black Student Union 
 

The Third World Coalition is one of two Nation wide programs of the AFSC. TWC serves as a support and resource 
mechanism for third world staff employed by the AFSC, and for progressive third world groups and organizations, 

 domestically and internationally, which are involved in the movement for progressive social change and a 
new world economic order. 

Third World Coalition 
  
 
Introduction 

This chapter introduces the Third World Coalition of the American Friends Service 

Committee, founded in early 1971, emphasizing how Seattle activists utilized the 

resources and networks made available through the AFSC. It then shifts to examine how 

local Third World struggles and issues affected the structure of the Service Committee.643 

The TWC was a significant political formation that attempted to bridge politics, people, 

and organizations at the local, national, and international levels. The TWC was a vehicle 

through which progressive activists were able to circulate themselves, their ideas, and the 

struggles they were part of across state and international boundaries. A sum of it parts, 

the local impact of organizing was strengthened through national and international 

networks.  In turn, the national coalition and the AFSC were changed by the needs of 

local struggles that challenged their approach to community engagement and political 

solidarity. This Chapter continues with the overall theme of uncovering the politics and 

                                                 
643 This is the shorthand reference used by TWC members in their various correspondence and meeting notes.  
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alliances of Third World radicalism by examining the second 2 years of the TWC (1972-

1974). This is not to ignore the first year, but to pick up the story parallel to the 

establishment of El Centro. It is essentially a look at how organizing projects in the 

Seattle area relate to the national structure of the TWC. It is necessary to emphasize the 

“micro-histories” of organizing in order to highlight how coalitions and new political 

formations function on a day-to-day level. Therefore, much of the following discussion 

focuses on the specific characteristics of meetings, projects, political delegations, and 

national conferences organized under the banner of the Third World Coalition. In order to 

understand the interventions that members of the TWC made at a national level it is 

necessary to understand the on-the-ground politics of organizing at a local level. 

 

From Third World Politics to the Third World Coalition 
 
  El Centro was established with community resources, people’s power, and a broad-

based coalitional politics, as well as money from Model City programs. Yet as prominent 

Seattle activist Larry Gossett explained, many lessons were learned from El Centro’s 

experience playing the funding game, lessons that would lead these activists to look 

elsewhere for support:  

Our headquarters was at El Centro de La Raza and pulled in the Polynesians and 
Filipinos — everybody started coming together on the [basis of] Third World 
unity. We had a domestic as well as an international program. We started doing 
international solidarity in support of people working for Africa, Latin America, 
and for various parts of Asian liberation struggles. Then, after Nixon started 
cutting historic programs to people of color that we had won as part of the 
struggles of the '60s, we said we need to use this unity we've forged to identify 
sources from which we can get funds, rather than just relying on federal anti-
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poverty money.644 
  

Given their history of progressive politics, they looked to the AFSC for financial support. 

But beyond financial support, some of the organizers involved with El Centro worked to 

establish a new political project affiliated with the AFSC: the Third World Coalition.  

In early 1970, the AFSC had provided resources to Tyree Scott in order to form 

the United Construction Workers Association (UCWA) and split from the Central 

Contractors Association (CCA). With the establishment of the TWC in early 1971, both 

the AFSC and Third World activists came together to work at coalitional politics that was 

based on a consensus model towards developing solidarity projects in support of Third 

World struggles in the United States and across the globe. According to a founding 

statement, Who We Are:  

The Third World Coalition is one of two Nationwide programs of the AFSC. 
 TWC serves as a support and resource mechanism for third world staff employed 
 by the AFSC, and for progressive third world groups and organizations, 
 domestically and internationally, which are involved in the movement for 
 progressive social change and a new world economic order.645  

 
Yet, from the start, the relationship between the specific issues that the AFSC engaged 

with and the experience and interest of the founding members, as well as the Coalition 

itself, “defied precise description.”646 On the one hand was the established organizational 

                                                 
644 Larry Gossett interview, Seattle Civil Rights and Labor History Project, available at 
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/gossett.htm; Internet; accessed on 4 December 2005. 
645 “Who We Are,” loose undated sheet in raúlrsalinas Personal Archives (RSPA). Though there is not date on this two-
page document, and the organization’s “philosophy” changed from fall 1973 to the fall of 1974, I have chosen this as 
the original or first statement that defines the organization.  The organization’s current webpage offers the same 
definition: “the TWC was founded in 1971 by AFSC People of Color staff and committee persons to address the 
vestiges of racism in AFSC politics, practices and program work and to serve as a network and resource for People of 
Color within the organization and related groups.” Available at http://www.afsc.org/locations/thirdworld.htm; Internet; 
accessed on 13 December 2005. As I demonstrate, the shift in language from 1971 to the present can, in part, be 
contributed to the influence of these early Third World activists. 
646 Memo from Ed Nakawatase to the TWC, “Some Reflections on the Third World Coalition,” 18 September 1973, 
RSPA.  
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structure of the AFSC, divided in to seven task forces dealing with specific issues or 

geographic regions: Labor, Women, Education, Southern Africa, Latin America, Puerto 

Rico and the AFSC-TWC Personnel Concerns task force; there were also two 

commissions: Cultural and Native American. In addition to a staffed national office, the 

Coalition was divided along the same ten AFSC regional offices: Middle Atlantic, New 

York Metropolitan, New England, Dayton, Chicago, North Central, Pacific Northwest, 

Northern California, Texas, along with an office in Mexico and a representative on the 

AFSC United Nations committee. The Pacific Northwest Region included Alaska, Idaho, 

Montana, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming. On the other hand, the activists who came 

together had particular experiences that informed their politics that in turn challenged the 

AFSC to rethink its approach to coalition building, decision-making, and organizational 

structure. The TWC was an experiment that affected both the AFSC and the Third World 

activists from across the U.S. 

The TWC was a vehicle to engage politics at a national and international level 

while also continuing to engage on local issues specific to each organization or group 

represented. As mentioned above, Tyree Scott was a key organizer with the TWC while 

simultaneously working with the UCWA. His efforts with labor organizing and political 

education later expanded to create the Southwest Workers Federation (SWF) were 

parallel projects to the establishment of the TWC. Through the SWF Scott connected 

with workers in Colorado, Oakland, and Texas. Together, UCWA and the AFSC also 

developed the Northwest Labor and Employment Law Office (LELO) with a board of 
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directors that consisted of seven UCWA members, three cannery workers, and three farm 

workers.647 By 1973, the UCWA has spun off from the AFSC. Scott, a founding member 

of the TWC, explained the AFSC’s early attempts at organizing in Third World 

communities,  

Back in those days, you didn’t find black people on committees in the Service 
 Committee…people came from the university community or the peace 
 community or whatever. So by now some of the people who had been activists at 
 UCWA also ended up on committees at the Service Committee…and then there 
 were women who eventually came around to UCWA or LELO and ended up on 
 some of the committees…Michael Woo, Todd Hawkins…[and] Beverly Sims.648 

 
Raul Salinas was also an important TWC organizer at the Regional Northwest 

level and at the national level. He would make links with activist in California, Colorado, 

New Mexico, and Texas through the vehicle of the TWC. 

 From the spring of 1972 when the TWC was founded, to the spring of 73, the 

organization functioned as another branch of the AFSC organizational tree. The AFSC 

had been working in the Yakima Valley “in a modest way” since around 1963.  It had 

worked with the Northwest Rural Opportunities that included two extensive studies in the 

area concerning hunger and child labor.649 The AFSC also set up summer work camps, 

sponsoring students for summer activities, and making possible “Chicano T.V. 

                                                 
647 See Letter from Tyree Scott to Stanley Wise, 4 April 1974; and Letter from Tyree Scott to Henry McHenry, 28 
May1974, RSPA. 
648 AFSC, June 26, 2003, “In remembrance of Tyree Scott,” available at 
http://www.afsc.org/pacificnw/tyree_scott.htm; Internet; accessed 12 January 2006. 
649 Letter from Arthur M. Dye, Executive Secretary of the AFSC, to the Campaign for Human Development, 19 April 
1973. RSPA. 
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programming through University Year for Action and work study programs” at the 

UW.650  

Across the country for decades on end, the Quaker philosophy of social justice, 

reverence for non-violence, and consensus building has been a central catalyst and 

organization sustaining progressive social movements across United States and world. A 

thorough study of the influence of consensus models, popular education, as well as the 

story of their organizing history remains to be told. The representatives from the 

Northwest that participated in national gatherings of the TWC were Roberto Maestas, 

raúlrsalinas, Andre Sanchez, Al James and Tyree Scott. There were other AFSC staff and 

committee members that also participated in the TWC, but the TWC was not their 

primary vehicle for organizing in the community or within the AFSC. Because the TWC 

represented one branch within the larger AFSC structure, it was organized along the same 

lines. For instance, they shared a Peace Education Program, an International Affairs 

Division, and an International Services Division. All three were involved in a variety of 

projects protesting the Vietnam War. Other AFSC projects in the early 1970s included 

the National Action /Research in the Military Industrial Complex (NARMIC). Though 

not directly related to the TWC, there would be an overlap in issues in terms of how 

military spending affected communities existing in areas where the presence of military 

installations were concentration. The NARMIC focused on the relationship between 

government spending and the effects on industry and universities while the Tin Aicha 

                                                 
650 Unless otherwise noted, the information in the section is summarized from “Progress Report on Consultation on 
Regional AFSC Relationships to Chicano Issues,” AFSC Pacific Northwest Regional Office, July 5, 1973. RSPA 
(hereafter referred to as Progress Report). 
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Project in West Africa addressed the effects of massive drought. AFSC also directed a 

self-help housing project in Zambia and a number of programs and research projects 

addressing the Middle East that caused the AFSC to come under attack from a number of 

parties, including one of its supporters, the Jewish lobby. The AFSC influenced the TWC 

in the sense that it offered an already existing political agenda that engaged with larger 

structural issues like militarization and/or the impact of environmental devastation on 

peoples lives. But more than anything, the primary (if indirect) influence was forcing the 

founding members to re-think the structure of the TWC to be more responsive to the 

needs of Third World communities, rather than the agenda the AFSC set for Third World 

communities. Although the influence of the AFSC on the TWC was obvious beginning 

with its foundation, but also in the political areas of interest that, the latter group inherited 

from its parent organization.   

 

The Chicano Farm Labor Committee 

The Chicano Farm Labor committee initiative, organized out of the Pacific 

Northwest office of the AFSC is a case in point. In April of 1973, Salinas, four months 

out of Marion, assumed an organizing job among the farm workers. Arthur M. Dye, the 

Executive Director of the Pacific Northwest Regional Office of the AFSC, offered 

Salinas a half time, $300 a week position to work with Chicano Farm Labor issues. He 

was already a student and a guidance counselor/recruiter at the UW.  The organizing 

opportunity gave Salinas’s access to the fledgling TWC, and to travel.  Salinas first used 

the vehicle of the AFSC to connect movements throughout the Southwest.  
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Salinas was still on parole. Though Salinas returned to Texas on political trips for 

brief periods of time (usually en route to another destination), it would be almost 10 years 

before he would return home permanently. Salinas was recruited to work with farm labor 

issues in order to engage in a “systematic consultation with AFSC and the Chicano 

community to identify AFSC’s long range role.”651 The AFSC had two specific goals in 

mind with the farm worker position: “The short range goal is to develop a small group of 

people who will work together within AFSC on Chicano Farm Labor issues and will 

become the nucleus for an AFSC Action-decision making group.” 652  This included 

maintaining involvement in Chicano farm labor issues, assisting Chicano groups, 

mobilizing resources to help these groups, and developing a staff to continue the work. 

The long-range goal was to determine a permanent AFSC role in the Chicano 

community. Essentially, Salinas was to put together a team that could identify issues and 

act as the initial contact with “people who will work together with AFSC” in a coalition. 

He would use it as a vehicle to create links not only between AFSC committees, but 

strengthen already existing connections between El Centro and the Chicano community 

in the Yakima Valley. Salinas would also utilize the national network that the TWC gave 

him to form organizational links with other groups in the Southwest, Philadelphia, and 

Texas.  

 Salinas invested the help of Farrall Harris, who would eventually become the 

Chairperson for the Farm Labor and Rural Affairs committee for the AFSC.653 On July 5, 

                                                 
651 “Job Description - Chicano Farm Labor Issues, AFSC,” 19 April 1973, RSPA. 
652 Letter from Arthur M. Dye to Raul Salinas, 19 April 1973. 
 
653 “Progress Report,” Ibid. 
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1973, one year after filing the report on behavior modification to the United Nations, 

Salinas and Harris submitted a report entitled, “Progress Report on Consultation on 

Regional AFSC Relationships to Chicano Issues.”  

They had visited the entire Yakima valley and talked to residents, migrant 

workers, employers, and other community people. These initial visits led to the 

organization of the AFSC Delegation of the Yakima Valley, on June 26 and 27, 

consisting of a group of AFSC staff. Two local Chicano leaders had invited the group - 

Martin Yañez of the AFSC National Board and the Director of the Washington State 

Commission on Mexican American Affairs, and Ricardo Garcia, member of the National 

Peace Education Committee and head of Northwest Rural Opportunities. Jesus Lemos 

and Roberto Treviño, organizers with the United Farm Workers Union, and Carlos 

Treviño and Ruben Alaniz, UFWU volunteers, joined Yañez and García. The Delegation 

included Barbara Thygesen, Carlo and Pat Sposito from Portland and Ann Stever, John 

Prothero, Roberto Maestas, Asia and Lee Bennett, Raul Salinas, Fred Lane, Judy Brown 

and Farrall Harris from Seattle. The group visited labor camps, community service 

programs and talked with residents and migrant workers.  

  The first stop was the Migrant Health Center, first established in 1969-70 by the 

UFWU Cooperative, and then funded by HEW. It was guided by a community-controlled 

board of directors and served at least 2,000 patients per month in Wapato, Yakima, and 

Toppenish. The most common aliment among children was anemia.  The life expectancy 

was around 49 years and the area had high infant mortality and tuberculosis rates. Like 

most government-funded community health centers, federal guidelines dictated a sliding 
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fee payment schedule. All fees were reinvested in the general fund. Housed in a building 

constructed by an AFSC work camp, the clinic provided x-rays, a limited mobile unit, an 

out-reach program with bilingual aids, and prescriptions and eyeglasses at cost. 

The center, however, had serious difficulties. It operated without a director, as the 

previous person had resigned abruptly, never really having connected with the 

community. Like all community centers, especially during times of economic crisis and a 

retreat from public spending that characterized the second Nixon presidency (he was for 

affirmative action in theory, but was responsible for the shift of fiscal spending for social 

programs to spending on law enforcement), the center was in danger of losing what 

limited and inadequate funds that it had. 

 The group then crossed the street to the United Farm Workers Cooperative store 

established in 1967. Like at the Health Center, community people made up its board of 

directors. The cooperative also housed the Office of Legal Services and the printing press 

that produced the monthly newspaper, Unámonos. Jim Sherman was the sole full-time 

attorney. The third and final stop for the day was the Toppenish Migrant Day Care Center 

for a visit with director Donna Treviño. She explained that the center was one “of several 

federally funded day care facilities serving migrant families during their stay in the 

Valley.”654 Though budget cuts prevented the center from taking care of babies between 

4am-5pm, they tended to children from ages two to six while their parents worked the 

fields. With a bilingual staff drawn from the community, the Day Car Center was built 

from mobile home sections and was equipped like “good child care centers everywhere.” 

                                                 
654 “Progress Report,” 2. 
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The day ended with a welcome dinner, a celebration based on conviviality and shared 

experiences of struggle:  

That evening we were honored by our hosts and friends with a delicious family 
style barbecue at the Liberty School near Granger. It is surrounded by the hop 
fields and the drying sheds of the Little Yakima Chief Ranch [the sight of 
Maestas’s first experience with organizing with Farmworkers]. Afterward, we 
were taken to the families who were providing overnight hospitality and hearty 
breakfasts. We enjoyed conversation and warm fellowship. Some of us were 
awakened in the early morning as the children were taken off to pick cherries, 
others chatted with mothers as they made the breakfast tortillas. Many of our 
hosts spoke eloquently and movingly of the lives of farmworkers.655 

  
The second day began with the arrest of Ramon Alaniz at the UFWU 

Headquarters in Sunnyside for a prior traffic offense. According to the report, “this action 

seemed to be another example of continuing police harassment of Union supporters in the 

Valley.” The first stop was the Little Yakima Chief Ranch, owned by George Gabbon, a 

staunch anti-union grower, who kept camp conditions at minimal standards.  There was 

no running water or plumbing and housing conditions were in generally poor. The 

migrant families on the Chief Ranch picked hops and asparagus for Del Monte, working 

for labor contractors instead of the landowner. The labor contractors charged the workers 

a percentage of their family wages as a fee. This was characteristic of farm labor relations 

across the nation. The elimination of the migrant labor contract system and its 

replacement by union hiring halls was a central UFW issue and one that the TWC would 

endorse.  

The next stop was the Self-Help Housing program of Northwest Rural 

Opportunities run by San Cardenas. Cardenas “explained that families work together 

                                                 
655 Ibid. 2. 
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evenings and week-ends building each other’s homes. The resulting three or four 

bedroom homes cost them only $11,000, but would now have a market value of $18-

20,000.” Finally, the delegation joined UFWU organizers and supporters picketing the 

Toppenish Safeway store. They were the “objects of considerable open hostility on the 

part of Safeway customers,”656 all the while being watched by two police officers in a 

nearby squad car.  

  Along with the recommendations, Salinas drafted a document entitled, “Role of 

AFSC Within Chicano Community.” 657 After emphasizing the diminishing rural Chicano 

population, and the overall growth of Chicanos as the largest minority in the Northwest, 

the document identified the urban Chicano issues as the central AFSC priority:  

 The concern should include long range plans as well as continued support, based 
 on the shifting priorities of the Chicanos. The kind of assistance will necessarily 
 arise from among the following factors: The agricultural scene continues its 
 transition as mechanization dries up migrant stream. Attention given to said 
 transition from rural to urban status. As educational attainment of Chicanos 
 increases, there will undoubtedly be a concomitant need for programs in 
 economic development, cultural enrichment, and political awareness. Recognizing 
 the fact that the AFSC’s structure needs to be revamped in order to properly serve 
 the needs of the Chicano people. That is to say, there should be a balance between 
 advocacy and reconciliation.658 
 
  In order for a balance to be reached between “advocacy and reconciliation” with 

both urban and rural issues, Salinas recommended a full time Chicano staff person be 

hired and incorporated directly into the AFSC structure, “rather than as a separate entity 

within.”659 Emphasizing the urgency of engaging these issues to avoid the development 
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658 Ibid. 
659 raúlralinas, “Recommendations,” Chicano Farm Labor Affairs, AFSC, 6 November 1973, RSPA. 
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of worse problems given the continued social, political, and economic transitions, Salinas 

advised that  

 to meet these increased needs AFSC will have to justify full-time employment 
 and help change present structure, hereby, Chicanos and others are able to use all 
 existing resources within the respective committee. Otherwise, the paternalistic 
 attitudes entrenched in some areas of AFSC could become a form of neo-
 colonialism. Chicanos have had a strong impact in pointing out the racism 
 inherent in AFSC structure. Concretely, the results have been in the form of mini-
 grants. The success of some other minority programs are [sic] directly related to 
 resources and energy channeled to those particular programs. Finally, that this 
 report should be placed on Executive Committee Agenda for discussion and 
 possible action.”660 
 
This was a significant critique. Salinas had been working with the AFSC for seven 

months and had been involved in the day-to-day organizing at El Centro.  As stated 

previously, he had planned the Prisoner’s Rights Conference, worked and studied at UW, 

and had worked with other organizers associated with the TWC, including Tyree Scott 

and Michael Woo of the ACWA.  At UW Salinas was involved with MEChA and its 

support campaign for the UFW. Salinas drew from all these experiences when making his 

critique and recommendations. As would be the case with Ed Nakawatase and his critique 

of the structure of the TWC (below) or Tyree Scott, who in September of 74 would 

propose an entire reorganization of the TWC at a national level in order for the 

organization to be more responsive and reflective of Third World politics rather than part 

of a larger organization’s agenda for people of color, Salinas would locate, early on, 

certain paternalistic characteristics within the structure and governance of the AFSC. 

                                                 
660 Ibid. 
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How the AFSC responded to the critiques was as important as the charges 

themselves.661  

 
A Shift in TWC  
 

The first year and a half in the life of the TWC witnessed the development of 

strong, cohesive, multi-ethnic organizations capable of massive, sustained mobilizations.  

The successful work, however, was not without significant change in the structure and 

policies of the TWC. This shift toward reorganizing the structure of the TWC became 

evident in September 1973, at the National Meeting of the TWC in Moctezuma, New 

Mexico. From the geographic perspective of the Pacific Northwest, this shift was linked 

to the experiences of the organizing campaigns that were taking place in Seattle and the 

Puget Sound area. The national leadership of the TWC, made up of regional 

representatives, proposed a radical change in the organizational structure of the AFSC, 

particularly with regard to the work among Third World people’s. 

  The origins of the debates within the TWC and the AFSC can be traced to the 

experiences on the ground with issues facing poor, minority and migrant communities. In 

a memorandum from Ed Nakawatase, a Japanese-American, to the Third World 

Coalition, titled “Some Reflections on the Third World Coalition,” he gives voice to the 

dissonance between national policy and the everyday organizing conditions.662 The 

memo was written on the occasion of his resignation from the National Office and the 

Second Annual Meeting that took place from September 18-23, 1972 in Elmer, New 
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662 Ed Nakawatase, “Some Reflections on the Third World Coalition,” 8 September 1973, RSPA. 
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Jersey.  In addition to representatives from the national office, there were delegates from 

ten regional offices, Mexico, and the Quaker United Nations Office.663 Approximately 

50-55 people were in attendance over the five-day period: “The largest number were 

Black, the second largest Chicano. There were, unfortunately, no Native Americans.”664  

The memo was penned as a reflection piece, an “assessment” of the two and half years of 

the TWC existence.  Nakawatase noted:  

The coalition has always defied precise description. The links between us have 
been simultaneously powerful and flimsy. We are non-white, we relate to the 
American Friends Service Committee and we have expressed ourselves positively 
about something called ‘self-determination.’ We have taken no loyalty oath, we 
have signed no pledge and made only the vaguest of commitments. We are 
revolutionaries and reformers, militant and moderates, community folks and 
bureaucrats, administrators and clerical staff…we are a varied bunch and 
somehow we have held on together.665 

 
Nakawatase had been with the TWC since its inception in early 1971. He had served as a 

staff member at the national office during the previous year.666  Nakawatase was as 

gracious as he was blunt in his critique:  

Our shortcomings are clear enough also. Our performance in the regions has been 
spotty; our advances at the national office have been uneven with large variation 
within the bureaucratic reaches of the AFSC and in all cases we usually haven’t 
communicated enough. (We rap too much and don’t write enough and analyze 
hardly at all.)667  
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The international successes were with the Third World Peace Education Program, 

despite little funding or even support by regional offices.  The support of the AFSC for 

over two years, however, had produced good results:  “conditions are favorable there 

[International Affairs Division (IAD)] for major inroads into staffing, participation and, 

most important, design of programs.”668 Finally, Nakawatase ended by praising the work 

that sought to make the internal decision-making process more accountable as well as the 

trust and commitment that had contributed to the growth of the organization: 

 We have grown in our understanding of each other, as colleagues within the 
 Coalition and as products of cultures and sub-cultures more varied than we had 
 imagined. We have shown a level of mistrust within the coalition that has been 
 refreshingly low, and a capacity for hard work that has been surprisingly high. We 
 have increased our international consciousness and decreased our parochialism 
 about the rest of the world.669 

 
Nakawatase believed that the TWC had asserted itself at the international level, taken 

control over internal finances, conducted excellent daily program work and maintained 

good internal organizational relationships. All that said, he pointed out two main areas 

that needed improvement: communications and program evaluation. The former was 

basic, yet the most important.  He called for less talk, more listening, and a concerted 

effort to maintain written correspondence. His comments on Program Evaluation shed 

light on the larger questions that the TWC was grappling with, similar questions that 

activists at El Centro, throughout the country, the hemisphere, and globe were asking 

themselves: 

We have lacked a way of measuring whether or not and in what ways the 
programs what we are involved in assist in the self-determination of Third World 
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peoples. Our programs, like ourselves, are a mixture of widely diverse elements, 
some contradictory. We obviously favor diversity, but we need to be critical of 
ourselves and what we are doing. Do our programs actively foster self-
determination? Are we increasing our community’s access to necessary 
resources? There are many similar questions that we could ask, and we should 
foster that kind of discussion within the Coalition in a more active fashion.670 

 
These are provocative questions, essentially asked how change was to be defined. Were 

their programs simply part of a larger set of state apparatuses, or were people’s needs 

being met through services and advocacy efforts organized by the community itself in 

such a way as to lead people to assume control over their lives. Nakawatase concluded on 

a cautious and straightforward, yet profoundly optimistic, note when he linked Third 

World Left in the United States to international struggles:  

 …We need to analyze in more detail. The Third World is in ferment and we are 
 part of that struggle now being waged on every continent on this earth. Sooner or 
 later, like others, we must grapple with the long-term questions about the kind of 
 society that we want and how we are going to get it. On one level, that is what we 
 are doing now, but it will no doubt accelerate in ways that we don’t yet know 
 about. And as the song says, ‘Keep your eye on the prize. And hold on, hold 
 on…’671  
 

This quote captures the essence of what these activists were trying to do in terms of 

solidarity and the linking of the local, national and international. Locating the Third 

World left within the U.S. as being part of Third World struggles across the globe, the 

primary political question being grappled with was what kind of society did they want to 

create.  
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Suggestions, Middle Grounds and New Proposals 
 
A comparative analysis of the report of the Farm Worker Labor Committee, 

Nakawatase’s observations, and a memo written by Tyree Scott in August 1974 provides 

a fuller understanding of the experiences of Third World peoples from the perspective of 

devoted activists.  Though each was writing from a different vantage, their analysis 

overlapped in that each was grounded in the experiences of their respective communities 

but understood with a larger context of Third World solidarity, and geared toward 

improving the impact that the TWC could have. 

The issues that Tyree Scott addressed had come up the month before the TWC 

Steering Committee Meeting in Chicago.  After committee updates, staff and regional 

reports, Maestas, the TWC representative from the Pacific Northwest region, reportedly 

“stated that we have not confronted the AFSC structure with the real problems. 

Collectively the TWC has not taken issues on issues coming from the top.”672 Maestas’s 

comment engendered a lively discussion. Charles Young expressed concern about 

attracting non-AFSC members to the TWC, while Wray Bailey, the representative from 

New York, emphasized two objectives that called for changes in the AFSC: “1) the 

elimination of racism within the AFSC; 2) input in and direction into AFSC 

programs.”673 In response, “Domingo [Gonzalez] said that TW membership on a 

committee will not eradicate racism nor can it be evaluated. TWC has raised perspectives 

and consciousness in AFSC.” The level of concern on these and other issues was 

                                                 
672 “Minutes,” Third World Coalition Steering Committee Meeting, AFSC Chicago Office, 12-14 July 1974, 10, RSPA 
673 Ibid. 
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considerable, and the expectations that they would be solved were placed on the 

forthcoming Annual Meeting in Moctezuma, New Mexico:  

The question that Robert Brown [Southeastern representative] raised, the limits 
within which the Coalition will operate, will be dealt with at the Annual Meeting. 
Charles Young felt that we should use our expertise and knowledge to develop 
TW groups other [sic] places. Dave Jacobs felt that we should relate to bringing in 
constituency to participate in the Coalition. Robert Brown recommended that we 
strengthen what we have that is the objective of input into AFSC programs…It 
was suggested that we go outside of AFSC to get more participants. It was stated 
that TWC is not prepared to be independent from AFSC.674 
 

Finally, the steering committee agreed that a decision about leaving the AFSC would be 

put off, “for the time being we will be AFSC’s TWC and will deal with the questions at 

the Annual Meeting.”675 

Scott’s memo echoed Nakawatase’s in key ways and was essentially a proposal to 

address concerns from the local and regional perspective with particular concern for the 

internal racism that Salinas had pointed out in his report on Farm Labor Issues. Based on 

experiences working within the AFSC structure, it offered critical analysis and positive 

suggestions, emphasizing the need for urgent change. Scott also drew from his experience 

with Third World politics in Seattle, particularly his involvement with the UCWA, SWF, 

ACWA, LELO, and the coalition work with El Centro. Written on UCWA letterhead, and 

addressed to “MEMBERS OF THE AFSC 3RD WORLD COALTION”, Scott announced 

“There is no national 3rd World Coalition in existence in the United States. The fact that 

none exists does not negate the fact that such a vehicle would serve a useful purpose.”676 

Proposing a National Third World Coalition separate from the AFSC structure, his 
                                                 
674 Ibid. 
675 Ibid. 
676 Memo from Tyree Scott to MEMBERS OF THE A.F.S.C. 3rd WORLD COALITION, dated August 1974 (the day is 
ineligible on the stamp on the page), RSPA. 
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analysis questioned the efficacy of the AFSC’s model and goals for Third World peoples. 

From Scott’s perspective, the stated AFSC goals for the TWC were to “put members of 

the 3rd World into decision making positions…and to make the Service Committee in 

general more responsive to the needs of the 3rd World.”677 For Scott, reaching the goal of 

integrating the structure of AFSC was  

not important….The question being raised here is whether or not that is a goal 
 sufficient to warrant our time and energy. If we look at the problem only in the 
 context of the A.F.S.C., then our goal can only be accomplished within that 
 context. However, if we look at the problem in the context of the world then we 
 must start to address ourselves to problems internal to the Service Committee.678 

  
In other words, the problem was larger than the AFSC. Racism, economic 

inequality, gender discrimination, and other oppressions were societal problems, and 

goals limited to the organization, once met, would only take energy and time away from 

 mov[ing] on the oppressive forces external to the Service Committee that affect 
 our lives. The suggestion here is that we don’t have to win in the AFSC to start to 
 address ourselves to those forces that affect our lives. And for those staff and 
 committee members who want to keep the Coalition as an inter-agency 
 compliance office should think about whether or not they aren’t just being self 
 serving and narrow minded.679 

 
 Scott’s position on the issue is not surprising. He was basing his observations on 

the excellent record of accomplishment of the UCWA and El Centro. In Seattle, activists 

were working in coalition with Third World Communities and seeking to expand the 

movement across the United States, the Continent, and the Pacific. Responding to 

internal discussions in the AFSC about the legitimacy of the TWC, Scott emphasized that 

as long as the 3rd World Coalition has the AFSC in front of its name, the AFSC has the 

                                                 
677 Ibid. 
678 Ibid. 
679 Ibid. 
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right to question its existence. For Scott, four years of duplicating the structure of the 

AFSC meant that,  

most of us would be hard pressed to find a 3rd World community in this country 
 where either of those issues[proper to the AFSC] take precedence over the lack of 
 employment, the lack of adequate housing, the lack of adequate educational 
 systems, the absence of and high cost of justice. We need access to technology, 
 access to communication systems. We need to develop and make use of the 
 political process and develop a understanding of this country’s economic 
policy.680 

 
 Another primary concern that had previously been introduced at the Steering 

Committee Meeting in Chicago was the issue of non-AFSC members in the TWC.  After 

critiquing the “professionalization” of the Annual Meetings, where the focus was on 

reports and updates rather than workshops and planning sessions, Scott pointed out the 

importance of the Moctezuma meeting, and his optimism at the possibility of creating a 

National 3rd World Coalition:  “from the experience that we have had watching the 

development of the Alaskan Cannery Workers Association, the UCWA, the United Farm 

Workers, and El Centro de la Raza.”681 The important issue of membership was resolved: 

“the only requirement for membership be that one be a member of a 3rd World group and 

desire to further the cause of members of the 3rd World group.”682 The proposal was not 

to split from the AFSC, but for a measure of autonomy in programming, administration 

and planning, as well as a political perspective that reflected the needs of Third World 

communities and not (only) those of the nationally established organizational structure. 

                                                 
680 Ibid. 2. 
681 Ibid. 3. 
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Scott ended by reminding everyone “even though I am writing this, it is a collection of a 

lot of folks’ thoughts.”683 

Scott’s analysis was systemic, analyzing the roots of racism, poverty, and 

inequality in the political and economic system, manifested within the white progressive 

community as well as in Third World communities of color. His analysis was based on 

the experience coalition work in Seattle. The needs of local and regional Third World 

peoples thus come into direct contradiction with the structure and political philosophy of 

the AFSC. This was at the center of the difference between a coalition of Third World 

People’s and a Third World Coalition. It was as if the AFSC was a cultural nationalist 

organization and therefore all discussion about change was self-serving, contemplated 

within the context of cultural nationalism, not in relation to other struggles. Scott’s 

suggestions for the AFSC were no different than the ones he posed to the Central 

Contractors Association before he left the CCA to organize the AFSC-funded UCWA. 

The contractors were not interested in providing support for African Americans in 

general.  Their goal had been to have access to federal grants as contractors. This same 

analysis of not providing direct local support to groups organizing on the ground led to 

cooperation between the UCWA and Filipino activists to establish the ACWA, as well as 

the efforts to expand the organizing culture of the UCWA across the nation with the 

Southwest Workers Organization. 

                                                 
683 Ibid. 
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The Adopted Statement of Purpose at the Montezuma meeting reflected the 

concerns and hopes that had been expressed up until that time.  The Statement read as 

follows:  

The Third World Coalition declares itself an organization of third world people, 
committed to the liberation of TW communities within and beyond the U.S. and 
to the advancement of poor and working class people within those communities. 
  
TWC is actively opposed to exploitation and oppression on the basis of class, race 
and sex. 
 
TWC includes persons related to and persons not related to AFSC who accept 
these principles and wish to work – within TWC. 
 
The election of officers and selection of staff must be consistent with these 
principles. 
 
The relationship of the TWC to AFSC and other agencies will be determined by 
these principles and programs that flow – from these principles and from the 
practical involvement of the TWC membership. 
 
TWC programs locally, regionally, nationally and internationally will reflect the 
priorities of our constituents and the principles outlined here. 
 
The officers and staff of TWC will effect [sic] the independent legal status of 
TWC.684 

 
  

Montezuma, Nuevo Mexico 

 The emergence of this new political formation at the national conference in 

Montezuma had special significance. “Compañero” Roberto Maestas had proposed the 

site at the steering Committee meeting in Chicago. Montezuma had been a seminary until 

its closure in 1973. The community organized Montezuma Unidos to try to keep the 

                                                 
684 “Adopted Statement of Purpose,” Third World Coalition, Third Annual Meeting, Montezuma, New Mexico, 
September 1974, RSPA. Compare this to the description on page 408-9. 
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property in local care, and on August 26, 1973, the hosting organization for the 

conference, Chicanos Unidos Para La Justicia (CUPJ), had peacefully occupied two of 

the empty buildings, and successfully lobbied to have a “portion of the property to be 

used for a three component project which would provide services to the poor community 

of San Miguel county.”685 The community had been under attack from reactionary 

elements in the area, but was successful in establishing the school “La Escuela Antonio 

Jose Martinez.”  The school had received certification from the Rio Grande Education 

Association and was serving 75 students between the ages 5 and 14 years. In addition to 

their coursework, the students were divided into work brigades focusing on farming 

projects in order to “train Escuela students in income-producing work on the land so that 

more of the youth can remain in their communities.”686 Rosemari Mealy-Whitehorne, a 

member of the International Staff of the TWC, expressed the high spirit of expectation 

that must have given added meaning to the meeting: “When we arrive at Montezuma, the 

reality of struggle will speak for itself, and despite what we may consider as 

‘inconveniences’ our purpose for existing in the first place should become a reality.”687 

The Montezuma meeting was turning point for the TWC and the AFSC. There 

was not only a change in the structure of the meeting, but the very themes reflected the 

critiques and suggestions of various members. The national structure and leadership 

seemed to be responding to the proposals of the regional and local members of the TWC. 

To begin with, instead of reports, the first two days were dedicated to political 

                                                 
685 “¿Por qúe Montezuma?” (Why Montezuma), memo from Rosemari Mealy-Whitehorne, International Staff TWC, 
undated, 2 pages. 
686 Ibid. 2. 
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workshops: Labor Organizing, Education, Criminal Justice, Rank and File Organizing, 

Underdevelopment and the Quest for National Liberation in the Third World, Community 

Organizing, Special Concerns of TWC Women, and Peace Education. Only this last 

workshop had some resemblance to the previous structure of the TWC. 

The participation of local activists at the Moctezuma meeting was impressive.  

They mostly participated as members of the CUPJ, the host organization, and the 

Chicano Communications Center in Albuquerque.  The latter organization was 

responsible for the well-known and respected movement paper El Grito del Norte.688 

Local activists were also responsible for reinforcing the internationalist identity of the 

TWC.  They presented a slide show on the situation in Chile. 

The discussion that led to the Adopted Statement of Purpose was lengthy and 

touched on a number of topics, including structure, independence, new colonialism, 

finances, sustainability, and the implications that “independence” had for the relationship 

with the AFSC.  Mohammed Kenyatta summarized the main points that were prepared as 

the Statement of Purpose.  It was accepted by a majority vote of TWC members.689  

Discussion over the implications of the Montezuma Statement continued during 

the following months. An Interim Committee met in Philadelphia in October 10-12 to 

“tackle the great task of restructing [sic] the coalition.”690 Though primarily concerned 

                                                 
688 Elizabeth “Betita” Martinez, a long-time activist, was associated with the Chicano Communications Center (CCC). 
The CCC was another important formation of Third World organizing, not only in terms of multiethnic coalitions, but 
international connections with Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, and elsewhere. The CCC and Albuquerque are also awaiting 
a dedicated historian. On Third World politics in New Mexico see Elizabeth Martinez, “A View from New Mexico: 
Recollections of the Movimiento Left,” Monthly Review Volume 54, Number 3 (2002), available at 
http://www.monthlyreview.org/0601martinez.htm. 
689 “Minutes,” Third World Coalition Annual Meeting, September 10-15, 1974, Montezuma, New Mexico, 8.  
690 Rosemary Mealy-Whitehorne, Interim Committee Recorder, “Minutes,” Third World Coalition Interim Steering 
Committee Meeting, October 10-12, 1974, Philadelphia, 6 pgs, p.1. The committee was made up of Roberto Maestas, 
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with structural changes, by the first evening the committee had, “concluded…that the 

ideological perspective of the Coalition had to be defined broadly enough so that every 

region would impliment [sic] the political objectives of the Coalition in a manner which 

would not be inconsistent with local program priorities.”691  The committee was unable to 

complete the tasks they had been given in the two days of the conference, and though 

there were able to get through some of the major points of restructuring, they were not 

able to completely incorporate the proposal outlined at the Montezuma meeting. The 

question of the relationship between the TWC and the AFSC was also a topic of 

discussion during the International Committee Meeting held on the following day, 

October 13.  The discussion commenced with a report on the situation in Chile, support 

for political refugees, and the decision of the AFSC to continue to work in Chile for 

humanitarian reasons. This was a different approach to international struggles than the 

Peace Committee of the AFSC had traditionally taken. Instead of responding to what was 

happening in Chile in the traditionally solidarity model, the TWC to an offensive 

strategy. According to the members, “historically, one of the weak position of the 

Coalition has been that it has never taken a position publicly in disagreement with the 

AFSC.”692 Though no decision was reached on when and how to “confront” the national 

structure of the AFSC, it was agreed that every committee at a regional and national level 

                                                                                                                                                 
Chairperson; Marta Benavides, Co-Chariperson; Rosemary Cubas, Special Program Developments Committee; Rafael 
Ruiz, TWC International Committee Chairperson (Mexico City); Raul Salinas, International Committee; Walter 
Sullivan, TWC Special Programs Developments Committee Chairperson; Bessie Williamson, TWC Finance 
Committee Chairperson; Ahmeenah Wilkinson-Young, Domestic staff; Rosemari Mealy-Whitehorne, International 
Staff. 
691 Ibid. 
 
692 “Minutes,” Third World Coalition International Committee Meeting, 13 October 1974, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
3, RSPA. 
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would push for the AFSC to take a position on Chile. It is significant that Chile, the death 

of Salvador Allende, and the violent dictatorship of Agusto Pinochet, would be the issues 

that would spur the TWC to take a public stand that disagreed with the national 

leadership of the AFSC.  

A second Interim Meeting was held on November 4, 1974, in order to finish the 

process of restructuring the TWC, define the relationship with AFSC, and establish the 

criteria for membership in the TWC.693 The “long discussion” led to a reaffirmation of 

the Statement of Purpose and a new set of priorities: 1) Criminal Justice; 2) Community 

Organizing; 3) Political Education; 4) International – Chile, Cuba, Immigration, Native 

Americans; and 5) Sexism.694  

Despite the clarifications and discussions, in the end, the Interim Meetings led to 

“two different, yet not opposed” perspectives:    

(a) the point of view that sees the need for TWC to continue to try to influence 
the organization’s policies and concerns that affect Third World Peoples. The 
people feel the need of an organization like TWC to support their community 
work as well as their programs through resources that have only begun to be 
exploited, and should continue to be. We all recognize the fact that there are 
many people, specially [sic] at the grass-root level within the TWC that have a 
strong feeling for this position. 

(b) The point of view that sees the need for TWC to move on to broader world 
and national issues based on an ideological statement against imperialism and 
oppression as the Montezuma statement defines, which implies opening up 
membership to other people beyond AFSC and involvement in programs that 
concern Third World People beyond AFSC programs.695 

 
Although “two different, yet not opposed” was an accurate characterization of the 

subsequent coupling of point of view (a) and point of view (b), it was not an accurate 
                                                 
693 In attendance were the same persons at the First Interim Meeting.  
694 Ibid. 
695 “Suggestion for Clarification of Purpose in Relation to the Montezuma Statement of the TWC,” Interim Committee, 
19 January 1975, 3 pages, RSPA. 
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characterization of what had been proposed in the Montezuma Statement and Scott’s 

proposal.696 For example in (a), there is an indication of the “many grass-root people” 

who support staying within the structure of the AFSC and “exploiting” the resources, in 

(b) the language is terse, short and mischaracterized the Statement itself, as well as 

Scott’s (and other’s) analysis and proposal.697 Yes, there was a call for more 

accountability to national and international struggles, but Scott’s proposal, whose spirit 

was also in the Statement, was adamant about linking local issues of poverty and racism 

with national and international political economy, not as separate proposals. Using the 

word “ideology” functioned as a marker against the “grass-root”, even though this was an 

inaccurate juxtaposition.  

That said, the Interim Committee produced an interpretation of the Montezuma 

statement that staked out a common ground that was essentially the blending of the two 

positions, with five key provisions. 

1. TWC, for the moment, must continue to be actively engaged in the work of 
influencing AFSC’s policies in response to the needs of Third World people. 

2. Based on the general statement of Montezuma, TWC must also engage in 
broader programming that those along the defined lines of AFSC. 

3. The membership of TWC must include all AFSC Third World people that 
agree with the basic anti-oppression statement…but it should also be opened 
to include other people even though they do not work for AFSC… 

4. In programming, the TWC must take into account three main things: 
a) The concerns and needs of Third World people within AFSC 

programs.  
b) The need to relate national and world wide movements against 

oppression, especially as they affect local concerns of TWC’s 
members, bases on the understanding that the oppressed are fighting 
the same enemy in the spirit of the Montezuma statement. 

                                                 
696 I would be remiss to locate the analysis in the memos written by Marta Benavides, Robert Brown, and More Lecote 
with Scott’s, particularly for this argument, but it is important to emphasize that even the AFSC recognized the Pacific 
Northwest as the primary region where these proposals were emerging. 
697 It is unclear who the actual author(s) of this statement were. 
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c) The needs and concerns of grass-root constituents with local issues.  
5) In working out a new structure for the TWC, focus should be along three 
general guidelines: 

a) Form a body (committee, council, or whatever) within the Coalition to 
serve as a consulting and advisory support group to provide ongoing 
leadership that can relate the concerns of points No. 1,2,3 and 4, to a 
national reality of Third World people through an ideological 
direction… 

b) To work on a structure that moves to some decentralization through a 
process that gives the constituency, through a regional setup, a chance 
to find support, initiate and relate their program priorities in their 
communities to the national organization and gives constituents 
growing decision making power. 

c) That an educational program be designed in which a politicization 
process be initiated with the whole Coalition, using, in the best way 
possible, the organization’s resource and those people that have more 
political experience to work and relate to the constituents as a 
whole.698 

 
Three and a half years after it founding, the TWC was operating within the AFSC 

and needed to transform itself in response to the proposals of the Regional Third World 

people who had been working within the AFSC structure, and who were in an ideal 

position to make suggestions and implement changes. The suggestions, in terms of 

political analysis, programming structure and membership, came from across the country, 

but Seattle and the Pacific Northwest figured prominently. Scott was clear that his 

suggestions emerged from the experiences he had organizing Third World coalitions in 

Seattle. Yet not every region was in agreement with the decision to work “beyond” the 

AFSC framework. In a letter dated January 24, just 5 days after the “Clarification of 

Purpose” memo was written, the TWC-AFSC Southeastern Region Atlanta Program 

stated their committed opposition to the Montezuma Statement, reiterating a position 
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previously communicated to the Interim Committee. Though not disagreeing with the 

suggestion that  

our TWC-AFSC structure and practices need no improvement…[,]it does 
 establish parameters for us, an organization existing or preparing to move into 
 existence from within AFSC while having a ‘dual constituency’ with one 
 constituency operating differently from the other – weakens our ability to have the 
 impact we originally intended.699  

 
The “originally intended” was the topic being discussed.  However, opting to work 

“within” the structure and simultaneously associating the “dual constituency” with 

weakness was reminiscent of the accusations of “factionalism” by SER and Active 

Mexicanos in Seattle. 

The detailed discussion of the changes in the TWC reflect the serious and 

dedicated attention that activists gave their work as they emerged with their ideas on the 

basis of everyday organizing experiences at the grassroots level. These meeting minutes 

provide a unique insight into the process by which an organization that has historically 

aligned itself with oppressed peoples continued to be transformed by the very people, 

groups, and organizations they worked in coalition with. The memos and the Montezuma 

Statement were simply calling on the AFSC to expand and “go beyond” its current 

conceptualization of coalition work, incorporating the suggestions from Third World 

peoples in struggle, while at the same time emphasizing the importance of local struggles 

and the needs of different communities when constructing an anti-imperialist Third 

World political perspective. 
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Conclusion 
 
Although not aspiring to a complete discussion of Third World politics in Seattle, 

these past two chapters have presented an introduction with the stories of El Centro de la 

Raza and the TWC. Many of the same experiences and questions that the ESL 

participants and the UCWA had concerning structure, funding, political ideology and 

coalitions, and that in turn led to the occupation of Beacon Hill, played out in the TWC 

during these same years. Essentially, the local and regional TWC activists were simply 

applying the same analysis at an inter-organizational level and drawing the lessons 

learned to propose changes to the TWC. The politics of the UCWA and El Centro had an 

impact at a national and international level with the changes in the direction, structure, 

and politics of the AFSC. I do not want to give the impression that the AFSC was a racist 

or oppressive organization. Problems did exist.  They included: abuse of 

(unacknowledged) privilege, subordination of TWC initiatives to the larger goals of the 

Committee, and distance between decision makers and the on the ground organizers. But 

these existed in all organizations. The political issues that AFSC has historically engaged 

with – peace, anti-war, anti-racism, civil liberties, anti-apartheid, etc. – have challenged 

the power of the political and economic elite to the point that they have, and continue to 

be, the targets of government surveillance.  

At a national level, Chicano politics, however, also gave rise to internal divisions. 

The relationship between advocacy, service, community organizing, and international 

solidarity was at the heart of the tensions between SER, Active Mexicanos and El Centro, 
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the internal El Centro politics, as well as the coalition efforts among Third World people 

and in the AFSC.  

It must be emphasized that coalitions imply a coming together for a particular 

goal, reason, campaign project. Just as Black, Chicano or Asian organizations formed 

coalitions against police brutality, gentrification or in favor of quality of schools, so too 

might Latino/a organizations form a coalition concerning the issue of immigration, as 

happened in the 1970s with the National Coalition for Fair Immigration Laws and 

Practices, co-organized by the Centro de Accion Social Autonoma (CASA), 

headquartered in Los Angeles. In fact, CASA’s influene pushed the Chicano Movement 

towards a more progressive perspective on immigration while shifting the discourse to 

the left, away from Chicano cultural nationalism and toward a revolutionary form of 

nationalism.  Of course, this was not the case in every place where CASA worked.700 

Coalitions also existed between moderate and conservative organizations. A 

coalition by itself does not imply some sort of radical political formation; but there are 

important differences between a Left coalition of Third World people and a coalition of 

concerned citizens for immigration reform or border security. Multiethnic coalitions can 

both break through social divisions based on race, class, gender and nation – if they are 

characterized by a progressive politics, or uphold the status quo by claiming that 

accusations of class bias or racism are excuses for a culture of poverty, or justifications 

                                                 
700 Although CASA had a presence in Seattle, I did not pursue this line of inquiry.  Chapter 9 introduces the TU-CASA 
chapter in San Antonio, characterized by a Third World politics that linked the Chicano Movement to the armed land 
struggles in Mexico. 
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for failure or lack of opportunities.701 The political positions that El Centro and the 

UCWA took, that in turn had a direct impact on the TWC and the AFSC, were not simply 

grounded in a cultural nationalism that assumed a shared cultural memory or experience 

as the basis for cooperation -- though it was (and remains) a powerful cohesive 

subjectivity. Instead, the “identity”, if you will, of El Centro was based on its politics and 

not the reverse. In a similar manner to the CORA activists who drew on the prevailing 

cultural nationalism within the Chicano Movement to express their political awakenings 

while also experimenting with coalitions with other prisoners who shared similar 

experiences, whether they were based on poverty, racism or, in the shared space of the 

prison, incarceration, it is possible to trace the transformation toward an internationalist, 

Third World politics that centered the experience of racism and capitalism in their 

analysis. 

Seattle one of the initial destinations for political refugees fleeing the Augusto 

Pinochet military dictatorship. Though not explored at length in this chapter, the support 

of popular movements in Chile, and the organized protests against International 

Telegraph and Telephone’s role in the coup against Salvador Allende, was key to creating 

a solidarity movement in support of Chilean democracy in the United States. The Comité 

de Refugiados Chilenos (CORECH) was the vehicle used to engage these international 

human rights issues. Hortencia Bussi de Allende, the widow of Salvador, recognized the 

importance of this political work in a letter to Maestas.  She expressed her appreciation 
                                                 
701 See Joy James, Transcending the Talented Tenth: Black Leaders and American Intellectuals (New York: Routledge, 
1997) and Kevin K. Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996).  José E. Limón has been researching the Mexican American 
middle class; his work could shed light on the relationship between class and (the lack of) political activism among 
middle class professionals. 
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for the cooperation, support and solidarity El Centro had extended proved to the Chilean 

people:  

Es un important apoyo como lo he manifestado en mis decleraciónes. Tambien 
 quiero agradecer la contribución del Centro a la resistencia chilena. Nuestra 
 unidad en la lucha contra el fascismo en el interior del pais y unidad en el exterior 
 y con la solidaridad internaciónal – que es profunda y generosa – venceremos. 
 Mis agradecimientos a todos los compañeros y compañeras que se han sacrificado 
 dándonos protección y seguridad.702  

 
El Centro continued to expand and change by the mid-1970s.  Salinas explained the 

transformation:  

Because of some of the important lessons learned by our involvement in recent 
 history, we have gone from a strict social service agency to a political 
 organization, keeping only those programs which do not create false hope for the 
 community….As a political organization, El Centro involved itself in matters 
 where people’s basic legal/civil/human rights are violated. Activities range from 
 court intervention, translating, supporting prisoner strikes at requests of theirs, 
 active support of local student strikes demanding better educational possibilities, 
 to confronting any act of discrimination. A parallel priority has been and 
 continues to be, full, active support at all levels, for the Native American struggle 
 here in the Northwest and throughout Indian Country.703  

 
These issues resonated with social movements throughout the country. But as was 

obvious, El Centro was not just a political space for Chicanos, or even the Third World 

communities in Seattle, it was also a destination for national and international Third 

World organizations. In addition to the UFW, the BPP, the UCWA and the ACWA, El 

Centro received visitors, activists, and organizations from throughout the Americas. They 

were active in civil rights struggles as well as human rights campaigns. El Centro had 

                                                 
702 Letter from Hortensia Bussi de Allende to Sr. Roberto Maestas, Director del Centro de la Raza, Seattle, Washington, 
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compañeros and compañeras who have sacrificed themselves for our protection and security. 
703 Letter from raúlrsalinas, “responsible” [person responsible], Librería Resistencia, Seattle, Washington, 24 de Mayo, 
1977. Copy in author’s possession. 
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representatives at every national conference or gathering concerning Chicano/Third 

World struggles. A list compiled by Salinas in 1977 captured the span of El Centro’s 

engagement with the political left in the Americas.  

In addition to the connections traced throughout this chapter, El Centro 

participated in the following campaigns, protests, projects, armed confrontations, and 

other mobilizations: Survival of American Indians, Nisqually River, “armed 

confrontation”; Fort Lawton take over; The Trail of Broken Treaties (1972); Wounded 

Knee; Trail of Self Determination, 1976; Puerto Rican Solidarity; Unity Conference 

(1977); take over of Cascadia Hospital (solidarity with AIM); Leonard Peltier Support 

Group; and the Ramón Chacon Defense Committee.704 Individual visitors that Salinas 

took note of included Sra. Hortensia Allende; Laura Allende, President Allende’s sister; 

Loide Santos, MPLA; Paul Sweezy, Monthly Review Press; Olga Rodriguez, Young 

Socialist Alliance; Corky Gonzalez, Ernie Vigil, and Juán Haro, Crusade for Justice; 

Betita Martinez, El Grito del Norte; the poets Alejandro Murguia, Editorial El Pocho-Ché 

San Francisco; Tigre Perez from Laredo, Texas; Ricardo Sanchez, El Paso; Tino 

Villanueva, Boston; and Chuy Maldonado, Yakima Valley; Jóse Montoya and Esteban 

Villa of the Royal Chicano Air Force (Sacramento); Madonna Gilbert, AIM Director of 

Survival Schools – South Dakota; John Trudell, National AIM and National Leonard 

Peltier Defense Committee Director; Hank Adams from the Indian Treaty Policy and 

                                                 
704 raúlrsalínas to Compañero Humberto, Suquamish Nation, Washington, 24 March 1977, RSPA. 
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Review Commission; and “MASSES OF BLACK, BROWN, YELLOW, RED, WHITE 

FOLKS!”705 

The early politics of El Centro emphasized experience, interaction, and 

collaboration as the basis of building relationships, alliances, and coalitions. The times 

were combative. The narrative feel of this chapter does not adequately express the 

intensity of these times. The confrontations between leaders and organizations, though 

prevalent across the spectrum and country, were intense affairs. The transformation of 

any organization (or person) is not always easy. Like most Chicano organizations that 

have been written about, the accusations of machismo and sexism in Seattle were just as 

prevalent. I do not want to give the impression that I am reducing gender to the 

oppression of women or the prescribed hyper-masculine behavior for men, as there are 

certainly important questions to ask regarding the relationship between gender, local, and 

Third World or Internationalist politics.706  

Both El Centro and the TWC were vehicles to pursue progressive social change 

for Third World and poor people in Seattle and across the continent. El Centro meant 

different things to different people. Roberto Maestas explained the importance of 

struggling together and the establishment of El Centro:  

What a lot of activists didn't understand, and still may not, is that a political 
program or political ideology is not the most important thing. We learn by getting 
to know each other. We discussed everything — liberation movements in Africa, 

                                                 
705 Ibid. My emphasis. 
706 See Maria Josefina Saldaña Portillo, The Revolutionary Imagination of the Americas and the Age of Development, 
(Durham: Duke University, 2003); Talpade Mohanty, eds. Feminist Geneologies, Colonial Legacies, Democratic 
Futures (New York: Routledge, 1997); Maylei Blackwell, Geographies of Difference: Mapping Multiple Feminist 
Insurgencies and Transnational Public Cultures in the Americas,” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California: Santa 
Cruz, 2000. Also see Mohanty, Feminism without Borders, and Robin Kelley, “’This Battlefield Called Life’: Black 
Feminist Dreams,” in Robin R.G. Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination, (Massachusetts: Beacon, 
2002) 
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in Latin America, Black Panthers, American Indian Movement. We were 
developing new people and it finally sank in that we're not going to bring change 
very quickly. We're not going to change the whole equation of imperialism and 
capitalism and the deformities of the economy. What it meant to Chicano 
community was it was the first really significant effort in organizing the 
grassroots community. It was not a social club. It developed into a program that 
addressed itself to grass roots people. And we did everything that we possible 
could that related and could sympathize with the neediest of the people in this 
city, which is the person that doesn't have the ability to speak the English 
language.707 

 
Resources were always an issue. Though El Centro continued to struggle with the 

City for funds, the community itself began the renovations months before any deed or 

grant was approved. Regardless of state recognition or funding the Chicanos and their 

supporter were determined to establish a center that served their need. 

 To a certain extent, the resources provided by the AFSC were desperately 

needed, particularly when funds budgeted for anti-Poverty grants was slowly being cut 

during the mid 1970s.708 The AFSC structure provided the resources and network for 

traveling. And traveling was one way that ideas and practices were shared and moved 

across political geographies. In August 1974, when the TWC was settling into a post-

Montezuma working model, Tyree Scott recommended that the AFSC sponsor Salinas to 

attend a Conference on Immigrants Rights in San Antonio.709 The conference was 

organized in part by Mario Cantú, Salinas’s comrade from Leavenworth who was 

responsible for the political materials that were read by the Chicano and Puerto Rican 

                                                 
707 Maestas interview, “Los Chicanos de Seattle.” 
708 One cannot discount the fact that liberal and moderate service organizations, whether ethnic based or not, benefited 
by the existence of a (perceived) radical left, as they could point to El Centro and other Third World organizations as 
examples of what they were not.  
709 Letter from Tyree Scott to members of the Third World Coalition Executive Committee, “Travel for Raul Salinas,” 
August 6, 1974, RSPA. 
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activists at that time. Salinas would not only reconnect with Cantú, but also meet up with 

Ramón Chacón, and together, they along with others, would begin to support peasant 

land movements in Mexico. 

 
 

Chapter 7 
 

Theatre Against Empire: 

 

 
All theatre is necessarily political, because all the activities of man are political and theatre is one of them.” 

Agosto Boal, Buenos Aires, 1974 
 

“Por un teatro libre y para la liberación” 
CLETA 

 
 

 
Introduction 

 
The following two chapters focus on connections across the hemisphere between 

Chicano, Mexican, and Latin American social movements, specifically between popular 

theatre groups.710 Together, they emphasize the formation(s) of a Third World political 

consciousness that rebelled against U.S. imperialism in order to distill out the different 

approaches to the interplay of ideology, theatre, and organized social movements. 

                                                 
710 I locate this final section as building on a foundation that includes Emilio ZAM,UNCora’s expansive work on 
Mexican workers in Texas, Emma Perez’s work on Magonismo, the Partido Liberal Mexicano and feminist politics, 
Maylei Blackwell’s scholarship on the transnational connections between Chicana and Mexicana feminists, and the 
work of Robin D.G. Kelley, Vijay Prashad and Roberto P. Rodríguez-Morazzani.  Emilio Zamora, The World of the 
Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1994); Emma Perez, The Decolonial 
Imaginary: Rewriting Chicanas into History (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1999); Maylei Blackwell, 
“Geographies of Difference: Mapping Multiple Feminist Insurgencies and Transnational Public Cultures in the 
Americas,” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California: Santa Cruz, 2000; Robin R.G. Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The 
Black Radical Imagination (Boston: Beacon Press, 2002); Vijay Prashad, Everybody was Kung Fu Fighting: Afro-
Asian Connection and the Myth of Cultural Purity (Boston: Beacon Press, 2001); and Roberto P. Rodríguez-Morazzani, 
“Political Cultures of the Puerto Rican Left in the United States,” in Torres, Andrés and José E. Velázques, eds, The 
Puerto Rican Movement: Voices from the Diaspora (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998). 
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Chapter 7 introduces core elements of South American theatre groups, the formation of 

the Mexican theatre group Los Mascarones and the Centro de Libre Expresión Teatral y 

Artistica (Center for the Free Expression of Theatre and Art - CLETA), and the Chicano 

Theatre umbrella organization Teatro Nacional de Aztlan (TENAZ). Chapter 8, builds on 

these foundations to examine the Quinto Festival de Teatro Chicano/Primer Encuentro 

Latinoamericano de Teatro held in 1974. The Quinto/Primer brought these movements, 

from across the Americas, together for the first time. This was both the fifth Festival of 

Chicano Theatre and the first Latin American festival to include Chicano theatre groups; 

therefore I will refer to it as the Quinto/Primer to emphasize the trajectories that came 

together in Mexico City. Continuing with the thesis of this study, these chapters examine 

the points of connections and exchanges between people and organizations that 

constituted a larger movement that crossed borders and radicalized activists. Through 

exchanges with political actors that shared a sense of internationalism and a critique of 

U.S. imperialism, Chicanos and Chicanas from across the U.S. came into contact with -- 

many for the first time -- political activists from Latin America and Mexico.  

These chapters take us to Mexico as we move from Third World coalitions in the 

United States to transnational connections and the Third World in the Americas.  Because 

our geographic lens shifts to Mexico, it is important to address the political context in 

Mexico and Latin American in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Of particular importance 

are U.S.-Mexico relations and the manner in which that both governments used anti-

communist language to claim that the connections between social movements threatened 

hemispheric security.  This will serve to give emphasis to the national and global 
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conditions within which Third World cultural and political organizations in Mexico and 

the United States existed.  

 
 
 
 

Resisting the Dirty Wars of Empire 

Social movements in Mexico and the United States suffered heavy casualties and 

losses as a result of government repression and assassinations. The actions employed in 

the United States, Mexico and across Latin America were part of the counter-insurgency 

strategies developed by the U.S. Military and Intelligence institutions that in turn trained 

military and intelligence organizations throughout Latin America. Mexico was complicit 

in this hemispheric war, especially when Echeverría joined in the anti-communism 

crusade. While publicly aligning himself with the Third World, in discussions with 

President Richard Nixon Echeverría explained that leaders such as Fidel Castro and 

Salvador Allende posed hemispheric threats to U.S. security. Castro and Allende, whom 

Echeverría both publicly supported, were the foil that allowed Echeverría to offer himself 

as the ideal ally for the U.S. political and business interests.711  

                                                 
711 For a discussion of CIA torture techniques, U.S. foreign policy and global counter-insurgency techniques, see: 
Alfred McCoy, A Question of Torture (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2005).  For a discussion of coordinated efforts 
at the disruption, infiltration and assassination of social movements in Central and South Ameerica, see: John Dinges, 
The Condor Years: How Pinochet and His Allies Brought Terrorism to Three Continents (New York: The New Press, 
2004); Joan Dassin, ed., Torture in Brazil: A Shocking Report on the Pervasive Use of Torture by Brazilian Military 
Governments, 1964-1979, Secretly Prepared by the Archdiocese of São Paolo, trans. Jaime Wright (Austin: University 
of Texas Press, 1998); Marquerite Feitlowitz, A Lexicon of Terror: Argentina and the Legacies of Torture (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1998); Richard H. Immerman, La CIA in Guatemala: The Foreign Policy of Intervention 
(Austin: University of Texas, 1982).  The following address the topics of “domestic intervention” in the United States 
and the School of the Ameericas, the infamous U.S.-run counter-insurgency training center: Ross Gelbspan, Break-ins, 
Death Threats and the FBI: The Covert War Against the Central American Movement (Boston: South End Press, 
1991): Lesley Gill, The School of the Ameerica: Military Training and Political Violence in the AM,UNCerica 
(Durham: Duke University Press: Durham, 2004); David Lauderback, “The School of the Americas: Mission and 
Policy During the Cold War,” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 2004. Lauderback makes the 
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Although the stories of the FBI’s COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Programs) 

in the United States, and the Dirty Wars in Mexico and Latin American, are still not 

mainstream history on university campuses, it must be emphasized that state violence 

devastated social movements. In the U.S., the violent strategies of the FBI’s 

COINTELPRO to discredit and undermine social movements, alongside similar actions 

like the CIA’s program CHAOS, were exposed during congressional hearings in 1975 

exposed. Despite this repressive work, only two officials were ever indicted: former 

acting Associate Director W. Mark Felt, and former Assistant Director for the Domestic 

Intelligence Division Edward S. Miller. They were found guilty of conspiring to injure 

and oppress U.S. citizens in 1980. Ronald Reagan pardoned them in 1981.712 

In Mexico, repression reached significant heights on October 2, 1968, when 

Mexican military and para-military forces massacred hundreds of protesters at a Mexico 

City district named Tlatelolco on October 2, 1968.713 This was followed the equally 

violent massacre of Corpus Christi on June 10, 1971, perpetrated by the paramilitary 

group Los Halcones that received training in the U.S., and the continuing state-sanctioned 

                                                                                                                                                 
important argument that the CIA attaché to the U.S. Embassy is where researchers should look for complicity in 
training military and security forces. For a first-hand account of torture in Algeria in the 1950s against militants of the 
National Liberation Front and ordinary citizens, see Paul Aussaresses, The Battle of the Casbah: Terrorism and 
Counter-Terrorism in Algeria, 1955-1957, translated by Robert L Miller (New York: Enigma, 2002). In January 2005, 
evidence emerged of “Condor-like” coordination of security forces in Colombia and Venezuela, sanctioned by the 
Unites States, where Colombian military forces worked with “converted” Venezuelan military personnel to kidnap 
Colombian political activist Rodrigo Granda on Venezuelan soil. See James Petras, “The Rodrigo Granda Affair: The 
Kidnapping of a Revolutionary,” Counterpunch; available online at http://www.counterpunch.org/petras01152005.html 
; Internet; accessed on 18 January 2005. In a post-911 world, memory fades or is played down and these types of 
international paramilitary formations are argued as necessary evils to fight the ever-illusive terrorist network. 
712 In 2005 it was revealed that Felt was the famed Deep Throat, the “source” for the Pulitzer Prize winning book All 
the President’s Men, that played a major role in the fall of Richad Nixon. 
713 Raúl Álvarez Garín, La Estela de Tlatelolco: Una Reconstrucción histórica del Movimiento estudiantil del 68 
(Mexico City: ITACA, 2002). 
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“dirty war” against students, campesino movements, and other social actors throughout 

the 1970s.714  

The repressive events in Mexico were the beginning of a profound political crisis 

in the Mexican corporatist state. As Latin American historian Greg Grandin explains,  

The state’s increasingly beefed up and increasingly ideological repressive 
capacity greatly restricted the already cramped space for political negotiation, 
fueling the passing of Latin America’s old left, led by socialist, nationalist, or 
otherwise reformist parties with working-class and at times peasant based of 
support, and the development of a more insurgent new left inspired by Cuba, 
Algeria, and Vietnam, and rooted in agrarian, and in many cases indigenous, 
countryside.715 
 

The state engaged with social actors on two fronts: with state sponsored terror that 

devastated social movements and stifled political organizing; and with the political 

rhetoric, specifically la apertura democrática (democratic opening), of president Luis 

Echeverría (1970-1976) that was ostensibly aimed at reincorporating the left and 

expanding the corporatist Mexican state. Promises of land distribution, the appointment 

of former opposition leaders to university and government posts, the promotion of a 

                                                 
714 For a journalistic perspective on the massacre of June 10, 1971 written at the time see, Gerardo medina Valdes, 
Operación 10 de Junio (Mexico City: Editorial Jus, 1972). For a written perspective of one of the halcones see, 
Antonio Solis Mimendi Jueves de Corpus Sangriento: Revelaciónes de un Halcon (Mexico City, n.p. 1975). Recently 
researchers have given more attention to government infiltration and terror in Mexico and U.S.-Mexico information-
sharing.  These include: Raúl Jardón, El Espionaje contra el Movimiento Estudiantil: Los documentos de la Dirección 
Federal de Seguridad y las agencies de inteligencia estadounidense en 1968 (México: Editorial ITACA, 2003); Sergio 
Aguayo Quezada, La Charola: Una Historia de los Servicions de inteligencia en México (México: Grijalbo 2002) and 
1968: Los Archivos de la Violencia (México: Grijalbo, 1999); Julio Scherer García and Carlos Monsiváis, Los 
Patriotas: de Tlatelolco a la Guerra Sucia (México: Aguilar, 2004) and Parte de Guerra II: Los Rostros del 68 
(México: Aguilar, 2002); Manuel Buendia, La CIA en México (México: Oceano, 1983); and the research conducted by 
the “Mexico Project” – directed by Kate Doyle -  at the National Archives in Washington.  
715 Greg Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre: Latin America and the Cold War (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2004), 11.  
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“nationalistic” economic policy, and the use of a pro-Third World left political rhetoric 

characterized the Democratic Opening.716 

The social movement of the 1960s and 1970s may have grown in large part as a 

response to the repressive measures in Mexico and the United States.  However, they also 

drew from a history of social action.  In Mexico, for example, the student movement of 

the late 1960s expressed a vivid political memory when they demanded the release of 

political prisoners, specifically Demetrio Vallejo and Valentín Ocampo who were part of 

the railroad workers organizing campaigns of the 1950s.717 Their escalating demands, 

however, were mostly based on ongoing experiences.  In the early 1960s both medical 

students and teachers organized for better pay and improved working conditions. In 

Madera, Chihuahua, however, the use of military forces to undermine social movement 

led radicalized activists to take more militant action.  In 1965, a small guerrilla 

organization attacked the military barracks in the area.718  These were part of the origins 

of the student movement of 1968 and the subsequent popular movements of the 1970s. 

The 1968 Olympics provided the world an opportunity to witness the growing 

social unrest in Mexico.  During the spring and summer of 1968, students worked at 

exposing the illusion that the first Olympiad in a “developing” nation signaled “progress” 

for Mexico.  They did this by juxtaposing the elaborate spending of public funds for 

                                                 
716 Carlos Tello, La Pólitica Económica en México, 1970-1976 (Mexico City: Siglo XXI, 1979). Though it is beyond 
the scope of this chapter, the politics of la apertura democrática represented on the one hand a reconfiguration of the 
corporatist regime of the PRI by expanding the patronage system to include new social subjects. Taken together, the 
targets of incoporation (interpolation in Gramscian terms) - from students, women, indigenous communities, 
campesinos, and young professionals - represent the subjects of what would become  a form of neoliberal multicultural 
governance. 
717 See Garin, Ibid., especially 139-166. 
718 Marco Bellingeri, Del Agrarismo a la Guerra de los pobres (Mexico City: Casa Juan Pablos, 2003), 69-103; and El 
Asalto al cuartel d Madera: Testimonio de un sobreviviente (Mexico City: Centro de derechos humanos Yaxkin, 2002). 
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Olympic preparations with the increase in the cost of education that was passed on to the 

students, in the context of the violent repression.719 This increase in the cost of education 

was directly related to a decreasing net gain in salary among many workers.  The 

grievance that emerged from these conditions became the economic catalyst for the 

movements and alliances that were forged in the 1970s and 1980s.  The regime of the 

governing Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) could not allow the students to 

disrupt the games and embarrass them before the world with its façade of economic 

“development.”  The confrontation with the state emerged during a dispute between 

student groups at two preparatory schools, the equivalent of secondary schools in the 

United States. Riot police beat protesting students for no apparent cause, other than to 

discourage dissent and maintain “public order.” Subsequent confrontations ensued that 

culminated with a bazooka being fired at the Preparatory #2 in the center of Mexico City 

and the March of Silence on July 26, which drew special attention to the violent reaction 

of the state. 

On the rainy afternoon of October 2, 1968, after a summer of intense 

mobilizations, students, parents and other supporters gathered for a (relatively) small 

meeting at the Plaza of Tres Culturas (Plaza of Three Cultures), named Tlatelolco.  This 

was a small protest in relation to the thousands upon thousands that had filled the streets, 

plazas, and universities throughout the year. The protesters that gathered were listening to 

a student speaker and were surrounded by military tanks and personnel when what 

appeared to be fireworks went off overhead.  A volley of gunshots soon followed from 

                                                 
719 Hector Anaya, Los parricidas del 68: la protesta juvenil (México: Plaza y Janes, 1998); Sergio Zermeno, Mexico, 
una democracia utopica : el movimiento estudiantil del 68 (México: Siglo XXI, 1978). 
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the rooftop of a nearby church and the windows of apartment buildings in the vicinity.  

The Mexican military, along with Los Halcones, para-military forces trained in the 

United States, positioned themselves close by and moved in to “control” the violence.  

They opened fire, killing many of the students and parents who had gathered peacefully 

in the plaza. Many of the students who fled to the neighboring apartments for refuge were 

pursued and assassinated.  Others were hunted down after the massacre and imprisoned.  

Some of them met their death while in custody.720 

In 1971, after the political prisoners from the student movement were released, 

the government used Los Halcones to control and foment civil disobedience through 

infiltration, threats, and kidnappings.  Los Halcones, according to a researcher from 

Mexico, were 

an organization of civilians, principally young gang members, that were trained 
and commanded by military leaders. This group worked out of Military Camp 
One in Mexico City and was responsible for the massacre of Mexican students on 
June 10, 1971.721 

 
If seen in conjunction with the increased militarization of the police forces in the United 

States during the same time period in response to the urban uprisings and social 

movements, the emergence of Los Halcones is an important precursor in Mexico’s 

process of the militarization of public space and the public security forces. 

                                                 
720The Halcones were created during the presidency of Gustavo Díaz Ordaz (1964-1970). Pekka Valtonen, “Political 
Discourse, the State and the Private Sector in Mexico, 1940-1982,” Paper presented at the XVII Jornadas de Historia 
Económica at the University of Tucumán Argentina, 20-22 September 2000; Valtonen, “Reflecting On Tlatelolco: 27 
Years Later, La Lucha Continua" ¡LA VERDAD!, (July-Sept 1995); and Gilberto López y Rivas, “Paramilitarismo e 
insurgencia en México,” Paper prepared for the Forum on Armed Forces and Human Rights, in the Green Room of the 
House of Representatives, 9 June 1999.   
721 “una organización de civiles, principalmente jóvenes pandilleros, que fueron adiestrados y dirigidos por jefes 
militares. Este grupo tuvo su cuartel general en el campo Militar número 1 de la ciudad de México y fue el responsable 
de la matanza de estudiantes mexicanos el 10 de junio de 1971,” quoted in Gilberto López y Rivas, “¿SEDENA? a 
forma paramilitares?,” La Jornada, 28 September 2001. 
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The student massacre and the operations of Los Halcones did not destroy the 

social movements in Mexico, but like political activists and movements all over the 

world, Mexican civil society had to re-compose itself, its tactics, its language and its 

goals during the 1970s as capital began to respond to its own ruptures by reorganizing 

mechanisms and networks of control. Some activists also had to re-invent themselves and 

their organizations.  They formed broad-based federations, for example, some artists, 

musicians and activists established the Frente Artística Organizado Revolucionario 

(FARO), Organized Revolutionary Artistic Front) in late 1968 and CLETA (Centro para 

la Libre Expresion Teatral y Artística) in 1974 as vehicles that “appeared” to focus 

exclusively on culture.722 Other students went underground to join the rural and/or urban 

guerilla movements.723 At the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico (UNAM), 

former student leaders joined the teaching staff to continue the work within the 

university.724 

Echeverría’s political program was contradictory depending on the audience. 

While publicly claiming a democratic opening, some 700 activists, in addition to the 

massacres of Tlateloloco and Corpus Christi, were disappeared, tortured and possibly 

assassinated.725 At the same time that the state was acting against the activists and the 

media was escalating fears of social unrest, subversion, communist infiltrations and 

chaos, right wing organizations in Latin America as well as in the United States and 

                                                 
722 Ernesto Reyes interview by author, audio recording, Mexico City, 27 July 1999.  
723 Reyes interview; Garín, Ibid; El banquito de la foto del recuerdo/El Chino y El Invidente (México: Editorial Tierra 
Roja, 2003). El banquito was written anonymously, but in the introduction, David Cilia Olmos makes this point. 
724 Reyes interview. 
725 Jorge Luis Sierra Guzmán, El Enemigo Interno: Contrainsurgencia y Fuerzas Armadas en México (México: Plaza y 
Janes, 2003), 19. I will return to the issue of human rights and the legal case against Echeverria for crimes against 
humanity in the conclusion.  
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Mexico gained prominence.  The Halcones were joined by the White Brigade (La 

Brigada Blanca)726 and The Jaguars (Los Jaguares) to terrorize social movements and 

their supporters in Mexico.  El Muro and Los Tecos, armed right-wing student groups, 

and the ultra right wing and PAN-affiliated El Yunque, also appeared in Mexico at this 

time.  Morever, repressive dictatorships assumed power in Chile, Brazil, Peru and 

Argentina.  In the United States, the KKK gained ascendancy and the Heritage 

Foundation, a right-wing think tank, gained respectability and influence.727 

Despite these problems organizations on both sides of the border continued to 

address issues related to political prisoners, immigrant and refugee policies, access to 

land, democracy and freedom. They also promoted progressive and revolutionary 

agendas. As noted earlier, state violence had an important impact on the organizational 

structure and levels of participation in social movements. In Mexico, according to David 

Cilia Olmos, former member of La Liga 23 de Septiembre 

No fueron las acciones armadas de la guerrilla urbana o rural, ni la  autodefensa de 
 masas de los movimientos sociales los que originaron la represión indiscriminada 
 de los diversos regimenes priístas de ese entonces, sino fue la represión 
 sistemática la que orilló a las víctimas a tomar la vía armada.728  

 

                                                 
726 Kate Doyle, “’Los Halcones’: Made in the USA” Proceso 1388, 8 June 2003, 36-42. 
727 Alvaro Delgado, El Yunque: La Ultraderecha en el poder (México: Plaza y Janes, 2003) and El Ejército de Dios: 
Nuevas revelaciones sobre la extrema derecha en México (México: Plaza y Janes, 2004); and Michael Omi and 
Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960's to the 1980's (London: Routledge, 1986). On 
the links between the Christian Coalition, right wing military hawks and free markets capitalists in Central America, 
and their relation to the war in the Middle East see Greg Grandin, Empire’s Workshop (New York: Metropolitan 
Books, 2006). 
728  “It wasn’t the armed action of the rural and urban guerilla, not the self defense of the mass social movement that 
led to the indiscriminate repression from the diverse PRI [Institurionalized Revolutionary Party] from those times, but 
the systematic repression that forced the victims to take the armed option.” El banquito de la foto del recuerdo/El 
Chino y El Invidente (México: Editorial Tierra Roja, 2003). This quote is from the introduction to a book of short 
stories about the Dirty War in Mexico published by the Tierra Roja Press. I attribute it to David Cilia Olmos as he is the 
editor of a series of books from this press engaging this issue.  
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The United States and Mexico promoted human rights in their public discourse, 

but Mexico violated related international agreements in everyday encounters with social 

actors. Also, the U.S. government consistently and knowingly supported governments 

and regimes that perpetrated human rights abuses against their own people and citizens of 

the United States.729 Though the number of deaths in the United States does not compare 

to the massacres and assassinations in Latin America, the persecution of social 

movements and the rise of an incarceration regime that primarily affected young people 

from communities of color has also discouraged or eliminated a whole generation of 

possible political actors.730 

 
Mexico-U.S. Intelligence Relations: The Nixon tapes 

During the Cold War, in particular the 1970s, Mexico has played a crucial role for 

the United States by maintaining intelligence assets throughout Latin America, especially 

in Cuba. Until the occupation of Iraq, the United States maintained the largest CIA office 

outside the United States in Mexico City. Moreover, CIA interventions in Mexican 

politics, going back at least to the 1950s, increased steadily during the late 1960s and the 

1970s.731 According to former director Philip Agee, Luis Echeverría, who as Minister of 

the Interior in 1968 was responsible for the Massacre at Tlatelolco, was a CIA asset, 

                                                 
729 The U.S. public rhetoric of Human Rights and the tolerance for violations in strategic Latin American countries are 
addressed by Kate Doyle in “La ‘Diplomacia tranquila’ de Estados Unidos,” Proceso, 1384, May 11, 2003, 20-25 and 
“Human Rights and the Dirty War in Mexico”. For Henry Kissinger’s recommendations of U.S.-Mexico relations, see 
“La Operación Intercepción: los peligros del unilateralismo, Proceso, 1380, 13 April 2003, 44-48. 
730 Mario Montaño, “Notes on the International Crisis,” Zerowork 1 (1975), reprinted in Midnight Oil: Work, Energy, 
War: 1973-1992 (New York: Midnight Notes Collective: Autonomedia, 1992), 115-142. Thanks to Emilio Zamora for 
pointing out this comparison. 
731 Manuel Buendia, La CIA en México (México: Océano, 1983). 
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codenamed LITIEMPO.732 This close relationship between U.S. intelligence agencies and 

high level Mexican officials during a time of heightened security issues with Cuba and 

Chile would prove key to the U.S.’s ability to maintain its hegemonic position in Latin 

American politics. 

As Kate Doyle points out, because of their [Mexico and Cuba] revolutionary 

experiences, “Las históricas relaciónes entre México y la Cuba son, de buena medida, una 

leyenda que ambos naciones han promovido incansablemente desde 1959.”733 And since 

then, Mexico has maintained close diplomatic, political and economic relations with the 

island, consistently opposing - in the meetings of the Organization of America State - the 

sanctions against Cuba imposed by the United States. The United States, on the other 

hand, has seen the relationship with Cuba by the Mexican government and its civil 

society as a sign of its independent foreign policy in the Américas.  Recently declassified 

documents, according to Doyle, “ofrece nuevas evidencias de que la tolerancia de 

Estados Unidos hacia la intransigencia de México estuvo basado en un pacto secreto que 

hicieron los jefes de Estado mexicanos con su contrapartes de Washington.”734 One piece 

of evidence supports this contention.  As a result of the direct reports from two Mexican 

ambassadors to Cuba - Fernando Pánames Escobedo and Miguel Covian Pérez - to the 

U.S. Embassy and CIA office in Mexico, the United States was able to maintain access to 

intelligence data from Cuba. This made Mexico a centrally strategic ally in the Cold War 

                                                 
732 Philip Agee, Inside the Company: CIA Diary (New York: Bantam, 1984). 
733 “The historical relations between Mexico and Cuba, on average, are a legend that bouth nations have tireless 
promoted since 1959.” Kate Doyle, “Archivos Abiertos” Proceso, 1374, 2 March 2003, 37. 
734 “Offer new evidence that the tolerance that the United States had for the intransigence of Mexico was based on a 
secret pact between the leaders of the Mexican state and their counterparts in the United States.” Ibid. 39. 
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during the 1970s. As a result, there was special interest in social movements and 

organizations that were making links across borders, most evidenced by the least known 

of the FBI COINTELPRO operations, the Border Coverage Program (BOCOV). One of 

six COINTELPRO initiatives, the Border Coverage Program focused on the political 

links between organizations in the U.S.- Mexico Borderlands.  Of all the COINTELPRO 

initiatives, we know the least about BOCOV. This could be because it was not seen as 

important as the targets of the majority of the COINTELPRO operations. Or, given the 

geopolitical implications of the U.S. engaging in espionage and counterinsurgency in 

Mexico, these operations could have fallen under the purview of the CIA. After all, until 

the establishment of the CIA station in Bahgdad, Irag, the largerest CIA station in the 

world was in Mexico City. As documents recently made available by the Mexico Project 

of the National Security Archives at George Washington University make clear, the 

United States government was well aware about the dirty war against political opponents, 

activists and family members that was taking place in Mexico.  

 

Third World Coalitions: Threats to National Security 

Mexican and U.S. officials also expressed concern over social movements that 

were extending their reach across the international border.  President Luis Echeverría was 

concerned about the links between political activists on both sides of the border working 

together. Echeverría used the examples of coalitions between activists like Mario Cantú 

from San Antonio (to be discussed in chapter 9) and Angela Davis to emphasize the 

threat to U.S. security that these connections posed. Echeverría in the 1970s fancied 
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himself as the new Latin American man, putting forth what he called the “Echeverría 

Doctrine”, his “principals of the Third World vis-á-vis the great powers of the world.”735 

Forget Che Guevara’s new Revolutionary Man, Echeverría believed himself to be savior 

of Mexico and Latin America, navigating the country through a transition from political 

and social turmoil to economic prosperity for all. This became evident on June 15, 1972, 

when Echeverría met with Richard Nixon to discuss a wide range of topics, including 

U.S. Mexico relations, Mexican relations with Chile and Cuba, international communism, 

water issues and transnational links between African American, Chicano and Mexican 

activists.736 The diverse agenda did not simply reflect the concerns of both leaders at the 

time. It also underscored the inter-connectedness between dissidence and foreign and 

domestic policies in the United States and Mexico.  A good portion of their conversation 

is worth consideration at this point: 

Echeverría: Tell Mr. President that in the speech that I will deliver to the joint 
 session of Congress within the hour, I will reiterate my principals of the Third 
 World vis-á-vis the great powers of the world. Because . . .  

Nixon: [Interrupting] The Echeverría Doctrine. 
Echeverría: Yes - because if I don't take this flag in Latin America, Castro will. I 
am very conscious of this. 
[Translator] 
Echeverría: We in Mexico feel - and I sensed this also when I was in Chile and it 

 can be felt in Central America, and among young people, among intellectuals - 
 that Cuba is a Soviet base in every sense of the word, both militarily and  
 ideologically, and that this is going on right under our noses. 

[Translator] 
Echeverría: [. . .] We are also aware of the fact that Dr. Castro and Cuba are 

 instruments of penetration into the United States itself, not to mention Mexico and 

                                                 
735 June 15, 1972, 10:31 AM - 12:10 pm, Conversation No. 735-1, Cassette Nos. 2246-2248, Oval Office, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C.  The audio of this and other conversations have been archived 
at http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB95/ 
736 June 15, 1972, 10:31 AM - 12:10 pm, Conversation No. 735-1, Cassette Nos. 2246-2248, Oval Office. Audio of this 
and other recordings have been archived at http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB95/ 
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 the other countries of Latin America. They are unceasing in their efforts, using 
 one path or another. 

[Translator] 
Echeverría: And I believe, Mr. President, that it's obvious that with the large 

 subsidies he receives [from the Soviets] and his very deep complicity, he seeks 
 to project his influence into groups within the United States and Latin America. 
 And if we in Mexico do not adopt a progressive attitude within a framework of 
 freedom and of friendship with the United States, this trend will grow. I have 
 sensed this not only in Latin America, but in certain groups within the United 
 States as well. 

[Translator] 
Echeverría: He [Castro] has had no scruples whatsoever about sacrificing his own 

 country and eliminating all freedoms there just to be a tool of Soviets; at this 
 very moment he is making a grand tour of many of the smaller socialist 
 countries in Eastern Europe. 

[Translator] 
Echeverría: And this poses a huge problem for all of Latin America, in this time 
of population growth, unemployment and social tensions aggravated by 
international communism. That's why I believe that it is extremely important and 
this is something of great personal concern to me - that we take their flags away 
from them by making real efforts to cooperate at the highest levels of government, 
as well as with private initiatives and technology.737 
 
After positioning himself against Castro and Allende, Echeverría used Chicano 

political activity to point out the U.S.’s vulnerability. The concern over the cross-

fertilization of social movements across the border, the focus of this study, was also 

central to the discussion at the highest government levels, as the following indicates: 

Echeverría: This problem in Latin America is reflected within American society 
itself in the Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans and other racial minority 
groups. Therefore either we find balanced economic solutions to these issues or 
[the communists] will gain ground in Latin America and that will have 
repercussions inside your own borders. 

 [Translator]� 
 Echeverría: There is no doubt whatsoever that President Nixon's meetings in 

China and Russia were great successes, but at the same time anything that  China 
and Russia can do to cause problems, they will do - and in Latin America we feel 

                                                 
737 June 15, 1972, 10:31 AM - 12:10 pm, Conversation No. 735-1, Cassette Nos. 2246-2248, Oval Office. Audio of this 
and other recordings have been archived at http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB95/. 
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that directly. I have observed this in Mexico.  I saw it in Chile directly and in 
every Latin American country in one form or another. 

  [Translator] 
 Nixon: Well I think that, ah - first, the President's analysis is very perceptive 
 about the problems of the hemisphere. And second, I appreciate the fact that he is 
 taking the lead - speaking up not only for his own country, which of course is his 
 first responsibility […] - but he's taking the lead in speaking up for the whole 
 hemisphere. Because Mexico, as he said earlier, provides not only the U.S. border 
 with Mexico but the U.S. border with all of Latin America. And Mexico also, you 
 could say, is the bridge - the bridge between the United States and the rest of 
 Latin America. I think for the President of Mexico to take a leading role in 
 speaking about the problems of the hemisphere is very constructive.  .  . 

Echeverría: When I was about to leave from Mexico for this trip, Mr. President, I 
was informed by my various people that groups of Mexicans had been in touch 
with friends of Angela Davis [a well-known Black activist at the University of 
California in Berkeley] in this country. And that we were aware of the plans of the 
organization that Angela Davis heads to mount a key demonstration in protesting 
the existence of political prisoners in Mexico. All of this is connected to people in 
Chile, with people in Cuba, with the so-called "Chicano" groups in the United 
States, with certain groups in Berkeley, California - they're all working closely 
together. 
[translator] 
Echeverría: As soon as the plan existed that she would go to San Antonio to a 
demonstration in protest of internal affairs of Mexico with this idea of saying that 
"all political prisoners in every country should be released," we were immediately 
informed. 
[Translator] 
Echeverría: They are working very actively - and again, these events that take 
place in Latin America have repercussions within the borders of the United 
States.738 
 
Echeverria’s concerns are revealing in both their specificity and context. First, 

they come eleven days after jurors in the trial of “the dangerous terrorist, Angela Davis” 

[Nixon’s words] was found not guilty on counts of murder, kidnapping and conspiracy. 

Second, earlier in the conversation, Echeverria presented himself as a loyal supporter of 

the United States in Latin America, criticizing Castro and Allende (though publicly 

supporting them), and promising to work with U.S. companies and Mexican business to 
                                                 
738 Ibid. 
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promote increased economic integration. By strategically mentioning the links between 

such a high profile person like Angela Davis and Chicano and Mexican organizations 

within the context of international communism and the related need to promote economic 

integration and development in the hemisphere, Echeverria made a stronger case for 

himself as a trusted ally. Moreover, Echeverría argued for increased security and 

financial cooperation between the two countries by pointing to Chicano alliances with 

African Americans and organizations in Mexico. 

Nixon’s response must have elated Echeverria. He emphasized that Mexico had to 

be safe for investors and that private enterprise was to be protected in order to avoid the 

capital flight that Chile was experiencing at the time. Nixon then encouraged him to take 

a leadership role in the Organization of American States, while assuring Echeverria that 

he would promote Mexico among U.S. companies that were seeking as a safe market for 

their investments. All this was to be done in order to prevent “the Cuban tragedy to infect 

the rest of the Caribbean and eventually the rest of Latin America. And frankly, to be 

quite candid, I think it would be very detrimental to all of us to have the Chilean 

experiment spread through the rest of the continent. It will be a very unhealthy 

hemisphere if that will be an element - the wave of the future.”739 Finally Nixon anointed 

the Mexican president, “In other words, let the voice of Echeverría rather than the voice 

of Castro be the voice of Latin America.”740 

                                                 
739 Ibid. 
740 Ibid. 
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The context within which Echeverria describes these alliances – “All of this is 

connected to people in Chile, with people in Cuba, with the so-called "Chicano" groups 

in the United States, with certain groups in Berkeley, California - they're all working 

closely together” – plays on the historical anti-communist sentiment of the U.S. 

government.  He also provided examples on how the U.S. and Mexican governments 

could justify its covert dirty wars against social movements.  

This distinction is important as the narrative within the conventional histories of 

the Chicano movement that engage Mexico (as a political entity with a particular foreign 

policy toward persons of Mexican descent living in the U.S.) primarily focus on 

relationships between national leaders, like José Angel Gutiérrez and Ramón Reies 

Tijerina, and the Mexican political elite - primarily presidents Luis Echeverria (1970-

1976) and Lopez Portillo (1976-1982), and the academic Jorge Bustamante.741 Given that 

both presidents were in power during the dirty war against political activists, the 

relationship between Chicano/a organizations and the Mexican government takes on a 

different meaning, one grounded in the geopolitical space between empire and colony, 

between oppression and oppressed. 

The question is not whether or not Echeverría, Nixon, or Kissinger (he joined the 

conversation toward the end of the meeting) feared these alliances; the government used 

fear to manipulate public opinion and actions against the perceived political threats. The 

question is what did Echeverría gain by mentioning these events in his discussion with 

Nixon? Where did he get his information? How common was the sharing on counter-

                                                 
741 See Tacho Mendiola, Jr. and Max Martínez, Chicano-Mexico Relations, Mexican American Studies Monograph No. 
4 (Mexican American Studies Progam: University of Houston – Houston Park, 1986).   
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intelligence between the U.S. and Mexican governments? It is within this context of these 

questions and the following two chapters must be understood. The very research 

experience underscores this.  Government surveillance documents were critical in 

recreating the activities of key organizations in these final chapters. Although some of 

these records posed distinct challenges, including the issue of credibility in instances 

when the object was to discredit the protesting organizations, they provide invaluable 

information.  What is most apparent is that a great amount of intelligence was generated 

on social movements, labor unions, student, and campesino organizations from across the 

country.  How the state interpreted and used the intelligence is another story that is 

largely beyond this study. In the end, the accuracy of intelligence is irrelevant when the 

state acts with impunity against social actors.  In other words, people were tortured 

regardless of their activities.742  

Artists Against Empire 
 

Artists used popular theatre as a weapon against political repression, U.S. 

imperialism and the collaborating national elites (like Echeverría) who exploited poor 

populations across Latin America. In Brazil, Agosto Boal, a contemporary of Paolo 

Freire, co-founded the group Teatro de Arena.743 Also in Brazil, Amir Haddad directed 

the theatre group T´Na Rúa. In Colombia, Boal collaborated with Enrique Buenaventura 

                                                 
742 I am purposely avoiding the language of guilt or innocence in terms of the decisions of young people to challenge 
state power.  According to the Mexican government, they were guilty of whatever was necessary to justify repression, 
regardless of whether the activities were clandestine or not. 
743 In 1970 Boal was jailed and tortured for his political activities. His targeting by the Brazilian government revealed 
the threat that people’s theatre posed, as Boal’s approach was to use the theatre as an educational tool and political 
weapon. This approach was part of the larger social movements throughout the Americas that included artists of all 
mediums who used their creative talents to reach the people.  
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and El Teatro Experimental de Cali (TEC). Also in Colombia, Santiago García of the 

group La Candelaria, was an important Latin American cultural leader.  In Nicaragua, 

Alan Bolt and the group Nixtayolero made history, while in Guatemala El Teatro Vivo 

led protest activity.  In El Salvador, activists formed Sol del Río 32 and in Uruguay, they 

established El Galpón.  Others included the troupe Escambray from Cuba, the Teatro de 

la Resistencia from Chile, and Los Mascarones, Arte Aca, Zopilote, Zumbón, FARO and 

CLETA from Mexico. Although this is not a complete list of Latin American popular 

theatre groups of the 1960s and 1970s, these play key roles in the work of the larger Latin 

American political Left.744  

The 1974 gathering discussed in the next chapter would not be the first time that 

Latin American Popular Theatre groups had come together. It would be the first time that 

Chicano Theatres would interact as a group at an international gathering. The Festival de 

Teatro Latinoamericanos had been taking place since 1968. At the 1972 gathering in 

Quito, Peru, the Frente Latinoamerican de Trabajadores de la Cultura (Front of Latin 

American Cutlural Workers - FLTC) was formed. The founding document of the FLTC 

reflected the need to make connections across different political and geographic borders: 

“La base fundamental de su actividad es: ‘la comunicación entre los diferentes 

movimientos y agrupaciónes teatrales y culturales a fin de romper las barreras 

tradicionalmente impuestas entre nuestros paises.’”745 The FLTC was grounded in a 

                                                 
744 See for example, Judith A. Weis, ed., Latin American Popular Theatre: The First Five Centuries (Albuquerque 
University of New Mexico Press, 1993); and Gerardo Luzuriaga, Introduccion a las Teorias LatinAmericanas del 
Teatro (Puebla: Universidad Autonoma, 1990). 
745 “Frente Latino Americano de Trabajadores de la Cultura,” Comunicado No. 1. 1 de Agosto, 1972, Achivos 
Mascarones, Universidad Nahuatl Collection (hereafter AM,UNC).The document was signed by Atehualpa del Cioppo 
(Uruguay), Augusto Boal (Brasil), Enrique Buenaventura (Colombia), Liber Forti (Bolivia), Milton Schinca (Uruguay), 
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critique of imperialism, particularly of the U.S. brand. Emphasizing that 

underdevelopment of Latin American countries was a result of colonial and neocolonial 

economic and social structures, the Frente emphasized the current low levels of education 

or educational opportunities for the marginalized and poor; the “mercantilization” of 

culture that has resulted in “la perdida progresiva de nuestras características culturales 

propias” and a braindrain of technical knowledge and experts.746 And, in what is both the 

language of anti-colonial struggles (and in the 1990s, the anti-neoliberal language of 

social movements), the FLTC identified global capitalism, transnational corporations, and 

structural adjustment programs - with support from national elites and the selective use of 

cooptation and violent coercion - as the cause of underdevelopment, poverty and 

inequality:  

En el plano económico-político, el intensive saqueo de nuestras riquezas naturals 
combínanse con la permanencia del monocultivo, junto a la arcaica estructura 
latifundista, surge una industrialización con deformadas tendencies centradas en 
la constitución de grandes monopolios multinacionales y las dominantes 
inversions extranjeras. Cuanto más crece la renta nacional de nuestros países, 
mayor es la irregularidad en la distribución: la explotación del trabajo del pueblo 
aumenta cada vez más. Esta situación interea, en primer lugar, a las grandes 
corporaciónes extranjeras (en su mayor parte norteamericanas) y en sugundo lugar 
a las burguesías locales intermediaries, quienes para mejor cumplir su función, se 
constituyen en gobiernos sirvientes y dictaduras facistas.747 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
Jesús Franco and Germán Cobo (Colombia), Clemente Izaquirre (Venezuela), Mario Delgado and Luis Nieto (Perú), 
Maria Gignacco, Evandelina Carrieiro, and Oswauldo Grande (Argentina), Paulo Antillano (Chile), and Ilonka Vargas 
and Ulises Estrella (Ecuador). 
746 Ibid., 1. 
747 “Concerning the political economy, the extensive sacking of our natural riches combined with the permanency of 
monocultivation, and together with the archaic feudal structures, leasds to a surge in industrialization with deformed 
tendencies concentrated in the emergence of large multinational monopolies and dominating foreign investment. As the 
national rent of our countries increases, so too do irregularities in distrubution: the explotation of the work of the people 
continues to increase. This type of situation is beneficial for the large foreign corporations (with a majority being North 
American) and in the second place, for the local bourgeois intermediaries, who in order to better fulfill their function, 
make up the servile government and fascist dictators.” Ibid., 1-2. 
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For the FLTC, the state exercised violence in two primary ways: the institutionalization 

of the culture of consumption that causes a hybridization of cultural forms, isolation, and 

mercantilization artists, intellectuals and journalists; and censure, “el terror cultural,” and 

open repression, mentioning the cases of Brazil and the Massacre of Tlatelolco. They also 

linked U.S. hemispheric imperialism with national fascist movements, a key connection 

that would continue to characterize U.S.-Latin American relationships. As mentioned 

above, the naming of fascism to define the military regimes that had previously and 

would continue to dominate Latin American politics during the 1970s, was a result of 

how violence was a political tool used to eliminate opposition to a particularly 

conservative, nationalist and racist set of social, cultural and economic policies. The 

remainder of the communiqué called for recognition of a shared history of struggle and 

shared experimentation (out of necessity) with alternative ways of bringing theatre and 

culture, education and politics, to the populations marginalized by mainstream culture 

and economics. 

 
Los Mascarones 

 
Los Mascarones became the most well known and respected and theatre group in 

Mexico, largely because of the political content of its work, but also because it played a 

major role in developing linkages with like-minded groups in the United States.  It was 

founded in 1963 at the Prepa, or preparatory school, No. 6 in downtown Mexico City 

with five members and a director named Mariano Leyva.  Their name derived from the 
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masks, or mascaras, that bordered the entrance to the school.748  In the beginning, they 

performed traditional theatre; later they took to the stage at universities and public 

theatres across the country, in places like Veracruz, Oaxaca, Puebla and Morelos.  The 

group offered continual performances in Mexico City.  They won various awards 

including a first prize in stage setting for “Lyrical Indigenous Poetry” from the National 

Institute of Mexican Youth in 1966 and first prize for best director, best actor, best 

actress, and the best group for “The Invaders” in 1966.749  

By 1968, they had expanded to eight persons, and had settled into the recital style 

of choral poetry. That summer Leyva won First Prize for best director for “Las Calaveras 

de Posada” given by the National Institute of Fine Arts. But in the summer of 1968 the 

prize was background to the student mobilizations and state repression that were 

exposing the contradictions in the official “Mexican miracle” of economic development.   

 The massacre of Tlateloloco on October 2, 1968 changed everything. The entire 

terrain of politics changed as people and organization questioned their government and 

began to experiment with diverse forms of organizing strategies. Los Mascarones, “once 

an award winning Theatre Company,” refused the federal support that had sustained 

them, “and began an independent life producing and distributing recordings of their own 

work.”750 They eventually established themselves in a commune-like space in the 

southern artistic suburb of Mexico City named Coyoacan, living and performing 

                                                 
748 Mariano Leyva Dominguez, interview by author, 16 November, 2004, AM, UNA. 
749 “Los Mascarones de Mexico,” in Chicano Theatre Two: Special Festival Issue, TENAZ (Verano 1973), San Jose 
State University, 18. 
750 Martha Ramirez-Oropeza, “Two examples of art challenging political times: ’10 de Junio’ Teatro Mascarones and 
‘Danzas Indigenas’, Judith Baca Monument,” paper for Humanities 390 course Urban Zapatismo in Los Angeles, 
California State University-Northridge, February 2006, p. 1-2. Document in author’s possession.  
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collectively. Martha Ramirez-Oropeza, a Chicana from Los Angeles, California, who at 

the age of 19 was beginning an apprenticeship with David A. Siqueiros, the master 

muralist, met the Mascarones during these heady times, “I was invited to live in the 

commune. During those first few months, the rules in the commune were to participate in 

the daily seminars we had on Marxist philosophy and the history of theatre and the 

student movement. The latter was of more importance as we the group had a play called 

“Volveremos,” (We Will Return), a show that paralleled the slaughter of indigenous 

people by the Spaniards in 1521 to the slaughter of students by the government in 

1968.”751 

In 1968, at a performance in Oaxaca, they were described as a group that “hace 

teatro que va directo al pueblo: sencillo, moderno, muy completo.”752 In addition to 

choral poetery and classical works, by 1968-70 they had “originated a number of Actos,” 

or one-act “scenes.” Los Mascarones presented their short poetic “scenes” in France, as 

well as the United States at the Festival de Teatros de Aztlán in 1970, 1971, 1972, and 

1973. One of these actos, “La Huida de Quetzalcóatl” was performed in October of 1970 

at the teatro Casa de Lago, a UNAM -administered auditorium on the shores of the small 

lake in the middle of Chapultepec Park in Mexico City.  

 During this same time period, they wrote and performed a potent political acto, 

Maquinas y Burgesas (Machines and the Bourgeious), in collaboration with the musical 

group Los Nakos.  They would perform it at the Quinto Festival/Primer Encuentro.753 

                                                 
751 Ibid., 2.  
752 “La Actuación de los Artistas del Grupo Mascarones, Relevante por su Contenido,” Periodicao Oaxaca de Juárez, 
25 de Mayo, 1968. “[Los Mascarones] create theatre that goes directly to the people: simple, modern, very complete.” 
753 Mercedes Nieto, interview by author, audio recording, 6 November 2004, Mexico City. 
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Based on Frederick Engel’s writings, Maquinas y Burgesas was an adaptation of the 

history of the Industrial Revolution in England, “the birth of capitalism and at once, the 

birth of the working class. It is also about an attitude that developed which, in the name 

of freedom and progress, exploited and murdered the working class…[with] the 

inevitable victory of the proletariat.” 754 

Los Mascarones worked closely with the Group Pancho Villa and Grupo 

Emiliano Zapata (GEZ) from the Preparatoria Popular (PP). The PP was an educational 

project begun as an experiment that provided opportunities to students who could not 

attend the state high schools. Beyond government oversight, and organized as an 

autonomous project, the PP movement emerged from groups of “rechazados”, the 

rejected ones, students who were not accepted to state-run high schools. Their demands 

for increased government spending to accommodate the growing numbers of Mexicans 

emerged as “una propuesta de autogestión educativa pionera del movimiento estudiantil 

del 68.”755 Out of necessity, they occupied an unused portion of a government housing 

project – Liverpool #66 “Mártires de Tlatelolco, and built a community based educational 

project that represented,  

una constante retroalimentación de aprendizaje mutuo partiendo de la vida diaria 
del pueblo mexicano, de sus padecimientos, de sus anhelos, de sus luchas. Por eso 
consideramos que la educación popular es un sueño posible, por esto la propuesta 
de educación popular representa toda un dasafío a la estructura de las instituciones 
burocratizadas y representa una posibilidad viva de cambiarlas.”756  
 

                                                 
754 “Los Mascarones de Mexico,” 19. 
755 José Manuel Galván Leguizao, “A Manera de Introducción,” Untitled manuscript about the history of the Prepa 
Popular, copy in author’s possession, 7.  
756 Letter from Jorge A Villamil, Subdirector of the Preparatoria Popular, 10 June 1971, AM, UNA. 
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Los Mascarones, FARO, and musicians like José de Molina and Judith Reyes, supported 

the efforts to establish the PP, and later, the government-supported CCH’s (Colegio de 

Ciencias y Humanidades), a different alternative educational project created within the 

UNAM system.757 These connections revealed a primary characteristic of popular theatre: 

collaboration and experimentation that combined education and performance.758 In fact, it 

was from the filas (ranks) of the GUZ that new members of Mascarones were be 

recruited.759 

 Los Mascarones continued to perform at La Casa del Lago in 1972, but the press 

no longer wrote about them in a positive light.  Instead, they were referred to as 

Panfletarios (pamphleteers) “con una falla total de conocimiento…”760 The political 

experiences of living through the years since 1968 profoundly marked their politics and 

artistics decisions. 

 
 

Las Brigadas 
 

The primary organizing vehicles of the student movement were the brigades. As a 

weapon to combat the vilification of the student movement by the prensa vendida (sell-

out press) – as many activists referred to the media, students organized themselves in 

small focos or cadres of 4 to 5 persons, each with their own specific task. For example, a 

                                                 
757 The CCH system was a product of the university movement of 1968. Conceived by Pablo Gonzalez Cassanova, and 
put into actions by coalitions of students, university professors and social activist, the original idea was to create 11 
campuses across Mexico City of high schools with open curriculums that were to be individually designed by the 
students themselves. A state version of the Prepa Populares (Popular High Schools), they became a threat to the regime 
as students were learning a career while also receiving preparation in political analysis, the original plan to build 11 
schools was arrested at 5. See Maylo from Los Nakos, interview with author, 14 November 2004, Mexico City, audio 
recording.  He is currently the Coordinator of Culture for all the CCH’s in Mexico City.  
758 No author, “Pieza Teatral Sobre el Mito de Quetzalcóatl,” El Día, 3 de Octubre, 1970. 
759 AbrahamVidales, interview by author, audio recording, 6 November 2004, Mexico City. 
760 Eliza Velzen, “Recital Panfletario la Casa del Lago,” Excelsior, October 1972. 
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musician would sing and play the guitar while another would pass out literature, while a 

third might make an organized speech. There was always a person whose sole 

responsibility was to watch for the police, who were always close behind. These roles 

were often interchangeable. Spreading out in Mexico City, on the buses and recently 

constructed state of the art subway, and throughout the summer across the entire country, 

they went directly to the people to explain why they were protesting through music, 

literature, theatre and personal conversation.  Direct contact was the most effective tool 

for circulating information among fellow Mexicans, many of who did not have a formal 

education. They were innovative and adaptable, improvising and creating a direct 

connection with people in order to convince them of the justice in their movement.761 The 

brigades would be the place where Los Mascarones would work out their own 

pedagogical approach to street theatre. For example, “Teatro Camion”, one of the 

strategies “invented” by Los Mascarones, was one of their most effective strategies. It 

would consist of two or more persons engaged in a heated political discussion in a pubic 

place  (like a bus or restaurant) when one of them will turn to a random person in the bus 

to ask them their opinion about the issue being discussed. Together with the “audience”, 

they would transform a public space into an opportunity for a political discussion, a 

performance into political dialogue.762 

                                                 
761 Leyva interview. 
762 Nieto interview. “Teatro de Camion” and other techiniques that incorporated the audience into the actual 
performance piece are associated with Augusto Boal, who compiled some of these techniques in the 1974 book Theatre 
of the Oppressed. According to Vidales, many of the techniques that Boal took credit for by being the first person to 
write them down, were actually pioneered by Los Mascarones and later, the CLETA brigades. The Foreword to Theatre 
of the Oppressed is date July 1974, which would indicate he wrote it after leaving Mexico; but the contents are both 
historical and technical, and Boal does introduce strategies like El Teatro-Foro, El Teatro Periodístico, and El Teatro 
invisible in this book. The Quinto in 1974 was the first time Boal would travel to Mexico. This is not to say that 
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Mexico, F.A.R.O and ECHEVERRÍA’S “Apertura Democrática” 

 Acknowledging and gauging the impact that state violence had on the 

organizational structure and a level of participation in social movements is essential to 

understanding why young people looked toward more radical strategies and tactics. The 

social movements that elicited the violent response of the Mexican state experienced a 

watershed moment in 1968 with the student mobilizations. As mentioned above, yet 

relevant enough to repeat, these movements had their origins in the teacher, medical and 

labor union movements in the lat 1950s and early 1960s. It might be helpful to image this 

cycle of struggle as similar to emergence of civil rights and human rights struggles in the 

mid 1950s in the United States.  

 Echeverria’s “democratic opening” was a rhetorical contradiction as played out 

through his term. On the one hand, he made overtures, symbolic and actual policy 

changes, to responding to demands by campesinos, students, workers, and other members 

of Mexican society, by expanding government supports to these sectors, in a sense re-

energizing the PRI corporatists system, and preparing the terrain for the rapid shift to an 

economic model soon to be known as Neoliberalism. On the other hand, the violent 

repression against civil actors during his term was unmatched by any previous head of 

state, perhaps since the 1950s and the repression against railroad workers. These were 

actually two sides of the same repressive coin: either join with the system through 

expanded government structures or be disappeared, tortured, and possibly assassinated. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Vidales assertion is not accurate, but that a more thorough reading of later editions of Theatre of the Oppressed, in 
addition to his other writings, needs to be done to determine the origin of these techniques. 
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Like political activists and movements across Latin American, Mexican civil 

society re-composed during the 1970s. In Mexico, some activists re-invented themselves 

and their organizations. For example, two important political organizations, comprised 

primarily of cultural workers and political activists, were founded during the student 

movement of 1968 and would play a consistent role in the post 68 terrain of social 

movement organizing: FARO and the CARM. Later, in the early 1970s, CLETA (Centro 

para la Libre Expresion Teatral y Artistica) would form out of the occupation of a 

UNAM theatre, and MEChA-UNAM (Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano/a de Aztlan) out 

of CLETA. These organizations were vehicles for political work that appeared to focus 

on art or culture.763 Other students went underground to join the rural and/or urban 

guerilla movements.764 Within the UNAM, many former student leaders joined the ranks 

of the teaching staff to continue the work of raising consciousness within the university, 

particularly at the CCH-UNAM satellite high schools and the Prepa Popular.  

FARO included the Cooperativa de Cine Marginal, Grupo Arte Colectivo en 

Acción, Grupo Crepúsculo, Grupo de CCH, Grupo Diez de Junio, Grupo Hoz, Martillo y 

Libro, Grupo Hector Jaramillo, Grupo Libertad, Grupo Mascarones, Grupo Matiatzincas, 

Grupo Nakos, Grupo Nueva Voz Latinoamericana, Grupo Plaza de Sitio, and Grupo 

Poder Popular. Its slogan was “No hay arte sin ideología.”765 The artists that made up 

FARO, particularly Los Mascarones, were the originators of the “frente de arte popular 
                                                 
763 Ernesto Reyes, interview by author, tape recording, Mexico City, 27 July 1999. On CLETA see Judith A Weiss, 
Latin American Popular Theatre: The First Five Centuries (Albuquerque:  University of New Mexico Press, 1993); 
Frederico Campbell, “A 10 Años de CLETA, dos líneas: trabajor o no con el Estado,”Proceso 370, 5 December 1983, 
58-59; and Jorge A Huerta, “The Influences of Latin American Theater on Teatro Chicano,” in Nicolás Kanellos ed., 
Mexican American Theater: Then and Now (Houston:  Arte Público Press, 1993), 64-77. 
764 Reyes interview.  
765 There is no art without ideology. See “Los Artistas Revolucionarios de Mexico de Solidarizan con los Obreros en 
Huelga de Rivertex,” Letter of Solidarity published in¿Porque?, Número 219, 7 September 1972. 
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callejero,” and would play in influential role in the founding of CLETA.766 These 

political artists included Jose Molina, Amparo Ochoa, Oscar Chavez, and others who are 

now well known throughout the world for their political convictions and continued 

dedication to social movements. FARO was not just an organization of artists, but a 

political formation that engaged in political issues like government repression, 

international solidarity with Chile and Cuba, performances in support of labor strikes and 

campesino land take-overs, among other acts of solidarity. Representing their own 

interests as artists as related to other sectors of civil society, they were an integral part of 

the larger social movements organizing in Mexico; they were more than a cultural arm of 

a political movement, they were a political force themselves. CARM was a related 

organization comprised of members of these organizations, as well as numerous other 

writers, painters, cinematographers, sculptures, architects, and poets.767 These cultural 

workers were at the center of a revolution in political culture in Mexico. Where the state 

succeeded in squelching mass protest during the violence of a Dirty War, cultural 

workers continued the struggle for the hearts and minds of the people by creating 

counter-hegemonic organizations and projects. 
                                                 
766 Fernando Hernandez, interview by author, 16 November 2004, Ocotepec, Mexico, November 2004.  
767 In the above cited 1972 letter proclaimed “unconditional solidarity” for the primarily female workforce on strike 
against the Grupo Industrial InterAmericano, a transnational firm based in Italy, the following persons signed the letter 
as part of CARM: Leopoldo Ayala, poet; Efraín Hurmúndez, photographer; Sayd Berumen, photographer; Carlos 
Bracho, actor; Susana Campos, painter; Salvador Carballeda, musician; Pilar Castañeda, painter; Guillermo Ceniceros, 
painter; Gerardo de la Torre, writer; Mario Díaz, painter; Jose Dugong, patiner; Enrique Escalona, cinematographer; 
Miguel Flores, writer; Isabel Fraire, poet; Manuel Fuentes, sculptor; Bryon Galvez, painter; Jose Garcia, painter; Victor 
Gochez, painter; Ester Gonzalez, painter; José Hernández Delgadillo, painter; Jaime Hernández Lino, musician; Miguel 
Hernández Urban, painter; Marcos Huerta, painter; Ricardo Infante, painter; Carlos Jurado, painter; Humberto Kubli, 
painter; Jaime Labastida, poet; Jesus Martinez, engraver; Oscar Menéndez, cinematographer; Alfredo Meneses, painter; 
José de Molina, compositor; Beatriz Munch, actress; Carlos Nakatuni, painter; Thelma Nava, poet; Claudio Obrégron, 
actor; Carlos Olachea, painter; Armando Ortega, sculptor; Amparo Ochoa, singer; Jorge Perezvega, painter; Héctor 
Polanco, architect; Javier Quiñones, musician; Fanney Rable, lpainter; Pataricia Rinón Gallardo, musician; Mario 
Salinas, musician; Carlos Sánchez Cuara, musician; Jaime Agosto Shelley, poet; René Villanueva, painter; Efrain 
Vivar, sculptor; Armoando Zaya, musician, “and many others.” 
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Little has been written about the cultural movement of artists, musicians, poets, 

teatristas, and other cultural workers. In Eric Zolov’s important book, Refried Elvis: The 

Rise of the Mexican Counterculture, he makes reference to some of the political artists 

that took part in La Nueva Canción, a movement of musicians who chronicled the history 

of social movements and liberation. Zolov focuses on the counterculture and engages 

important questions about the influence of U.S. culture, and certain elements of the 

Chicano movement that resulted in La Onda Chicana, a national musical movement of 

songs –performed in English. The zenith of this movement was the 1971 music festival 

Avándaro, held in El Valle de Bravo, Mexico. Rightly compared to Woodstock – 

including the appropriation of the peace symbol replacing the Eagle and Serpent on the 

Mexican flag, the drug use and, to a certain extent, the marginalization of politics from 

the festival – Avándaro represented a rebellion against the status quo. Though it was 

critiqued from the right and the left as diluting Mexican traditional values for the former, 

and embracing the materialism of imperialist culture from the latter.768  

 
Chicano Theatre, Cultural Nationalism, and Teatro Nacional de Aztlan (TENAZ) 
 

In the United States, Teatro Chicano, as a conscious, self-defined political 

movement traces its roots to Teatro Campesino (TC), an agit prop theatre group that 

began working as a political adjunct to the United Farm Workers in 1965. The initial 

formations were happening simultaneously with similar groups throughout the 

hemisphere.  The artistic explosion included a significant number of Chicano groups 
                                                 
768 Unlike Woodstock, where Abie Hoffman was pummeled off the stage by Pete Townsend of The Who, there was no 
physical removal of political activists at Avándaro primarily because there weren’t very many there. Only Alex Lora 
from Three Souls in My Mind (later El Tri), made mention of any political issues by asking for a moment of silence for 
those killed in the Massacre of Tlatelolco and June 10th.  On Avándaro, see Zolov, Ibid., 209, 211-217.  
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from the Southwest, Far West, and Midwest.  According to Jorge Huerta, a founding 

member of Teatro de la Esperanza and TENAZ, “Prior to 1965, Chicano theatre was 

mostly Christian, reflecting the teachings of the Jesuits and Franciscans who had founded 

missions in Aztlan and employ theatre as an educational tool.”769 TC would actually 

maintain the major tenets of this colonial based theatre model: combining theatre and 

religion to educate. This would be a major point of contention in Mexico City. 

The immediate political environment of Chicano theatre, the Chicano movement, 

dictated much of the world of the artists, especially when it underwent an important 

change in the early 1970s.  Cultural nationalism, a brand of politics that emphasized an 

insular form of ethnic politics, began to give greater attention to class consciousness and 

internationalism.  Some of the pressing issues that contributed to this political shift 

included the growing debates over the Vietnam War, immigration, the Black civil rights 

movement, the American Indian Movement, and the struggles against colonial structures 

in Latin America and other third world regions.  Increasing numbers of Chicano cultural 

workers, like their counterparts in the Chicano movement, adopted a more critical 

outlook that places their communities within a broader political terrain.  

By far the most thorough researched worked on TC specifically, and Teatro 

Chicano in general, is Yolanda Broyles-Gonzalez’s El Teatro Campesino: Theatre in the 

Chicano Movement. In contrast to previously published scholarly and journalistic 

writings about TC that were “chronological, text-centered, and male-centered,” Broyles-

Gonzalez gazes beyond these limitations to emphasize the “Mexican working-class 

                                                 
769 Jorge A. Huerta, “En Torno,” Chicano Theatre One, (Primavera 1973): 3. 
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tradition of orality and oral culture….Within this great-man/text-centered/chronological-

linear approach to history many dimensions of the company’s [TC] history recede into 

oblivion: the reality of collective creation; the contributions of women (and other men); 

the entire Mexican working class experience and popular tradition of performance…”770 

 By the early 1970s, according to Jorge A. Huerta, director of Teatro de la 

Esperanza, “it is safe to say that Teatro Chicano is a living, viable weapon in the struggle 

against Gabacho oppression in Aztlan.”771 Exploding onto the scene the Chicano/a theatre 

movement emerged “from the physical memory of a dormant collective tradition: the 

Mexican popular performance tradition. The Mexican culture of orality constitutes the 

bedrock from which a coherent understanding of El Teatro Campesino and of many 

seemingly disparate manifestations of Chicano/a theatre of the 1960s and 1970s is 

possible. With an orally based culture, memory and the body are the sites of a 

community’s self-knowledge.”772 To explain historical continuity, Broyle locates a 

“working-class memory system allow[ing] for reliance on a common performance 

vocabulary based primarily on collective and improvisational creation.”773 

With these political and artistic influences, and a flourishing national theatre 

movement that was a central part of the larger Chicano Movement, the TC and other 

Chicano theatre groups established a federation known as TENAZ in 1971.  This 

occurred in Fresno, California, a week after the second Annual Festival de los Teatros 

Chicanos, held in Santa Cruz, California.  Moreover, the collective involved fellow 
                                                 
770 Yolanda Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino: Theatre in the Chicano Movement (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1994), xiii. 
771 Huerta, “En Torno.” 
772 Yolanda Broyles-González, 74. 
773 Ibid. 75. 
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cultural workers from Mexico. The TENAZ was proposed by Mariano Leyva, director of 

Las Mascarones:  

El nombre que se iba a llevar la organización, a mi me salió, se me occurio, dijé 
 yo, 1848…son una tenacidad, y entonces en tenaz veia yo TEatro NAcional de 
 Aztlan, TENAZ, le dijé a Luis [Valdez], TENAZ, el tiene que llevar TENAZ, 
 porque estedes han sido tenazes, porque han aguantado y han tenido una 
 tenacidad de Huitzuilopotchli.774  

 
The prominent participation by the Mexican national Mariano Leyva reflected an 

important trend.  Theatre groups had been reaching out across the continent. The TC 

played an important role in this when it contacted Los Mascarones in 1970. According to 

Hernandez and Leyva, one day an unidentified person knocked on the door at the 

Mascarones “house” in Coyoacan with an envelope that contained an invitation from Luis 

Valdez to come to California, and funds to pay for the trip. They accepted and traveled to 

California for the first time in 1970.775  

Los Mascarones subsequently participated in the 1st, and then 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 

TENAZ Festivals. Once they were incorporated into the movement, Los Mascarones 

connected with a variety of organizations throughout the United States.  These included 

activists from El Colegio Jacinto Treviño in Mercedes, Texas and the Ruben Salazar 

Cultural Center in San Antonio, as well as from Leavenworth prison and others from 

New Mexico, New York and San Francisco. As Elizabeth Martínez, speaking on behalf 

of El Grito del Norte, wrote in a letter to her “Queridos Compañeros” in 1972, “Los 

                                                 
774 “For the name that the organization was going to take, it occurred to me, I said to Luis [Valdez], TENAZ, the name 
has to be TENAZ, because you have been tenacious, because you have endured and have had the tenacioness of 
Huiltzilopotchli.” Mariano Leyva Dominguez, interview by author, 16 November, 2004, Ocotepec, Morelos, Mexico.  
775 Leyva and Hernandez interviews. 
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Mascarones ya son muy conocidos por toda la Chicanada y han sido una verdadera 

inspiración para nuestra gente aqui.”776 I will return to this below. 

The TENAZ organizational meeting included representatives from nine Teatros, who 

adopted the following goals: 1) establish communication between Teatros; 2) provide a 

means for sharing materials, i.e., actos, songs, etc.; and 3) establish a summer workshop 

for representatives of as many teatros as possible.”777  

 A humble proposal calling for communication, collaboration, and a yearly 

gathering, TENAZ was the sum of its parts. From its inception, TENAZ was predicated 

on the belief that “because there are too few Chicanos in theatre programs in colleges and 

universities, and it is therefore difficult for neophyte groups to organize and perfect their 

art which requires some sense of theatre.778 

TENAZ organized a number of national festivals that brought cultural workers 

together to share ideas and their work.  The third and fourth annual festivals were held in 

San Jose.  TENAZ also began collaborating with their counterparts in Latin America to 

sponsor larger gatherings, like the Encuentro Latinoamericana in Mexico City in 1974.  

This broader effort was also reflected in their foundational documents.  In 1973, for 

instance, TENAZ members issued a new Manifesto that incorporated Mexican 

indigenous history and identified the Chicano theatre movement within the larger Latin 

American popular theatre movement. The Manifesto also merged a well-defined working 

class outlook with an indigenous identity: 
                                                 
776 “Compañeros, Los Mascarones are very will known by all Chicanos and it was a true inspiration for our gente here.” 
Betita Martinez, El Grito del Norte, Fariview/Espanola, N.M., 12 Junio 1972, AM, UNA. 
777 “Manifesto del Teatro Nacional de Aztlan,” El Cuarto Festival de Teatro Chicanos en San Jose, Califas, 24 junio 
1973, published in the inside cover of Chicano Teatro Three, (Primavera 74). 
778 Ibid. 
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El Teatro Chicano was born of the social struggle of la raza; given birth by 
trabajadores [workers]; who remain trabajadores [workers]. Este es un 
renacimiento: de lo viejo sale lo nuevo. Teatro es el espejo y espiritu del 
Movimiento. Es el espejo de Tezcatlipoca que ilumina the evil we are surrounded 
by; es el Espiritu de Quetzacoatl en que hallamos la bondad y la Esperanza de la 
Raza. Teatro es la voz de los barrios, de la comunidad, de los de abajo, de los 
humildes, de los rasquachis.779   

 
By invoking deities like Tezcatlipoca and Quetzacoatl, two of the central figures in 

Aztec, Mexica, or Mexican history, TENAZ activists were invoking a spiritual awakening 

with cultural nationalist tones, in part influenced by the Concheros de la Santa Cruz, the 

highly traditional and religious dance group, led by Andrés Segura, the Jefe or spiritual 

chief from Mexico City.  Although TENAZ reached out for a broader identity, it 

remained philosophically and linguistically tied to the struggle of working class 

Chicanos, as the following indicates:  

Los Trabajadores del TENAZ are committed to a way of Life/Struggle 
ayudandole a la gente a entender el porque de sus problemas sociales individuales 
and to search for solutions. Que sea nuestro Teatro el arco iris humano: let it 
create Teatro para…niños, jovenes, viejos, mujeres, estudiantes, obreros, 
campesinos y hasta para los tapados. Debe nutrirse de las raices culturales de 
nuestros antepasados para sembrar semillas de liberacion en el presente y para 
cosechar en el futuro la Victoria de nuestros pueblos.780 

 
People’s theatre was not just a tool to communicate history, culture and struggle, but a 

movement that was for everyone, young and not so young. Beyond performance, it was a 

project of community formation, art in service for the community, communicating a 

                                                 
779 Ibid. This is a rebirth; from the old comes the new. Theatre is a mirror and spirit of the movement. In the mirror of 
Tezcatlipoca (Aztec deity) that illuminates the evil we are surrounded by; it is the spirit of Quetzalcoatl that we find the 
goodness and hope of la Raza. Theatre is the voice of the barrios, of the community, of those from below, the humble-
ones, the rasquachis. 
780 “The workers of TENAZ are committed to a way of Life/Struggle helping the people understand the why of their 
social and individual problems…So that our theatre will be the human rainbow: let it create Theater for…children, 
young people, elders, women, students, workers, farmers and even the ones who aren’t interested. It should be 
strengthened by the cultural roots of our ancestors to then plant seeds of liberation in the present and for the future 
harvest of the victory of our peoples.” Ibid. 
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particular perspective that hopefully could lead to tangible social change and improved 

life conditions. 

The manifesto took a decidedly left turn as it anticipated the fifth gathering in 

Mexico City781 

La organizacion de TENAZ, which will work with all oppressed peoples must 
develop a humane revolutionary alternative to commercial theatre and mass 
media. It is also necessary that we work and unite with all theatre struggling for 
liberation donde quiera, particularmente en Latinoamerica. It should serve as a 
tool in the Life/Struggle of la Raza by developing Teatros as community 
organizations.782 
 

Teatro was about organizing communities for “human revolutionary alternatives” that 

would lead to liberation, particularly to South of the Rio Grande. The Manifesto does not, 

however, explain what they understood as revolutionary change.  Cultural workes from 

Latin American would ask the same question the following year when they challenged 

the TC on its cultural nationalist mix of religion, indigenous pasts, mitos, and 

revolutionary language.  

 
Connecting People and Organizations: TENAZ and Los Mascarones 

Los Mascarones had an international reach. They had performed in Europe, across 

Latin America, and in all the Chicano Theatre Festivals since their inaugural gathering in 

1970. In fact, the engagement with Chicano Theatre groups was a major catalyst for the 

                                                 
781 Given that this manifesto was written at the same Festival that the decision was made to hold the Quinto in Mexico 
City, it is safe to conclude that the participants anticipated the 1974 meeting, but it is unclear if these ideas existed 
before the suggestion to go international remains.  
782 “Manifesto del Teatro Nacional de Aztlán,” El Cuarto Festival de Teatro Chicanos en San Jose, Califas, 24 junio 
1973, published in the inside cover of Chicano Teatro Three, (Primavera 74). 
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continued internationalization of Los Mascarones.  Yet, at first they were reticent to come 

to the “belly of the beast.” As Fernando Hernández explained,  

 Nosotros a principio, no quieriamos ir a los Estado Unidos por lo que implicaba, 
 por todo lo que implicaba que allá estaban los imperialistas y como todavia no nos 
 dabamos cuenta que había una parte de nuestros hermanos de aquí de México, de 
 todo México. Y despúes vimos la importancia que tenía el haber estado allá, no. Y 
 al llegar a San Diego, a me me empecé a dar cuenta de los símbulos, de la 
 importancia que tiene las cuestiónes indigenas, si. Y desde allí empecé a 
 interesarme más por la…porque me interesaba una parte de que la cuestión del 
 teatro y poesía que era lo que más manejabamos, me importaba la poesía 
 indigena, pero digo allá fue en donde recobré más de mi identidad, con los 
 compañeros Chicanos. Lo más importante de todo esto fue que nos 
 retroalimentabamos. O sea, nosotros no ibamos a competir con nadie, ni a criticar, 
 o sea, fue un encuentro muy padre no. Que los dos aprendimos de muchas 
 cosas.”783  
 
For Fernando, the trip to the land of the “imperialists” and the exchanges with Chicanos 

allowed him to reflect on his own life, his artistic choices, and his personal and political 

identity. Whereas the Chicano narrative of returning to the “homeland” to recover a 

stolen language, culture and history was common within the political context of the 

Chicano movement, Fernando’s experience of reconnecting with his indigenous roots 

through his interaction with Chicanos, brough the cycle of discovery full circle. 

Until 1973, Los Mascarones, particularly Mariano Leyva, were the primary 

contact between Chicano and Mexican -- and by extension, Latin American -- theatre 

groups. As Betita Martinez’s letters underscore, Chicanos revered Los Mascarones for 

their political radicalism and international solidarity, history of performance, technique 
                                                 
783 “At first we didn’t want to go to the United States because of all that was implied, over there wer the imperialists 
and we had yet to realize that there was a part of our compatriots from Mexico, from all of Mexico. Later we 
understood the importance of having been there. Arriving in San Diego I realized the symbols, the importance of the 
indigenous question. That is when I began to be more interested…because I was somewhat interested in teatre and 
poetry – which was what we were best at, and indigenous poetry, but I repeat, it was there that I recovered more of my 
identity with the Chicano compañeros. Most important, was that we renourished ourselves. I mean, we didn’t go to 
compete with anyone, or criticize, it was a really cool encuentro. We both learned a lot.” Fernando Hernandez, 
interview by author, 16 November 2004, Ocotepec, Mexico, November 2004. 
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and style, and the mixture of indigenous pasts with anti-capitalist presents. This reverence 

led many to refer to them as Los Mascabrones.784 

Aside from participation in the TENAZ meetings, theatre groups were involved in 

a number of exchanges.  In December 1970, for instance, Los Macarones performed “Las 

Calaveras de Posada” and “Danza Azteca” at the University of California, Berkeley, in 

response to an invitation by the Chicano Studies Department.785 They had come from a 

previous performance at Sacramento State College sponsored by the Associated Students 

of Sacramento State College.786 The following year, Jorge A Villamil, Subdirector of the 

Preparatoria Popular, invited Martin Dale Montoy and Ruth Robinson of the Teatro 

Mestizo perform at the school: “Creemos que para el pueblo de Mexico y el sector 

estudiantil que tender oportunidad de ver su teatro sera mur grato poder apreciar por 

primera vez sus expresiones dramaticas que hablar de todo un pueblo, cuyas raices son 

nuestros tambien.”787 Similar to the Colegio Jacinto Treviño (Chapter 9), and El Centro 

in Seattle, the Prepa Popular represented a community mobilizing to solve their own 

educational needs. 

In November, 1971, Guadalupe Saavedra, a prominent cultural worker from 

Texas and director of Teatro Atahualpa, invited Lourdes Gay and Mariano Leyva, to lead 

a series of workshops on “technique, politics and theatre for children”, at the Colegio 

Jacinto Treviño in Mercedes in cooperation with Teatro de los Barrios (San Antonio), 

                                                 
784 Cabron, literally a male goat, implies the best within the context of hypermasculinity, alpha male, toughness, 
without remorse. 
785 Flyer, “Los Mascarones,” Ocotepec, Mexico, AM, UNA. The performers included Mariano Leyva, Lourdes Gay, 
Enrique Vallejo, Fernando Hernandez, Eduardo Lopez, Rodrigo Galicia, Javier Luna, Isidrio Rico, Lourdes Gutierrez, 
Juan Gaytan, Guillermo Gonzalez, and Jose Manuel Galvan. 
786 Flyer, “MECHA Sacramento State College,” 1970, AM, UNA. 
787 Letter from Jorge A Villamil, Subdirector of the Preparatoria Popular, 10 June 1971, AM, UNA. 
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Teatro Chicano (Austin), Teatro Estudiantil de Aztlan (Edinburg), Teatro Atahualpa 

(Kingsville), and Teatro Juvenil (Weslaco-La Feria-Mercedes).788 The following summer, 

El Colegio Jacinto Teviño sent students to Mexico to study history, culture and 

sociology. Mariano Leyva was the official representative in Mexico.789Also in 1972, Los 

Mascarones performed in San Antonio for the celebration of “La Semana de la Raza,” 

held at the Ruben Salazar Cultural Center. In a letter dated October 15, 1972 John Dauer 

from the AFSC thanked the Mascarones for their participation and ensured that the 

collaboration will continue as “many people are still talking about your performance in 

San Antonio.”790 Taken together, these exchanges represented relationships that 

throughout the 1970s would continue to be nurtured. These were the networks of Third 

World political cultures and cultural politics. As will be discussed in the next chapter, El 

Colegio Jacinto Treviño was a radical education project and, like the Centro Cultural 

Ruben Salazar, consistently hosted delegations, organizations and individuals from 

movements across Aztlan and Latin America.791 

The revolutionary political language of Los Mascarones had a tremendous impact 
on Chicano theatre.  The Mexican group, however, also played a role in the 
disagreements and confrontations involving Chicanos at the Quinto 
Festival/Primer Encuentro held in Mexico City.  The link between groups across 
the international border, in other words, did not just represent a broadening 
political terrain for the groups that were involved.  It also brought together 
different experiences and political interpretations.  Conflict led to divisions as 
well as to redefined and refined political outlooks, in addition to a reconfiguration 
of political connections. 

                                                 
788 Letter from Guadalupe Saavedra, 4 November 1971, AM, UNA. 
789 Undated letter from Leonardo J. Maestas, Director of Master’s Candidates, Colegio Jacinto Treviño. UNA.  
790 Letter from John Dauer AFSC, San Antonio, 15 October 1972, UNA. 
791 A comparative history of El Colegio Jacinto Treviño and the Juarez Linclon University in Texas, and the Prepa 
Popular and CCH educational projects in Mexico would prove valuable in recovering these living (as the schools are 
still thriving, but still with the same issues of funding, government oversight in curriculum, and the privatization of 
education) histories of radical educational experimentation. 
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Antecedents to the Quinto 

Even though the Quinto Festival was also an Encuentro Lationamericano, it was 

not the first time that Latin American theatre groups had come together. Beginning in 

1968, “teatro popular Latinoamericano” had established itself as a widespread 

phenomenon. By 1973, Latin American groups were meeting for the fifth time in 

Manizales, Colombia. This fifth Encuentro was global as theatre groups from Europe and 

Africa (groups from Asia and North America were unable to attend) joined the influential 

Latin American theatre movement. Victor Fuentes, representing the Teatro de la 

Esperanza, from Goleta, California, and one of the only Chicanos to attend the event, 

described the transformative power of theatre. The days were filled from morning till 

night with events, “cargadisimos,”792 in Fuentes’s words:  

Por diez días, Manizales se convierte en un centro cultural del pais y, en los que 

hace el teatro, de la America Latina….Pero para los cientos de personas que vienen al 

festival, para los participantes y grandes sectores de la población, especialmente los 

trabajadores que abren los locales de sus sindicatos a las representaciones, sus casas a los 

‘artistas’, la fiesta tiene un significado profundo, algo que esta también en la esencia del 

teatro: Manizales es un lugar donde se hace posible, quizá tan solo por unos minutos, 

quizá por más, una communion: un encuentro.793 

                                                 
792 “Supercharged.” 
793 “For ten days Manizales was converted to the cultural center of the country, and those that make theatre in Latin 
America…But for the hundreds of people that come for the festival, for the participants and large sectors of the 
populations, and especially the workers that open their union meeting halls to the presentations, their homes to the 
“artists”, the party has a profound meaning, something that is also the essence of theatre: manizales is a place where it 
is possible, maybe just for a few minutes, maybe more, for a communion: an encounter.” Victor Fuentes, “El Festival 
de Manisales,” Chicano Theatre Three, (Primavera 74): 45-48. Unless other wise noted, the summary comes from this 
article. Ibid., 45. 
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 Fuentes highlighted the very essence of popular theatre: its ability to engage and 

represent the lives of ordinary people. Theatre was not in the auditoriums and salons of 

the bourgeois, it was in the union halls and homes of the working class, the same the 

homes of many of the cultural workers. Popular theatre reminds us that different social 

classes have their own cultural practices and rituals, with their own ends. But the primary 

characteristic of popular theatre is the reflection of a particular social experience, a 

reflection that the popular classes saw of their own lives in the street theatre of the Latin 

American popular theatre movement.  

The festival allowed for a direct engagement with marginalized communities. At 

the same time, these artists were part of a social movement that located free speech and 

freedom of expression as integral components of an anti-imperialist project. The festival 

provided the opportunity for collective statements about the relationship between art and 

politics and the necessity of creating a united front against U.S. imperialism. After a 

series of meetings, the participants explained their goals in a public communiqué. They 

wished to represent the daily lives and struggles of the exploited classes without censure.  

The experiences that they examined crossed the artificial borders set up by colonialism. 

Their performances were not the result of concessions from sources of power, but “una 

conquista de las fuerzas progresistas y democráticas del país y del Movemiento Teatral 

Nacional, ambos de gran pujanza.”794  

 Politics was central in all the events. Given the repression throughout Latin 

America, a reoccurring topic of the performances and discussions was state repression 

                                                 
794 “a conquest of the progressive and democratic forces of the country as well as the National Theatre Movement, both 
with great potential.” Ibid., 46. 
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and U.S. imperialism. To underscore this, the participants noted that the Grupo Galpón 

from Uruguay, a “legendary” Latin American teatro, did not attend because of the recent 

U.S.-sanctioned coup that had taken place a few days prior.   

As mentioned earlier, the various Latin American Theatre groups had formed the 

Frente Latinoamerican de Trabajadores de la Cultura (Latin American Cultural Workers 

Front - FLATC) at the Festival in Quito, Ecuador in 1972. Fuentes also reported on the 

self-criticism of the Festival organizers, particularly the emphasis on changing the 

organizing committee and decision-making process. Finally, Fuentes lamented the 

absence of Chicano Teatro, but emphasized that the decision to hold El Quinto in Mexico 

City and link up with Latin American Teatros, was readily anticipated: “Hay entre los 

grupos de América Latina gran interes por conocer nuestro Teatro, del que se tiene 

bastante referencia. Es de esperar que en los proximos festivals acuda una representación 

chicana.”795 The wait wouldn’t be long. The following year, this encuentro would take 

place in Mexico City. It would be a coming together of artists representing a diverse 

spectrum of Third World political experiences from across the Américas. 

 
 
Mexico Before Los Chicanos: The Occupation of El Foro Isabelina 

CLETA was founded as a result of the 10-day occupation of a state-owned 

building, El Foro Isabelina.  The student protest was a reaction to university officials in 

the Drama Department to close a theatre production on the grounds that student or 

                                                 
795 “There is a lot of interest among the groups from Latin America about our [Chicano] theatre, of which they already 
have a strong reference. Hopefully for the next festivals a Chicano representatives will attend.” Ibid., 48. 
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independent groups could not present their works in university-owned establishments 

outside the campus.  Although it seemed that a university policy was an issue, the radical 

content of the dramatic production in question as well as the exclusionary nature of the 

regulation was at stake.  Popular theatre had grown and gained widespread support, and 

their leaders could no longer countenance the official practice of placing academic drama 

over them and their communities. 

The nucleus of theatre activity at the UNAM was in the Department of Dramatic 

Arts in the School of Philosophy and Letters, where students worked with actors and 

actresses affiliated the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes. Latin American Popular 

Theatre influenced the founding of CLETA. It is important to spend some time 

explaining the diverse elements of this movement when locating the origins of CLETA as 

they explain, to a large extent, the differences that would emerge during the 

Quinto/Encuentro. In Mexico, actors associated with the National Institiute of Fine Arts 

were going through their own struggles to change the bureaucracy of their school. 

“Mientras la Asamblea General del Teatro Universitario (AGTU), [formed in the wake of 

1968], La Compañía de Teatro Didáctico…y el FARO sufrían su proceso, se presentaba 

en el país distinctos grupos teatrales de Latinoamérica que vinieron definitivamente a 

cuestionar y despertar las formas caducas del teatro mexicano que parecían dormis desde 

hace muchos años.”796 In addition to the aforementioned organizations, groups working 

                                                 
796 “While the University Theatre General Assembly, the Didactic Theatre Company…and the FARO suffered their 
process, distinct Latin American theatre groups appeared in the country that came to definitively question and awaken 
the decrepit forms of Mexican theatre that have been asleep for some years.” “Documentos del CLETA,” CLETA #5, 
reprinted in El Chido #19 (Año 1), 27 enero 1980, 10. AM, UNA. 
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within the institutions of the state like Teatro Conasupo de Orientación Campesina (1971) 

also made up the community of popular theatre performers.797  

The 1972, Emilio Carballido, the Director of Theatre at the National Institute of 

Bellas Artes, invited Carlos Jimenez, a theatre director from the Argentinian group 

Rajatabla, to impart classes at the school the school. At the request of Carballido, 

Jimenez was then asked by Luisa Josefina Hernández, the director of the Dramatic Art 

Department of the School of Philosophy and Letters, to teach at the UNAM, and produce 

“El Canto del Fantoche Lusitano,” written by Peter Weiss. Students had chosen the play. 

The Wiess script depicted Portuguese colonialism in Angola, which was adapted to 

depict the colonial situation between the United States and Mexico. According to 

Mercedes Nieto, a member of CLETA, “La propuesta es muy temeraria politicamente y 

es muy rompesquemas al nivel artistico. Este Jimenez venía también con una 

propuesta…pues venía de Europa…”798  

Opening night was January 16, 1973 at the Foro Isabelina. The auditorium was 

packed and the play was a success. Then, three days after Opening Night, Hector Azar, 

director of Department of Theatre at the UNAM, demanded that the group pay for use of 

the theatre or the shows would be cancelled. According to Luis Cisneros who was part of 

this project, the group had only been “given permission” to use the theatre by Azar, 

“Digo permitió por que estaba prohibido que en los teatro universitarios fuera del 

                                                 
797 Frischmann, Op. Cit. 42. CONASUPO is the Spanish acronym for the National Campaign of Popular Assistence. 
The roots of state sponsored popular theatre can be traced to the 1930s. See Chapter one: “Teatro Popular dentro del 
Estado.” 
798 Politically, it was a reckless proposal, but at an artistic level it broke with established norms. This Jimenez came 
with a proposal, well he had come from Europe.” 
Mercedes Nieto, interview by author, 6 November 2004, Mexico City, audio recording. 
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‘campus’ se presentaran grupos estudiantiles o independientes.”799 Students argued that 

as members of the university community (universitarios), they should be allowed to use 

UNAM facilities – even if they were not on the main campus, particularly to put on a 

play that for many was their final thesis to complete their studies.800 It was not simply the 

use of the auditorium, but the manner it which it was controlled by Hector Azar -- 

“reducto, casi feudal,” (reductive, almost feudal) according to Nieto. “Dentro del teatro 

universitario, Hector Azar era quien decidia quien montaba una obra, quien no, el movía 

todo adentro del teatro universitario. Y como ellos no tenía ninguna relación con Azar, 

les pasaron la factura.”801 Azar could have waived the ambiguous rule that disallowed 

UNAM students to use UNAM facilities without being charged, but as Nieto points out, 

without having a relationship with Azar --that is, entering the “democratic opening” that 

formed part of the corporatist sytem of Mexico -- in addition to the theme of U.S. 

imperialism, they had to make a choice about whether to follow the rules or take other 

measures.   

On the 19th, Azar ordered that the Foro be closed. On Sunday the 21st, early in the 

morning, he was advised that the auditorium was occupied and the students had a series 

of demands. Azar was incensed, but was convinced by the students to discuss the 

situation with Leopoldo Zea, the director of Cultural Difusion for the UNAM. He was 

also the father of one of the students, Alejandra Zea. Dr. Zea agreed to help find a 

                                                 
799 “I say permit because student or independent groups were prohibited from performing at off-campus university 
theatres.” Miguel Angel Pineda Baltazar, “Idas y venidas de un proyecto teatral: CLETA,” El Día, reprinted in 
Frischmann, Op. Cit., 155. 
800 Abraham Vidales, interview by author, 6 November 2004, Mexico City, audio recording. 
801 “In terms of university theatre, Hector Azar decided was allowed to produce a play, and who was not, he controlled 
everything when it came to university theatre. And given that they didn’t have a relationship with Azar, he gave the the 
bill.” Nieto interview. 
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solution to the impasse. For a moment, it appeared that a solution was at hand, but as 

Enrique Cisneros explained in his autobiography Si Me Permiten Actuar, that the tells the 

history of CLETA from his personal perspective: 

“Felices, los nuevos y victoriosos revolucionarios abandonaron el local; ya en la 
calle a alguien se le ocurrió preguntar: ¿Y que tal si no nos cumplen? 
 
- Cómo crees, el papa de Alejandra es una persona honorable. 

 
- Claro. Hasta escribe libros revolucionarios…y se inició la discussion. Que si 

si. Que si no. Que tal si se echa para atrás. Que nadie se ha interado de la 
toma. Que todo ha sido tan rápido que no sé que hacer. Que, y que y más 
que.802 

 

Enrique considered himself a political activist and organizer rather than an actor or 

artists. He was from a working class family and supported himself working odd jobs. In 

fact, though he would be central in making connections with theatre groups throughout 

Mexico and Latin America, he wouldn't publicly perform until 1974, instead dedicating 

himself to the everyday tasks of running a political-cultural organization.  

 In light of the lack of faith in the state, even if represented by a trustworthy 

intellectual, they decided that abandoning the auditorium before any concrete agreements 

were even proposed, much less agreed upon, might not be the best decision, particularly 

given the fact that the attendants had already locked the doors. Not everyone was in 

agreement at first, but after a quick discussion, they decided to retake the auditorium 

                                                 
802 “Happy, the new and victorious revolutionaries left the scene; already in the street it occurred to someone to ask, 
what happens if they don’t keep their word? / No way, Alejandra’s father is an honorable person. /  Sure. He even 
writes revolutionary books…and the discussion began. That yes, they should do it. That no. What happens if they 
renege? No one even knew about the take-over. Everything had happened so fast that I didn’t know what to do. What, 
and what, and more what?” Enrique Cisneros, “Si Me Permiten Actuar” (Mexico City: CLETA, 1986), 29. 
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using the classic strategy of “denos chance de entrar en el baño hacer pipi.”803 They then 

proceeded to lock the door behind them and write up seven demands:  

1) Permission to use the Foro Isabelina. 
2) Renunciation of the administrators of the theatre department and of Cultural 

Diffusion. 
3) The creation of an adequate budget to cover educational costs (“our studies”).  
4) That the school has to make public the dates that theatres associated with 

Cultural Diffusion can have access to the theatres. 
5) That students have a direct participation in the budget process. 
6) The possibility of a professional practicum through the creation of a theatre 

company for students that is permanent. 
7) Increase the educational level of the professoriate as well as the exchange with 

national and international groups.804 
 

These demands were strictly university based. The asambleas (assemblies) held on 

January 25th and 26th respectively were decidedly student-led and did not result in a 

decision about whether independent groups would be able to use the Foro. The discussion 

centered around organizing brigadas to garner support for their demands from 

neighborhood based organizations, parents, labor unions and other citizens; a provincial 

council of advisors that would investigate the logistics of having their demands met; and 

                                                 
803 Ibid. 30. 
804 “Documentos de CLETA,” Op. Cit. 3) “La creación de un presupuesto adecuado para la realización total de nuestros 
estudios. 4) Que la escuela tenga el derecho de señalar las fechas en que habrá de utilizar los teatros de la direción de 
difusión cultural. 5) Que como alumnus tengamos una participación directa en la manejo del presupuesto. 6) La 
posibilidad de una práctica professional para los alumnus engresados de la carrera medante la creación de una 
compañía de teatro que funcione permanentemente. 7) El mejoramiento del nivel educativo del profesorado así como el 
intercambio con otros grupos de teatro nacionales o extranjeros.” I have not been able to locate an actual copy of the 
student demands, only references or portions of reprinted documents, like the one cited. Whereas El Chido #19 reprints 
the demands, it only includes 5 demands, but in the notes to the Assemblies reprinted in El Chido #25, there is 
reference to demands 3-7 as needing to be investigated. Given that the 5 demands reprinted in #19 have to do with 
concessions from the university, and are therefore administrative and political, and #25 refers to 7 total demands, I 
AM,UNC deducing (again, based on the Assembly meeting notes) that demand #1 has to do with the actual Foro and 
demand #2 has to do with the resignation of administrators.  
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who would be the media representatives. By the 26th, they had still not made a decision 

about whether or not independent groups would be aloud to perform.805  

On January 27th, five of the seventeen Fantoche actors (they had taken the name 

of the play as their own) abandoned the occupation: Juan Ernesto Martinez Stack, 

Margarita Castillo, Alfonso de Alba, Adolfo Alcántara Silva and Carlos Telles.806  These 

“esquiroles” (scab or strikebreaker) began a campaign to collect signatures demanding 

that the auditorium be returned the custody of the UNAM and held an “Asamblea 

Marioneta calling for other theatre students to denounce the movement.807 That night, 

independent, non-university actors and musicians filled in to play the roles as well as 

expand the meaning of the struggle, making moot whether or not the students were going 

to “allow” independent groups to perform. This was the first lesson of the occupation. 

During the occupation, Los Mascarones, Los Nakos, and other groups associated 

with FARO, the popular federations of cultural workers in Mexico City, performed.  

Their performance not only broke the taboo that only professional theatre groups could 

perform at off-campus venues, but brought the experience, memories and continuing 

struggles of the generation of 1968 to the forefront.  These pioneers of  “arte popular 

callejero” would contribute to changing the meaning of the take-over by emphasizing that 

the public who were actually attending the “extralegal” performances should have a part 

deciding what should be done. The university students may have been younger than the 
                                                 
805 “Comite de Coordinacion Informa, Viernes, 26 de enero de 1973,” reprinted in El Chido #25, Abril 1980, 11. 
806 Cisneros, Op. Cit. 27. Around six weeks later, on April 23rd, the project to the Rector of the UNAM proposed by 
Stack and Silva, along with Héctor Bertheer and Gustavo Torres Cuestas, was approved. They had requested salaries, 
an off-campus space located on Eleuterio Méndez Street near the university to be used by theatre groups dependent on 
the UNAM Cultural Diffusion, three new professors, and a line item in the budget of the School of Philosophy and 
Letters. See a reprint of the letter in El Chido #24 (Año 2) Marzo 1980, 13. 
807 Federico Campbell, “A 10 Años de CLETA, dos líneas: trabajar o no trabajar con el estado,” Proceso 370, (5 
diciembre 1983): 58; and Cisneros, Ibid. 31. 
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FARO generation, but 1968 continued to be a watershed moment in Mexico.  The 

occupation of the Foro Isabelina, in other words, strengthened intergenerational ties at the 

same time that it gave rise to CLETA.  This reinforced the intermingling of the related 

and diverse experiences that emerged from the barrios, squatter camps, street 

performances, universities and other radical experiments.  It also produced a variety of 

political tendencies.  Going beyond the university demands on the state to fulfill their 

obligations to citizens (students),  

se acordó como táctica de lucha abrir el Foro y la discussion al gran público que 
llenaba la sala noche tras noche, del cuál surgió la idea de abrir el movimiento a 
todos los grupos y personas marginadas por la política cultural de la burgesía, 
lanzándose el primero de febrero un manifiesto que se convitiría, sin abandonar 
las primeras demandas, en la bandera de lucha del movimiento que nacía bajo las 
siglas de CLETA-UNAM.808 

 
 In a manifesto directed at the “Pueblo Mexicano y Los Trabajadores de la 

Cultura,” the independent, university and other cultural, artistic and politically inclined 

people and organizations - after discussions with the pubic attending their performances - 

made a direct plea for support explaining that their goals went beyond demand for 

scholarships, better instructors, and access to resources. The new proposal reflected a 

much broader analysis and solution, with a call to protect free speech and popular culture.  

Esta acción fue motivada por la gran burocratización del sistema universitario que frena la libre manifestacion de los artistas. 
Dicha actitúd generó la movilización de distintos sectores de la población que despues de varias reunions se plantearon un 
movimiento crítico en torno de la situación de Teatro en Mexico.809 

                                                 
808 “As a tactic in the struggle it was agreed to open up the Forum and the discussion to the public that had filled up the 
theatre night after night, from which emerged the idea to open the movement to all marginalized groups and persons 
from the political culture of the bourgeois, launching on the first day of February a manifesto that would become, 
without abandoning the first demands, the flag for the movement that was born under the letters CLETA-UNAM.” See 
commentary on “Documentos del CLETA”, El Chido #19, Op. Cit.   

809 “This action was motivated by the bureaucracy of the university system that halts the free thinking of artists. Said 
attitude generated the mobilization of distinct sectors of the population that after various meetings planted the idea of 

critical movement to engage with Theatre in Mexico.” 
 “Primer Manifesto,” reprinted from CLETA #5 as Documentos de CLETA -“Nace Un Movimiento,” in El Chido #20 
Año 3 Febrero 1980, 10. Also reprinted as “Carta de Mexico,” in Chicano Theatre Two TENAZ, (Verano 73): 3. 
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For the different groups that formed CLETA, the “situation of Mexican theatre” went 

beyond the official theatre. Popular theatre was about the people, not the institutions of 

the status quo. They pointed out the open censorship, limited freedom of speech, and the 

use of propaganda by the state to influence the media; self-censorship; the 

bureaucratization of the arts; and “una mentalidad colonizada.”810 Their manifesto also 

offered a critical assessment of art and politics in Mexico.  Mexico had created an 

ARTE EN MERCANCIA, resultando en el enfrentamiento de los actors, la 
competencia, el dedetismo y la formación de artistas-marionetas que son 
manejados por las leyas [sic] de la oferta y la demanda, que originan un teatro 
commercial prostituido. Esta situación no es un mal particular del teatro, sino 
refleja en todo el ambito artistico y cultural en Mexico.811 
 

For CLETA, the problem was that artists and intellectuals were commodifying culture at 

the same time that the spoke to the Old World and the colossal to the north, not to “los de 

abajo,” the workers, farmers, housewives, and other marginalized peoples.   

The collection of artists, writers, musicians, and community supporters that came 

together as a result of the occupation decided that the gatherings should convert their 

temporary Foro, or open meeting, into a community cultural center.  The organization 

would be guided by seven “tareas,” or objectives:  

1. Transformar el Foro en un CLETA, administrados por Trabajadores de la 
Cultura. 

2. Iniciar una lucha organizada y permanente contra la censura. 
3. Romper el monopolio oficial y abrir los Teatros para el pueblo. 

                                                 
810 “A colonial mentality. The course imitation of the latest artistic styles from Europe and the United States [and] the 
disdain for the creative potential of the Mexican people.”  
811 “Art in Merchandise, resulting in the confrontation of actors, competition, elitism, and the formation of marioneta-
artists that are controlled by the laws of supply and demand, and that create a commercially prostituted theatre. This 
situation is not just in the realm of theatre, but it reflects the entire artistic and cultural scene in Mexico.” “Primer 
Manifesto.” 
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4. Crear CLETAS ambulantes para evitar la rutina y burocratización, manteniendo 
el contacto vivo con el pueblo y enriquecer con su critica. 

5. Prestar ayuda a las comunidades para la organización de sus propios Centros. 
6. Que los alumnus y los maestros de las escuelas conjuguen teoría y práctica, con 

el fin de crear autenticos Trabajadores de la Cultura.  
7. Que los CLETAS organicen seminaries de estudio sobre la realización artistica, 

para evitar la infiltración cultural.812 
 

The proposal was not simply to establish a different type of artistic space, simply 

replacing the “foro” with a “center”. Instead, it was a call to defend freedom of speech 

and expression through the creation of a broad based social movement grounded in 

political art and theatre. There was also a pedagogical element to their politics: transform 

the way the teachers and students interacted so that instead of creating art, they would be 

creating cultural workers who would continue the work of bringing art to the people. 

CLETA offered the idea of cultural workers as distinct from artist. A cultural 

worker studies social reality, and looks to create “nuevas formas de expression” (new 

forms of expression) that function to celebrate struggle and “conscientizar” (give 

consciousness) through quality aesthetical productions.  They sought to locate theatre as 

both a cultural and artistic endeavor, but to emphasize the working class perspective and 

the actual labor process itself as an opportunity to subvert the commodification of 

culture.813 

 Cultural workers challenged the process and institutions of state formation, 

whereas the very mechanisms that the state created to incorporate new groups – 
                                                 
812 “1. Transform the Foro (Isabelina) in to a CLETA, administered by cultural workers. 2. Initiate a permanent and 
organized struggle against censorship. 3. Break the official monopoly and open the theatres to the people. 4. Create 
traveling CLETA to avoid bureaucracy and routine, maintaining living contact with the people and be enriched by their 
critique. 5. Help communities organized their own centers. 6. That students and teachers combine theory and practice, 
in order to create authentic cultural workers. 7. CLETA will organize study seminar about artistic creation to avoid 
cultural infiltration.” Ibid. 
813 Aida Hernandez, “From Mestizo Mexico to Multicultural Mexico: Indigenismo in the Sierra Madre,” chapter four in 
Histories and Stories from Chiapas: Border Identities in Southern Mexico (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2001). 
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indigenous, students, artists, intellectuals, etc., were also the terrains on which counter 

hegemonic practices, ideas, discourses, projects and new forms of alliances could 

develop. There was also a task specific definition: Cisneros identified one simple 

difference between cultural workers and artists, the former were willing to do manual 

labor, while the latter – though respected for their talent and support – were not. 

Referring to the professional actors, he explained, “Sus caras [actors profesionales] las 

asocio con estrenos, cocteles, besándose la mejilla y diciendo: Hola Chulis. ¿que tal me 

veo? Recuerdo periodistas, conferencias de prensa, autos que recogín a las chavas al final 

de la función…”814 Though Enrique pointed out what he understood as a contradiction, 

he also recognized the impact that their solidarity had in the early days of CLETA, “Pero 

deseo reconocer que independientemente de las diferencias que tuvimos, todos los 

‘torquemados’ jugaron un papel muy importante en la defensa del naciente movimiento 

CLETA.”815 CLETA was many things: it was about performance, politics, solidarity, and 

working through contradictions. Yet it was also an organization that had to be attended to 

daily. 

CLETA’s first coordinating committee was made up of Lourdes Pérez Gay 

(Mascarones), Claudio Obregón (Grupo Examen), and Ricardo Gavela and Eduardo 

Ballesté (Grupo Fantoche). Each one represented three working committees: 1) the 

Comité de Investigación o taller de experimentación that facilitated theoretical and 

practical workshops on questions concerning “aesthetics, socioeconomics, anthropology, 

                                                 
814 “I associate their faces with opening nights, cocktails, kissing each other on the cheek and saying, “Hi precious, how 
do I look? I remember journalists, press conferences, cars that would pick up the young girls after the play.” Ibid. 37. 
815 “But I want to recognize that independently of the differences that we had, all of the “torquemados” played an 
important role in defense of the nascent movement that was CLETA.” Ibid. 
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dramatic creation, Latin American theatre, social psychology, acting, linguistics, music, 

scenery, youth theatro and script writing”; 2) the Comité de Programacion that organized 

activities for all the groups; and 3) the Comité de Administración that took care of 

transportation, finances and publicity.816 

 

 From University to Community 

 There are general similarities between the university-centered demands and those 

that call for the creation of CLETA, in the sense that certain basic needs were to be met: 

space, resources, training, and a conscious effort to create a different way of doing 

theatre. Yet, primarily due to the inclusion of independent groups as well as the public 

spectators who participated in deciding how to respond to the UNAM’s position, 

CLETA’s proposal went beyond the demands of students in multiple ways. First and 

foremost, we must begin with the name CLETA that brings together a set of ideas that 

would be reflected in their cultural work: a “Free Center” that would bring together 

cultural workers from across Mexico City and in the next years the country, working 

autonomously from state institutions and influence, to experiment with different forms of 

artistic and theatrical production. As Beacon Hill had evolved into El Centro de la Raza, 

El Foro became the site for CLETA’s emergence. 

 Enrique Cisneros, despite acknowledging the strong influence of Los Mascarones 

and FARO in terms of taking culture to the people, interpreted the initial founding of 

CLETA as a class struggle within the university, not a popular movement:  

                                                 
816 Ibid., 3. 
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 CLETA no surgió como un movimiento popular sino un conflicto universitario 
 entre la pequeña burguesía y la burguesía liberal [Azar the former and Giménez 
 the latter]…A la semana de la toma del Foro algunos sectores esquirolearon el 
 grupo de teatro…los que fueron invitados plantearon la necesidad de que el 
 movimiento no fuera exclusivamente estudiantil y así nació CLETA.”817  
 
The initial struggle against the closure of the Foro did have intra-class university roots, 

and this dynamic continued even after the founding of CLETA-UNAM, given that the 

university was a space from which political struggles were waged as well as a target for 

change for some of those struggles. Yet two camps soon emerged: one concerned with 

taking power from Azar to reorganize the politics of theatre within the UNAM system; 

and the other group interested in bringing to life the proposals in the First Manifesto.818 

Cisneros admits that many of the independent groups that formed CLETA were used by 

the university-based students who were intent on the resignation of UNAM 

administrators that they identified as stifling artistic creation, but that the emergence of a 

people’s movement was inevitable given the new correlation of forces: “Que fuimos 

utilizados, si, claro que si. Que en ese tiempo no comprendimos cabalmente dicha 

utilización, tambien es cierto; que hubo grupos politicos y culturales que consiguieron 

canongías apoyándose en CLETA, es evidente, pero todo esto no logró detener un 

movimiento que se dió porque históricamente debería darse.”819 As Cisneros pointed out, 

CLETA’s trajectory would change as the influence of the more experiences activists 

would push CLETA to take the theatre, art, and politics to the people on the streets and 
                                                 
817 CLETA did not emerge as a popular movement, but as a university conflict between the petite bourgesie and the 
liberal bourgeseie….One week after the occupation of the Foro a certain sector became strikebreakers…those that were 
invited to participate proposed the necessity that the movement wasn’t exclusively student-based, and that is how 
CLETA was born.” Campbell, Ibid. 
818 Cisneros, 31-2. 
819 “Of course we were used. That at the time we didn’t understand fully how we were used is also true; that there were 
political and cultural groups were rewarded for supporting CLETA is evident, but all of this wasn’t able to detain a 
movement that history had demanded take place.”Cisneros, 33. 
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plazas, in factories and parks, and on public transportation like buses and the subway. But 

by 1974 there would be a split within CLETA between Los Mascarones and other 

organizations.   

In a “Self-Analysis,” written after the departure of Los Mascarones, the time from 

the founding of CLETA in February 73 to the Quinto Festival in July of 1974 was 

defined as the Etapa de verbalismo.820 In a 1978 interview, Cisneros reflected on the 

founding of CLETA, explaining, “Our target is imperialism, our weapon is theatre. We 

want to make it known that Mexico is not just charros, mariachis and Mexican films. In 

Mexico there are also workers, farmworkers and human beings, and there are also 

exploiters. That is the reason were are organizing there as is being done here [sic].” 

Cisneros also explained that being an organization of revolutionary cultural artists 

implies being linked with the popular sectors and actively participating in the 

politicization of people.821 Claudio Obregon, member of the Partido Communista and 

from the Grupo Examen Tlatelolco, explained that CLETA was part of a cultural 

movement of experimentation, made possible by “estudiando la realidad socioeconómica 

del país. Investigaremos qué es o qué puede ser el teatro mexicano desde el prehispánico; 

adaptaremos a la realidad de México la obras del repertorio internacional – ya pensamos 

en Aristófanes, en Brecht, en Adamoc – y buscaremos un teatro que no solo se 

identifique con el pueblo, sino que nazca del pueblo.”822 CLETA studied the current 

                                                 
820 CLETA, “Análysis autocrítico de CLETA,” Primera Parte, El Chido 56, Septiebre 72, 7. 
821 “Revolutionary Artists Announce Festival,” Sin Fronteras Vol. 2 No. 8 (April 1976): 10. 
822 “Studying the social-economic reality of the country. We will investigate what is and what can be Mexican theatre 
from prehispanic times; we will adapt to the reality of Mexico international works of theatre – we have already thought 
about Aristophenes, Brecht, Adamoc – and we will search out for theatre that doesn’t simply identify with the people 
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social reality and located the influence of artistic forms from European and the United 

States as having marginalized local indigenous cultural legacies. They studied the history 

of theatre to understand the dialectic relationship between culture and change, and the 

role that artists I the past had played in changing history. Like labor unions, student 

organizations, campesinos groups, and other political organizations, with CLETA 

emerged a vehicle to analyze a current reality, and collectively plan a strategy to engage 

with the state by occupying the foro and transforming it into a community space to 

explore the uses of art and theatre to change social reality. CLETA also worked to expand 

the movement by creating CLETA wherever people wanted to take control of art and 

theatre and transform it into a weapon against class exploitation. 

CLETA was both an organization that brought together different elements of the 

artistic and political communities, and an actual physical space that served as a point of 

encuentro, a cultural center where people gathered, organized, created, and slept. For 

many young persons who joined the movement, the Foro was also a home as many left 

their families to participate.823 CLETA brought together a diversity of experiences and 

ideological position, some, like the members of FARO, had lived through and 

participated in the events of 68 and the repression that followed. Others, like Mercedes, 

were new to the movement, yet excited and willing to sacrifice and give themselves to the 

struggle, but at the same time were giving new meaning to the relationship between 

gender and political participation.  

                                                                                                                                                 
but is born from the people.” Olga Harmony, “Controvertido espectáculo del foro isabelina: el fantoches, cleats y 
politización,” undated newspaper article, source unknown, 2, AM, UNA. 
823 Nieto interview. 
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[Como mujeres] Estabamos en el activismo! Tratando de no ser cosificadas, 
tratando de tomar concencia a plena de lo que era ser mujer en unos años de 
transicíon. Ser joven, tartar de ser independiente y mantenerte…vivir tu 
experiencia de mujer - no. A todo los niveles: como trabajadora, como 
compañera, en tu situación sexual. Tratando sobre todo de mantenerte, de 
mantener esa independecia y ese derecho a decidir. Creo que ha sido la 
caracteristica de las mayorías de las mujeres que en este tiempo participamos. 
Tratar de ser nosotras.824 
 

CLETA was both intergenerational movement, as well as a space where women were 

challenging the societal and political norms enforced by patriarchy and state patronage, 

as well as these tendencies within the left. CLETA offered women, and young people in 

general, the opportunity live differently. Women were experimenting in a time of 

transition, simultaneously challenging established cultural norms while creating the 

possibilities for new roles for women in Mexican society. At the same time, CLETA was 

a space where women challenged the men. Nieto’s rendering of how men responded to 

the participation of women is worth quoting at length, for its insight and unique 

perspective. 

Porque tratrabamos realmente de imponer un punto de vista de tú a tú con el 
varon, a ver. A mi, yo me acuerdo en muchas ocasíones en las asambleas me 
callaban, no? [looking at her partner Abraham Vidales]. [imitating male] Ay, ya 
va a hablar esa, que no sé que. Pues lo siento, me dejan hablar porque me toca 
hablar porque yo habia pedida la palabra. A lo mejor politicamente no estoy muy 
lograda todavia, en eso tiempo muchos menos. Nos faltaba estudia mucho. Ver las 
cosas. Quieriamos, sobre toda, aprender a vivir de otra forma. Inclusivo eso se 
daba tambíen en el foro. Cuando nosotras quieriamos manifestar algo, [imitating 
male] ‘este, no, no, no, si no sabes de que estas hablando.’ Aunque no sepa 
necesito hablarlo porque aquí es donde me esta molestando este asunto y 
necesitamos hablarlo. A lo mejor todavía no me sé echar los rollos que ustedes 

                                                 
824 [As women] we were activists! Trying to not be irrelevant, trying to build consciousness of what it meant to be a 
woman in those years of transition. To be young, trying to be independent and take care of yourself…live the 
experience of being a woman. At all levels: as a worker, as a a partner, in your sexual situation. Trying to take care of 
yourself, to maintain that independence, and the right to decide. I believe that has been the characteristic of the majority 
of women who at that time participated. Trying to be ourselves.” Nieto interview. 
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echan, ni me interesa. [imitating voice again] ‘Pero hay cuestíones que se deben 
manejar, que estamos viendo que ustedes van por el terreno equivocado. Por allí 
no es la situacíon. Y no estan viendo esta e otra opcíon. No esta viendo esta e otra 
consecuencía.’ Y era dificil, era muy dificil todavia de tartar de dar marcha atras 
sobre situacíones.”825 
 

As Nieto explained, women were demanding respect on an individual basis – one on one 

– as well as in the larger assemblies where issues were discussed and decisions were 

made. One way that men disqualified women was to claim that they didn’t know what 

there were talking about. This generally implied that there were not “well read” or 

knowledgeable about “political theory.” The implication being that a (male) vanguard 

group was the only one qualified to participate in discussions. What was politically 

important, as Nieto explained, was that women had something to say, period. And all the 

talk about political preparation was irrelevant as Nieto was not interested in “ranting”, or 

following the correct political line, but wanted to speak about her ideas about the 

situation at hand. Nieto locates an important element of how men navigate and try to 

control political spaces. In what often amounted to a Marxist lexicon reduced to the bare 

minimum of political categories, men accused women (and sometimes other men) of not 

analyzing social relations, not taking into consideration the right variables at a particular 

conjunctural moment, not seeing “this or that option”, “this or that consequence”, all to 

                                                 
825 “Because we really did try to make certain that a certain perspective of “you and me” with men. I remember many 
occasions when there was an attempt to silence me in the assemblies. ‘Oh, no, that one is going to speak, and who 
knows what else.’Ay, ya va a hablar esa, que no sé que.’ Well, I’m sorry, you will let me speak because I have asked to 
do so. Maybe politically I am not developed, even less then. We lacked serious study. To see things for how they really 
were. We wanted, more than anything, to learn how to live in a different way. This also played out at the foro. When 
we wanted to protest something, [imitating male] ‘this, no, no, no, if you do not know what you are talking about.’ 
Even if I don’t know, I need to speak because this is where this issue is bothering me and we need to talk about it. 
Maybe I don’t know how so give a rant like you all do, nor does it interest me. [imitating voice again] ‘But there are 
questions that need to be dealt with, that we see you all are on the wrong path. The problem isn’t where you say it is. 
You are not seeing other options. You are not seeing this or that consequence.’ It was difficult, still very difficult to 
change the situations.” Ibid. 
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silence critique. Implicit in the critique is not only that women were unprepared, but also 

that political strategizing was a male endeavor. For Nieto, the “political rant” was not a 

useful form of communication. And instead of trying replicate the “rant” as a women, she 

wanted to be listened to and respected. CLETA was a libratory space for artists in Mexico 

at the height of the dirty war. This is significant. CLETA as a space also provided women 

the opportunity to speak out and be part of the larger public political culture, but as Nieto 

pointed out, men within CLETA did not always respond as openly.  As is the case with 

all social movements who are made up of men and women who carry with the gender 

relations of the larger society, it seemed that the “permanent and organized struggle” 

against censorship had to begin at home. 

In order to bring to fruition the day-to-day responsibilities of maintaining the 

physical space of the Foro and the programming of an organization – as decentralized as 

it was – required that CLETA be organized into committees. The coordinating committee 

was made up of Lourdes Pérez Gay (Mascarones), Claudio Obregon (Grupo Examen), 

and Ricardo Gavela and Eduardo Ballesté (Grupo Fantoche), who represented three 

working committees: 1) the Comité de Investigación o taller de experimentación that 

facilitated theoretical and practical workshops on cuestions concerning “aesthetics, 

socioeconomics, anthropology, dramatic creation, Latin American theatre, social 

psychology, acting, linguistics, music, scenery, youth theatro and script writing”; 2) the 
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Comité de Programacion that organized activities for all the groups; and 3) the Comité de 

Administración that took care of transportation, finances and publicity.826 

 

Changing the Guard and Deporting a Threat 

In the aftermath of the occupation, the formation of CLETA, and the will on the 

part of CLETOS (CLETA members) to maintain the Foro as a public space, both Hector 

Azar and Leopolodo Zea resigned their positions. On February 12th, Gastón García Cantú 

replaced Zea. After an initial meeting with CLETA at the Foro, García declared that 

“CLETA es un movimiento necesario, si ustedes no lo hubieran generado yo estaría 

trabajando para formarlo.”827 An agreement was also made to receive proposals to reach 

an agreement on the “conflict,” and a possible change of address for CLETA. After doing 

some initial inspections, CLETA proposed either the National Institute for the Protection 

of Infants or the Museo del Chopo in the center of Mexico City. Their proposal included 

possible projects, budgets, renovations and other plans. Similar to the establishment of 

EL Centro, and the negotiations with the city of Seattle over Beacon Hill and city 

funding, Isabelina continued to host independent groups and foment critical dialogue and 

passionate work: “Los debates eran sesiones de análisis politico. Grupos que se habián 

sumado al movimiento daban funciones en escuelas, fábricas, comunidades. 

Representantes de diferentes organizaciones se reunían en el Foro. Se inició 

correspondencia y relación de trabajo congrupos de provincia, en fin, el movimiento 

                                                 
826 Olga Harmony, “Controvertido espectáculo del foro isabelina: el fantoches, cleats y politización,” undated 
newspaper article, source unknown, 2, AM, UNA. 
 
827 “CLETA is a necessary movement, if you had not gereated it I would be trying to form it.” Quoted in Cisneros, 33. 
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creció vertiginosamente y pesar de las diferencias el trabajo nos dió unidad.”828 Given 

Nieto’s characterization, one can imagine all night sessions of political discussions 

between men. United through struggle, CLETA expanded its perspective and direction to 

the national and international contexts, while bringing together groups and persons who 

shared the common goal and shared ideas, strategies and tactics. These initial connections 

with artists from outside of Mexico City and from states across Mexico, were central to 

forming CLETA’s political perspective on national and international solidarity. In the 

midst of all this creative activity, the state intervened by deporting Carlos Giménez 

At midnight on March 14, 1973, agents of the Secretary of the Interior violently 

entered the living quarters of Carlos Giménez. After being detained and allegedly beaten, 

he was deported from the country without explanation for the action. Professor Hector 

Cloted, teacher at the Theatre School of the INBA arrested and detained incommunicado 

for two days.829 An open letter, presented by CLETA and signed by some 300 

intellectuals and artists and addressed to El Pueblo de Mexico, President Luis Echeverría, 

the Secretary of the Interior Mario Moya Palencia, the director of the INBA, Luis Ortiz 

Macedo, and Intellectuals and Artists of Mexico and Latin American, CLETA openly 

challenged the Echeverría administration’s politics of Third World solidarity.830 

                                                 
828 “The debates were political analysis session. Groups that had joined the movement were performing at schools, in 
front of factories, in communities. Representatives of different organizations had their meetings at the Foro. 
Correspondence was initiated with groups from the provinces, in the end, the movement grew at a dizzying pace and 
despite our difference the work brought us together.” Ibid. 35. 
829  “Carta Abierta,” El Excelsior, 17 Marzo 1973, 21. 
830 The names included Carlos Monsivais and José Revueltas; as well as Los Mascarones, Lafontaine, Examen, Nakos, 
Fantocha, Circo, Maroma y Teatro, On’ta Cooperativa de Cine Marginal, Acá, PagAM,UNCacef, Esperpento, Plaza de 
Sitio, El Cóndor Pasa, Penna Movil, Peña Teculcanime, Grupo Tupac Aaru, Grupo CLETA Pobre, Expresion Humana, 
Hector Jaramillo, Papura, Los Supermachos, El Gesto, Arte Popular Revolucion Sembradores, Taller de Teatro 
Independiente, Taller Teatro Prepa No. 1, Ensallistas 13, Libertad, Matlatzincas, Tiam Cachcally, Teatro Prepa No. 7, 
CCH Azcapotzalco, CCH Oriente Taller Preludio, Cleta Monterrey, Transa.” 
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Preguntamos a las autoridades competentes: ¿ Esta deportación coincide con la 
política de acercamiento y solidaridad con los pueblos del Tercer Mundo y 
particularmente cn Latinoamerica, expresada por el licienciado Luis Echeverria 
Alvarez, en el Foro de las Naciones Unidas y reafirmada en la visita del 
presidente Allende a nuestro pais.831 

 

CLETA challenge the efficacy of Echeverria’s public claim of Third World solidarity and 

“democratic opening”. They also called for the government to clarify their actions, and 

calling on all intellectuals to defend free speech in order to avoid the intransigence of the 

government, “Ante este hecho, como reaccionarian los intellectuals y artistas 

latinamericanas cuando se les invita a participar en la vida cultural mexicana? Pretende la 

cultura del México aislarse del contexto latinoameicano a traves de la violencia 

indiscriminada contra los invitados oficiales?832 They ended the open letter with a 

reference to their own immediate concern: the possible attack or aggression on the part of 

UNAM or Mexico City authorities, or porros (paid thugs).  According to Cisneros, the 

Giménez case revealed “las contradicciones entre los grupos culturales institucionales 

que seguían apoyando en CLETA para ganar posiciones.”833 Cisneros was referring to 

differences within CLETA that had been palpable from the second evening when a 

number of the Fantoche actors accepted student subsidies for their own theatre projects in 

exchange for abandoning the sit-in. Being part of government affiliated organizations or 

unions limited the position that some of the members of CLETA felt they could make. 
                                                 
831 “We ask the competent authorities: Does this deportation coincide with the closeness and solidarity with the people 
of the Third World and specifically Latin America, expressed by the Licenciado Luis Echeverría Alvarez, en the United 
Nations forum and reaffirmed in the visit of president Allende to our country?” “Carta Abierta,” El Excelsior, 17 Marzo 
1973.  
832 “In the face of this action how will Latin American artists and intellectuals react when we invite them to participate 
in Mexican cultural life. Does Mexican culture was to isolate itself in the Latin American context as a result of 
indiscriminate violence against official guests.” Ibid. 
833 Cisneros, 35. Also see note 56. “the contradictions between institutionalized cultural groups that continue supporting 
CLETA to win positions.” 
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After the decision making process was opened up to independent groups, the state was 

not the singular reference against which CLETA’s politics was defined. At the same time, 

CLETA defined itself as part of the UNAM, a relationship that would be severed after the 

Quinto/Encuentro the following year. At the most basic level, the difference had to do 

with opinions about how and to what degree CLETA would engage with the state. Being 

linked to the UNAM clearly demonstrated a political perspective that accepted a certain 

amount of affiliation with a state institution. At the same time, the impulse for autonomy 

and self-determination, independence from the networks of government patronage, as 

well as a political perspective that was to the left and from below, represented the kernel 

of CLETA’s political goals as outlined above. Like El Centro de la Raza, there were 

different political perspective, expectations and goals that intermingled in dynamic and 

sometimes conservative ways.  

 

Streets, Buses, Plazas and Parks 

 In order to make its First Manifesto a reality, CLETA pursued three main projects 

in 1973.  They brought theatre to the people, in the plazas, street corners, public 

transportation systems, and UNAM-affiliated auditoriums.  The activists also took actions 

and sponsored performances that promoted national and international solidarity.  Lastly, 

they brought together theatre groups from throughout Mexico, Latin America and the 

United States.  

During this time, El Fantoche performed for the last time on March 25, while the 

month of April brought El Ballet Coreográfico de Gloria Contreras, La Soprana Victoria 
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Zúñiga, Los Mascarones (Don Cacamafer and Máquinas y Burgueses), La Raza (La 

Huelga), Actos Campesinos (La Azotea), El Grupo Exámen, and Juan José Calatayud. On 

May 8, the play that Giménez had begun to produce was presented by “actors de los 

llamados profesionales (de la UNAM, el INBA y otras instituciones)” and titled, 

“Torquemada.” The performance focused on state repression against social movements 

and torture in Brazil, specifically against Augusto Boal. In a sense, the fact that Giménez 

had been working on the piece prior his deportation reflects the influences that were 

inspiring young cultural workers in Mexico, but also, quite accurately, the situation of 

fear that was lived daily at the Foro.  

As mentioned earlier, the nucleus for student organizing was las brigades (the 

brigades). Made up of small groups of interchangeable elements. Guerrilla street theatre 

was a strategy used by the brigades allowing them to communicate directly with the 

people – in plazas, parks, markets, streetcorners and buses about current political issues. 

Los Mascarones and other elements within FARO like Los Nakos cut their teeth working 

in brigades.834 During the initial struggles to establish CLETA, “Los Mascarones se 

atrevieron a hablar de disciplina y en los hechos fueron los que llevaron a la práctica el 

trabajo en las calles, escuelas, plazas...”835 The push by Los Mascarones to take theatre to 

the people was so consistent that on one occasion, at the suggestions of Leyva, the Foro 

Isabelina was closed for two weeks so that everyone would get out on the streets to 

                                                 
834 Mariano Leyva Dominguez, interview by author, 16 November, 2004, AM, UNA. 
835  “Los Mascarones dared to talk about discipline and in reality they were the ones who taught us to work in the 
streets, the schools, plazeas…” Ibid., 49. Cisneros actually names this stage of CLETA as “La Hegemonia Mascarona.”  
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continue working and experimenting, taking theatre, a political vision and a critique of 

the current regime, to the public.836 

In addition to the different forms of teatro that the brigades invented, adapted, and 

modified as they performed in public places, CLETA began performing at the auditorium 

La Casa de Lago located in Chapultepec Park. The first performance was in solidarity 

with government of Salvador Allende; the second, in solidarity with Bolivia. These 

solidarity events placed CLETA within the sites of government surveillance. In a 

document with the letterhead of the Department of Social and Political Investigation, 

dated March 12, 1973, and included in the President’s daily intelligence briefings, agents 

described that “Este grupo acostumbra visitar a las Embajados como las de Rusia, Cuba, 

etc., quienes por pertener a Gobiernos de Izquierda, les proporcionan dinera para sufragar 

sus gastos.”837 For the Mexican government, CLETA challenged their power and 

authority. Working in the realm of popular culture, collectives like CLETA and FARO 

represented a critical front of struggle because there worked directly with working class 

and other marginalized people, directly contradicting government propaganda. 

Apart from the surveillance, CLETA had a two-month run of uninterrupted 

performances at El Casa del Lago before the interim director of Cultural Diffusion 

Benjamín Villanueva opposed an International Labor Day Celebration on May 1st 

convened by the UNAM workers union (STEUNAM), the Frente Sindical Independiente, 

and CLETA. At a late-night discussion on April 30, it was decided that they would go 

                                                 
836 Ibid. 
837 “This group frequently visits the Russian and Cuban embassies, and as left governments, they give them money for 
expensese.” IPS, 12 Marzo 1973, Caja 1887, 73, 6520 AGN. There is not indication whatsoever that the Cuban or 
Russian embassies provided money to any left leaning groups. 
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ahead with the celebration. The following morning, they broke the chains that the 

authorities had placed on the doors. This was one of the first mass acts organized by the 

left after the Massacre of Corpus Christi on June 10, 1971.838 It also demonstrated that 

CLETA was working in alliance with other organizations, while continuing to make 

claims on public space outside of official channels. 

The following month, CLETA traveled to Monterrey as part of a national 

campaign of the FRENTE SINDICAL INDEPENDENTE (Independent Labor Front), 

visiting different parts of Mexico were students had been mobilizing.839 Then, on June 

18, 1973, in the auditorium in the School of Administration and Commerce, CLETA 

performed the play “Torquemada” that focused on political prisoners in Brazil “tortuado 

in forma brutal por las fuerzas represivas de ese pais que esta en manos del 

imperialismo.”840 After the performance, there was a roundtable discussion with Dr. 

Fausto Trejo and Lae Sergio Martinez concerning the current adminstration of the 

department and the need for “radical change – as the administration is corrupt and 

obsolete, in addition to being in collusion with the large national companies.”841 From the 

beginning CLETA engaged with artists, intellectuals and the general public, making their 

First Manifesto real and necessary. They stood in solidarity with Chile and Bolivia, 

against the deportation of Jimenez, and in direct opposition to the presidency of Luis 

Echeverría. 

 
                                                 
838 Cisneros, 42. 
839 IPS, 18 Mayo 1973, Folder 1887, Box 6520, AGN. 
840 “…brutally tortured by the repressive forces of this countries in the hands of imperialism.” IPS 18 June 1973, Folder 
1887, Box 6520, AGN. 
841 Ibid. 
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Going International 

In late June, Diego Valadéz, a very unfriendly government official, was appointed 

director of the government office of Cultural Diffusion, and given his reputation for 

controlling and dissolving social movements, the CLETOS decided to “trabajar 

internacionalmente como una forma de parar la represión local.”842 This became evident 

when CLETOS decided to expand their work into other part of Latin America.  They 

participated in the Encuentro Latinoamericano de Teatro held in Manizales Colombia.843  

Held in August 1973, the Encuentro marked the fifth time that Latin American groups 

had gathered in Latin America. When Fantoche decided to not to attend, Cisneros offered 

to raise the money and get them to Colombia. Raising 18,000 pesos, they bought 2 trucks 

(camionetas), and left in early July (shortly after the Fourth TENAZ Festival in San Jose, 

where Los Mascarones were also represented CLETA internationally). Unfortunately, 

after arriving in Puebla, some two hours from Mexico City, one of the trucks broke down 

entirely and they were forced to load the other with the equipment and travel by hitch-

hiking. While traveling through Central American, they performed in plazas and markets 

in Guatemala, Costa Rica, and San Salvador to support their trip. According to Cisneros, 

“La experiencia en San Salvador fué muy rica. Las representaciónes de Fantoche hicieron 

época logrando influir y motivar a varios de los alumnus del Bachillerato de Artes.”844  

These included compañeros who would join the FMLN.  

                                                 
842 “Work internationally as a way to stoy the local repression.” Cisneros, 43. 
843 Cisneros had traveled through Latin America in 1970, learning important “tricks” to circumvent bureaucratic 
barriers that limited workers from crossing borders that would prove important. This time he would be responsible for 
CLETA participating in the famed Festival at Manizales, Colombia. 
844 “The experience in San Salvador was rich. The Fantoche presentations were epoch and motivated and influence 
various young college students.” Ibid. 
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Troubles began in Panama. The division between cultural workers and artists had 

existed before the founding of CLETA, and were always just under the surface. The 

division was grounded in an analysis of class conflict and political perspective and 

consistency. The trip had initiated with everyone in good spirits, but soon two groups 

emerged:  “el de los pobres donde estábamos Enrique Ballesté, Antonio León, Tonino, 

Adrian Matheus [y Lilia Rubio] y el de los ricos, encabezado por Ricardo Govela…que 

sin nosotros saberlo, [los ricos] salían de la carretera a pedir aventón y después de que 

nos habíamos ido, enfilaban al aeropuerto o a las terminales de camion.”845 By the time 

the group arrived in Panama the split was complete, particularly after “Ricardo Gobela y 

su gente” accepted money from the Torrijos regime – paid performances. Despite, or in 

spite, these events, the performances by CLETA were well received, while the official 

play sent by the Mexican government, “Vine, Ví y Mejor me Fuí,” was met with boos, 

and then the audience walked out of the theatre.  

Cisneros returned to Mexico City while Fantoche and Torquemada (who had 

flown to Manizales) traveled to Venezuela where they were reunited with Carlos 

Jimenez. Returning to Mexico energized and inspired, many of the actors joined the state 

sponsored “populist” projects of the Echeverria regime like Teatro CONASUPO, 

Cooperative de Teatro Popular de la ANDA, and Carpa Geodésica, while others 

continued to work out of the UNAM, the INBA or the Partido Socialista de Trabajadores. 

As Cisneros explained, “Todos fuimos por lana y salimos trasquilados, regresamos a 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
845 “…the group of “the poor ones”, including Enrique Ballesté, Antonio León, Tonino, Adrian Matheus [and Lilia 
Rubio] and the rich group, led by Ricardo Govela…without us knowing it, they [rich] would first pretend to try to hitch 
a ride, and then when we had already left, they got in line at the airport or the bus station.” Cisneros, 47. 
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México con un cúmula de ideas. Veniamos cargados de T.E.C. [Teatro Experimental de 

Cali], de Candelaria, de Galpones, de L.T.L’s, de Boales; el Teatro Latinoamericano se 

nos había metido a todos en la conciencia.”846 

While CLETA represented Mexican teatros in Manizales, Los Nakos represented 

CLETA in Europe at the 10th Youth and Student World Festival held in Berlin from July 

28 through August 5. Sponsored by the Mexican Communist Party, who at that time did 

not make open alliances with the government, Los Nakos represented the “independent” 

delegation from Mexico, they did not accept governmental sponsorship or financial 

support. They won a medal for their musical performance and organized support from 

other groups in attendance to halt the projection of a pro-Echeverria documentary. 

Participation in the Latin American encuentro and the Berlin festival marked two 

important international successes for the young organization – as groups and 

individuals.847 

In Mexico, CLETA also formed alliances and organized solidarity events for 

nationally based social movements. In August members of CLETA and Los Mascarones 

traveled to Morelos to support the inhabitants of La Colonia Ruben Jaramillo, who had 

occupied large track of land south of Cuernavaca since March of the same year (see 

chapter 9).848 In September 1973, CLETA supported the strike at the Textil Lanera, a 

textile factory. The strikers called for a salary increase, freedom for political prisoners, 

land concessions, water services, irrigation, and credit for campesinos. They also 
                                                 
846 “Everyone went for the money and we came out tranquilized, we returned from to Mexico with a whole range of 
ideas. We came energized from the T.E.C., Candelaria, Galpones, L.T.L’s and from Boal’s. Latin American theatre had 
infused itself into all our consciousness.” My emphasis. Ibid., 47.. 
847 Maylo from Los Nakos, interview with author, audio recording, October 2004, Mexico City. 
848 “Colonia ‘Ruben Jaramillo’ de Cuernavaca, Mor.” DFS, 17 Aug. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 335, AGN. 
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demanded that the Government of Mexico not recognize the Military Junta in Chile and 

support the Government de la Unidad Popular Chilena.849 October brought a series of 

events in solidarity with struggles in Mexico and South America. As part of the Festival 

“Octubre Rojo”, from October 5-6, 1973 at the Escuela Popular de Arte de Universidad 

de Puebla, teatro activists organized a festival of protest that included poetry, music, and 

theatre featuring CLETA, Los Nacos, Los Folkloristas y Los Mascarones in support of 

the Chilean people and protesting campesinos de Huauchinango, Puebla.850 They also 

held a series of solidarity events on October 11-21 at the UNAM and National 

Polytechnic Institute.  The ever-watchful government agents reported,  

El comité de lucha de CLETA organizaré una seria de actos…en la UNAM y el 
IPN, para reunir fondos que seran enviados a las guerrillas y a la resistencia del 
pueblo Chileno para luchar contra la dictadura de PINOCHET. A las 12:00 horas 
del día de manana, en el salon no.1 de POLAKAS [slang for the department of 
Political and Social Sciences at the UNAM], se llevará acabo una asamblea para 
apoyar y lograr se se libera los detenidos del la Colonia Ruben Jaramillo.851  

 

As this document makes apparent, the government was keeping close tabs on CLETA. 

This didn’t stop CLETA from throwing its support behind social movements across the 

Américas.  

On November 3 and 4, CLETA organized “La Jornada Nacional de Solidaridad 

con Chile” to protest the coup against Allende.   This was a strategic move to confront the 

legal complaints that Diego Valadés, director of Cultural Diffusion for the UNAM, had 

                                                 
849 IPS, 13 Sept 1973, Folder 1887, Box 6520, AGN. 
850 IPS, 5 October 1973, Folder 1887, Box 6520, AGN. 
851 “The Struggle Committee of CLETA will organize a series of acts…at the UNAM and the IPN to collect funds that 
will be sent to guerrillas and the resistance of the Chilean people to fight against the dictatorship of Pinochet. At 12 
o’clock tomorrow in classroom #1 of POLAKAS, an assembly will take place in order to support and gain the release 
of the prisoners detained for the army at the Colonia Ruben Jaramillo.” IPS, 1 October 1973 , Folder 1887, Box 6520, 
AGN. 
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against CLETA, as well as continuing the politics of solidarity with national and 

international social movements. Sofia Ibarra, director of Cultural Diffusion at the 

National Institute of Polytechnic, was an ally of CLETA and passed on information in 

late September that Valadéz was going to bring charges against members of CLETA. 

Having a national presence, and strengthening connections with other political 

organizations could only reinforce their position. 

Organizing a series of large scale protests requires cooperation among groups, and 

“…aunque nuestra relación con la mayoría de las organizaciónes de izquierda era Buena, 

el hacer trabajos conjuntos era bastante difícil (si ahora la izquierda es sectaria antes era 

cavernaria), por lo que decidimos no convocar a la Jornada solos sino hacer asambleas 

para planificarla juntos, donde CLETA fuera un convocante más.”852 According to 

Cisneros, the lack of experience was a benefit as it helped CLETA to not react in the 

“traditional manner of the Left.” More that 40 organizations participated in the planning. 

During the final meetings, representatives from the Prepa Popular and the University of 

Chapingo (an agrarian studies university, Chapingo produced numerous social activists 

that engaged with questions of land rights) took a position against the proposed content of 

the Jornada, explaining that not taking a radical position would risk the events being co-

opted by the Echeverria administration. After two hours of discussion Cisneros, whose 

main concern was to assure that the events actually occurred and did so with widespread 

support - given that CLETA saw this as a strategy to strengthen their position at the Foro, 

                                                 
852 “…even though our relation with the majority of left organizations was good, working together was very difficult (if 
the left is sectarian now before it was cavernous), so we decided not to convoke the mobilization but to hold assemblies 
to plan it together, where CLETA was just one more convoker.” Cisneros, 51. 
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made a suggestion: “la cosa está clara, nos hemos reunido para coordinar trabajor 

concreto; las bases políticas son para dar solidaridad a Chile, casi 40 organizaciónes 

estamos de acuerdo con esto y solo dos se oponen, por lo que yo propongo que quien no 

comparta el sentir de la mayoría agarre sus cosas y se vaya a chingar a su madre.”853 A 

half an hour later, after the representatives from Chapingo and the Prepa Popular left 

“indignant”, they had agreed on a program. Cisneros’s intervention, crude as his chosen 

language may have been, was an important moment for CLETA, but also for Cisneros. At 

the same time, Cisneros was drawing from the earlier experiences in the formation of 

CLETA, particularly opening up the decision making process to the community. CLETA 

was Cisneros’s his first organized political experience, yet he immediately recognized 

certain class differences. Not emerging from a university setting, Cisneros’s experience 

was grounded in a working class experience. This is not to say that university students 

did not have a working class background, or to reify a nebulous term like middle class, 

but to emphasize different experiences that influenced political perspectives. Cisneros 

categorized the CLETOS into two groups: artistic and administrative. Grounded in an 

understanding of labor and creativity, Cisneros identified an important element within 

organizations: the private and public. That is, the everyday work of organizing, writing 

press releases, running programs, etc., and the public work of performances, speeches, 

and other demonstrations. Slowly, throughout the course of the 1970s, these differences 

would lead to a series of splits within CLETA, though that is beyond the scope of this 

                                                 
853 “It seems clear, we have met to organize concrete labor; the political bases support solidarity with Chile, almost 40 
organizations are in agreement with this and only two are against, so I propose that those who do not share the feeling 
of the majority gets your things and go fuck your mother.” Ibid. 
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chapter. CLETA was a neophyte organization. Though it included established cultural 

workers and political organizers, it was still new and to make such a brash statement - 

final and urgent in its rendering – was a risk. As Cisneros explains, “En ese tiempo 

teníamos la ventaja de no estar tan politizados.”854 

The Jornada was a success, particularly at the closing events of November 4 when 

some 31 groups and 12,000 persons participated at the Practice Stadium of the UNAM. 

Throughout the week there was music, theatre, poetry, public lectures and other 

performances in all departments of the University, including the Foro Isabelino, El 

Escenario de Arte in the southern Mexico City suburb of Coyoacán, and the Bookstore 

Independencia.855  The closing event was held at the UNAM with 31 groups 

participating.856 Fernando Navarro, Hugo Vigorena, and Isabel Allende, Salvador’s 

daughter, were special guests at the all day affair. Joan Baez who had been scheduled to 

perform, sent a cable to CLETA from New York to cancel her appearance after learning 

of the possible death of Angel Parra, son of the musician Violeta Parra.857  

 Not only was the “Jornada Nacional” a success in terms of bringing together 

organizations to plan and execute the events, the large numbers of people who attended, 

and the showing of solidarity for other’s in struggle, but it demonstrated to Diego 

Valadéz that CLETA wasn’t just a group of “chavitos calientes que queríamos jugar la 

política.”858 The success forced Valadéz to the bargaining table where he made a series of 

economic proposals. CLETA studied them and responded with their own proposals that 
                                                 
854 “At the time we had the advantage of not being too politicized.” Ibid. 
855 Announcement in the “Cultural” section of Excelsior, 3 November 1973. 
856 Announcement in the “Cultural” section of Excelsior, 4 November 1973. 
857 “La Muerte de Angel Parra Consternó a Joan Báez y no Viene a México,” Excelsior, Saturday 3 November 1973. 
858 “Hot-headed kids who wanted to play politics.” Cisneros, 51. 
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asked for means (medios) not money – projectors, lights, wardrobes, rent, access to 

publications, etc. Valadéz could not accept what he saw as an attempt to form “otro 

departamento de diffusión cultural, pero sin ingerencia de las autoridades.”859 Valadéz 

was half right: CLETA proposed an “other” way of approaching cultural work that did 

not depend on authorization from professional artists, not just a new department of the 

institution. 

 

First National Encuentro of Mexican Theatre 

 As a political strategy, CLETA convened theatre groups from across Mexico to 

come to Mexico City for the First National Encuentro of Mexican Theatre. In a sense it 

would be a trial run for the Quinto/Encuentro. Members of CLETA set out to travel 

throughout the country to seek out theatre groups and invite them to the national 

gathering. Thinking that they weren’t going to find that many like-minded artists and 

activists, they were surprised. Mercedes Nieto was one of the emissaries, traveling to 

Puebla, Veracruz and the Yucatan Peninsula searching out for the political pulse 

throughout the country; she was 19 years old.860 From January 16-27, 30 theatre groups – 

8 from Mexico City, 5 aligned with CLETA and 10 from “la provincia” – participated in 

workshops, discussions, and numerous performances.861 The main goal of the Encuentro 

                                                 
859 “another department of cultural diffusion, but the management of the authorities.” Ibid. 
860 Nieto Interview.  
861 Copy of progrAM,UNC, AGN, Caja 1887/73/6520.Universidad Autonoma Nuevo Leon, Monterrey “La Orgia”; San 
Francisco Mime Troupe Brigada Kalcetin (CLETA) “Tienda La democracia y corridors”; Grupo Tiam “Poesia Coral”; 
La Nopalera (Mexico City); Grupo Dopsa, “El Candado” (Veracruz); Grupo Katarsis; Hambre DF; ENCB Teatro - 
CLETA “Doc. Latinoamericano”; Grupo Asociasión de Ideas (San Luis Potosí) “El gran circo de los Hermanos 
Gandalla,” [later renamed El Zopilote]; Grupo ESIQIE (Mexico City) “Vida y Obra de Alomismo”; Grupos TESPIS 
(Toluca); Grupo Tres mas Cuarto (Guadalajara); Grupo AM,UNCbulante de Puebla (Puebla); Grupo Laboratorio 
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was for theatre groups to meet and exchange ideas, and in the process decentralize theatre 

from the focus on groups from Mexico City while working towards “cultural 

decolonization.”862 Luis Cisneros, brother of Enrique, explained that CLETA strove to 

create a popular theatre, “en la medida en que no está alineado a las viejas estructuras, ni 

políticas, ni artísticas y es liberador o para la liberación in cuanto pretende la 

descolonización cultural por un lado y la comunicación entre muy diversos grupos, tanto 

del país como de Latinoamérica.”863 The only non-Latino troupe that was invited was The 

San Francisco Mime Troupe (SFMT), inaccurately described in an Excelsior article as a 

Chicano group. Los Mascarones first made the connection to the SFMT during their 

performances in California (Luis Valdez was an alumni of the organization).864 At this 

gathering, the Coorporación Mexicana de CLETA’s (CO.ME.C.) was formed, but it was 

“born dead” despite organizing performances in Saltillo, Veracruz and Chihuahua.865 

Some within CLETA, like Enrique Ballesté and Tonino, were against a formation that 

precluded any centralization of a national movement. Even though the COMEC did not 

maintain itself as a cultural formation, “sus propuestas se difundieron, aceptaron y 

reprodujeron ampliamente. Esto fue más positivo que crear un aparato burócrato 

                                                                                                                                                 
Experimental del Teatro CCH Nacaulpan (Mexico City); and Los Mascarones. While the program lists 23 groups, 
according to Cisneros, Op. Cit., 56, 30 groups performed. 
862 El Tiempo, 28 de Enero de 1974, 55. 
863 “given that it is not aligned with the old structures – whether political or artistic – it is liberatory or in favor of 
liberation as long as it intends cultural decolonization on the one hand and communication between diverse groups, 
both in the country and throughout Latin AM,UNCerica.” “Decentralización de la Cultura, Pide el Encuentro del Grupo 
CLETA,” Excelsior, jueves, 17 de enero, 1974. 
864 Copy of typed program, Folder 1887, Box 6520, AGN. The theatro groups that performed for the first anniversary 
were Grupo de Psych de UANL (Nuevo Leon); Teatral Desnoyer (DF); Grupo Juglares (Aguascalientes); Grupo 
“Azotea” y “Brigada Jose Marti” – CLETA; Nacoa Rusiate o La lucha de los pobres “Revolución de una Epoca” 
(Chihuahua); SFMT (San Francisco); Grupo La Raza  “La Huelga” CLETA; Grupo Revolucion DF; Grupo 
Vanguardia, DF; Grupo Que Caramba, DF; and Grupo de Teatre de Instituto Aleman Guadalajara. 
865 Cisneros, 59. 
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inoperante.” 866 Yet despite the stillborn CO.ME.C., the encuentro was a success and 

prepared CLETA to take on the enormous task of organizing a hemispheric gathering of 

like minded artists and revolutionaries. 

 

Conclusion 

 This chapter has provided an overview of Latin American popular theatre, 

primarily in Mexico and the southwestern part of the United States.  It has examined the 

history and politics of groups in Mexico like FARO, CARM, Los Mascarones, and 

CLETA.  In the United States, our focus has been on El Teatro Campesino and TENAZ. 

In all of these contexts, political artists had to organize in the midst of constant 

harassment by the state. Across the Americas, governments were destroying social 

movements and an entire generation of political actors through kidnappings, torture, and 

murder. In the U.S., as the first three chapters of this dissertation demonstrated, 

COINTELPRO was buttressed by the expanding prison system that functioned as an 

institution to control social rebellion and incarcerate a generation (probably now going on 

two generations) of young people of color. In South and Central America, as well as 

Mexico, direct state violence was the preferred choice of political coercion. As this 

chapter has shown, artistic social movements that shared a critique of U.S. imperialism 

and the complicity of national elites (and in the case of Chicanos, sell-out Tio Tacos867, 

initiated a process of building a larger anti-imperialist movement though festivals, 

                                                 
866 “Their proposal were circulated, accepted and widely reproduced. This was more positive than creating a 
inoperative bureaucratic apparatus.” Ibid. 
867 Literally “Uncle Taco”, it is the Spanish colloquial verson of Uncle Tom. 
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political frentes, and Encuentros. Of course, all anti-imperialist political organizing was 

not the same, nor did all the participants in CLETA necessarily share the same specific 

critique of U.S. imperialism. Many of the differences within CLETA for example, would 

come to a head during the Quinto/Encuentro. 

 This, in part, serves as a prelude to an examination of the Fifth Festival of 

Chicano Theatre/First Latin American Encuentro in the following chapter. As we will 

see, though many of the groups that came together in Mexico City shared a similar 

critique of U.S. imperialism, their distinct experiences as well as the histories of their 

respective nations influenced the content of their performances, as well as their political 

perspectives on the relationship between theatre and politics.  
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Chapter 8 
“Somos uno porque América es una”: 

Quinto Festival de Teatro Chicano/Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano de Teatro 
 
 

UNIDAD con pueblos hermanos de America. UNIDAD con los teatros. UNIDAD con los teatro populares de 
liberacion. UNIDAD con nuestra lucha social continental. UNIDAD con nuestra causa espiritual internacional. 

UNIDAD con nuestras raices indigenas. UNIDAD con nuestro Corazon Amerindio.868 
 

It was teatro night after night and meetings during the day. Discussions about where the Chicano movement was going 
and what it needed and what teatro could say about that….I really got drenched politically by means of teatro…I came 

back really transformed.” 
Annette Oropeza869 

 
“El Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano y El Quinto Festival de Teatros Chicanos was to try to embrace all of Latin 

America and part of the United States in a festival that bound all of the currents of indeendent teatrical expression in 
Latin America…everyone thought we were a “bunch of crazies’….. In reality, the political line was not the only 

interest, that is why we were able to bring together so many currents of thought, that is why so many people joined with 
us at that given moment.” 

Mercedes Nieto870 
 

“Somos uno porque América es una.”871 
CLETA 

 
 

Introduction 

From June and July of 1974, more than 700 cultural workers from throughout the 

Americas came together in Mexico City and Tajín, Veracruz for two-weeks of theatre, 

dialogues and exchanges, as part of the Quinto Festival de Teatro Chicano y El Primer 

Encuentro Latinoamericano. This event was both the fifth time that Chicano theatre 

groups had convened an annual gathering as well as the first time that South American, 

Central American, Mexican, and Chicano theatre groups came together in an organized 

                                                 
868 “El Quinto Festival de los Teatros Chicanos,” Chicano Theatre Three, (Primavera 1974), San Jose, California, 3. 
The document was not written with accent marks for the Spanish portions, so I have not included them here so as to 
retain the original sentiment. 
869 Annette Oropeza, Interview by Alicia Muñoz, 23 October 1998, Oakland, cited in Alicia Muñoz Cortes, “The 
Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, a Political Prisoner,” Ph.D. Dissertation, San José State 
University, 1999, 106. 
870 Mercedes Nieto, interview by author, audio recording, 6 November 2004, Mexico City. 
871 We are one because America is one. 
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manner. For almost two weeks, these political artists ate, breathed, and dreamt theatre. 

With non-stop performances each night at two different theatre, the morning ritual of 

analyzing and discussing the previous night’s performances, the government surveillance, 

and the internal dynamics within CLETA (as outlined in the previous chapter), there was 

an intense urgency to the gathering.872 But first, and foremost, it was an attempt to 

embrace all the different currents of popular theatre from across the continent. Encuentro 

means a coming together, an encounter as purpose and for a purpose. The gathering was 

more than a festival of theatre performances, it was an attempt at unifying – if for a few 

days - a Third World theatre of the Americas.  

Coming from across the continent, they communicated with each other the ideas 

and dreams of their struggles through theatre, as well as music, graphic arts, and poetry.  

Their public performances and the creation of new cultural organizations, however, also 

represented a distinct social/political movement, with a history, issues, points of 

connection and disagreements. Emphasizing teatro popular or people’s theatre,873 Nestor 

Garcia Canclini explains that “los artistas de teatro, plástica y cine que están cambiando 

la función social del arte al extenderlo a públicos nuevos, que buscan canales de 

comunicación no convencionales y abren sus obras a la participación de los 

                                                 
872 I am specifically thinking of the tape recordings of the morning discussions archived at the AM, UNA, in Ocotopec, 
Morelos, México. The tone of the voices, the sincerity of the discussion, the passionate frustration, and the acceptance 
of disagreements, revealed a political urgency that marked these years of government repression and a political shift 
toward the right that was happening throughout the hemisphere. 
873 The translation of Teatro Popular as People’s Theatre, and not Popular Theatre, emphasizes the origins as well as 
the intended audience. It locates the theatre with the people and not only of and/or from the people.  Teatro popular 
must be understood in relation to non-elites, the working class, and the marginalized populations within a given 
society: Los de abajo or the underdogs. But popular theatre should not be confused with the folkloric; it is about 
change, expression, transformation, and participation; it is not about institutions, auditoriums or prizes. Popular theatre 
is an art, a craft, and simply because it engages with political themes does not mean it is not about poetry and technique 
as come critics claimed.  Néstor García Canclini, Arte Popular y sociedad en América Latina (México: Grijalbo, 1977), 
9.    
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espectadores.”874 Popular theatre democratized art, responding to changes in society, 

economics, and culture in order to allow for possible popular participation, “replacing 

individualism with collective creation” transforming art into a product of the “cultural 

and material conditions of each society.”875 

The participants in the Quinto Festival/Primer Encuentro used their experience, 

imaginations, and art to interrogate what they identified as instruments of economic, 

political and cultural domination, from Europe, the Mexican political class, and the 

hegemonic impulse of the United States. They also created counter-hegemonic 

organizations that challenged the dominance of state-affiliated art institutions and the 

cultural influence of the United States. In other words, through popular theatre 

presentations on the streets, in plazas, on the subways and buses, and in community 

theatres, artists uncovered, and rebelled against, neo-colonial domination facilitated by 

the collusion between Mexican and US political and business interests. They were not 

“just” artists that were part of a movement, but artists with anti-colonial (and often 

revolutionary) Third World politics. They were also Third World radicals that understood 

communication and expression as a central organizing strategy capable of translating 

struggles across borders and creating new social relationships. They identified themselves 

as cultural workers rather than artists to emphasize the political elements of their 

struggles.  

                                                 
874 Néstor García Canclini, Arte Popular y sociedad en América Latina (Mexico City: Grijalbo, 1977), 9.  
875 Ibid.,10. 
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Chicanos arrived within a certain political context in Latin American that was 

swiftly moving to the right. The installation of U.S. supported dictatorships gained 

momentum throughout the decade. These dictators then employed widespread use of 

repressive state violence, that included kidnappings, detentions, torture and murder, all 

done with total impunity. Finally, the application of economic models imported from the 

United States that rolled-back social spending, demanded and then exploited the safe 

investment markets that violent repression insured, were all strategies for a new set of 

social and economic relations between citizens, the nation state, and corporations that 

would become hallmarks of neoliberalism, and for some, simply a new configuration of 

U.S. imperialism.  The Encuentro took place less than a year since the democratically 

elected president of Chile, Salvador Allende, was overthrown in a U.S. backed coup 

de’tat led by General Augusto Pinochet, on September 11, 1972. And just a short two 

years since the 1972 establishment of permanent military regime that imagined itself 

“nationalist and revolutionary” in Ecuador under control of General Guillermo Rodríguez 

Lara. In Mexico, Echeverría was in the midst of a dirty war, and the United States was 

transitioning out of Vietnam and looking toward Central America and the Middle East. 

Cultural workers who were part of (or would soon join) the revolutionary 

movements in Mexico, Peru, and El Salvador, as well as recently released political 

prisoners attended the gathering. The international aspect of the Quinto/Encuentro was 

also made evident when cultural workers formed a MEChA chapter at the National 

Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM).  Mexican officials took notice of this kind 

of interchange as the previously noted conversation between presidents Echeverría and 
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Nixon indicates.  Also, the Mexican government’s intelligence gathering apparatuses 

followed the participants from the moment they arrived in the country throughout the 

entire two-week festival. 

In light of the broad context provided in the previous chapter, Chapter 8 examines 

the planning of the Quinto/Encuentro in Mexico City and California. It also introduced 

the expectations of various organizations and people, and the meetings, performances and 

morning “evaluation sessions”, in order to shed light into the everyday interactions, 

discussions and desencuentros that characterized this watershed gathering of political 

artists and activists. Its concludes by tracing the aftermath of this gathering in Mexico, 

and the decision of Los Mascarones to leave CLETA, and CLETA’s decision to distance 

itself from the UNAM. 

The political discussions at the Quinto Festival offer important insights into the 

different perspectives on politics, gender, colonialism, reform, religion, identity, 

community and change. These perspectives, when examined in the context of heated 

discussions and theatrical performances, reveal the diversity of a radical Latin American 

left that included Chicanos/as and other Latinos/as living in the United States.876 Finally, 

this and the final chapter address the Latin American left’s critique of Third World 

movements in the United States. 

 

A México! 

                                                 
876 For a first hand biographical discussion of U.S. Latino/as and Latin American culture and politics during the 1970s 
in the San Francisco district of La Mission, see: Alejandro Murguía, The Medicine of Memory: A MexicaN Clan in 
California (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2002). 
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 The idea to have the Quinto Festival emerged during the final day of the meeting 

in San Jose.  It was also a culmination of journey that Chicano theatre had taken, 

exemplified by el Teatro Campesino (TC), but just as important to Teatro de la Esperanza 

from Goleta, Califas or Teatro de los Barrios from San Antonio, to Las Cucarachas from 

San Francisco. 

Organizing a two-week gathering required an inordinate amount of time, 

dedication and creativity, and a reliable measure of the commitment to social change 

among the activists. The work involved arrangements for housing, performance sites, 

food, travel, and program development. Meetings to organize the Quinto Festival were 

held in California and Mexico City. Through the TENAZ network, Chicano theatre 

groups from across the United States were kept abreast of plans while organizing their 

own local theatre groups for the trip to Mexico.  This involved raising funds, increasing 

public awareness and preparing their performances. All along, political differences had to 

be addressed. This last challenge was especially evident within CLETA when political 

pressure during the meeting prompted Los Mascarones to eventually leave the 

organization.  

 
Political Preparations in Mexico 
 

In Mexico, the planning of the Festival was done through committees of two or 

three persons that overlapped with the already existing committees within CLETA.  The 

invitations were sent across Latin America and Aztlan.  The letterhead had a border with 

a serpent whose head and body met at the bottom of the page.  On the top left hand 

corner, inside the serpent border, was a symbol of a shield and on the right corner, the 
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symbol for the Mayan expression “In Lak’ Ech” which means “tu eres mi otro yo.” 877 

Enrique Cisneros and Aaron Abde handled correspondence with Latin America while 

Luz Maria Espinosa and Maria Acosta, both Chicana members of Los Mascarones, 

corresponded with Chicano Theater groups.878 Special invitations were sent to Augusto 

Boal, who was most well known for his Theatre of the Oppressed, a pedagogical 

approach to theatre that was related to the radical educational philosopher Paolo Freire; 

Enrique Buenaventura, founder Teatro Experimental de Cali (Colombia), and a close 

collaborator of Boal;  Luis Valdez of Teatro Campesino; and Jorge Huerta from Teatro de 

la Esparanza and a founder of TENAZ. They were each invted to give workshops on 

various aspects of theatre. In addition, Valdez and Huerta were invited to attend and give 

workshops at the Primer Encuentro Nacional in Mexico schedule for early 1974, befor 

the Quinto/Encuentro.879 

In order to get the work done, CLETA created a series of committees. The 

“Budget and Administration” committee focused on the logistics of transportation to and 

from Mexico City.  It was spearheaded by Maria Acosta, a Chicana from the University 

of California at Northridge who had been working with Los Mascarones.880 On UNAM 

letterhead, the committee sent requests for various types of support to universities in 

Mexico City, Puebla, Guerrero, Zacatecas, and the rural schools, as well as to labor 

unions and individual artists and academics.  This correspondence was handled by Luis 

                                                 
877 “You are my other me.” 
878 “Festival ’74 Organizing Committee Report,” undated loose sheet, 2 pages, Archivos Mascarones, Universidad 
Nahuatl Archives, Ocotopec, Morelos, México, (Hereafter cited as AM, UNA). 
879 “Acta de la reunión de octubre 9 de 1973,” Oficina del TENAZ-CLETA-FLATC, 2 pages, AM, UNA.  
880 María Acosta, Interview by Bill Berkowitz, October 1976, Olga Talamante Defense Committee Interview 
Collection, quoted in Alicia Muñoz Cortes, “The Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, a Political 
Prisoner,” Ph.D. Dissertation, San José State University, 1999, 105. 
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Cisneros. They contacted all manner of media outlets, radio, television, newspapers and 

magazines.  Enrique Ballesté arranged advertisements in Radio Universidad and Radio 

Educación, while Mariano Leyva planned the calendar of performances.  This required 

securing theatres and arranging for Teotihuacan, the ancient . . ., to be inauguration site 

for the Quinto Festival.881 

The conference organizers also secured state subsidized transportation from 

Ferrocarriles Nacionales de Mexico, but only for the Chicanos.882 Theatre groups from 

Latin America would be on their own in terms of travel arrangements. The railroad 

company offered roundtrip, full-passage, first-class transportation for 260 persons at 

$359.90 pesos each; and 25 “medios boletos” for roundtrip first class for $178.45. These 

costs were in addition to the beds, sleeping cars, and mileage for transporting the props, 

baggage and other items. The total estimate was $131,834.52 pesos.883  The Food 

Committee requested support from CONASUPO, explaining that “as young organizations 

they did not have an adequate budget to subsidize all the Festival expenses.”884 In order 

to serve the food three times a day for 10 days (the final three days were to be spent in 

Veracruz), the Food Committee also requested help from Mr. Abel Boza, who was in 

charge of the Centro Social de la Unidad Tlatelolco, a government housing project in the 
                                                 
881 “Junta del Comité Organizador de TENAZ (CLETA),” March 12, 1974, loose sheet; Memorandum from TENAZ 
Organizing Committee in Mexico to TENAZ Central Organizing Committee, Regional Representatives, Mexico City, 
March 19, 1974, AM, UNA. On March 21, Maria del Carmen Nieva Lopez, an anthropology professor, was able to use 
her contacts to secure Teotihuacan, a fortuitous event given the difficulties in establishing communication with the 
Director of the Anthropology Museum,.Memorandum from TENAZ Organizing Committee in Mexico to TENAZ 
Central Organizing Committee, Regional Representatives, Mexico City, April 2, 1974, 2.  
882 O. Gutierrez de Velasco P., Jefe del Departamento de Tráfico de Pasajeros, Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México to 
Mariano Leyva, Junio 13 de 1974, AM, UNA. 
883 O. Gutierrez de Velasco P. to Mariano Leyva, Junio 13 de 1974; and Carta de J. M. Salgado, Superintendente de 
Tráfico, Ferrocarril Sonora Baja California, S.A. de C.V. to Sr. Luis P. Bravo C., Jefe de Estación, Mexicali, B.C. Junio 
19, 1974, copy in author’s possession. 
884 Carta de La Comision para la Alimentación del V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos 1er Encuentro Lationamericano 
to C. Lic. Jorde de la Vega Dominguez, Director General de CONASUPO, undated, copy in author’s possession. 
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area near the Plaza of Tres Culturas where the Massacre of 1968 had occurred. The 

Committee ASKED FOR a special rental rate.885 Boza agreed, and CONASUPO offered 

coffee, bread and fruit for breakfast; salad, cold cuts, aguas frescas, coffee and bread for 

almuerzo; and soup, salad, rice, a main course, bread, aguas frescas and coffee for the 

dinner.886 Enrique Cisneros arranged for a 50% discount at the Hotel Casa del Maestro, 

the same hotel that would be use to house persons attending the Encuentro Nacional in 

early 1974. This National Encuentro of Mexican Theatre groups would serve a sort of 

trial run for the Quinto/Encuentro. In March 1974, an office to coordinate the festival 

logistics and To serve as a center of convening during the festival was established at El 

Foro Isabelina. Luz Maria Espinosa managed the offices between 5 and 7 in the 

afternoon.887 In a letter, Luz Maria explains the initial efforts: “In the month of August, 

the office for the V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos was established [in California]. 

During that time, CLETA-UNAM has been working on 1) organizing itself, 2) looking 

into fundraising projects, and 3) establishing a permanent office for the TENAZ festival. 

At the present time we have been working on transportation, room and board, obtaining 

lists of all newspapers and television and radio stations for publicity for the festival. 

However, as you well know, it is not an easy task to organize a festival and cooperation 

from the groups de TENAZ is needed. The type of help which would benefit us is 1) all 

types of information you can send us on TENAZ so that we may use it for publicity. 2) an 

                                                 
885 Lourdes Pérez Gay y Silvia Sandoval de la La Comisión para la Alimentación del V Festival de los Teatros 
Chicanos 1er Encuentro Lationamericano to Sr. Abel Boza, Administrador de la Unidad Tlatelolco, 26 de Febrero 
1974, copy in author’s possession. 
886 “Programa de alimentación del V Festival de los Chicanos 1er Encuentro Latinoamericano,” de La Comision para la 
Alimentación del V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos 1er Encuentro Lationamericano, undated loose sheet.  
887 “Junta del Comité Orgaizador de TENAZ (CLETA), 12 March 1974, AM, UNA. 
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estimate of how many people are planning to come from each group (Family included for 

those who are married), 3) an estimate of cost up to the border, 4) an estimate of cost to 

Mexico City for those planning to bring cars, 5) an idea as to how you would like to see 

the workshops organized, and what you would like the workshops to include.”888 

 

Maintaining Pressure On: CLETA and Chile 

In the months leading up to the Quinto/Encuentro, and while simultaneously 

organizing the logistical challenge of taking care of some 700 participants and organizing 

the Natinal Encuentro of Mexican Theatre, CLETA continued to push a Third World 

politics that was anti-U.S. imperialism and pro-revolution. On March 25-31, CLETA 

organized another high-profile political event in the Foro Isabelina, “La Jornada de 

Amnistia International.” It began with a presentation by Juan Jose Arreola, a Chilean 

director: “Que se presentaba ante la comunidad estudiantil, pol la que tiene mucho carino, 

ya que siempre ha estado en la vanguardia de las luchas populares…se proclama en favor 

de la Jornada Cultural Pro-Abolicion de la Tortura en el mundo, mismo que se fundo en 

1961.” His introducation was followed by the play “Torquemada”: forced disapprearance, 

electrical shocks to testicals, ears, and teeth, the tying of hands and feet so that later the 

feet can be hit with a flat piece of wood. The documentary “Sobre las torturas en Brazil”, 

folklore music by Antar y Margarita, poetry, and protest songs followed this. The 

secretary of the late Salvador Allende’s - representing Hortencia Bussi de Allende - read 

a letter written to all progressive organizations in Mexico. In addition, there was musical 

                                                 
888 Letter from L. Espinoza, 9 Ocotober 1973, included in the notes from the TENAZ Final Coordinating Committee 
meeting, copy in author’s possession.  
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a homage to Victor Jara, a round-table discussion on “World-wide Torture”, participating 

Father Luis del Valle, Dr. Arturo Aldama, Psychiatrist Ignacio Millan, and Carlos 

Fernandez Real were the discussants. Friday featured the film “El Tigre Salto y Mato, 

Pero Murio, Murio” and theatre by the Group Zopilote of CLETA – San Luis Potosi 

performing “Canta, Ahora Canta.”889 The events concluded with the president of AI in 

Mexico addressing those gathered: “…the use of torture, a violation of all the principle of 

liberty of man and the dignity of individuals, should be recognized as a crime against 

humanity and that there never exists justification for the use of torture, as it foments 

violence in the internal issues of the state, expanding like a contagious disease with long 

lasting physical and mental effects for the victims, while dehumanizing even more the 

torturer.”890  

 
Spirited Preparations in Aztlán  
  
 Expectations for the Quinto Festival were high in Aztlan, as many of the letters 

from Chicano groups attest. Katia Pana, Counseling Psychologist and Lecturer at Merrill 

College, University of California-Santa Barbara, for instance, explained, “Será un 

momento histórico para México y para el Chicano quien está en la búsqueda de sus 

raíces, y de lo universal dentro de lo específico.”891 Mario Matollana from “El Quetzal” 

Movimiento Artístico del Pueblo in San Jose, California, expressed similar sentiments: 

                                                 
889 “Official Program copy,” IPS(Investigaciónes Políticas y Sociales), Folder 1887, Box 6520, Archivo General de la 
Nación, (hereafter cited as AGN). 
890 27 de Marzo 11 974, IPS, Caja 1887/73/6520, AGN. 
891 “It will be a historic moment for the Chicano searching for their roots and the universal in the specific.” Katia Pana, 
Counseling Psychologist and Lecturer, Merrill College, University of California-Santa Barbara, to CLETA-UNAM, 25 
February 1974, AM, UNA. 
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“…que para uds. [CLETA] y para Latino America, este encuentro de teatros de un triunfo 

más y un buen paso para una union mas profunda…”892 

Rediscovering ancestral roots was also a stated expectation for Antonio Perales, 

Director of Artistas del Centro Cultural de la Gente, also in San Jose: “Como 

organizacion cultural educativa, pensamos que este evento tendra importancia para 

nuestra Raza aqui en Aztlan en que se confrontaran?? con sus raices 

culturales/historicas.”893 For Luis Valdez, the meeting promised greater unity,  “…la 

capital de México, la tierra de nuestras raizes [sic], para compartir con el pueblo de 

México el mensaje de unidad y amor que todos los carnales y carnalas Chicanos trairan 

en sus corazones.”894 Leyva touched on an underlying feeling among the Chicanos, the 

Quinto Festival represented “the return of the Chicanos from Aztlan to Tenochtitlan, the 

return of the “prodigal sons.”895  The Aztec creation story came face to face with its 

return. 

An unauthored,  three-page document, written in a code-switching form of 

Spanish and English that appeared in Chicano Theatre Three promoted the return myth to 

the prospective Chicano participants as part of the unifying effort:  

La Jornada de Teatros Chicanos is…a political act becoming myth. Teatro 
becoming ritual. It is a journey into the very heart of unity. Unidad. UNIDAD con 
pueblos hermanos de America. UNIDAD con los teatros. UNIDAD con los teatro 
populares de liberacion. UNIDAD con nuestra lucha social continental. UNIDAD 

                                                 
892 “For you [CLETA] and for Latin America, this encuentro is another triumph and a positive step to a more profound 
union.” Mario Matollana, “El Quetzal” Movimiento Artístico del Pueblo, San Jose, California, to “Estimados 
Compañeros,” 11 April 1974, AM, UNA. 
893 Antonio Perales, Director, Artistas del Centro Cultural de la Gente, San Jose, California, to CLETA-UNAM, 17 
April 1974, AM, UNA. 
894 The capital of Mexico, the land of our roots, to share with the people of Mexico the message of unity and love that 
all the Chicano brothers and sisters carry in their hearts.” Luis Valdez, Director of El Centro Campesino Cultural, San 
Juan Bautista, California, to CLETA-UNAM, 1 May 1974, AM, UNA. 
895 Leyva interview. 
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con nuestra causa espiritual internacional. UNIDAD con nuestras raices 
indigenas. UNIDAD con nuestro Corazon Amerindio. Un continente y una 

cultura. Somos uno. Marchamos desde los cuatro vientos para juntarnos en el 
Corazon de America, en Teotihuacan. La Ciudad de los Dioses, donde comenso 

nuestro destino, aqui en esta tierra, es este Quinto Sol. Nuestra lucha 
revolucionaria tienes sus raices cosmicas en la infinita Guerra de Nuestro Padre 
Solar de la Noche. We struggle against the forces of darkness Against the forces 

of ignorance and disease. Against hatred, violence and exploitation. Against 
disunity.896 

 
The document harkened back to the migration of the Aztecs, from the present-day 

southwestern part of the United Sates to Anahuac (present-day Mexico City) in the 

twelfth Century.  As per their ancient prophecies, they had searched for the island in the 

middle of a lake where an eagle was devouring a serpent.  The Festival marked the return 

of the Chicanos to the Mexico, “the very center of the American continent.” The Plumed 

Serpent Quetzalcoatl figured prominently in the images invoked in the conference 

documents as he represents the myth that unites the Americas. For the TENAZ 

organizing committee, Quetzalcoatl (Mexico) would unite all peoples of the Americas 

and they would rediscover their true identity as a Mexican: “El SER HUMANO IS A 

FEATHERED SERPENT, uniting all the contradictions of life in his being. Every human 

being on earth is a Mexican. America will never be totally free, nor totally united until it 

discovers its mexicanidad.”897  

After another five paragraphs honoring indigenous cosmologies, the document 

explained,  

                                                 
896 “El Quinto Festival de los Teatros Chicanos,” Chicano Theatre Three, (Primavera 1974), San Jose, California, 3, 
RSPA. The document was not written with accent marks for the Spanish portions, so I have not included them here so 
as to retain the original sentiment.  
 
897 Ibid., 4.  
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El verdadero camino revolucionario is the path with heart. It is the aesthetic of 
compassion. It is the love of creation (not destruction). It is the struggle to achieve 
unity with all life, to balance all contradictions in a single, powerful 
overwhelming CREATIVE MOVIMIENTO. And that is what the Quinto Festival 
is hoping to do: to unite all the teatros in Mexico…to converge on a single point 
in the middle of the circle of America, and then to explode outward! To spread 
north, south, east and west in a single thrust with all the energy and creativity two 
weeks of encounter can create.898 
 
Returning to the wellspring of destiny, a “new beat, a new cycle,” the Quinto 

Festival was a pilgrimage of sorts, coming full circle: “The myth of the Mexica from 

Aztlan to México-Tenochtitlán to Conquest to Colonization to Immigration to Aztlan 

again is the entire history of the Chicano in one heart beat.”899 Though the document 

reflected the cultural nationalism of the times, it was more complicated, mixing 

indigenous, Chicano, and Mexican discourses on struggle and change with revolutionary 

“cosmic” socialism. Struggling for “a Cosmic Socialism” that would characterize a new 

“Amerindia”, colonization had forced an internalized racism that led Chicanos to lack 

faith in themselves and to look to the “outside” for the seeds of change. It is important to 

point out the influences of the Theatre of the Sphere or Pensamiento Serpentino of Teatro 

Campesino.900 Experimenting with a myriad of symbols, languages and political 

perspectives, the document ends by positing the possibility of a universal identity through 

a “movement” that claimed a unifying working class identity and a spiritual cause of the 

soil:  

                                                 
898 Ibid., 5. 
899 Ibid. 
900 Theatre of the Sphere was a “philosophy of life”, “a method  of performance and life training developed by the 
Teatro Cmapesino ensemble between 1970 and 1980. It seeks to maximinze and effectively to deploy a person’s 
performance energies both on – and offstage. On one level Theatre of The Sphere can be described as a theory and 
practie of communicative actions based on Native American (Mayan and Aztec) wisdom and teachings.” Yolanda 
Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino: Theatre in the Chicano Movement (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), 
80. 
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 The impression we leave is rasquachi and intellectual, political and spiritual, 
inspired and clumsy, but we are alive and growing, or alive and dying, and none 
of us are standing still. We are exploding in every direction, around the central 
core of our UNITY IN SOCIAL STRUGGLE….Somos los de abajo, de los 
trabajadores, y de los jodidos, y entre pedos y sobresaltos we are discovering our 
universitility [sic] by getting to know our faults and virtues in struggle. In el 
trabajo, en la casa, en la calle, the political vision of AZTLAN is making us 
international and universal. Nacido del CORAZON DE LA RAZA, Chicano 
theatre is united with its Creator. It is as political, simple, colectivo, rasquachi, 
cosmic and powerful as the number ONE.”901 
 
 

This mix of spirituality, ingenuity, and strategies for survival and struggle from those 

from below - the exploited, the marginalized, the worker, the student, the warrior, the 

woman – contained within in the various elements of the Chicano movement: cultural 

pride and an idea of a collective struggle; a view from below that changed the 

perspectives creating projects for social justice; a nationalism within a continental 

indigenous cosmology, these were the major symbols that TC would have to defend in 

Mexico. 

 

Fissured in Tenóchtitlan 

By early 1974, two positions emerged within CLETA concerning the resources to 

to cover the costs og the Quinto/Encuentro. The central question was whether the 

conference planners would use government funds to subsidize it and government 

facilities for the performances or finance it with community and neighborhood support 

and thier connections with the alternative educational initiatives like the Prepa Popular 

and the CCH’s. Los Mascarones represented the former view, while others groups within 

                                                 
901 Ibid., 6. 
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CLETA leaned towards the latter. In addition, Los Mascarones were also creating 

alliances with the Partido Socialista de Trabajadores (PST), led by the agrarian organizer 

Cesar de Angel.902  

The opposing perspectives came into conflict in the days leading up to the 

Quinto/Encuentro. The differences, however, were not limited to financial sponsorship.  

They reflected other disagreements that would become apparent in the political 

discussions during the morning critique and analysis sessions: Did accepting support 

from the state mean consenting to Echeverria’s two-faced brand of Third World politics 

of solidarity? Would accepting help from CONASUPO and the Ferrocarriles Nacionales 

de Mexico constitute collaboration with the state?  

 While some elements of CLETA were organizing solidarity events with Chile, 

other elements were strengthening ties with left parties. On May 1st, Los Mascarones (in 

the name of CLETA) agreed to march with the PST in front of the National Palace, 

involving other CLETA members and insisting that the PST was made up of independent 

campesino organizations led by Cesar del Angel Fuentes. This was not the first time 

CLETA (Los Mascarones) collaborated with the PST. According to an federal security 

document that was part of Echeverria’s daily report on social movement activity 

throughout Mexico, on March 7, CLETA and the PST, along with students and members 

of the Union Sindical Española, the Spanish Communist Party in Mexico, Comision 

Sindical Voluntaria de España y Mexico, the Patronato de la Cutlura Gallega, Union 

Nacional de Mujeres Mexicanas, and the Ateneo Española de Mexico, organized a 

                                                 
902 Cisneros interview. 
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mobilization with some 250 persons in front of the offices of Spanish Government in 

Mexico, protesting the death of a Spanish student, Salvador Puig Antich.903 According to 

Excelsior, there were 2,000 participants.904 

On March 30, 1974, CLETA performed for the inauguration of the Constitutional 

Assembly of the PST in Poza Rica, Veracruz.905 Cesar de Angel was from Veracruz and 

was a representative and advisor to the Asociaciones Agrícolas Productores de Tabacco 

de Papantla, Espinal and Alamo Temapache, as well as a leader of the PST working in 

the Municipalities of Papantla, Coatzintla, Castillo de Teayo, Coquille, Coyntla, Alamo 

Temapache, Chicontepec, Ixhuatlán de Madera and Tihuatlán.906  

Los Mascarones then proposed that money originally owed to PST agrarian leader 

Cesar del Angel and his followers by Echeverria be used to fund the Festival.907 At the 

time, as part of Echeverria’s “democratic opening,” he pursued several progressive 

policies in the arena of agrarian reform, redistributing land and funding land 

improvements.908 In order to finalize the plans, a meeting was planned with Echeverría. 

At the meeting, Echeverria was represented by one of his assistants who made it 

clear that “la Presidencia apoya lo más posible con la única condición de que los 

                                                 
903 “Seven page report,” 7 de Marzo de 1974, IPS Caja 1887/73/6520, AGN. 
904 Excelsior, 8 de Marzo, p. 17. 
905 IPS, Folder 1887, Box 6520, AGN. 
906 Cesar de Angel Fuentes, Veracruz, to Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, Mexico City, 6 May 1974, copy in author’s 
possession. In a November 2004 conversation with a well-known writer, poet, and activist, actively covering social 
movements at the time, who requested anonymity, Cesar de Angel was your typical cacique, manipulating his followers 
as a base from which to make money for himself.  
907 Cisneros, Op. Cit.; Cisneros interview; and Hernandez interview. According to Hernandez, the money was for land 
improvements.  
908 Hernandez interview; Carlos Tello, la política económica en méxico, 1970-1976 (Mexico City: Siglo XXI, 1979); 
Américo Saldívar, Ideología y política del estado mexicano (1970-1976) (Mexico City: Siglo XXI, 1980); Carlos 
Bazdresch and Santiago Levy, “Populism and Economic Policy in Mexico, 1970-1982,” in Rudiger Dornbusch and 
Sebastian Edwards, eds., The Macroeconomics of Populism in Latin America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1991), 223-262. I will return to this issue in the next chapter. 
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Chicanos se lleven una Buena impression del gobierno que dirige el nacionalista Luis 

Echeverría.”909 For Echeverria, supporting the Festival would allow him to play on 

Chicano cultural nationalism as an example of his dedication to supporting “left” leaning 

groups who were critical of U.S. influence, thus emphasizing his nationalism and loyalty 

to the patria, while aligning with other Latin American countries –as he had done the 

Jornada de Solidaridad con Chile.  For CLETA, the issue of state support would lead to 

the first of many reconfigurations of participating organizations and people. As an 

organization, CLETA identified U.S. imperialism as the scourge of the continent, but 

there were different perspectives on th the role of the Mexican government within 

CLETA, and this was the main reason behind Los Mascarones insistence that the decision 

to take money from Echeverria was not contradiction of political beliefs. For Los 

Mascarones, the enemy was U.S. Imperialism and therefore an alliance with the Mexican 

government was an acceptable, if not necessary, strategic decision.910 Other groups 

within CLETA had a different persective that rejected any collaboration with a regime 

that was in the midst of a dirty war against social actors, and in their opinion, because 

imperialism was a global system, it needed national elites to cooperate in the spread of 

capitalist social relations.911  

 Chicanos were drawn into the fray, particularly because some members of 

CLETA saw that their focus on the creation myth and other cosmological views limited 

them to an identity form of politics that often lacked a broad critique of social inequality 

                                                 
909 Quoted in Si me permiten, 67.  “The President supports as much as he is able with the only condition that the 
Chicanos leave with a good impression of the nationalist government of Echeverria.”  
910 Mariano Leyva Dominguez, interview by author, Ocotepec, Morelos, Mexico.16 November, 2004. 
911 Enrique Cisneros, interview by author, 17 November 2004, Mexico City, Mexico, audio recording. 
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and  U.S. imperialism. Members of Los Mascarones, such as Leyva, who had promoted a 

more favorable view of Chicanos, were no longer the sole contacts with the Chicanos.  

Although new exchanges underscored the fact that Chicanos were not all practicing a 

crude and limited form of cultural nationalism, in some cases this reality became more 

apparent.912 

 In May of 74, Enrique Cisneros would travel to San Jose for the final organizing 

meeting, which brought him face to face with the reality of Chicano theatre that had 

previously been mediated by Leyva and other members of Los Mascarones. Guillermo 

Loo, director of Teatro Primavera from Los Angeles, reportedly challenged him by 

stating, “¿Tú también vienes a marearnos con eso de Quetzalcoatl y la Virgen de 

Guadalupe?”913 This initial questioning by a Chicano director of a member of CLETA 

revealed that not all Chicano Theatre groups were the same.  Other CLETA members saw 

a different political orientation.  Cisneros explained to Loo that the only information that 

they received in Mexico was mediated by Los Mascarones, who according to Cisneros 

simply thought that “Los Chicanos son como niños a quienes sería injusto quitarles la 

vision romántica del México prehispánico; sería como despojarlos de la única paleta que 

tienen.”914 This new perspective that Cisneros brought back and shared with the other 

Festival organizers complicated matters, especially because Los Mascarones, the reputed 

allies of the Chicanos, typically in favor soliciting funds from the government and 
                                                 
912 Los Mascarones had been the primary contact with the Chicano Theatre movement and as a result, the idea that 
CLETA and other organizations had about Chicanos was mediated through Los Mascarones. In addition, the primary 
goal for Los Mascarones was to successfully organize the festival, as it was a compromiso. Like a promise, a 
compromiso implies a certain duty based on a relationship of solidarity and trust built over time or based on one’s word 
or honor. 
913 “Have you also come to make us sick with the Quetzalcoatl and Virgin of Guadalupe.” Cisneros, 66. 
914 “Chicanos are like children and it would be unjust to take away their romantic vision of prehispanic Mexico; its 
would be like taking away their only lollipop.”  Ibid. 
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proposed help from the PST. This new information “agudizó las contradicciones internas 

de CLETA, que se habia originado por el coqueteo que Mariano Leyva tenía con el 

naciente Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores (the PST), relación que se tradujo en 

manipuleos y acciones que contravenían los lineamientos internos de nuestra 

organización.”.915  The problem, however, was that the PST money also originated with 

the state, as an allotment from President Echeverría’s land distribution program. 

 

“Somos uno porque América es una”916 

 This section examines the different Third World perspectives represented through 

the actual performance pieces, selecting three exemplary works from a Chicano, Mexican 

and South American theatre group, while also focusing on the discussions concerning the 

relationship between politics, theatre, symbols and revolution.  

 The meeting was not only the largest or most representative gathering of teatristas 

from all parts of the Americas, but perhaps the most expansive. In addition, the 

participation by Chicanos was one of the most distinguishing characteristics of the 

conference.  Other Latin American Festivals had taken place in San Francisco (1973) and 

New York (1972), but never had so many Chicano/as gathered with their compañeros and 

compañeras from the South. Mexico, the center of the hemisphere, received people from 

North, Central and South America, including Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, Argentina, Peru, 

Colombia, Honduras, Ecuador, Venezuela, Paraguay, Panama, Costa Rica and Nicaragua.  

                                                 
915 “ made more acute the internal contradictions of CLETA, that had originated with the flirting of Mariano Leyva  
with the nascent Socialist Worker’s Party, a relationship that translated into manipulations and actions that contravened 
the internal alignments of our organizations.” Ibid. 
916 We are one because America is one. 
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Chicano/as from all parts of California, and the states of Illinois, Texas, Michigan, 

Colorado, New Mexico, and Washington State also participated. They joined with 

CLETA-affiliated teatros and groups from Guadalajara, San Luis Potosi, Mexico City, 

and Jalisco. The San Francisco Mime Troupe, whose trajectory matched that of Los 

Mascarones, was the only non-Chicano theatre group invited to Mexico City. 

 The welcoming document to the Quinto Festival added its own symbolic 

indigenous flourish to its call for unity in the Americas against imperialism and 

totalitarianism in Latin America:  

Compañeros de América 
 As we welcome you to Mexico, we give you the memory of the 
“pensamiento Americano” that has been produced in the theatre the last few 
years, as well as some political documents. 
 The ancient Indians of our continent used the tablets to transmit to the 
coming generations the memory of things, customs and art, so that the roots of the 
people be embedded in the soil. 
 Study and analyze those documents, because this Festival wants to set the 
basis so that our nations will be one in the future together with our people that 
fight for their liberation against the yanki imperialism. Mexico is your home. Out 
people have been waiting for you since long ago. Here, we have kept with love 
the culture of the continents. Let us be a thousand thoughts but one single heart. 
 We wish to finish this welcome greeting with the words of a great 
liberator of America, Jose Marti: “The people should try to hurry up to know each 
other like they were going to fight together.” 
 Chicanos, Indians, Mexicans, Latinamericans, Anglos. We inhabit and live 
this continent: our America. We have been isolated but now the time has come to 
be ONE, to unify our strengths, our hearts. 
 Our people, today more than ever suffer the massacre, the torture, the 
murder, especially our brothers from Chile. Our solidarity with them which has to 
become action. 
 The spirit of Salvador Allende and Victor Jara, as well as our liberators 
Bolivar, Hidalgo, Morelos, Marti, San Martin, Zapata, Che, they should 
illuminate us to that our results should be the best. 

Un Continente, Una Cultura 
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Por un teatro libre y para la liberación917 
 

The welcome brought together anti-imperialism, indigenous cosmologies, and continental 

solidarity, however, it did not mention African-origin people, a glaring omission given 

the continental imagination conjured by Quinto Festival.918 The participants in the 

conference were also given a fifteen-page pamphlet by the cartoonist RIUS.  It contained 

the goals of the meeting, a description of popular theatre and a brief history of Latin 

American, Mexican, and Chicano popular theatre.919 If we can think back to Chapter 3 on 

Leavenworth, RIUS was the cartoonist whose drawings Mario Cantú would send to the 

CORA members. Here he would provide an illustrated explanation of how popular 

theatre was different than elite theatre, the history of Latin American popular theatre, and 

a discussion of the Quinto/Encuentro for social movement across the continent. 

The Chicanos from California came by way of Guadalajara and arrived on 

Saturday, June 22, 1974 at the Buena Vista Station of the National Railroad in Mexico 

City.920 The groups from Texas arrived the following day, along with the South and 

Central American groups.) There were mariachis playing “Son de la Negra”, and 

welcoming banners that demanded freedom for political prisoners and demonstrated 
                                                 
917 “Fifth Festival of the Chicano Theatres, First Encounter of Latin American Theatres,” undated, CLETA-TENAZ 
Organizing Committee, AM.  I provide the English version of this document with the exception of a few key words and 
phrases that lose their original meaning in translation. The original documents are in English and Spanish, and not in 
the code-switching format that I am using. 
918 This absence warrants further investigation, an undertaking beyond the scope of this chapter. That said, the erasure 
of African peoples from Latin America is the context within which this should be understood.  
919 Copy in author’s possession. 
920 Much of this narrative is recreated from the surveillance documents of the Festival declassified in 2002. There are 
obvious limitations to using counter-insurgency surveillance documents. On the one hand, they provide a detailed day-
by-day narrative of who did what, when, with whom, and how. In other words, there are facts, names and clues to 
identify process. The also provide insight to what threat level the government had given to a particular organization or 
person. The surveillance of the Festival participants and events was widespread. The Direccion Federal de Seguridad 
(DFS) and the Investigaciónes Políticas y Sociales (IPS) of the Ministry of the Interior’s Office, both notoriously 
violent institutions, kept daily logs on the Festival that were reported directly to Echeverria daily - in both raw and 
summarized form. The DFS documents are signed by Captain Luis de la Barreda Moreno, who was arrested in 2004 
accused of taking part in the disappearances of political activists in the 1970s.  
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worker support for the Festival.921 Los Mascarones simply wanted to receive the 

Chicanos in a grand way.  Others wanted to use the occasion to bring international 

attention to issues like political prisoners and the Echeverria regime.922 

 Given the divisions withing CLETA, and with Los Mascarones staking out the 

lone pro-PST position, the descriptions of the arrival differ. In two documents, the first 

attributed to Los Mascarones, and the second to Luis Cisneros, both cited in Si me 

permiten actuar, the different meaning giving to the arrival of the Chicanos is clear. 

“…Un caso fue, cuando al recibir a los compañeros que llegaban por ferrocarril, los 

chianos, se escondieron las banderas hechas por el propio CLETA, por el ‘atroz delito de 

ser rojas’ iguales a las del PST y esto, para ellos era la prueba clara y contundente de la 

prentendida manipulación a que se prestaba los Mascarones (aún que Mascarones en la 

hecura de las banderas).”923 The document goes on to explain how Felipe Galván, Luis 

Cisneros, and Carlos Escobar took it upon themselves to “save the organization” and 

rallied support to counter the presence of the PST. The FSI responded and, according to 

the document, were the ones who brought the banners demanding freedom for political 

prisoners, that in turn resulted in the Secretary of the Interior closing the southern border, 

“poniendo en peligro, irresponsablemente la realización del Festival. Otro hecho salta a la 

vista: la ignorancia y falta de preparación política de estos ‘activistas’ manejados 

provocativamente, al pasar por alto que en México, los llamados presos politicos, 

                                                 
921 “Quinto Festival de los Teatros Chicanos y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 22 June 1974, Box 2713, AGN. 
922 Surveillance photographs from the IPS - some 30 in number - bear witness to what was a chaotic scene. 
923 Cisneros, Si me permiten, 68. 
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actualmente, no solo son de izquierda, sino también …de derecha.”924 For the author of 

the document, these “activists” were confused “sheep” blindly following the orders of 

“los salvadores de CLETA.” The tone of the document is condescending, terse, and 

dismissive.  

Now compare that characterization with the one penned by Luis Cisneros:  

…al iniciarse el primer día del Festival bloqueraon (Los Mascarones) a la base de 
 CLETA, ocultándoles la fecha de la llegada del primer contingende de 
 compañeros chicanos a la estación de Buenavista de Ferrocarriles, reservándose el 
 ‘derecho de saberlo’.  Sin embargo sí lo comunican a la dirección de PST para 
 que, ante la prensa, aparezca dicho partido como organizador del Festival. Pero 
 también ese día se inicia la Guerra abierta [my emphasis], la base de CLETA 
 descubre la deshonesta acción de ‘Los Mascarones’ y comienza por desaparecer 
 cientos de banderas rojas símbolo del sucio partido, cerrando además el Foro 
 Isabelino.925 

  

In a 2004 interview, Leyva insisted that the red and black flags were not for the PST, but 

the flags of the United Farm workers, and the lack of understanding on the part of 

CLETA members about the actual conditions in which Chicanos/as lived resulted in the 

assumption that the flags were of the PST. Regardless, the welcoming was grand and 

truly did reflect the different political perspectives in Mexico – even as tensions were 

high. 

 

                                                 
924 “putting in danger, irresponsibly, the Festival. Another event comes to view: the ignorance and lack of political 
preparation of these ‘activists’ provocatively controlled, its surprising that in Mexico, defined political prisoners, are 
not only from the left, but also the right.” Ibid. 
925 As the first day of the Festival got underway, they [Los Mascarones] blocked the CLETA’s base, hiding from them 
the arrival date of the first contingent of Chicano compañeros at the trainstation Buenavista, reserving for themselves 
the ‘right to know’. Nevertheless, they did communicate it to the leadership of the PST so that, before the press, said 
organization appeared as if it were the organizer of the Festival. This day also initiaed an open war, CLETA’s base 
discovered the dishonest action of ‘Los Mascarones’ and hundreds of red and black flags, symbols of the dirty party, 
began to disappear, while also closing the Foro Isabelina.”  “Lo que es y lo que parece ser la expulsion de Mascarones,” 
Los Chidos 34-36, cited in Si me permiten, 69. 
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Teotihuácan: Mitos and Revolutionaries 

The inauguration of the Festival took place on June 4, at the Plaza of de la Luna, 

at the base of the Pyramids at Teotihuacán, an hour north of Mexico City. Approximately 

2,000 persons attended the event. The inauguration was preceded by an early morning 

Mass that “lots of people were hesitant and suspicious about attending, but it proved to be 

a very unusual kind of Mass. The priest was a revolutionary priest, and the Mass declared 

the oppression of the people.”926 The participants were met with the sound of the 

concheros, an indigenous group that celebrates traditional music and dance, while Luis 

Cisneros read a corrido in Nahuatl and Spanish, and welcomed the “hermanos de la raza” 

from the United States, Mexico and Latin America. In Spanish, English and “dialects”,927 

he called for unity based on the idea of “One Continent, One Culture” and added that,  

We recognize our common cultural struggle as people of this continent. That is 
why as workers of the culture, we will unite today in our effort to bring about 
social, political and spiritual liberation of La Raza throughout the Américas. 
Therefore, emphasis of this Festival will be on our common Indigenous roots and 
tradition, as well as current political and social realities facing Chicanos and 
Latinoamericanos.928  
 
Even though there were tensions within CLETA, the indigenous characteristics of 

the opening ceremony belie the influence of Los Mascarones.  This was followed by 

eleven groups that performed various mitos, or creation stories. They included El Teatro 

Campesino (El Baile de los Gigantes), Las Cucarachas (Ix, Diosa de Cozumel), Teatro 

Mestizo (Untitled), Los Topos (The Human Zoo, la jaula de Moctezuma), Teatro Razita 

(untitled creation myth), Teatro Urbano (untitled), Comunicación Aztlán (La Palabra), 
                                                 
926 Teresa González, “Quinto Festival Chicano/Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano,” Caracol (September 1974): 4. 
927 “V Festival de Teatros Chicanos Y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 24 June 1974, Box 2713, AGN. 
928 Quoted in Juan Gonzáles, “Quinto Festival Chicano/Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano,” El Tecolote Vol. 4 No. 8 
(August 1974): 35. 
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Teatro del Piojo (El Aguila), Teatro Quetzal (El Quetzal Nunca Muere), Teatro La Gente 

(untitled), and Teatro de los Niños (Elias en Chibalba). Teatro Campesino was the first to 

perform. Members of CLETA also performed.929 The initial performances met the 

familiar controversy over the spiritual and outright political messages of teatro. 

According to Teresa González, a member of Teatro del Barrio from San Antonio, Texas, 

“A lot of people se aguitaron [discouraged]. Mitos just didn’t turn them on. They wanted 

to see something they could benefit from, so they could go back home and take it to the 

Raza, to help the Raza. But they felt that mitos wouldn’t help.”930 Another eyewitness 

had a similar impression: “there was a feeling among most festival participants that 

theatre should deal more directly with social-political problems, that it should designate 

the oppressor and the oppressed, that it should clarify the issues of the class struggle.”931 

During the Festival, TC performed “La gran carpa de la familia Rasquachi,” that resulted 

in a 3-hour marathon discussion. The inauguration ended with “El Grito del Universo” 

and a ceremony and offering by the “Servidores del Arbol.”932 

Apart from the inauguration in Teotihuacan and the closing ceremonies in 

Veracruz, all performances took place at El Teatro Comonfort and El Teatro Negrete, the 

latter WAS an “upper class sort of theatre.”933 Performances in the two theatres were 

organized in two day cycles: that is, the plays at El Teatro Comonfort were presented the 

following day at the Negrete, and vice-versa.  Every night three groups would perform at 

each theatre, while “roughly, half of those who weren’t performing went to each of the 
                                                 
929 “V Festival de Teatros Chicanos Y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 24 June 1974, Box 2713, AGN. 
930 Ibid. 
931 Theodore Shank, “A Return to Mayan and Aztec Roots,” Drama Review 18 (1974): 66. 
932 “Festival Schedule,” loose sheets in AM. 
933 Teresa González, 4.  
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two theatres.”934 The following mornings, at the “Club Antonio Caso” located at the 

Public Housing Unite Nonoalco-Tlatelolco, were begun with discussions analyzing the 

previous nights performances, and then continued with workshops on acting techniques, 

stage design, mask making, play writing, political education, directing and women and 

theatre.935 All of the morning sessions involved critical discusssion, with analyses of 

style, performance, execution, storytelling, and message. 

Singers performed protest songs that honored the working class and attacked 

Yankee imperialism.  Indigenous dances represented power struggles and resistance 

against conquest.  Other artists denounced injustice against Chicanos in the United States, 

rejected the submissive reproductive role of women and called for feminist liberation.  

Still others critiqued the Mexican government for its dependent relations with the United 

States and condemned fascism and repression in South America.936   

El Teatro Quetzalcoalt from San Jose focused on the repression by the Border 

Patrol before an audience of 350 persons at the Teatro Negrete.  Las Cucarachas 

presented the complex issue of gender equality in relation to white feminists and the 

historical strength of Mexican women with Collage Chicano.937 The Paraguayan group 

Tiempovillo performed “De lo que se Averguenzan las Viboras.”  They addressed the 

white man’s constant exploitation of indigenous lands.938  

                                                 
934 Teresa González, 4. 
935 Juan González, 31. 
936 “V Festival de Teatros Chicanos Y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 24 June 1974, Box 2713, AGN; and 
“Festival Schedule.” 
937 “V Festival de Teatros Chicanos Y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 24 June 1974, Box 2713, AGN.  
938 “V Festival de Teatros Chicanos Y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 25 June 1974, Box 2713, AGN. 
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Initially, the U.S. Embassy demanded an end to the Quinto Festival because many 

of the performances were critical of the U.S.’s support of Latin American dictators, and 

addressed the treatment of Mexicans and Chicanos living in the United States.  

Although much unanimity was demonstrated, the diversity of experience 

produced great thematic variety. The theatre groups from (South and Central) Latin 

America brought the experience of military dictatorships, state terror, and U.S. 

complicity.  Consequently, yankee imperialism and totalitarianism became their target. 

Teatro Universitario from Costa Rica performed “Libertad, Libertad,” directed by Juan 

Salcedo, a musical and testimonial presentation that explored different definitions of 

liberty, making reference to the General Strike in Chicago, the French and Mexican 

Revolutions, U.S. interventions in Latin America, the economic exploitation of Latin 

America by U.S. transnationals and the war in Vietam.939 The Venezuelan group Zuliz 

presented “TO 3,” also emphasizing the capitalist exploitation of the working class and 

the need for workers to organize independently of state-affiliated unions.940 Students 

from the Bachillerato de Artes in San Salvador performed “Los Miton Indígenas,” tracing 

struggles in El Salvador against foreign control beginning during the conquest. El 

Triangulo from Venezuela performed “Búfalo Bill en Cledulilandia” They told the story 

of the U.S.-supported coup against Allende.941  

 The Colombian group Teatro Experimental de Cali (TEC) brought their well-

toured plays “La Denuncia” and “Soldado”, both directed by Enrique Buenaventura. The 
                                                 
939 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos y I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 26 June 1974, Box 2712, AGN; and 
“Hoy tuvó lugar la obra,” IPS, 28 June 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN. 
940 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 28 June 1974, Box 2712, AGN; and “Hoy 
en el Teatro ‘Jorge Negrete’,” IPS 29 June 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN.  
941 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 30 June 1974, Box 2712. AGN. 
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latter focused on the exploitation of Central American farmers by the United Fruit 

Company, and the complicity of the army in repressing union organizing. While La 

Candelaria, also from Colombia, performed “La Ciudad Dorada,” that spoke to the 

conditions of Colombian campesinos who are trying to escape exploitation by fleeing to 

Bogatá, where instead of improving conditions, their lack of “urban” knowledge only 

aggravates their suffering.942 Teatro Universitario Trujillo (TUT) from Peru performed 

Boal’s Torquemada (directed by Henry Romero), while the TEUM from Honduras 

presented “ Don Anselmo,” that examined the apparatuses and mechanisms by which the 

United States extended its imperial rule – scientific, medical and educational 

commissions.943 Finally, traveling from Argentina, Nuquen presented “La Vaca Blanca.” 

The least “political” of the Central and South American theatre groups, “La Vaca Blanca” 

was a musical fable, with anthropomorphic animals, emphasizing how simply power can 

be control desire.944 

Theatres from Mexico also focused on U.S. economic and cultural imperialism, as 

well as the repression of the Echeverria Regime. In all, of the 12 groups from Mexico, 11 

carried the surname CLETA, with 9 hailing from Mexico City; Zopilote, from San Luis 

and CLETA-Jalisco, reflected CLETA’s national reach. Only El Teatro Ambulante de 

Puebla was not directly affiliated with CLETA. The Mexico City based CLETA groups, 

and their respective performances, included: Fantoche/Laboratorio (“Crucificado”), La 

Calle (“Espiritu Araucano”), Los Mascarones (“Maquinas y Burgesas”), Xicotencatl (no 

                                                 
942 Ibid. 
943 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 3 July 1974, Box 2710, AGN; and “V 
Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” IPS, 4 July 1974, Box 2710, AGN. 
944 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 4 July 1974, Box 2710, AGN. 
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record of their performance), Taller de Cine (no record of their performance), 

Minicalzetin -children’s theatre by children (“Actos”), Azotea (“Los Desplazados 

Cuarentena”), Katarsis (“La Madre”), and Los Perros Nopaleros  - children’s theatre by 

children (“El México”). 

Chicano Theatre groups also focused on their own lived experiences, including 

struggles against racism, poverty, lack of educational opportunities, police brutality and 

cultural genocide.  They also celebrated a Chicano culture that was thriving despite the 

social problems that they faced.  Of the forty Chicano groups that mailed applications to 

TENAZ, nineteen performed. Some of the performing groups included: El Teatro Urbano 

from Dallas (“Actos”); El Teatro Quetzal from San Jose (“Collage Latino”); Los Topos 

from San Francisco (“Yankees Go Home”); El Teatro de la Esperanza from Goleta, 

California (“Guadalupe, Un Pueblo”); El Piojo from Seattle (“Capriotada de los 

Espejos”); Movimiento Primavera from Los Angeles (“Tlatelolco del Barrio”); Teatro 

Mestizo from San Diego (“Historia de un Chicano”); Cucarachas en Acción from San 

Francisco (“Collage Chicano”); Teatro de la Gente from San Jose (“Flor y Canto”); 

Teatro Mezcla from East Los Angeles College (“Revolucionaria”); Teatro Espiritu de 

Aztlán from Placencia (“La Gran Carpa de los Desplazados” and “Y Asi Morí”); Teatro 

Conciencia (“Trampa Sin Salida”); Teatro de los Barrios from San Antonio (“El 

Alamo”); Su Teatro from Denver (“Kiko Incident”); and Teatro Aztlán from California 

State Unviersity, Northridge (“Ejecución de un Hombre”). 

 
 
Selected Groups and Discussions: Resistance, Spirituality and Empire 
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 Similar to the anti-imperialist themes of the South and Central American theatre 

groups, Chicanos and Mexicans played with contradictory relationship between U.S. 

economic and geopolitical interests, and the needs of the working class and marginalized 

groups. In order to provide a clearer sense of the content of their performances during the 

Quinto Festival, this section will examine three representative TEATROS, El Zopilote 

from San Luis Potosi, El Teatro Ambulante from Puebla, and El Teatro Campesino from 

I have chosen these particular works in order to compare the themes, use of symbols, and 

political critiques embedded in the stories. By comparing these various elements, and 

then moving forward to the morning critiques, we can get a better sense of the political 

and artistic dialogues that were taking place through the actual theatre performances and 

the complimentary political discussions the following day.   

El Zopilote joined CLETA during the planning for the First National Encuentro 

held in February. Their name at the time was La Asociación de Ideas. Self identified 

anarchists, they were key in further developing CLETA’s critical perspective. Their 

productions were also controversial. In one version of the play “El Gran Cico 

[CIRCO?]de los Hermanos Gandalla,” the first scene begins with one of the actors 

masturbating while reading the magazine Alarma. In a presentation at “La Jornada de 

Amnistia International” in March 1973, the decided to challenge “ las señoras fufurufas y 

seudorevolucionarias de Amnistía Internaciónal” by slaughtering a sheep and splattering 

the audience with animal’s blood. According to an observer, “Various de los integrantes 

de Amnistía salieron de la sala vomitando,” and criticizing CLETA.”945 Despite these 

                                                 
945 Si me permiten, 58. 
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outlandish tactics, EL Zopilote was considered among the best in Latin American popular 

theatre.946 Their creative energy and consistent presence transformed Zopilote into one of 

the pillars of CLETA. In addition to their scandalous presentations, they also performed 

as clowns, comedians, and their collective spirit, “influyeron hondamente al resto de los 

integrantes de la organización.”947 

At the Quinto Festival, they performed “El Cico” at el Teatro Jorge Negrete and 

El Teatro Comonfort.  Instead of masturbating while reading Alarma, however, the 

protagonist wiped his behind with pages torn out of the Mexican Constitution. Explaining 

that something “smells bad,” the actors look around the stage until they uncovered the 

Mexican Flag, with a wrestler as the centerpiece instead the Eagle and Serpent and stated 

how, “los centros de educación les enseñan a los alumnus como respetar a la Bandera 

Nacional, para que después vean como es pisoteada junto con el pueblo por parte de las 

autoridades.”948 The also insulted Echeverría, Nixon and Kissinger in a sarcastic manner 

(hacer mofa), while highlighting the fact that Mexican politicians consistently violated 

the Constitution. They then proceeded to criticize the open repression against social 

movements in the service of capitalism and Yankee imperialism. In the next scene, the 

cast appears armed and fighting desperately “recalcando que [the bone] da poder e 

                                                 
946 Ibid. 59. 
947 Ibid. 
948 “the schools teach the students to respect the national flag so that they can later see how the authorities trample it as 
well as the people.” “El Grupo ‘Zopilote’ de San Luis,” IPS, 1 Julio 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN. The IPS 
surveillance was much more indepth than the DFS, particularly with regard to this group. In addition to the specific 
overview, each of the 7 actors were identified by name. At the same time, there were errors that revealed the haphazard 
nature of the intelligence gathering. For example, teatre groups from Colombia and Paraguay were referred to as 
Chicano Theatre groups, see “El Grupo de Teatro Chicano Paraguay,” IPS, 9 Julio 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN; 
and “El Grupo ‘Triangulo’ de Teatro Chicano de Colombia,” IPS, 10 Julio 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN. 
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impunidad  y al finalizar, el que lo recoge, se suicida.”949 Finally, the play ended with 

workers with 30 years of experience staging a strike and soldiers sent by the government 

to kill them.950  

Teatro Vendedores Ambulantes (traveling or street vendors) from Puebla also 

sparked controversy, while receiving widespread praise as they not only represented the 

everyday experiences of exploitation and oppression in Mexico but also like all of the 

teatristas at the Festival, actually lived the events.951 Founded in 1963, they organized for 

the right to work and to be respected. The constant repression against them reached a 

high point on December 29, 1973, when the police attacked them killing some of their 

compañeros. Instead of backing down, they regrouped and took over an abandoned lot 

and established a people’s marker (“mercado popular”).952 The untitled performance was 

essentially a rendition of their lives and struggles as campesinos and street vendors 

against “imperialism” and the abuses of the police and “public administration.” 

Beginning with protests songs, they acted out their struggles with the local authorities 

over the right to sell their wares on the street. Finally, they made a call to those present to 

support their demands for dignity, respect, and the right to work.953 According to an 

observer, their performance was polemical, “mientras Augusto Boal se alucinó, otros 

                                                 
949 “emphasizing that it can give power and impunity, but in the end, the person who possesses it commits suicide.” “V 
Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 30 Junio 1974, Box 2712, AGN. 
950 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 28 Junio 1974, Box 2712, AGN. 
951 It appears that they were a late addition to the Festival, as they do not appear on the schedule, yet the surveillance 
documents attest to their participation. The record is unclear as to how contact was made with them. 
952 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 30 Junio 1974, Box 2712, AGN. The 
children’s theatre group, Nopalera, from CLETA-UNAM, postponed their performance in order to give the Vendedores 
Ambulantes the opportunity to perform. 
953 “V Festival de los Teatros Chicanos I Encuentro Latinoamericano,” DFS, 30 June 1974, Box 2712, AGN; “Hoy, en 
la continuación,” IPS, 30 July 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN.  
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afirmaban que eso no era teatro.”954 In contrast to the evening performances at El Teatro 

Negrete and El Teatro Comonfort, Vendedores Ambulantes performed on a Sunday 

afternoon at the open-air theatre at Chapultepec Park, “El Casa del Lago,” which had 

been occupied “For six months [by] CLETA-UNAM…presenting every Sunday, in the 

open…. [a] forum by the people and for the people, a continual program of teatro, poetry, 

cantos, dance, etc.”955  

Traditionally, Sunday was the day that Mexican working class families 

congregated at Chapultepec Park, enjoying the performances, or possibly the zoo or 

museum. Abundant snacks and full meals were readily available; clowns, an amusement 

park, and acres of space to run and play and sleep and eat: it was (is) an urban escape for 

children and families. The performance resonated with the working class crowd, while 

the critics of Chicano theatre’s use of religion and indigenous mitos used the Vendedores 

Ambulantes as an example to emulate – it was “true popular theatre.” 

The discussions that took place after the performances may have reached their 

most heated point when the TC became the center of attention.  The discussions typically 

centered around the question of what exactly characterized popular theatre? What were 

the appropriate themes? How could it be used as a tool for social change? Revolution?  

The debates over the work of the TC addressed the conventional topics, however, they 

                                                 
954 “While Augusto Boal hallucinated, others proclaimed that this wasn’t even theatre.” Si me permiten, 77.  
955 “disseminate culture at the popular level, which is why the forum was originally created.” Caja 1887/73/6520, IPS, 
AGN. 
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also incorporated tense perceptions between Chicano, South American and Mexican 

teatristas.956 

The most in-depth criticisms and discussions took place on the morning of July 1, 

between Valdez, Boal (Brazil), Enrique Buenaventura (Colombia), Ulisses Estrella 

(Ecuador), and various unidentified members of CLETA.  I present excerpts in the order 

that they appear without (much) commentary in order to convey the flow of the 

discussions. Boal, though not performing (he had been invited to give workshops), was 

concerned with what he considered the uncritical syncretic use of religious and 

indigenous symbols, as well as the abstraction in the themes presented. Boal was equally 

critical of CLETA’s insistence on maintaining its independence from the “revolutionary 

and popular” government of Echeverria.957 A primary criticism was that the arguments 

and themes of Chicano Theatre were “demasiado local, no visualizando en forma 

conjunta los problemas de toda la raza hispanoamericana.”958  

 Although some participants leveled some severe criticism against the focused 

view of Chicano teatros, in other instances they suggested more complete political 

appraisals and a broader form of politics by pointing to their realities and the radical 

political ideas that naturally flowed from them.  Estrella from Ecuador, for instance, 

                                                 
956 I have recreated the following section from recordings of the discussions kept in the Mascarones archive in 
Cuernavaca, Mexico. Of the 17 tapes, I have only been able to access, identify, and log five.  These discussions are 
taken primarily from tape seventeen. There was no indication of who the speakers were. More time in the archives will 
allow for an expansion of this section. It is through references that the speakers make to critiques made earlier in the 
morning that I am able to somewhat recreate the highlights of the discussion in its entirety. One issue that I do not 
address here is language. Many of the Chicanos/as could not speak Spanish well – or at all. Immediate translation was 
provided, but only from English to Spanish – or so it is represented on the audio recordings. In the background of some 
of the tapes translation in small groups or pairings is audible. 
957 Si me permiten, 73-4. 
958 “Sintesis,” IPS, 1 Julio 1974, Box 2710, AGN, 21; and “Panaroma General,” DFS, 1 Julio 1974, Box 2710. 
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noted the problem of military dictatorships in Latin America and pointed to the necessary 

role of teatro to change such conditions,  

entonces, viene la dictadura facista y los compañeros de este teatro Chileno estan 
muertos, estan presos, o estan perseguidos. Aqui viene un problema: En el Peru 
hay el peligro del facismo, en el Brazil el facismo, y en mi pais Ecuador, hay el 
peligro del facismo. Entonces, la gente de teatro no es solamente gente de teatro, 
tiene que seleccionar su acción, tiene que seleccionar sus posibilidades de decir 
las cosas en el poco tiempo que nos queda. De allí compañeros, que el teatro no es 
un fin. El teatro no es el ultimo ojectivo que nosotros podemos obtener, sino en 
medio de nuestro proceso de nuestra acción como hombres politicos, el teatro es 
una manera, es precisamente esa manera de que esa verdad se transmita. Cúal 
verdad? La verdad del pueblo.959 

 
A young and exasperated (unidentified) Chicano responded with an exhortation 

that called for understanding of different experiences and politics that had been waged in 

the United States:  

I say this for all my compañeros Latinoamericanos, from here in Mexico and 
South America. It’s a reality that has to be recognized that the political awareness 
that exists here and in Sur America as countries, its very different than the 
political awareness that is in America. When the compañero [Genaro Vasquez] 
Roja[s] had his revolution happen here in Mexico recently in the mountains, there 
was not a level of awareness in America (United States) that brought 
revolucionarios Latinos of any kind coming down to the frontera to see how they 
could help. It would lead one to understand that there are many interpretations of 
revolution in North America. If there is one interpretation while I give this 
response, my evaluation of the Carpa [theatre], it is this, that for me revolution is 
defined clearly and honestly means quick change. Recognized throughout Latin 
America, Teatro Campesino has been foremost in bringing a quick change of 
awareness for the problems of the Chicano. It has to be accepted. I don’t care if 
you agree with the concepts or not, they have been the most received and 
consequently have received the most recognition. I am not saying they are the best 
or the worst, but they are the most received.”960 

                                                 
959 So, the fascist dictatorship is established and the friends from the Chilean teatre are dead, incarcerated, or are being 
persecuted. Here is where the problem emerges: In Peru there is the danger of fascism, in Brazil, fascism, in my 
country Equador, the danger of fascism. Therefore, teatro people are not only theatre people, they have to be selective 
about their actions, they have to select their possibilities to say what needs to be said n the little time that we have left. 
And from there my friends, theatre is not an end. Theatre is not the final objective that we can obtain, but the means by 
which our process and action as political men; theatre is a way, and is precisely the manner that this truth is transmitted. 
Which truth? The truth of the people.” Ulises Estrella, audio recording, 1974, AM, UNA. 
960 Unidentified Chicano, audio recording #17, AM, UNA. 
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The unidentified speaker then addressed the Chicanos who were present with a 

reminder that their special reality in the United States required that they rediscover and 

reclaim their group identity: 

the main problem with the Mexicano is que es Mexicano, and because he is so 
affected by the sistema in the Estados Unidos that he has lost respect for what he 
is – Mexicano Americano.961 
 

The Chicano speaker continued with his defense of Chicano Theatre.  However, he also 

critiqued the Chicano teatro leadership for their self-aggrandizing and, sometimes, 

conservative ways and the Latin American revolutionaries for their embrace of armed 

struggle.  He added a defense of the Chicano teatro’s use of religious symbols, suggesting 

that their use was required in order to connect with the people and to recover their 

culture.  All along, you could hear whistles and other forms of expression that reflected 

opposing views on the observations by the unidentified Chicano speaker.962 

The catcalls that some members of the audience directed against the Chicano 

speaker were especially noticeable when he demonstrated a lack of facility with the 

Spanish language.   This occurred when he switched from Spanish to English, when he 

mispronounced Spanish words, or when confused word meanings.  The reaction was 

clearly coming from the Latin Americans who saw the Chicano as a “Pocho,” a cultural 

type that was neither Mexican nor American.  This anti-Chicano bias disregarded the 

very observation that the Chicano speaker had made regarding policies and practices of 

                                                 
961 Ibid. 
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cultural erasure and the imperative to recover their identity as an important basis for their 

political work. 

A female (who by her accent appeared to be Mexican) disregarded the obvious 

cultural division that was hampering the dialogue among the participants and chose to 

bring the conversation back to the Chicanos’ use of cultural symbols.  She warned of the 

blind embrace of culture.  At the same time, she implied that Chicanos were doing more 

than using culture to identify with the people and to promote change:  

that indeed the Carpa does reflect the problem of the Chicanos or Mexicanos in 
the United States, and from a technical point of view there are not any criticisms 
to make. But we have to analyze some of the language being used because we run 
the risk of not being accurate of the meaning we give to this language. For 
example we cant confuse faith of the the Mexican, Campesino, or Chicano with 
the experiences parasicologicas. Its okay if the reality is that the Chicanos believe 
in the Virgen, that is fine, but present faith as the solution…as the supreme value, 
faith in god, unity…we commit the same error, that’s to say, we run the risk of 
converting ourselves into…a minority that defends an exterior reality, but at the 
same time cuts off the possibility of action. We have to be careful because often 
we are converted into the best allies of imperialism because we are separated from 
reality and are trapped in a dream.963 
 

In response to the statement against armed action, she noted that it could not be ruled out 

a priori. In one of her final observations, she acknowledged the problem of cultural 

divisions as obstacles to unity in the Americas, although she did not accede to the 

emphasis that the Chicano speaker gave to cultural identity: 

The major triumph of colonialism and imperialism is to divide us internally, 
referring to cultural colonization or the culturalization of el pueblo. Instead of 
paying attention to the consequences, we need to pay attention to the causes.”964 
 

                                                 
963 Unidentified female, audio recording #17, Mexico City, 1974, AM, UNA. 
964 Ibid. 
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When Mariano Leyva took the microphone, he defended the Chicano.  He focused  

on the fact that TC has developed its own style that is recognized around the world that 

they expressed a particular relationship between style and ideology. The TC emerged 

from struggle, it was an artistic expression of the conditions of its own production, and 

therefore it could not be understood outside of those conditions. For Leyva, it is an 

“extraordinary theatre”, that is religious, Marxist, and idealist. He added that separating 

form from ideology is the dead end labor of an idealist.  No one could deny that the TC’s 

style allowed them to make an immediate connection with their audiences, using space, 

music, language and symbols to “capture” the audience. All this could not be separated 

from the ideology of identity. Leyva then made the important observation that an 

ideology of identity could lead to a more “concrete ideology.”965 Leyva’s concluded with 

an obscure discussion between Vladimir Ilyich Lenin and Leon Tolstoy about the 

playwright Gorky, that contained within it a critique: “Aunque con la ideología 

equivocada, es posible hacer un arte extaordinario.”966 Leyva was perhaps the person who 

had been most enthusiastic about the political and personal relationships with Chicanos 

and as part of Los Mascarones was influenced by the experiences working with Chicanos, 

yet his last words indicate a certain tension that borders on condescencion. Remembering 

that the audience came from across the continent, he seems to be staking out a neutral 

middle ground: maybe the Chicanos were not entirely correct; but in the end, that was not 

as important as the possibility of producing art that was relevant.  

                                                 
965 “The artistic product does not depend on a correct or incorrect ideology. The correctness or incorrectness of 
ideology does not guarantee the quality of an artistic work.” Mariano Leyva, audio recording #17, Mexico City, 1974, 
AM, UNA. 
966 Even with the wrong ideology, extraordinary art is still possible.” Ibid. 
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 I have not located the recording of Luis Valdez’s participation in this discussion, 

but surveillance documents of the Directorate of Federal Security at that time provide a 

hint that coincides with his views expressed in later interviews and articles. He lamented 

that the only thing that would satisfy the majority of those in attendance (the ones 

launching the criticisms one would presume) would be a “rompimiento total con la 

religion y las tradiciónes, cosa que él y muchos que pensaban igual no estaban dispuestos 

a hacerlo.” Valdez affirmed that he was a believer [creyente] and that this kind of 

tradition unified the family.967 In a 2002 interview, Valdez reflected on the festival: “It 

was en explosive meeting because there were different points of view. We argued that we 

were de la pansa del monstro [from within the stomach of the monster] and the other 

people were attacking the monstro, so they started attacking us. And I said, ‘no, no, we 

just live in the pansa, we are not the monstro.’”968 

 Teresa González, a recent high school graduate and a member of El Teatro de los 

Barrios from San Antonio, added to the recollections.  She reflected that on the morning 

after the TC performed its signature “La Carpa de los Rascuaches,” the discussion over 

the Chicano cultural identity became a central issue.  González remembered that,  

According to the play, religion will be the solution to our problems. This was very 
 heavily criticized in México because many teatros there are very revolutionary 
 and very experienced and aware and they simply don’t think that religion is going 
 to be any kind of solution. So they really hit them strong on that – ‘How can 
 Quetzalcoatl help the campesinos!’ But Luis Valdez answered that no matter what 
 they said, he believed in it and felt it to be the right way.969 

 
                                                 
967 “total break with religion and traditions, something that he and many who tought like him were not ready to do.” 
“Sintesis,” IPS, 1 Julio 1974, Box 2710, AGN, 22; and “Panaroma General,” DFS, 1 Julio 1974, Box 2710. 
968 Luis Valdez, interview by Haldun Morgan, digital recording, September 2002, RadioAguascalientes Archives, 
Austin, Tx. 
969 Teresa González, 4. 
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Fernando Hernandez, one of the early members of Los Mascarones, added his own 

observation:  

allí habria que ver si nos unimos para desunirnos, ¿ó que pasó? Porque allí fue en 
un rompimiento entre la cuestíon de las gentes, de los radicales de América del 
Sur que tenian cementada la cuestíon del marxismo-leninismo, y no alcanzaron a 
entender porque Luis Valdez hacia estas cuestíones religiosas.970 

 

Yolanda Broyles-González offers this assessment of the relationship between 

indigenous knowledge and the politics of theatre,  

The Teatro Campesino did not regard the cultural and mythical in any way 
 separate or outside of the social and historical context of Chicanas/os. The 
 challenge, however, rested with convincingly bringing the holistic Theater of the 
 Sphere to life within performance practice. What critics overlooked was that the 
 Teatro Campesino did not perceive indegenism (i.e. the Theatre of the Sphere) as 
 an alternative to anti-imperialist struggle, but rather as a way to differentiate and 
 refine that struggle.”971  

 
Much more could be said about this issue as the relationship between art and politics is as 

old as each. But what is apparent from the Festival, and the discussions, experiences, 

memories, and inspiration that came from it, was that there was a diverse set of 

experiences across the entire span of the Americas that shared a critique of U.S. 

imperialism, but because of geographic location, the consequences of history and power, 

and the localized organizing cultures of art and resistance, had different views on tactics, 

strategies and aesthetically inspired political performance.  

                                                 
970 “That is where we have to see if we came together to divide ourselves or what happened? Because that was a break 
with the South American radicals who came with a cemented Marxist-leninist position and they weren’t able to 
understand why Luis Valdez used religion how he did.” Fernando Hernandez, interview by author, Ocotepec, Mexico, 
16 November 2004,  
971 Yolanda Broyles-González, El Teatro Campesino: Theater in the Chicano Movement (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1994): 120. 
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 After over 90 minutes of discussion, someone in the audience reminds everyone 

else that it is not practical to only focus on TC and lose sight of other objectives at this 

multifaceted encuentro of diverse perspectives.972 

 

 

 

Veracruz, Tajín and the PST 

 The closing ceremony for the Quinto/Encuentro was to in Mexico City at the 

Palace of Fine Arts, but a few days before the date, Professor Antonio Lopez Mancera, 

Director of the Department of Technical Production at the Palace of Fine Arts, cancelled 

the event.  At the last minute, the Secretary of Public Education, Victor Bravo Ahuja, 

requested the Palace in order to hold the graduation ceremony of the National 

Polytechnical Institute. As a result, the Teatro Comonfort was the default site.973 

The closing ceremony for the entire Festival was held in Veracruz at the ancient 

indigenous site Tajín. This had been arranged by Cesar del Angel Fuentes through the 

General Director of the National Institute of Anthropology and History, Guillermo Bonfil 

Batalla.974 Seven hundred teatristas boarded buses for the 7-hour drive, made longer by 

rain and mudslides.975 They divided into groups of five to seven teatros and on the way 

each group visited a different pueblito to perform.976 The PST welcomed the participants 

                                                 
972 Unidentified Chicano, audio recording #17, AM, UNA. 
973 “En el Palacio de Bellas Artes,” IPS, 5 July 1974, Folder 73, Box 6520, AGN. 
974 Letter from Cesar de Angel Fuentes to Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, 6 May 1974, Mexico City, AM, UNA. 
975 T. González, 5. 
976 Ibid. 
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at Tajín. According to González, “That Partido really has the campesinos organized in 

Vera cruz [sic].”.977 

On the PST side, the festival was seen as an opportunity to recruit members from 

the neighboring pueblos. We know this for certain because agents of the IPS infiltrated 

the PST.  In a document signed by de la Barreda, and included in the daily intelligence 

briefs to the president, the infiltrator had reported that the PST meeting scheduled for 

Sunday July 6th would be cancelled so that everyone could attend the closing ceremonies 

of the Festival Chicano and try to recruit members.978 This was exactly the fear of some 

members of CLETA: that they would be used as the “brazo cultural” (cultural arm) of a 

political party.979 In addition to the mitos and other performances closing the festival, 

César Flores from el Teatro Espiritu de Aztlan (Placencia, Calif) was married there (the 

record is silent on who he married). 

 

Assessing the Impact 

Assessments of the Quinto Festival agree that the very act of coming together as 

radical artists and political actors from across the hemisphere was the most significant 

result to come out of the Festival.  For Annette Oropeza, a Chicana from California who 

would later form part of the Olga Talamantes Defense Committee980, explained here 

experience:   

                                                 
977 Ibid.,6. 
978 IPS, 30 Junio 1974, Folder 1887, Box 6510, AGN. 
979 Cisneros interview. 
980 On November 10, 1974, 13 young persons were arrested in Azul, Argentina, tortured by the federal police and held 
under state of siege laws. One of the persons arrested was Olga Talamante, a Chicana from Gilroy, California. A recent 
graduate from UC-Santa Cruz in Latin American Studies, Olga had already experienced extensive “political” travel 
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It was teatro night after night and meetings during the day. Discussions about 
where the Chicano movement was going and what it needed and what teatro 
could say about that….I really got drenched politically by means of teatro…I 
came back really transformed.”981 
 

Enrique Cisneros, seconded Oropeza,  

El Festival fue hermoso….Por la primera vez en la historiá del teatro de nuestro 
América se reunían en un mismo evento los grupos de E.E.U.U. con los del sur 
del Río Bravo. Todos reunidos trabajando juntos. Fueron dos semanas de intensa 
actividad, día y noche, noche y día había teatro, discusiones políticas, estéticas, 
convivencias, actos de amor; día y noche….Antes hubo en México otros eventos 
latinoamericanos y nos dejaron enseñanzas. Después han venido grupos de los 
que también hemos aprendido, pero este Festival fue distinto, fue nuestro, de los 
teatreros de todo el continente.982 
 

  Though in hindsight Valdez thought the Festival was premature in that Chicano 

theater had yet to solidify itself as such, he had this to say during an interview in 2002, “I 

think it influenced the way that Teatre Chicano took a turn in the late 70s. Some groups 

disbanded actually, they couldn’t take the exposure. And other groups just got stronger. 

The work changed because of the exposure. Se profundizó, as they would say in Mexico. 

It got more profound. So what it did was it extended the Chicano movement into México 

                                                                                                                                                 
during her university years throughout Mexico and Central America, where she made contact with a whole range of 
political activists. After graduating she decided to travel to the Southern Cone to meet up with a couple of Argentine 
political activists she had met the previous year in Mexico and deepen her understanding of Latin American as a way to 
begin to understand the possibilities for Chicana/Latin American connections. Their arrest was part of a far-reaching 
campaign of repression by the Isabel Peron regime against political activists, and would continue with the 
disappearances of tens of thousands persons and the movement of Las Madres del Plaz del Mayo. These young activists 
were participating in literacy and educational programs in the working class barrios of Azul. See Alicia Muñoz Cortes, 
“The Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, a Political Prisoner,” Ph.D. Dissertation, San José State 
University, 1999, 
981 Annette Oropeza, Interview by Alicia Muñoz, 23 October 1998, Oakland, cited in Alicia Muñoz Cortes, “The 
Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, a Political Prisoner,” Ph.D. Dissertation, San José State 
University, 1999, 106. 
982 The Festival was beautiful….For the first time in the history of theatre of Our America groups from the United 
States and groups from south of the Rio Bravo came together. Everyone working together. They were two weeks of 
intense activity, day and night, night and day there was theater, political and aesthetic discussions, shared experiences, 
acts of love; day and night…There had been other prior Latin American events in Mexico and we learned much from 
them. After, other groups have come from which we have also learned, but that Festival was distinct, it was ours, the 
theatres from across the continent. Cisneros, 70. 
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and made contact with brothers and sisters from Latin America - all artists, all teatro 

people, but nevertheless, all political theatre. So it was a political embrace…983  

Mercedes Nieto characterized the Festival in similar terms:  

El Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano y El Quinto Festival de Teatros Chicanos 
 para intentar a abrazar a toda latinoamerica y parte de los estados unidos en un 
 festival  que aglutada a todas las corrientes de expresión de teatro latinoamericano 
 independiente…y todos nos consideramos ‘que locos’, como un grupito, unos 
 cuantos la veintena de locos intentaron organizar un festival de este envergatura. 
 Sin embargo, se pudo llevar acabo - verdad. Eran propuestas locas que 
 encontraron oidos y accíon. Era una situación de dejar que todo ocuriera porque 
 todos teniamos la intención de hacer las cosas, de llevarlos acabo. En este 
 momento no nos cuestionamos si era politicamente corecto, sabiamos que era 
 necesario hacerlo, dejar testimonio de las cosas que quieriamos manifestar en su 
 momento y lo haciamos. En realidad, la línea política no nos interesaba de todo, 
 por eso fue que logramos conjuntar a tantas corrientes de pensamiento, por eso 
 fue que tanta gente se unío a nosotros en un momento dado.”984 

 
These testimonies find echo in the words of historian Robin Kelley quoted in the 

introduction. His words remind us of the importance of redefining how we narrate and 

measure the “success” of social movements, a redefinition that brings up questions about 

the relationship between change and reform, between revolution and the violence of the 

state, between transformation and change.985  

FARO, CLETA, TENAZ, and the young women and men, and even younger 

children, who were part of the individual theatre groups were not only part of theater 
                                                 
983 Luis Valdez, interview by Haldun Morgan, digital recording, September 2002, Radio Aguascalientes Archives, 
Austin, Tx. 
984 “El Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano y El Quinto Festival de Teatros Chicanos was to try to embrace all  of Latin 
America and part of the United States in a festival that bound all of the currents of indeendent teatrical expression in 
Latin America…everyone thought we were a “bunch of crazies”, how could a small group, some twenty crazies, try to 
organize a festival of such importance. Nevertheless, it was pulled off right. They were crazy proposal that were heard 
and inspired action. It was a situation where we let anything happen because we all had the desire to make it happen, to 
make sure it took place. At that moment, we didn’t question whether or not it was politically correct, we new it was 
necessary to do it, to give testimony to the things that we wanted to make known at that moment – and we did it. In 
reality, the political line was not the only interest, that is why we were able to bring together so many currents of 
thought, that is why so many people joined with us at that given moment.” Mercedes Nieto, interview by author, 6 
November 2004, Mexico City, audio recording. 
985 Robin D. G Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination. (Massachusetts: Beacon, 2002), ix. 
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groups, but represented a local political formation – whether in the various states north of 

the border, or the various states and countries south – that resonated across the 

hemisphere. They were part of a larger cycle of anti-imperialist, radical social 

movements, contributing to the struggle for an anti-establish theater and art that did not 

simply reflect the experiences of the social majorities986 – but were the actual experiences 

themselves. 987 In other words, the performances were based on everyday experiences to 

the point where improvisation, rehearsal, and life were melded together, not in the 

Shakespearian “all the worlds a stage” sense, but as part of a process that gets at the 

essence of experience – lived as familiar, remembered because one’s life is almost 

impossible to forget.  In the end, the efforts of “cultural workers” transformed art into a 

social force. 

 After the Festival was over, and as most of the Chicanos returned home, CLETA 

underwent important changes. Some Chicanos stayed in Mexico City and formed a 

MEChA group at the UNAM, continuing to do “guerilla” theatre on the subways and 

buses and in front of factories. In turn, some of these activists established contacts with 

the Liga 23 de Septienbre, an urban guerrilla organization that became the primary target 

                                                 
986 This rearticulation of political subjectivity within civil society reflects a new political composition of the working 
class or of the social majorities – communities that make up the majority of the populations of the world who have not 
benefited, and in fact have been exploited by, the neoliberal economic policies. Concerning social majorities and 
minorities, Prakash and Esteva explain: “we are not rejecting the value of class analysis…[but] no matter how 
illuminating or useful the hypothesis of class struggle can be for examining social conflicts, past or present, we realize 
that in the real world, classes do not struggle, people do….[They] are of course two ‘classes’ of people, but in a 
completely different sense. These two groupings of people are associated with distinct modes of living, of being on 
earth: those ‘globalized’ in the North and South, fully immersed in a modern homogenous lifestyle; and those 
‘marginalized’ from it, living a wide variety of richly diverse lifestyles in accordance with local or regional, non-
modern cultural determinations – this, is spite of being exposed to modern determinations, particularly those of capital. 
For an elaborated discussion of social majorities see Gustavo Esteva and Madhu Prakash, Grassroots Postmodernism: 
Remaking the Soils of Culture (London: Zed Books, 1998), 18. 
987 Ibid. 
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of government repression and led the creation of the Brigada Blanca, named so as a 

testament to its specific mission, to destroy the “red brigades” of La Liga.  CLETA 

members also decided to officially distance themselves from the UNAM by shortening 

CLETA-UNAM to CLETA. This allowed for a focus on creating and strengthening 

already existing political relationships between campesino, worker, and community 

organizations.  

 Contrary to the arrangements made for the Chicanos to return to the United States 

by train, the theatre groups from Central and South America did not have such an easy 

time returning home. There was confusion about how these compañeros were expected to 

return. In Si Me Permiten Actuar, Cisneros explains that Leyva had promised (without 

the knowledge of other CLETA members) to return them by plane.988 In various 

interviews for this research, there were discussions of these post-Festival confusions, but 

no one could/would say definitively what had been promised. What is clear is that after 

the Festival Los Mascarones spent two weeks in Cuernavaca. As a result, CLETA had to 

scramble to provide a return passage to the now stranded actors. Enrique Cisneros, in the 

same manner that he had hustled resources to participate in Maninzales the year before, 

began to move. The Autonomous University of Guerrero, courtesy of the progressive 

Rector Eli Gortari, lent two buses to CLETA. And again the caravan was off, but before 

they left there was the matter of Los Mascarones.   

The differences of opinion concerning working with state entities and directly 

with the president, the relationship between cultural/political organizations and organized 

                                                 
988 Cisneros, 79. 
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political parties, and the role of cultural workers in social movements, were all deciding 

factors in the split. Depending on the version, Los Mascarones were either expelled by 

the larger group or self-expelled. Either way, Los Mascarones were no longer part of 

CLETA. Mercedes Nieto offered an insightful perspective on the meaning the split had 

for CLETA, as well as some of the internal politics, particularly the perspective of 

women on the divisions and splits:  

Nosotras [the women] nos opusimos desdel principio a la expulsíon de los grupos 
 del foro. Fíjate que yo siento que eso fue una de las cuestiones que desgregaron y 
 fue producto de las gentes infiltradas dentro del movimiento. La separacíon de los 
 grupos, el cuestionamiento político de los grupos para que finalmente se fueron 
 cada uno yendo por su propio camino. Que lo que hizó fue nada más dispersarlos, 
 olarizarlos, enfrentarlos y eliminar así el movimiento. Nosotras siempre nos 
 opusimos a estas expulsíons.”989  

 
In the end, LosMascarones left. The following year, the Sexto Festival de TENAZ was 

held in San Antonio, and even though CLETA was invited, they received no help to cross 

the border, were forced to argue their way into the country, and by the time they arrived 

in San Antonio, the festival was over.990  

Los Mascarones would continue to collaborate well into the mid 1980s with 

Teatro Campesino and TENAZ.  They returned to Cuernavaca, and were well received by 

the community and Bishop Sergio Arceo Mendez - the red bishop, as other clergymen 

                                                 
989 From the beginning, we as women were against the expulsions of groups from the foro. You know, I feel that this 
was one of the questions that tore us apart and it was a product of the people who had infiltrated the movement. The 
separation of the groups, the political questioning  of the groups so that in the end each one went their own way. What 
this did was disperse us, to create rifts, and eliminate the movement. We as women were against the expulsions.” Nieto 
interview. 
990 Cisneros, 82. 
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and government officials referred him to because of his sympathies with social 

movements.991  

 

Conclusion 

The Quinto Festival de Teatros Chicanos and the Primer Encuentro 

Latinoamericano de Teatro brought together cultural workers and political activists (the 

terms not being mutually exclusive) who shared a critique of U.S. imperialism. And 

though this was the shared foundation, the different geographic, local and regional 

experiences and political contexts corresponded to the diverse perspective on strategies 

and tactics, the relationship between art and politics, the contingent – yet always radical - 

meaning of revolutionary, an understanding of the violence of the state, and the 

relationship between U.S. foreign policy and the poverty and violence against Third 

World peoples and minority groups with in the U.S. The Mexican government was 

concerned about the potential that this gathering held for creating international solidarity, 

while also aware of the possibilities of co-opting the festival for its own ends.  

With the founding of CLETA, it was simply another name added to the list of 

subversive groups operating in Mexico, the list that was uses as a guide to map out, to 

then attempt to wipe out, the left. As the discussion between Echeverria and Nixon 

quoted at length in the previous chapter demonstrates, the former was insistent to the 

latter about the potential threat that transnational solidarity posed for both governments. 

                                                 
991 In fact, Arceo Mendez would figure prominently in the life of Florencia “El Güero” Medrano and the inhabitants of 
the Colonia Ruben Jaramillo, the subject of the next chapter. 
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Further research will determine to what level the U.S. government (if at all) was 

monitoring the activities of these activists.992  

But as some of the participants mentioned, the festival was transformative, a 

watershed event that defined a before and after for Latin American popular theatre and 

radical anti-imperialist organizing. Thirty years later, from 14-17 of October 2004, 

CLETA organized an anniversary celebration for the Festival, and Chicanas like Dorinda 

Moreno and Irma Garcia returned to Mexico to commemorate the event, remarked on 

how coming to Mexico and meeting people from across the continent had broadened their 

political and cultural perspectives.993  CLETA had organized the inauguration for the 30th 

anniversary celebration to at the annual CLETA Cervantino Callejero to coincide with 

the Festival Cervantino in Guanajuato. The Cervantino Callejero was an alternative 

attraction at the larger Cervantino, designed with the specific purpose of performing in 

the street for the people. Dorinda and Irma participated in the workshops, gathered with 

friends like Mercedes Nieto, Abraham Vidales, and Enrique Cisneros, and shared their 

perspectives on thirty years of struggle. Dorinda had pinned a “NO BUSH” sign on her 

jacket consistent with her continued participation in grassroots anti-imperialist 

organizing. The closing ceremony/celebration was held on Sunday October 24, 2004 at 

Teotihuacan. Given that the neighboring towns were in the midst of a struggle to keep 

                                                 
992 Eventhough COINTELPRO had been exposed, it is important to recognize that COINTELPRO-like operations 
continued throughout the 1970s (with the best known cases being the persecution of the American Indian Movement, 
but also including other political and cultural formations) and into the 1980s with the harrassment of church 
organizations and solidarity groups working with Central American refugees like the Methodist Church, the American 
Friends Service Committee and the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES). Ross Gelbspam, 
Break-ins, Death Threats and the FBI: The Covert War Against the Central American Movement (Boston: South End 
Pres, 1991). 
993 Conversations with Dorinda Moreno and Irma García, 25 October 2004, hand written notes in author’s possession. 
The author attended these events. 
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Walmart from opening a store on a designated Archeaological zone, CLETA not only 

celebrated the 30 year anniversary of the Festival. but in solidarity with the Frente Civico 

de Defensa del Valle (FCDV), organized the “Ceremonia Artística Internacional in 

Defensa del Patrimonio Cultural de los Pueblos.” This time there were not mitos or 

invocations of Mexica deities. Instead, the CLETOS, the FCDV - carrying their signature 

machetes, and supporters railed against the National Institute of Anthropology and 

History and all three political parties – PRD, PRI and the PAN, as the local, regional and 

national governments corresponded respectively to each party. The poster announcing the 

event featured a picture taken in the summer of 1974 of all the participants lined up the 

steps of the Pyramid of the Sun. Thirty Years later, the image of these Chicanos/as, 

Mexicans and Latin American comrades collided with a social movement attempting to 

keep a transnational “gringo” company out of a sacred historical site.   

As the next chapter demonstrates, the networks within which Los Mascarones, 

TENAZ and CLETA moved, were made up of more than just revolutionary artists. When 

Los Mascarones and CLETA traveled to San Antonio in 1975, Chicano activists in San 

Antonio were solidifying their relationship with the revolutionary formation of politicized 

campesinos, the Partido Proletario Unido de América, a transnational anti-imperialist 

connection that had its origins in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary. 
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Chapter 9 

Revolutionary Imagination of Greater Mexico: 

Magonistas, Maoistas and Chicanos 
 
 

 
“…The United States is a country that lives off the misery of other countries. And a lot of the advantages we get are a 
result of the exploitation of the working-class in other countries – especially Latin America. That’s why ourselves, in 

terms of responding to the needs and the aspirations and struggles of people in Mexico and Latin America, we have not 
only a responsibility because we benefit, … but the fact that we are Latinos.” 

Mario Cantú  
 

Exploitation and oppression transcend national boundaries and so the success of our resistance will be largely 
dependent upon our ability to forge strong ties with struggling peoples across the globe. As Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto 

Ricans, Indians and exploited whites, we have a special responsibility to our brothers and sisters in Mexico. The 
Mexican people have always been locked together with us – often even more drastically than we – in an orbit of 

oppression created and sustained by U.S. imperialistic circles 
Angela Y. Davis, letter to Mexican political prisoners after the Corpus Christi Massacres, June 10, 1971 

 
Por la reunificación de los Pueblos Libres de América en su Lucha el Socialismo. 

Los ricos usan la violencia para explotar al Pueblo. El Pueblo usará violencia para liberar al Pueblo 
Partido de los Pobres Unido de América (PPUA) 
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Introduction 

Chapter 9 ends this dissertation by uncovering connections between activists in 

Texas and Mexico, and how Chicanos from Texas politicized inside one of the most 

notorious prisons in the United States,  “went beyond” solidarity to directly engage with 

Third World revolutionary movements. It continues the basic thread of Third World 

alliances and connections developed so far, but crosses the geopolitical boundary 

between the U.S. and Mexico by examining land occupations and armed struggle. This 

chapter is divided into two sections. Section one introduces selected elements of Third 

World Chicano politics in San Antonio, Texas: the Centro Cultural Ruben Salazar and 

Todos Unidos – Centro de Acción Social Autonoma (TU-CASA), the San Antonio 

“chapter” of the Centro Accion Social Autonoma, as significant elements in these 

international connections.994 Section two shifts to central Mexico to trace the links 

between Chicano activists in Texas to the Partido Proletario Union de América (United 

Proletariat Party of the Americas- PPUA). The PPUA had its origin in a land occupation 

by landless families and the homeless in Cuernavaca, Morelos that resulted in the 

establishment of the Colonia Rubén Jaramillo in March of 1973.995  The Colonia became 

“Mexico’s first socialist commune,” and received support from across Mexico and the 

                                                 
994 Of course these are hardly representative of the larger terrain of Chicano-Mexican social movement connections in 
Texas. But for the purposes of this final chapter, I will focus on these two political formations.  
995 A Jaramillista (follower of Rubén Jaramillo. the last living general from Emilio Zapata’s army, assassinated by 
order of the President in 1962), El Güero had studied in China, and traveled throughout California and Texas. He was a 
self-identified as a Maoist aligned with the Albanian party.  On the largest single urban land invasion in Mexico and 
Latin America, see Fernando Díaz Enciso y Poblador@s fundador@s, Las mil y una historias del pedregal de Santo 
Domingo, (Mexico City: La Jornada, 2002). For a discussion of the occupation of urban space, see Lucio Kowarick, 
Social Struggles and the City: The Case of Sao Paulo (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1994) and Robert Kaufman, 
The Politics of Land Reform in Chile, 1950-1970: Public Policy, Political Institutions, and Social Change (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1972). 
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U.S. Southwest.996 Section two examines the role of Chicanos in the founding of the CJT 

and the PPUA; the arrest, torture and incarceration of Ramon Chacon; and ends with the 

founding of the European Committee in Solidarity with the Chicano People by Chicano 

and Mexican political refugees. 

This chapter adds complexity to the idea of Chicano nationalism by emphasizing 

elements of internationalism and Chicano-Mexican alliances.997 It underscores the major 

thesis of this dissertation: the dialectical relationships between social struggles across the 

international geopolitical divide that located U.S. imperialism as a shared experience of 

oppression. Similar to the constant exchange of ideas, support, and resources of these 

activists during the 1970s, the traveling back and forth between Mexico, Texas and other 

parts of the Southwest, this final chapter moves back and forth between Texas and 

Central Mexico. In a similar manner that this entire dissertation “suggests” the existing of 

Third World connections, this final chapter also offers a blueprint for future research into 

Texas-Mexico connections. 

 

Magonistas in San Antonio in the 1970s 

San Antonio, Texas sits at the crossroads of colonial conquests, a point of 

convergence between the Jim Crow South, the “wild West”, and the Spanish 

Borderlands. Since its founding in the early 18th century as a military fort and Mission, 

                                                 
996 Elena Poniatowska, Fuerte es el Silencio (Era: Mexico City, 1980), 199. 
997 For a discussion of Third World connections, see Jorge Mariscal, Brown-Eyed Children of the Sun (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 2005); Laura Pulido, Black, Brown, Yellow and Left: Radical Activism in Los Angeles 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006); Betita Martinez, “A View from New Mexico: Recollections of the 
Movimiento Left,” Monthly Review vol.54 no.3 (July-August 2002); and Jason Ferreira, “All Power to the People: A 
Comparative History of ‘Third World’ Radicalism in San Francisco, 1968-1974 (Ph.D. Dissertation, 2003). 
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San Antonio has meant different things to different populations. For Anglo-Texans, some 

Tejanos, and the U.S. society at large, San Antonio is the Alamo, and the Alamo is a 

mythic symbol of the triumph of Manifest Destiny and liberty that reflect the contested 

meanings over the struggles of the status of Mexicans and Anglos in Texas.998 For 

Mexican populations, San Antonio and the victory of the Alamo mark the beginning of a 

series of geopolitical engagements leading up to the loss of half of the Mexican territory 

in 1848, a watershed mark in Mexican history that still resonates with a special nostalgia 

and resentment today.999   

San Antonio also played a central role in the events that led up, and the actually 

beginning of the Mexican Revolution in 1910. The Flores Magón brothers, Ricardo and 

Enrique, and the Partido Liberal Mexicano, influenced the political culture of San 

Antonio, Texas, the southwest, and I would argue the entire spectrum of the U.S. left at 

the turn of the 20th century.1000 In San Antonio, Emma Tenayuca is perhaps the most well 

known figure whose was influenced by political ideas that met at the crossroads of a 

Mexican and U.S. left.1001 Ricardo Flores Magon died in Leavenworth prison on 

November 21, 1922.  Magon was a dreamer whose radical imaginations for land and 

                                                 
998 On the myth of the Alamo, see Richard Flores, Remembering the Alamo: Memory, Modernity & the Master Symbol 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2002). For a socio-historical view of these dynamics, see David Montejano, Anglos 
and Mexicans in the Making of Texas (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986). 
999 Mauricio Tenorio, “150 Years of “¡Viva México, Cabrones!”: A Historiographical Commentary” in Reflexiones: 
New Directions in Mexican American Studies (University of Texas Center for Mexican American Studies: Austin, 
1999), 45-51. 
1000 For one of the first English language of Magon and the PLM, see Gómez Quiñones, Juan. Sembradores: Ricardo 
Flores Magon y El Partido Liberal Mexicano: A Eulogy and Critique, Monograph No.5 (Chicano Studies Center 
Publications: University of California, Los Angeles, 1973). For a recently published anthology of Magon’s writing in 
English, see Chaz Bufe and Mitchell Cowen Verter, eds, Dreams of Freedom: A Ricardo Flores Magon Reader (San 
Francisco: AK Press, 2006). 
1001 On the influence of the PLM, the socialist left and labor unions in Texas during the early decades of the 20th 
century, see Emilio Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University, 
1994). 
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liberty, for an international left comprised of workers, students, women, farmers and 

intellectuals, for an overthrow of tyranny in Mexico, the U.S. and across the globe, were 

etched into the walls of Leavenworth.1002 As described in chapter 3, Ramon Chacon, 

raúlrsalinas, and Mario Cantú were all influenced by the radical political legacy of 

Magon behind the walls so that once out of prison, they took what they had learned and 

applied it to their own lives.  Chapter 5 introduced us to the post-prison experiences of 

salinas. This chapter re-introduces the reader to Mario Cantú and Ramon Chacon. I want 

to be clear that in focusing on these men, the intention is to trace the influences of 

Magonismo from the Prison Rebellion Years and Chicano Prison Movement, and how 

these political experiences influenced their decisions when these activists were released. 

Notably, Cantú was a formidable figure in Texas Politics and apart from the few 

examples I will cite ahead, his life has not received any historical revision.1003  

 

Mario Cantú  

Upon release, Mario Cantú returned to San Antonio to run his family’s restaurant. 

Mario’s Restaurant was a center of political action in San Antonio, everyone from 

mainstream politicians to revolutionary leaders to government agents gathered at Cantú’s 

place. Cantú immediately became active in local, national, and international struggles. 

During the course of the 1970s, he worked with Angela Y. Davis, the American Indian 

Movement, the Crusade for Justice (Denver), the Brown Berets, Centro Acción Social 

                                                 
1002 raulrsalinas, interview by author, digital recording, Austin, Texas, 16 June 2004. 
1003 This chapter is probably the closest to a biographical sketch.. 
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Autónoma (CASA), and La Raza Unida Party. He organized marches, rallies and other 

mobilizations on behalf of immigrant rights, against police brutality and in support of 

political prisoners in the U.S., Mexico, and Latin America. He established the Centro 

Cultural Rubén Salazar (CCRS) that served as cultural center, meeting space and training 

area; it was also an international destination for the radical left traveling between the US, 

Latin America, and Indian Country. When Cantú encountered legal challenges to his 

defense of immigrants’ political rights in Mexico, respected movement lawyer William 

Kunstler worked on his defense team. Mario was a controversial and complicated figure 

and though it is important to uncover his life, most significant are the networks and 

histories of struggle, the stories and projects of people collectively organizing to change 

their reality.    

According to journalist Dick Reavis, who traveled with Mario to Mexico in the 

late 1970s, the “early notoriety [of the restaurant] did not survive into the sixties, because 

its moving spirit was behind bars.” Mario was serving a 7-year stint for a conviction for 

possession of heroin. During his final years of incarceration, Mario enrolled in culinary 

arts classes at El Centro College in Dallas. Upon release he returned to San Antonio and 

became “a burgeoning figure in the movement for Chicano rights” as well a brilliant 

restaurateur.1004 According to Reavis,  

The restaurant was the only place in town to be, a hotbed of political coalition 
building and intrigue…. Bankers and Anglos-about-town, Mexican American 
agitators and politicians, drug runners and G-men all flocked to the place, which 

                                                 
1004 Ibid. The signature dishes at Mario’s included traditional Mexican dishes like Mollejas, or “sweetbreads, puntas de 
filete en chile chipotle, tripas, hongos con chorizo and abujas. These specialty items were prepared by in-house 
butchers and experienced Mexican cooks. 
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seated nearly 400 people, employed a twelve-piece mariachi band, and was open 
around the clock.1005 
 

Mario was “a godfather, the financier: politicians, non-profits, the Texas Farm workers, 

artists, Chicanos, Native Americans, Mario supported the struggles. They all ate at 

Mario’s: political bargains were made, narcs hung around hoping to get lucky with a 

bust, artists met to discuss festivals and exhibitions; everyone new Mario Cantú. Mario 

claimed to be a descendent of Lucio Blanco, a leader from Tamaulipas who was 

responsible for the carrying out of the Agrarian reform of the Mexican Revolution of 

1910. In fact, this was the nom de Guerra that Cantú used with the PPUA.1006 

Once on the outside, Cantú continued to support his comrades at Leavenworth, 

making sure there was a steady supply of newspapers, audio recordings, and visitors that 

brought information about social movements across the globe into the prison walls. As 

mentioned earlier, Cantú provided the foundation for political links that would be 

strengthened once these activists were again on the outside. As a result of the ideological 

influence of Chacón, who brought a perspective grounded in Magonismo, and the Puerto 

Rican Independentistas, Cantú gained a long-term understanding of struggle and change. 

In his own words, he was a self-identified Chicano Marxist.1007 Cantú explained origins 

                                                 
1005 Dick Reavis, “Taste for Trouble,” Texas Monthly 1980. 
1006 In all of Reavis’s writings about Cantú, there is a sensationalistic feel. Reavis would accompany Cantú to Mexico 
to cover the PPUA and interview El Güero, and so there was a curious spectator/participant element to their 
relationship – at least as seen through the articles that Reavis published in Texas Monthly, Mother Jones and Texas 
Observer, as well as their personal correspondence. Granted, Cantú was involved in so many different political terrains 
that the fast pace, aggressive and adventurous tone of Reavis’s language may well be accurate, but one humble goal of 
this chapter is to flesh out the elements of Mario’s transformation in prison and his political positions on the outside in 
the context of the larger Chicano movement, not in relation to the heroic, yet doomed, figure of a raving Chicano 
Marxist that the little written about Mario has perpetuated. 
1007 Interview with Mario Cantú by Linda Fregoso, audio recording, 5 March 1980, Longhorn Radio Network Mexican 
American Programs, Special Collections, Benson Latin American Collection, University of Texas at Austin (hereafter 
LRN, BLAC). 
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of his political involvement in the “leftist movement” in a 1980 interview conducted in 

the Bexar County Jail (San Antonio) where he was being held for probation violations,  

Well, it goes back a long time. I would have to explain to you my upbringing, my 
childhood. I have always been involved socially. I was brought up in el barrio 
Mexicano where I was conscious of the many problems that our community faced 
in terms of discrimination and racism, in terms of people going to prison. There 
was a lot of what you would call “juvenile delinquency”. And so a lot of us were 
involved to some extent during our upbringing….I had what I believed was a 
upbringing which was very much aware of my surroundings and at the age of 26 I 
was confronted with a 15 year prison sentence and I had to leave the area and go 
to Leavenworth. I became much more politically mature in prison. I read a lot. I 
had the opportunity to spend some time and make a friendship relationship with 
the Nacionalistas Puertoriqueños who were in Leavenworth during the time that I 
was there. After I got out in 1969 I became immediately involved in the whole 
struggle, especially with regards to the Raza Unida Movement and the struggle 
for political participation.1008 

 
Cantú drew from his memories of growing up in the Mexican barrio, and the influences 

of the Third World political formations in Leavenworth, and immediately immersed 

himself in city, state, national and international politics. In addition to supporting local 

and state-wide struggles like La Raza Unida Party (LRUP) and the Texas Farm Workers 

Union (TFWU)1009, he connected San Antonio politics with a variety of different 

movements like the American Indian Movement, the Brown Berets, the Committee to 

Free Angela Davis, the National Alliance against Racist and Political Repression, the 

Committee in Solidarity with the Chilean people, and cultural and revolutionary 

movements in Mexico.  

                                                 
1008 Ibid. 
1009 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to outline the work he did with LRUP and the TFWU, but it must be 
emphasized that regardless of the written historical record, Mario was a powerful political force. Working out of his 
restaurant, this gave him both an economic base as well as a space from which he could organize and cultivate 
networks and relationships 
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Aside from establishing political links with other activists, Cantú joined others in 

expressing solidarity with groups that were protesting problems like police brutality. For 

example, on November 20, 1971, Cantú and others organized a rally to protest police 

brutality in San Antonio and Texas, specifically the deaths of ten Chicanos while in 

policy custody. The protest began with 500 participants in the West side of San Antonio 

and totaled 1,200 once they arrived at the Alamo, five miles away. In addition to the 

Brown Berets, members of the Southwest Workers Party (SWP), and father Edmundo 

Rodríguez of Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish, the march attracted participants from across 

the state, from Cristal City, Houston, and Dallas, to Austin and the Rio Grande 

Valley.1010  Both Cantú and Chacon took the ideas they were exposed to behind bars and 

put them into play in Texas. Though Chacon would work out of deep south Texas, the 

connections were strong, particularly through the Cultural Center Ruben Salazar and the 

Colegio Jacinto Treviño.1011 

 

                                                 
1010 “Over 1,200 Chicanos Marched,” The Militant, 24 December 1971, reprinted on-line as  “25 and 50 Years Ago,” 
The Militant Vol.60 No. 46 (23 December 1996), available at http//www.themilitant.com/1996/6046/6046_23.html; 
Internet; accessed 12 May 2004. 
1011 Colegio Jacinto Treviño, the first Chicano college in the United States, is dedicated to the creation and 
implementation of a true Chicano alternative to the present educational system, one which would be relevant to all of 
LA RAZA…Colegio JT has sought the paths of establishing avenues for Chicano self-determination. We, as Chicanos, 
must seek the roads of educational liberation. We have taken the first step by founding the first Chicano University in 
the United States. “Semana de la Raza,” Sept. 1972, San Antonio, Texas, 14, Oversize Materials Box 4, Mario Cantu 
Papers, Benson Latin American Collection. Unfortunately, the constraints of this final chapter do not allow for a 
discussion of El Colegio Jacinto Treviño. The CJT was not only a radical pedagogical alternative to traditional higher 
education, it was a political project and physical space that was part of a larger network of activists who looks to the 
Third World, particularly Mexico and Latin America, for inspiration and political alliances. The week I turned in this 
dissertation I was invited to attend a reunion of some of the original founders of the CJT. I will return this issue in the 
conclusion.  
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Cultural Center Rubén Salazar 

 The Cultural Center Ruben Salazar was a center for political organizing in San 

Antonio. Mario Cantú named the community center that was to function as a focal point 

of political organizing after Ruben Salazar, a movement martyr.  A sheriff’s deputy from 

Los Angeles shot Salazar, a well-known Chicano journalist, during the famous Chicano 

anti-war moratorium of August 29, 1970.  It was here that Cantú sponsored La Semana 

de La Raza celebration, a weeklong event celebrating Mexican Independence. Located 

just east of Kelly Air Force Base in the largely Mexican American area of Southeast San 

Antonio, the Centro-Cultural Rubén Salazar (CCRS) provided a different type of space 

for political organizing and community events. Whereas the restaurant was a day-to-day 

meeting place for political operatives, organizers and activists from across the political 

spectrum, the CCRS functioned in a similar manner to the Centro de La Raza from 

Seattle as it brought people together, including traveling members of the radical left. In 

conjunction with the restaurant, the CCRS provided key resources. For political 

movements across the country it had multiple functions – cultural and political.1012 

 La Semana de la Raza celebration was an important project that brought together 

different groups and contributed to the development of political struggles in San Antonio.  

These groups included the farmworkers organizations from California and Texas, 

representatives of the Colegio Jacinto Trevino (CJT), and activists from Mexico 

representing theatre and political groups discussed in the previous chapter.  In the 

                                                 
1012 The information about the CCRS comes from two sources. First, various documents in the Mario Cantú Papers at 
the Nettie Lee Benson Library at the University of Texas at Austin, and interviews with raúlrsalinas and Mariano 
Leyva. 
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following statement explaining how he became involved in political issues in Mexico, 

Cantu made reference to the farm workers boycott campaigns, political causes originating 

in Mexico and the cultural entertainment that characterized his experience:  

Well at the very beginning when we began to organize, first in terms of the lettuce 
and grape boycott [of the Texas Farm Workers], I was one of the main organizers 
here in San Antonio. And we also became very actively with regards to the issue 
of political prisoners here, police brutality. There were a lot of cases where 
Chicanos had been tortured and had been beaten up, and had to face all kinds of 
aggressive action on the part of the police department here in San Antonio. So we 
organized protests and marches. And slowly we then moved into the area of la 
cultura Mexicana, which we started to organize around the diez y seis de 
Septiembre and el cinco de Mayo, back in 1969 and 70 I founded la Semana de la 
Raza…and for five years we were bringing groups from Mexico. We brought 
Teatro Mascarones, Antari Margarita, and many groups like Judith Reyes and 
Jose Molina, cantantes revolucionarios.1013 

 
Culture and politics mingled in San Antonio as the special invitados put Chicanos into 

contact with other social movement in Mexico like the inhabitants of La Colonia Rubén 

Jaramillo. It was also through contact and exchanges with these activists that a Third 

World politics would emerge, drawing on local conditions as well as the relationship 

between local conditions and international economic and political decisions. As part of 

his political critique, Cantú emphasized the role of the U.S. in the exploitation of Latin 

America, while linking its material benefit to the underdevelopment in Latin America as 

part reasons.  He also made a cultural-historical argument for supporting the circulation 

of Latin American social movements:  

We begin to have contact with them [activists from Mexico] and come to 
understand that a lot of the problems we were facing were related to the same 
problems that Mexicanos were facing in Mexico….Its important to understand 
that in the type of system that we live in. Especially with the economic system, 
especially because it has been here in the United States where the economic 

                                                 
1013 Interview with Mario Cantú by Linda Fregoso, audio recording, 5 March 1980, LRN, BLAC. 
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system has…given the most benefits. And it’s very difficult because the United 
States is a country that lives off the misery of other countries. And a lot of the 
advantages we get are a result of the exploitation of the working-class in other 
countries – especially Latin America. That’s why ourselves, in terms of 
responding to the needs and the aspirations and struggles of people in Mexico and 
Latin America, we have not only a responsibility because we benefit, … but the 
fact that we are Latinos.1014   

 
The connections that Cantu suggested were the ones that Echeverria referred to during his 

discussions with Nixon in 1972. Cantú was not squeamish about making public his 

position on the Mexican government. Nor did he hold back when he protested 

Echeverria’s visit to San Antonio in 1972 and again in 1976.  He publicly demanded 

justice for political prisoners, and a reinstatement of freedom of speech. Essentially Cantú 

would represent the politics of the left in Mexico in the United States. 

An essay titled, “Liberation Through struggle” was published in the official 

program for the 1973 celebration. The page on which the article appeared was adorned 

with the images and names of El Ché, Genaro (Vasquez), Zapata, and Morelos. The 

author (presumably Cantú) begins by explaining the relevance of culture and politics: 

“Culture, like education, is not and cannot be non-political or impartial. It is a socio-

historical phenomenon, conditioned by the needs of social classes, their struggle and 

interests, in the course of their history.”1015 In a similar manner to the prison activists and 

popular theatre groups of the previous chapters, the author emphasizes the relationship 

between education, politics and history. The author then goes on to critique the Fiestas 

Patrias organized by the Mexican Consulate, the Mexican Unity Council, and other 

“pseudo left-liberal organizers” as representative of an alliance “that exists between the 

                                                 
1014 Ibid. 
1015 “Liberation through Struggle,” Semana de la Raza Program, September 1973, 4. Box 3, Folder 12, MCP, BLAC. 
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Mexican government and the Nixon Administration. Both sustain themselves from the 

exploitation and poverty of the people.”1016 The author then emphasized a politics of 

solidarity, not with the Mexican government or middle class Mexican American 

organizations, but with the people of Mexico, “Our position is clear: We of the Rubén 

Salazar Cultural Center will never be associated with oppressive organizations that are 

agents of the government…or with the government of Mexico. For us, flirting with the 

enemy is morally intolerable.”1017 The short essay/editorial ends by warning against 

allowing the government to divide the movement, and to be vigilant about the violence of 

U.S. imperialism:  

Power is utilized to commit crimes inside the country and abroad. Ten years of 
war against a weak and poor people like the Vietnamese…. To this day the Nixon 
administration continues the blockade of Cuba, in an unsuccessful attempt to stifle 
the growth of Cuba’s socialist economy. The liberation movement throughout 
Latin America is threatened. Democratic Chile, especially, is being threatened 
with subversion paid for with dollars from the and companies such as IT&T.”1018  
 

In a second essay in the same program, written in Spanish and titled, “Nuestro Mexico,” 

the author touches on many of the same subjects. At first glance it would appear that it is 

simply a translation of the previous essay, but apart from naming the struggles against 

imperialism – Spanish, French and U.S. – as the thread connecting people across Latin 

America, this essay emphasizes the paramilitary violence supported by the Mexican 

government against activist in Mexico, the revolutionary alliances between students, 

                                                 
1016 Ibid. 
1017 Ibid. 
1018 Ibid. “Friends of La Raza Unida Party open your eyes and realize that the actual current government of Medico, 
and their representative, these people who according to themselves come representing the people of Mexico. This is a 
the biggest lie as they do not represent the humble classes, they are with capital and imperialism. They come to 
continue the farce.” Given that the coup to over through Salvador Allende happened on September 11, 1973, the 
author’s analysis reflects an intimate knowledge of Latin American politics. 
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farmers and workers, and the urgency of supporting Mexican social movement rather 

than the Mexican government. This last point was directly addressed other activists in 

San Antonio:  

Compañeros del Partido Raza Unida habramos los ojos y demonos cuenta que es 
el actual gobierno de México, quienes son sus representantes, esa gente que viene 
segun ellos de parte del pueblo de Mexico. Esa es la mayor mentira que nos han 
impuesto pues ellos no representan a las clases humildes, estan con el capital, con 
el imperialism, vienen a continuar la farza [sic].1019  
 

His singling out of “compañeros del Partido Raza Unida” had to do with the position than 

some leaders, primarily José Angel Gutiérrez (JAG), had taken on alliances with the 

Mexican president.1020 The year before, Cantú had protested Echeverria when he visited 

San Antonio (see below). Contrary to the politics of JAG, Cantú did not support 

“pragmatic” alliances with heads of state responsible for the massacre of political actors. 

Instead, he protested the complicity of U.S. and Chicano leaders in the crimes of the 

Mexican state.  

 

International Pressure, Echeverría, and Political Prisoners 

The summer of 1972 was an important time for Chicano-Mexican solidarity. in 

July, political prisoners in the Mexican federal prison Lecumberri directed a letter to the 

Chiano/a community entitled Carta de Lecumberri. Published in the magazine La Raza  

(San Antonio, Texas), the manifesto emphasized “el parentezco historico chicano-

mexicano”1021 and the similar relationship to the dominant politics of the U.S.:  

                                                 
1019 “Nuestro Mexico,” Semana de la Raza Program, September 1973, 8. Box 3, Folder 12, MCP, BLAC. 
1020 See pgs. 55-59 for a brief discussion of Chicanos in Mexico as it related to the overall argument of this dissertation. 
1021 The historical bonds of the Chicano/Mexican. 
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Chicanos y mexicanos están unidos por una herencia histórica común y por una 
justa lucha en contra de un opresor común. Estamos luchando en contra de un 
enemigo que arrebató una parte de nuestro Territorio Nacional y que condenó a 
un sector de nuestro pueblo a vivir bajo un Gobierno extranjero.1022  

 

Political prisoners were reaching out to Chicano allies north of the border. They 

understood Chicano struggles as related to other Third World political formations, and as 

a result sought out long-term connections. The letter was written on the occasion of a 

delegation of Chicano activists that pressured Echeverría about the existence of political 

prisoners during his summer visit to San Antonio and Mexico. After publicly challenging 

Echeverría during a presidential visit to San Antonio, they were granted access to 

Lecumberri prison to investigate for themselves.  

Mexican president Luis Echeverría visited San Antonio in 1972 and again in 

1976. On June 19th, he inaugurated the Instituto Cultural Mexicano as a resource for 

Chicano groups that he had previously established contact with.1023 But not everyone in 

San Antonio responded to Echeverría’s visit in the same manner. Mario Cantú enlisted 

the support of Angela Y. Davis and the National Alliance Against Racist and Political 

Repression (NAARPR), Clyde Bellecourt from the American Indian Movement (AIM), 

and some 40 others protested his visit in San Antonio, while some 300 protesters met 

Echeverría in Los Angeles on the same trip.1024 They condemned the existence of 

political prisoners in Mexico and Echeverría’s complicity in the violence against students 

                                                 
1022 Chicanos and Mexicans are united for a common historical inheritance and by a just struggle against a common 
oppressor. We are struggling against an enemy that stole a part of our National Territory and that condemned a sector 
of our population to live under a foreign government.” “Letter from Political Prisoners in Mexico,” 11 Julio 1972, loose 
sheet photocopy, RSPA. It appears to be a copy of El Grito del Norte, but it is quite impossible to tell. 
1023 Memorias de la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, México 1971-1972, 1073-1974, p. 51-111 and 91, quoted in 
Santamaria Gómez, Ibid., 54. 
1024 Ibid. 
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the previous year on June 10, 1971. These were the protests that Echeverría had 

mentioned in conversations with Nixon. Echeverría’s second visit to San Antonio took 

place a few days after the National LRUP conference held in El Paso in September of 

72.1025 Angela Davis had only two weeks prior, on June 4, 1972, been acquitted of 

murder, kidnapping and conspiracy, the first woman to be placed on the FBI’s Most 

Wanted list.1026 The protest marked an important moment in the formation of an 

international political trajectory in San Antonio, as it was comprised representatives of 

some of the most important Third World organizations in the United States. 

On the second day of the first set of protests, Echeverría agreed to meet with the 

delegation if they would call off the second protest scheduled for that afternoon. In the 

meeting, Echeverría denied that their were political prisoners in Mexico and agreed that a 

                                                 
1025 See Ignacio García Ibid.; and Navarro, Ibid. This is significant because tensions had been high at the conference 
between Gutíerrez, Corky González and Reies Lopez Tijerina, the latter two critical of Gutíerrez because of his 
relationship with Echeverría. 
1026 The link with Davis was strong. For example, on June 18, 1971, at the invitation of Cantú, and while being 
incarcerated in Marin County Jail, she wrote a letter to the Mexican people who had just experienced the massacre of 
Corpus Christi the previous week, June 10, 1971. In a letter directed to the Mexican people, and exemplary of the type 
of international solidarity characteristic of the Third World left in the U.S., she wrote, “Exploitation and oppression 
transcend national boundaries and so the success of our resistance will be largely dependent upon our ability to forge 
strong ties with struggling peoples across the globe. As Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Indians and exploited whites, 
we have a special responsibility to our brothers and sisters in Mexico. The Mexican people have always been locked 
together with us – often even more drastically than we – in an orbit of oppression created and sustained by U.S. 
imperialistic circles.” Given all her experience with state violence, and the larger historical struggle of African 
American against slavery, Jim Crow, and the Civil Rights struggles, she was proposing that Mexicans had experienced 
the exploitation and oppression of U.S. imperialism “often more drastically”. Davis goes on to explain in the letter that 
the connection to social movement in Mexico was political and personal, “Especially at this juncture, there is a 
powerful affinity which binds me and my comrades in this country to you and your struggles in Mexico. Not very long 
ago, a beautiful companera [sic] visited me here in Marin County Jail. Though we were physically separated by 
impenetrable panes of glass and telephones…the identity of our struggles and the commonness of our struggles fuse 
into one. Our conversation that day centered around developing ways to concretely express our solidarity in the fight to 
return political prisoners in both countries to their rightful place among the people.” Angela Davis, letter to Mexican 
political prisoners after the Corpus Christi Massacre, June 18-24, 1971, RSPA. On Davis’s trial, see Bettina Aptheker, 
The Morning Breaks: The Trial of Angela Davis (Ithaca: Cornell University, 1999); For an account of the Marin 
County Courthouse assault, in relation to her own trial, see Angela Y. Davis, “Opening Defense Statement presented by 
Angela Y. Davis in Santa Clara County Superior Court, March 29, 1972,” reprinted in Joy James, ed., The Angela Y. 
Davis Reader (London: Blackwell, 1998), 329-346. For a discussion of the cases of different political prisoners, 
including the Soledad Brothers and the Marin County shootout, see, Angela Y. Davis, Ruchell Magee, the Soledad 
Brothers and Other Political Priosners, If They Come in the Morning: Voices of Resistance (New York: Signet, 1971). 
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delegation of Chicanos could visit Lecumberri in Mexico City.1027 The protesters were 

also seeking support for a boycott of lettuce as the farm workers in Texas were on strike. 

On this issue Echeverría was clear: his intention in Washington D.C. was to discuss the 

water issue concerning the Colorado River, not internal U.S. policy.1028  

The following week a delegation of Chicanos traveled to Mexico City to visit the 

political prisoners at Lecumberri. It appears that there were two groups that visited 

Lecumberri in the week after Echeverría’s visit. One from San Antonio, and a few days 

later, “Two Chicanas” from San Diego, whose letter to La Raza explaining their 

experiences requested anonymity for safety reasons.1029 According to the “Two 

Chicanas”, during the visit, they “discussed both the Chicano and Mexican movements. 

We learned of the similarities of the two struggles due to the fact that our common enemy 

is the United States imperialism.”1030 There was some concern on the part of the prisoners 

that in San Antonio the Chicano protesters had been “fooled by Echeverría’s blatant 

lies.”1031 The prisoners in cellblock “M” then handed over a collective letter originally 

drafted to the Chicano Delegation invited by Echeverría to the Chicanas from San Diego. 

                                                 
1027 La Raza vol. 1 no. 9 (September 1972), 3,7. 
1028 See p. 462, fn. 23. 
1029 Letter from “Two Chicanas, MEChA – University of California in San Diego,” 11 July 1972, printed in La Raza 
vol. 1 no. 9 (September 1972), 3. The record indicates so far that there was a group from San Antonio (and possible Los 
Angeles) that went together in response to Echeverría’s invitation. The “Two Chicanas” explain that they had arrived 
on June 26th. It is unclear if there was coordination between these two delegations. 
1030 Letter from “Two Chicanas, MEChA – University of California in San Diego,” 11 July 1972, printed in La Raza 
vol. 1 no. 9 (September 1972), 3. The P.S. explains their anonymity and encourages people to get involved. Students 
arrested in 1968 were given paroled in May of 1971, shortly before the Halconazo of June 10, 1971. Therefore, the 
prisoners that these Chicanos/as met were probably the victims of the “kidnapping” stage of the Dirty War. By 
kidnapping stage, I mean to imply a time before mass disappearances and murder were the norm, when incarceration 
was still the preferred deterrent for political organizing. This is not to say that tortures and murders didn’t go on in the 
early years of the 1970s, but to be fair in recognizing that the years 1973-1978 were the most violent in terms of mass 
kidnappings, torture, incarceration, disappearances and murders. 
1031 Ibid. 
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It is worth quoting at length as it provides an insight into how elements within the 

Mexican left understood the struggle of Chicanos north of the Rio Bravo.  

To speak of Nationalism, here in Mexico, is to make it clear that no imposed 
frontier, by a foreign aggressor, can separate our people. When speaking of 
Mexican culture, language, tradition, and patriotism, the Bravo River is only a 
gash on our peoples’ hearts and never a barrier between our common historical 
heritage, we must not forget our wounds suffered at the hands of a common 
enemy…it is this common enemy, U.S. imperialism, who from across the river 
sustains the most monstrous system of oppression and exploitation upon the 
shoulders of its oppresses classes, fundamentally with the working class, within 
which exists super-exploited strata (Chicanos, Blacks, and Puerto Rican workers), 
and who, on this side of the border, supports an oppressive ruling class which 
serves its interest…1032 
 

The letter goes on to locate the international bourgeois class as responsible for creating 

structures of colonial rule in Mexico and that Chicanos in the U.S. were Mexican by 

nationality, but simply lived “on the other side of the border.” The letter also indicated 

that Chicanos were a national minority confronting a system that has denied their right to 

self-determination: “Chicano is a word which has come to mean a struggle for self-

determination. That struggle and the struggle for self-determination for the Mexican 

people merge into a common commitment of those struggling on both sides of the 

border.”1033  

The series of events that led to this historic meeting between Chicanas, Chicanos, 

and Mexican political prisoners, when combined with the language and politics of 

solidarity conveyed in the letter, are important for several reasons. First, an alliance of 

Third World activists forced the President of Mexico to concede to a visit by a Chicano 

delegation to investigate the conditions and treatment of political prisoners at Lecumberri 

                                                 
1032 “Message to the Chicano Delegation Visiting Mexico City,” printed in La Raza vol. 1 no. 9 (September 1972), 3. 
1033 Ibid. 
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prison in Mexico City. Second, they forced Echeverría to publicly deny that there were 

no political prisoners in Mexico. Third, the delegation itself was significant as it provided 

direct contact between Chicano/as and Mexican political prisoners. Fourth, the letter from 

the political prisoners offers insight into an anti-imperialist analysis from the perspective 

of Latin America that understood Chicanos as an oppressed minority struggling for self-

determination; in other words, an anti-colonial struggle. Fifth, according to the political 

prisoners, Chicanos/as were both Mexican who lived in the United States, workers 

fighting against a global imperial system that uprooted them (or their parents) from their 

land in Mexico, and a national minority struggling for self-determination:  

This unity, of which we call for, must be a unity of two peoples, side by side, 
against both ruling classes; it must be unity against two dominant classes; it must 
be a union against Imperialism. The struggle of the Mexican people will only 
achieve victories if, under the leadership of the working class, it stands for 
complete popular unity and knows who are its enemies.1034 

 

Though recognizing a cultural and/or national link between Chicanos and Mexicans, “the 

struggle of Chicanos against national repression is also of interest to the working class of 

North America.”1035 In the end, the class struggles against imperialism were related to 

(and overlapping with) the national liberation struggles against colonial elites. What is 

significant for the rest of this chapter is the relationship between U.S.-Mexican relations 

and the colonial conditions in rural Mexico (particularly with regards to land policy). For 

these Chicano internationalists who challenged Echeverría, the uprooting of farmers, the 

increasing number of land struggles and occupations, and finally, the decision to migrate 

                                                 
1034 “Message to the Chicano Delegation Visiting Mexico City,” Ibid., 7. 
1035 Ibid. 
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to the United States that many Mexicans were forced to take were all part of the same 

cycle. For the prisoners in Lecumberri, as well as the Chicano internationalists in Texas, 

Mexican and Chicano workers were part of the same imperialist system. Because a 

geopolitical line divided them, this demanded a politics of Sin Fronteras (No Borders). 

As Cantú stated in a 1978 interview, it was necessary to fight with “dos políticas” (two 

politics) or a two-front battle: in the rural areas of Mexico and the urban labor markets of 

the U.S.1036  

Before moving on to Mexico, it is important to briefly introduce the immigrants 

rights organizing taking place in San Antonio beginning in late 1972 and early 1973 as it 

is directly related to the critique of U.S. imperialism in Mexico, and the decision by some 

elements of the Chicano movement to join armed farmers fighting for land rights in 

Mexico. This next section focuses on the San Antonio based TU-CASA (Trabajadores 

Unidos – Centro de Acción Social Autonomo), affiliated with the national CASA 

organization. Founded in San Antonio in 1973, and headquartered at the Centro Cultural 

Ruben Salazar, and founded in 1973, TU-CASA was part of the national CASA 

organization until 1974 when Cantú turned his political gaze farther south and announced 

he was leaving TU-CASA.1037 This coincided with a reorganization of CASA at a 

national level.  

 

 Sin Fronteras: Centro de Acción Social Autónoma 

                                                 
1036 Alfredo de la Torre, “Entrevista con Mario Cantú,” Caracol vol. 4 no. 4 (Dec. 1977), 14. 
1037 “Immigrants organize Self-Defense Group,” and Cooperative Techera,” both in Semana de la Raza Program, 
September 1973, 5, Box 3, Folder 12, MCP, BLAC. 
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CASA-HGT was founded in 1968 as a mutual-aid (mutualista) organization.1038 

As a self-help social service agency, their strength came from organizing undocumented 

immigrants and their families around labor issues. The emergence of CASA-HGT in 

1968 was a direct result of political experiences of labor and community organizing by 

activists during the 1950s and 60s that recognized the need for a new political formation 

to engage the current political terrain. The progenitor of CASA-HGT was the Hermandad 

Mexicana Nacional, founded in 1951 by Soledad “Chole” Alatore. CASA-HGT also 

benefited from the experience of Bert Corona, a long-time labor and community 

organizing with strong ties to the organized political Left in the United States, 

particularly the Communist Party USA (CPUSA).1039 Other original founders included 

Francisco Amaro, María Cedillos, Juan Mariscal, and Rafail Zacarías.1040 Soon, activists 

across the country founded affiliated CASA organizations in San Antonio (TU CASA), 

Los Angeles, San Jose, San Diego, Oakland, Seattle, Greeley (MI-CASA, Militante 

Inmigrante), Colorado, Chicago, Jackson Heights, NY, New York City, NY. Of course 

there were different ideological and political perspectives in each location, but all of the 

CASA’s shared a commitment to defending the right of Mexican workers – 

undocumented or documented, even as there was disagreement as to whether or not 

Chicanos as such even existed, or were simply Mexicans living in the U.S. that were part 

                                                 
1038 Chávez argues that CASA was founded in 1969, while Arnoldo García locates 1968 as the founding year. 
1039 For a specific discussion of the relationship between CASA and CPUSA via Corona, as well as a mapping out of 
the connections between the Southwest Worker’s Party (SWP), the People’s Tribune of the Communist Labor Party 
(CLP), and the Democratic Workers Party (DWP), see Arturo Santamaría Gómez, La izquierda norteamericana y los 
trabajadores indocumentados (Sinaloa: Universidad Autónoma de Sinaloa, 1988), 144-150. 
1040 Ernesto Chávez, Mi Raza Primero!: Nationalism, Identity, and Insurgency in the Chicano Movement in Los 
Angeles, 1966-1978 (University of California Press, 2002), 106. Unless otherwise indicated, this summary is taken 
from Chávez and García. 
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of the international working class.1041 By 1974, these different perspectives on the 

relationship between capitalism, class struggle and Chicano identity -- each with 

particular implications for the organizing strategies, forced the national organization and 

locally aligned affiliates to reevaluate their own strategies in relation to these recent (as 

opposed to new) political questions. Indeed, it was the explosion of the immigration 

debate onto the national political scene that attracted new recruits to CASA. The national 

debates over immigration, particularly from Mexico, that had building since 1965 and 

particularly in California, began to take shape 1971-2. 

In 1971, the California State legislature passed the Dixon-Arnett bill, sponsored 

by the conservative republican state senator from northern California. The bill focused on 

employer sanctions as a deterrent to hiring undocumented worker. This essentially took 

away the power of the INS as the sole determinant of the legal status of an immigrant 

worker, and transformed employers into immigration officers. At a national level, these 

policies were reincarnated as the Nixon-Rodino bills, HR 981 and HR 982.1042 

Organizations across the country that had been working with immigrants to 

defend labor, civil, and human rights mobilized in response to the discriminatory and 

nativist legislation being debated in Congress. In 1973, the National Coalition for Fair 

                                                 
1041 Arnoldo García, “Toward a Left without Borders: The Story of the Center for Autonomous Social Action – General 
Brotherhood of Workers,” Monthly Review vol. 54, no. 3 (July-August 2002): 69-78. 
1042 Beginning in 1965, and coinciding with the end of the Bracero farm labor guest worker program and the beginning 
of the Border Industrialization Program (BIP), sweeping revisions were made to U.S. immigration law. The Hart-Celler 
Act of 1965, known as the Immigration Act of 1965, eliminated the discriminatory national origins quotas that had 
characterized U.S. immigration policy since the Johnson-Reed Act of1924. It set all national quotas at 20,000, while 
emphasizing family reunification and occupational based immigration. As a result, the third world – colonized, de-
colonized, and struggling for decolonization – came to the United States as economic, and later political, refugees. By 
the early 1970s, immigration and immigrant policy emerged as a central political topic, and like the current (2006) 
draconian anti-immigrant policies making their way through congress, they policies in the 1970s had their beginnings 
in California. Newsletter, The National Coalition for Fair Immigration Law and Practices, Los Angeles, California, 
December 1973, 1,  
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Immigration Law and Practices was founded by groups of primarily Mexican American 

and Chicano based organizations with CASA playing a central role.1043 San Antonio 

activists were central in this national coalition. Beginning in February of 1974, the 

newspaper that served as the voice of the National Coalition, and later for CASA, Sin 

Fronteras, was published in San Antonio. Sin Fronteras was bilingual and provided 

coverage about social movements from through Mexico, Latin America, and other parts 

of the Third World. In addition to editorials and news stories concerning immigration 

issues, and other social movements in the U.S., Sin Fronteras would also republish 

material from newspapers throughout Latin American, particularly the Mexican 

newspaper Por Qué?.1044 After the shift in political strategies that CASA went through in 

1974, and Cantú’s resignation from the San Antonio organization, the newspaper was 

moved to Los Angeles.  

The National Coalition brought together different elements of the Chicano 

movement, as well as organizations that defined themselves as Mexican American. They 

sponsored national conferences in 1973 and 1974, while regional organizations sponsored 

local conferences. For example, in April of 1974, there was a Conferencia de 

Inmigración organized by MI-CASA in Greeley and held in Alamsa, Colorado. In August 

                                                 
1043 The National Coalition for Fair Immigration Law and Practices, “A Call to Action” (December 1973) Box 31, 
Folder 11, Centro de Acción Social Collection, Department of Special Collections, Stanford University, Stanford 
California (hereafter cited as CASA). 
1044 In addition to news about the National Coalition for Fair Immigration Laws and Practices, the first issue, published 
in February 1974, featured stories about Angela Davis, the Crusade for Justice, a report on the World Congress of 
Peace Forces (attended by Chicanas from Seattle who were members of the Third World Coalition), a story about the 
Brown Beret conference in San Juan, Tx., an essay by Maria I. Piedra, an announcement about the upcoming Quinto 
Festival/Primer Encuentro, the poetry of raúlrsalinas, and a long article on the visit by members of AIM to Ixtacalco, 
Mexico (Mexico City neighborhood) in order to thank them for their support during the Wounded Knee stand-off the 
previous year. Sin Fronteras,Vol. 1 No.1 (Febrero 74). 
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of the same year there was a State-Wide Conference in San Antonio, Texas. There was 

unity against the pending legislations as Bert Corona explained,  

Yet, above everything else, from our point of view, what was essentially wrong 
with Dixon Arnett – and with other, later legislation – was that it was based on the 
false premise that the undocumented Mexican immigrants represent a liability to 
the U.S. rather than an asset. Instead of understanding the important economic 
contribution of these hardworking people, this legislation in effect maliciously 
dismissed them as ‘scrounges’ and ‘parasites.1045  
 

The supporters of Dixon Arnett were, as Corona puts it, “strange bedfellows”.1046 It 

brought together conservative politicians, persons who blamed immigrants for all the ills 

of U.S. society – from unemployment and health care costs, to “cultural dilution,” and 

labor organizations like the United Farm Workers who saw undocumented workers as a 

threat in terms of labor competition as well as possibly undercutting unionization 

initiatives. According to Corona, instead of addressing the issue of undocumented 

immigration, the bill, “instead created chaos and confusion. Fearful employers, even 

before the legislation was enacted, dismissed or refused to hire Mexicans and Latinos if 

there was an uncertainty about their legal status.”1047 

In the midst of the threats of draconian immigration laws, CASA was 

experiencing some internal political reconfigurations. The differences over political 

organizing strategies resulted in the resignation of Corona and Alatorre. According to 

Arnoldo García, CASA member in Washington State and California, Corona and 

Alatorre “insisted on solely continuing the local organizing of undocumented workers; 

while the emerging new leadership, headed by Antonio Rodríguez and others in Los 
                                                 
1045 Mario T. Garcia, Memories of Chicano History: The Life and Narrative of Bert Corona (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1994) 301 
1046 Ibid. 
1047 Ibid., 302. 
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Angeles, saw in CASA the kernel of a movement-building process that was part-national 

liberation, part-Marxist-Leninist, and part Magonista Mexican working class 

organization.”1048 Corona and Alatorre continued the grassroots organizing under the 

previous name of Hermandad Nacional Mexicana, while the new leadership maintained 

the name CASA-HGT. This split not only marked a shift within CASA, but mirrored 

differences at a national level with the Chicano movement in general, particularly over 

the issue of immigration.1049 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to offer an “anatomy of 

the split”, but it is necessary to emphasize a similar change in the trajectory of TU-CASA 

in relation to the larger national and international terrain of left politics.1050  

 

TU-CASA 
 
 During the summer of 1973, Chicanos and Mexicanos workers in San Antonio 

formed Todos Unidos – Centro de Acción Social Autonomo or TU-CASA as an 

immigrant self-defense organization. TU-CASA also played on the Spanish “your house,’ 

adding another element of community within the very name of the organization. The 

“long range goals of the organization is to unite all immigrants into a powerful group that 

will be used s a vehicle to familiarize immigrant workers with the local labor market, 

                                                 
1048 Arnoldo García, “Toward a Left without Borders,” 73.  
1049 For an in depth discussion of Chicano and Mexican American positions on immigrations, see David Gutíerrez, 
Walls and Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity (California: University of 
California Press, 1995). Gutíerrez provides an important discussion about the 1977 Immigration Rights Conference 
held in San Antonio, where many of thess issues played out in the conference organizing, the actual sessions, and the 
aftermath.  
1050 This is a highly abbreviated discussion of CASA, only highlighting important characteristics relevant for this 
investigation. For a initial foray into examining the particular reasons given for the shifting politics in relation to the 
Chicano/Mexicano Question, see Alan Eladio Gómez, “A Political Reading of Sin Fronteras,” unpublished manuscript 
in author’s possession. Recently, Laura Pulido has taken the analysis of social movements in relation to gender, class 
and race to a different level. Her research in Black, Brown, Yellow and Left, particularly in relation to gender relations 
within a radical organizations is where I hope to take this dissertation as the research continues. 
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economy, political system, etc.”1051 In addition, TU-CASA, like the HGT, would provide 

basic social services like help with documents, driver’s license applications, and tax 

returns.1052 The first project that the group decided to organize was a classic political 

structure of a mutual-aid society or “Cooperativa Techera para el beneficio mutuo de los 

integrantes….Aqui en este esfuerzo no se trata de pedirle limosna a nadie, al contrario se 

trate de ejercer nuestro derecho como trabajadores a ser dueños de nuestras labores.”1053 

For the organizers of the Cooperativa, their efforts were part of a national trend of 

establishing worker run cooperatives like the Eldridge Foundation in San Francisco. It 

was also a vehicle for organizing themselves and increased control over their own labor: 

“Through this cooperative they will engage in self-employment in various construction 

jobs such as roofing, remodeling, etc. They will be performing the same jobs…but they 

will be earning more and not be subjected to the intimidation and exploitation they 

suffered working for various local construction firms.”1054 The Cooperativa was not only 

a self-help project that insured fair remuneration and treatment and a way for the 

community to use its own resources, ideas and energies, but a way of exercising their 

right to decide on their own destiny according to specific cultural and historical values 

and claims to the Southwest as a homeland:  

Sobre todo, recordamos que entre el pueblo hay una gran reserva de talento y 
espiritu creador que tenemos que desarrollar para poder establecer nuestro propios 
modelos a seguir….El pueblo Mejicano es el verdadero heredero del suroeste de 
los Estados Unidos y tenemos el derecho de ejercer nuestra presencia segun 

                                                 
1051 “Immigrants Organize Self-Defense Group,” Semana de la Raza Program, September 1973, 7, Box 3, Folder 12, 
MCP, BLAC. 
1052 Aziz Shihab, “Group Defends ‘Rights’ of Aliens,” San Antonio Express 31 January 1974. 
1053 “Cooperative “Roof” is for the mutual benefit of its members…for these efforts its not about asking for a hand-out 
from any one, quite the opposite, it is about exercising our rights as workers to be owners of our own labors.” Ibid. 
1054 Ibid. 
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nuestros valores y cultura nos exija. Al no ser fieles a este llamado siempre 
estaremos destinados a caminar entre las tinieblas de la historia.”1055  

 
The un-named author of this essay emphasized that there were multiple reasons for the 

necessity of such a project, but that the fundamental importance was a historical link to 

the land. TU-CASA and the Cooperativa were both located at the CCRS and were 

maintained by the community itself and resources from Cantú. From Cantú’s perspective, 

TU-CASA represented a solution to a labor and immigration issue within the context of 

international migration, self-determination and Chicano-Mexican unity.  

 Like CASA affiliated organizations across the country, particularly after 1974, 

TU-CASA was experimenting with a whole range of strategies: street organizing, 

protests, marches, economic cooperatives, social services, and state and national 

conferences on immigration rights. TU-CASA sponsored the first State-wide Conference 

on Immigration on August 16-18, 1974 in San Antonio.1056  

Cantú’s internationalist perspective located U.S. domination of Mexico and Latin 

America as central to understanding hemispheric poverty and forced migration. This led 

him to focus on building alliances and solidarity across borders – geographic and 

political. Cantú linked U.S.-Mexico economic policy, highlighting the relationship 

between U.S. capitalists and the Mexican economy, the very relation that Echeverria’s 

discussed with Nixon (mentioned in Chapter 7) revealed as his plans for Mexico. Even 

though Echeverría distributed more land during his presidency than any president since 

                                                 
1055 On top of everything, we remember that the people have a grand reserve of creative talent and spirit and we have to 
develop it so we can establish our own models to follow….The Mexico people is the true inheritor of the Southwest of 
the United States and we have a right to exercise our presence according to what our values and culture demands. To 
not be dedicated to this call we will for ever be destined to walk in the darkness of history.” Ibid. 
1056 “Primer Conferencia Estatal de Inmigrantes en San Antonio,” TU-CASA (n.d.), 7. Copy in author’s possession. 
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Lázaro Cardenas in the 1930, the relationship between the government, campesinos, and 

indigenous communities (the latter two overlapping, though it is beyond the scope of this 

chapter to unpack that relationship) left much to be desired. As more farmers were being 

forced to sell their land, there was a concomitant increase in the number of migrants 

looking for work in the United States. For Cantú, and other organizations like CASA, 

issues like immigration were international issues having to do with global economic 

policies and workers rights, not (simply) domestic issues of law, order and policy:  

…pero hay que ver que la raíz que forza a los mexicanos a huir viene siendo la 
explotación, el hambre, y la represión política. Esto lo está causando el gobierno 
de E.U. (Estados Unidos) y el gobierno Mexicano que son los que están 
explotando los recursos transnacionales. Es cuestión del imperialismo norte-
americano en México y América Latina.”1057  
 

As part of his support for anti-U.S. imperialist struggles, Cantú, along with Antonio 

Cabral, another anti-imperialist activist in San Antonio, traveled with delegates from 

Colorado and California to Mexico City to meet with Hortencia Allende, the widow of 

Salvador Allende. They met at the home of the former Chilean ambassador to Mexico on 

October 7, 1973. Just one short month after the coup these Chicanos responded to a 

request by the Mexican Committee of Solidarity with Chile (that may well have included 

members of FARO and CLETA).1058 They not only met with Mrs. Allende, but also were 

able to hear first hand from Jose Roca, the Chilean attaché in Mexico during Allende’s 

presidency, about the mass kidnappings, murder and repression. The Chicano delegation 

                                                 
1057 “…but we have to look for the root of why Mexicans are forced to flee the exploitation, the hunger and the political 
repression. This is what is causing the government of the U.S. and the Mexican government who are the ones 
exploiting the transnational resources. It is a question of North American imperialism in Mexico and Latin America.” 
Alfredo de la Torre, “Entrevista con Mario Cantú,” Caracol vol. 4 no. 4 (Dec. 1977), 14. 
1058 “Chicanos Confer with Mrs. Salvador Allende,” Chicano Times 12-26 October 1973, 10. 
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was asked about the presence of U.S. warships off the coast of Chile.1059 In a letter 

addressed to Mario Cantú, Hortencia Allende conveys her gratitude for the efforts of 

Chicanos who are creating solidarity committee’s across the country:  

Pues comprendemos que el noble pueblo Americano tanto como sus minorias 
raciales sufren al igual que nosotros la opresión y la agresión del sistema 
capitalista. Es indudable como lo conversamos ayer, que no basta con la lucha 
parcial reducida al plano de la reivindicaciones inmeditas, puel al enemigo común 
debemos atacarlo por todos los frentes.” 1060  
 

Similar to the support for Chilean democracy from Seattle, and the correspondence 

between Hortencia Allende and El Centro de la Raza, Chicanos and Chicanas from Texas 

reached out to their South American comrades in struggle.  

As part of the politics of international solidarity, during the summer of 1973, 

Cantú first made contact with Florencio “El Güero” Medrano, a collaboration that would 

lead to the founding of the PPUA.1061 Whereas Chile was on the other side of the 

Americas, Cantú’s support for anti-imperialist struggles in Mexico would be much more 

“hands on”. According to Cantú, it was the invitation to work in Mexico and start a new 

revolutionary political formation that caused him to leave TU-CASA.1062 Whereas 

Marxist-Leninist ideas had influenced the direction of Los Angeles and National CASA 

during this same time, it was a Maoist political formation that attracted Cantú and others 

                                                 
1059 Ibid 
1060 “We understand that the noble American people, especially the racial minorities suffer in the same way we do the 
oppression and aggression of the capitalist system. Like what we spoke about yesterday, it is unlikey that a partial 
struggle for short term goals will win, we have to attack the common enemy on all fronts.” Letter to Mario Cantú from 
Hortensia Bussi de Allende, Comité Nacional de Solidaridad y Apoyo a Chile, 8 Octubre 1972, Mexico, D.F., reprinted 
in Chicano Times Oct. 26-Nov.9.  
1061 Alfredo de la Torre, interview with Mario Cantú, Caracol vol. 5 no. 4 (Dec. 78), 11. 
1062 Mario Cantú, “Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, Tx., 3, Box 8, Folder 9, RSP, SCSU: Mario Cantú, 
“Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, Tx., 3, and Box 2, Folder 13 MCP, BLAC; “PPUA Calls Press 
Conference in the U.S.,” English reprint of press release, Bracero: Organo de la Liga Flores Magon, vol.1 no.1 (1976), 
3, Box 4, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. 
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to throw their support to armed peasants south of the border. Of course, Cantú wasn’t the 

only person who established connections in Mexico. As the two chapters that focused on 

theatre demonstrated, connections were being created at all level and throughout different 

activists networks. Nor was Cantú the only person to establish connections with 

revolutionary organizations in Mexico.1063  

It was also during the summer of 1973 that Cantú, salinas and Chacon would meet 

again for the first time. If we remember from Chapter 6 when salinas was working with 

the Farm Labor Issues Committee of the AFSC, he traveled from Seattle across the 

Southwest through Colorado and the Crusade for Justice, then to Nuevo Mexico with the 

compañeros and compañeras that published El Grito del Norte and founded the Chicano 

Communications Center.1064 From Nuevo Mexico he then went to the University of 

Texas at Austin to read from his recently published book of poetry and a bittersweet 

homecoming. As mentioned previously, salinas was in a dual exile: first he has a un-

served sentence hanging over his head from Texas; second, his incarceration had affected 

his relationships with his family, particularly his children. This was another factor in his 

not initially returning to Texas after his release from Marion. After a reading at the 

University of Texas at Austin, where he also led a discussion about Chicanos in prison, 

he traveled the 1-hour drive to San Antonio where he met up with a group of Brown 

                                                 
1063 Because the very nature of these types of political formations demanded a certain level of security, piecing together 
the histories how these connections were made required extensive use, and critical readings of government surveillance 
documents, critical readings of press reports, and the occasional stroke of luck. What I mean is that after 4 years of 
digging around archives in Mexico and Austin, the Cantú family donated Mario’s papers to the Benson Latin American 
Collection. These holdings will prove to be key archives in recreating the larger panorama of political organizing in 
San Antonio. 
1064 Betita Martinez, “A View from New Mexico: Recollections of the Movimiento Left,” Monthly Review vol.54 no.3 
(July-August 2002). 
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Berets, Mario Cantú, and Ramon Chacon at the CCRS.1065 From San Antonio, Chacon 

took salinas to Mercedes and the Colegio Jacinto Treviño, and then on to Mexico.1066 

In broad strokes this first section has introduced important characteristics, 

struggles, and key moments in the political networks of a Third World Chicano Left in 

Texas that directly relate to this chapter. But it must be pointed out that it is a limited 

mapping of the larger terrain of Chicano internationalists in Texas. Mixing cultural 

nationalism and a localized political perspective with an internationalism that looked 

toward political formations south of the border, when the opportunity arose to go beyond 

political solidarity from afar, and engage directly with grassroots, revolutionary political 

formations in Mexico, Chicanos from Texas decided to participate. In this process two 

Chicanos from Texas, Ruben Solis and Ramon Chacon, would be arrested, tortured and 

imprisoned, accused of smuggling guns and ammunition in order to incite rebellion 

against the Mexican government.  Cantú would be accused of being a leader of the 

Partido Proletario Unido de América, and a member of the International Terrorist 

Alliance, a hemispheric terrorist organization. We now turn again to Mexico. 

 

Section Two: Tierra y Libertad 

On March 30, 1973, at 7pm, in response to the critical need for land and shelter, 

some six families occupied abandoned development lots in the La Villa de las Flores 

area, in the southern state of Morelos, Mexico, near the road that went to Taxco, Guerrero 

                                                 
1065 This summary is taken from raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Texas, 16 June 2004. 
1066 In the interview, salinas mentions going to Mexico with Chacon, but does not specify where they traveled to, only 
that he received he “basic training” on that trip. raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Texas, 16 
June 2004. 
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just south of Cuernavaca. The son of the Governor of Morelos Felipe Rivera Crespo, Luis 

Felipe River, El Chacho, owned the land.  It was a development tracked abandoned some 

5 years prior in 1969. In an assembly the week before, 700 families had agreed to show 

up, but a the time of the occupation, only 6 did. The decision to invade the land was made 

at the assembly of the Asociación Nacional Obrero Campesina Estudiantil – ANOCE 

(National Worker, Farmer, Student Association) and everyone had agreed on 7pm as the 

time that would congregate at La Villa. Somewhat frustrated, Florencio “El Güero” 

Medrano Mederos, who was one of the organizers the land take-over, and had been 

responsible for previous land occupations when governor Crespo had been municipal 

president,1067 tried to convince families to come and mark off their piece of land, despite 

the police patrols in the area. Slowly, more and more people came, and the land was 

quickly occupied and marked off, each claim measuring 400 square meters.  By the end 

of the week there were some 50 families, by the following month, there were thousands, 

and by August of 1973, there were 8,000. 

Land occupations are a basic strategy of poor people’s movements. Occupy the 

land, defend that land, and demand the rights to the land. The Mexican Revolution was 

fought over land, and president Lázaro Cardenas (1930-194) made some 20 million 

hectares of land available to campesinos so that by 1940 more than 50% of Mexico’s 

agricultural production came from ejidal lands.1068 After World War II, private interests 

that by the mid-1960s began a process of re-enclosure in order to transform Mexican 

                                                 
1067 Elena Poniatowska, Fuerte es el Silencio (Era: Mexico City, 1980), 206-207. Unless otherwise indicated, this 
summary is taken from this book. 
1068 Gustavo Esteva, La Batalla en el México Rural (Mexico City: Siglo XXI, 1980), 17. 
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agriculture into private commercial agriculture.1069 As mentioned in Chapter 7 Echeverría 

redistributed the most land since the Cardenas presidency during the 1930, yet for many, 

the redistribution remained insufficient, while many organizations rejected the 

coporativist strings attached to the land redistribution.1070 But the bottom line was that 

need for land outpaced Echeverría’s political will to redistribute lands. So people took 

things into their own hands.1071  

Like the occupation of Beacon Hill in Seattle, people were simply making 

demands concerning their own survival and needs. This particular area of land was 100 

hectares.1072 Before it was expropriated for the development project, it was an ejido 

(collectively owned land) named El Salto, and one of the claimants was Leovigildo 

Jimenez Flores who claimed to have lived there since 1942.1073 

The immediate response by state officials was to forcible remove the occupants, 

but the paracaidistas (literally parachuters), the name given to people who occupy land 

from over night, held steady during the first week. Soon thousands of people joined the 

initial paracaidistas. Material and political support arrived from Cuernavaca, Mexico 

City and the United States. Eventually, the colonos (new inhabitants), through the Comité 

de Lucha (Struggle Committee), would engaged in multi-level negotiations with regional, 

                                                 
1069 Ibid. Midnight Notes Collective, “New Enclosures,” in Midnight Oil: Work, Energy, War, 1973-1992 (Brooklyn: 
Autonomedia, 1992) 317-333. 
1070 Aida Hernandez reminds us to not oversimplify the function of the corporatist state as it did not allow for contested 
uses of these hegemonic processes of state formation that increasingly based on a form of multiculturalism. See Aida 
Hernandez, Histories and Stories from Chiapas (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2001), 101-102. 
1071 This was happening in other parts of Latin America. For example in Chile, land seizures between 1969 and 70 were 
340 combined; by 1971 the number had risen to 1,300. R. Levy et al. Ed. Chile: An Economy in Transition (World 
Bank 1980), 68; and Robert Kaufman, The Politics of Land Reform in Chile, 1950-1970: Public Policy, Political 
Institutions, and Social Change (Cambridge, Mass. 1972). 
1072 One hectare is the equivalent of 100 acres. “Estado de Morelos,” 5 April 1973, DFS, 100-15-1, Exp.12 Fs. 193, 
AGN 
1073 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 19 Julio 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 227, AGN. 
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state and federal officials over titles to the land, and social services like education, health 

care, foodstuffs, jobs and transportation.  

In the first week, the decision making structure within the new settlement was 

established. The primary decision making body was the Asamblea General (general 

assembly). In the first general assembly, held April 2, 1973, the colonos agreed upon the 

name La Colonia Ruben Jaramillo (CRJ) for the new “neighborhood”. 1074 What is 

important to note is that Jaramillistas (followers of the ideas of Jaramillo and the man 

himself) were an extension of Zapatismo, part of the same revolutionary tradition in 

Morelos.1075 As the community grew and police and government pressure increased, they 

organized committees, setting up a structure of decision making, and deciding on 

strategies to engage the state. Also at this first meeting, it was decided to form an 

Asociación Civil (Civil Association) as a vehicle to make demands on entitlements like 

food subsidies, health clinics, and access to water. 

The General Assembly met weekly, and it was through discussion and voting that 

decisions about negotiations, new inhabitants, construction projects, rules about alcohol, 

and a whole host of decisions were made. The vehicle through which the decisions were 

actually carried out was the Comité de Lucha (hereafter referred to as the Struggle 

                                                 
1074 Ruben Jaramillo was a political leader from Morelos who throughout the middle part of the 20th century was a 
central figure in political movements in Mexico particularly around land struggles. Jaramillo not only organized at the 
grassroots, he was a stern negotiator with government officials, meeting with two presidents to negotiate political 
compromises. He was also a candidate for governor, and many believed he actually won the election though voter fraud 
denied that possibility. Shortly after meeting with then President Adolfo Lopez Mateos, he was assassinated, along with 
his wife and two children.  It is for this reason that I locate 1962 as the beginning of the dirty war against political 
activists, instead of the year 1968 in relation to the Massacre at Tlatelolco. Throughout this chapter I will refer to the 
Colonia Rubén Jaramillo as either the CRJ or La Jaramillo interchangeable. 
1075 Marco Belligeri, Del agrarismo armado a la guerra de los pobres (Mexico City: Casa Juan Pablos, 2003), 21; and 
Tanalís Padilla, “From Agraristas to Guerrilleros: The Jaramillista Movement and the Myth of Pax PRIísta,” Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of California at San Diego, 2001. 
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Committee) that in turn was divided into smaller committees: Public Relations 

Committee; the Student Committee; the Worker Committee; the Committee on Juridical 

issues; the Food Committee; and an armed Security Committee (that overlapped with the 

Struggle Committee).  At a more micro-level, there were block delegates elected by the 

residents of each block, with about 50 total. The block committee’s met with the Struggle 

Committee twice a week, and then convened a block assembly to report back to the 

communities. These committees were an extension of the committees within ANOCE.1076 

The first struggle was to secure land titles. Then, the primary needs of housing; 

health care, education, food subsidies and water were next on the agenda for the 

inhabitants of CRJ. On April 5th, 60 representatives of CRJ went to the governor’s office 

to demand a meeting.  

Governor Crespo received a small group headed by Gilberto Higareda Cuevas. 

They explained to the governor that the majority of them were poor farmers from 

Guerrero and had heard that some 100 hectares on an abandoned development lot near 

Temixco were available for distribution. The governor promised to parcel off the land to 

families at a set price -- offering 180 square meters to each at a yet to be determined cost, 

as well as loans to build small homes. The state would provide basic utilities. The homes 

would be paid back on a monthly basis. When the delegation took the governor’s 

proposal back to the General Assembly, it was resolutely rejected.1077 The following day, 

the governor ordered a “Brigade of Social Workers to conduct a socio-economic census 

                                                 
1076 Poniatowska, Ibid., 197-217. 
1077 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS 5 April 1973, 100-15-1, Exp.12 Fs. 193, AGN. 
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to verify that the paracaidistas were really people with limited resources.”1078 At this 

early stage, elements of the Federal Security Division had already infiltrated the CRJ, 

which would not have been difficult given the sheer number of people who initially came 

together.1079  

The Struggle Committee (SC) emphasized the need for collective labor to meet 

there own needs rather than immediately turning to the state for resources. This was not 

an easy task as some people felt they were simply making demands on the state that as 

citizens they were entitled to.  

In a similar manner to the struggle to establish El Centro in Seattle, collective 

labor was the most common way of getting things built while they were waiting for the 

government to respond to their demands: digging water wells, a drainage system, and a 

wash house for cleaning clothes. Eventually, the community was able to purchase a 

mixtal – a corn grinder – a crucial component to establishing some form of self-

determination and self-reliance. According to El Güero, “Lo que quiero hacer con la 

Jaramillo es la primera comuna popular de la República mexicana.”1080 In a similar 

manner to El Centro de la Raza, La Jaramillo was an experiment, a mix of experiences. 

On the one hand was the immediate need for land and basic utilities; on the other was the 

political impulse for self-determination. For El Güero, the lesson of La Jaramillo was 

simple, “…no solo demostraba que un grupo humano puede oponerse al gobierno sino 

                                                 
1078 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 6 April 1973, 100-15-1, Exp.12 Fs. 197, AGN. 
1079 “…as a security measure there are various elements of the State Judicial Policy already planted within the 
paracaidistas.” “Estado de Morelos,” 9 April 1973, DFS, 100-15-1, Exp.12 Fs. 202, AGN; and “Estado de Morelos,”  
DFS, 5 May 1973, 100-15-1, Exp.12 Fs. 369, AGN. 
1080 “What I want for the Jaramillo is that it be the first popular commune in the Mexican Republic.” Poniatowska 
quoting Florencio “El Güero” Medrano, 199 
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también convertirse en fuerza política.”1081 As we will see, opposing the government 

would lead to violent repression, and the political force of a localized struggle would 

expand to encompass support from across Mexico and the Southwestern United States. 

On May 26th, the President of Mexico intervened. Echeverría instructed Governor 

Crespo do establish a “Centro de Población” (Population Center) for 2,500 families or the 

equivalent of 8,000 persons, which would include health care, education, a subsidized 

food market, and access to loans to build homes and other infrastructure. Crespo’s 

feelings about Echeverría’s intervention are uncertain, though we do know that he had 

already planned to send in state police accompanied by elements of the military to detain 

the paracaidistas.1082 Nonetheless, he followed orders. Led by Crespo, the commission of 

15 functionaries represented an equal number of state and federal agencies and was 

dispatched to the CRJ to meet the Struggle Committee.1083 The meeting took place in a 

building originally planned to be a clubhouse, but was used as the headquarters for the 

Struggle Committee. It lasted 3 hours and some 250 persons attended.1084 Crespo 

promised what Echeverría had instructed him to offer, including schools, free books, 

adult education, drainage, pipes for potable water, new roads and sidewalks, sports parks, 

access to 24 hour emergency medical care, classes for high school age girls in nursing 

                                                 
1081 “It not only demonstrates that a group of people can oppose the government but also convert itself into a political 
force.” Ibid, 237. 
1082 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 26 May 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 12 Fs. 390, AGN. 
1083 The commission included representatives of the Rural and Public Works Departments of the State of Morelos, the 
Secretary of Government Finances, National Company of Popular Subsidies (Companía Nacional de Subsistencias 
Populares - CONASUPO), the National Institute for the Development of Community and Public Housing (Instituto 
Nacional del Desarrollo de la Comunidad y la Vivienda Popular – INDECO), the Federal Secretary of Health and Pubic 
Assistance and of Public Works, the Secretary of Agriculture and Cattle, the Secretary of Public Education, and the 
Federal Electricity Commission, among others. Ibid. 
1084 Representing the CRJ were Florencio Medrano Medreros, Sebastian Bravo, Andres Baños Ortiz, Francisco 
Salgado, Gioberto Higareda, Victor Uriza and Antonio Bravo. Ibid. 
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and health, electricity, re-forestation, and areas for fowl and fauna.1085 The state 

government promised to fix all the legal deeds to the land, and provide oversight for the 

building of a Center for Community Development and a Civic Center. Finally, beginning 

the following day, vaccinations would be supplied to all children under the age of 3.1086 It 

was a comprehensive urban development project.  

Yet many of the colonos were skeptical. Sebastian Bravo, who was a member of 

the committee and director of the elementary school established in the CRJ, doubted the 

governor’s promises and emphasized that the colonos could do all that and more without 

the help of the state.1087 Medrano pointed out that the unity of the residents of the CRJ 

and the pressure they had put on the government would not be traded voluntarily for 

empty promises. He added, “the response of the government authorities was a “victory 

against yanqui capitalism and the oppressors who push them to continue the struggle until 

the entire country rises up in struggle, demonstrating that a united people can end the 

injustices suffered by the people.”1088 The pessimism of the colonos was well founded. 

Though some of the services would be established, they were on a very meager scale, like 

primary education, some food subsidies, and limited health care.  

A security surveillance document dated May 30, 1973 provides insight into the 

motives behind Echeverría’s generosity, as well as the level of infiltration and 

                                                 
1085 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 5 May 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 12 Fs. 369, AGN. 
1086 Ibid. 
1087 Ibid. 
1088 This summary of Medrano’s words comes from one of the security documents, so it is not clear how Medrano 
understood the offer from the government as a victory against Yanqui capitalism, other than interpreting state subsidies 
as an alternative to a more savage type of capitalism that intended to roll-back the gains of the Keynesian period. Ibid. 
On Keynesianism, see Antonio Negri, “Marx on the Cycle and on Crisis,” in Revolution Retrieved: Selected Writings 
on Marx, Keynes, Capitalist Crisis and New Social Subjects, 1967-83 (Red Notes, London: 1988), 47-90 
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surveillance.1089 According to the document, the state was in open dialogue with the CRJ 

in order to avoid the local issue being capitalized on by other groups and taken to a 

national level.1090 Yet the very fact that the federal government was intervening indicates 

that the struggle was already a national issue.  

Over the course of the summer, there were four more meetings between the 

Struggle Committee and the governor over the terms of the land deeds, the slow pace of 

implementing the public works projects, and petitions that the government allow the 

residents to work building the infrastructure in exchange for deeds to the land.  

 

 

 

¿Quién era El Güero? (Who was El Güero?) 

Florencio Medrano Mederos was born in Guerrero, one of the poorest states in 

Mexico, situated on the pacific coast and most well known for the tourist city Acapulco. 

Early experiences with the power of rural landowners and their pistoleros marked 

Medrano’s life:  

“El güero” no aprendió a leer y a escribir sino muy tarde y su vocación de 
guerrillero se remonta a su niñez cuando dentro de una zanja y con su primera 
Magnum escondida bajo su cuerpo oyó cómo los soldados se llevaban a su tío 
Martín Medrano, el jefe del levantamiento en armas por cuya acción el ejército 
acabó con casi todos les Medranos en el Palma Grande. La única alternativa de 

                                                 
1089 These reports were compiled by the Directorate of Federal Security, headed by Captain Luis de la Barreda Moreno, 
and provided as daily reports to Echeverría and other top-level aides. They also include information about internal 
Morelos politics and decisions, which indicates that de la Barreda was not only providing information about social 
movements, but other politicians as well. 
1090 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 30 May 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 12 Fs. 405, AGN. 
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Vasquez Rojas y de Cabañas fue la sierra en la que se refugiaron después de 
agotar todos los recursos legales.1091  
 

After the army invaded La Jaramillo, Medrano would follow a similar path, establishing 

armed defense units with the Maoist strategy of occupying land and then using the 

“liberated zones” as a base to expand influence with the population in the area in a steady 

and deliberate manner.1092 Unlike Genaro Vasquez and Lucio Cabañas who were 

formally trained teachers, El Güero grew up working odd jobs, first in Guerrero, then in 

Mexico City, and later in Cuernavaca. From 1964-1966, he joined a Maoist party 

formation in Cuernavaca called the Partido Revolucionario del Proletariado. He would 

leave over differences with Javier Fuentes, one of the main organizers, but was still 

attracted to Maoism.  

From June to December of 1969, he traveled to China as part of a delegation of 

nine Mexicans.1093 Upon returning, he dedicated himself to organizing farmers by taking 

over land in order to establish a base of operation, as well as a base with the people. This 

was a different political formation than guerrilla groups in Mexico that were urban based 

and organized within the foco model of Regid Debray and Ernesto “Che” Guevara. In 

                                                 
1091 The blond one did not learn to read and write until later on and his vocation as a guerrillero can be traced to his 
experiences as a young boy when he was in a ditch holding his first magnum under his body and he heard how the 
soldiers took his uncle Martín Medrano who had led an uprising and as a result the army had almost finished off all the 
Medranos in Palma Grande. The only alternative of Vasquez Rojas and of Cabañas was to take to the mountains for 
refuge after having played out all the legal resources. Ibid. 
1092 Poniatowska, Ibid., 197. 
1093 This was not the only group to travel to Asia for training. For a discussion of the various trips to North Korea by 
members of the Movimiento de Acción Revolucionaria, see Fernando Pineda Ochoa, En Las Profundidades del MAR 
(El oro no llegó de Moscú) (Mexico City: Plaza y Valdez, 2003). 
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explaining this difference, Medrano emphasized that even Arturo Gámiz,1094 Génaro 

Vasquez and Lucio Cabañas made the same mistake, not having community support,  

These compañeros deserve our respect…but they also made mistakes, have to 
learn from their mistakes. These compañeros believed that a small unit of 
guerrilleras, Ché Guevara style, would be able to carry off a revolution in Mexico. 
That’s not the way, because the guerrillas cannot be disconnected from the 
people. A revolution has to be made by the people – that is, directed by its best 
children. That’s why our idea is to tie ourselves to the people, so that we can teach 
them the ideal of struggle. They have to know their rights and know how to 
defend them against oppressors and exploiters and their servants.1095 
 

Medrano first locates the current movement to organize farmers within a larger historical 

struggle in Mexico, but makes an important distinction for the audience he was 

addressing at the time - two young possible recruits for the PPUA in the area near 

Tuxtepec, Oaxaca. (They were successfully recruited). This comparison could have been 

a rhetorical device to convince the recruits that the PPUA was serious about maintaining 

ties with base communities. But it is important to note that perhaps Medrano was too 

broad in his generalization about the guerrilla movements that had preceded him. It is 

true that the urban formations did not have a substantial base. This can be explained in 

part by the clandestine nature of this type of revolutionary organizing, as well as the 

difficulty inherent in creating trust with a particular geographic based community 

                                                 
1094 Gámiz was part of a guerrilla formation in Chihuahua called the Grupo Popular Guerrillero (GPG) de la Sierra that 
operated from 1962 until 1965, when the majority of the members were killed in an attempt to occupy the military base 
in Madera, Chihuahua on September 23, 1965. In addition to Gámiz, the original nucleus consisted of Salómon Gaytán, 
Miguel, Quiñones, Guadalupe Escobel, Rafael Martínez Valdivia, and Dr. Pablo Gómez. The Liga Comunista 23 de 
Septiembre, the most persecuted of all the guerrilla formations in the 1970s, took their name in honor of this military 
action. On the GPG, see Marco Belligeri, Del agrarismo armado a la guerra de los pobres (Mexico City: Casa Juan 
Pablos, 2003), 69-103; for a first hand account of the assault on the military barracks in Madera, written while the 
author was incarcerated in Lecumberri Prison in Mexico City, see 23 de Septiembre de 1965, El asalto al cuartel de 
Madera: Testimonio de un Sobreviviente (Mexico City: Centro de Derechos Humanos Yaxkin, 2003). 
1095 Ramon Pérez, Diary of A Guerrilla: A True Story from an Ongoing Struggle (Houston: Arte Publico Press, 1999), 
49. 
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(whether urban or rural) when part of the ideological underpinnings of these political 

formations was to create a national movement, and therefore required frequent traveling.  

El Güero had first hand experience with some of these urban intellectuals who 

came to the mountain to train to be rural guerrilleros “and couldn’t recognize a tree at 

night.”1096 Güero actually had a strong dislike of intellectuals who had always “tried to 

impose their ideas on me.” 1097At one point Güero was almost expelled from the Partido 

Revolucionario del Proletariado when he refused to travel to the Yucatan Peninsula to 

recruit, simple because “ the intellectuals” were following Chinese guerrilla strategy of a 

Prolonged War. Both Vasquez and Cabañas had powerful bases that supported the 

escalation of their struggles as the state increased the violence against their movements. 

Both were teachers and well-respected members of their communities in Guerrero, so that 

when they were forced into hiding, they maintained their base of support. I will return to 

this issue below. 

El Güero’s post-China political experiences were diverse:  

…he had been a delegate in Puebla [city government], accompanied the 
campesino leader and leader of the Communist Party of Mexico, Ramón Danzós 
Palomino in Tampico and César del Ángel in la Costa Negra [in Veracruz], he 
worked as a machetero in the Alcohol Distributor of Morelos; he was a peon in 
the rose cutting industry, peon in construction, a day laborer in the Pilancón 
[Tlaxcala]…and a flower cutter where he was fired for trying to organize his co-
workers.1098 
 

                                                 
1096 Poniatowska, 250. 
1097 Ibid., 251. 
1098 Ibid. On the life of Ramón Danzós, see Ramón Danzós, Desde la Cárcel de Atlixco: vida y lucha de un dirigente 
campesino (Mexico City: Ediciones de Cultura Popular, 1974). During the time that El Güero was at the CRJ, Danzós 
had been kidnapped and imprisoned for his organizing activities. This is the same Cesar de Angel that was part of the 
PST that we discussed in chapter 8. 
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In addition to spending time in Mexico City and China, Güero traveled to Ciudad Juárez, 

Los Angeles (where he was jailed for a yet to be determined reason), Eagle Pass, (and 

possibly) San Antonio and the CJT.1099 Perhaps most significantly, Güero worked with 

Genaro Vasquéz, though in what capacity is not clear, which makes his above cited 

statement more curious.1100  

 According to all accounts I have consulted so far - the diary of one of the PPUA 

members, the first hand accounts written by Elena Poniatowska, and even the handful of 

times he is mentioned in general works on the subject, most everyone trusted and was 

endeared to El Güero. He kept his word, was fierce in confronting the hypocrisy of the 

political officials and the capitalist elite, and was concerned with the basic building 

blocks of any social movement – organizing and alliance building. Again, speaking to 

possible recruits, “Our job is to organize the campesinos, the workers, the students, and 

honest intellectuals who are willing to fight for a revolution in Mexico…We’re for the 

workers who are exploited by the capitalists, and against the landlords who, with their 

White Guard gunman, have disposed the villages of their common properties.”1101  

 Despite his critique of the intellectuals of the PRP, he still felt close to them 

ideologically, even if not so much in a strategic manner. When a demolitions expert who 

formed part of the PRP accidentally detonated a bomb in Mexico City in early 1973, the 

hunt against his comrades escalated. One of the many detained was Javier Fuentes, the 

                                                 
1099 In an interview with a close collaborator of El Güero and Mario Cantú who still lives in Mexico and requested to 
remain anonymous, he indicated that El Güero not only traveled to San Antonio, but also El Colegio Jacinto Treviño. I 
have been unable to corroborate this information from other sources, though it is not far from the realm of possibility 
given the close ties that would be developed between Chicanos and the CRJ and later the PPUA. 
1100 Poniatowska, 250; Pérez, 50. 
1101 Pérez, 48. 
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above-referenced intellectual that El Güero had been critical of, but who had also been an 

important influence on his political thinking. The arrest of his comrades and the 

dissolution of the PRP, led El Güero to found the ANOCE, and eventually to plan and 

execute the establishment of La Jaramillo. 

 

Mexican and Chicano-Mexicano Solidarity 

With the goal of nationalizing the struggle, emissaries from La Jaramillo were 

sent to various parts of the state of Morelos and the country, particularly Guerrero, 

Oaxaca and Mexico City, to share the news of the land takeover and solicit support. They 

would speak to students, unions, neighborhood committees, and other political groups.1102  

Social movements in Mexico City, Cuernavaca, and other states in central Mexico 

responded with immediate support for La Jaramillo. By the end of the summer, resources 

and support would also begin to arrive from Texas and Colorado, thus internationalizing 

the struggle. 

 Students from the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM), the 

National Polytechnic Institute, and a host of other schools, joined cultural workers, 

campesino leaders, labor organizers, and others interested in supporting, would visit the 

CRJ throughout the entire summer. These work days, called Brigadas de Cansancio (The 

Exhaustion Brigades) and Domingo Rojos (Red Sundays), attracted large number of 

young, primarily student supporters.1103 “Todos los que vivieron el mito del territorio 

libre en la Universidad in el 68, se asombraron de encontrar orto territorio libre de 

                                                 
1102 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 6 Junio 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 54, AGN. 
1103 Poniatowska, Ibid. 243; “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 17 Aug. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 335, AGN. 
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América en Morelos. El visitante pedía un pico y una pala y se ponía a limpiar el terreno. 

Al rato andaba en mangas d ecamisa y horas más tarde, sin camisa, exaltado, cavando 

zanjas bajo los rayos del sol.”1104 In addition, groups like CLETA and Los Mascarones 

performed and passed out literature about socialism.1105 

It is unclear exactly when and how the connections between Chicanos in Texas 

and the CRJ were established. Cantú explained in a 1978 interview “Four years ago, thru 

[sic] activities in progress, we had contact with el “Güero’ when he was working openly 

in the Colonia Rubén Jaramillo.”1106 And as mentioned above, Cantú had left CASA to 

go south, explaining “The reason for my disassociation was my willingness to accept an 

invitation extended to me by people in Mexico to participate in the formation of a new 

party.”1107 According to inhabitants of the CRJ, the Chicanos were going to help develop 

a industry growing rabbits, as evidence by this dialogue between El Güero and Micaela, 

one of the members of the SC, 

- Vamos a traer técnicos que nos enseñen a trabajar. Desde la semana que entra, aquí 
va a funcionar un rastro, vamos a criar Conejos, pues ¿qué no has visto las conejeras, 
Micaela? Y mojarras, y codornices. Nos han traído las crías y nos van a ayudar los 
chicanos de la Raza Unida. 

- ¿Quiénes son ésos? 
- Unos carnales… 
- ¿Gringos? 
- Chicanos: hijos de mexicanos que se pasaron para el otro lado. 

                                                 
1104 All of those who had lived the myth of liberated territory at the UNAM in 68, wanted to find another liberated 
territory of America in Morelos. The visitor would ask for a pick and a shovel and begin to clear the land. After a while 
they were in their undershirt, a few hours later, shirtless digging ditches under the rays of the sun.” Ibid. 199. Of course 
the “subject” is a man given that women wouldn’t necessarily be taking their shirts off. 
1105 “Colonia ‘Ruben Jaramillo’ de Cuernavaca, Mor.” DFS, 17 Aug. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 335, AGN. 
1106 “Entrevista con Mario Cantú,” by Alfredo de la Torre, Caracol vol. 5 no. 4 (Dec. 78), 11. 
1107 Mario Cantú, “Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, Tx., 3, Box 8, Folder 9, RSP, SCSU: Mario Cantú, 
“Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, Tx., 3, and Box 2, Folder 13 MCP, BLAC; “PPUA Calls Press 
Conference in the U.S.,” English reprint of press release, Bracero: Organo de la Liga Flores Magon, vol.1 no.1 (1976), 
3, Box 4, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. 
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- Dichosos ellos. Pero qué raro que les quedaron ganas de regresar si dicen que allá 
tienen reteharto de todo!1108 

 
We are not only given a clue as to what type of support Chicanos de la Raza Unida 

provided, but the recognition that solidarity with Mexico was still possible despite all the 

material opportunities in the U.S. Though there is a mention of quails, rabbits and small 

knives, in an interview conducted with a source that has requested anonymity, these were 

code words for other items; though the source was not specific about what those “other” 

items actually were.1109 

 

Government Aid, Government Repression 

During the month of August, a series of events increased the political pressure on 

the state government. First, the CRJ expanded its solidarity politics by hosting Los 

Mascarones on the 17th. In addition to performing, Los Mascarones distributed copies of 

the political magazine Por Qué?, and a flyer that told the story of La Jaramillo as a 

struggle to bring socialism to Mexico.1110 Working closely with students and inhabitants 

of CRJ, the editors of Por Qué? helped establish the community newspaper “El 

Chingadazo”.1111 On the 18th, the Committee supported (and possibly participated) in the 

take-over of the land on which the Centro de Estudios Technológicas Agropecuarios in 

nearby Xoxocotla was to have been built in order pressure the state to go forward with 

their agreed upon proposal or turn over the land to the teachers and students. Then, on 

august 26th, the CRJ was host to an assembly that gathered some 500 inhabitants of the 
                                                 
1108 Ibid, 199-200.  
1109 Of course, it would have been impossible for Elena Poniatowska to have known this at the time. 
1110 “Colonia ‘Ruben Jaramillo’ de Cuernavaca, Mor.” DFS, 17 Aug. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 335, AGN. 
1111 Poniatowska, 201. 
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CRJ to exchange political experiences, strategies and solidarity with the commissions 

representing two other urban squatter movements: Las Colonias San Francisco Coyoacán 

in Mexico City, and the Granjas de Guadalupe in the State of Mexico. In a speech to the 

assembly, El Güero denounced the governor for not keeping his word, and promised 

support to the colonos of San Francisco Coyoacán who were in the midst of a struggle 

against the threat of invasion and expulsion by federal authorities, and those of Granjas 

de Guadalupe who had already suffered three deaths at the hands governor Hank 

González.1112  

By September, the repression escalated. On September 10th, in what appeared to 

be the last mobilization the state and federal governments were going to accept, some 200 

persons, among them inhabitants of the CRJ and members of the Struggle Committee and 

ANOCE, occupied the municipal presidency in protest of the lack of elections in the 

municipality. Then, on September 24th there was a confrontation between the Judicial 

Police and a delegation from the CRJ that had traveled to Tepecuicuilco, Guerrero. In the 

shootout, Primo Medrano was killed, Rafael Uriostegui and Carlos Rosales were gravely 

wounded and 5 other were detained, including one woman who was pregnant.1113 The 

DFS security document describes the incident as a case of mistaken identity and that the 

Judicial Police thought that the delegation was a group of “bandoleros”.1114  

Four days later, on September 28, 1973, almost 6 months since the initial 

occupation, elements of the Army, State and Federal Judicial police forces, led by 

                                                 
1112 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 26 Aug. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 13 Fs. 374, AGN. 
1113 Poniatwoska, 266. 
1114 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 28 Sept. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 14 Fs. 136, AGN. 
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Brigadier General Francisco Andrade Sanchez, invaded the CRJ and took control of the 

Struggle Committee, arresting 14 persons.1115 The government argued that troops had 

been sent in order to locate a group of “maleantes” accused of killing two people from 

Lagunillas, Guerrero and who were supposedly hiding out in the CRJ. 1116 El Güero 

escaped with other members of the Security Committee. They would not resurface until 

the following year.1117 

Given that there was constant surveillance on the CRJ and the Struggle 

Committee in particular, it is not inconceivable that the “incident” with the delegation in 

Guerrero and the military occupation of the CRJ were two operations in a larger strategy 

to eliminate the leadership of the CRJ. El Güero had already been advised that a military 

occupation was imminent and that he should go into exile.1118 It is uncertain if Crespo 

asked Echeverría to step in, or if Echeverría made an executive decision. Certainly El 

                                                 
1115 Ibid. Those detained were: Julio Rivera Ferrusquia, 24, medical student; Adelina Garcia Viloria, 26; Mariela de la 
O., 18; Irene Olica Carrasco, 38; Felipe Sanchez Lima, 24 (“principal dirigente de la Colonia); Mario González Dila, 
22; Jose Luis Roldan Beltran, 23; Ildefonso Díaz Moreno, 26; Juan Severino Arce, 48; Manuel Calderon Zamachalco; 
Alfredo Campos Perez, 21; Tomas Barraga Ortega, 54; Ethel Bertha Bustos Arzate, 28. It is important to relay their 
names as part of the long term project that this chapter represents, it to trace the lives of the detained, especially once 
the PPUA is formed, and there has been absolutely no research into this particular political formation and the 
whereabouts of those that were disappeared. Of course, researchers and activists have only recently began to 
reconstruct these histories, particularly with the declassification of so many security documents, but in terms of La 
Jaramillo and the PPUA, particularly in relation to the Liga 23 de Septiembre, las Fuerzas de Liberación Nacional 
(FLN – precursor to the EZLN), and the Movimiento Armado Revolucionario (MAR), the organizations that have 
received the most attention. 
1116 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 29 Sept. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 14 Fs. 167, AGN; “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 29 Sept. 
1973, 11-4-73, Exp. 239 Fs. 268, AGN. During the operation, Two elements of the army were wounded, one by a 
machete blow, and the other in the foot during a confrontation when they tried to enter the home of Consuelo Corcayo 
Jacob, one of the inhabitants. During the shootout that followed Consuelo was killed inside her home in front of her 
brother and nephew. All men of “capable of carry a gun” were concentrated in the central plaza of the CRJ, while the 
women and children were sent back to their homes. 
1117 On the morning of the 28th, El Güero and his close collaborators left the CRJ. A shootout ensued with the police on 
guard (the military had not arrived yet), and a few of them were wounded, including El Güero. They quickly 
disappeared into the Sierra south of Cuernavaca and split up. A few days later, El Güero, accompanied by one other 
person, showed up at the small orchard of Eduardo Martínez Correa, one of the local supporters of the CRJ and El 
Güero. It is important to note that a few days after Primo’s death, El Güero communicated to his cuadro the necessity 
of being prepared for the imminent attack, “Our compañeros have been waiting for months and there are either going to 
tire out or attack on their own, either way they are not going to support us.” Ponistwoska, 267.  
1118 Poniatowska, 256. 
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Güero had been a constant worry for Crespo since his days as municipal president, but 

one thing is for certain, 1974 was the year that the dirty war escalated, and the state of 

Guerrero received the brunt of the war.1119 What the state had feared – the expansion of 

the movement – had happened. This is what Echeverría had communicated to Nixon.1120  

 On the one hand, from the perspective of the government, they could not have 

hoped for better short-term results. Not only had El Güero and the Struggle Committee 

been forced into hiding, thus solidifying the argument from the state that they were 

dangerous fugitives, but there were divisions within the colonia itself. A vast investment 

plan would convert a problem into an asset, an example of the two-sided strategy and 

power of the corporativist state: the simultaneous deployment of violent coercion with the 

extensive use of subsidies: coercion and cooptation. These subsidies would not only 

provide basic resources, but force the inhabitants to rely on the government, something 

the Struggle Committee had been organizing against. For the next month, state and 

federal authorities would continue the development projects while the military remained 

in La Jaramillo. On the other hand, government repression closed down options for 

political participation as the inhabitants of La Jaramillo were considered delinquents, and 

therefore any and all political activity would be considered illegal by the state. In other 

words, as David Cilia reminded us on page 378, government repression forces social 

movements to opt for other means and strategies.  

                                                 
1119 For a breakdown of assassinations, kidnappings and disappearances by state and by different armed revolutionary 
groups, see the appendices in David Cilia Olmos, Carpizo y la CNDH: La Otra Cara de la Guerra Sucia (Mexico City: 
Editorial Comuna, 2002); and Sergio Aguayo Quezada, La Charola: Una Historia de los Servicions de inteligencia en 
México (Mexico City: Grijalbo 2002) 
1120 See p. 464. 
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 Though Güero was forced underground, he didn’t disappear all together. In fact, 

in the two weeks following the occupation by the army, (at least) two communiqués were 

written, printed and passed out at the CRJ.1121 They both questioned the logic of the 

governments promise of free land, given that up to that point many of the promises the 

governor had made had yet to be carried out. The document also blamed Echeverría for 

Primo Medrano’s death. Finally, both communiqués emphasized that the colonia was 

already working together to meet their own needs, and that there own sacrifices were in 

order to leave something for their children.1122 

 During the founding of the CRJ, El Güero had been preparing a long-term 

strategy: maintain a primary base of operations (CRJ), trained an armed formation of 

campesinos in the mountains poised to occupy another site, and have a second armed 

formation ready to take part in the long-term “guerra prolongada.”1123  

The PPUA would not be formed until early 1975, but El Güero’s armed actions 

began in late 1973, “en que se llevó a cabo varias operaciones en espera del asalto a la 

cárcel para liberar a [Javier] Fuentes y a su gente.”1124 The rescue never took place as the 

army took control of Fuentes and locked him away in prison. Then in February of 74, on 

the property of Martínez Correa, what would turn out to be a preliminary meeting to the 

founding of the PPUA, a group of 40 people representing various revolutionary 

                                                 
1121 Because I am relying on the surveillance documents for the “hard” information, I say “at least” two, because that is 
how many are noted in the documents. Given that the surveillance was constant and wide-spread, if there had been 
more, they would have (of course) been reported.  
1122 “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 6 Oct. 1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 15 Fs. 133-134, AGN; “Estado de Morelos,” DFS, 11 Oct. 
1973, 100-15-1, Exp. 15 Fs. 149-150, AGN. 
1123 Poniatowska, 197. In addition to Poniatowska’s reporting on this issue, this would be appropriate as a Maoist 
strategy. Establish  a base of support or liberate zone from which to wage a long term struggle. 
1124 Poniatowska, 256. 
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formations met to make of list of all the rich men in the area and plan a series of 

kidnappings in order to raise money for the founding of a new revolutionary party.1125 

Throughout 1974, the refugees from the CRJ dedicated themselves to organizing support 

bases in remote areas in the southern part of Morelos, the eastern part of Guerrero, the 

eastern and northern Sierras of Oaxaca, parts of Veracruz, and Mexico City. In Mexico 

City they established a safe house called “La Casa de los Conejos. They also reached out 

to Chicanos in Colorado, California and Texas. The year 1974 was also when Mario 

Cantú left CASA to “form a political party in Mexico.”1126  

 

 

 

Nace el Partido Proletario Unido de América (The PPUA is Born) 

From September 28-19, 1974, in the city of Puebla, Mexico, the First Congress of 

the Partido Proletario Unido (PPU) was held.1127 In addition to El Güero, those present 

included, Aguileo Mederos, Simón Elizondo (a) el Nevero, Celia (previously known as 

Elena, El Güero partner), Cacarizo (alias), Chivas Regal (alias), Canario (alias), Eufemio 

Hernández (a) el Tintán, and “three students from the CCH who never showed up 

again.”1128 Then, on January 10, 1975, with an expanded political platform, the PPUA 

had held its founding congress. The name change reflected the amplification of the 

                                                 
1125 Poniatowska, 269-70. 
1126 El Bracero: Organo de la Liga Flores Magon, vol.1 no.1 (1976), 3, Box 4, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. 
1127 PPUA, “Programa General del Partido Proletario Unido de América,” n.d., 30 pgs., copy in author’s possession. 
Elena Poniatowska, writes that the founding date was on January 10, 1975. See Poniatowska, Ibid., 270 
1128 Poniatowska, 271. 
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political perspective of the former colonos of the CRJ and the supporters they had 

recruited over the previous year – particularly from north of the border. 

 As stated in the founding documents of the party, the guiding principle of the 

PPUA was to take power through armed struggle: “Los ricos usan la violencia para 

explotar al Pueblo. El Pueblo usará violencia para liberar al Pueblo.”1129 An editorial 

titled, ¿Quienes Somos? (Who We Are), explained how the decision to take up arms was 

made:  

We are poor people armed and organized as the P.P.U.A. Our party is made up of 
workers, farmers, and a few revolutionary intellectuals. As part of the poor people 
of Mexico and the world, we have not taken up arms because of a love for war, 
but we have seen that it is the only way that the rich will leave us in peace. We 
have proven this every time that we have tried to change things through peaceful 
protests, marches, strikes and written manifestos. The response has always been 
the same: the government has sent us its army and police and we have been 
assassinated in cold blood in the streets, in the factories, in the fields and in our 
own homes.1130 

 
The Central Committee was clear. They had already tried the peaceful route, and the only 

response from the state was repression. This was already 1975, when the dirty war was in 

full force against social actors, the reasons given were not far-fetched. The editorial goes 

on to explain to locate the PPUA within a longer trajectory of Mexican revolutionary 

movements, and the differences between guerrillas isolated in the mountains, without 

support from the people and an army of the people: “we do not believe we are making a 

revolution for the people, but with the people…In our struggle, not only will young men 

                                                 
1129 “The rich use violence to exploit the people. The people will use violence to liberate the people.” PPUA, La Lucha 
del Pueblo:  Organo Oficial del Partido Proletario Unido de América, vol. 1 no. 1 (Julio 1975), raúlrsalinas Personal 
Archives (hereafter cited as RSPA); and PPUA, “Programa General del Partido Proletario Unido de América 
(P.P.U.A.), Ibid. 
1130 PPUA Central Committee, “¿Quienes Somos?,” La Lucha del Pueblo:  Organo Oficial del Partido Proletario 
Unido de América, vol. 1 no. 1 (Julio 1975), 1-2, RSPA. 
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and young women participate, but also the elders and children.”1131 Because workers, 

students, and farmers are the immense majority of poor people in Mexico and across the 

globe, and everyone is affected by U.S. imperialism and its colonial allies in developing 

countries, then unity is the answer: “If they [capitalist countries] are united to exploit us, 

we must also realize only by uniting and coordinating our struggle with the struggle of all 

the peoples of America and the world, we will be able to defeat our powerful 

enemies…For the Reunification of the Free Peoples of America in their Struggle for 

Socialism!”1132 Compare this to the position taken by Mario Cantú, “We know that this 

fight will take many years…against the PRI government that jails, tortures, and murders 

the people of Mexico. And I say that we as Chicanos should identify with these people 

that fight with the same spirit of Zapata and Pancho Villa…”1133 

In order to struggle against the capitalist, the “Fundamental Program” of the 

PPUA was “to achieve the defeat of the bourgeois, the terratenientes (large colonial land 

owners) and all exploiting classes of Mexico through armed struggle and substitute the 

bourgeois dictatorship with a Worker’s Government. Through armed struggle and with 

support from a variety of base communities of workers and farmers, who would adhere to 

ideas of self-organizing and liberation, the PPUA would help prepare the people to take 

power. The General Program then provided a brief history of struggles in Mexico, while 

locating “Yanqui” imperialism as the scourge of the continent. It also emphasized that the 

PPUA was a disciplined cadre of dedicated revolutionaries who would not fall into the 

                                                 
1131 Ibid., 1 
1132 Ibid., 2 
1133 “Entrevista con Mario Cantú,” by Alfredo de la Torre, Caracol vol. 5 no. 4 (Dec. 78), 11. 
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same ideological infighting that had characterized the left. For the PPUA, their ideology 

“coincided with the thought of Bolivar, Artigas y San Martín: Liberty and the Unification 

of all of América…The resistance against foreigners began ever since they (Spaniards) 

arrived in America, was continued with brilliance by Tupac Amaru and now we continue 

the struggle.”1134  The PPUA had three main goals: 1) organize and develop a clandestine 

Party across the country; 2) organize and develop a clandestine “Peoples Army” in rural 

areas toward the cities as opposed to cities outward to rural areas; and 3) to strengthen 

mass organizations at a national level by developing the Frente Amplio Nacional 

Democrático Antiimperialista, so that in the event of an armed invasion by imperialists 

Mexico would be ready to unite all social classes under the direction of the PPUA.1135 To 

achieve these three goals, the PPUA would consolidate its forces and solid support bases 

in the liberated zoned. These zones would in turn form a guerrilla rear-guard that would 

eventually be converted into centers of provisional revolutionary governance, “the 

embryo of the Proletariat State.” 1136 The document goes on to explain the responsibilities 

                                                 
1134 Ibid., 5. 
1135 Given that the PPUA and EPLUA were politico-military formations, they had different levels of decision-making: 
El Güero was the President of the Central Committee (CC) of the PPUA and the First Commander of the EPLUA; 
Vice-president of the CC and the member of Communications Commission, Julio Roldán; Vice-president of the CC 
and member of the EPLUA, Fortina Estrada; Commander of the General Staff, Aquileo Mederos Vásquez; Operations 
Commander, Pablo de la O. Castorena; Training Commander, Martín Garrido; Administration Commander, Rodrigo 
Rodríguez Rocha; Communications Commander, Antonio Solís; Provision Commander, Ciriaco Acuña; Commander of 
Medical Assistance, José Palacios; Communications Council - Cuahtémoc Montes, president, and Julio Roldán, José 
Rodríguez, and Agustín Hernández, delegates; Foreign Relations Council – Nicolás Cornejo Díaz, president, with 
Lucio Blanco1135 and Guadalupe Falcón G.; Education and Cultural Council - Leticia Estrada, president, with D. 
Martinez, Nicanor Parra, and Juana Mendoza as delegates; the Organization Council – Martín Ixpango, president, with 
Ladislao Morales and Antonio Ríos S.; ANOCE Council – Elvia Lázaro O., president, with Valentín de la Sierra and 
Lucena Ruiz as delegates; and finally, the Finance Council – Dario Cervantes, president, with Ricardo G. Villa, 
Humberto Moreno and Rubén Campos as delegates. Finally, Eduardo Martinez Correa was chosen as presidente de 
debates (president of debates) as well as a member of the Honor and Justice Committee of the PPUA in recognition and 
respect for his experience and dedication to the party since before its inception. PPUA, “Programa General del Partido 
Proletario Unido de América,” n.d., 27-30. 
1136 The PPUA had an 11 point plan about how to bring about a socialist revolution: agrarian reform and the 
collectivization of land, expropriation of foreign companies, commerce under the control of the Proletarian State, urban 
reform, expropriation of foreign banks and capital, redistribution of labor, educational reform, health care reform, 
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of members, the geographic organizing strategies of the PPUA (local, municipal, regional 

and national), as well as the organizing strategies of the People’s Army.1137  

 

Survival and Solidarity 

 The reality of clandestine organizing demanded reliance on allies for support - 

money, food, itinerant housing, information, an automobile, or any number of other 

necessities. For example, the printing of the General Program and the PPUA newspaper 

La Lucha del Pueblo, was done in San Antonio with the help of Mario Cantú.1138 Cantú 

also supplied money and, as we will see below, guns and ammunition. Like other 

clandestine revolutionary formations, the EPLUA took part in the kidnapping of wealthy 

“capitalists” and politicians, revolutionary expropriations (theft from institutions to be 

used for revolutionary “ends”), and aggressive persuasion of prominent political figures. 

In the year between November 1974 and December 1975, the PPUA participated in three 

kidnappings and a series of armed confrontations with federal and state authorities in 

Morelos, Mexico City, Puebla and the State of Mexico. This is not the place for an 

anatomy of all these actions, though I will give a brief resume of one of the kidnappings 

as it is directly related to Chicanos in Texas.  

                                                                                                                                                 
assistance for the elderly, socialization of the press and other forms of mass communication, and reform of the judicial 
system. Within these 11 points are 21 sub-points that elaborate on each reform proposal. Ibid., 7. 
1137 Shortly after this Congress, unidentified agents detained Eduardo Martinez Correa at his home.  The presidente de 
debates (president of debates) as well as a member of the Honor and Justice Committee was arrested. His wife and two 
daughters were sexually assaulted, while his house was destroyed. Martinez Correa was then tortured by electric shocks 
to his body, and suffered massive trauma cause by blows to his eyes and ears that left him deaf; in the words of the 
commander, “El cuerpo tiene su límite. Aquí hablan o los hacemos hablar.” “The body has its limits. Here you talk or 
we make you talk.” Ibid.  271. 
1138 Letter from Florencio “El Tio” Medrano to Mario Cantú, San Antonio, Tx., (circa early 1976), Box 3, Folder 3, 
MCP, BLAC; and raúlrsalinas, interview by author, audio recording, Austin, Texas, 16 June 2004. 
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On November 13, 1974, the commando “Miguel Enriquez” of the Ejército 

Popular de Liberación Unido de América – EPLUA kidnapped Sara Martinez de Davis, 

the wife of a wealthy American investor, Thomas Davis. The Commando was made up of 

Andres Pablo de la O Castorena, Pedro Vargas, Lorena Guevara and Pedro Moreno.1139 

In exchange for the safe return of Mrs. Davis, the EPLUA demanded 20 million pesos 

($80,000) in supplies for low-income families and 10 million pesos ($40,000) in cash. 

They also demanded the titles to lands in the neighborhood Santa María be given without 

charge, as well as tax exemptions for the inhabitants of the neighborhoods surrounding 

Cuernavaca: Satélite, Flores Mágon, Las Delicias, and La Jaramillo.1140 Some of the 

lands belonged to the Davis family, while others were perhaps government owned, but 

either way the demands reflected a strategy behind the kidnapping: fund the revolution 

and expand their base of support.  

The action had been planned from “Casa de los Conejos” in the Iztapalapa 

District in Mexico City. Four communiqués were sent to Thomas Davis in December, 

none of which were answered. Bishop Sergio Mendez Arceo was the intermediary for 

these exchanges. In late December, Tom wrote his wife explaining the delay in payment 

(banks were closed until January 2nd), and promised that by January 7th “everything will 

be in the hands of the Obispo (Bishop) so that you can obtain your liberty.”1141 In 

response, Sara, in a very calm letter, expresses her concern for her mother and then 

                                                 
1139 Organigram de PPUA,” DFS, 6 Oct. 1978, 11-249, H-50 L-1, AGN. Miguel Enriquez Espinosa was a leader of the 
Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria (MIR), part of the Chilean resistance movement against the Pinochet 
dictatorship and killed on October 5, 1974, after a three-hour shoot out. 
1140 Alfonso Ibarra, “’Se Cumplieron la Exigencias’, Dice la Familia de la Señora Martínez Davis,” Excelsior 11 
Diciembre 1874; and “Partido Proletario Unido de América,” DFS, 6 Feb. 1976, 11-249, L 2, 92, AGN. 
1141 Tom Davis to Sara Davis, Cuernavaca, Morelos, 28 December 1974, Box 3, Folder 3, Dick Reavis Papers, Benson 
Latin American Collection (hereafter DRP, BLAC). 
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inserts this curious sentence, “[I am worried] about you because you thought that I might 

have done this to harm [your position], I will explain later what happened.”1142 Finally, in 

early January, El Güero sent Agripino Juarez de la Cruz, alias El Nevero, to deliver a fifth 

communiqué. As ordered, El Nevero left it in a trashcan in front of the Palacio de Cortés 

in Cuernavaca. The following day El Nevero returned to the House of Rabbits (Casa de 

los Conejos) in the Mexico City neighborhood of Ixtapalapa, where Medrano again 

charged him with the task of delivering a sixth correspondence to Thomas Davis. This 

time, the message was to be taken to the supermarket La Madrileña in downtown 

Cuernavaca. The daily Diario Matutino de Morelos was notified by telephone and they 

retrieved and published the demands. Medrano then sent El Nevero back to Cuernavaca 

where he was finally given four packages wrapped in white paper by Bishop Mendez. El 

Nevero then returned to the Casa de los Conejos. After knocking and waiting, he was 

about to leave when Aquileo arrived to take him to another safe house on Telyehualco 

Avenue where they met up with Elena (a) Celia, Tania, El Chivas Regal, Sin Fronteras, el 

Güero’s family members, as well as three Chicanos.1143 “Frente a todos, el Güero abrió 

[los paquetes] y empezó a contarlos. Cuando llegó a la suma de cuaranta mil dólares 

explicó que la mitad era para que los Chicanos organizaran el PPUA en el norte del 

pais.”1144 The plan was to change the money in the United States in the event that the bills 

were marked.1145 Mrs. Davis was released soon after. Three days later judicial police 

                                                 
1142 Sara Davis to Tom Davis, 1 January 1975, Box 3, Folder 3, DRP, BLAC. I have not found any documentation that 
would provide a further explanation for this curious sentence, but hypothetically, it could be that the delay by Tom 
Davis to pay the ransom could have had a personal inter-relational element.  
1143 Ibid. 273-4. 
1144 Poniatowska, 274; “Partido Proletario Unido de América,” DFS, 6 Feb. 1976, 11-249, L 2, 92, AGN. 
1145 “Partido Proletario Unido de América,” DFS, 6 Feb. 1976, 11-249, L 2, 92, AGN. 
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officials picked up El Nevero in Mexico City near the exit of Los Pinos – the presidential 

palace. He and his family were tortured and he was sent to the state penitentiary in 

Morelos. This started a series of events that by 1978 would destroy the PPUA.1146   

 

The Torture of Chicanos in Mexico and Latin America  

 On Thursday October 2, 1975, the Mexican Federal Police arrested Ramon Raúl 

Chacon of Mercedes Texas, Pablo de la O. Castarena of Mexico, and Elsy Morales from 

Colombia, at a military check point just south of Monterrey, Nuevo León México.1147 

Authorities claimed the truck they were traveling in had a false compartment. All three 

were transported to the Monterrey office of the Dirección Federal de Seguridad (DFS), 

the primary intelligence gathering and policing institution in Mexico at the time. Chacon 

and de la O were accused of transporting arms with the intention to incite rebellion and 

being members of the PPUA. In addition, the media and Mexican officials claimed that 

Chicano activists in San Antonio - specifically Mario Cantú - were founding members of 

the PPUA; and that the PPUA was part of a larger global terror network called the 

Alianza Internacional de Terroristas (International Terrorist Alliance –AIT). Morales was 

quickly deported, while de la O (as he was referred to in PPUA documents), in a daring 

dash from the Federal Security Building, managed to escape through the streets of 

Monterrey shirtless and barefooted. During the chase, a young boy was killed by a federal 

                                                 
1146 Poniatowska, 274 
1147 The surveillance files on the PPUA begin with the arrest of Ramon Chacon, Pablo de la O., and Elsy Morales just 
south of Monterrey, Nuevo Leon. Of course we cannot assume that the Mexican intelligence services lost track of El 
Güero in late 1973 when he fled the Jaramillo, but what is certain is that after late November of 1975, the war against 
the PPUA escalated. 
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officer as he shot at de la O. Chacon, who we recall was one of the political theoreticians 

in Leavenworth, was tortured and imprisoned.1148  

On Friday October 3, 1975, the day after the arrests, the front page of most major 

newspapers in Mexico and Texas broadcast news of the arrest, emphasizing links to 

“terrorist” groups in Mexico and Latin America. They also reported that Mario Cantú was 

one of the founders of a new political party in Mexico. The Monterrey based newspaper 

El Norte reported that Chacon and de la O. were commandos of PPUA, and that the 

PPUA was part of the international Alianza International de Terroristas. In addition, 

reports from El Norte not only compared the PPUA to the Symbonese Liberation Army 

(the group responsible for the kidnapping of newspaper heiress Patty Hearst), but also 

alleged that de la O. was connected with the Black Panthers1149, and had traveled 

throughout the southwest in order to raise funds and purchase munitions. De la O. was 

also accused of being part of the Communist Youth (Juventudes Comunistas) and 

allegedly transported guns for Pablo Gómez Alvarado, secretary general of the 

communist party.1150 On October 2nd, the DFS - in conjunction with the police in the city 

of Nuevo Laredo - arrested Salvador Abundis Guzmán at a local hospital (he suffered 

from hepatitis), along with his wife Silvia Fuentes, accusing them of forming part of the 

ATI.1151 The newspapers also reported that they were found with weapons similar to 

those that Chacon and De la O. had been busted, lists of contacts in Guadalajara and 

                                                 
1148 “Estado de Nuevo Leon,” DFS, 2 Oct 1975, 11-249, Exp. 2 Fs. 1, AGN; untitled, Investigaciones Políticas y 
Sociales (IPS), n.d. 11-249-75, Exp. 1, Fs 19, AGN; “Chicano Activist Arrested,” The Rag vol. 10 no. 4 (24 November 
1975), 7. There is an aura of uncertainty around de la O’s – or anyone for that matter – successful escape under such 
desperate and improbable conditions.  
1149 This is in 1975 when COINTELPRO had already done its most devastating work against the Black Panther Party. 
1150 “Descubren el Laredo Madriguera de la AIT,” El Norte, 5 Octubre 1975. 
1151 Ibid; and “Abundiz y su Esposa Trasladados a Monterrey, N.L.,” El Diario de Nuevo Laredo, 7 Octubre 1975. 
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Mexico City, and “una gran cantidad de literatura subversiva.”1152 In addition, El Norte 

reported that Abundis did not contest the accusations against him when he was presented 

before the judge on October 10th. In fact, according to the newspaper, he identified Cantú 

as a founder of the PPUA.1153 While Abundis what kept in prison, his wife Silvia Fuentes, 

just like Elsy Morales, was deported. This is a noteworthy difference in terms of how the 

Mexican state arrested, tortured, and incarcerated the men who were captured, but 

deported the women. During the 70s, the violence of the Dirty War was an equal 

opportunity oppressor, not distinguishing between women and men, for example in an 

armed confrontation or during “interrogation”. Given that neither of the women were 

Mexican citizens, it would seem appropriate to deport them. But then again, neither was 

Chacon.1154  

Seven days after his arrest, Ramon was able to tell his side of the story. On 

October 9th, Ernesto Chacon, the brother of Ramon and head of LRUP in Wisconsin, 

visited him in prison. An official from the U.S. Consulate accompanied Ernesto.1155 

According to Ramon, after his arrest, he was held incommunicado for three days, during 

which he was stripped naked, beaten and tortured. During this time he was interrogated 

by a person with an American accent who was not interested in the charges of gun-

running but in about Chacon’s activities in the U.S.1156 One of the techniques used was 

“the water technique”:  “[Chacon’s] hands and feet were tied, [he was] knocked down, 
                                                 
1152 “A large amount of subversive literature.” “Descubren el Laredo Madriguera de la AIT,” El Norte, 5 Octubre 1975. 
“Abundiz y su Esposa Trasladados a Monterrey, N.L.,” El Diario de Nuevo Laredo, 7 Octubre 1975. 
1153 “Buscan en EU a jefe de la AIT,” El Norte,10 Octubre 1975; “Son de la Alianza Internacional de Terroristas; Son 
Malisimos..!,” Alarma 20 Octubre 1975 
1154 The record so far has not revealed any other details about either Elsy Morales or Silvia Fuentes. 
1155 Bill Towery,“Tortured in Mexico,” San Antonio Light, 17 October 1975; “Smuggling of U.S. Guns into Mexico 
Said Rising,” The Monitor 26 October 1975. 
1156 Ibid., “Press Release,” Ramon Chacon Defense Committee, n.d., RSPA. 
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mouth gagged, [and a] water hose down his nostrils.”1157 Ernesto reported that he saw the 

bruises on Ramon’s stomach: “My brother looked tired, weak and worried. He [Ramon] 

said he had signed some kind of statement under pressure.”1158 From the time of his 

initial arrest to his meeting with his brother, the charges of inciting rebellion had been 

added to the charges of transporting guns.1159  

What must be emphasized is that in the first days of October 1975 federal security 

personnel in Mexico tortured a teacher from the Colegio Jacinto Treviño, and dedicated 

activists to la causa, Ramon Raúl Chacon. Regardless of one’s position on revolutionary 

movements, guns and armed struggle, it cannot be denied that Chacon’s human rights 

were violated by the Mexican state.1160 That said, the information in Chacon’s confession 

was scattered and nonsensical, though a pattern can be discerned – that of misdirection 

and confusion. Chacon was forced to talk, but he was not being entirely clear. The 

remainder of his “confession” outlined elements of the terrain of the Chicano movement 

in the U.S., information that would have been available in the newspaper or 

contemporary books concerning the issue. But in the eyes of authorities it was damning 

evidence as it provided proof of the argument that Echeverría had been making to Nixon, 

as well as to the Mexican people: that agitators were importing a foreign ideology and 

arming movements in Mexico.1161 

                                                 
1157 “Ramon Raul Chacon Political Prisoner in Mexico,” Ramon Chacon Defense Committee newletter, n.d., RSPA; 
Ramon Chacon Defense Committee, “Report,” n.d., 2, RSPA. 
1158 Bill Lowery, Ibid. 
1159 “Dos de AIT quedan bien presos,” El Norte, 15 Octubre 1975. 
1160 See pgs. 373-379 for a discussion of the Dirty War in Mexico. 
1161 “Monterrey, N.L.,” DFS, 3 Oct. 1973, 11-249, Exp. 1 Fs. 18-22, AGN; “Estado de Nuevo Leon,” DFS, 3 Oct. 
1973, 11-249, Exp. 1 Fs. 1-3, AGN 
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Chacon was not the only Chicano/a to be tortured in Mexico or Latin America. 

Rubén Solis García, also from Texas, was arrested and tortured in Mexico in 1974, and 

also accused of sedition and transporting arms. Solis had been the LRUP candidate for 

state treasurer in 1972, and had worked with CASA, and was a history teacher at the 

Colegio Jacinto Treviño. On July 1, 1974, Solis was arrested along with Joaquin Vite 

Patiño in Tamaulipas, and accused of smuggling weapons into Mexico to arm movements 

in Mexico City and Guadalajara. Solis’s case was very similar to Chacon’s. Solis was 

transported to Monterrey where he endured 12 days of torture before he “confessed”. 

After 8 months of incarceration, he was notified that he had been sentenced to 4 years. 

On appeal, his sentence was reduced and he was deported finally in February 1975.1162  

The arrest of Chacon provided yet another example of the torture of Chicanos in Mexico, 

and in the press, the cases were presented as linked.1163  

In 1976, Olga Talamante was imprisoned and tortured in Argentina, accused of 

aiding rebel groups. A Chicana from Gilroy, California, Olga Talamante was then a 

recent graduate from UC-Santa Cruz in Latin American Studies. Talamante had already 

experienced extensive “political” travel during her university years throughout Mexico 

and Central America, where she made contact with a whole range of political activists, 

including Los Macarones. At UC-Santa Cruz, Talamante, along with film makers from 

Argentina, were instrumental in founding the Third World Resource Center, and created 

                                                 
1162 “Declaraciones de Ruben Solis García y Joaquin Vite Patiño, Presuntos Reponsables en el Contrabando de Armas,” 
DFS, 2 Julio 1974, 2710, 1-13, AGN; Bill Towery, Ibid. The Solis case is very important, though beyond the scope of 
this chapter. It is important to point out the similarities between Chacon’s and Solis’s political development: both were 
affiliated with El Colegio Jacinto Treviño, LRUP, the TFW and CASA; both were political contemporaries of Mario 
Cantú; and both looked South for political inspiration.  
1163 See Bill Lowery, Ibid. 
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coalition style politics around campus struggles. After graduating she decided to return 

the Southern Cone with the same Argentine political activists she had met the previous 

year in Mexico to deepen her understanding of Latin American as a way to begin to 

understand the possibilities for Chicana/Latin American connections. Then, on November 

10, 1974, 13 young persons were arrested in Azul, Argentina, tortured by the federal 

police and held under state of siege laws. Talamante was one of these persons arrested. 

Their arrest was part of a far-reaching campaign of repression by the Isabel Peron regime 

against political activists, and would continue with the disappearances of tens of 

thousands persons and the movement of Las Madres del Plaz del Mayo. She was 

eventually released on March 27, 1976, after a long campaign by her defense 

committee.1164 Rubén Solis, Ramon Chacon, and Olga Talamante were each involved in 

connecting elements of the Chicano movements with struggles in Latin America, while 

bringing the influence of Third World struggles to the political terrain of the United 

States.  

 

 

Strategic Denials 

Given that Cantú was accused of being the leader of an international terrorist 

organization, he was on the defensive. Denying that the PPUA even existed, much less 

that he was a leader or that he had ever transported arms to Mexico, he also focused on 
                                                 
1164 Talamante was released 16 months later, on Mech 27, 1976, largely as a result of the organizing efforts of the Olga 
Talamante Defense Committee. Olga Talamante, “A victim of torture survives to tell her tale,” Los Angeles Times, 28 
March 2006; Alicia Muñoz Cortes, “The Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, A Political Prisoner.” 
Master’s Thesis: San José State University, 1999; Olga Talamante, interview with author, audio recording, Austin, Tx., 
15 June 2006. 
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defending Chacon as a dedicated activist who had nothing to do with the charges against 

him. Narciso Aleman and Ruben Solis joined in the public defense of Chacon.1165 By 

October 15th, they were putting pressure on Echeverría and the U.S. State Department to 

investigate the torture of Chacon and Abundiz.1166 For his part, Cantú called the 

allegations “lies” and insisted that the Mexican authorities “used torture to force Abundiz 

and Chacon to sign statements that they were gunrunners to discredit the Chicano farm 

workers movement in the United States.”1167 Cantú also accused the FBI and the CIA of 

being involved.1168 But the accusations against him continued to be launched, particularly 

by the Monterrey paper El Norte, even reporting that the FBI was investigating Cantú, a 

charge that the San Antonio bureau of the FBI denied.1169  

In late November, El Norte published two front-page stories, the first was titled, 

“Caen Agentes de ATI aquí y en Venezuela,” and the second, “Documento secreto revela 

plan de PUA.” The former told of the arrests of two Mexican citizens, Silvia and Lorenzo 

Carrasco, in Venezuela. They were reportedly members of the AIT and the Servicio 

International Nueva Solidaridad. Neither of these organizations existed. In the second 

article, El Norte had acquired a copy of the aforementioned “Programa General” and 

published the sections concerning political strategy. Finally the “Caen Agentes…” article 

infers a link between drug trafficking and arms smuggling.1170 

                                                 
1165 “Mexican Torture Probe Pushed,” San Antonio Light, 17 December 1975. 
1166 Ibid.; “Mario Cantú niega y apela a LEA y HK,” El Norte, 15 Octubre 1975; and “Mario Cantú Insiste en 
Acusaciones de Torturas a dos Presos en México,” El Sol de Texas 24 Octubre 1975. 
1167 “Activista Chicano Niega Acusacion de Estar Vinculado a la Guerrilla en Mexico,” El Sol de Texas 17 Octobre 
1975; and “Smuggling of U.S. Guns into Mexico Said Rising,” The Monitor 26 October 1975. 
1168 “CIA, FBI are linked to Torture of 2 Men,” San Antonio Light, 17 October 1975. 
1169 “Señalan Que Campaña Contra Cantú es para Atacar a Chicanos,” El Sol de Texas 21 Noviembre 1975. 
1170 “Caen Agentes de AIT aquí y en Venezuela,” El Norte, 20 Noviembre 1975; and “Documento Secreto revela plan 
de PUA,” El Norte n.d. 
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On January 3, 1976, Cantú called a press conference to officially make public the 

existence of the PPUA. He presented the program of the PPUA in order to 

“correctamente informar a todo el público y esclarecer cualquier mal entendimiento que 

pueda existir como resultado de lo que se ha publicado en la prensa de México y los 

Estados Unidos.”1171 Cantú also addressed the position of the party in relation to the 

Chicano movement. It was a bold move, one imbued with the bravado of masculine 

revolution; bold in that he was admitting to believing and struggling for revolutionary 

change; and dangerous because Chacon was still in prison. 

Cantú began with the phrase “me and my party,” clearly speaking in the name of 

the PPUA.1172 He then admitted to a majority of the accusations. But then adamantly 

denied the existence of the ATI. Reading from a document entitled, “The Truth about 

Gun-running, Guerrilla Forces, and Drugs in Mexico,” Cantú responded to all the media 

coverage about torture, his participation in a revolutionary political formation, and the 

recent articles linking guns and drugs. Cantú emphatically stated that as result of the 

torture of Chacon and Abundiz Mexican authorities were making these accusations 

against him. He then explained the current situation of lawlessness and impunity that 

reigns in the rural areas, the suppression of information about social movements in 

Mexico and the corruption and hypocrisy of U.S. values in relation to drugs and Latin 

America – citing the specific case of John Thomas Jova, the son of the U.S. Ambassador 

                                                 
1171 “To correctly inform the public and clear up what ever misunderstanding that might exist as a result of what the 
press in Mexico and the U.S. has published.” “Activista chicano hablará hoy del tráfico de armas,” San Antonio Light 3 
January 1976. 
1172 Unless otherwise noted, this summary is taken from Mario Cantú, “Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, 
Tx., 3, and Box 2, Folder 13 MCP, BLAC; “PPUA Calls Press Conference in the U.S.,” English reprint of press 
release, Bracero: Organo de la Liga Flores Magon, vol.1 no.1 (1976), 3, Box 4, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. 
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to Mexico, who was arrested in England in possession of a large amount of cocaine sewn 

into his clothes. Cantú then announced that the PPUA, “through its chosen 

representatives and sympathizers in the U.S.,” demands that the U.S. Ambassador be 

recalled, citing the case of Great Britain recalling its ambassador to Chile after the 

Pinochet coup; that Chacon and Abundiz be released from prison; that the suppression of 

the Jova case by the U.S. media be investigated; that the Mexican government “reinstate” 

the freedom of the press by allowing the publishing of the magazine ¿Por Qué?; the 

return of all political prisoners in exile, and finally, the release of the accused members of 

the PPUA recently arrested in Morelos. 

 Cantú then explained his previous denial of the existence of the PPUA. It is worth 

quoting at length as this was a very sensitive topic and only his words can convey how he 

understood the events that had taken place. 

When the news appeared in Mexico that a group of Chicanos were apprehended 
and charged in Mexico with “possession of firearms” and “inciting to rebellion”, 
and that uder torture had confessed to charges and, in addition, had linked me and 
others to a revolutionary party of the people, my first position was to defend the 
clandestine nature of the Party’s function in Mexico and here. At that time 
(October 13, 1975) my denial of having any relationship with the P.P.U.A was the 
most appropriate limited position I could take on my own. Today, three months 
after the name of the party (Poor People’s Party of America) [note difference] was 
made public, and after communication, group discussion, analysis and evaluation, 
advice from attorneys and friends, a decision has been made to clarify the 
circumstances surrounding the whole issue. It is not the decision of a single 
person nor friends; it is a decision arrived at through the collective function of the 
party and through myself and family whom I love as I do all the exploited and 
oppressed everywhere.1173 

 

                                                 
1173 Ibid. According to the surveillance documents, the Mexican government did not know that the PPUA had even 
been established until Chacon, de la O., and Morales were arrested. This makes Cantú initial denials all the more 
understandable. 
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Cantú went on to outline “a short history of events” that clarified what had actually 

occurred with the detainment, torture, and incarceration of Chacon and Abundiz. To this 

was added a critique of how the U.S. press was confusing the public with stories about 

the “dope for guns” connection when they should really be focusing on the crimes of the 

CIA, particularly that agencies role “in the S.E. Asia heroin connection during the 

Vietnam adventure.”1174 Cantú then shifted the topic to reactionary immigration policies 

that blamed the immigrant for economic problems that are really a symptom of U.S. 

capitalism. According to Cantú, instead of accusing immigrants of being a burden on 

taxpayers, and assuming that they do not pay taxes, U.S. society should look to the 

economic policies behind inflation, the rising cost of living, the shrinking of the value of 

the real wage, and the role of large corporations in the maintaining of Mexico in a 

condition of “under-development.” In the name of the PPUA, Cantú took full 

responsibility for the events of the previous October 2nd, and linked the struggle of the 

PPUA to a larger global movement. It is worth quoting at length as it is representative of 

the Third World political imagination uncovered in this dissertation. 

The United Poor People’s Party of America, with its program envolved [sic] from 
the old struggle of the poor and oriented for a total liberation, accepts full 
responsibility for the importation of the people’s weapons confiscated….But the 
U.P.P.A. resolutely rejects and condemns any relation with the drug traffic notion 
implyed [sic] in the press. The UPPA makes known its existence as part of the 
ever growing struggle for liberation. The fundamental program of the United Poor 
People’s Party of America (meaning the Americas) coincides with Bolivar, San 
Martin, Jose Martí, Jose Maria Morelos, Ricardo Flores Magón: Liberty and the 
Unification of the Americas. In actuality we can for see an awakening in the 

                                                 
1174 Ibid. See Alfred McCoy, The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia (New York: Lawrence Hill Books, 1983). 
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Americas against the impose colonization. The U.P.P.A….unites resolutely with 
all revolutionary movements that have such a purpose.1175 

 

Cantú’s press conference touched on the majority of the topics that would dominate U.S.-

Mexico policy for the next thirty years: drugs, immigration, corruption and the power of 

social movements. Though Cantú claims to have discussed this issue extensively with 

members of the PPUA, to announce in the U.S. the existence of a revolutionary party in 

Mexico (one that Mexican authorities had recently detected), still posed a series of issues.  

Chacon was still in prison, and Cantú’s admittance - not only of the existence of the 

PPUA, but also that they (PPUA) accepted responsibility for the guns and ammunition 

that were found, also jeopardized the safety of members of the PPUA.  

Cantú might have consulted his lawyers, but there is some evidence that Ernesto 

Chacon was not entirely in agreement with Cantú’s announcement. For example, the 

introductory notes of a report from the informational caravan of the Ramon Chacon 

Defense Committee (see below) indicated, “Ernesto Chacon viajó para Guerrero donde 

hablo con ‘las gentes’. Estan de acuerdo sobre el analisis tocante a Mario Cantú. Que 

tomar el nombre del partido en vano es cosa seria, ellos se encargaran de esto. Ernesto se 

encuentra  a este tiempo en San Antonio hablando con Mario Cantú, quien, a segun 

Chacon, no quiere meterse más.”1176 Though we cannot say for certain, it is just as likely 

                                                 
1175 Mario Cantú, “Confidencia de Prensa,” 1976, San Antonio, Tx., 3, and Box 2, Folder 13 MCP, BLAC; “PPUA 
Calls Press Conference in the U.S.,” English reprint of press release, Bracero: Organo de la Liga Flores Magon, vol.1 
no.1 (1976), 3, Box 4, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. Initially, Cantú uses the abbreviation PPUA. Then he switches to UPPA. 
I have kept the citation as it is in the original. 
1176 Ramon Chacon Defense Committee, “Report,” n.d., 2, RSPA. (Ernesto Chacon traveled to Guerrero to talk with 
“some persons”. They agree with the analysis of Mario Cantú. That taking the party’s name in vain is a serious thing, 
but they will take care of it. At this time, Ernesto is in San Antonio talking with Mario Cantú, who according to 
Chacon, doesn’t want to be involved any more.) All of this is unclear given the limited evidence (so far) uncovered, do 
I do not want to speculate too much about the inner-workings of the committee. For a similar narration of Chacon’s 
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that Cantú did talk with “las gentes” before making these public statements, but we must 

also take into account a certain amount of grandstanding; Cantú could make things 

happen, and his words revealed a level of assurance that indeed influenced his decision. 

In other words, given what appeared to be Cantú’s contentious politics within the 

Chicano movement, particularly in South Texas and San Antonio, and Cantú’s desire to 

continue to be a key player in politics, the intentions behind the press conference and his 

specific words have to be place within a local, state-wide and international context.  

A letter written to Lucio Blanco (Cantú’s alias), dated February 8, 1974, sheds 

light onto the perspective that the PPUA had of Cantú’s press conference, as well as his 

future role in the party. The letter was drafted during the Second Congress of the PPUA, 

held in Puebla on January 10, 1974.1177 The letter was delivered by “compañera Lucena” 

and begins by emphasizing the dangerous conditions in Mexico, the urgency of the 

struggle, and the necessity of galvanizing all resources. The letter goes on to explain that 

Lucena is commissioned to obtain the largest amount of money that can be gathered, and 

that given the dangerous circumstanced and risks involved all precautions necessary to 

insure her safety must be taken. In terms of the relationship between the PPUA and 

Blanco, “la compañera también tiene la mission d explicarte los cambios de tu funciones 

que se decidieron en el Segundo Congreso del Partido, y tal el cual has sido designado 

Delegado del Consejo de Relaciones.”1178  Finally, the Central Committee requests that 

                                                                                                                                                 
story by the Defense Committee, see“Liberty for Ramon Raul Chacon,” Ramon Chacon Defense Committee, n.d. 
RSPA. 
1177 PPUA, “Programa General del Partido Proletario Unido de América,” Ibid., 25. 
1178 “The comrade also had the mission of explaining the changes in your function that was decided at the second 
congress, that you have been designated a Delegate on the Council of Relations.” Letter from the Central Comité of the 
PPUA to Lucio Blanco, Puebla, Mexico, 8 Febrero 1976, Box 3, Folder 1, MCP, BLAC. 
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Blanco put Lucena in contact with “los Primos del Norte.”1179  As this letter makes 

apparent, the PPUA did not seem to have an opinion on Cantú’s press conference, or at 

least the opinion did not warrant mentioning. It could also have been the fact that they did 

not have all the information about the conference itself. It’s difficult to tell. But what is 

obvious from the letter is the important role that Cantú played in helping to finance the 

PPUA, and the function that the PPUA understood Cantú to play.  

 

Ramon Chacon Defense Committee  

In order to organize support for Chacon’s freedom, the Ramon Chacon Defense 

Committee (RCDC), based in Mercedes, Texas began a national campaign on February 

2nd. Artists from CLETA supported the traveling informational campaign. In addition to 

Ernesto and Concepción Chacon – Ramon’s wife, Narciso Aleman, one of the co-

founders of the Colegio Jacinto Treviño, was also a central organizer. The RCDC “hopes 

through the tours of Jesse [José] Molina, Xavier Martinez, and other Mexican artists to 

draw national attention…[and] demanding that the Mexican and U.S. governments 

arrange for his release, and to raise money for Chacon’s care as well as for the defense 

effort.”1180 In addition to the informational caravans, they organized a letter writing 

campaign to the presidents of Mexico and the United States., as well as the U.S. State 

Department, while also spearheading an international effort to secure his release.1181  

                                                 
1179 Ibid. 
1180 RCDC, “Press Release,” n.d., RSPA. 
1181 Cantú would later attempt to take Chacon’s case, among the cases of other Chicanos that were the victims of state 
repression and police brutality in the U.S., to the international arena of Human Rights in Geneva Switzerland. See 
below. 
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In their letters and press releases, the characterization of Chacon’s case by the 

RCDC was not necessarily as a refutation of Cantú’s second version of the story, but as a 

political necessity to free Ramon: 

Charged with subversion of the Mexican government and illegal transportation of 
guns Ramon Raul Chacon maintains that he is the innocent victim of a set-up. 
Held incommunicado for three days after his arrest…Chacon was beaten and 
tortured until he signed a confession which he did not understand and has since 
repudiated it in court. He had simply accepted a ride into Mexico with a Mexican 
acquaintance and had no knowledge of the guns allegedly found hidden in the 
vehicle they were driving at the time of the arrests. The owner of the car escaped 
after the arrests.1182 
 

The point is not to demonstrate which version is more accurate. Obviously the point of a 

defense committee is to defend human rights and win freedom for Chacon. The guns 

allegedly seized had never been proven to have had existed. Pablo de la O. had indeed 

escaped, and Elsy Morales was deported shortly after. What was significant about 

Chacon’s presence in Mexico was his arbitrary and illegal kidnapping and torture, and the 

response of the Chicano movement. The extrajudicial strategies of the Mexican 

government had reached their zenith in the 1974-75 period, and again, Chacon’s case is 

part of this larger history.  

The Crusade for Justice in Denver, Colorado hosted the first gathering. From 

there, the caravan traveled through Colorado to the Texas Panhandle, and parts of New 

Mexico, and then up to Seattle. 1183 The intention of the caravan was to share information 

about the case and organize support to push for Chacon’s release.  

                                                 
1182 Ramon Chacon Defense Committee, “Report,” n.d., 2, RSPA.  
1183 Centro de la Raza, “Political Prisoners in Mexico, Noche de Peña Benefit: Orador – Narciso Aleman,” Seattle, Wa., 
Friday 5 March 1976, RSPA. 
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In Denver they met with members of the Crusade. The discussion was not only 

about Chacon’s case, but the current CASA-Crusade conflict and Cantú’s newspaper 

endeavor “El Bracero.” According to the caravan notes, the Crusade did not have a 

position on Chacon’s campaign.1184 The caravan then spent three days in Lubbock, 

Texas, where the stayed with the Nephtali De Leon family. In addition to two community 

presentations, they were on the radio twice, and drafted a resolution that was co-

sponsored by the Lubbock branch of the Brown Berets.1185 The next stop was “Nuevo 

Mejico”, where the caravan met up with the poets Reimundo “Tigre” Perez and 

raúlrsalinas, and Javier Martínez and Sergio Arraiga, two musicians from Mexico who 

were also part of CLETA. In Alamosa, Colorado the Defense Committee met with 

Ramon Vera of “Ahora Magazine” to discuss the possibility of getting support from the 

Third World (AFSC) and the Survival of American Indians Association. Vera would 

publish an article about Chacon’s case, including photos depicting the torture techniques 

that were used. While in Alamosa, they also made a presentation at Adams State College 

to around 30 students. In addition to Narciso’s “rap” about the case, Javier and Sergio 

sang protest songs and “’Tigre’ read poems to and about Chacon and Olga 

Talamante…[then] raúl read prison poetry and gave a personal account of his 

incarceration with Chacon [in Leavenworth] and their political development.”1186  

The final stop was at the Centro de la Raza in Seattle. The same presentation at 

Adams State was replicated there, with the addition of El Teatro del Piojo, one of the 
                                                 
1184 Ramon Chacon Defense Committee, “Report,” n.d., 2, RSPA. This is noteworthy as Alberto Mares was the primary 
organizer of the event in Denver, and had been a member of CORA along with Chacon and salinas. The reason could 
have simply been that the Crusade made collective decisions and had yet to meet about the issue. 
1185 Ibid. 
1186 Ibid., 3. 
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participants in the Quinto/Primer. With the addition to Teatro del Piojo, the Centro 

audience was presented with the particular elements of the Third World organizing that 

this dissertation has uncovered. Salinas shared his experiences with Chacon during the 

prison rebellion years in Leavenworth. The anti-imperialist artists from Mexico that 

Cantú had linked up with and introduced into the political networks of Third World 

people in the U.S., performed. Jose de Molina, one of the founders of FARO, along with 

Martinez and Arriaga, worked with CLETA. In order to free Chacon, the defense 

committee reached out to the networks of the Third World Left throughout the Southwest 

and Midwest, as Ernesto took the campaign to free his brother to Wisconsin.  

 

Immigration and Naturalization Service and Echeverría   

While Chacon was incarcerated in a Mexican jail, and the Defense Committee 

continued their organizing throughout the summer and fall, Cantú found himself in the 

position of having to form his own Defense Committee against charges of shielding 

undocumented workers. The INS raid took place on Friday, June 18th 1976. As explained 

above, Cantú located the cause of migration of Mexicans to the United States in U.S. 

dominated economic policy in Latin America, not population growth or the search for the 

American Dream. His political perspective on migration and Mexican immigrants would 

be challenged in the summer of 1976. Mario Cantú would become the first employer to 

ever to be charged and convicted of shielding undocumented immigration.  
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The penalty for conspiracy to harbor illegal aliens carries a maximum of 5 years in prison 

or $10,000 fine or both, while the charge of aiding and abetting – 2 years or $5,000 or 

both.1187 

 In September, Cantú was sentence to five years in prison. The case was appealed, 

first to the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals, but the court denied a hearing. Then Cantú 

appealed to the Supreme Court.1188 Cantú’s original court date was set for September 8, 

1976, the same day that Mexican president Luis Echeverría was to arrive in preparation 

for the inauguration of the Mexican Trade Fair.  

On Saturday September 4, 1976, at Mario’s restaurant, Cantú announced that he, 

along with Socialist Worker’s Party U.S. Senatorial candidate Pedro Vasquez, Franklin 

García of the International Meatcutters Association, and others, would protest 

Echeverría’s visit to San Antonio for the opening ceremonies of the Mexican Trade Fair 

to be help the following Tuesday and Wednesday. Speaking personally, and on behalf of 

the Comité por la Defensa Física y Moral de los Presos Políticos en México (Committee 

for the Physical and Moral Defense of Mexico’s Political Prisoners), Cantú compared the 

violation of human rights in Mexico to the flagrant violation of rights in parts of Europe, 

Africa, and Latin America. He then goes on to condemn Echeverría’s collaboration with 

the CIA, “We feel we have a special responsibility to speak out because the CIA and the 

U.S. based transnational corporations have in the past been deeply involved in violations 

of human rights in various parts of the world and today are deeply involved in Mexico 

                                                 
1187 “Bond free Cantú after alien charge,” San Antonio Express, 16 July 1976; “Bond is posted by Cantú,” San Antonio 
Light, 17 July 1976; “Alien Charge Jails Cantú,” San Antonio Light, 14 July 1976. 
1188 “Entrevista con Mario Cantú,” by Alfredo de la Torre, Caracol vol. 4 no. 3 (Nov 77), 14. 
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with President Echeverría and the PRI (Revolutionary Institutional Party).”1189 The 

remainder of the document gives a historical account of the violence during the 

Echeverría presidency, including a list of individual names and the prisons in which they 

are being help, as well as 6 specific demands.1190 Finally Cantú announced “We will be 

present to greet Echeverría, not in an abrazo of friendship, but with a conscience and 

picket signs that repudiate the atrocities taking place in Mexico.”1191 Cantú went on to 

mention the research of former CIA Bureau Chief Philip Agee, whose book Inside the 

CIA named Echeverría as a CIA asset with the codename Litempo 2: “Torture is 

widespread in Mexico’s prisons and many political prisoners simply ‘disappear’”1192 

Manuel Rodriguez announced that CASA would also protest his presence, “We are 

protesting the fact that Echeverría comes here not as a representative of the Third World 

countries or the Mexican people, but representing the captains of industry and the foreign 

investment stronghold.”1193 This was the second time in a week that Cantú and others had 

blasted Echeverría.  

The previous Sunday, August 31st, at a rally held at El Mercado in downtown San 

Antonio, Cantú accused Echeverría “of holding political prisoners in jail all over 

Mexico.”1194 The Consul General of Mexico stationed in San Antonio swiftly responded 

to Cantú’s allegations: “Mr. Cantú must have serious social, ideological or ethnic 

                                                 
1189 Comité por la Defensa Física y Moral de los Presos Políticos en México, “Press Conference,” 4 September 1976, 
Mario’s Restaurant, 2-3, Box 2, Folder 13, MCP, BLAC. 
1190 1) Freedom of the press; 2) freedom for all political prisoners, including Ramon Chacon; 3) end the torture against 
political prisoners and U.S. citizens; 4) freedom for political exiled to return to Mexico, including Mario Mendez, 
editor of ¿Por Qué?; 5) locate the disappeared; and 6)an end the “attacks against the autonomy of universities. An end 
to imprisonment and assassination of professors who oppose the policies of the PRI. Ibid. 
1191 David McLemore, “Echeverría to be picketed,” San Antonio Express-News, 5 September 1976. 
1192 Comité por la Defensa Física y Moral de los Presos Políticos en México, “Press Conference.” 
1193 David McLemore, “Echeverría to be picketed.” 
1194 “Consul Calls Cantú Charges Lies, San Antonio Light, 1 September 1976. 
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frustrations to so insult a country that is not his and which he does not even know. To 

assert that in Mexico we have political prisoners is to lie deliberately and reflects his 

hatred of everything coming from Mexico, with the possible exception of the Mexican 

workers he employs and reportedly pays less than the minimum wage.”1195 The consul 

goes onto insult Cantú: “For this reason I denounce categorically Mr. Cantú’s bad will 

and his prejudice against Mexico whose only fault is to have given him the same blood as 

his parents.”1196 This was the context of the confrontation between Cantú and Echeverría. 

 At around 8:30 pm on Tuesday September 7th outside the St. Anthony Hotel, as 

Echeverría was leaving the dedication of the Mexican Government Tourism office in the 

Guenther Hotel, Cantú was standing with a groups of some 15-20 protesters holding a 

sign that said “Free Political Prisoners”.1197 Joining Cantú and the 15-20 protestors was 

John Stanford, head of the Texas Communist Party, and Robet Marbrito, formerly with 

SDS. As Cantú began to shout, a security guard immediately grabbed him. The guard 

then attempted to detain Cantú. Cantú was momentarily stopped, but when the guard 

released him, Cantú immediately advanced toward Echeverría, while Echeverría 

simultaneously moved toward Cantú. Then they were face to face.1198 Somehow 

Echeverría got a hold of Cantú’s sign, tore it in half, and with a “crimson” face flush with 

emotion, called him a “pequeño joven fascista” (little fascist).”1199 Cantú then held an 

impromptu press conference announcing that he was canceling the protest the rest on the 
                                                 
1195 Ibid.; Mexican envoy blasts Cantú,” San Antonio Express-News, 1 September 1976. 
1196 “Consul Calls Cantú Charges Lies, San Antonio Light, 1 September 1976. 
1197 “Mexican President Grabs, Rips U.S. Activist’s Poster,” Los Angeles Times, 8 September 1976. 
1198 Sharon Watkins, “Fascist! Angered Chief Yells,” San Antonio Light, 8 September 1976; and “Echeverría Tears Up 
Protest Signs,” San Antonio Light, 8 September 1976. 
1199 “Mexican President wins bout with protestor,” San Antonio Express, 8 September 1976; “Echeverría rips Cantú’s 
sign insult,” The News – San Antonio, 8 September 1976; “San Antonio picketers anger Mexican President,” The 
Houston Post, 8 September 1976. 
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week in light of the violence, “[Echeverría] demonstrated to the world that he’s a fascist. 

He should be responsive. He has the attitude of a dictator, like in Chile”1200 Pedro 

Vasquez denounced what he called an “assault” by Echeverría, “This act of violence only 

serves to expose the real face of Echeverría’s regime. The Socialist Workers party 

campaign joins the Chicano movement in protesting this flagrant violation of democratic 

rights.”1201 

The following morning at a breakfast sponsored by the Mexican American 

Organizations of Texas, Reies Lopez Tijerina welcomed Echeverría: “I welcome you 

here in the name of 15 million Chicanos. I bring you an embrace from all the Chicanos of 

the U.S. and I apologize to the President in the name of Chicanos for the incident which 

happened last nigh on San Antonio streets.”1202 Also present, and speaking positively of 

Echeverría, was Zavala County Judge José Angel Gutíerrez. Grateful that Echeverría had 

come to say, “farewell Chicanos”, José Angel commented on the role the Mexican 

president had played in Chicano politics, “Echeverría has more interest and foresight into 

the Chicano problem than any other Mexican President and any other U.S. President, 

including Ford and Nixon.”1203 This was probably true, but Echeverría was also 

responsible for a dirty war against his own citizens.1204  

                                                 
1200 “Mexican President wins bout with protestor,” San Antonio Express, 8 September 1976; 
1201 David Salner, “Mexican president assaults Chicano,” The Militant, n.d., clipping, Box 2, Folder 11, MCP, BLAC.  
1202 Alan Bailey, “Echeverría lauds future of MexFair,” San Antonio Express 8 September 1976. 
1203 Ibid. 
1204 The major Mexican daily Excelsior published two articles about Echeverría’s visit to San Antonio and neither one 
mention the confrontation, see “La Insolvencia Internacional, Peligro Para la paz: Echeverría,” Excelsior, 9 Septiembre 
1976; “Instó Echeverría a los Chicanos a Defender sus Derechos Legalmente,” Excelsior, 9 Septiembre 1976. On 
September 10th, a curious article appeared in Monterrey’s El Norte, quoting Cantú as having had changed his position 
on the PPUA and the strategy of armed struggle. Cantú apparently stated that he was not familiar with the strategies 
and tactics necessary at that time for social movement in Mexico, and that he had “lost contact with the PPUA” almost 
a year previously, and therefore was going to concentrate on providing news about social movements in Mexico and 
Latin American as the best way for him to engage with these political issues. I did not include this in the body because 
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Before Echeverría’s visit, Cantú had been trying to get José Angel Gutíerrez to set 

up a meeting with Echeverría to discuss the issue of Chacon’s and Solis’s torture in 

Mexico. At a conference at St. Mary’s University in the summer of 76, Cantú and 

Antonio Orendain requested that José Angel talk with Echeverría about Chacon’s case or 

set up a meeting during the time of Echeverría’s visit.1205 José Angel was already 

planning to meet with Echeverría and agreed to support Cantú if he would agree to not 

protest Echeverría. For Cantú, this was unacceptable. In this same interview, Cantú goes 

one step further in criticizing José Angel and Reies Lopez Tijerina for not supporting the 

protest against Echeverría:  

Esa noche de la protesta, Reies Lopez Tijerina sale dando una escusa a Echeverría  
en nombre de 15 milliones de Chicanos, diciendo que yo no era chicano. Eso se 
ve claro en oportunismo y debía preguntarle la gente a Reies y José Angel cuáles 
son los beneficios personales que reciben. Y los acuso yo directamente a Reies y 
José Angel de ser agents del gobierno mexicano dentro del movimiento 
chicano.1206 
 

These were serious allegations, but so were the allegation of Echeverría’s complicity in 

the kidnapping, torture, and murder of social movement activists in Mexico. For Chicano 

activists who were making similar accusations about the U.S. government, the uncritical 

                                                                                                                                                 
it is so out of character and odd. Dated two days after the confrontation with Echeverría, there appears to be no 
evidence or indication of where Cantú allegedly made these statements. Given El Norte coverage of the Chacon case 
and Cantú’s alleged role, the article is curious – to say the least. 
1205 Ibid. Unless otherwise indicated this summary is taken from the interview with Cantú. 
1206 The night of the protest, Reies Lopez Tijerina is giving an excuse to Echeverría  in the name of 15 million 
Chicanos, saying that I am not a Chicano. This demonstrates clearly the opportunism and the people should ask Reies 
and José Angel what are the personal benefits that they receive. I directly accuse Reies and José Angel of being agents 
of the Mexican government inside the Chicano movement. Ibid., 16. My emphasis. Tijerina would attend the January 
1977 inauguration of then President-elect Jose Lopez Portillo. 
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embrace of the Mexican president, and Mexican elites in general -- whether intellectual 

or political -- warrants a deeper analysis that is beyond the scope of this chapter.1207  

 

The Dirty War Against the PPUA 

 
After the shootout in the neighborhood of Delicias on November 29, 1975, the 

Mexican government stepped up its war against the PPUA.1208 As mentioned, the PPUA 

held its Second Congress in January of 1976 in the state of Puebla. On February 6, 1976, 

four months after Chacons arrest, the Direccion Federal de Seguridad (DFS) produced the 

first full-length report on the PPUA. Seven pages in length, copies of the “Programa 

General” and copies of the official newspaper of the PPUA, “La Lucha del Pueblo”, were 

included in the packet.1209 Much of the compiled information came as a result of the 

arrest of Eloy Urquiza Rodríguez, the owner of the Valiant that the police had been 

searching for.  He told the authorities that his sister Ernestina Urquiza Rodriquez was 

married to Pablo de la O. Castarena, and that she would have information about “safe 

houses” and other members of the group. The DFS then arrested Ernestina. From there, a 

team of DFS officers, supported by the Judicial Police of Morelos, and per the 

                                                 
1207 José Angels advice to “get beyond” the massacre at Tlatelolco (see pgs. 55-60) should not be shrugged off as 
“pragmatic” statement, but analyzed for what it really was, an affront to social movements everywhere. 
1208 The first armed confrontation between police authorities and the PPUA occurred on November 29, 1975 in Las 
Delicias, Morelos. The succession of events began with a phone call. Neighbors reported two suspicious persons in a 
1973 Valiant and called the authorities. Two police officers were dispatched to the scene and then radioed for back up 
when the occupants could not provide proof of ownership. In the moment that the back up officers arrived, a third 
person that was also traveling in the Valiant, appeared on the scene, and a shootout ensured.  As the car sped away, 
officers Sabino Rodriquez Perez and Victoiano Reza Molina were dead. In the next days, a massive manhunt was 
conducted and a number of persons were arrested. “Estado de Morelos,”DFS, 29 Nov. 1975, 11-249, L 1, 47, AGN; 
“Estado de Morelos,”DFS, 30 Nov. 1975, 11-249, L 1, 49, AGN. According to this second document, one of the police 
officers identified Miguel Topete Sandoval and Tomas Lizarraga Tirado as his attackers, accusing them of being 
members of La Liga 23 de Septiembre. 
1209 “Partido Proletario Unido de América,” DFS, 6 Feb. 1976, 11-249, L 2, Fs. 91-97, AGN. 
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instructions of Ernestina, went to a house in Jojutla where an armed confrontation 

ensued. Two of the occupants were killed while 12 were taken into custody.1210 A variety 

of different types of rifles and weapons, along with literature about the PPUA were found 

in the Jojutla safe house. When these detainees were transferred to Cuernavaca 3 days 

later, their number had increased as Cliserio Gaeta Jara and Daniel Tapia Ayala were also 

in the arrested and transferred.1211 These arrests would mark the beginning of a series of 

devastating hits against the organization that would, by late 1976 and early 1977, force 

the PPUA further underground.  

 

Chacon is released  

 Then, on May 17, 1977, Chacon was released from the Monterrey prison where 

he had spent the last 19 months. The intelligence report that documents his release stated 

that for a “falta de documentación que acreditara su estancia en la republica Mexicana 

hoy fue deportado a los E.U.A. por ciudad Reynosa, Tamps. [Tamaulipas], Ramon Raul 

Chacon González.”1212 And just like he was free. Where as Olga Talamante had been 

released largely because of the pressure put on the U.S. and Argentine governments by 

the Olga Talamante Defense Committee, the response of the U.S. government to 

Chacon’s case was notable different. In the newsletter published by the RCDC, a series of 

letters between Ernesto Chacon and Narciso Aleman and Edward Kreuser, the American 

                                                 
1210 Lucas Ortíz Joaquin Perez and an unidentified were killed and those taken into custody included Ernestina and 
Eloy, Aquileo Mederos Vasquez - alias “Ful” or “El Zarco”, Julio Melchor Rivera Perrusquia, Rogelio Palacios López 
– alias ‘El Mili”, Gabino Peralta Mendez, Sergio Peralta Quiroz, Miguel Romano Gutíerrez, Rogelio Castro Gómez, 
Jose Antonio Morelos Cruz, Placido Arizmendi Lopez. Their ages ranged between 17 and 50 years old. “Partido 
Proletario Unido de América,” DFS, 3 Dec. 1975, 11-249-75, L 1, Fs. 73, AGN. 
1211 “Partido Proletario Unido de América,” DFS, 6 Dec. 1975, 11-249-75, L 1, Fs. 205, AGN. 
1212 “Estado de Nuevo Leon,” DFS, 5 Mayo 1977, 100-17-1, Exp. 3 Fs. 231, AGN. 
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Consul in Mexico, and Leonard F. Walentynowicz, from the Bureau of Security and 

Consular Affairs, revealed that the U.S. State Department did not feel that they could do 

any thing to aid the release of Chacon as he “had received due process provided by 

Mexican Law”, and they doubted his story about being tortured.1213 Chacon re-integrated 

himself into the movement in Texas, speaking at rallies and supporting immigrant 

rights.1214 

 

“I will continue to arm the people of Mexico” 

As mentioned, between 1976-7, the PPUA continued to organize support 

communities, primarily rural and isolated communities in the Sierra of Oaxaca. In 

traditional Maoist fashion, the strategy was to develop support among the farmers, to then 

launch a successful occupation of “vacant” lands in order to have a geographic base from 

which to organize future land invasions. On October 7, 1978, a little over 5 years since 

the army invaded La Jaramillo, some 600 campesinos organized as the Asociación 

Indigena de Autodefensa Campesina – AIAC (Indigenous Association of Farmer Self-

Defense)1215 and armed with shotguns and machetes, invaded some 1,800 hectares of land 

near Tuxtepec, Oaxaca.1216 By the following day there were estimates of over 100,000 

occupying 150,000 hectares.1217 According to the Mexican newspaper Excelsior, 

                                                 
1213 “Ramon Raul Chacon Political Prisoner in Mexico,” Ramon Chacon Defense Committee newsletter, n.d., RSPA; 
1214 “Reunión del Pueble/People’s Gathering,” flyer, TU-CASA, Ruben Salazar Cultural Center, 26, June 1977, Box 3 
Folder 1, MCP, BLAC.  
1215 Formerly the Frente Campesino Independiente (FCI). 
1216 Jose Coronado Perez, “Armados con Machetes y Escopetas 600 Campesinos Toman 1,800 Hectáres,” Excelsior 8 
Octubre 1978. 
1217 Francisco Salinas, “100,000 Indígenas Invaden Tierras Comunales en Oaxaca,” Excelsior 9 Octubre 1978. Though 
this number seems exaggerated, Cantú confirms the number of participants at 100,000. See de la Torre interview with 
Cnatu, Ibid. 15. 
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Leopoldo Degives and Daniel Lopez Nelio from the Unión General de Obreros y 

Campesinos de Mexico – UGOCM (General Workers and Farmers Union of Mexico), 

and Güero Medrano from the Coalición Obereo Campesino Estudiante del Istmo – 

COCEI (Student, Worker, Farmer Coalition of the Isthmus) led the land invasion.1218 At 

this point it is not clear if the PPUA still existed as an organized party or if the 

government repression and their own miscalculations led to a new political formation. 

Either way, the action resembled the establishment of La Jaramillo five years before. 

The invasion was captured on film by a news crew from NBC and covered by 

freelance reporter Dick Reavis. These journalists were not there by chance. Mario Cantú 

had invited them to witness the land invasion in order to insure that media coverage was 

accurate.1219 Cantú was representing the new group U.S. Solidarity with the People of 

Mexico – Liga Ricardo Flores Magon.1220 In an interview shortly after the land invasion, 

Cantú explained his role, “let’s say I am the link between the revolutionary movement 

and the press here in the U.S….This is very important because it was the first time that 

something like this had been done between the Chicano Movement and the 

Revolutionary Movement in Mexico.”1221 Cantú finished the interview in his 

provocative style, “If they [PPUA] need money or guns and if I can I will give it to them. 

My participation is to arm the people of Mexico, protect them, and defend the 

                                                 
1218 Felipe Sanchez, “Decenas de Policías a Tuxtepec Para Desalojar a Campesino de la AIAC,” Excelsior 11 Oct. 
1978. Intelligence reports reveal that the government had picked up on Güero’s presence in the region just 4 days prior 
to the land invasion. Wilfredo Casto Contreras, “Subversivo” DFS, 4 Oct. 1978, 11-249, Exp. 5 Fs. 191, AGN 
1219 De la Torre interview, Ibid; “Mario Cantú Backs Revolt,” San Antonio Light 10 October 1978. 
1220 De la Torre interview, Ibid., 13; Press Release, United States Committee in Solidarity with the People of Mexico – 
Liga Ricardo Flores Magon, 5 June 1978, Box 3, Folder 5,  MCP, BLAC. 
1221 Ibid., 16. My emphasis. 
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sovereignty of Mexico.”1222 It is here that the trail on Güero is lost, but by March of 1979, 

Güero would be dead, killed armed guards (guardias blancas) protecting private land.1223 

In the end, it wasn’t the military that killed Güero, but other armed Mexicans defending 

private land.  

By leaving Texas to travel to Oaxaca, Cantú violated the terms of his probation 

for the charges stemming from the raid on his restaurant. He returned to Texas briefly in 

November, but instead of staying in San Antonio to face his probation revocation 

hearing, he exiled himself to France in late December. 1224 For the next year he travelled 

across Europe meeting contacts set up by Judith Reyes, one of the members of FARO and 

a frequent visitor to the CCRS. He would work closely with Isaias Rojas, a writer for 

¿Por Qué? that had been kidnapped by the Brigada Blanca and forced into exile in Rome 

in 1976. There, Rojas other exiles, including Mario Cantú, founded the Comité en 

Solidaridad con el Pueblo Mexican (Committee in Solidarity with the People of 

Mexico).1225  This group of exiled activists would also found the European Committee in 

Solidarity with the Chicano People (ECSCP) that had affiliated groups in Spain, France, 

England, Italy and Germany.1226 With the support of the Amnesty International, Daniel 

Jacoby of the International Federation for the Defense of the Rights of Man, and U.S. 

allies like Angela Y. Davis, who traveled to the Basque Country to support the ECSCP, 

                                                 
1222 Ibid. In an undated letter to Cantú, Güero admonishes Cantú for his statements as “many organizations are asking 
us for help and we can’t even solve our own problems,” Letter from “El Tío” [Güero] to Mario Cantú, Box 13, Folder 
3, DRP, BLAC.   
1223 “Asesinan en México el Dirigente Guerrillero Florencio Medrano (Güero),” Comité Europeo de Solidaridad con el 
Pueblo Chicano, 20 Abril 1979, Madrid, España, Box 2, Folder 1, DRP, BLAC. 
1224 “Statement by Mario Cantú,” dated December 4, 1978, Paris, France. Reprinted in Caracol, May 1979, 4. 
1225 Letter from Mario Cantú to Corky Gonzalez, 20 May 1980, Box 2, Folder 6, MCP, BLAC. 
1226 “El Movimiento Chicano Denuncia: ‘CARTER NO RESPETA LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS,” Comité Europeo 
de Solidaridad con El Pueblo Chicano, n.d. Box 3, Folder 5, MCP, BLAC. 
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they attempted to take the issue of human rights violations of Mexican immigrants and 

police brutality against Chicanos to the arena of international Human Rights.1227 

In 1980, Cantú returned from France to face charges. Rosario Ibarra de Piedra, 

Mexican human rights activist and founder of Comite Eureka (Eureka Committee), 

traveled to San Antonio to testify on behalf on Cantú. Ibarra de Piedra was one of the 

founders of organizers of Comite Eureka (Eureka Committee), the group of  “mothers of 

the disappeared” that organized the Hunger Strike of 1978 demanding the release of all 

political prisoners and the reappearance of all the disappeared of the Dirty War. Like 

Doña Rosario (as she is affectionately referred to in Mexico), who challenged the highest 

levels of power in Mexico and cultivated relationships across political lines, Cantú also 

challenged the status quo in both the United States and Mexico. According to Reavis, 

He was the last spokesman for a generation of Mexican American whose outlook 
on San Antonio had been formed in the years between the Mexican Revolution 
and World War II. In that era, before military bases were a key to the city’s 
economy – and before the rush of Anglos in uniform – San Antonio was a 
northern Monterrey. In Mario’s view, Mexican Americans were not interlopers in 
the life of either the United States or Mexico; they were the captives of both 
nations.”1228 

 
Reavis is accurate to an extent to place Mario’ within the Mexican American Generation. 

At the same time, comparing San Antonio to Monterrey, the industrial North of Mexico, 

Cantú’s politics did include analysis of global capitalism. Like CASA’s lema, (and 

newspaper) Sin Fronters, Mario understood the relationship between the U.S. and 

Mexico within the context of U.S. economic and foreign policy - an unequal relationship 

                                                 
1227 “El regimen mejicano, culpable de la trajedia de los emigrantes a Estados Unidos,” Egin, 12 Matatzak 1979, Box 3, 
Folder 5, MCP, BLAC. 
1228 Dick Reavis, “Taste for Trouble,” Texas Monthly 1980. 
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that created the conditions for labor migration across the northern Mexican border. For 

Cantú and other individuals and organizations that had an international analysis, the 

violence of poverty that was a cause for migration had to be understood in economic 

terms. 

 

Conclusion  

This final chapter brings “From Below and to the Left” full circle. It not only 

spans the 1970s and touches on each of the themes in the previous 8 chapters – prisons, 

torture and state violence, urban Third World formations, theatre, and transnational 

solidarity, but also reintroduces many of the same people as they moved through San 

Antonio during the 1970s. Finally, more so than any other chapter in the entire 

dissertation, it is really a blueprint for a more in depth investigation. Beginning with the 

return of former Leavenworth prison activists Mario Cantú and Ramon Chacon to Texas, 

it outlined elements of San Antonio social movement politics that previously scholarship 

had ignored. The Cultural Center Ruben Salazar and the immigrants rights self-help 

organization TU-CASA were part of a larger network of Chicano activists in Texas and 

across the U.S. who were approaching local community politics from a Third World 

perspective. These organizations and activists combined a hemispheric analysis of 

capitalist development with the necessity of creating local organizations to engage with 

everyday problems.  

In South Texas, the alternative educational project Colegio Jacinto Treviño 

engaged with many of these same issues. Founded by a collective of Chicanos and 
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Chicanas who wanted to create an alternative higher education project based on the ideals 

of self-determination, knowledge in the service of justice, and a politics of solidarity, the 

CJT was run under the inspiration of Paolo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed. The CJT 

has a direct link to Leavenworth through Ramon Chacon and Ramon Tijerina, while the 

Teatro Malcriados, an organizing project of the CJT, had performed at Leavenworth in 

1971.1229 raúlrsalinas was even offered “sole control” of the CJT newspaper, though he 

would end up in Seattle.1230 

Then the chapter shifted to focus the establishment of La Colonia Ruben 

Jaramillo in the Mexican state of Morelos. In a similar manner to the efforts to establish 

El Centro de La Raza, people without homes in Mexico essentially staked out land on an 

abandoned lot and demanded ownership and state services, while simultaneously 

organizing autonomous community projects and seeking out national and international 

support. Though the exact manner in which the contact between La Jaramillo 

(specifically Florencio “El Güero” Medrano) and Chicanos in Texas was made is 

unknown, the opportunity to support autonomous anti-government projects (that were 

simultaneously making claims on the state) attracted many Chicano supporters, particular 

those activists who had a Third World analysis. When the military invaded La Jaramillo 

in September of 1973, many of the leaders who formed the Struggle Committee were 

forced underground, only to re-emerge a year later as the Partido Proletario Unido de 

América. Chicanos in Texas continued clandestine support for this new political 

                                                 
1229 Letter from raúlrsalinas to Nita Gonzalez, 20 September 1972, My Weapon is My Pen, 165. 
1230 Letter from Hermelinda De La Cerda to “Tapón”, raúlrsalinas, circa late October 1972, My Weapon is My Pen, 171. 
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formation, until Raúl Ramon Chacon is arrested in October of 1975 and accused of 

transporting guns with the intention of inciting rebellion.  

 This chapter has linked the proto/aspiring-revolutionary formations at 

Leavenworth and Marion, to the full-fledged support of revolutionary movements in 

Mexico. It has traced radical and revolutionary ideas as they transcended the prison walls 

to reconstitute themselves in the actions and projects implemented on the urban terrains, 

rural land takeovers, immigrants’ rights, and revolutionary party building. It introduced 

the reader to the influences of Mexican social movements on the Chicano movement in 

San Antonio, rather than an unqualified “influences of Mexico”.  

This are newly uncovered threads of struggle within the historiography on the 

Chicano Movement in Texas, as well as the Mexican historiography of armed 

revolutionary movements. The Centro Cultural Rubén Salazar, Mario’s Restaurant, TU-

CASA, and Colegio Jacinto Treviño were critically important spaces of conjuncture and 

connection for radical and revolutionary-minded Chicanos, Blacks, American Indians, 

Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, South Americans, Africans, and other Third World peoples 

who were part of these networks. As elements of the Chicano movement looked to the 

electoral arena for affirmation and power, and as a result looked to foreign governments 

of Third World countries like Mexico, Libya and Cuba for an “alternative” foreign 

policy1231, other elements were organizing with social movements of Third World 

countries. 

                                                 
1231 See Armando Navarro, La Raza Unida Party: A Chicano Challenge to the U.S. Two Party Dictatorship 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2000), 254-260. 
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Cantú, Chacon, and salinas were first introduced to revolutionary ideas in prison. 

They would carry that analysis, the political dedication, and the ideological struggles with 

them into the outside world. Whereas salinas ended up in the Pacific Northwest after his 

release, Chacon and Cantú returned to Texas. And like salinas, they immediately got 

involved in political struggles, autonomous community projects, and the politics of 

political prisoners and prison politics. These weren’t the only prisoners to come out of the 

jail machine wanting to engage in a revolutionary struggle. But for these men 

specifically, and generally those elements within the Chicano movement that looked to 

Mexico and South America for inspiration and connections, part of the politics of 

solidarity was to question the very idea of solidarity and go beyond it.1232 For many 

women and men, revolutionary organizing and nationalist movements, or at least the 

student-worker-farmer political formation, provided a model that the Chicano movement 

could learn from. I will return to this issue in the conclusion. 

It is important to re-emphasize that Chicano and Chicana activists Ruben Solis, 

Ramon Chacon, and Olga Talamante were tortured in Latin America for their political 

beliefs and actions. In the published literature on the Chicano movement there is no 

mention of any of their experiences. In 1999, Alicia Muñoz completed a master’s thesis 

examining the work of the Olga Talamante Defense Committee, but nothing has been 

written about Solis or Chacon.1233 Solis and Chacon were victims of the dirty war in 

Mexico waged by presidents Luis Echeverría and José López Portillo, while Talamante 
                                                 
1232 Elizabeth Martinez, “A View from Nuevo Mexcio: Recollections of the Movimiento Left,” Monthly Review vol. 54 
no. 3 (July-August 2002), 79-86; and Jorge Mariscal, “Left Turns in the Chicano Movement,” Monthly Review vol. 54 
no. 3 (July-August 2002), 59-68. 
1233 Alicia Muñoz Cortes, “The Struggle of the Mujeres to Liberate Olga Talamante, A Political Prisoner.” Master’s 
Thesis: San José State University, 1999. And even my humble rendering of their stories is inadequate. 
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was released shortly before the most devastating period of state violence in Argentina. 

The 1970s were also a time when certain Chicano leaders enjoyed unprecedented access 

to presidents Echeverría and Portillo, as well as high level cabinet officials and elite 

intellectuals. Though Chicano and Chicana activists at the time pointed out the 

contradictions of cultivating close political relationships with a regime in Mexico that 

ruled through violence, it is worth revisiting as a political question in the present given 

that the crimes of the dirty war in Mexico are at least being discussed openly and limited 

investigations are taking place.1234  

Finally, the memory of Cantú’s political activism is both substantial and 

controversial. Beginning with his release in 1969 and the rejection of the army contract 

because his stance against the war in 1970, Cantú took principled stands against injustice, 

while helping to create alternative projects and support progressive politics that engage 

U.S. imperialism on multiple fronts. Cantú work with CASA, the TFWU, LRUP, the 

National Coalition for Fair Immigration Laws; he established links with Angela Davis 

and the American Indian Movement; he maintained close ties with various social 

movements in Mexico; and finally, he was on of the only people to take the cases of 

police and government repression against Chicanos and Mexicans to an international 

arena, and the only Chicano to establish a European-based solidarity committee with the 

struggle of Chicanos in the U.S. Recovering Cantú’s trajectory is significant.  

At the same time, Cantú was controversial. He represented the revolutionary 

politics of the Mexican left in the U.S. His statements about supporting revolutionary 

                                                 
1234 Many people who were affected by the dirty war do not want to be “pragmatic” and “see beyond the massacre of 
students.” 
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movements were bold; and he honestly believed in those radical ideas. Cantú could back 

up his bold statements with actions. The restaurant, the CCRS, and the movements he 

was involved in allowed him a certain freedom to challenge power without having to 

worry about the consequences. Cantú was a politician, but didn’t run for office; he was a 

revolutionary and a restaurant owner; he supported progressive and revolutionary social 

movement from across the country and continent; he was a dreamer who had vices.1235 

He, like all people, was human.  

In a similar manner to the experiences of Chicanos who fought on the Southern 

Front in Nicaragua, standing in solidarity with people in struggle was not enough. There 

was an inspiration to take up arms (or transport them and take them up) and fight with 

your life for the possibility of revolutionary change – with all its baggage, contradictions, 

and shortcomings. 1236 Again, this is not to romanticize their decisions; we can disagree 

with their decisions without disregarding their politics or ignoring the contradictions of a 

highly masculine notion of revolution, transformation, and social change. 

 

                                                 
1235 According to various sources, in the early 1980s, Cantú use of cocaine (that has existed in the 1970s) began to 
escalate. It is beyond the scope of this chapter, dissertation, and perhaps the role of this historian to investigate and/or 
speculate on the effects that Cantú’s drug use might have had on his political decision and actions. 
1236 For a fictionalized version of these experiences, see Alejandro Murguía, Southern Front (Arizona: Bilingual Press, 
1990). For a prose version of the context of these events, see Alejandro Murguía, The Medicine of Memory: A Mexica 
Clan in California, especially chapter six, “Tropi(lo)calidad: Macondo in La Mission” (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 2002). 
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 Conclusion:  

“From Below and to the Left” 

 

This dissertation began by proposing an investigation that focused on grassroots 

political formations in the U.S. that identified with Third World struggles, arguing that 

anti-colonial struggles abroad were related to human and civil rights struggles in the 

United States. This study has identified and connected circuits of struggle among people 

and organizations in the United States, and between the United States and Latin America 

during the 1970s. It has focused on four inter-related themes: 1) the prison rebellions in 

the United States, 2) third world political activity in major U.S. urban centers, 3) guerrilla 

theatre on both sides of the U.S-Mexican -- and by extension Latin American -- 

international border, and 4) political connections between Texas and Mexico. In each 

chapter, the local, national and international elements of political organizing are 

examined in relation to each other. The networks of U.S. Third World politics and 

Chicana/o internationalism overlapped with sectarian or regional forms of nationalism 

within the larger Chicana/o movement, while simultaneously charting political courses 

that emphasized multi-ethnic coalitions, solidarity, and even local and regionalized 

socialism. Therefore, this dissertation focuses both on localized grassroots struggles 

comprised of Third World peoples within the U.S., as well international elements 

Chicana/o history. 
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Section one, the Prison Rebellion Years, focused on prison activists in 

Leavenworth and Marion that identified with Third World political struggles and 

centered experience and collective struggle as the basis for learning and change. Chapter 

2 outlined the primary ideological and technical characteristics of 20th century penal 

rehabilitation. Focusing on the medical and military origins of behavior modification, 

torture, and long-term isolation, this set the stage to explain how prisoner activists at 

Leavenworth and Marion resisted the effects of the “jail machine” by organizing political 

formations grounded in an analysis of U.S imperialism and Third World solidarity. 

Chapter 3 focused on the efforts of Chicano, Puerto Rican, African American, American 

Indian and white prisoners at Leavenworth that organized clandestine organizations, 

state-sanctioned political education projects, and “above-ground” political organizations 

like Chicanos Organizados Raza (Rebelde) de Aztlán (CORA). In turn, they used these 

alternative spaces to organize strikes, publish a newspaper that was circulated across the 

country, and engage with issues like the Vietnam War, Chicano nationalism, and prison 

reform. Many of these activists were transferred to Marion in the spring of 1972 for their 

political organizing – the subject of Chapter 4. 

Chapter 4 connected the organized struggles and legal strategies against the long-

term isolation of the Control Unit (CU) at Marion to the clandestine and “above ground” 

political education circles, Ethnic Studies classes, and multi-racial third world coalitions 

established at institutions throughout country in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The CU 

was the final stage in the violent strategy of the prison regime to control society: in the 

words of former Marion warden Ralph Aron, the CU was designed to “control 
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revolutionary attitudes in the prison system and in the society at large.” The CU was the 

materialization of a socio-political ideology that criminalized entire groups of people – 

primarily people of color – in order to “dissapear” them from civil life and punish them 

with a prolonged and torturous civil death. This dehumanizing political process reminds 

us of the persistence of punishment, incarceration, and death as legacies of colonialism, 

Native American genocide, and slavery. This eliminates the prospect of solidarity with 

prisoners, removing the inmate from the possibility of belonging to the human 

community. Whereas the Control Unit – and its most recent manifestation as the Special 

Housing Units – are designed to break the human spirit of struggle to control and 

reprogram populations of color, inmate activists identified and resisted the “effects” of 

state control, behavior modification, and long-term isolation, transforming an institution - 

whose very existence functioned to deny freedom and rights - into a front in the struggle 

for human liberation.  

This chapter also argued that political power and new subaltern knowledges 

emerge from collective analysis and struggle. The prison rebellions were an invaluable 

and seldom acknowledged front of ideological and political struggle that unmasked the 

technologies of power reinforcing the function of prisons as institutions experimenting 

with techniques of punishment and death. This discussion about incarceration in general, 

and behavior modification, torture, and long-term isolation specifically, makes 

transparent the centrality of race and class as key components colonial relationship 

between punishment and death. Given their treatment, their juridical (non)existence, and 

the nature of their resistance, the “detainees” of 1972 may perhaps be considered 
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precursors to our present day “enemy combatants”.1237 At the very least, the political 

relationship between torture in U.S. prisons and the continued torture in U.S. military 

prisons across the globe can be traced to the use of the Control Unit and other behavior 

modification techniques at Marion. 

Chapters 3 and 4 also uncovered the major contours of what could be called the 

Chicano Prison Movement that was part of the larger Chicano movement, and when 

combined with the struggles of Puerto Rican, African American, and American Indian 

prison activists, comprised the anti-colonial prison rebellions within the United States. 

Chicano activists, as individuals and as part of CORA, maintained consistent 

correspondence with various elements of the Chicano movement, as well as political 

formations like the Black Panther Party, the Young Patriots, the People’s Law Office, and 

the Puerto Rican Independence movement, among others. This not only occurred at 

Leavenworth and Marion. Chicano activists at McNeil Island prison in the state of 

Washington founded the organization Mexican American Self Help (MASH) as a vehicle 

to organize both cultural celebrations, against guard brutality and unfair parole hearings, 

as well as alternative educational initiatives. MASH also maintained close contacts with 

Chicano activists in the Seattle area. Additional research will be necessary to uncover the 

struggles of Third World peoples during the prison rebellion years, but there can be no 

doubt that in the process of becoming politicized, activists prisoners crossed the color-

line. By forming multiracial coalitions, these activists challenged the use of racial 

divisions as a technology and strategy of control. Such organizing proved crucial to 

                                                 
1237 For a discussion of the political designation of enemy combatant, see Rachel Meeropol, ed., America’s 
Disappeared: Secret Imprisonment, Detainees, and the “War on Terror” (New York: Seven Stories Press, 2005). 
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confront the prison regime’s deployment of civil death as a strategy to control radical 

inmates. The Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Black, American Indians, and Euro Americans 

that organized to resist living death, were resisting the most rabid and insidious form of 

imperialism, the one taken for granted in the neglected backyard of democracy. 

Section two, “The Pacific Northwest”, shifted the geographical focus of the study 

to Seattle, Washington and the Puget Sound area. Seattle was on the crossroads of the 

Pacific currents of trade and migration, and the trail of the migrant farm workers who 

traveled from Texas through California and onto the Northwest. It was a Pacific port city 

and a port city for land routes of agricultural migration from the southwest. As a result, 

the international influences on local politics made for vibrant and politically active Third 

World political communities. Following the trajectory of Leavenworth and Marion prison 

activist raúlrsalinas to Seattle upon release, Chapter 5 examined the take over of Beacon 

Hill School in October of 1973 by a group of Third World activists led by elements of the 

Chicano movement. It outlined how these activists transformed Beacon Hill into El 

Centro de la Raza, a civil and human rights, as well as social service community center 

for minority populations in Seattle. Organizing as U.S. Third World activists, they 

simultaneously negotiated with the state for legal title to the land and funds to establish 

the center, while organizing community support for autonomous projects outside the 

purview of the government. El Centro was not only a meeting space for local 

organizations, but formed part of a larger network of anti-capitalist and anti-racist 

struggles across the Américas.  

Though utilizing the language of self-determination, there was a need to engage 
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with the state. This did not negate the autonomous community impulse at the heart of the 

Centro, but reflected the different political fronts on which El Centro had to organize and 

the everyday decisions influenced by a political analysis influenced by Third World 

struggles inside the “belly of the beast.” In other words, it was necessary to claim the 

right to self-determination in relation to the organizing and running of El Centro, engage 

with the state to negotiate the terms of land ownership, and make claims to the right to 

public funds to carry out their projects. El Centro emphasized the right to make 

organizational and political decisions without the interference of the state. This caused 

friction with some self-identified Mexican American organizations that focused strictly 

on providing services within the established structure of state governance. The political 

strategies employed by Chicanos and other Third World peoples in Seattle was a strategic 

mix of cultural nationalism, international solidarity, and self-determination, that reflected 

not only the political moment in the early 1970s, but also the fact that U.S Third World 

politics emerged in a variety of geopolitics locations.  

Chapter 6 projected outward from the Pacific Northwest to examine the founding 

and early years of the Third World Coalition (TWC) of the American Friends Service 

Committee (AFCS). In 1971, Chicano, African America, Asian American, American 

Indian, and Third World international activists working for, or with, the AFSC founded 

the TWC. The AFSC had already figured prominently in the political efforts of African 

Americans and American Indians in the Northwest, supporting the salmon fishing rights 

struggle’s at Frank’s Landing, and the establishment of the United Construction Workers 

Association, a primarily African American labor/community organization. This chapter 
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largely focused on the early years of the organization, the efforts to engage with farm 

worker issues in the Pacific Northwest, and the discussions at a national level of the 

tensions between the needs of Third World communities and the organizational and 

political strategies of the AFSC. Examining the founding documents of the TWC in 

relation to a series of national conferences, the everyday experiences of Third World 

communities, and the written assessments of members of the TWC, this chapter 

demonstrated how Third World activists utilized the networks and resources of the TWC 

to expand their own organizing initiatives. It also focused on changes in the relationship 

between the TWC and the AFSC that affected the structure of both organizations. Both El 

Centro and the TWC were vehicles to pursue progressive social change for Third World 

and poor people in Seattle and across the continent.  Directly linked to the efforts to 

establish El Centro, the TWC was another strategy to find resources in response to the 

need of minority communities, as diverse ethnic and racial groups organized under the 

banner of U.S. Third World peoples. The TWC worked to establish a political common 

ground between ethnic and racial groups while simultaneously redefining the relationship 

between the local, national, and international, not as a choice between pragmatism and 

solidarity or the correct political line, but as integral elements of as shared struggle 

against U.S. capitalism that also responds to the needs of communities in resistance. This 

also complicates the relationship between nationalism, internationalism, and transnational 

identities, as well as an a priori relationship between identity and politics. 

Section 3, “Un Continente, Una Lucha” (One Continent, One Struggle) directed 

our attention to central Mexico and central Texas. Chapter 7 began with a discussion of 
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the political terrain in Latin America and Mexico in the late 1960s and early 1970s, with 

a particular focus on U.S.-Latin American relations and the use of anti-communist 

language to justify the repression of political activists. It then presented an overview of 

anti-imperialist Latin American popular theatre, with a particular focus on the founding 

of Los Mascarones and the establishment of the Centro de Libre de Expresión Artistica y 

Teatral (The Center of the Free Expression of Art and Theatre -CLETA) as a political 

organization and physical space in 1973. Chapter 8 then examined the Quinto Festival de 

Teatro Chicano/Primer Encuentro Latinoamericano de Teatro, which took place in 

Mexico City and Veracruz during July of 1974. It highlighted the similarities and 

differences between political theatre groups from across the Américas and introduced 

international elements of the Chicano theatre movement. The planned gathering of theatre 

groups from across the entire continent offered the opportunity to understand the 

intermingling of the local, national and international as understood through the political 

discussions and encounters that took place in the midst of a two-week meeting that 

brought together more than 700 actors and artists from throughout the Americas.  

While Chapter 7 investigated the origins of Chicano and Mexican popular theatre, 

and the specific political contexts in Mexico within which the Quinto/Encuentro took 

place, Chapter 8 provided insight into the effects that local politics (in Mexico City) can 

have on particular experiences during the two-week gathering. In other words, the 

political differences within CLETA came to a head during the discussions between South 

American, Central American, Mexican, and Chicano teatristas.  
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CLETA was a bridge organization that brought together elements of political 

movements that had survived the massacres of 1968 and 1971, with a new generation of 

Mexicans whose experience with government repression was the Dirty War of 

kidnappings, torture, and murder waged by the Echeverría regime. I am not making the 

argument that generational differences account for the disparate perspective on engaging 

with the state.  Clearly, avenues for political participation were further enclosed during 

the 1970s, which in turn forced political and cultural activists to come up with new forms 

of struggle. Given that CLETA was a bridge organization, these new forms of struggle 

are not a drastic shift, but simply a response to new conditions. Yet, despite a shared 

memory of struggle, there were major differences within CLETA with regard to their 

relationship with the Echeverría regime. This became apparent during the planning of the 

Quinto/Primer. Some within CLETA were willing to accept money and food and travel 

subsidies from Echeverría, while others wanted to work outside the structure of the state 

and in solidarity with other autonomous political projects in Mexico and Latin America. 

These issues came to a head during the two-week encuentro that brought together a 

variety of political perspectives. For many Chicanos, the trip to Mexico was understood 

as a “return” to the motherland, while they also were forced to defend and in the process 

define the relationship of Chicanos to Mexicans and Latin Americans. 

Taken together, these two chapters uncovered the connections between artists and 

activists that located the experiences of U.S. imperialism across the hemisphere as the 

basis for a shared political perspective. Given that the experiences of U.S. imperialism 

were not uniform across the Américas – though they were certainly all negative from the 
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perspectives of these activists and artists – gatherings like the Quinto/Encuentro highlight 

the importance of exchanging ideas, political projects, and experiences, regardless (or in 

spite) of political differences in the interpretation of the effects of U.S. imperialism. They 

also emphasize the intimate relationship between politics and culture. 

 The long chapter 9 brings this dissertation full circle as it touches on almost all of 

the issues presented in the previous chapters while simultaneously moving across the 

entire decade. It touches on Third World political formations in urban centers located at 

the crossroads of hemispheric migrations, links between Chicanos and Mexican activists, 

issues of prison and torture, and the local politics of Third World solidarity. It explained 

how Chicanos from Texas politicized inside one of the most notorious prisons in the 

United States, “went beyond” solidarity to directly engage with Third World 

revolutionary movements. The chapter opened by uncovering the politics of the Centro 

Cultural Ruben Salazar (CCRS) and Todos Unidos – Centro de Accion Social Autonoma 

(TU-CASA) in San Antonio, Texas. It emphasized the links to the larger state wide and 

national terrains of the Chicano movement, as well as connections to movements in 

Mexico. The CCRS was host to a myriad of political and cultural gatherings that brought 

together the majority of the people and organizations whose stories are told in these 

pages. Combining a critique of U.S. imperialism with a politics of Third World solidarity, 

TU-CASA was a primary organizing vehicle in the national immigrants rights movement, 

publishing the CASA newspaper Sin Fronteras in its early incarnation in 1973-74. The 

second half of the chapter shifted to focus on the Colonia Ruben Jaramillo, a working 

class neighborhood established because of a massive land occupation in March of 1973 
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just south of Cuernavaca, Morelos. The occupation was led by Florencio “el Güero” 

Medrano. Chicanos in San Antonio had established direct contact with La Jaramillo and 

El Güero in the summer of 1973. When the military occupied La Jaramillo in September 

of 1973, and “El Güero” and many of his followers were forced underground, Chicanos 

from Texas continued to support the new clandestine formation the Partido Proletario 

Unido de América (PPUA).  

In October of 1975, Ramon Chacon, political theorist, founding member of 

CORA at Leavenworth, and teacher at the Colegio Jacinto Treviño, was arrested, 

tortured, and imprisoned for allegedly transporting guns to incite rebellion in Mexico. 

Mario Cantú was accused of being the mastermind being the transportation of arms, and 

of being the leader of the (non-existent) International Terrorist Alliance (Alianza 

Internacional de Terroristas). This chapter not only newly narrated political histories in 

San Antonio and the European Committee in Solidarity with the Chicano people, but also 

highlighted the important differences between supporting Mexican political and 

intellectual elites and supporting grassroots social movements. Finally, this final chapter 

underscored the relationship between prisons and revolution. 

During the 1970s, civil rights, national liberation and anti-imperialist movements 

in the U.S. continued in different forms. When assessing the impact and continuity of 

social movements, it is important to recognize internal and external factors. Capitalist 

crisis and government repression – both responses to post WWII social movements – 

indeed closed down avenues for political change. In Mexico and Latin America, the Dirty 

Wars eliminated an entire generation of political actors, while in the United State prisons 
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were a key component in destroying the potential for political power for communities of 

color. During the 1970s, social movements began a process of recomposition that 

incorporated the political lessons that emerged from the experiences of the previous 

decades of struggle, lessons from organizing against capitalist domination, male 

supremacy, and the backlash of “ethnic” whites, as well as the marginalization of Third 

World peoples, women, the gay liberation movement, and the non-partisan, non-electoral 

Left. The origins of the contemporary anti-globalization movements, with their critique 

of U.S. Empire and a focus on transnational solidarity, must also be located in the 1970s. 

It is during the 1970s that we can also locate a shift in the language of social movements 

from a primary focus on civil rights to the international arena of human rights.  

At the same time, political and economic elites were also in the process of 

recomposing and reconsolidating power. During the 1970s, capital moved away from the 

Keynesian social pact that had characterized the period from the 1930s to the 1960s. 

Through international financial organizations, the new capitalist mantra was Structural 

Adjustment Programs that demanded a shift in spending priorities from the public to the 

private sector. Social spending was drastically scaled back, while the remaining state 

services were privatized. Buttressed by increased U.S. military intervention across the 

globe, but particularly in the Américas during the 1970s (a pattern that began in 1954 

with the CIA backed coup of Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala), the transition to neoliberal 

capitalism must be located in the 1970s. By 1979, geopolitical conditions on the 

continent had changed. Captial’s response to social movements of the 1970s was harsh, 

and was combined with a reinvigorated jingoistic anti-communism and the rise of 
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Reagan’s right wing Christian coalition that gained increased momentum in the 1980s.1238  

The 1980s was to be the decade of the Hispanic. And for professionals who 

accepted the capitalist terms of the game and used their culture as a resource for their 

resume, it was. During this same period, in response to the threat posed to the status quo 

by a wide-range of political movements that had gained momentum in Latin America, a 

global shift in capitalism that had begun in the 1970s accelerated. By the late 1970s 

and1980s in the United States, multiculturalism was being emptied of any radical 

possibility, while the social gains of the previous 15-20 years were eliminated or severly 

rolled-back. Multiculturalism was transformed into a strategy of governance based on the 

principle of access to positions of political, economic, and cultural power for selected 

groups of minorities who embraced assimilation to U.S. cultural and social values, 

simultaneously functioning as examples of diversity and the proof of end of racism. Int 

his context, solidarity with Central American, organizing against South American 

apartheid, the movement against environmental racism, and the emerging LGBTQ 

struggles against the spread of HIV/AIDS epidemic, were important radical struggles 

during the 1980s.  

 

“Experimental modes of conventional civil rights organizing.” 

 In tracing a genealogy of Third World elements and influences the Chicano 

movement, the question of the analytical relationship between anti-colonial struggles for 

                                                 
1238 Greg Grandin, Empire’s Workshop: Latin America, the United States, and the Rise of the New Imperialism (New 
York: Metropolitan Books, 2006); Michelle Goldberg, Kingdom Coming: The Rise of Christian Nationalism (New 
York: W.W. Norton, 2006). 
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self-determination that were based on the seizing of power through revolution, the 

rhetoric of decolonization and Third World internal colonialism, and appeals for 

economic, cultural and political rights, posed a fundamental tension throughout this 

dissertation. In a 2005 interview, former political prisoner and human rights activist 

Angela Y. Davis, referred to her experiences with social movements during the 1960s 

and 1970s as “experimental modes of conventional civil rights organizing.” This is 

significant for this dissertation as the organized political projects examined here within 

used the language of civil rights while experimenting with international solidarity, 

autonomous political organizing, armed struggle, as well as claims on international 

human rights. 

This tension between the rejection of the state inherent in revolutionary thought, 

and the organized claims on constitutional and international rights is present in each 

chapter. For example, inside the federal penitentiary activist inmates created autonomous, 

often clandestine political and educational formations while simultaneously making 

demands based on civil and human rights in order to improve their everyday living 

conditions and treatment by the guards, psychiatrists, wardens, and other representatives 

of the state. Alternatively, consider the establishment of El Centro or La Jaramillo. On 

the one hand, there was the necessity of establishing legal title to the land and the right to 

receive state funds for social programs like health care, access to education, legal 

services, and child care, in order to meet the everyday needs of the community. On the 

other, was the desire to create an alternative to state run (not necessarily state funded) 

programs that were designed and organized by the affected communities rather than 
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professional intermediaries. I want to emphasize that these were not contradictory 

political positions. They were necessary in order to wage a political battle for dignity and 

respect, self-determination, and rights based civil and international law on multiple 

fronts.  

This is a complicated dissertation in that it uncovers new material on the 

international and cross-racial politics of the Chicano movement, while simultaneously 

leaving many unanswered questions. At the same time, the breadth of this dissertation is 

accompanied by a day to day rendering of events within each specific chapter. Yet, it is 

within the day-to-day rendering that many of the specific social relations that were 

intimate and public, formal and informal, remain to be uncovered. In terms of limitations 

and possibilities for future research, it must be noted that this dissertation does not 

systematically look at organizational histories. Of course this is the very nature of 

research (and particularly a dissertation), to contribute and make interventions in a larger 

body of historical narratives, while always cognizant of the multiple ways that the past is 

remembered, recorded, and passed down, as well as the diverse perspectives and 

contested meanings inherent in any historical endeavor.  

Hyper masculinity, machismo and homophobia: these three oppressions 

characterize relations in the society at large, as well as within social movements across 

the political terrain. The histories of nationalist, radical and revolutionary political 

movements have been almost exclusively written about as gendered male. Not only have 

they focused on men, but even the process of politicization, that is, a move from 

“unconscious to consciousness”, a linear, progressive move from “undeveloped” toward a 
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revolutionary politics has been represented as strictly a masculine transformation from an 

individual subjectivity to a collective subjectivity.1239 This process conflates masculinity 

and politics, in turn limiting an anti-capitalist politics strictly to class struggle.  

Furthermore, even though issues of gender and sexuality, for example, were often 

downplayed as peripheral to an anti-capitalist movements, the reality was quite the 

contrary, struggles concerning the politics of gender and heterosexism, formed a central 

component of Third World formations.1240 Of course this is not a new revelation for 

social movements (or historians), but it does remind us that we cannot romanticize social 

movements even (especially) if they are radical or revolutionary, nor can we ignore 

tensions within social movements, and struggles around gender, sexuality, violence and 

power.  

 

What were these struggles trying to tell us?  

I propose that they remind us that experience is simultaneously local, national, 

and international. Anti-imperialist social movements engaged capital and the state on 

multiple fronts. In the dissertation, the focus was on the fronts of U.S. Third World prison 

activism, radical political art, urban community centers, rural land occupations, 

immigrant’s rights organizing, and armed struggle. At the same time, for many of these 

Chicano/a activists, the language of civil rights struggles no longer sufficient represented 

                                                 
1239 María Josefina Saldaña-Portillo, The Revolutionary Imagination in the Americas and the Age of Development 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2003). 
1240 See p. 11, FN 14 for literature that addresses women, gender, and revolution in radical political formations in the 
United States. For a devastatingly important article of the gendered nature of social movement in Mexico, see Lessie Jo 
Frazier and Deborah Cohen, “Defining the Space of Mexico ’68: Heroic Masculinity in the Prison and “Women” in the 
Streets,” Hispanic American Historical Review 83:4 (2003). 
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their political imaginations. As a result, they looked to other Third World peoples in the 

U.S., and international solidarity with social movements in Mexico and Latin America.  

 By way of conclusion, these combined efforts demonstrated the political 

astuteness of the activists who understood that their local or regional grassroots anti-

capitalist struggles for civil, human and economic rights were part of larger organized 

struggles across the globe.  The actions and analysis of these activists, combined with the 

political strategies of internal Third World alliances and international solidarity, formed a 

set of counter-hegemonic knowledges and practices that were part of a historical 

theorization of colonial relations based on the daily experience of the violence within 

which those relations were grounded. It is in these attempts at creating links between 

“colonial/racial subjects of empire”1241 and across geopolitical borders that these 

struggles help historicize the current trend in Latin American, Latina/a, and Caribbean 

Studies to examine the epistemological, ethical and political similarities between these 

intellectual projects.1242 I propose that we must look to the historical struggles from 

which these new situated knowledges emerged (and not only the new knowledges) in 

order to find the epistemological, theoretical, and political overlap.  

 Given the nature of networks, the coordinates of these struggles could have just as 

easily focused in on Colorado, New Mexico, Nicaragua and New York, or Philadelphia, 

Chicago, Cuba and Chile for example. In fact, these locations were indeed part of the 

networks highlighted in this project. The particular geographic locations/spaces examined 

in this dissertation were chosen because of specific characteristics unique to each 

                                                 
1241 See p. 6 fn. 8. 
1242 See p. 33-34. 
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formation. First, the hidden nature of the experiences of prison activists; second, the 

wide-spread nature of Third World urban political formations; third, the existence of a 

global network anti-imperialist artists and organizers; fourth, the familiar option of armed 

revolutionary movements, and finally, the brutality of political prisoners tortured in a 

dirty war against political dissent.  These experiences – individual and collective -- were 

directly related to an anti-imperialist critique from which Third World political 

formations across the Américas drew inspiration -- particularly concerning issues of 

human rights, autonomy, and self-determination. 

This is a project of its times, influenced by the current globalizing movement 

“against Neoliberalism and for humanity.” They are a (incomplete) set of inter-related 

stories that are absolutely necessary to recover. They are part of a larger history of anti-

capitalist, international movements traced through the revolutionary working class of the 

Atlantic during the 16th century, the international anti-slavery and abolition movements, 

the First, Second, and Third Internationals, the Bandung gathering in India in 1954, and 

the myriad of other international, continental and regional gatherings that brought people 

together who shared a critique of capitalism and imperialism while understanding the 

impact of these systems of power on local communities and culture.  

The Internet has changed how social movements interact with each other, with 

both positive and negative consequences.1243 Whereas political movements in the last 15 

years have utilized new technologies to circulate struggles across geographies and time, 

                                                 
1243 One positive aspect is that an increased amount of information can be communicated to more people at a faster rate. 
At the same time, there are still serious problems with access to technology that remind us of the class issues inherent 
in political organizing, and that email has de-personalized political organizing, conflating activism with organizing 
rallies and marches instead of long term community building. 
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during the 1970s, news of political struggles circulated through movement publications 

and word of mouth – delegations, caravans, and “itinerant radicals.”1244 I have not only 

highlighted the networks through which Third World ideas circulated, but traced the 

contours of the very struggles themselves.  

At its basic level, this is an investigation about consciousness, power, struggle, 

control, and resistance that draws from both historical and political theory.1245 It moves 

from  “strategies of refusal”1246 that contests norms and power relationships through the 

infinite ways of “self activity” or “self-valorization” of social actors.1247  

                                                 
1244 Dr. Emilio Zamora uses this term to characterize the brilliant orators from Latin American who would travel from 
place to place bringing news of political mobilizing.  
1245 My understanding of consciousness, resistance, experience and ways of defining, “recognizing”, and in the end, 
representing change are influenced by the following literature: Cedric J. Robinson, Black Marxism: The Making of the 
Black Radical Tradition. 2nd ed (Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press: 2000); Chakrabarty, 
Dipesh. “ Marx After Marxism: History, Subalternity, and Difference,” in Marxism Beyond Marxism eds. Saree 
Makdisi, Cesare Casarino, and Rebecca E. Karl. (New York: Routledge, 1996); and Provincializing Europe: Post 
colonial Thought and Historical Difference (New Jersey: Princeton, 2000); Scott, James C., Domination and the Arts of 
Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990) and Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms 
of Peasant Resistance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987); Chela Sandoval, “U.S. Third World Feminism: The 
Theory and Method of Oppositional Consciousness in the Postmodern World.” Gender 10 (Spring 1991): 1-24. Eugene 
Genovese, Roll Jordan Roll: The World the Slaves Made, (New York: Pantheon, 1974); Michel de Certeau, The 
Practice of Everyday Life, (1984); Thompson, E.P., The Making of the English Working Class, (New York: Peguin, 
1966); Gayatri Spivak,  “Can the Subaltern Speak?” In Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture, ed. Cary Nelson and 
Lawrence Grossberg, 271-313. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988); Audre Lourde, “The Master’s Tools Will 
Never Dismantle the Master’s House,” in Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldua, eds. This Bridge Called my Back: 
Writings by Radical Women of Color, 1st edition (New York: Kitchen Table-Women of Color Press, 1981); Tera A. 
Hunter,“’Work that body’: African –American Women, Work, and Leisure in Atlanta and the New South,” in Eric 
Arnesen, Julie Green, and Bruce Laurie. Eds. Labor Histories: Class, Politics and the Working Class Experience 
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1998), 153-174. 
1246 Mario Tronti, “The Strategy of the Refusal,” Thesis 11 in Operai e Capitale (Workers and Capital), (Einaudi: 
Turin, 1966), 234-252. 
1247 Self-valorization is the relationship between a “politics of refusal” and imagining and enacting of new subjectivities 
and social, political and projects. Based on the Marxian theorization of “self activity” and living labor, self-valorization 
as a concept appears in the work of Antonio Negri and is built upon the foundational texts of Italian autonomous 
Marxism, the work of E. P. Thompson, and the founding texts of the Indian Subaltern studies group. Examining the 
micro-politics of the struggles and processes accompanying a cycle of political recomposition that characterized the 
late 60s and 70s, self-valorization provides an economically grounded and “open” understanding of what resistance 
“contains” when examining historical subjectivity and political agency. See Antonio Negri, “Domination and 
Sabatoge,” in Working Class Autonomy and the Crisis, (London: Red Notes, 1978), 93-138. According to Cleaver, 
“’auto’ or ‘self’ [which sounds more natural in the English translation], “indicates a process of valorization which is 
autonomous from capitalist valorization – a self-defining, self-determining process which goes beyond mere resistance 
to capitalist valorization to a positive project of self-constitutions.” See Harry Cleaver, “The Inversion of Class 
Perspective in Marxian theory: From Valorization to Self-valorization,” in Open Marxism: Vol. II Theory and Practice 
(London: Pluto Press, 1992): 113; Antonio Negri, Marx Beyond Marx: Lessons on the Grundrisse (Brooklyn: 
Autonomedia 1991), 11, 14, 128, 135-6, 149, 162-3, 185-86. For a discussion of a “politics of refusal” see the 
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Like the political actors themselves who were both living and analyzing their 

surroundings, interpreting the correlation of forces in the midst of a campaign or 

mobilization, piecing together an analysis that put U.S. economic imperialism at the 

center of hemispheric problems, this study recovers those histories and knowlegdes that 

emerged from these struggles. With this study I hope to contribute to an increasingly 

more frequent and on-going dialogue between social movement activists, intellectuals, 

and researchers (not assuming that these are mutually exclusive) in the U.S. and Latin 

America on political processes, economic policies, and cultural interactions that have 

affected, and continue to affect, all of the Américas.1248 This is particularly urgent in light 

of the current geopolitical reconfiguration of Pensamiento Crítico, Latina/o, Latin 

America, and Caribbean studies, as well as the absolute necessity of linking the Third 

World within and the Third World without. 

These strategies of “refusal” and political inventiveness opened up spaces and 

opportunities to create the world in a different image. Tracing the histories of these 

movements offers opportunities to understand the long internationalist reach of national 

                                                                                                                                                 
introduction to the Spanish version of Harry Cleaver, Reading Capital Politically (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultural 
Economica, 1985); also see Midnight Notes Collective, “Introduction to Zerowork 1,” Midnight Oil: Work, Energy, 
War, 1973-1992 (Brooklyn: Autonomedia, 1992), 110; and George Katsiaficas, European Autonomous Social 
Movements and the Decolonization of Everyday Life (New Jersey: Humanities Press International, 1997). For a 
discussion of the Italian Social movements that gave rise to these bodies of revolutionary theory, see Steve Wright, 
Storming Heaven: Class Composition and Struggle in Italian Autonomist Marxism, (London: Pluto Press, 2002). For an 
expansion and critique of these initial theorizations that is inspired by the Zapatista uprising in Chiapas, Mexico, see 
John Holloway, Change the World without Taking Power: The Meaning of Revolution Today (London: Pluto Press, 
2002). 
1248 For a recent anthology focusing on hemispheric exchanges, see Gilbert M. Joseph, “Close Encounters: Toward a 
New Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations,” in Close Encounters of Empire: Writing the Cultural History 
of U.S.-Latin American Relations, Gilbert M. Joseph, Catherine C. LeGrand, and Ricardo Salvatorre, Eds. Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1998, 3-46. On transnational hemispheric intellectual trends and exchanges see, Critical Latin 
American and Latino Studies, ed. Juan Poblete, (University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 2003); also see, Edna 
Acosta-Belén, “Reimagining Borders: A Hemispheric Approach to Latin American and U.S. Latino and Latina 
Studies,” in Colorlines to Borderlands: The Matrix of American Ethnic Studies, Johnnella E. Butler, ed., (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 2001). 
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liberation struggles, human rights, and the attendant radicalization of social movements 

in the United States.  The organizational linkages that resulted from the circularity of 

struggles also revealed state forms of governance and repressions that attempted to 

disrupt the multi-ethnic, transnational political formations. 

In Mexico, 1982 marked a shift in the political economy of the country that had 

been brewing for at least 7 years. The debt crisis is always pointed to as the moment 

when Mexico was forced to change its economic model, but I want to argue that these 

changes should be located in the 1970s as they were coordinated out of the office of the 

Secretary for Budget and Planning (SPP), originally created in 1976. During the late 

1970s and early 1980s, Miguel de la Madrid, Carlos Salinas, Ernesto Zedillo, Pedro 

Aspe, and other technocrats that had studied economics and public administration at elite 

American universities returned to integrate Mexico into the “First World”. All were staff 

members of the SPP.1249 According to the technocrats, the economy and society as a 

whole was to be restructured within a development paradigm that would assure Mexico’s 

position within a global economy.  

The late 1980s and early 1990s saw a new upsurge in international solidarity and 

cross border organizing in response to the neoliberal economic policies being forced on 

national economies by the United States throught the World Bank, the World Trade 

Organization, and the International Monetary Fund. In the early 1990s, labor unions, 

environmental organizations, and immigrants’ rights organizations mobilized in 

                                                 
1249 Dan La Botz, Democracy in Mexico: Peasant Rebellion and Political Reform (Boston: South End Press, 1995), 
101.  
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anticipation of the passing of the North American Free Trade Agreement. By mid-decade, 

as the U.S. planned to expand this agreement to cover the entire hemisphere in the Free 

Trade Agreement of the Americas, the mobilizations against U.S. proposed trade 

agreements increased. By 1994, when the NAFTA was set to go into effect, a 

revolutionary political movement -- that would redefine the meaning of revolution -- 

emerged from the poorest state in Mexico in direct response to the structural adjustment 

programs that had paved the way for these new trade agreements: the Ejército Zapatista 

de Liberación Nacional (EZLN). The EZLN inspired activists and organizers across the 

globe with a new political imagination, the language of political autonomy, and an 

invitation to “change the world without taking power.” Chicana/os that had continued 

political organizing efforts at the grassroots throughout the 1980s and 1990s, particularly 

against the NAFTA, came together with a new generation of activists to embrace a 

politics that went “beyond” solidarity, while locating the effects of neoliberal 

globalizations in local arenas in the United States.1250 As this dissertation has tried to 

demonstrate, Third World solidarities are not new tendencies within Chicana/o based 

organizing, but simply a reconfiguration of Chicana/o internationalism in the late 20th and 

early 21st Century. 

Discussions of U.S. Empire are now common in the media and by political 

analysts and politicians, as well as intellectuals. The Project for a New American 

Century, whose blueprint for the globe is designed to reconfigure geopolitical relations 

                                                 
1250 Pablo González, “A New Chicana/o Left: Global Struggle and the Building of Communities of Resistance,” 
unpublished essay in author’s possession. 
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based on the idea of a military democracy led by the United States is essentially a 

reinterpretation of Manifest Destiny or the Monroe Doctrine for the 21st Century.  

“From Below and to the Left” has attempted recover a radical and revolutionary 

history of the Américas that includes Latina/os living in the United States – Afro-

Latinas/os and Indigenous alike, so that activists can understand current struggles in 

historical context. 

On July 1, 2006, Luis Echeverría Alvarez was placed under house arrest, accused 

of complicity in the massacre of Tlatelolco and the Dirty War of the 1970s. Though the 

timing of his arrest is suspicious, just one day before the presidential elections in Mexico, 

it could finally be the beginning of a legal process against Echeverría for kidnapping, 

torture, and murder. It remains to be seen whether the case against Echeverría will follow 

the same path as the Agusto Pinochet case in Chile. Echeverría’s ties to the CIA and to 

the old guard of the PRI might be enough to spare him from criminal indictment while he 

is alive. There is no other way to conclude this dissertation than by demanding justice all 

for the victims of the dirty war in Mexico, including Rubén Solis and Ramon Chacon. 
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